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Foreword  to  the  Eng l i sh  Ed i t i on

Clyde  F .E .  Roper

he publication of this volume represents two significant events. First, it is the
completion of the translation of the monumental monograph by Adolf Naef, the

Swiss zoologist who, above all others, shaped the very foundation upon which modern
cephalopod systematics, classification, evolution, morphology and embryology are
grounded. Second, it represents the culmination of the series of translations into
English of monographic works on Cephalopoda, begun in 1972 with the publication of
the first volume of Naef's monograph, Systematics, in two parts (1921, 1923). It
seems entirely fitting that the series of translations be completed with Naef's
Embryology, Volume 2 (1928).

The Smithsonian Institution Libraries sponsored the translations of eight major
monographs on cephalopod systematics, for which service I express my gratitude and
appreciation. These translations have brought among the most important, seminal 20th
Century works on cephalopods into the hands of researchers and students around the
world. They comprise the following: Naef, A. l92lll923 (1972), Chun, C. l9l0ll9l4
(1975), Pfeffer, c.l9l2 (1993), Joubin, L. 1895, 1900,1920,1924 (1995), and Naef,
A. 1928 (2001).

The Translator and Scientific Editor for this volume is Sigurd v. Boletzky, to
whom I am most deeply indebted and most sincerely appreciative for the thorough,
accurate and very significant effort he put forth to insure that this translation accu-
rately reflects Naef 's meaning and intentions. Those who have tried to read Naef in the
original German will especially appreciate the results of Boletzky's efforts. Early 20th
Century German language, especially scientific, is very complex, convoluted, even
archaic. Sentence structure tends to be long, nearly paragraphic in style. Boletzky has
done a magnificent job in converting this to modern English, both in meaning and
structure. Even so, an accurate translation, faithful to the scientific and philosophical
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inteni of t'he author, means that the reader occasionally will be challenged. some sen-
tences remain long, convoluted, Germanic, because, without apology, it has not been
possible to reconstruct them without altering the meaning. Finally, Naef placed great
reliance on remarkably accurate afi detirGd illustrations produced from living and
preserved specimens, and these must be\qgferred to continuously in order to fully
understand the text.

Boletzky has provided a biographical sketch of Adolf Naef in this volume. This
well-researched piece gives a sense of both the breadth and depth of Naef's knowledge
that spanned invertebrates, vertebrates and fossils. It reveals Naef as one of the most
accomplished zoologist of his time, whose career and productivity were cut short by
politics and war.

April 2000 National Museum of Natural History
Smithsonian Institution

Washington, D.C.



ADOLF NAEF
(1910; from the Archives of the Naples Zoologrcal Station)



Ado l f  Nae f  (1883 -1949 )

A  B i o g r a p h i c a l  N o t e

S . v .  B o l e t z k v

any German-speaking zoologists remember the work of Adolf Naef, especial ly

i f  they are interested in morphological studies relat ing to molluscs or verte-

brates. The cephalopod monograph in the series "Fauna und Flora des Golfes von
Neapel" is a widely recognized work of reference. Much of Naef 's later work on the
morphology and phylogeny of vertebrates has been used in modern textbooks and
reviews.

Naef was an eminent scientist, so it is not surprising to find his name in the
German encyclopaedia "Der Grosse Brockhaus" (Vol. 13, page 144, 1932): "Naef,
Adolf, zoologist, *Herisau (Switzerland) lst of May, 1883; 1922-26 ass. Prof. in
Agram, since 1927 Prof. in Cairo. N. strives to revise the assumptions and principles
of morphology and phylogeny, using especially the examples of cephalopods and ver-
tebrates. His most important publications are: "Idealistic Morphology and
Phylogenetics" (1919), "The Fossil Cephalopods" (1922), "The Cephalopods" (35th
monogr. in 'Fauna and Flora of the Bay of Naples', Vol. l, 2, l92l-28), "Phylogeny of
Animals" ( 'Handbook of Genetics', Vol. 3, l93l)".

Some personal data are provided by an entry in "World Biography" (1948): "Naef,
Adolf, Swiss zoologist, born May l, 1883, Herisau, Switzerland; son of Martin &
Berta (Rutz) Naef; educated at Institut Steinegg, Herisau, 1900; Evangelical Seminary,
Zwich, 1903; University of Zurich, 1908; married Maria Bendiner, July 22, 1924; two
daughters. Research worker, Zoological Station, Naples, 1910; Privatdozent,
University of Zurich, 1914; Prosector & assist. Prof., University of Zagreb, 1922;
Prof. of Zoology, Univ. of Cairo, 1927; visiting professor of Comparative Anatomy
and Embryology, Faculty of Science, University of Cairo, since 1940. Director,
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Zoological Dept., University of Cairo, 1929-40. Member Swiss Association of
Zoology: Swiss Association of Natural Science; Cairo Scientific Society".

The apparent "early retirement", at age 57 , reflects the governrnental regulation
due to which foreign professors at the University of Cairo lost their positions soon
after the beginning of World War II. They were given the status of "visiting profes-
sors" and were allowed to continue their research-as far as that was possible in the
$ n1-1ims-and to supervise their post-graduate students, but it was virtually out of
the question for them to travel. After an almost total scientific isolation throughout
the years 1940-45, Naef was finally able to resume his international contacts, travel
to Europe, prepare the publication of his long-planned Textbook of Vertebrate
Zoology, which was already cited in the reference list for "World Biography". But
then his health failed. Dangerously ill he returned to Zurich in spring 1949; he died
on May 15.

What the biographical notes available do not mention is a major disappointment
in Naef's career as a university professor. In 1930, he was not only "short-listed" for
the chair of zoology at the Unive.rsity of Basle (Switzerland) - he was in fact number
one on the list! However, local events allowed that order to be turned over in favor of
a younger candidate. Undoubtedly Naef's scientific impact would have been different
in subsequent decades if he had been allowed to continue research and teaching in a
European university. A fair confirmation rests in the fact that his published work has
not aged.

It is significant that Naef is regularly'cited in modern studies, for example in the
Centennial Essay by K. Ntibler-Jung and D. Arendt, titled "Is ventral in insects dorsal
in vertebrates?-A history of embryological arguments favoring axis inversion in
chordate ancestors" (Roux's Arch. Dev. Biol, 203: 357-366, 1994): "During the first
decades of the twentieth century, phylogenetic speculations based on embryogenesis
were generally despised. Nonetheless, some 50 years after Anton Dohrn, the Swiss
zoologist Adolf Naef (1883-1949) endeavored to revive Dohrn's "annelid hypothesis"
of chordate ancestry - which he considered a truism beyond discussion. Naef aspired
to work out the "archetypal" ontogenesis of an "idealized" primeval coelomate of
bilateral and segmented organi2ation, suitable as a common ancestor of both annelids
and chordates (Fig. 7: "from Naef, 1926"). From this.archetypal ontogenesis he then
derived the mode of embryogenesis in an idealized ancestral chordate (Fig. 8: "as
above"). As for the.bodily "revolution" during chordate evolution, Naef proposed that
the worm-like chordate ancestor lived buried in.sand or mud where constant dorsoven-
tral orientation was of no importance, as is the case in some living hemichoidata, e.g. '

Balanoglossus (Naef, 1933).-Note that the terms "archetypal" and "idealized" do not
mean that Naef returned to the principles of the idealistic morphology as claimed by
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Mayr (1982). Rather, Naef's aim (like that of Dohrn\was to reconstruct, on the basis

of comparative embryology, the specific course olpodsible ontogenetic changes in the

evolution of chordates from an annelid-like ancestor...".
In ..The Growth of Biological Thought" (1982), Ernst Mayr had indeed expressed

the following opinion: "...authors like Naef, Kiilin, Lubosch, and Zangerl virtually

returned to the principles of idealistic morphologyl', and reflecting on morphology in

general, he wrote: "Nothing illuminzites the difficulties of assigning morphology to a

particular area of biology better than the lack of communication among different of it6

schools. There were the phylogenetic morphologists, like Gegenbaur, Haeckel, and

Huxley (up to Remane and Romer); there was a strong remnant of idealistic morphol-

ogy (Naef, Kiilin, Lubosch), and there were the evolutionary morphologists (Biiker, D.

Davis, Bock, von Wahlert)...". Authoritative "classifications" like the one cited here

may have been fashionable for sorne time, but they are certainly rathei questionable.

As far as Naef is concerned, his careful reassessment of "idealistic morphology"

should not be taken as the sole content of his method!
In a recent review (Aufs. u. Red. Senck. Ges., 1998), W.-E. Reif scrutinized the

question of Naef's alleged return to pre-Darwinian rnorphology: "In the German liter-

ature (between 1910 and 1960) macroevolutionary theories were proposed that regard-

ed "types" as autonomous entities of evolution. Selection and adaptation played only

a t$nor role, but orthogenesis, life cycles of types, revolutionary jumps from type to

type and long-lasting Lamarckian effects were regarded as main factors of evolution.

Usually these macroevolutionary theories were justified by reference to Adolf Naef 's

"Idealistic Morphology'r and his concept of the type. However, a close look at Naef's

methodology shows that it forms the basis of a Darwinian, structuralist morphology,

rather than a mystical, speculative "typology"." :
Among the motives for the remarkable scientific growth of Adolf Naef, probably

his genuinely critical mind was foremost, but the intellectual environment in which he

lived also was crucial. As a student, Naef "learned" his zoology in a very stimulating

atmosphere at the University of Zurich. His university teacher was Arnold Lang, a for-

mer Professor of the Jena University and close friend of Ernst Haeckel, but definitely

not a "fervent disciple". In his young years, Lang had been an assistant of Anton

Dohrn, the founder and first director of the Zoological Station at Naples. This person-

al relationship was instrumental in the establishment of regular collaboration between

the institutes at Zvich and Naples. In 1908, Naef went to Naples for the first time'

originally to collect eggs of various marine molluscs to complete his Master's thesis.

But he became rapidly involved in an embryological study on the squid Loligo vul-

garis and finished his doctoral dissertation on that subject in about one year! He was
'then offered the position of a permanent visiting scientist at the Naples Station to com-
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plete a cephalopod monograph that had remained unfinished after the untimely death
of Giuseppe Jatta. Naef accepted this offer, but he soon realized that his scientific
background was too different from Jatta's to allow him a mere completion of a work
not designed by himself. His decision to start a new monograph was accepted by the
director of the Naples Station, but it meant years of extra work, especially since Naef
continued his general molluscan studies and actively prepared his enlisting as a uni-
versity teacher at Zutich, with a necessarily regular publication activity. During the
years of World War I, the working conditions at the Naples Station became so grim
that Naef finally returned to Zurich, where Reinhard Dohrn, the exiled director of the
Stazione Zoologica, had set up headquarters. After the war, Naef extended his mor-
phological studies to fossil coleoids in the major museum collections, especially in
Germany. As a result of this enterprise, he produced his paleozoological monograph of
coleoid cephalopods.

By the time the first volume of the cephalopod monograph was published (1921,
1923), Naef had finished his "Studies on the general morphology of molluscs" (third
part: L924) and his book on fossil coleoids (1922).ln 1922, he took a position at the
iJniversity of Zagreb; henceforth his work dealt mainly with vertebrate morphology,
generating a long series of detailed studies, reviews and methodological papers pub-
lished from 1924 onwards.In 1926, Naef returned to Naples for a few months to write
up the oveidue monograph volume on the embryonic development of cephalopods (the
embryology plates having been published already in 1921!). In the following years hisr-
interest in cephalopod morphology and phylogeny remained alive, but none of the furl
ther volumes he had announced would be produced. What Naef did achieve, however,
was a first draft ofa cephalopod chapter for Pierre-Paul Grass6's "Trait6 de Zoologie",
which he wrote in the late forties.

That Naef kept abreast of ongoing cephalopod research can be seen, for example,
from his correspondence with Grace E. Pickfprd (1902-1986) on the Vampyromorpha.
A letter of January lst, 1947, reflects his steadfast enthusiasm: "Dear Miss Pickford,
With great pleasure I had received your publications on Vampyroteuthis and others.
Although I am not'now working in this field of research the subject is most interest-
ing to me. I have not seen any specimen of V. myself and my statements on it were
based entirely on other observers: Your figure of the gladius suggests that the animal
belongs rather to the Prototeuthoidea than the Mesoteuthoidea. I am very thrilled to
obtain a copy of your final account to which I am loqking.forward with great interest.
I hope it will be well illustrated in order to give full evidence of the character of this
unique animal.-With my best compliments-Yours sincerely-Prof. Dr. Ad. Naef'.
Some thirty years later, Grace Pickford concluded: "It is certainly time that recogni-
tion was given to this great man whose insight into cephalopod evolution was, to me,
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almost a bible. Long before a translation was available I had a German-speaking friend

who gave me verbal translations of those sections of his monograph that concerned the

Proto- and Mesoteuthoidea. This information was invaluable to me in understanding

the status of Vampyroteuthis infernalis upon which I was working at the time.-I was

always glad that Naef lived to see that there was a living fossil that went far to vindi-

cate his insight into cephalopod phylogeny".

Fifty years after Naef's death, a new generation of zoologists and paleontologists

is eager to get to know his studies in detail. The present "Cephalopod Embryology"

completes the English translation of the 35th monograph of the Naples series. Time to

think of the cephalopod paleontologists who wish to read the "Fossi l  Coleoids". An

Enslish translation of this classic will be made available throush the book-trade.

CNRS Oceanological Observatory
Laboratoire Arago

B anyuls- sur-Mer
France



Translatorts Notes

S.v. Boletzky

h e  t e c h n i c a l  t e r m s  u s e d  b y  A d o l f  N a e f  a r e  e a s i l y  t r a n s l a t e d  ( e . g .
" S t a d i u m "  =  s t a g e ,  " S t u f e "  =  g r a d e )  o r  m a y  b e  a d o p t e d  w i t h o u t  a n y

change (other  than or thographic  ad justments) :  e .g .  "Anlage, '=anlage ( rud i -
ment) ;  "Bauplan"= bauplan (s t ructura l  p lan,  b lue-pr in t ) ;  . ,Norm' ,  =  norr l l
"Ontogenese"  = ontogenesis ;  "Phy logenese"  = phy logenesis ;  . .Remin i  szenz, ,
= remin iscence.

The nouns ontogenesis and phylogenesis are rarely used in English today, since
ontogeny and phylogeny have become standing terms. Some dictionaries (e.g.
'cassell's German & English Dictionary', 1964) still list ontogenesis (rather than
ontogeny) for "Ontogenese". The commonly used translation phylogeny for
"Phylogenese" also corresponds to "stammesgeschichte" or ,.phylogenie,,. .pennak,s

collegiate Dictionary of zoology' (1964) indicates two meanings for phylogeny:
"1. Evolutionary relationships and lines of descent in any taxon. 2. The origin and evo-
lution of higher taxonomic categories"; ontogeny is simply defined as "Developmental
history of an organism from zygote to maturity". The last definition is compatible with
Naef 's terminology used in volume | (p.27): <<This "ontogeny", or individual "devel-
opmental history", is well known in a large number of cases>> (quoted from the
English translation by A. Mercado, 1972). Accordingly, I have translated
"Entwicklungsgeschichte" or "ontogenie" as ontogeny, "stammesgeschichte" or
"Phylogenie" as phylogeny, "Ontogenese" as ontogenesis, ,,phylogenese,' as phylogen-
esis. A subtle difference of meaning between ontogeny and ontogenesis, or between
phylogeny and phylogenesis, could be related to a distinction of pattern (ontogeny, phy-
logeny) and process (ontogenesis, phylogenesis).

The term "Urform" can be translated as archetype or prototype; archetypal is
available as an adjective for the translation of "urbidlich" or "urtypisch". In Volume I
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{p.43) Naef stated: <<Indifferent (ambiguous) terms are also frequently used' An

example is ,.prototype" (urform), which can mean either "type" (ideal form, Tlpus) or
.'ancestral form" (Stammform)>> (quoted from the 1972 edition). This statement revels

a distinction which is implicit in the definitions given in 'Pennak's Collegiate

Dictionary of Zoology': "archetype. Prototype"; "prototype. Primitive form regarded as

ancestral to a particular taxon; archetype". Accordingly, "Urkonchifer" can be translat-

ed as protoconchifer, "Urcephalopode" as protocephalopod. Since Naef reasoned along

the lines of modern phylogenetic systematics, one is often tempted to translate his "old-

fashioned" terms into modern cladistic terminology. Of course, such an interpretative

translation would be a false step (NB: Naef wrote his text a quarter century before Willi

Hennig published his seminal book on the fundamentals of phylogentic systematics,

introducing a new terminology and recalling Naef's pioneering work to the reader).

To make Naef,s bibliography easily exploitable, the titles of German, French or

Italian papers and books have been translated. This source of information may be use-

ful to anybody interested in the international nature of the scientific literature used by

Naef. who had full command of all these languages (so he could have written the

cephalopod monograph.in English if that had been requested)'

The outstanding quality of Naef's cephalopod embryology remains untouched by

some flaws of the book, e.g. numerous misprints and some inconsistencies in numbers

or titles of subdivions, or in figure labels and legends. These defects are probably due

to the material conditions under which the final version of this book went to the press

(NB: Naef moved to Egypt in 1927, i.e. several months before the wolk was pub-

lished). The translation tacitly passes over obvious typographical errors and misprints.

The pagination of the original text is given in the margin of the present transla-

tion, and all the page indications for other parts of the book refer to this original pag-

ination (as for Volume 1).



F o r e w o r d

he present book is the second volume of my monograph of cephalopods and com-

plements the f irst one, from which i t  had to be separated due to i ts length. Along

with this separation, coherence of the work had to be maintained, however. Although

the description of embryonic forms has not exactly the same practical and systematic

significance as the previous description of postembryonic forms, which provided a

general revision and reference volume allowing for species identification, early onto-

genetic stages were in many cases of special interest for the recognition of the natur-

al relationships, which are approached here from an explicitly historical point of view.

For a phylogenetically oriented morphology, early ontogenetic features are of

truly fundamental importance, since there is a valid concept in the contention that

ontogenesis represents an abbreviated recapitulation of phylogenesis. Elucidation of

the problematic relationships expressed in this so-called "biogenetic law" was in fact

the main target of the present study, beyond the factual coverage. These relationships

not only were the guide through the maze of observed diversity, but they also were the

object of a more general scientific interest.

This concern can be read between the lines throughout the whole work; it deserves

particular attention in this introduction. Once the special coverage was achieved, it

appeared necessary to consider again critically its theoretical background, and to pre-

sent i t  in the most appropriate form (cf.  Vol. 1, p. 3). This problem has been

approached by the author in earlier publications, but a comprehensive review is possi-

ble only now based on the special investigations that helped to refine the concepts.

Probably no morphologist will doubt the need for a comparative description of

cephalopod development. A detailed study of this subject has in fact never been pub-

lished before, although many data are scattered in the literature along with some greater
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.pecial investigations. These are not intended to be dismissed by the publication of the

nresent monograph, which is indeed not able to summarise the entire subject field.

De:cription of the inner organisation-like anything else dealing with microscopic stud-

ics and analysis of histological sections-had to be postponed for the next volume of the

nronograph*. The present part thus presents literally superficial descriptions and covers

the subject more in breadth than in depth; it could thus be disappointing for anyone

c\pecting to find an answer to all the questions raised by modern embryology.

On the other hand, there was a wealth of new and interesting features to be

observed in the surface structures of cephalopod embryos, and from the outset their

careful study promised to yield insight into important facts and relat ions. I f  certain

tletails are missing in this presentation, it certainly attempts to provide some compen-

:ation in the survey of a rather wide field. Combined with the previous volume, it

:hould give an image of unity within the diversity of natural forms-something

appearing so clearly in only a few groups.

This monograph thus attempts to gain in intellectual depth compared to pure accu-

mulation of descriptions, by trying to grasp the diverse facts as a whole. This attempt

has hopefully achieved something, so that further expectations can be reconciled with

the prospect of future coverage in greater detail. For it is undeniable that descriptive

zoology often cannot see the forest for the trees in pursuing extremely special ques-

tions. May the present attempt to survey the broad stream of living processes from a

well-defined viewpoint, or to recognize the identities and relationships of a multitude

of organic forms in their natural order, be judged on the seriousness of its aspiration

and the coherence of the result rather than on the number of unfulfilled expectations !

This book considers its subject for its own sake and for the immediately resulting

gain in knowledge. However, the detailed descriptions of surface features of embryos

serve indirectly other aims as well: First of all, the description of organogenesis in

Volume 3* thus will get its foundation, since the progressive development of organi-

zation will use the then-familiar total views and well-defined embryonic stages; thus

only can inner processes be visualized in context. The reader indeed can not be expect-

ed to have all the special interest for the often very complicated and unusual topo-

graphical conditions in this animal group, without being assisted by these earlier fig-

ures when viewing the real objects in their natural appearance.

*  Scient i f ic  Edi tor :  Naef  d id not  produce the th i rd vo lume announced here (see b iographical  note) .
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Final ly. the i l lustrated descript ion of typical stages is also intended to lead the
\\ 'a! to\4 ards experimental investigations into cephalopod development:

In addit ion to the special aims of systematic-morphological research, this volume

indeed intends to serve a sister science, namely dynamic morphology, which general-

ly is termed developmental mechanics. Occasional experiments performed by the

author have shown that cephalopod eggs and embryos, when properly handled, provide

an excel lent material for a causal analysis of development.

Experiments similar to those successfully undertaken with amphibians by Roux,

Harrison and Spemann and their students can be made on cephalopods, as will be dis-
cussed at the end of this volume. In this field, quite special questions arise for which
special answers can be expected if the study is done by an experienced worker fol-
lowing an appropriate plan. One of the basic conditions for the achievement of such a
research program is a detailed knowledge of the systematic morphology of the object;
this condition was not always met in earlier work done on amphibian eggs, which con-
siderably impaired some results. I believe that the present volume is an essential con-

tribution to such preparatory work, and I hope to complete the missing details of inner
organ differentiation in the near future, so that experimental investigations can be
started in a well-prepared field.

The above remarks should not be taken to mean that this monographic study rep-
resents an entirely mature harvest. Numerous impediments have combined in reducing
the results of this work. when I had to leave the splendid working conditions of the
Naples Station in the ominous year 1916 that led to progressive dissolut ion of al l
human values, I was carrying an almost frightening wealth of manuscripts, notes,
drawings, preparations and specimens, and I was filled up with knowledge that await-
ed its final shaping. I did hope to bring all this to a relatively safe island when I
returned to my Swiss home country, and there to finish and publish the work to which
I had devoted the best of my early years. Unfortunately, this proved impossible for
many years during which I had to fritter away my time and energy in the dual struggle
for a livelihood and for the achievement of a scientific task pressing heavily upon my
limited resources.

Thanks to repeated financial support by the Naples Zoological Station, whose
administration in its turn had to cope with very heavy oppression, and thanks to help
- made possible again through recommendations by the Naples Station - offered by
the Bavarian and Prussian Academies of sciences, the Prussian Ministry of culture,
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and the Foundation for Scientific Research at the University of Zurich, and also with

the help of my personal friends, it was finally possible to publish (1921 and' 1923*)

the first volume and the plates of the second-a fact for which I owe an immense debt

of grat i tude to al l  those who helped (cf.  Vol. l ,  p. xi i) .  I t  was not possible, however,

to publish the second volume immediately afterwards; this had to wait until the Naples

Station had re-established the conditions necessary for the finishing and publication of

this work, which was approaching its final stage already in 1917. A thorough revision

of the manuscript was achieved in autumn 1926, and I gratefully acknowledge the sup-

port of all those who helped me through this revision and the preparation of the man-

uscript for the press. In particular I thank my wife for the laborious job of typing the

definitive version, and I am also greatly indebted to my old friend Prof. Dr. J. Gross

who undertook the final manuscript revision; thanks are also due to the printing firm

Fr. Giannini & Figli in Naples and to their skilled workers. My entire scientific atti-

tude benefited by the thorough influence experienced during my last Naples sojourn

from the close contact with the Privy Councillor Prof. Dr. K. Heider, with whom I was

allowed to share an idyllic duplex household. I shall never forget the friendly and

ingenious atmosphere that I enjoyed there. Special thanks finally to the Naples

Station, and in particular to the Director Prof. D.R. Dohrn for his kind support

throughout my work.

Due mainly to the special facilities offered by the Zoological Station, a fairly rich

and fine material can be described here. This is true for the embryonic development of

Loligo vulgaris, which is the most easily available form (Plates l-7) but whose outer

embryonic features have never been described in comparable detail, since most embryol-

ogists underestimate the significance to their science of a thorough study of surface struc-

tures of the embryo. Entirely new is the description of the embryos of two oegopsid

squids, one of which (Plate 8) has not been identified (cf. Vol. 1, p. 161), whereas the sec-

ond (Plates 9-12) is an ommastrephid squid, probably Ommatostrephes sagittatus**.

The development of the germinal disc in the common cuttlefish Sepia officinalis

(Plates 13-22) also offered a number of new aspects, which may surprise us given the

* Scientific Editor: The first fascicle (1921) contained the introductory sections and pages 1-148 of
the first volume along with the plates of the first and second volumes. The second fascicle (1923) was
the rest of the first volume. Later binding has re- or disassembled these parts in some library copies.
For citation, "Part I, Volume 1: Systematics" of the monograph can thus be dated either "l92l|1923"
or " 1923"(meaning the complete volume).
** Scientific Editor: Now Todarodes sapittatus.
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general famil iar i ty uith this material.  But special concentrat ion on the study* of sur-

face structures al lowed me to dist inguish detai ls that would go unnoticed by a less

biased observer.

The description of Sepiola embryos (Plate 23) is again entirely new. It would have

been easy to further complete this presentation, but the limitations of time and condi-

tions permitted only selected descriptions and figures providing some comparative

aspects to be seen in paral lel with Sepia and Lpl igo.In contrast, i t  was possible to pro-

vide a completely new, detailed illustration of Octopus development (Plates 24-30),

and to give figures of selected Tremoctopus and Ocythod stages (Plates 31 and 37).

The closing part is a very detailed description, which was so far lacking, of the devel-

opment of Argonauta argo (Plates 32-37), providing the basis for comparisons with

the development of Octopus and of different decapods; this should permit definitive

elucidation of the problem of the origin of this peculiar cephalopod, at least to those

morphologists who do not feel obliged to defend some preconceived ideas.

In conclusion, this volume is sent out to the world hoping that it will prove a use-

ful element in the edifice of Science, thus justifying the considerable sacrifices that

have been made for its achievement.

Naples,

July 1928 Adolf Naef

*Scientific Editor: The original text reads 'Stadium' (=stage) but probably means "Studium" (=study).
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I .  INTRODT]CT ION



1. General Aspects and Basic Concepts

Ithough this volume of the cephalopod monograph is mainly devoted to special

descriptions of external embryonic body forms, it is also concerned-like the

first volume-with a more general theme (see Vol. l, p. 1). While the whole mono-

graph is an attempt to gain new foundations for the elaboration and assessment of phy-

logenetic theory throtgh broadly based systematic studies, this part deals more partic-

ularly with the aspects and results of comparative embryology, i .e. with the methodol-

ogy and theory of a domain that is imposing as part of the greater whole; likewise the

subject of this volume represents a section of the entirety of phenomena to be dealt

with.

On closer scrutiny the relationship of this domain with others appears not so clear

and straightforward: outer influences rather than the logical structure of investigation

have historically placed embryology, as an independent field of research and teaching,

opposite to systematics, comparative anatomy and paleomorphology, and merely prac-

tical considerations continue to cause a certain separation. One has to realize that the

latter is not based on any principle that could justify separate consideration of the rel-

evant problems from several points of view (with the idea that congruence of state-

ments made on such different grounds wolld therefore give them greater weight for

reasons  o f  pure  log ic ) .

The way of thinking that underlies systematic embryology is the same as in sys-

tematic (comparative) morphology (indeed systematic biology) in general, but applied

to a special group of phenomena.-Objectively a clear-cut separntion of embryology

is impossible and useless: A comparative anatomy that would neglect individual onto-

genesis could have no place in a science of order dealing with the totality of life

forms; over and over again it would inevitably be pushed across its artificial border

lines. These are inconceivable for any comprehensive consideration-this is a crucial
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point r |e haYe to make here. We must accept the natural ly given facts. We encounter
them as r igid post mortem forms, whereas l iving beings are undergoing continuous
chan-ee ( development).

Development is the cumulative, slow modif icat ion of the l iving form caused
bv irreversible processes; this form is bui l t  by means of growth, division and
differentiat ion, and by the secretion of non-l iving, relat ively f irm parts; i t  is djs-
mantled by degeneration, fusion, compensation, part ial  necrosis or reject ion and
resorp t lon .

Form is the positional relationship among parts of the body, so far as it is main-
tained between such parts in the living organism even through temporary (physiologi-

cal) modif icat ions.-Thus morphology does not deal with a special kind of organiza-
tional geometry independent of the material features of components, or of their con-
sistence and color; morphology deals with form as something analogous to the (effec-

riv e) c ons truction in mechanical engineering.

Description of forms implies dismemberment; the spatial correlation of parts thus
revealed is termed 'bauplan'. The bauplan is the positional relationship among the
major parts of the body in a normal, viable organism or in its parts, representable by
a more or less rough (schematic) diagram.-Of course the difference between coarser
or finer components remains undefined here. All gradations are conceivable and
indeed necessary, as will be seen later.

These are basic concepts of the description of form in general.

Comparative morphology thus always has to integrate development, no matter
whether the particular aim is formulation of the natural system, or description of typ-
ical adult stages within groups, or search for relationships between developmental
stages or their relation with 'finished' animal formS. Comparative morphology can
only be the comparative study of development: the actlual objects of rnorphology are
always developmental stages, and the study of r igid forms. i .e. cadavers (or fossi ls) is
only an auxi l iary means.

To be able to recognize and describe development, it has to be divided into
" stages". This is a concession made to the l imits of hum6n imagination. For in nature
there are, strictly speaking, no separate states; there are processes, but in general their
features are so complicated that we can grasp and describe them only by means of such
a dissection. Another way of viewing development could be the consideration of
( labi le) balance condit ions of l iv ing beings over given, rather short,  periods of t ime;



thus even in morphology a more stat ic fepresentation of form creation could be con-

fronted with a more genetic representation-However, a tholough analysis of the phe-

nomena is achieved only i f  we considel al l  stages as parts integrated in the whole

process of l i fe history.

There is a justifiable tendency to consider form creation as something basically

different from other organic processes, so that development appears as something pas-

slvel-r. '  'happening'when compared to the 'act ion'of a ful ly developed apparatus. An

ultimate synthetic view of vital phenomena will nevertheless have to restrict such a

representation, although the difference between self-construction and other types of

work is undeniable and indeed permits to oppose the mechanisms of development to

those of operation (physiology).

The organism must of course be viewed as a living being during all the phases of

its existence, structure and performance being linked up closely and inseparably.

Clearly, the former determines the latter: either completely and unequivocally, if life

follows exclusively mechanical and chemical-physical laws, or only partly, but still

essentially, if additional, harmonizing factors are involved to generate order. At any

rate, the linkage of apparatus and performance is continuous, hence the continuity of

form is complete; there is no unstructured, homogeneous 'living matter' or 'sub-

stance'; there are only living compounds of defined structure and function, the latter

being explainable-if at all-only via the former.

It is true that any form is itself the product of some performance, but only as the

product of work achieved by some pre-existing form. Therefore morphological con-

sideration has absolute primacy over physiological consideration. Form necessarily

results from form, bttt from the particular features of one form do others result partly

or entirely. This is the basic law of matter, and above all that of living matter and its

processes which appear as continuing formation (as 'development'). It is really too

simple to invoke physiological theory each time we can't see any structure' That ener-

gy is converted is self-evident, but this conversion alone cannot define the peculiarity

of life! Here indeed no other energies than those known from the inorganic world are

observed or can profitably be presumed to existl

The most general type of form change seems to be the cyclic development of the

cell, which periodically-through great or small, simple or complex periods-adopts

again and again states that are identical in form and potency to previous states, or at

least resemble them to an extremely high degree. Therefore one can also call it a
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rhythmic development, and this indeed appears as an essential condition for the conti-
nuity of life; but this does not of course solve the very problem of continuity, i.e. the
logically inherent, inevitable question about the particular nature of this persistence

that underlies the endless recurrence of the same.
The rhythmic-cyclic prototype of genesis (its complication by sexual phenomena

can be neglected here) is periodically followed by a terminal development or 'ontoge-

nesis', especially in multicellular forms; thus the rhythm of genesis undergoes an
apparently secondary but immensely diverse enrichment. The latter again generates
variable forms continually, but these forms rise from an 'anlage'to a climax state to
finally approach decay, which offers special possibilities.

This terminal development is aimed at the establishment of auxiliary means or
apparatuses for the intensification and protection of the life process. Since these blind-
ended side-tracks no longer return to the continuity of the general path, they are free to
evolve and to attain (through division of labor) a degree of technical specialisation
impossible in uninterrupted cell cycling, which is not allowed, as it were, to depart too
much from its perennial basis.-(On the relation between cyclic and terminal develop-
ment within complete sequences of generations, see also Vol. 1, pp. 27 -291).

Here we disregard the fact that even within cell cycles terminal processes do
occur, by which cell organs are driven to a high differentiation to be finally destroyed.
In this process, especially in highly organized, multinuclear protozoans, we often
observe regularities similar to those known from the terminal development of Metazoa
and Metaphyta (cf. 1913, pp. 366-367; l9l7, p.63!). Beautiful examples are given in
the monograph of the Acantharia by W. Schewiatoff, Naples , 1926.

The diversity of terminal (ontogenetic) formation is immense compared to the (at

least seemingly) simple structures of cyclic cell development, and even an individual
ontogenesis often exhibits a complexity of states and modifications that is difficult to
grasp; hence the search for the natural organization of the observed facts.

Description of the individual, factual ontogenesis is merely prepared by its subdi-
vision into stages, which represent cross sections cut on its course; additional auxil-
iary concepts of division and aie indeed necessary. The great difference between the
phases of development is expressed in the appearance of a distinct bauplan for each
phase, so that we can follow the modification of bauplans in more or less finely grad-

ed steps and comprehend it in context. In analogy to the linkage of simultaneous parts

of the bauplan, we project the sequential appearance of parts into the 'ontogenetic
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plan . u hich is thus defined as the given sequence of bauplans characterizing the nat-

ural development of a l iving being. Ontogenesis is thereby viewed as segmented along

*ith being viewed as integral,  i ts representation thus preparing ground for detai led

comparison and causal analysis.

In the orderly whole of bauplans and ontogenetic plans, parts and stages have

their well-defined posit ion. This posit ion has to be considered in a part icular way

when different living beings are compared. For neither the relation of wholes nor that

of parts must be disregarded, and therefore auxiliary concepts are necessary for such

comparisons. These auxiliary concepts are of special interest when comprehensive,

striking or peculiar, problematic similarities are under consideration; their method-

ological conditions become particularly clear wherever these similarities are rather

complete. In such instances we easily state a congruence of bauplans of certain devel-

opmental phases, e.g. of the "finished organism", and a congruence of ontogenetic

plans in the course of development in general. Indeed organisms are not subdivided

into some very similar and some very dissimilar parts; but if an essential part of the

construction clearly reflects the same plan, then the whole does so too.

Similarity of plan is based on a given formal (existing in idea) relationship of the

parts, from which it is inseparable, this we term homology:

If two organisms are constructed according to the same plan, we consider a given

part of the one homologous to a given part of the other, provided that both parts are

represented by one in the common plan.

The homology concept has been misused extremely often, or has been placed in

wrong context by confusing considerations (see 1926, Biol. Zentralbl., 46: 405 follow).

Its special application is particularly significant to us in comparative ontogenet-

ics. Its logical nature permits this application without doubt, since we recognize that

ontogeneses can be viewed as segmented wholes, whose parts are the individual

stages*, their unification being expressed in the ontogenetic plans: like homologous

organs having congruent positions to one another and to the whole of a simple bau-

plan, similar stages are integrated in a congruent manner into the common ontogenet-

ic plan. This leads to the concept of homologous stages:

* Scientific Editor: Here Naef introduces a new image of 'stage', calling it a 'segment', which is dif-

ferent from the earlier suggested 'cross section'; only the latter corresponds to our current use of the

term stage in a developmental context (In etymological terms, however, 'segment' would be the cor-

rect translation of 'stadium', which is the latinized Greek 'stadion', meaning a unit distance).



If two organisms develop according to the same plan, we consider a given stage
of one as homologous to a given stage of the other, provided that both stages are rep-
resented by one in the common ontogenetic plan.

This extension of the homology concept is, after all, binding for any morphology:
only homologous stages permit, strictly speaking, discussion about homologous parts,
and vice versa; this leads to the obligation to follow these homologous parts them-
selves through ontogeneses and to consider the latter as composed of parallel, partial
processes or 'morphogeneses' (cf. 1913: 350-351); in the process of induction they
form the actual material for the systematic consideration-material from which
methodical comparison induces the natural order of relations.

z
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Textfigure 1.-Schematic presentation of morphological relationships between two ontogeneses
connected by the uninterrupted (cyclic) development of a "germ line" (From "Studien...", 1913, p.
351). The two trees* visualize the process of individual development of two metazoans, in which
(starting from the ferti l ized ovum A, A 1) a series of larval formations (X, Y, Z) is produced; the anlage
of the main mass of the prospective body (s) is not yet conspicuous; the definit ive organs (1-6) arise
only later.

Without the basal l ine (A-A1), which continues forwards and backwards, the relational scheme
is valid for two closely (formally) related ontogeneses in ge.ngral. The line itself represents the
observed or hypothetical continuity of germ line development, which proceeds rhythmically-cyclical-
ly partly across the metazoan body and partly outside it. This can best be compared to a root from
which the individual ontogeneses periodically arise l ike sprouts. This representarion is not supposed
to stress an opposition between the germ and the soma cells, although it is very sharp in all higher
animals. A germ line is pr:esent in any continuous cellular development, as compared to the formation
of multicellular bodies derived from it. Thus the formation of homonomous elements, e.g. shoots
(flowers) on the stem of a cormophyte, appears as a special case within the same context of funda-
mental relations. Using this scheme, one can finally compare the cyclic and terminal formations even
within the context of cellular development; one wil l then have to deal with the Question whether the
ultimate cause of cyclic repeating is something plainly persistent, and what characteristics it might
have (Cf.  Naef ,  1923, p.  396).

* Cf. diagram by Weismann (Naef, p285) representing the cell genealogy in the ontogenesis of a metazoan to il lustrate the
"germ line". The present diagram is more generalised.

Morphogeneses are the developments of the individual body parts, so far as these
parts can be considered distinct, either visually by direct observation, or by comparison
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,t \intilor species (showing these body parts as more or less independent form elements);
',:rtrpllrrtrnrtrs start out as visible anlagen,

Here one has to realize the true independence of individual morphogeneses whose
.rages can be shifted in relation to one another and then appear premature or delayed

r'heterochronies').  This is true, to a rather l imited extent, for the individual ontogene-

ses within one species; it is much more clearly true when different species, genera,

etc. are compared. In general the extent of heterochronies increases with the distance

separating the compared forms in the natural system.

Our special task here can only be to demonstrate the regular relations among a

multitude of ontogeneses, which can then be comprehended in a systematic context.

Extending the current concept, we basically apply the principles of natural systemat-

ics to ontogeneses (rather than to relatively rigid forms) and thus fulfill an essential

requirement of the real objects (cf. above!). Since all living forms are variable, they

have to be taken as such in a regular science conformable to nature, surely to provide

correspondingly deeper insight under these conditions.

This basic consideration exists in its own right, independent of the experience that

ontogenesis provides direct information about systematic relationships (e.g. according

to the 'biogenetic law') or the opinion that the finished form can be explained based

on knowledge about its development. Being is not explained by the mere reality of

becoming, it can only be taken up by the latter. This consideration results from, as

much as possible, the unbiased attempt to recognize the real objects as parts of the

whole of nature. The first volume indeed showed that we have to engage in develop-

mental systematics if we want to solve the practical problems posed by such a science.

Even the diagnoses used in the natural system had to cope with developing forms (cf.

Vol. 1, p. 260 and p. 725), so much the more the formulation of types (ibidem, pp.

232-236, 420-427).
The description of embryogeneses in the present volume shall therefore be, much

like the representation of postembryonic forms in the first volume, a systematic

description that proceeds deductively /rom general to specific. This builds on the sys-

tem of the first volume which was often using rather more of the later developmental

states; it should be emphasized, however, that the arrangement chosen there was

already based essentially on the whole ontogenetic sequence. Its importance did not

need to be deduced from a 'fundamental law'; it simply resulted from the general fact

that the preliminary stages of structurally related forms are always much more similar
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to one another than those resulting from them later on. They have a higher 'degree of

qeneral i tv '  and thereby a part icular systematic weight.

On the other hand, the general features of the early juvenile forms often entailed

rhe practical impossibility of precise identification, so that for many of the youngest

stages only the family could be recognized, for more advanced stages the genus, and

only for the later stages was it possible to identify them to species. This had indeed to

be taken into account in the arrangement of the identification tables (Vol. I, pp.

812-821)! Ontogeneses placed in paral lel can be arranged in a logical manner by

using a system of more or less comprehensive diagnoses, i .e. definit ions. This some-

times applies even to instances where such an orderly arrangement is not possible with

the adult stages (cf.  Vol. 1, p. 14).

After description of the bare facts, the inevitable first step to comprehension of

g,reater connexions is the establishment of a system of subordinate and superordinate

special concepts based on the congruences of bauplans existing between organic

.forms; this is achieved using the most straightforward and fundamental means of cor-

rect thinking, without hypothetical complication and confusion-Since we deliberate-

ly aim at a solid comprehension of phyletic relations, that is, a penetrating elucidation

of the ontogenetic process and its regularities, we are in obligation to reject the amal-

gamation of systematics and phylogenetic speculafion. Such speculation starts with

muddling the very basis on which the sought-after understanding should develop (cf.

e.g. Karny, 19251).

As said before, systematic morphology does not limit itself to the systematics of

species; it is the latter, however, that provides the most comprehensive relationships

and gives promise above all to provide the ultimate synopsis of the ordinal coherence

of the organic world.

The systematic position of the individual species is expressed by the series of its

sj)stematic preliminary stages, in fact by the immediately preceding one, which in turn

is localized by the next preceding one, and so on. This relation has been emphasized

elsewhere (1926, Biologisches Zentralblatt ,Yol. 46: p.205, p. 306) and does not need

further discussion here (cf. Textfigure 3). Correspondingly the systematic position of

two species in relation to one another can be comprehended by tracing them to the

common preliminary stage, stepwise to be sure, which should never be neglected

where comparisons are to be made methodically. This permits avoidance of vague

statements about close or remote kinship, which made systematic (most often phylo-

genetically 'based') morphology into a playground of confused opinions.
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In contrast to practical museum systematics, which deal at the most with bauplans
.ut rre not natural in the true sense of the word, our systematics must be based

:rpl ici t l l .  on congruence of ontogenetic plans. Similari ty of bauplan means congru-

I tr( t' o.f sereral body parts or of whole organisms that are constructed according to the

\dme bduplan. In contrast, similari ty of ontogenetic plan means congruence of sever-

ul body parts or of v'hole organisms developing according to the same ontogenetic

plan (at least during some early stages, whereas during later stages the original simi-

lari ty of plans may decrease more or less drastical ly or even 'disappear'  altogether).

Degree of similarity of plans within natural groups is expressed by the respective

abundance of diagnoses, which in turn corresponds to the approximation of the com-

mon plans to the complete picture of a real organism (p. 4).

In this respect, exclusive consideration of embryonic organizations indeed has its

special advantages. Because development is virtually the sole performance of

embryos, they represent the form purely as it were, untouched by the physiological

complication that obscures the picture of further ontogenetic processes in "larvae" and

in "finished" animals. Of course the separation of one phase from the other is not

absolutely rigid, as will be seen in the special section; so much the more is it of inter-

est to see which accompanying phenomena undergo some related variations.

On the other hand, morphological consideration of embryonic states presents spe-

cial difficulties in the application of rigorous concepts such as those mentioned above.

They are concerned in particular with the emergence of the anlagen in ontogenesis. We

are accustomed to deduce each stage from preceding ones by observation of modifica-

tions in the respective positions of parts of the whole form; indeed the underlying
'mechanics' remain obscure in most cases, whereas the continuity of development

opens a special way of understanding, namely the comprehension relating to associa-

tion and incorporation of an aspect of form into the overall picture of nature.

The plan-like regularity of different ontogeneses in fact shows certain discrepan-

cies in the first emergence of a differentiation that are not observed during the later

course of development. In fact, we find that body regions with clearly defined homol-

ogy are derived from parts of uncertain homology, or for which the assumption of

homology must even be rejected; this represents a dangerous gap in our comparative

method. Some renowned researchers have therefore called in question the entire way

of thinking of systematic morphology, instead of carefully analy zing the problem or

engaging in comprehensive observations (cf. 1926, BioI. Zentralbl., 46:.4051). The fol-

lowing points must real ly be taken into consideration:
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Our concepts and principles are deduced from experience accepting general
logic, in other words, they are formed on the basis of facts, and wherever they are not
in accordance with these facts, they have to undergo the modifications and get the
complements required by the facts. The aim is not to elaborate a chosen formula for
its own sake to the point that it ill-treats the facts, but to seek the verbal expression
and interpretation that is in harmony with nature. even if a 'certain' uncertainty should
prove inevitable. concepts and principles of methodology are tools that need to be
prepared appropriately !

It is a fact that normal ontogenesis reveals a certain liberty in the choice of the
material from which some anlagen are built, so far as that material is unformed with
regard to the parts to be differentiated. In particular if a number of equivalent form
elements are available, it appears that the ontogenetic plan is not necessarily bound to
choose one particular element when one is needed for a specific role. Instead it can
pass, by steps, from one to the next, no matter which number the respective element
holds in the strict bauplan of the essential preliminary stage, i.e. which exact position
it  has among its equals (cf.  Goodrich, 1913; Kingsley, 1926).

Indeed the organism generates multiple form elements of the same kind (espe-
cially cells, but also multicellular differentiations) in highly variable numbers, and
nobody would have the idea to homologize individual hairs on the head of one person
with individual hairs on the head of another person. It is meaningful that the capacity
to divide is proper to the ultimate and penultimate elements of all organizations. This
leadsus to the fo l low ingpr inc ip le  (c t .  1926,B io l .Zent ra lb l . , yo l .46 ,p .409,p .4 l7 ) :

Whenever single, structurally and positionally equivalent anlagen (cells, form
elements) subsequently acquire special relationships with regard to the totatity of the
other parts, and take on a specific form in different organisms, the parts thus formed
are to be considered homologous with regard to the whole, independently of the indi-
vidual homologies of the respective original anlagen of the plan.

The occurrence of multiple formations in animals has even more singificant con-
sequences for homology theory: whenever such apparently isopotential parts attain
higher complexity, the resulting organs must show identical bauplans that are compa-
rable to one another, much like different animals among each other. we call them
"homonomous" ( loc. ci t . ,  p. 410) and recognize (e.g. in the hand and the foot) homol-
ogous parts and homologous stages during their development, and we realize that in
the general framework of development they behave more or less like forms that are
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similar in terms of their bauplan, which appear one after the other (Textfig. 1) as
derivations of a germinal line, i.e. of an uninterrupted sequence of cell generations.
Apparently there are general, inner conditions under which similar (in terms of bau-
planl forms are generated (with or without the participation of outer conditions) as
variants within such a framework.

Thus ontogenesis in several ways links up different and similar bauplans of living
construction and therefore is the starting point for considerations and interpretations
of the mutual relationships between such bauplans, even where no direct access to
them is available for study. To serially assemble forms with similar bauplans and to
explore the conceivable modification (metamorphosis) of plant and animal species
through such series, must have been an early aspiration rather than just play to the
searching human mind, as a source of comprehensive knowledge and deep insight into
nature; the various possibilities to arrive at such serial arrangements indeed generat-

ed-long before the emergence of phylogenetic theory-the idea that all species are
orderly related through stepwise modification (Galenus, Linn6, Bonnet).

Moreover, for a science dealing with regularity concepts, the possibility that nat-
ural categories of organs and species can be conceived in relation to common ances-
tors could be deduced from the observed fact that ontogeneses with similar bauplans
resemble each other more closely during early stages, and that different adult organs
often start from a generalized form of anlage. This fact had an essential part in the
emergence of the type concept in the writing of Goethe and Vicqu d'azyr, and of the
more widely accepted concept of the norm of formation, which had been vaguely fore-
seen by earlier morphologists (Severino).

The concept of type is indispensable even today. It represents the figurative norm
of development (form creation), and in a broader sense also the norms of behavior
(function) and environmental relation (adaptation), in the living individual and in its
components, and also with regard to natural subspecies, species and, greater entities of
the natural system.

The application of the type concept gives us a much more complete, perceptual
and natural comprehension of the similarity relations than those formulated earlier
(bauplan, ontogenetic plan, homology, metamorphosis, diagnosis), but the latter have
to precede for logical reasons. In particular, the conceptual structure of the natural
system based on simple diagnoses is partly improved by the type concept, but partly
also made more transparent as it were. By its application the mere similarity of plan
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expressed in the diagnoses is made more meaningful as an actual form relat ionship.

rhe mere reference to the system (p. 10) becomes a systematic connection.

Form relationship here means typical similarity of development (form creation).

Typical similarity is the congruence of several body parts or whole organisms in

terms of construction (development), behavior (function) and environmental relation

(adaptation), permitting reference to a common type from which the variants can be

derived yla observed or supposed intermediary forms that must be natural, in other

words, they are conceived as (hypothetical) results of metamorphosis. This produces a

well defined, but purely formal relation.

Successitons of conceivable types such as those formulated in the first volume (pp.

79,91,l l } ,  136,487,656) to characterize the greater groups thus take the place of the

systematic successions of theoretical categories.

For detection of the typical in embryonic development, the same principles apply

as defined for any part of systematic morphology (Vol. I, pp. l8-25), the ontogenetic

facts having played an essential role in that definition. But only now does the con-

structional type take on the meaning of a truly ontogenetic type, which can be

described solely by a sequence of conceivable, normal stages.

In summary, comparative embryology is a mainstay of systematic-morphological

perception, i.e. of a science leading the way to the comprehension of a coherent, fam-

ily tree-like connection of forms, based on unbiased observations viewed in the frame-

work of logic. Although this connection initially expresses formal relations existing

only in idea, and although in general only the forms are directly recognizable, this

connection requires a theoretical interpretation and thus becomes the foundation of

general phylogenetic theory (Yol. 1, p. 5). The system then expresses hypothetical his-

tory, and its increasingly comprehensive understanding leads to an idea about the evo-

lution of the organic world as a whole or at least of some of its major parts. Systematic

relationships then appear as expressions of real evolutionary trees of species, and the

types of larger categories appear as expressions of the stem species. The ontogenetic

type (developmental norm) of a group rs the mental image that we have to assume for

the ontogenesis of the ancestor of this group.

This theoretical history deals with forms, bauplans and norms of formation,

phrased as ideas and images. As soon as we have recour5e to modern science of hered-

ity, however, this history is again reinterpretated as the history of something dynamic,

as the history of the "hereditary factors" (cf. Vol. l, p.291). Actually observed ances-
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tral lineages do not represent developments in a strict sense (p. 4). There is no mor-
phological continuity between a father and his son other than that of the cell genera:
tions along germ lines. They are indeed carriers of a form, but not of the one we actu-
ally consider in a reconstructed phylogeny. The phases of thd latter, i.e. the images of

15 the ancestors, here can only be represented in terms of their potency. Their relation to
the former is the same as the relation of the genotype to the phenotype. Real evolu-
tion, however, is ffansformation of the hereditary factors. only by this transformation
can ontogeneses have been modified step by step, under endless recurrence combined
with gradual shifts and deviations corresponding to those by which the sum or char-
acter of genes has changed through time (cf. the so-called "biogenetic theory" of o.
Hertwig.).,

So far as the diversity of extant ontogeneses can show relations to past life forms,
they have to be considered under this angle of vision; the common elements are then
viewed as general, those occurring in isolation as special ancestral features, the whole

'being a gradually modified combination of elements of different respective age and
different morphological, physiological and ecological relation (ct. L923, p. 387....).



2. On the Law of Conservative
Preliminary Stages or the So-called
o'Fundamental Law of Biogenetics"

l though we f ind i t  highly satisfactory to be able to fol low the change of bauplans

in the course of ontogeneses and to see the relat ionships between developmental

modes similar in terms of form, and although the speci.al knowledge thus acquired has

already proved useful in its application to fossil forms (1922), the emphasis of our
interest is on the general biological significance and aspires to widely comprehensive
knowledge.

The comparative consideration of a number of complete ontogeneses and parts of

other, related ontogeneses, and the systematic study of this diversity aims at analyzing

the connections expressed, in popular form, in the so-called "biogenetic fundamental
law", namely in the sentence: "Ontogenesis is merely an abbreviated recapitulation of
phylogenesis".

The preliminary result of this study has already been presented in previous publi-

cations*, but without details of the factual support underlying the conclusions

ro reached. Moreover, the clarity and evenness of expression required by such an impor-
tant subject was not yet reached in many parts of these earlier presentations. Certain
recent statements of colleaques indicate indeed that manv misconceotions continue to

I

*Cf. 1913, T917, 1920, l92l (Vol. 1, pp. 3-35), 1925 (Zunch), 1926 (Biologisches Zentralblatt)
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exist.  so rhat a renewed consideration of the subject should not be superf luous. This

reconsideration can have full effect only here, i.e. in close connection with an orga-

nized estate of newly-gained factual fundamentals.
There is no doubt that some truth is hidden in Ernst Haeckel's above-mentioned

formula, at least in rough approximation; this partly explains its suggestive effect. On

the other hand, something seems questionable with a "fundamental law" that makes an

actually observed process (ontogenesis) dependent upon a hypothetical-problematic

process (phylogenesis); especial ly when the relat ion between these (essential ly dif fer-

ent) processes is supposed to be simply a "direct causal nexus" entai l ing a "recapitu-

lation" of the one by the other. That such a picturesque vagueness in the presentation

of the most comprehensive relationships has been tolerated by so many biologists is

very questionable indeed and certainly indicates the necessity of serious reflection.

We have to raise the question: 'Are there real connections between the historical

generation of species and the respective types of their present development; and if so:

what connections?". Or, in a more restricted formulation: 'Are the ontogenetic steps

(stages) really congruent in terms of structure and sequence with recognilable phylo-

genetic steps? If so, in which way, to what degree, within what limits, and by the effect

of which real connections?". Answering this complex of questions is not possible by

simply invoking some textbook ideas. It is well known that during the development of

animals certain apparently archaic or primitive features are formed; however, scientif-

ic interpretation of these facts in the sense of Haeckel requires three things: 1. precise

knowledge of the respective ontogenesis and comprehension of its real, present condi-

tioning; 2. secure knowledge of the process, or of the steps of the phylogenesis, i.e. of

the generation of the species considered; 3. insight into the real dependence of a given

ontogenesis upon the continuity of the life process throughout ancestral lineages.

This raises problems among the most general and most difficult of biology, and

our question would appear unsolvable; if there were not an indirect way to compre-

hend the facts in an unambiguous context from which a reliable, though less sonorous,

answer can be derived

We can describe an individual ontogenesis, but we are utterly unable to describe

l7 in an analytically explanatory manner the machinery of the factors responsible for it.

Moreover, we know tons of fossils, but we cannot trace backwards a single species

through continuous phyletic series far enough to merely permit a rough empirical

approximation of the parallel between ontogenetic stages and phylogenetic steps. The
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lar is olheredit l  certainly provide us with a fair insight into the "mendelian" and "pen-

dulous" behavior of single (general ly rather unimportant) characters; but the dynam-

ics of the conservation of the type as a whole and i ts capacity to change in the course

of long descendant l ineages remains largely incomprehensible. The recapitulat ion

invoked by the phylogeneticists was indeed based on a vague similari ty between some

foggy contours or isolated details of embryonic staies and some fanciful, arbitrary

ancestral images, rather than on clearly perceived regularities underlying the cornpre-

hensive laws of organic form creation.

And yet, some rel iable statements can be made in this sense, i .e. questions and

answers can be brought to a level above purely speculat ive discussion and some posi-

tive, general knowledge can be gained without removing mountains, that is without

claiming to resolve once and for ever the fundamental problems of biology.

I I

The most general, and in its consequences most significant, fact derived from

unbiased comparison of ontogeneses is this: the preliminary stages of homologous for-
mations, i.e. the beginnings of morphogeneses, are always much more similar than

they appear during their later phases. In many instances this is even true (with a not

too critical observer) for whole embryos. It is indeed surprising that early stages of

Octopus and Argonauta are almost identical, except for the yolk mass (Pls. 27 and 33);

and it is even more striking that early embryos of Sepia and Loligo, which are repre-

sentatives of different suborders, are so much alike; and so on.

This strong similarity of very early states is important not only as a foundation for

the "morphological primacy of ontogenetic precedence" (Vol. l, p. 19), it also facili-

tates (even for the unmethodical observer) obtaining an image of the primary type, i.e.

of the ontogenetic norm valid within certain form ranges. As Johannes Mtiller already

remarked, the young stages, being close to one another, are also close to the general

type, the latter being indeed defined based on these conditions. A morphologically

trained eye cannot avoid seeing a certain image of the regular postembryonic juvenile

form of a teuthoid squid when comparing textf igures 68 andTl-77; this image appears

l8 almost automatically from the general appearance, and. even more so when individual
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parts such as the f ins. the arm rudiments or the eyes are viewed. They pass (somewhat

earl ier in certain instances, somewhat later in others) through the same states and bui ld

their development on entirely equal anlagen, as wil l  be seen later.

Given that some animals change only little during later development and thus stay

relatively close to the typical embryonic states, whereas others undergo great modifi-

cations that may even total ly obscure the primary bauplan, i t  is obvious that the

embryos or larvae of those having changed greatly during later development resemble

the adult forms of those animals which have undergone only little modification during

advanced developmental stages. This observation has drawn considerable attention

already at the end of the eighteenth century. Much more than the preliminary and rudi-

mentary stages, it appeared to reflect an enigmatic relationship between the essential

features of wide systematic ranges; a relationship bringing into focus the general order

of nature underlying organic diversity. This order had to be recognized as gradual once

the organizational level, which increases in the course of ontogenetic development,

was viewed in parallel with the apparently natural sequence of systematic categories

termed "animal series".

This refers primarily to the series of vertebrate classes and their relation to the
"worms", but remember the concept of systematic gradation discussed on pages 3 and

l0! Probably Kielmeyer (ca. 1790) was the first to formulate the theory according to

which the "higher" animals have to pass "through the lower classes" during their onto-
genesis. The idea of a "parallel between the individual development of higher animals
and the animal series" was presented in greater detai l  by Meckel (1811). However, the

real situation was seized much more clearly by K.E. v. B aer whose considerations

remain conclusive in many respects. I therefore quote the most important sentences

from his principal work of 1828:

Page 220: "The embryos of vertebrates do not pass in their development through
(known) definitive animal forms". Pages 221-222: "The basic type appears first, fol-

lowed by increasingly subordinate variations". "Thus the more special type is formed

from a more general one". "The more different two animal forms are, the farther one
has to go back in their ontogenies to find congruence".

Page 223: 'At first appearance perhaps all animals are equal being simply hollow
spheres" (!) Page 224: "The common features of a greater animal group are formed

earlier in the embryo than the special features". "From the most general of form con-
ditions the less general is achieved, and so on, until the most special appears". "Each
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, embr! o of a given animal form becomes increasingly different from other forms rather

than passing through them. So essential ly the embryo of a higher animal form never

equals a dif ferent animal form but only i ts embryo". (Wrong possessive pronoun in

or ig ina l  tex t . )

"Since simple animal forms do not develop very far beyond their embryonic con-

dition, they keep a certain similarity to embryos of higher animal forms. So this sim-

i lar i ty is . . .  not the causation of higher animal development; i t  is simply a consequence

of the organization in lower animals" (?!).  Page 225: "With regard to the organiza-

tional type, the development of the embryo behaves as if it passed through the animal

kingdom using the analyt ical method of the French systematists, always moving away

from the related forms and, at the same time, progressing from the lower grade of

inner organization to the next higher". (This statement is graphically illustrated with

a plate arranged in a way similar to an identification key!) "The representation can

only be very incomplete since the study has barely started for most animal forms".

"Once the vertebrate type appears, the embryo is all vertebrate, without special fea-

tures". "Afterwards a separation occurs" (in the mutual relationship of ontogenetic

plans compared with one another): "Some form gills but no urinary sac, in others the

gill slits fuse and a urinary sac is formed" (Anamnia and Amniota!). "In a bird the spe-

cial features of the family and of the genus appear progressively; likewise in a mam-

mal. A hog and a dog are very similar at the outset".

At some later point, in one of his published addresses (precise reference not avail-

able), v. Baer makes the following statement: "In its earliest state each organism

shares most of its features with all the other organisms in their earliest state; at a later

stage it structurally resembles a smaller number of organisms at corresponding stages;

at each subsequent stage new features appear and progressively distinguish the embryo

from others which it resembled previously,-hence the group of similar embryos

becomes progressively smaller,-and so the class of similar forms f inal ly shrinks to

the species to which the embryo belongs".

Thus K.E. v. Baer clearly recognized that no adult animal forms are passed

through, but that regular congruences exist between embryos, and between adults (in

20 our tefminology this reads more precisely: between homologous stages). This repre-

sents a very close approximation to the facts which rvas subsequently disregarded in

many instances; in particular it reduces any foggy relationships, which were more felt

than recognized, to fairly incisive, unambiguous (!) similarities.
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But even this critical conception requires some further precision of limiting
nature: the increasing degree of generality observed when going back to the outset of
ontogenesis does not necessarily concern the stages in their entirety, but only their
individual, more or less independent parts (morphogeneses). At a given time, the lat-
ter may have reached quite different stages of the systematic differentiation, as I have
pointed out in 1920 (pp. 13-15), some appearing very premature while others appear
equally belated. There is no comprehensive rule available about what general features
co-occur at a given stage; the real regularity underlying the relationships considered
here is concerned with the sequence in time, and in particular with the question of how
the occurring features are, in terms of their systematic generality or speciality, relat-
ed to the features they entail. This is the essential insight in this context that I have
gained through my comparative studies, leading beyond the definitions given by K.E.
v. Baer.

Any embryologist knows that the embryonic forms occurring within a well-
defined group may differ in terms of their composition of elements; so quite often,
along with searching for features supposed to have occurred in ancestors, one may not
in vain search for features still occurring in systematically close relatives. There is
absolutely no compulsory embryonic form valid for all teleosts or amphibians or mam-
mals or great apes; in fact each specific type shows some particular features already
at early stage s-incidentally this objection was already put forward by contemporaries
of K.E. v. Baer.

Thus the regularity we are seeking here and whose occurrences we try to confine
to something amenable to precise definition is only concerned with the individual
form elements of given stages in their relationship to the resulting formations. i.e. to
those directly and really ensuing from them. Compared to the ensuing formations, they
always show an increasingly general character when viewed retrogressively towards
the beginning of development.

There are some cases, however, in which even this tule seems to be violated:
advanced ( larval) stages of oegopsid squids (cf.  vol.  l .  Pl.  4,Fig.3; see also below the

2r Textfigs. '76 and 77 compared to 68) are very close to the type of loliginid larvae,
whereas the embryos and the youngest larvae (cf. pls. 8 and 9 with 3) appear strikingly
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dil f  erent. Hos ever. a more detai led comparison provides the fol lowing adjustment: the

different srorage of the yolk mass and i ts smaller volume in oegopsids (cf.  chapter 4)

condit ions the pecul iar overal l  habit of the early stages; this implies a displacement of

rut l iments in relat ion to one another compared to the normal si tuation but does not

cause substantial deviat ions in these rudiments.

This peculiarity of some early stages is relatively unimportant for the course of

differentiation of individual parts and their potential features or general correlation, if

s e disregard the distension of certain organ connections and the contraction of others.

One can even demonstrate experimentally that a modification of surface tensions in

the embryo pushes one type (the Loligo form) in the direction of the other (oegopsid

form); in many respects the inner yolk indeed has as a purely mechanical act ion in the

achievement of the embryonic form. (This does not exclude the possibility for the

embryo to realize special adaptations related to the yolk mass, the latter perhaps pro-

viding specific stimuli for their formation.)

Often such irregularities are simply suggested by comparison of differentiation s

rhat are not really comparable. Thus one observes fairly different cleavage patterns in

octopods and decapods (Pls. I and 24), whereas the later embryos are again typically

rathef similar to one another (Pls. 3, 4 and27). Here one has to consider that the gen-

eration of certain outline forms and even finer anatomical similarities and homologies

do not depend upon an identical cell mosaic (p. l2). on the contrafy, any part of the

embryo can be made of numerous or only few cells, and its form is not determined just

mechanical ly by the individual bui lding blocks'

We are here deliberately introducing a new aspect into our discussion, namely the

causal viewpoint. Long experience has taught us that we cannot compare forms with-

out considering their real significance in the context of effectiveness, not even when

aiming only at a systematic order of observed forms. In fact we find that the greater

similarity of earlier ontogenetic features is expressed in particular in those characters

that can be supposed to provide the necessary conditions for later states; in other

u,ords, this expression reflects the relative importance of a character for the sequential

process of ontogenesis.-In any event, the range of val idi ty of v. Baer's rules (p. 20)

has to be restricted if it is to be made stringent-

:t We can nevertheless avoid assigning to a dynamic developmental analysis the ulti-

rnate criteria relevant for a purely ordinal arrangement of form elements, if we consider

the following point'. the rules of form change cannot be valid for the shapeless (cf. p'
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ll r bur onlv for the change of existing from. Moreover, the principals of order in organ
ti)rmations are concerned with the constitution of formed rudiments, not with any dis-
position of formative material one may imagine. The sacrum of a vertebrate is not estab-
Iished by the mere presence of the vertebrae from which it is built, no more than any
organ is established by the mere presence of the cells that will make it! This is relevant
for the general concept of anlage, not for the special observations in the course of a com-
parison (cf. 1925, zvich, p.238). Even properly ordered material has to be considered
shapeless in relation to later, specially integrated parts that are formed from that mate-
rial. In particular, the mosaic of cells in an epithelial complex (blastoderm, germ layers)
has to be viewed as indifferent with regard to the parts produced from these cells.

There are rather rare instances in which it is legitimate to talk about a structure of
homologous cells (in which bauplan, type and developmental determination are strictly
dependent on the cell arrangement). This should not be taken as a further curtailment
of v. Baer's theses; it is merely a necessary conceptual specification of the aforesaid.

There is no need in this context for a special discussion of embryonic and larval
organs. They conform to the general rule. The concept underlying these designations
requires some critical considerations, however. we are indeed accustomed to take
account only of the most prominent among the transitory parts of a developing organ-
ism. A morphological definition must in fact be applicable to all early transitory parts
including those (very numerous) which are of small dimension and thus verv incon-
spicuous within the form as a whole.

Minor embryonic and larval organs can still strikingly modify the overall aspect
and behavior of an organism, e.g. by tying parts that are normally separate or by sep-
arating normally tied ones or by closing natural openings. A coarse-grained picture
gives the impression that the ostensibly atypical rudiments deviate at early stages from
the general bauplan, to approach it again at later stages, i.e. when these rather easily
overlooked organs disappear (see e.g. end of chapter 7 on the proboscis of ommas-
trephid larvae!). A detailed comparison between related forms, however, allows one to
readily distinguish these special differentiations that occur in some (cf. pp. g-9), and
it shows that these differentiations (and the parts masked by them) follow the normal
course, and that the relatively general nature of the preliminary states is never reversed
to i ts opposite.

Before rephrasing the results of obj ective-systematic comparison of noted facts
according to a theoretical-historical interpretation, we can already attempt a gener-
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al formulation of the observed regulari ty: As far as ( i .e. in those parts and proper-

t ies in v'hich) the formative condit ions of an ontogenetic stage physical ly produce

(i.e. enter into and thus co-determine) the condit ions of the fol lowing stage, they

have ( in a systematic perspective) an equal or higher degree of general i ty than the

lutter.-Thts is always val id for a given part ial  state in relat ion to the immediately

result ing one.

This does not imply any definite statement about the degree of specialisation from

one stage to the next. In fact there is no exact measure for that, and in the sense of sys-

tematic particularity, progress can indeed be nil. It is absolutely conceivable and not

in contradiction with the above rule that a given preliminary stage has no distinctly

higher generality than the following stage.

This specification is necessary to precisely define the meaning of the sentence. An

additional step makes it into a methodical principle of pure (i.e. not yet genealogical-

ly interpreted) systematics: As far as (i.e. in those parts and properties in which) the

formative conditions of an ontogenetic stage physically produce (i.e. "enter into" and

thus co-determine) the conditions of the following stage, systematic consideration has

to assign an equal or higher degree of generality to them than to the latter.

A further empir ical sentence, which cannot be analyzed here in detai l ,  would be:

As far as .. .  the formative condit ions of an ontogenetic stage assist in the physical

production of the conditions of the following stage, they often indicate a particular

congruence with the condit ions of paleontolo gical ly older groups. Examples in the

present work are: l .  The reminiscences (we wil l  see a lot of them) of the early

developmental stages of cephalopods evoking Nauti lus or the older chambered

shelled mollusks. 2. The reminiscences of embryos and larvae of extant teuthoids

and sepioids evoking condit ions of the fossi l  belemnites, especial ly with regard to

the relat ion between the muscular mantle and the cone part of the shel l .-This point

r l  could be i l lustrated with much more numerous examples from the morphology of

vertebrates.

If one wants to apply the knowledge thus gained to the old theory of parallels, or

to Haeckel's formula of the " triple parallel of the systematic, embryological and

paleontological developmental series", i t  can be done with the fol lowing three sen-

tences :

l. As far as formative conditions of different degrees of generality are physical-

ly result ing from one another in the course of ontogenesis, they succeed one another
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in the same sequence, i .e. with the same successive numbers, as the types in the series

o.f systematic preliminary stages in which they occur at homologous stages.

2. As far as paleontological records al low one to judge, the systematic prel imi-

nary stages of an extant species appear historical ly in the same sequence, i .e. with

paral lel numbering, as in the system. (See 1926, Biol.  Zentalblatt ,  46: 205...  !) .

3. As far as an ontogenesis shows form states that are morphological ly congru-

ent with presumed or actually observed rudimentary states of fossil forms, they

appear in the same sequence as in geological history, provided the respective com-

plex of forms is sufficiently well represented (abundant) in the fossil record-

IV

The "fundamental law of biogenetics", which was given a suggestive formulation

and a sonorous name by Ernst Haeckel (1866) following the statements of Fritz Miiller

(1864), is merely a translation of the old, unfortunately never clarified, theory of the

"paral lel between ontogenesis and animal series" (p. 18) into a descent-hypothetical

phraseology (cf.  Vol. 1, p. 26). The correction suggested by K.E.v. Baer (p. 19) was

first taken into consideration by F. Miiller but subsequently neglected, while E.

Haeckel ignored it entirely. The resulting, striking inconsistency between the "law"

and the facts was pasted over with the "falsification" already proposed by F. Mi.iller

for which Haeckel coined the term "caenogenesis", in contrast to which he used

"palingenesis" to designate the faithful recapitulation of the "series of ancestors in

summary", something that is in fact never observed. The actual meaning of this con-

25 cept is derived from the idea that a mysterious reminiscence of phyletic history as a

whole survives in the germ and induces its behavior.

In contrast, F. Miiller had comprehended the process in a clear and sober manner:

the continuous development of a phylum is generally achieved in that descendants hav-

ing attained the parental form do not stop blut proceed beyond that form. Ontogenesis

thus gradually grows longer at its end (Textfig. 2), and the formerly adult ancestral

forms become merely transitional stages. This idea is very attractive; yet it is wrong!

As has been shown already by K.E. v. Baer, ontogenetic stages in general do not

represent adult stages of related, but lower, animals; instead they correspond, often in
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Textfigure 2.-A graph representing the understanding of morphological relationships between
the ontogeneses of an ancestral series and their phylogenetic modifications, as originally accepted by
the "biogenetic fundamental law" (from Naef, 1917, p. l l). The dark base line represents the conti-
nuity of development proceeding from ovum to ovum.-A-Al-A2 etc. would thus be (very widely
separated) egg cells of the stem line. The ascending l ines represent the ontogenetic paths which
become increasingly complicated by the addition of further modifications to the end of development,
the stages of previous ontogeneses being recapitulated. The increasing meandering of these lines visu-
alizes the deviations (called cenogeneses) from the primary developmental course. Homologous
stages bear the same letters, the added index expressing the change of prospective potencies.-This
view gives only a very imprecise and ultimately confusing interpretation of development in closely
related organisms.

a strikingly complete way, to homologous transitional stages of such lower relatives.
As an example, one may consider the correspondence between the larvae of archaic
fishes, especially Dipnoi and Crossopterygii, and those of amphibians! Or the similar-
ity of 20 day old human embryos with corresponding stages of sharks and rays! The
adult stage of a low grade in the animal series is in no way "repeated" by a higher one,
but it is replaced with a homologous, but modified, form state; if it is not skipped alto-
gether as can be observed in complete paedogenesis but also frequently in certain parts

:o of derived animal forms. The arrest of juvenile characters is one of the most common
forms of metamorphosis (p. 13) of various animal types and corresponds phylogenet-
ical ly to an extremely obvious, highly l ikely process. For i f juveni les have to be suc-
cessful anyway in the struggle for existence, their ecological proof is relatively secure
in advance as it were, in case their further modification is omitted.-Of course this
kind of modification of types will in many cases be very difficult or even impossible
to demonstrate! (Cf. final section.)

In any event it plays a particular role in the atrophy of organs, for which numer-
ous examples were given in Volume l. Here I will mention only a few especially note-
worthy cases: 1. the strongly stunted condition of the buccal lappets (buccal arm rudi-
ments) in many decapods (on such a rudiment there can be up to 13 suckers formed
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.! 'quential l \ ' .  \ \ 'hereas in most species there are only few or no suckers). 2. the rudi-

nrentat ion of the phragmocone, which had more than one hundred chambers in some

belemnoids, whereas in Xiphoteuthis there were only few, and in the teuthoids, sepi-

ol ids. idiosepiids and octopods there are in general no septa at al l .3. the atrophy of

the proostracum in sepi ids, idiosepiids, sepiol ids, spirul ids and octopods.

In contrast, nothing appears in morphological gradations that would have been

added to the end of a typical ontogenesis; when this end shows a special degree of dif-

ferentiation in a derived form, it always turns out to be the homolog of a differentia-

tion present in the type though in simpler form.

F. M0ller as well as E. Haeckel of course rcalized that the series of stages of a

given ontogenesis is very different from an imagined series of ancestors; but instead

of testing their basic idea (recapitulation of ancestors), they casually explained the

difference by a secondary simplification and blurring of the process. According to this

scheme, even the "palingenetic" ontogenesis is only a "summary" of phylogeny, the

latter being repeated only "in general traits". With this vague shift of the primary con-

ception they avoided the contradictions of the "law" without getting closer to the facts.

The retreat into vagueness is even more obvious in the assumption of "caenogenetic"

development, i.e. of actual "falsification" of the phylogenetic record by introduction

of form elements that cannot have existed in adult ancestors since they could only

serve during ontogenetic stages.

The concept of caenogenesis has rubber-like extensibility and of course permits

any deviation from the "fundamental law"; close scrutiny reveals it as a petition in

bankruptcy of that law. Apart from the larval and embryonic organs it "explains" all

those cases in which early stages of related animals are more different fiom one

another, hence also from the primitive form, than later ones; admitting faithful reca-

pitulation, one would thus have to assume that different ways, i.e. different lineages of

descent, would have led phylogeny to the same destination. Some morphologists

indulge in assuming this quite frequently. Once the "law" has lost all footing, it sim-

ply becomes a matter of "feeling" for a researcher whether or not something has to be

considered primary.
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We have to cope with the question why, despite all criticisms, the "biogenetic fun-
damental law" has remained in people's minds and in the textbooks, and we will find
the explanation in an often quite incredible neglect of logical thinking, in which bio-
logical sciences indulged for a long time in favoring an uncritical consideration of the
immense "material" of facts. The living object appeared interesting and meaningful

even without any intellectual effort, and it proved attractive even to the careless
observer.-On the other side, the thousandfold recurrence of the observable fact that
developmental stages of higher animals resembled conspicuously those of lower rela-
tives, and even their adult stages required a comprehensive formulation and explana-
tion based on a serious consideration of the historical past.

This requirement was specially emphasized by the following fact: Whereas in
some instances the rudimentary and transitional stages appear as an appropriate prepa-

ration for subsequent stages, other instances are about as numerous where develop-
ment makes obvious detours and produces parts, the ecological insignificance of
which is demonstrated by their rapid degeneration, or their physiological uselessness

is. illustrated by their immediate modification. For example, there is no reason other
than a historical basis for the embryonic differentiation of dental rudiments in whales
devoid of teeth when adult, or for the formation of a little shell in the embryos of
unshelled gastropods, or for the derivation of the rudiment of the cornea in our
dibranchiate cephalopods from extensions of the arms (chapter 2). What was needed
was a formula like the one proposed by Haeckel to summarize and interpret these
facts; such a formula was difficult to avoid although the informed person was aware of
its insufficiency. A Russsian proverb says: "If no fish is available, the crab can become
a f i sh ! "

l8 The often quite uncritical criticisms generally enhanced the vagueness of the con-
ception. The "fundamental law" was degraded to become a "rule" or was evasively
called a "principle" in order to provide a pleasant uncertainty. Keibel calls it a "heuris-

tic principle", by which at least its methodological side is characterized. However, the
really well-founded principles of science have to be as unambiguous as the laws of
nature; in trying to grasp both of them, one should make every effort to attain the high-

est possible precision.
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The post-Daruinian morphology indeed rested on quite pecul iar foundations, for

shich Haeckel can again be cited as a witness. In his "General Morphology" (1866)

and-forty years later- in his "Principles of General Morphology" (1906, p.337) he

:tates: "The theory of select ion and the causally ensuing theory of derivation are phys-

iological theories that form the indispensable foundation for the morphology of organ-

isms". Furthermore, he asserts (p. 338) that "the common derivation of related organ-

isms from most simple ancestors is the only exist ing idea explaining in a mechanical

way the development of organisms and hence the entire conditions of form. There is

no other explanation."

This, however, means placing the cart before the horses and from the outset for-

bids a solution for the most general problems: The foundation of systematic morphol-

ogy as a critical science dealing with natural things is made of the facts of organic

form creation and of the general principles of logic by which man approaches the nat-

ural order. The aspiration of intellectual translation of organic diversity in the natural

system (p. 9) should be unbiased and unburdened of theories when coping with the

facts and should try to answer the purpose with the general means of cognition. It then

becomes evident that systematic morphology is the basis for both general and specif-

ic descendancy theories, rather than the other way round. As to selection theory, it

does not belong here to begin with. From the facts of morphology alone it cannot yet

be deduced; it is only an hypothesis dealing with dynamic aspects complementary to

the systematic foundations of the general theory of derivation-it is still tentative

indeed (cf.  1926, Biol.  Zentralbl. ,  p. 313).

V I

In the preceding sections (pp. 18-25) we have shown that the relat ionships

expressed by the "biogenetic fundamental law" can to a large extent be grasped and

clarified without phylogenetic theory. If we attempt to apply the general theory, it will

be useful to start from formulating tt:. We observe that the diversity of organic species

:v is of such nature and distribution in time and space that one can assume each natural

group has been formed from a single ancestral species by gradual modification of her-

itable features.
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In a more general formulation: We find the diversity of organic forms to be of

such nature and relationships and distributed in space and time as if the systematical-

Iy general and morphologically primary features were indeed the genetically primi-

tit'e, and as if the visually evident type of morphological and systematic categories

corresponded to the image of the respective ancestral form. How far this is not in con-

tradiction with the facts but can be deduced from them is a general question that can-

not be dealt with here, and at this point we must refrain from actually formulating a

corresponding principle. However, in this context we can nevertheless coin a special

statement based on the above-mentioned observations:

So far as the formative conditions of an ontogenetic stage are physically generat-

ing the condit ions of the subsequent stage (cf.  p. 2l),  they are more primit ive than the

latter in phylogenetic terms.

K.E. v. Baer himself stated: "Usual reasoning wants it that anything appearing

very early in development is a heritage from the earliest ancestors". In actual fact this

formula was not at all usual for his time; it represented a considerably increased sharp-

ness in the manner of drawing phylogenetic conclusions from ontogeny. This sharp-

ness ref lects his correction (p. 19) on the 'concept of paral lel ism', which was not

taken into account by Haeckel-much to the disadvantage of critical phylogenetics.

In the translation of this old concept into the language of descendancy theory, i.e.

into the 'biogenetic fundamental law', the ambiguity of the conception of an animal

series, which already in idealistic morphology had prevented a solid clarification of

relationships, again took its toll. If we aim here at such a clarification, we have to

begin by filling this gap, i.e. by replacing the concept of animal series by an unam-

biguous, unbiased concept; this purpose is served by the concept of systematic grada-

l ion as coined above (p. l0). For each species or subspecies under study, this concept

can be visual ized by a system of excentr ical ly arranged circles, which express the

order of relatives through a stepwise enlargement of the system (Textfig. 3). In this

representation, the series representing two sorts of systematic categories are very dis-

tinct, namely the series of stepwise annexed groups, and the series formed for their

successive inclusion.

The first series generally contains relatively small units, so that in principle they

can be represented by genera (as is done in the present diagram), which are not sur-

rounded each by a special circle. This series thus becomes rather tangible, and a fan-

ciful and hasty morphology devoid of criticai insight has always considered phyloge-

ny to be embodied in such a combination.
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Textf igure 3.-Schematic presentat ion of  the concept of  "systemat ic gradat ion",  by which the
posi t ion of  any species is determined within the context  of  a natural  system (p.  10),  and which pro-
vides hints about the phylogenet ic process. Here the concept is v isual ized with special  reference to
the posi t ion of  humans. The increasingly inclusive,  nested groups of  the natural  system are given, step
by step, up to the group of  organisms in general ,  wi th the respect ive group names, and numbered
(backwards) start ing f rom the lat ter  group. The circ les themselves visual ize the diagnoses or def in i -
t ions,  which determine the l imi ts of  the sectors considered within the system.

Each circ le includes, in addi t ion to the next narrower one, an indiv idual  group iepresentat ive
(excluding Homo sapiens);  for  reasons of  readabi l i ty ,  these representat ives are not given special  c i r -
c les (From Naef,  1926, Erg.  Fortschr.  Zool . ,  Vol .  7,  p.  28).

The logic of the general theory of derivation requires something different, how-
ever (cf. 1925, Zurich, pp.234-240t): If, as we must suppose, the natural system is the
expression of the grades through which the extant organisms have passed, this expres-
sion must (for each species considered) be based on those groups to which the species
considered belongs in a stepwise extension or reduction. In Textfigure 3, which visu-
alizes the systematic grades leading to man (taken as an example), this series is
emphasized by naming and numbering the circles.

-rt Similarly, one can express the systematic-phylogenetic position of sepia offici-
nalis by the following formation of groups, of which only the first four are congruent
with the grades leading to man:
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I . Organismi, 2. Metacytoidea, 3. Metazoa, 4. Coelomata, 5. Eutrochaeata (cf.

chapter  1 ) ,  6 .  Mo l lusca ,  7 .  Conch i fe ra ,  8 .  Cepha lopoda,  9 .  D ib ranch ia ta ,

10. Decapoda, 11. Sepioidea, 12. Spirul irostroidea, 13. Spirul irostr inoidea (cf.  chap-

ters 8-9), 14. Sepiidae, 15. Sepiinae, 16. Sepia, 17. S. off icinal is.

A perceptual representation of phylogenesis results from the systematic gradation

if we consider for each group of this gradation the respective morphological norm or

the primary developmental type; when talking about recapitulation of phylogeny as a

known process (p. 17), strictly speaking one can only mean the passage through the

observed series of developmental types, which appears as a series of ancestors in the

interpretation proposed by the theory of derivation (p. 14). Indeed this is the only

well- founded knowledge at our disposal!!  I t  is of course quite unthinkable that in

ontogenesis man passes through all the successive form states typical for the 29 pre-

l iminary stages, and i t  is also impossible in principle to place the ontogenesis of man

in parallel with such a (still very incomplete) phylogeny; for the latter can in fact be

represented morphologically only as a sequence of ideal (reconstructed) ontogeneses.

The question therefore is: How is development in the ontogenesis of an extant ani-

mal related to the series (representing phylogeny) of typical developments in its pre-

liminary sy stematic stage s.

The vague concept of recapitulation cannot express this relationship in an appro-

priate and unambiguous manner, because ontogenesis recapitulates only itself, gener-

ation after generation (although apparently with somewhat limited fidelity); the idea

of a stepwise terminal lengthening of ontogenesis as proposed by F. Miiller was

already rejected above. Such a process is never observed in the course of morpholog-

ical series established according to the above scheme, although a special case of phy -

logenetic development exists in which the result mimicks relatively closely the above

process (cf.  below, p. 34).

We could well imagine, however, that e.g. man today develops through 29 prelim-

inary stages whose sequence is congruent with homologous stages of the preliminary

systematic grades leading up to man, and that all the other species undergo the same

sort of development. To a certain degree of rough approach, this is really so, as point-

ed out already by K.E. v. Baer (p. 20). But with regard to such an idea, of course, the

restrictions made in a purely systematic view remain valid as far as the degree of gen-

erality of preliminary states is concerned (p.21).

Indeed, once the general features of natural groups are explained as common

ancestral heritage by the theory of derivation (pp. 14 and 30), deviations at homologous
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prel iminar) sta-ses then prove that the ancestral heri tage apparently has not remained

unchanged. and i f  in certain individuals features of dif ferent degrees of general i ty

coexist. this is evidence that modifications of these features occur at a different tempo,

i.e. independently from one another. Regularities expressed in the results (as observed)

can then be understood in the framework of laws of causal connectian in ontogenesis.

which we have to assess from their effects ( !) .

A law supposed to explain the phenomena discussed here can be concerned only

with hindering of early or promotion of late ontogenetic stages in the course of a phy-

logenetic modification of the typical ontogeny, or with both together, at any rate some-

thing that can be expressed by a simple relationship. The early stages haye to be rel-

atively conservative, withthe same definitions and limitations as explained earlier (pp.

2l-25) with regard to the degree of generality of formations. So far as the early stages

show a higher degree of generality in systematic terms than the later stages, one can

explain this phenomenon under the assumption that the tempo of heritable modifica-

tions was lower for them than for the later stages, with the gradation actually

observed. Thus we simply arrive at a translation of the sentence given in the upper part

of p. 24 into a phylogenetic version, with the following words:

So far (i.e. in those parts and properties) as the formative conditions of an onto'

genetic stage physically generate those of the subsequent stage (r.e- "turn into" them

and thus co-condition them), they lag behind them more or less drastically during the

phylogenetic modification of the typical ontogenesis, in other words, they are more

conservative than the formative conditions of the subsequent stage.

Such a law, which represents a corollary to the general theory of derivation and

thts is theoretical in nature, can underpin an explanation of the special relationships

between ontogenetic and phylogenetic development.

We might call these relationships a parallel (in the sense of Meckel and Haeckel'

but with higher precision) between ontogenetic and phylogenetic Sradations of pre'

liminary stages at the level of an individuum. The former would then be represented

by the sequence of individual developmental stages, the latter by the systematic gra-

dation interpreted in terms of group genealogy. If the relation of ontogeneses to one

another were as simple, general and regular as was surmised by K.E. v. Baer (p. 20),

the term "parallel" would mean that the states of form arise in ontogenesis in exactly

the same order (in other words, with parallel numbering) as in the series of ancestors,

i.e. the oldest first, the younger always later. But since we have seen that this
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.ondit ion does not entirely come true, we can make only a restr icted statement on the
rnatler:

So fttr as in the course of individual ontogenesis formative conditions of dffirent

thtlogenetic age arise physically from one anothen they follow one another in the
\dDte sequence, i.e. with parallel numbering, as do the ancestors in which the-y- first
ultpettred at homologous stages. The statements 2 and 3 given on p. 25 can of course

be translated into a corresponding form of phylogenetic statement.

A A r A r A r A r A r A e A r A r A o

Textfigure 4.-(From Naef. 1917, p.29) Schematic presentation of the phylogenetic modification
of morphogeneses according to the law of conseryative preliminary stages. The basal l ine (A-A1 etc.)
has the same meaning as in Textfigure 1; but here the ascending l ines represent only the partial devel-
opments (morphogeneses) that compose an ontogenesis; they are directly or indirectly connected to
the germ line. In the course of phylogeny, the morphogenetic stages close to the rudiment change rel-
atively l i tt le while those close to the end of ontogenesis change more markedly.

We believe that the above statements clarify a hitherto obscure state of affairs, but
we are aware that this clarification could only be obtained by sacrificing much of an

ostensibly comprehensive insight. This raises the question whether what is retained by

our net of critical review is not too little. One will agree that a sharply formulated crit-
icisrz provides more than a vague notion and paraphrase of a relationship'could do,

and yet the thought remains that there might be something other than what is

expressed by the sober formula. Above all, the idea of the entirety of the individual (at
r l  al l  stages of i ts development) wi l l  ar ise and raise some hopes as to the possibi l i ty that

after all this entirety were subject to a more comprehensive law of transformation than

can be recognized ftom an analytical study of its parts.

Certain facts would seem to support this perspective: It is indeed undeniable that
quite often the younger organism produces more general.  in other words more ancient

formations, the homonomes of which acquire an increasingly particular character later

on. For example, the lobular lines in young ammonites are simple and approach the

normal, later stage stepwise, according to certain rules. Thus these animals appear to

have produced, first ancient and later on increasingly modern structures, suggesting a

7 s Z
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corresponding modification of their entire nature in the course of their individual

deve lopment  (Cf .  a lso  1917,  p .59) .

It is quite clear, however, that this cannot be considered a general behavior of

organisms. On the contrary there are hundreds of cases in which the young germs, lar-

vae or animals, produce rather peculiar structures first that are later replaced by

absolutely normal ones. The case mentioned above (like many similar cases) provides

a very special aspect, however: The lobular lines and the septa to which they belong

are not living parts of the organism, they are secretions of one and the same formative

matrix. It is not the septa which undergo the problematic development, nor is it the

animal as a whole that is concerned, but the organ only which produces the septa. (See

Textfig. 26 where this organ is marked by hatching and given the number 47.

The special case of regular modification of ontogenesis in the course of phyloge-

nesis, which may simulate a recapitulation of adult ancestors, can be characterized in

the following way: If in the course of phylogeny juvenile stages undergo a progressive

displacement or a cumulative complication of bauplan involving persistent, functional

organs which participate in the open struggle for existence of the free-living animal,

the resulting (derived) ontogenetic pattern cannot be conspicuously different from the
picture of a series of adult ancestral forms. However, this observation does not change

anything in the fact that generally terminal stages femain homologous to terminal

states and transitional states remain homologous to transitional stages, respectively,

and they correspondingly have to be deduced in phylogenetic terms, which is some-

thing that must arise more or less distinctly from the whole co-ordination within the

ontogenetic pattern (Cf. below, p. 39).

V I I I

Haeckel gave his sentence the title of a law, although the form does not justify

clearly this characterization anywhere, and we have followed him in this respect. A
natural /aw must, however, express the real dependence of phenomena on one

35 another in a well-defined, unambiguous form, following the formula: "If (so far as)
this is like this, that is (becomes) like that".

That our sentence is correct can be seen in the context of a huge matter of fact,

which is embraced here only conceptually and which may need a further interpretation
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if the terms used were given a different meaning. We can indeed have them in varia-

t ions: I  have used earl ier (1913, 1917) the term morphogenesis (p. 8), to express the

rather str ict relat ionship between preceding and subsequent stages, and to exclude the

s idely accepted, yet erroneous opinion according to which any preceding state as

such, just for i ts being preceding, must be phylogenetical ly conservative. Using the

concept of morphogenesis, one can give the fol lowing formulation:

Preceding stages of a morphogenesis are, with regard to their bauplan, phyloge-

netically more or less markedly conservative compared to subsequent ones.

Here the specification "more or less markedly" of course means that one cannot

give an absolute definit ion of the degree of phylogenetic lag in preceding stages com-

pared to subsequent stages (cf. p. 24), but a relative one only. A valid general state-

ment therefore can only be that preceding stages cannot be more progressive than the

subsequent ones.

The law-Iike nature of our sentence stems from the recognition that this phenom-

enon is an inevitable result of a connection of effects. We are dealing here only with a

statistical law, i.e. a law which ultimately deals with an unequal probability for the

occurrence of numerous, largely optional events. Doubtless phylogenesis is made of

innumerable individual events that occur over an extremely long time. The question

then is whether an unequal probability of such events is determined by the process of

ontogenetic development, which here forms the correlative system for the process of

phylogenetic development.

This is indeed the case: For if we consider development (p. 4) as a cumulative

process, i t  is inevitable that the typical modif icat ion of a stage cannot occur in isola-

t ion but must also concern the subsequent stages. I f  the construction of one stage is

shif ted by this modif icat ion, ini t ial  condit ions for subsequent processes are also mod-

ified, so that the effect obtained is at least conserved during these processes, but often

such an effect is even automatically enhanced. The extent of the ultimate effect of a

modification that occurred at an early stage is therefore likely to exceed the initial

amount (which cannot be quantified in a generally valid manner), unless particular

countereffects slow down the process later on. We of course assume that such modifi-

cations result from modifications of hereditary factors, in other words that the appa-

ratus of the "genes" is involved, rather than that the living germ would simply have to

undergo and compensate perturbations acting from outside. For only genotypic shif t-

ing can explain the phylogenetic connexions.
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Given these considerations, the general probabil i ty that such a modif icat ion of a

single phase disturbs the harmonious process of development must differ for the vari-

ous stages: it must increase towards the beginning and decrease towards the end of the

ontogenesis. A modification of the terminal stage concerns only that very state (i.e.

must be acceptable for the terminal stage itselfl; it cannot have any effect on other

stages. Modification of earlier stages, however, means at least shifting the foundation

upon which the whole edifice will have to be constructed, perhaps even more than that:

For if we consider the germ as the acting subject in its own elaboration, as much as it

is its object, it appears that any viable modification of notable extent in early phases

must be extremely unlikely.

At any rate one has to consider that early stages of a developmental process,

viewed in the context of developmental mechanics, carry an enormous burden since in

addition to insuring their own life they also have to generate all the subsequent orga-

nization, but this burden decreases stepwise in the course of development. The hin-

drance opposed to the modification of early stages of course is gradual, just slightly

higher in a preceding stage compared to the respective subsequent stage. The inertia

of these stages is a consequence af thei founding naturet

These considerations substantiate the following sentence, which contains the

dynamic explanation of the law of conservative preceding stages:

Insofar as (i.e. in those parts and properties in which) the formative conditions of

an ontogenetic stage produce physically (i.e. continue in and thus partly condition)

those of the subsequent stage, the probability for a successful phylogenetic modifica-

tion is always lower for the conditions of the early stage compared to those of the sub-

sequent stage wder the circumstances of internal and external life conditions that can
be assumed. The validity of this sentence is only made credible here by suggesting the
essential causal connections; in ordef to give it greater stringency, very extensive and
scarcely feasible investigations would be necessary. It would also need a wider for-
mulation if our argument holds; indeed beyond the purely structural conditions other
features of preliminary stages are of importance for the subsequent stages and are
therefore prevented from phylogenetic modification. Our law does not seize these
other features; but we could view that as a special application of a more general law-
that would read; Insofar as the conditions of a stage determine those of the subsequent
stage in the effective context of ontogenesis, they must lag behind those later condi-
tions in the course of phylogenetic modification of the ontogenetic pattern, in other
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\r'ords, they must be more conservative.-However, it cannot be the task of sytematic
morphology to test the val idity of this more general sentence, not to investigate i ts
extent of applicability, because it appears to belong to a general field of developmen-
tal dynamics.

For more detail see 1917, p. 29: "we imagine any morphogenesis to be made of a
train of developmental actions, represented by orientated processes of growth, move-
ment and secretion, each of which is triggered by a stimulus. within closed morpho-
geneses this st imulus is a product of the germ itself  and general ly is given by the for-
mative elements already produced".

We thus have circumscribed a stat ist ical law concerning the modif icat ion of onto-
genesis in the course of phylogenesis, especial ly the modif icat ion of part icular mor-
phogeneses in the sense of the above definit ion (p. g). I  have formulated this law
already in 1913 (p. 363) in a sl ightly dif fering version, and again in l9r7 (p. 57) as
the "law of terminal modification". It reads: "The stages of a morphogenesis (or ter-
minal development in general) are so much more conservative in recapitulating the
primitive development as thev lie closer to the beginning, and so much more progres-
sive as they lie closer to the end of the morphogenesis". The new formulation certain-
ly expresses the same facts more clearly. I also consider the previously chosen term
rather inappropriate, because we are not dealing here with a positive identification of
actually occurring modifications, but with their prevention.

I X

The law of conservative preliminary stages can be considered to be the foundation
of a methodical interpretat ion of ontogenesis as a phylogenetic record.In part icular
the phenomena of indirect development and of complex differentiation of simple rudi-
ments provide an interesting material for such an application. We indeed consider for-
mations arising directly, without considerable supplementary modifications, from
their respective rudiments as relatively faithful recapitulation of corresponding ances-

rs tral stages ( i .e. stages of those ancestors in which the rudiments f irst appeared in their
present form and formative significance)-provided they are not of markedly neote-
nous nature (p' 25). One has to beware of premature general i  sat ions. Since we have
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recognized hou r,ariably older and younger form states can be mixed in one and the
same individual, indeed in the same stage, i t  is out of the question to consider the car-
rier of some primitive characters as primitive also with regard to other features with-
out using appropriate cri teria.

Wherever rudimentary states undergo a long series of modifications, be it step-
x'ise complications or simplifications, or modifications of the primary bauplan and
rearrangement of parts, we will surmise corresponding modifications in the series of
ancestors. In this we cannot of course consider transitory stages of ontogenesis at the
same level of significance as the adult formations, in other words we cannot interpret
them as a direct recapitulation of "finished" ancestors and, ancestral organs (p. l9).
Paleontology indeed pleads against such an interpretation by bringing to light types
which maintained certain correlations to the adult stage (by elaborating them in a more
or less primitive manner), whereas these correlations are observed as transitory con-
ditions only in extant organisms-paleontology indeed never shows truly embryonic
or larval ancestors. A good example is the belemnoid insertion of the shell cone into
the muscular mantle in juvenile stages of teuthoids and in fossil belemnoids, compar-
ing Textfigure 28 with Textfigures 55 and 73!

There is indeed no point in talking about ontogenetic recapitulation of adult
ancestral states. strictly speaking, there is no palingenesis in the sense of F. Miiller
and E. Haeckel. Ontogenesis "recapitulates" itself in each subsequent generation, but
with decreasing fidelity. If the term recapitulation is to be preserved, given its wide
use, its meaning will have to be shifted to fit the facts-thus arriving almost by itself
at what the authors actually had to say, and often really wanted to express. What is
recapitulated are at best, namely in ascending development, the bauplans of ancestral
stages (p. 4 and p. 35).

conservative parts of individual development may then be called palingenetic,
whereas caenogenetic would be used for processes that are modified from the type.
This use of terms is acceptable only in certain systematic contexts;for ultimately any
ontogenetic development has to be viewed as being modified, but modified at varying
degrees.

Even a particular transitory stage cannot as a whole be identified with an ances-
tral stage. The instances of heterochrony indeed demonstrate that a given stage cannot
be taken as being conservative as a whole, but rather that the components
(morphogeneses) have a certain degree of independence. Even in early embryonic
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\ia_ses quite abnormal formations may appear, whereas the most general features are

formed relat ively late in development. But we never observe in a normal ontogenesis

rhar a very special condition is transformed into a condition of general nature, i.e. that

physically the typical form arises from an atypical form'

Among many other combinations, one may observe the case where the particular

components reach at the same stage, i.e. simultaneously, a degree of differentiation

already achieved in remote ancestors thus composing a corresponding image. Thus the

human embryo at day 20 resembles a corresponding stage of the sting ray in a very

astonishing fashion-something that does not occur before or after that stage in any

comparable way. such a coincidence may be secondary, however. In fact one finds

much more closely related animals whose embryos are very dissimilar due to shifted

correlat ions of components (Pls. 10 and 5), whereas the embryos of distantly related

animals may look very similar (Pls. 4 and 17).

Certain correlations in developmental processes are conserved throughout large

groups, whereas others are strikingly slack. It seems that certain parts always are cor-

related with certain others at certain stages, whereas each part is not regularly corre-

lated directly with the whole, which at embryonic stages appears very plastic in tim-

ing and coordination of particular processes. This of course is a circumstantial obser-

vation concerning the relationship of largely comparable components with the whole

that changes greatly in terms of their transient constellation. This phenomenon appar-

ently reflects no comprehensive law, or else the requirement that the composition of

rudiments at any stage has to insure viability and the capacity to generate subsequent

viable and ultimately reproducible stages (preservability of all normal formations.'.).

According to our law, any systematic, phylogenetically orientated consideration

has to scrut inize the part icular reason (p.22) for which prel iminary stages are conser-

vative in a given case. We may limit our scrutiny to the criteria allowing us to arrive

at a visually seizable form connection, thus avoiding lengthy considerations on devel-

opmental mechanics. If we tried to base our decision about what is primitive and what

is derived in ontogenesis on a more comprehensive formula (as given p. 37), we would

indeed entangle systematic morphology in a net of difficulties for which it does not

have the means to find a solution. However, we will gratefully accept what a dynami-

cal morphology, i .e. the causal analysis of ontogenesis, has to offer in terms of well-

established general knowledge. Atplesent this is very little indeed. Based on my long

+o experience, however, one gets away with the following principle:
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Insofar as, i.e. in those parts and properties in which, the formative conditions of

on ontogenetic stage physically produce those of the subsequent stage, i.e. continue in

rhem and thus determine them, they can also be considered phylogenetically more

primitive than the latter ( " Principle of phylogenetic reminiscences" ).

Practically and methodically this theorem affords everything the formula pro-

posed by Haeckel was ever able to afford, but without its arbitrary and ambiguous fea-

tures in conception and application. For here the relationships are spelled out clearly:

1. prel iminary state and modif icat ion product in ontogenesis, 2. higher or lower age of

the states in phylogenesis.-What is now needed is a careful analysis of the develop-

mental process to permit recognition of its significance as a record in each special

case. The developmental process should not be expected to provide information it is

not able to give:

Above all, ontogenesis is not able to provide any direct information on the termi-

nal states of adult ancestors, because it no longer contains such information. This

observation is not always so absolutely negative in any given case. Indeed, since indi-

vidual development always approaches definite formations stepwise, the distinction

between transitional and terminal stages vanishes equally stepwise, so that half-fin-

ished organs can often give us a rather satisfactory image of the definitive (mature)

ancestral state, from which they differ only little (p. 35). In return, evocation of that

ancestral state becomes increasingly blurred in approaching the earliest rudiments that

should lead us to increasingly early phylogenetic records. In general we will have to

content ourselves with information on primary, rough bauplan and morphological

overall feature that can indeed be obtained from such stages.

A conclusion from analogy may perhaps provide an idea about the actual product

of a given rudimentary form in the ancestor. This is especially conceivable in species

in which the same rudimentary form shows a direct (virtually rational) relationship to

the functional organ (p. l9). However, a much more important insight stems from a

systematic comparison of greater groups, in which a terminal stage recognized as

archetypal corresponds to a generaliled rudimentary form.
Here it must be recalled that we cannot reach beyond the relationships open to a

purely systematic science of form (pp.3l and 32), in other words: beyond the repre-

sentation of an ancestral series as obtained from an interpretation of the genealogical

pattern within the observed diversity of forms. This series thus rests on the foundation
of pure systematics unless we are able to replace their principles and methods by

+ l
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others that are based on a comprehensive knowledge of laws of phylogenetic develop-
ntent. For that the present considerations provide only a starting point, and a continu-
ation cannot be expected in the near future.

A direct determination of the real process of historical genesis would indeed cor-
respond more closely to a modern view of natural sciences than a merely conceptual
order and comprehension of hypothetical relationships. They, however, are the imme-
diately available base for observations and reflexion, whereas direct access to the past
is impossible; a tidy system of concepts therefore teaches us more than pseudoge-

nealogical hypotheses. One has to put up with that!

I

irl +

Itr
, i+b

Textfigure 5.-General scheme of relations for the interpretation of a given morphogenesis in the
sense of a phylogenetic document (Cf. Textfig. 2; from Naef, 1919, p. 60; see also Vol. 1, p. 34)

In th6 course of phylogeny, ontogeneses are recapitulated in an endless sequence. If the earliest
stages of a given morphogenesis are most conservative, then they recapitulate rudimentary conditions
of the most remote ancestral stages, while the subsequent morphogenetic stages recapitulate those of
increasingly recent phylogenetic stages, up to the immediate ancestor. This relation is very insuffi-
ciently expressed by the formula "Ontogenesis recapitulates phylogenesis".

At any rate, development becomes increasingly indirect due to this relation: the earliest stages
sti l l  "aim at" a very ancient terminal condition, while subsequent ones are orientated to increasingly
more recent terminal conditions (which are more or less easily defined by the comparative approach).
If, for example, IV represents the area of the Sinus cervicalis in a bird (the l ine 0-1-2a-3b-4c repre-
senting its developrnent), then the dotted l ines aim at the formation of the homologous zone in a luns-
fish (I), in an amphibium (II), and in a repti le (UI).

Finally, a positive oatlook is nevertheless available: The last theorems (pp. 33 and
42) contain more than merely a translation of the preceding ones (pp.2a and 25) in
terms of special applicability. Indeed ontogenesis iecogniryd as a reliable record of
phylogeny sometimes provides more information than a group-genealogical interpreta-
tion of the system can provide. Thus ontogenesis grants a real extension of phyloge-

netic insight. For in many cases individual development passes through phases for
which there are no adult representatives in the natural svstem. i.e. in the known exrant

t - )
T -
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lir  in_s \\ 'or ld: thus i t  provides an indication about forms that would otherwise remain

unknos n to us. I t  thus gives us much more than a confirmation of what i t  has already

provided as a foundation of systematic order (p. 14), namely a broadly based, com-

plete series of transit ions which relates remote bauplans with one another and places

them in an undeniably natural,  real connection.

Comparative embryology gains a special relat ion to systematics in that i t  often

provides rather precise ideas for areas for whrch the natural system shows wide gaps
(thus seemingly contradict ing the old proposal according to which nature does not

make leaps). For example, the transition from tetrabranchiates to dibranchiates is

total ly obscure in both systematic and paleontological terms. The embryology of

cephalopods al lows us to recognize stepwise how this gap is bridged by the organiza-

t ion of a developing embryo. Similar l inkages based on embryology are possible in

various other places, as wil l  be shown later.

The "Iaw of conservative preliminary stages" or the "principle of phylogenetic

reminiscences " in ontogenesis indeed al low us to some extent to reach beyond the

purely systematic consideration of organic diversity and to comprehend the process of

phylogenetic development directly as it were, in its natural progress, at least in con-

siderable, highly interesting sections.

Perhaps a more profound analysis will have to be envisaged, even though the sug-

gested enlargement of morphological knowledge is still considered in the framework

of systematic order: a higher concept of morphological systemarics will ultimately

cover the connection of types and bauplans as recognized in ontogenesis and place

them in a wider ontological frame not only where they happen to be observed (i.e. in

individual development), but also where they have their natural place in the context of

ideas about phenomena in general,  namely in a historico-morphological system. This

will reach beyond the actuality of the observable "finished" or half-finished forms of

animals and plants and try to define the ultimate order of past and present regularities

in  deve lopment .  (Cf .  e .g .  Vo l .  I ,  p .791) .

The individual development of organizations thus proves to be the richest and

deepest source of systematic-morphological insight; i t  seizes the problem of unity in

the diversity of phenomena and carries it from the realm of speculation in 'natural phi-

losophy' to the domain of scientific research; it alone offers and promises a glimpse

of the regularity of living development in general.
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In the special sections we will find numerous opportunities to recognize the traces

of the past in extant ontogeneses. In most cases it will be up to the reader to interpret

them according to the above general, theoretical and methodological considerations.

Only particularly important or easily misunderstood processes will be interpreted by

us in an explicitly phylogenetic way.
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l 1 CHAPTER 1

On the Basic Concepts of Molluscan Morphology

and Phylogeny

1t  
is  not  possib le to comprehend the actual  processes,  the

I of which is the special task of this volume, without

greater context of organic diversity.

General morphological relationships of molluscs
(diagram of archetypal relat ions)
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The above diagram expresses the purely systematic relationships among mollus-

can classes and of the phylum Mollusca to other Bi lateria or Coelomata-indepen-

dently of any phylogenetic supposition or inference. I have substantiated this diagram

since 1911 in my "Studies on the general morphology of the Mollusca", and no val id

objections have been formulated. It is indeed of little importance if one or the other

author studying this or that particular form considers the Mollusca as descending from

the Turbellaria rather than from the Annelida, because we cannot seriously investigate

that.

All we can show here is that typical similarity or systematic relationship of the

circles considered here corresponds unequivocally to the above diagram. We refrain

from the formation of a collective group within the Coelomatc, although it seems like-

ly that the sub-groups considered here are more closely related to one another (as

"Protostomia" ) and are opposed to another main stem, the "Deuterostomia" (plus the

Tentaculata?).

The features arguing in favor of such a grouping within the Coelomata are not

totally penetrating: The derivation of mouth and anus from the blastopore does not

give much attention to whether the mouth or the anus, or both, or neither of them

reveals their origin and genetic relationship, and the general derivation of the

mesoblast from the primary endoderm, and the incremental growth of the entire coelo-

mate germ ftom a vegetational zone in the anal area also weakens the contrast between

formation of mesoderm bands and gut diverticula very substantially. The fact that this

opposition is not applicable to the Tentaculata, in which both types of mesoderm for-

mation occur, is further evidence for its doubtful systematic value. Nevertheless, it be

too early to do away with it altogether (cf. 1924, p. 43!).

In contrast, the typical correspondence between molluscs and annelids should be

emphasized. For it is linked to the earliest, undoubtedly fundamental processes of

development and leads to the stage of a typical trochophore; although the latter may

vary greatly, its primary overall features remain strikingly similar in both groups. This

combination could therefore be expressed in a systematic category cal led

"Eutrochaeata"; however, I think this group name would represent an unnecessary bur-

den to a practical system, and I therefore will use it only for general considerations on

the most comprehensive formative norms.

My ideas about the archetypal mode of development (ontogenetic pattern) of the

Coelomata in general are summarized in Textfigure 6. Explanations can be given here
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only in outline, with emphasis on those aspects that will be of special importance for

the fol lowing descript ions:

l) The vegetal pole of the egg corresponds to the prospective ventral side, unless

the latter undergoes secondary complications and shifts.

2) The mouth and the anus are formed (or at least positionally marked if they

close transitorily) by the foremost and rearmost parts of the blastopore, the lateral

parts of which become fused with one another.

3) The animal pole of the egg corresponds to the prospective apical disk, which is

increasingly pushed forward by the budding growth of the anal zone, resulting in a

bilateral structure derived from the original radial structure.

4) The mesoblast is formed by lateral, epithelial evagination of the primary endo-

derm, proceeding mainly from the anal budding zone, which in metameric forms gives

rise to segments in a process similar to strobilation.

5) These segments can be viewed as incompletely separating individuals contain-

ing the basic capacities for all organ formations, especially for the formation of

nephridia, gonads and coelomoducts, the latter (by losing their primary connexion

with the gut and becoming connected to the nephridia) forming secondary issues of the

coelomic sacs.

6) The ectoderm of the blastopore lips furnishes the central nervous system,

which in coelomates thus originally forms a double, segmented strand lying on either

side of the gutter-shaped blastopore seam, with an anterior and posterior loop sur-

rounding the mouth and the anus, respectively. The mouth loop must be thought of as

being connected with the apical disk. The resulting differentiations are widely variable

(c f .  p .  58) .

7) The primary mesenchyme and its interstices from the system of blood vessels,

the topography of which is determined by the epithelial organ anlagen (dorsal vessel,

ventral vessel, segmental loops connecting them, gut sinus, tegumental sinus) the pul-

satile parts receive the necessary space for their activity by protruding into the

coelome, which is often conserved as a pericardium when all other parts have disap-

peared.

Textfigures 6hl, h2, h3, show cross sections of the hindgut anlage of an ideal

archetypal coelomate larva, from anterior to posterior. In the terminal part a single cell

forms the connexion between mesoblast and gut, thus visualizing the conditions for a

formation from few cells in a rudiment of this part of the body or in the entire bauplan
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of such a stage: instead of gut diverticula a single founder cell of mesoderm can

appear on either side, as is actually the case in the eutrochaeates.

Textfigure 6. - Ontogenesis of an ideal archicoelomate in a schematic representation. It allows

the ontogeneses of all bilaterians to be "derived" in the most straightforward and natural way, be it in

the sense of a morphological gradation or in the phylogenetic sense of incessant mutation. We may

indeed assume that the ancestor of all higher animals had roughly this form and development (p. 1a).
- All the stages of this development permit a phylogenetic interpretation as rudimentary conditions

of a relatively primitive nature. Thus they suggest a protist-l ike stage a blastea stage, a gastrea stage,

a shenula stage, and a helminthula stage in phylogeny.
For further explanations see Naef ,1926, pages 39-43 (BioI. Zentralbl.).
a-d: formation of the blastula, e: transition to the gastrula, with flattening of the ventral side, f:

preparation for the formation of the mouth and the anus, and excentric shifting of the apical organ. g:

bauplan of the stage corresponding to a trochophora, with coelomic pouches on either side of the gut;

a cross section would be l ike in h1 and could be easily derived from a simple gastrula. h2 shows a cross

section in the posterior part; h, hits only the outermost end of the coelomic rudiment and demon-

strates the picture that would obtain if the bauplan of this stage had to be achieved by very few cells.
- h visualizes the subsequent linear growth and the metameric subdivision, with the special partici-

pation of an anal budding zone. i and i1: differentiation of the anterior segments of the worm. The ter-

rninal stage is achieved by an extension of the coelomic pouches; each of them opens to the outside

via the issues of the segmental nephridia, thus forming a short trump; meanwhile the connection with

the gut is interrupted. Between the gut and the coelomic sacs l ie the main vessels, surrounded by the

mesenchyme. On either side of the blastopore seam lies a ventral nerve cord with a ciliary gutter.

d.b , e .n.

h.
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Compared to the Textfigure 6, the molluscs and the annelids present a special case

of the general ontogenetic pattern; it is characterized by l) spiral cleavage, 2) early

stages made of few cells, hence formation of polar cells and mesoderm bands

(Textfig. 7).

The idea that the blastopore opening narrows down by fusion of its lateral edges

is the only conceivable one for interpretation of the various existing germ patterns,

even where it cannot be observed directly. It is true that the anus does not remain

open. but undergoes a transitory closure, as is general ly true with many other openings

Textfigure 7. - Archetypal stages of development in the Eutrochaeata, i.e. the natural-system-
at ic group compris ing the annel ids and mol luscs.  (See also Naef,  1924, p.  33,  and above Textf ig.  6
a-g) .

The upper sketches a-c show the typical  spiral  c leavage of  mol luscs and annel ids.  See especial-
ly Robert (1903) about Trochus from which these figures are copied. d-e represent gastrulation in a
ventral view and in a sagittal section, f the early phase of blastopore closure starting posteriorly, the
first mesoderm cells (M) marking the original hind end and prospective anus. (Small x are drawn
instead of cell nuclei in the ectodermal cells of the seam); g is a trochophore stage with an anterior-
ly shifted apical f ield and beginning invagination of the stomodaeum, a nearly (except buccal zone)
closed blastopore seam, growing mesoderm bands and an anal budding zone.

With special reference to molluscan development, note (1) the formation of micromeres by "spi-
ral" cleavage from the macromeres; of the latter D marks the posterior, B the anterior end; (2) the for-
mation of the first mesoderm cells (M, Mr) from 4d by symmetrical division at stage d, thus intro-
ducing the bilaterally symmetrical development for the subsequent stages. After the production of
small hindgut cells (e) at stage e, these cells represent diverticula of the archenteron similar to those
which generate the mesoblast of the Deuterostomia, but in an extremey reduced condition with very
few cells. Their submersion in the blastocoel and their separation from the endoderm thus corresponds
to an evasinat ion.
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(even well  establ ished ones) in higher animals-we wil l  see other examples in the spe-

cial section of this volume. This closure and later reopening general ly occurs in a

ivel l-defined spot associated with the mesoderm founder cel ls or their direct descen-

dents, i .e. the polar cel ls of the mesoderm bands, which mark the prospective posteri-

rtr end of the trochophore or,ce the blastopore has started narrowing down (Textfig. 7f,

at y). In the meantime mesenchyme cells arise (ms) by submersion of primary ecto-

derm cells. The anterior end of the blastopore (x) becomes the mouth or pharyngeal

opening.

:: While the question of homology between early developmental stages and their

parts in molluscs and annelids is clearly answered by the facts, the problem of com-

parability of the adult stages is not easly resolved. Indeed the difference between a

Polygordius and a normal mollusc (whatever the representative considered) is

extremely large. The problematic Solenogastres have been called vermiform molluscs

lBiitschli, Metschnikow), since their buccal-anal axis is considerably stretched and

because they often show a particularly modest differentiation of parts; they have

indeed been considered to descend directly from annelids or other "worms". However,

this is of little help for a strict comparison and comprehension of the types as long as

we have no clear picture of the systematic-morphological relation of the vermiform

and the  o ther  mo l luscs .

In a series of general studies (1911, 1913, 1924) I  have therefore tr ied to bui ld

more solid foundations for these discussions by methodological investigations aiming

at an outline of the archetypal developmental conditions, including advanced stages

and the adult organization, common to all molluscan classes.

I I

The diagram of Textfigure 8 should help in visualizing the issue (cf. Vol. I, p. 5l).

It corresponds roughly to the usual, somewhat vague representations; it does not

claim, however, that the stem species of the molluscs did look exactly or even approx-

imately the same. Neither should it be taken to represent the inevitable norm or ideal

image (archetype) for morphological deductions in all the existing organizations with-

in the phylum; this sort of weighing can start at best from such a representation. The
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distance separating it from an ideal, vermiform archecoelomate (or annelid) is so con-

siderable that it is difficult to recognize homologies in even the most important parts.

As I have pointed out already in 1911, a special comparison of molluscs and

annelids must relate to the processes through which they become differentiated start-

ing from their common early stages. These are best represented in a diagram (Textfig.

9) to begin with; although it does not entirely correspond to any homologous stage of

a special molluscan form, it comes so close to many of them that they can be easily

projected morphologically or deduced by bauplan variation. But an ultimate truth

should not be expected of this image; there is also no claim that the larval forms of all

the molluscan stem species corresponded to this diagram.

The reason why the morphological correctness of the two diagrams (Textfigs. 8

and 9) cannot be claimed safely is that a decision proved so far impossible about the

primary or secondary nature of important elements of molluscan organization. In

Text f igure  8 .  -  Genera l  scheme o f  mo l luscan organ iza t ion  ( f romVol .  1 ,  p .51) .  l : cerebra l  par t ,
2: pleural part, 3: pedal part of the perioesophageal nerve ring; 4: statocyst; 5: foot; 6: radiating mus-
cles of  the headfoot retractor or shel l  adductor;  7:  insert ion of  the lat ter  on the shel l ;  8:  anter ior
branchial ganglion; 9: medial point on the anterior cross furrow of the mantle; l0: posterior part of
the mant le cavi ty;  1 l :  f ree shel l  r im; 12; f ree mant le r im; l3:  mant le;  14:  poster ior  g i l l ;  15:  anter ior
gi l l ;  16:  posi t ion of  the anus in the middle part  of  the poster ior  cross furrow of  the mant le;  17:  v is-
ceral  gangl ion;  18: heart ;  19:  h indgut;  20:  shel l  epi thel ium;21: shel l ;22:  apex of  the shel l  epi thel i -
um (embryonic shell); 23: midgut (stomach); 24: shell muscle; 25: foregut; 26: pleurovisceral strand;
27: anter iormost point  in the mant le furrow; 28: anter ior  part  of  the mant le cavi ty;29 eye; 30:
tongue; 31: buccal  cavi ty;  32:  snout;  33:  radula pouch; 34: sect ion cut across the mant le r im with a
weak shel l  fo ld (36);  35:  sect ion of  a mant le r im with a more strongly developed shel l  fo ld.

L 1



part icular the opposit ion between the two subphyla, Conchifera and Amphineura, is so

thorough that we could consider either of them as representing an archetypal overal l

pattern, not f inding absolutely val id cri ter ia support ing a preference of one against the

other. Since transit ions are easi ly imaginable, one may use an intermediary diagram

for an introduction, as we have done here. But the problem then is that the expected

relation of the molluscan organization to the annelid organization is hardly deducible

in morphological terms, and virtually impossible in phylogenetic terms. There is no

point in trying to deduce the "archemollusc" of Textfigure 8 directly from a segment-

ed "ancestral worm"; what can indeed be dealt with, as I have shown earlier, are the

respective archetypes of the Conchifera (1911, 1913) and the Amphineura (1924). See

also the corresponding view of Heider, 1914.

There is one congruence in the two subphyla in that likely remnants of a (ptoba-

bly annelid-l ike) metamery appear in very similar form in tbe most conservative types.

namely Lepidopleurus and Nautilus. They appear in the only area where they could be

expected according to the archetypal ontogenetic pattern, namely in the anal zone, i.e.

in the typical metameric budding zone of the larvae and embryos of all Bilateria. ln

the diagram of Textfigure 9, I have therefore represented the anlage of mesodermic

somites at this typical spot, which can be easily transposed into the corresponding

zone of an adult mollusc (Textfig. 8). Given the typical annelid development, it would

make no sense to look for a metameric organization in the anterior part of the body,

which can be compared only with the larval head or acromerite (Hatschek).

Textf igure 9.  -  Schematic representat ion of  a vel iger stage fol lowing the trochophora stage,

typical  for  the Conchi fera,  i .e.  a rnore or less c lear ly planktonic,  swimming larva wi th rudiments of

the shel l ,  the mant le (ma),  the nervous system and sense organs, and with a concentrat ion of  the foot

in the anter ior  part  of  the body; au: eye: cg:  cerebral  gangl ion;  pn: protonephr id ium; r :  radula pouch;

pg: pedal  gangl ion,  p l :  p leural  gangl ion;  sc:  statocyst ;  ps:  pedal  strand; lb:  l iver duct opening into the

s tomach;  pa :  pa l l ia l  gang l ion ;  vg :  v iscera l  gang l ia ;  ma:  mant le ;  se :  she l l  ep i the l ium;  p . . . .p :  approx i -

mate l imi t  between the head-foot and the visceral  sac,  i .e.  between animal and vegetal  regions of  the

conchi feran body. sf :  shel l  fo ld,  i .e.  a del icate groove in which apposi t ional  growth of  the pr imordial

she l l  occurs .
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These remnants of metamery relate in particular to branchial sense organs,

branchial vessels, cardial auricles, renal sacs, coelomic issues and parietal ganglia,

and to connected, less common organs, and are grouped in a zone that arises from the

anal area of the larva, which becomes the mantle cavity roof. It must be stressed, how-

ever, that more than two metameres are complete, so that total suppression of

metamery and a corresponding bauplan simplification appear very near indeed (see

detailed description of this phenomenon, 1913 and 1924).

For a type characterization of the Amphineura we will use Textfigure 10. In (a) it

shows a highly interesting advanced developmental stage of the most archaic extant

placophoran form, which represents among the chitons what Nauti lus is to

cephalopods. It is remarkable that the juvenile stages of this form (more than the adult

animals!), more than any other placophore or even solenogaster, resemble rather close-

ly the Conchifera due to their archetypal molluscan features, from which some pla-

cophores and solenogastres have apparently departed more strongly. The following

features should be emphasized in particular.

The posterior zone of the mantle cavity is strikingly similar to that of Nautilus,

but it corresponds more closely to the archetype in one feature in which Nautilus

departs from the primary condition (by pushing the anus forward).

In the archetype the anus lies indeed close to the base of the mantle (Textfig.

9!)-As in Nautilus and archaic gastropods, the terminal part of the body, namely the

roof of the mantle cavity, projects posteriorly, the gills lying close to it on either side.

The latter are already undergoing secondary multiplication, as indicated by the appar-

ently incomplete anterior ones, but there are only 7 pairs, 2 of which are associated

each with a coelomic issue situated anteriorly to their base, namely the renal opening

(n) and the sexual pore (g). The posterior end of the strikingly weak foot is wedged in

between, thus reducing the surface of the mantle cavity roof.

Only the early development, which unfortunately is unknown, could tell us

whether the posterior pairs of gills belong to particular, incompletely differentiated

metameres; however, it is possible that even these early stages would not provide the

answer, to judge from my earlier experience with other chitons:

In chitons the anal zone with its interesting metameric organ area remains strit-

ingly long-inhibited in its development, to attain its definitive arrangement only at a

late stage by a very direct, probably abbreviated differentiation. A projecting mantle

cavity roof, which could have allowed one to follow the progress of this differentiation,
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Textf igure 10. -  Elements of  p lacophoran morphology. a) a youn g Lepidopleurus cajetanus
from the Posi l l ipo (natural  s ize 4.5 mm), seen from below. Compare with Textf igure 1l  to see the gen-
eral  s imi lar i ty in the arrangement of  the pal l ia l  organs. The very low number of  g i l ls  in th is most
archaic placophoran form and the concentrat ion of  the gi l ls  in the anal  area are str ik ingly s imi lar  to
the condi t ions observed in the anal  complex of  Naut i lus.  Much l ike in the lat ter ,  the nephr id ia l  (n)  and
geni ta l  (g)  openings are metamerical ly associated with certain gi l l  bases. a:  anus; f :  foot ;  p:  mant le;
m: mouth;  k:  head. -  b-d are stage s of  Cattochi ton dor iae (Capel l in i ) ,  again f rom the posi l l ipo.  -
b)  Transi t ion f rom the trochophore to the creeping juveni le stage, wi th temporary,  subsequent ly def in-
i t ive suppression of  the swimming behavior.  a:  prospect ive posi t ion of  the unur;  v:  velum; p:  mant le
bulge, reaching anter ior  to the velum in chi tons;  o:  larval  eye; c:  paired frontal  f lagel lum. -  c)  A
young chi tonid af ter  loss of  the velum, the former posi t ion of  which is marked by the dotted l ine.  m:
pos i t ion  o l ' the  mouth :  s :  she l l  segment ;  r :  marg ina l  mant le  sp ine .  -  d )  A  young ch i ton id  w i th  typ i -
cal  overal l  aspect,  but  st i l l  devoid of  an open anus (a),  of  nephi id ia,  coelom, heart  and gonads, in other
words with an undi f ferent iated mesoblast .  -  e)  An imaginary t ransi t ional  form between protoannel id
and mol lusc.  as suggested by the anatomy and development of  p lacophores, which is perfect ly con-
ceivable.  I t  is  indeed useful  for  a v isual izat ion of  the overal l  morphology of  mol luscs and -  g iven the
ontogenet ical  evidence -  of  their  re lat ion to the correspoding annel id organizat ion.  The fol lowing
trai ts should be especial ly noted: I  )  The physiological  and topographical  connect ion between the lat-
eroventral  par ietal  strands (Pa) and the pedal  strands (Pe),  which grade anter ior ly (pg) into the ven-
tral  part  of  the per ioesophageal r ing;  2)  The absence of  a coelom in the anter ior  body part  and the l im-
i tat ion of  a dist inct ly metameric arrangement to the poster ior  part  of  the body; th is may be due to a
suppression of  subdiv is ion in the anter ior  part  or  to an excessive growth of  the undiv ided cephal ic
part '  -  f )  A cross sect ion of  e in the poster ior  region; the arrows indicate the course of  the interseg-
mental  loops from the ventral  to the dorsal  b lood vessel ;  these loops carry the branchial  vessels and
segmenta l  o rgans .  The dorsum car r ies  a  f lex ib le ,  th ick  cu t icu la  (Cu) .Ag:  ana l  (v iscera l )  gang l ion ;  Bg:
branchial  (par ietal)  gangl ion;  Pg: pedal  gangl ion;  Pl :  p leural  gangl ion;  Cg: cerebral  gangl ion:  Vd:
fo resu t :  Rs :  dorsa l  vesse l :  Go:  gonad:  Co:  gonad coe lom;  Hz: iear t :  pc :  oer icard ium.
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is established only late in development by enlargement of a rudimentary zone which
originally lies on the dorsum of the flatworm-shaped, creeping post-veliger stage (Text

fig. l0 c, d). In modern chitons the projection of the pedal sole beyond the morpholog-
ical posterior end clearly is a primary feature, thus allowing the sole to become the
entire ventral face extending between the mouth and the anus.

I I I

The way in which molluscan organization appears related to annelid organization
is certainly natural, as expressed in Text figure 10e. In ontogenetic terms, the imag-
ined organism has to be based on the conditions of the younger stage given in
Textfigure 7g, from which both molluscs and annelids are differentiated. This leads to
the phylogenetic assumption, that in the ancestors of the molluscs fewer and fewer

Textfigure 1 1. - Dissected, slightly f lattened mantle cavity roof of Nautilus pompilius, with
at tached gi l l  and mant le parts ( f romVol.  1,p.70).  Here we are looking at  the surface of  the metamer-
ic organ complex of an archaic cephalopod; it represents the retroflected rear end of the body. For its
morphological  interpretat ion,  see Naef ,  1913, pages 391-4I4,  and in order to recognize precise
homologies wi th an equal ly archaic placophore (Lepidopleurus),  see Naef,  1924, pages 57-60, and
above, Textf igure 10a. -  The upper edge (sect ion) of  the preparat ion represents the anter ior  mant le
furrow (x,  xr) .  The poster ior  mant le furrow l ies below the gi l l  insert ion and the let ter ing (N1, pt2,  kv2,
N,  e tc ) .

r t  marks the insert ion of  the head-food retractors on the shel l ;  g:  geni ta l  pore;  g l :  opening of  the
pear-shaped vesic le;  n:  branchial  nerve; a:  anus, N1, N2: anter ior  and poster ior  k idney sacs; pt1:  f ie ld
with the opening of  the gonoduct,  ptz f ie ld wi th the opening of  the metamerical ly corresponding per i -
cardial  funnel ;  kvr:  root  of  the anter ior  g i l l  vein;  beside i t  l ies the anter ior  k idney pore;  kv2: root of
the poster ior  g i l l  vein;  beside i t  l ies the poster ior  k idney pore,  lateral ly to the pore of  the per icardial
funnel ;  acc:  out lets of  the accessory glands; nid:  f ie ld of  the nidamental  g lands; os:  poster ior  osphra-
dium; M: mant le i  Kr,  Kr:  anter ior  and poster ior  g i l ls .

Probably embryonic stages of  Naut i lus and Lepidopleurus would show the relat ionships
between metamerically arranged organs even more clearly than what a comparison of the adult forms
of these archaic representat ives of  the two main groups of  mol luscs can do.
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segments were formed while the dorsal surface of the creeping vermiform mollusc

became covered with a thick, but st i l l  f lexible cuticula. By secondary subdivision and

consolidation this cuticula later would have become (as during ontogenesis) the

octomeric placophoran shell.

Special difficulties arise in a comparison between this ventral face with its ner-

vous centers and the corresponding parts of annelids. There are indeed two thick pedal

strands passing through the placophoran foot and becoming united anteriorly to form

a pharyngeal ring. But the metameric anal zone with its essential support organs is not

linked to these apparent homologs of ventral strands, but to the parietal strands, which

in the most archaic placophores are provided with segmental ganglia and are sur-

rounding the anus in a way that must be considered archetypal for the central nervous

system of all Bilateria. In the posterior part these parietal strands are completely sep-

arated from the pedal strands, because the latter do not reach to the end of the body,

whereas anteriorly they are linked to the ventral part of the pharyngeal ring in a most

characterist ic fashion (1924, p.59). The homologs of each of the two ventral strands

thus are either the parietal strands alone, more likely the latter together with the ven-

tral strands, the latter being considered as products of longitudinal splitting. This last

view is supported by the special conditions of the Solenogastres (Chaetoderma) (cf.

Lang, Mollusca, p. 202). However, given the situation known in molluscs, platodes,

some annelids (Storch l9l2) and chordates, one cannot exclude the idea of a primary

"tetraneury" of the ventral side in coelomates, with a relatively independent (more

sensitive) lateral strand I

The ventral surface of annelids can thus be represented only partially in the pla-

cophores (cf. Text fig. 12), namely by the anterio4 developmentally earlier part of the

pedal sole, and-as to its posterior part-by the projecting mantle cavity roof. In ono-

genetic terms this means: The trochophore or the veliger stage of chitons settles with

its entire ventral side (Text fig. 10b), which corresponds only to the cephalic segment,

and perhaps a few more anterior, still indistinct metamers, whereas the posteriormost

segments are differentiated only later and then do not equally participate in the for-

mation of the sole. A detailed analysis of these conditions is not possible here;

Textfigure 10d shows at any rate that the belated growth of the morphological poste-

rior end (a) and the parts lying immediately anterior to it do not contribute to pedal

sole formation, even though the border line may be indistinct.

Textfigure 9 emphasizes the morpholo gical distinction of pedal sole and primary
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t entral surface, in that it approaches more closely the condition of typical Conchifera

in which the foot is more markedly concentrated in the anterior body region at early

stages already. Of course this could be a secondary condition, the mantle cavity roof

becoming independent at an earlier stage in the Amphineura and thus being more con-

spicuous. Developmental stages of Paludina vivipara (Textfig. 16) and other gas-

tropods indeed suggest that the foot is merely an appendix of the anteriormost body

region or of the larval head, but this could just as well be the starting point of deploy-

ment as the final phase of limitation in a morphological series.

Textfigure 12. - Schematic representations for the comparison of mollusc and annelid organi-
zation (from Naef, 1913, p. 384). a) An annelid larva during differentiation of the segmented body
from the anal cone forward. - b) A gastropod larva (Paludina) during the differentiation of the vis-
ceral sac from a corresponding rudiment (Textfig. 7). Compare the anterior body part of the annelid
with the head-foot of the mollusc and identify the ventral surface of the mollusc. The latter is repre-
sented by the pedal process (F) in the anterior part, by the ventral side of the neck piece between the
head and the visceral sac, and posteriorly by the prospective mantle cavity roof, whicb contains also
the nervous centers of the posterior parts of the body. In the latter zone, we find the interesting con-
ditions that allow us to use this figure for a topographical comparison with the annelid organization
(cf. Naef, 1913, 1924). Compare the velum (V), apical f ield, cerebral ganglia (cg), protonephridial
pore (un) and the nervous centers! The perioesophageal ring of annelids, with cerebral (cg) and sub-
oesophageal ganglia (sb), corresponds roughly to the molluscan ring. The pedal and pleural ganglia

together represent the ventral part of the ring. The ventral strands of annelids are represented by the
visceral connectives with their ganglia. pa: parietal ganglion; vg: visceral ganglion; f0: palp; m:
mouth; a: anusi M: mantle (a slanting laterodorsal bulge in the posterior part of the body).

Quite similar conditions exist in the mantle and shell: In the Solenogastres a thick

cuticula covers the entire dorsal surface (i.e. the greatest part of the body surface

given the reduction of the sole). In chitons the early cuticula covers a large part of the

dorsal surface of the larva (light zone in Textfig. l0b) and subsequently grows rapid-

ly even larger, while the uncovered epidermis is relat ively regressive (c, d). The
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posterior part of the definitive shell that lies above the morphological caudal end, i.e.
above the st i l l -closed anus (a), appears inhibited, as indicated by the feeble develop-
ment of the posterior shell segments that lie beneath the primary shell membrane. the
hindmost of which is missing altogether at the earl iest stage. Once the octomeric shel l
(d) is fully laid out, it occupies the entire upper surface, and the increasingly distinct
mantle rim surrounds it entirely; not that the latter belongs to the cuticle-covered part
of the body surface, even in the zone that later will be facing down and will reach
inward to the limit of the mantle cavity (Textfig. l0a). This whole part is comparable
to the shell surface and the underlying epithelium to the shell epithelium of the
conchifera, but it is by no means entirely homologous: Indeed the soft mantle rim of
the Conchifera is not covered by a cuticula, instead i t  is ci l iated and does not include
the upper surface of the larval head, being limited to the post-velar parr of the
veliger.-Is this state primary or secondary?

This restriction is all the more valid for shell membrane of the Conchifera, which
covers only part of the upper surface of the larval body, even after its extension and
overall approximation of the early placophoran shell form (Textfigs. 10 e and 13 e).
This part bends inwards in a most characteristic fashion at even earlier stages (Textfig.
l3 a) to form the "shell gland", so that the marginal cells virtually meet in one point
where they start to form the first, extremely small primordial shell. with the margin-
al growth of this first shell, the shell epithelium rapidly flattens out again to establish
the definitive relationships with the shell. If we call the structure thus obtained a cutic-
ular one and compare it roughly with the placophoran shell, it becomes quite clear that
we are faced with a very peculiar product, at any rate that only the matrix of the shell
rin is corresponding to it. The considerably larger, central part of the shell epithelium
should rather be called a glandular epithelium which contiunes to build on an existins
cuticular structure.

This means that either the differentiation of the shell epithelium has been sup-
pressed in the Amphineura, or it has been added as a new element in the conchifera.
certainly, the latter appears more likely; but a detailed consideration of the process
shown in Textfigure l3 leaves us with some doubts; for it is undeniable that the typi-
cal rudiment of the shell gland appears extremely early in the conchifera, indeed often
simultaneously with gastrulat ion (cf.  e.g. Meisenheimer 1901).

one will therefore be tempted to consider it a very ancient organ of enigmatic
phylogenetic signif icance (cf.  1924, p. 6l).  I t  must at least point at a past phase of
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ph) logeny prior to the special formation of the conchiferan shel l .  Textf igure l3 b pro-

r ides a basis for understanding this formation i f  we consider the fol lowing point: The

ectodermal invagination is not the organ directly producing the shell but a differenti-

ation inside that organ, the central part of shell epithelium being excluded from par-

ticipation in the archetypal formation of a cuticle that is made entirely by the margin-

al cells of the "shell gland". Thus below the primary shell produced lies a true gland,

the secretions of which reinforce the inner shell side. The mode of cellular participa-

6l tion in shell growth changes (or merely starts) when this gland flattens out; there is lit-

tle doubt that Textfigure 13 b represents a phylogenetically older state than d, e and f.

th
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Textf igure 13. -  Development of  the shel l  and mant le sac in typical  conchi fers.  The parts are
represented transparent,  so that  the shel l  and mant le epi thel ium, and the shel l  i tsel f ,  can be drawn as
in a medial  sect ion.  a,  b,  c,  d,  e,  f  show stages of  L i thoglyphus nat icoides, s l ight ly s impl i f ied f rom
whole mount preparat ions ( l /100 natural  s ize).  (Compare the condi t ions of  Textf igs.T and 9 wi th cor-
responding modif icat ions).  In typical  conchi ferans the shel l  rudiment is local ized by the format ion of
a shel l  g land (a) f rom an invaginat ion of  the shel l  epi thel ium. Subsequent f lat tening (b,  c)  integrates
the i ips of  the invaginat ion into the matr ix of  the ostracum (om),  the deep part  of  the "gland" into the
matr ix of  the hypostracum. The former maintains a sol id connect ion wi th the edge (x,  y)  of  the pr i -
mordial  shel l ,  whereas the lat ter  is  only loosely apposed. Thus from the beginning the shel l  epi thel i -
um shows a di f ferent iated relat ion to the shel l  i tsel f ,  beyond which reaches the "sof t"  r im of  the man-
t le (mm, ma).  Below i t  the mant le cavi ty (mh) forms by a progressive invaginat ion around the anal
zone, combined with the broadening of  the mant le r im ( the double arrow marks the posi t ion of  the
anus, which wi l l  open very late).  pr :  t ru ly pr imordial  shel l  wi thout growth l ines;  i t  is  apparent ly pro-
duced by the ostracal matrix prior to its full differentiation (rather than by the deeper part of the
invaginat ion).  -  Since this is a gastropod, the shel l  wi l l  soon show excentr ic growth (spiral  winding).
In the course of  the process f igured, the anlage is in fact  rotated around the axis marked ax,  by about
180 ' ( to rs ion) ;  th is  movement  i s  omi t ted  here .  -  d )  Format ion  o f  a  deep she l l  g roove tn  Pa lud ina
viv ipara,  by an extension of  weak shel l  fo ld over the r im of  the ostracum. This permits secondary
addi t ions (per iostracum) produced by a "secondary shel l  epi thel ium" facing the outside of  the
ostracum; in th is case they form a protect ive membrane with longi tudinal  rows of  br ist le- l ike spines
at later juveni le stages. In the rather c losely related Li thoglyphus, no such format ion exists,  a l though
a shel l  groove is st i l l  recognizable,  as seems to be the case in many (perhaps al l )  conchi feran mol-
luscs,  at  least  as atransient format ion.
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The formation of the shell is linked to the formation of the enclosed body part.

which we call the visceral sac. The latter is limited at its surface by the shell and man-

tle rim; inside a natural distinction between the visceral mass and the cephalopodium

is increasingly difficult with increasing (dorsoventral) flattening of the whole animal.

It is virtually impossible therefore in the Amphineura, independently from the ques-

tion whether this is a primary or a secondary state. The latter is at least equally well

conceivable since many gastropods demonstrate through their postembryonic develop-

ment how a'segmented'structure can be transformed into a total ly f lattened mollusc

(cf. 19l l) .  In the embryo, however, there is a (much earl ier) process that is inverse,

however: From a flat visceral sac a highly vaulted one is made (Textfig. l7) which

final ly may become deeply conical;  the question could thus be considered sett led.

Textfigure 14. - Sketches explaining the formation of typical conchiferan veliger stages: 2

advanced stages of  Paludinaviv iparain medial  sagi t ta l  sect ions (about 1/100 natural  s ize;  f rom Naef,

1913,  p .383,  F ig .6 ) .  Tors ion  is  no t  shown,  the  opercu lum (D)  i s  added too  ear ly  ( in  fac t  on ly  the

opercular gland is recognrzable as an epithelial thickening at that stage). The liver (lb) is in asym-
metric communication with the stomach (mg), the right side rudiment having degenerated. - Note the

shape of the mantle sac (posterior body part) due to the retroflection of the anus (a) and mantle rim
(M) and the formation of the mantle cavity (mh) by invagination and folding over of the mantle. The

shell (S) grows by strongly excentric apposition of material added to the rim by the ostracal matrix
(cf .  Textf ig.  8)"  The ventral  s ide is subdiv ided into a gutter s inus,  a creeping sole,  an opercular gland,

a neck piece, inner wall, roof and outer wall of the mantle cavity. The primary position of the anus

l ies between the lat ter  two parts.  Note the typical  subdiv is ion into a head-foot and a mant le sac.  rd:

radula pouch; ap: shel i  apex; f :  foot .
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However. one should recal l  that the molluscan form is establ ished only by the

retro.flerion of the gut, the roof-like mantle folding producing a mantle cavity, and the

establ ishment of a shel l  and foot; viewed phylogenetical ly, these processes could rep-

resent a part of premolluscan or of early molluscan history. If we consider the likely

vermiform ancestors. these processes may change in aspect. They would then be rem-

iniscent of those observed in semisessi le worms which l ive in tubes (chaetopods,

gephyreans, tentaculates), making the molluscan shell a peculiarly perfected living

tube (cf.  Heider 1914, pp. 506-507, Naef 1924, p. 104). This possibi l i ty is mentioned

here only to show that in spite of the above observation the archetypal molluscan orga-

nization can be seen closer to the Conchifera, in which the basic shell form is more or

less deeply conical whereas the early rudiment is rather flat, bowl-shaped.

This again leads to considerations about the primary 'segmentation' of the body:

in Conchifera the differentiation of a cephalopodium and a visceral sac is a funda-
mental phenomenon that is of the greatest morphological and physiological signifi-

cance (cf.  1911, pp. 83 and 99). I t  separates the animal body section from the vegeta-

tive one in a surprising decisiveness and leaves for the intermediate section only the

following general (archetypal) connecting parts: cephalopodial retractors (shell mus-

cles), oesophagus, parietal strands, cephalopodial artery, sinus-shaped cephalopodial

vein. Within the Conchifera any obliteration of this 'segmentation' is easily recogniz-

able as a morphological ly secondary state. What are the condit ions in the

Amphineura?

Have the Amphineura formed an increasingly broad conneqtion between the foot

and the shel l ,  with a patel loid obl i terat ion of the 'segmentation' under discussion (p.

62)? Or has that 'segmentation' become established through an increasing elevation of

an originally flat cone, having led secondarily to a corresponding autonomy of the

parts and better mobility in the ancestors of the Conchifera?

Archetypal Conchifera have a naruow shell opening permitting projection of a

more or less structured cephalopodium, in which generally the head and the foot are

not  rea l l y  d is t inc t  (1911,  p .  85) .  Even in  the  degenera te  scaphopods and

bivalves-which probably form a homogeneous type or phylum-the foot is much

more clearly structured superficially than in any amphineuran, and wherever the foot

forms a simple creeping sole in a conchiferan, this condition is undoubtedly a system-

atic-morphologically derived condition. But could this be true also in Amphineura, or

should we surmise an initial ascent from a simple to a complex locomotor apparatus

in the archetypal Conchifera or their preliminary stages?
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These questions and ensuing ones do not yet permit a comprehensive considera-

t ion and descript ion of molluscan morphology, as I have shown in 1924. This part icu-

larly prevents a concise presentation in teaching, because any " i f '  and "but" is of l i t -

tle use there, although a definitive formulation of the basic concept (Textfig. 8) may

on rhe other hand appear like a violaton of the facts. Hopefully these difficulties will

be overcome with the present volume through unequivocal elucidation of the main

types. We have to rely especially on the comparison of the particularly advanced, most

differentiated forms whose complex ontogeneses provide the best information on pre-

liminary stages in phylogeny and archetypal bauplans. Such forms are, as in the pre-

sentation of 19 I I , the Gastropoda and the Cephalopoda.

Text f igure  15 .  -  Schemat ic  representa t ion  o f

the  or ig ina l  t ypes  o f  the  6  ex tan t  c lasses  o f  Mo l luscs
( f rom Naef ,  1924.  p .  41) .  a )  B iva lve .  -  b )

Scaphopod.  -  c )  Cepha lopod.  -  d )  Gast ropod.  -

e )  P lacophor .  -  f )  So lenogaster .  d1)  D iagram i l lus -

trat ing the (always secondary) f lat tening of  the shel l

in gastropods. -  br)  Diagram i l lustrat ing the sec-

ondary formation of a terminal hole derived from the
pr imary shel l  opening in scaphopods, and of  the
shel l  d iv is ion in bivalves.  -  c1) Diagram i l lustrat-
ing the derivation of spirally coiled shells from

straight ones in cephalopods.
Of the inner organs, only the general arrange-

ment of alimentary canal and the topography of the

central nervous system and sense organs are figured.
Homologous par ts  can eas i l y  be  ident i f ied ;  c f .

Textfigure 8 add vm: anterior shell adductor; pg:

branchial  and pal leal  gangl ion;  lg:  l igament;  hm:
poster ior  shel l  adductor;  kb:  branchial  band; ah:
appendage of  the buccal  lappets (ml) ;  by:  byssus
gland; za:  marginal  peaks of  the spl i t  anchor ing
foot;  oo;  upper opening of  the mant le cavi ty and
shel l  ( in b:  not  labeled);  f f :  prehensi le f i laments;  x:

cephal ic lobe; uo: lower (normal)  opening of  the
mant le cavi ty and shel l ;  mt:  buccal  tentacles;  gf :

medial wedge-shaped part of the anchoring foot; af:
ocular palp;  fa:  palp arms; ar:  prehensi le arms; t r :

funnel tube; nk: nuchal attachment; tt: funnel pouch;

r t :  funnel  retractor;  wk: l iv ing chamber;  lk :  af i

chamber;  ak:  in i t ia l  chamber of  the shel l ;  pg:  pal leal
gangl ion;  in Fig.  d wi th separate branchial  gangl ion;

ep: epipodial  palps;  ps:  pedal  (nerve) strand; de:
operculum.

These figures are the result of a careful abstraction, based on personal investigations into the struc-

ture and development of  l iv ing and fossi i  mol luscs;  they should not be confused with the diagrams in many

current text-books. However,  one might note that  in a),  an out l ine of  Solenomya ( i .e.  a form stretched in

the longi tudinal  axis,  wi th a near ly straight dorsal  l ine) could have been used instead of  Nucula.  In b),  the

wedge-shaped process (gf)  of  the digging foot of  Dental ium could be omit ted,  so that the s imi lar i ty wi th

Figure a) would be enhanced. In c) ,  the shel l  shape could be f igured blunter (cf .  Textf ig.  17 a).
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To be able to consider cephalopods in comparison to gastropods, one has to com-

prehend the process of torsion, which I have therefore tried to interpret and disentan-

gle f irst from confusing accessories (1911). This implies knowledge of the archetypal

body architecture of the conchiferans, as shown in Textfigure l7b (cf. top of p. 68)'

and of the volution of spiral coiling of the shell, the establishment of which is shown

in Textfigures 13 and l7e. The latter phenomenon is likely to be a partial cause for the

phylogenetic occurrence of torsion, as shown in 1911, whereas the subdivision into a

cephalopodium and a visceral sac, which are united by a rather slender, flexible con-

nexion, made torsion mechanical ly possible. In archetypal gastropod forms (1911' p.

159), i.e. in Zy gobranchia and-only slightly less distinct-in Trochomorpha and

Docoglossa, torsion is brought about by a l80o rotation of the visceral sac against the

cephalopodium, similar to the position of the head in a sleeping bird'

During torsion the primary symmetry of the inner organization, as far as it is

already established, remains relatively undisturbed in both the cephalopodium and the

visceral sac (Scissurella and Fissurella); the shell apex changes from an anterior exo-

gastric, via a sinistral, to a posterior endogastric position, whereas the mantle cavity

moves via the right side anteriorly. Really twisted (in a true "torsion") is only the mid-

dle piece in which the parietal strands thus cross over each other (Textfig. 17e' f).

This "only" is not meant to imply a mathematical precision. The shell muscles in

particular undergo a more or less asymmetrical formation during torsion, and this

asymmetry is later handed down mechanically to the connected parts as far as they

have not yet undergone the corresponding change. The shell muscles appear to be pro-

grammed for torsion already in their rudiments; thus the muscle originally inserted at

the right side of the shell either moves over to the left side (Fissurella) or degenerates

altogether. In all the gastropods torsion therefore results in a tendency to develop var-

ious parts asymmetrically.

This tendency concerns the shell (which projects to the left side) and the inner

organs, which follow the shell stepwise in younger gastropod groups. The resulting

modif icat ions of the archetype (cf.  1911) appear, more or less prematurely, in the

otherwise conservative juvenile and embryonic stages, in which the primary symme-

try of the trochophora stage is sooner or later lost, the normal body 'segmentation'
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becoming part ial ly obl i terated or retarded. In the Monotocardia the process of torsion
therefore tends to lose i ts typical aspect and becomes amalgamated with secondary
modif icat ions of organization.

A comparative presentation cannot be given here; but I would like to give here at
least a few special remarks on the process as it occurs in paludina, which I had pre-
sented very simpli f ied in 1911 (Textf ig. l6): In this gastropod, which dif fers from its
relatives by the lack of yolk, the archetypal picture of the rotation is more easily rec_
ognizable than in other Monotocardia. It essentially occurs at stages at which the gen_
eral conchiferan body structure is already achieved so that the rotated medial part
becomes verv dist inct.

Textfigure 16. - Four veliger stages of Peludina vivipara showing the typical process of tor-
sion (from Naef, 1911, p. 102). About g0 x natural size. - a) An almost straighl form that could be
easily compared with the original conditions of the earliest motlusc (cf. Textfigi g). If torsion is omit-
ted (an abnormal phenomenon observed occasionally), development indeed priceeds in that direction
for some time. Note the thick, soft mantle rim which is much wider than the shell; i t corresponds to
the mucular mantle of dibranchiate cephalopods. - b) The mantle cavity formed by the growth of the
mantle and by invagination turns to the right side, while the apex (ap) or init ial shell belins to rotate
to the left.

c) This rotation is advancing so that the mantle cavity comes to l ie more anteriorlv. the shell
apex more posteriorly. The further process of f inishing torsion is not simply pushing ir ,o 1g0., , in""
complicated rearrangements 

.occur in the visceral complex that move the completely asymmetnc man-
tle cavity to its anterior position. Stage d) is in fact has a visceral mass noiyet f; l ly rotated, and it
would not be as symmetrical as suggested by the figure. The operculum (D) i; fact is not yet formed
at that stage.

It is true that the rotation starts slightly earlier than stage a and goes somewhat
beyond stage d (Textfig. 16; cf. rgrl). A typicat torsion through exactly rg0" does not
occur, neither in this form nor in any other monotocardian, in fact it is not conceiv-
able since the increasingly asymmetric development during torsion would not permit
an identification of the end point. For example, the anus never reaches a truly anteri_
or position, because the right (originally left) side degenerates too soon. In an attempr
to emphasize the typical process, I  had not paid too much attention to the special case
of Paludina (which I had studied several years earlier) and in writing the text followed
my slightly diagrammatic figures. This specification is in no contradiction with the
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6r general understanding of the process of torsion, and the somewhat short-sighted

adverse cri t icism by Andersen (1925, Morphol. Jahrb., pp. 192-194) does not need to

be discussed here; comparative abstraction and painstaking description are indeed two

different matters. Andersen seems not very interested in the former, and the latter was

not intended by me in the publication mentioned. My Figure 16d represents a stage in

which torsion is forcibly pushed to completion as it were (as may happen in prepara-

tions), the shell having about one-half convolution. (The very moment of completion

of a convolution also cannot be determined more precisely !).

A correct comprehension of torsion in gastropods enables one to compare their

organization in every detail with the conditions of other molluscs, beginning with their

closest systematic relatives, the bivalves and scaphopods with which I have united them

as Heteroneura (1924, p.88). The primitive form of this group (Textfig. l7c) can be
imagined as a mollusc with a more or less markedly high, conical shell, a single pair of
gills and a structured cephalopodium that is intermediary between that of the most

archaic gastropods (Scissurella) and that of the lamellibranchiates (Nucula), at any rate

way above the diagram given on p. 53. Indeed a greater simplification of the foot is not

conceivable for the form considered since we have to compare the archetype of
cephalopods (Textfig. l7a) with this hypothetical form-according to the systematic
relations explained on p.47-rather than with a purely imaginary primitive mollusc.

Similar considerations lead us to an archetype of the Conchifera as shown in
Textfigure l7 b, i.e. a molluscan form of similar overall aspect but with at least 2 pairs

of gills and associated parts in the mantle cavity roof. Again, a greater simplification
is not conceivable since we have seen at least dimeric differentiation of this part in the
Amphineura as in the Cephalopoda (1922, 1924, p. 59).

V I

Thus lwo strongly opposite basic or archetypal molluscan forms are facing each
other (Textfig. 17 b and h), each of which suggests a different phylogenetic deriva-
t ion. As I explained in 1924, we had no val id reasons at that t ime to choose and thus
had to remain with an undecided alternative. But we can imagine an intermediate
form and in fact have to suppose it for phylogeny. I have already given it (Fig. 8) as
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an inrroductory diagram, and I repeat it, slightly modified, in Textfigure 17 g (cf. also

* Texrfig. 25a). This intermediate form will now be given a muscular foot with (not yet

fully defined) epipodial senso-motor structures and a Patella-like shell as known since

the Cambrium in various modifications from forms of unknown systematic position (cf.

/---t\ al
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Textfigure
for  a  co tnpar ison
o f  m o l l u s c s ,  a n d
cussion about a
form,

11 .  D iagrams
of the main types
as a basis of  d is-
seneral  ancestral

a) Ancestral  form of  the
cephalop ods (O rthoceras -l ike, Cf.
Tex t f ig .2 l .  -  f )  Ances t ra l  fo rm o f
the  gas t ropods  (Be l le rophon- l tke) .

h  )  A n c e s t r a l  f o r m  o f  t h e
a m p h i n e u r a n e  ( L e p i d o p l e u r u s '

l i k e t .  e )  A  p u r e  c o n s t r u c t i o n
showing a  -sas t ropod w i th  revoked
or  omi t ted  to rs ion .  a  baup lan  tha t
i s  o n l y  o c c a s i o n a l l y  o b s e r r a b l e  i n
malformed gastropod embryos or
larvae. -  d)  A gastropod construc-
t ion based on omission of  both tor-
s ion and volut ion,  faci l i tat ing com-
par isons with other mol luscs.  -  c)
Ideal  ancestral  type of  the het-
eroneurans, val id also for  the fossi l
Odontomorpha.  b )  Ances t ra l
type of  the Conchi fera.  g)  A
t rans i t iona l  fo rm cons t ruc ted  to

relate b) and h) wi th one another.
The quest ion is in fact  whether we

can imagine the ancestral  mol lus-
can type according to the out l ine

of b) or that  of  h) ;  only the organi-
zat ional  condi t ions represented by
h) are obl igatory,  as expressed also
by  Tex t f igure  8 ,  wh ich  is

approaching the conchi feran con-
di t ion.  The shel l  then has to be

imagined as a f lexible cut icular mass.
Accompanying f igures:  g1 i l lustrates the typical  mode of  apposi t ional  shel l  growth in the

Conchi fera.  The marginal ly growing ostracum(.F, black) increases in th ickness distal ly as funct ion of

body size increase, the internal ly added hypostracum (1z) increases in th ickness apical ly a marks the

cut icula,  which is possibly archetypal  as wel l ;  i t  is  added in a del icate gutter of  the mant le r im (shel l

groove).  I f  i t  is  special ly enhanced by a cover ing fo ld,  the cut icula becomes a "per iostracum", such

as the addi t ional  main shel l  layer of  d ibranchiate cephalopods.

a1 and at1te archaic cephalopod shel l  forms, br,  dr  and d2 are patel lo id var iants of  types b (c)

and d,  wi thout any further ident i f icat ion,  l ike those encountered in ear ly paleozoic strata.  c i l lustrates

a transformat ion of  the shel l  that  might have led to the bivalve condi t ion ( f rom c,  v ia bt ,  to c1).

The arrows represent the direct ion of  morphological  "reduct ion";  the representat ions of  the ( the-

oret ical ly conceivable) t ransformat ions of  course go in the opposi te direct ion.  A didact ic t reatment of

the phylum would best start  out  f rom Figure g.
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1924, pp.50-5 l) .  For such forms are imaginable in primit ive molluscs or primit ive

conchifers (Odontomorpha) alike, or in almost any gastropod group and also (with the

characteristic chamber formation) in cephalopods. It is unknown, however, whether the

major groups of extant molluscs really evolved from a situation like Textfigure 17 b via

g to h, or in the inverse order, and whether we should indeed start from either one or

the other form rather than from an intermediate one in our systematics.

We can raise the question here already what sort of evidence we need to come to

a conclusion in the problem formulated above. This evidence can only be obtained

from ontogenetic data provided by an indirect development (p. 42). It seems incon-

ceivable that one of the given types reveals itself directly as truly primary; so we have

to find which one is of clearly derived nature in at least one of the essential charac-

ters. If e.g.,Lepidopleurus ttrned out to first differentiate its foot only in the anterior

part, the anlage subsequently only becoming enlarged posteriorly, this would mean

that the placophoran type suggests an archetype corresponding to Textfigure 17 g.

Inversely, the above situation would have to be considered secondary if in a conchifer-

an the foot anlage originally reaches to the anus and only subsequently becomes

reduced to finally become associated with the mouth area as is typical in this large

group; thus an archetype like in Textfi gtre 17 g would obtain, from which that of

Textfigure 17 b would have been derived secondarily. The third chapter will show that

this is indeed what happened.

In the first part of my molluscan studies (1911) I had reasons to reject the prema-

ture, indeed unmethodical view according to which the Conchifera or Eumollusca are

derived from Amphineura (loc. cit., p. 76) and to propose an inverse relationship (p.

77). Here I again approach the usual view. This should not be taken to mean, howev-

er, that I use the method of naive phylogenetics and arrange Vermes, Solenogastres,

Placophora, Gastropoda and Cephalopoda in a single series, each group having its

ancestor in the preceding one. What I really mean is that a methodical comprehension

of the respective types of classes, superclasses and subphyla makes us realize that the

amphineuran type shows a primary nature in important features of overall aspect. This

is true also for many other features but does not exclude the possibility that the

conchiferan type shows primitive characters no longer present in the Amphineura.

Only comparison of both types can provide scientifically sound ideas about a common

ancestral form.

70



C H A P T E R  2

On the Particular Init ial Condit ions and Aims of
Cephalopodan Ontogeneses

Contents: L General morphology of cephalopod egg. II. The general primitive form of cephalopods as the pri-
mary final aim (p. 75). [I. On the development of Nautilus and on the contrast between it and the dibranchiates
(p. 79). IV. The particular primitive form of the dibranchiates as the secondary final aim (p. 85).

The part icular propert ies of the embryonic development are due to a pecul iar

consti tut ion of the egg. This is visible in cephalopods even from rather superf icial

observation. Their eggs are always of unusually large size, which is exceeded only

in vertebrates; i t  never fal ls below a certain minimal size. The egg of Nauti lus is

among the largest, indicating that there is no secondary egg size increase within

the class, but that extreme yolkiness of the egg is an archetypal feature. As far as

is known, the smallest eggs are those of the genus Argonauta; comparative con-

siderations lead to the conclusion that this genus reaches, in this as in other fea-

tures, an extreme situation within a part icular evolut ionary tendency. The eggs of

A. argo have a length of less than 1 mm. The largest eggs I observed were those of

large sepioids, such as Sepia off icinal is ( large variety), S. orbignyana, Rossia

tnacrosoma, in which the egg length reaches 7 mm. B Nauti lus does not fal l  short

of these; the largest ovarian eggs in a semi-mature specimen of N. pompil i&s were

I
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about 6 mm in length. (Precise indications are not possible given the state of

preservation of this material)*.  In the large-egg octopods (cf '  Vol. 1, p. 692) the

length of the egg is similar to or higher than these measurements. (cf.  below on

Eledone).

The following list shows that the egg size of most forms varies between I and 3

mm; I consider the higher value the more representative of the archetypal condition,

since the species producing small  eggs, at least among decapods (oegopsids) are clear-

ly atypical as indicated by their modified embryonic development.
' tr  Egg sizes : Nauti lus pompil ius 5 X7**, Lol igo vulgaris 1.6 x 2.2, Lol igo forbesi

2.4 x 3.3, Al loteuthis media 7.1 x 1.5, Al loteuthis subulata I x 1.3, Abral ia veranyi

0 .8  x  1 .0 ,  I l l ex  co indet i  0 .9  x  1 .1 ,  ommast reph id  y  0 .8  x  1 ,  oegops id  x**  1 .2  x  7 .5 ,

Sepia officinalis 4.6 x 6-7, Sepia orbignyana 4.5 x 7.2, Sepia elegans 3 x 4, Rossia

macrosoma 5.3 x 7, Heteroteuthis dispar 7.8 x 2, Sepiola robusta 3.6 x 4, Sepiola

l igulata 2.2 x 2.6, Sepietta oweniana 2 x 2.4, Sepietta obscura 1.9 x 2.2,

Rondelet iola minor 1.3 x 1.5, Octopus vulgaris I  x 1.8-2, Octopus saluzzi i  1 x 1.8-

2, Octopus macropus 1 x 1.8-2, Octopus defi l ippi i  0.9 x 1.6, Eledone cirrosa 3.5 x

6, Eledone moschata 4.3 x 13, Scaeurgus unicirrus I x 2, Scaeurgus tetracirrus 1 x

2, Tremoctopus violaceus 0.9 X 1.5, Ocythoe tuberculata O.9 x 2, Argonauta argo 0.6

x  0 .8 .
(These measurements cannot be given with absolute precision. They vary strong-

ly even within species, and they can only be taken on fresh material measured under

water. Egg capsules are not included in the measurements.)

Egg size is not proportional to body size, not even within smaller groups, e.g.

sepiolids or octopodids. It is related to special adaptations, some species producing a

small number of well-developed young hatched from large eggs, whereas other species

produce large numbers of larvae-like (pelagic) juvenile forms that develop from small

eggs. This clearly distinguishes e.g. Eledone and Octopus, the former having large, the

latter small eggs; in Eledone a finished animal hatches from the egg, whereas in

Octopus the hatchling is a true larva (Plate 30). In octopods as in decapods nektonic

* Scientific Editor: It is not clear why Naef does not mention the indications by Willey (1902, p. 809):

"I have recorded instances of nearly mature females...the largest ovarian ova...attaining a length of

17 .6 mm and a maximum breadth of 15 mm".
+*Scientific Editor: The text says "oegopsid y"; this must be an error since the plates show only an

"oegopsid *". Furthermore, in some octopod species, the egg sizes given by Naef do not correspond

to more recent observations.
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forms show a tendency to reduce egg size whereas

the benthonic forms tend to increase egg s ize.

Oogenesis has been studied by ear l ier  authors

(Kdl l iker ,  Lankester ,  Ussow, Via l le ton. . . )  who pro-

v ided indicat ions on the mechanism responsib le for

the production of such large eggs (cf.  Korschelt and

Heider  1909,  p .  320) .  A  descr ip t ion  o f  these

processes is  not  necessary here.  On the other  hand,

I have to emphasize that in contrast to the descrip-

t ion by Faussek (1896) the gametogenic zones, and

in part icular the oogonia, cannot in general be dis-

t inguished from the mesendoderm at very early

embryonic stages already, and neither can they be

der ived f rom the ectoderm as indicated by

Teichmann (1903).  The gamete cel ls  do not  ar ise

from the coelothelium, as indicated by Bergmann (1902, 1903), but from a cell group

that becomes distinct by stage X-XI (Fig. 1-3, Plate 4), at a time when the rudiments

72 of the heart and pericardium become distinct. It arises from the mesendoderm and in

female individuals it reveals the faintly staining oogonia very distinctly (cf. Naef

1 9 1 3 ) .

The spawned eggs are surrounded, at least in the decapods, by gelatinous

envelopes, which contain several eggs (minimum:4) in the teuthoids, one egg in sepi-

oids; similarly in Nautilus (Willey 1897). The structured egg masses thus formed can

be glued together secondarily to form larger spawns. When leaving the ovary, each egg

already has its own, chitin-like, tough, thin, transparent envelope, the so-called "chori-

on". It encloses the ovum very tightly in decapods, less so in octopods; in the latter it

is drawn out into a long, hollow stalk at one end, whereas the opposite end contains

the micropyle.-Within the chorion the ovum is generally situated so that the forma-

tive yolk lies close to the micropyle (especially in octopods); occasionally an inverse

position occurs, which results in a fatal situation when the hatchlings are unable to

leave the chorion (cf.  Vol. 1, p. 687).

The deposited eggs are generally attached to a solid substrate, via the chorion

stalks and a cement produced by the oviducal glands in octopods, or via the gelatinous

envelopes in decapods. Similarly, in Nautilus (Willey 1897). As far as is known only

the oegopsids produce floating egg masses released into midwater.

Textf igure 18. -A fresh-
ly deposi ted egg of  Lol igo vul-
gar is drawn in an opt ical  medi-
a l  s e c t i o n .  l 5  x  n a t u r a l  s i z e .
I  :  m i c r o p y l e :  2 :  f o r m a t i v e
c y t o p l a s m ' u ' u ' i t h  e - s g  n u c l e u s ;
3 :  c h o r i o n :  4 :  y o l k :  5 :  p l a s m i c
layer  sur round ing  the  yo lk .
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Textf igure 19. -  An egg of  Octopus vulgar is,  enclosed in the chor ion.  22x natural  s ize.  Note
the sausage-shaped out l ine of  the egg; the f i rst  c leavage furrow is fomed, and the 3 polar bodies are

recognizable;  note also the s ize relat ionship between the nutr i t ive yolk and the format ive cytoplasm.
The chor ion shows a th ickening around the micropyle and, at  the opposi te end, an extension into a
hol low, distal ly sol id stalk,  which is character ized by a s l ight  expansion and a th ickened wal l  c lose to
i t s  b a s e .

1:  micropyle,  c lose to the animal pole of  the egg; 2:  format ive plasm with egg nucleus; 3:  chor i -
on;  4:  yolk;  5:  cytoplasmic envelope of  the yolk mass.

The general form of the eggs varies somewhat. In the sepioids and loliginids the

eggs have approximately the shape of a hen's egg, the more pointed end correspond-

ing to the micropyle. In oegopsids the eggs are almost spherical. In the octopods the

73 eggs are rather sausage-shaped, often u'ith slightly flattened poles (Textfig. l9).

The eggs are always radially structured, i.e. in cross section they are circular, the

egg axis corresponding to the prospective longitudinal axis of the animal. Slight devi-

ations from this rule (as indicated by Watase for Loligo pealei, cf. Lang 1900,

Mollusca, p.445) are barely visible, and the bi lateral symmetry of the germ is estab-

lished only at fertilization and polar body formation.

I have not studied in detail the fine structure of the egg. From superficial obser-

vation one gets the impression that the formative plasm is sharply separated from the

yolk, and that the bulk of the egg is pure yolk, made of a granular, translucent vitre-

ous pulp which coagulates in sea water. But closer inspection shows that the normal

cytoplasm continues as a very thin pellicle over the entire surface and also penetrates

from the animal pole between the upper yolk granules. These are not separarted from

the cell body but are integrated in it even though they form a very compact mass.

The normal position of the cephalopod body was explained in Vol. I (p. 5a).

Upper and lower surface and right and left side are given by the normal swimming

position of the adult animal. In the figures of dorsal and ventral views the head is gen-

erally directed upwards; in lateral views only if they are placed next to a dorsal or ven-

tral view.-However, this is a conventional presentation dictated by practical aspects

of description. The swimming position, especially of juvenile animals, is in fact dif-

ferent, the caudal end pointing more or less markedly upwards (Textfig. 30). Such a

position was probably normal in the ancestral belemnoid forms before they had a
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heavy rostrum. It  can st i l l  be seen in Spirula (Vol. I ,  p. 862) in which the rostrum load

is no longer present (vol.  l ,  pp. 110, 517) so i t  shows the so-cal led morphological ori-

enrarion (cf.  Lang, Mollusca, 1900, p. 431). A str ict appl icat ion of the latter in

cephalopod descriptions would impede visually profitable representations, however' It

is advisable only when homologies with other molluscs and coelomates are discussed,

especially regarding the anal, retroflexed body part and the early, disk-shaped stages

of development.

In a "morphological orientation" of the egg or embryo, the animal pole, i.e' the

formative yolk, is lying uppermost as in other coelomates (Textf igs. 6,7, 18, l9) and

this orientation is maintained for the subsequently arising organization. The animal

will then be oriented head down (imagine Textfig. 20 inversed and compare them with

Textf igs. 17,25,30), which is inevitable for a general comparison with other molluscs

and with annelids (Textf igs. 8, 9, 10, 12, 15,l7). As I have shown earl ier, this orien-

tation cannot always be used for all other coelomates, in particular for chordates (Blol.

zentralbl.  1926, p.39); in treating special groups one wil l  have to consider their nat-

urally established conditions of orientation, and in doing so one cannot always avoid

arbitrary decisions in formulating generalizations. (Animals take little notice of our

symmetry planes and axes l).

t
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Textfigure 20. - Embryonic stages of LoIigo vulgaris as an i l lustration of the prospective phys-

iological orientation of the embryo. rechts = right, l inks = left, hinten - posterior

Ventral  v iew. 15x natural  s ize.  Animal pole:  poster ior  end. Vegetal  pole:  anter ior  end.

a) Stage with a thin, cap-shaped embryonic body (3) which has grown over the yolk to the

1. 2:  l imi t  between embryo proper (3) and yolk sac envelope; 5:  animal pole;  6:  vegetal  pole.

b) Stage showing the outer rudiments of  major organ cornplexes. I I I -V:  arm rudiments;  7:

sac;  8:  r ight  hal f  of  funnel  tube rudiment;  9:  eye; 10: statocyst ;  l1:  funnel  pouch; 12: gi l l ;

prospect ive anus; 14: shel l  sac,  st i l l  open; 15: muscular mant le.

c)  Advanced embryonic stage. 16: eye vesic le;  17:  prrmary l id;  18:  cheek hump; 19: posi t ion of

ol factory organ; 20: mant le sac;  21: chromatophore;  22: f rn.

- i -  l i n l i s
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An orientat ion corresponding to the normal posit ion of most adult forms (Lol igo,

oegopsids, Sepia) dwrng swimming is termed physiological orientation, and when

talking about embryos one will use the term prospective physiological orientation

(Tex t f ig .20) .

In this prospective physiological orientation the animal pole, i.e. the center of the

blastodisc, corresponds to the posterior end, the vegetal pole, i .e. the r im of the blas-

todisc, to the anterior end; the longitudinal axis of the egg designates the longitudinal

axis of the future animal. The eggs shown in Plates 1, 2, 15 and 24 are then viewed

from behind, so that up and down, right and left are the same in the figures as in the

embryos and in the future animals. The plane of symmetry is approximately deter-

mined by the first meiotic division, and the germ can then be orientated since the polar

bodies indicate (roughly) the position of the first cleavage furrow (Pl. 24). They come

to lie in its upper part or close by, either on the right or the left side. The egg nucleus

becomes excentric, being displaced downward during the meiotic divisions.

I I

Comprehension is greatly facilitated in a comparative study of cephalopod devel-

opment when its archetypal, probably ancestral outcome is considered first, since orig-

inally all formative forces and ensuing developmental stages must have been focussed

on this outcome, undergoing stepwise deviations only later. This original aim (p. 15)

of ontogenesis was tentatively described in the first volume (p. 79) of this monograph,

based on the methods of systematic morphology, with an attempt to provide positive

evidence from observed facts; today we would have to add much complementary infor-

mation from the domain of paleontological research, something we cannot do here. (I

hope to have an opportunity to finish my monograph of the fossil tetrabranchiates,

especially the nautiloids, to illustrate the special early history of cephalopods.) We

simply repeat the picture given in l92l in our Textfigure 21.

With some restr ict ion (cf.  Naef 1922, Fossi l  Cephalopods, p. 14) the archetype of

all the younger cephalopods can be seen in an Orthoceras-like nautiloid, which is

reconstructed in Textfigure 21. It is a conchiferan form with an outer, more or less

obtuSe or slender conical chambered shell, in other words, a "chambered limpet" (i.e.

a tetrabranchiate) with a soft body built essentially like in the living Nautilus.
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Textf igure 21. -  Ideal  cephalopodan prototype, constructed on the basis of  comparat ive devel-
opmental  h istory of  d ibranchiates,  systemat ic morphology of  cephalopod shel ls and the anatomy of

Naut i lus,  and also based on the general  concepts of  mol luscan morphology discussed above. -  (From

Vol .  1  ,  p .79 .For  the  jus t i f i ca t ion  see Vo l .  I  ,  pp .75-76) .
a) Lateral aspect b) Left half of a hemisection. Note (in a) the numerous arms arranged around

the mouth,  the lateral  ones having elbow-l ike bases surrounding the eye, some of them remaining

shorter than the rest .  The eye thus comes to l ie in a depression. inside which i t  remains mobi le but

protected; the eye bal l  is  constructed as a pin-hole camera. Behind the eye l ies a papi l lar  o l factory

organ, situated between the conical funnel tube and the lateral funnel pouch.
The sect ion (b) shows also the dorsal  part  of  the funnel  complex;  i t  forms a gl id ing s ledge, the

nuchal attachment, adhering to the mantle and thus closing the dorsal mantle slit. Within the prehen-

sile arm crown, a circle of buccal arms is visible anterior to the tips of the beaks. A11 the arms have

their inner side differentiated with serial, glandular adhesive pads which act as very simple suckers.

Inside the funnel tube. one sees the funnel valve which prevents reflux of water, and in the deepest
part of the mantle cavity, the overhanging mantle cavity roof with the anus already remclved from the

mant le (cf .  Textf igs.  10,  14 and l7)  and the two gi l ls  of  the lef t  s ide.  I t  is  separated by a furrow from

the visceral  complex.

However, special differentiations and complications of the Nautilus organization

(lacking in extant dibranchiates and probably also in their ancestors) are omitted in the

homonomous and homologous parts; they are indeed considered secondary formations

in Nautilus.

Textfigure 22 should be viewed correspondingly; it provides an interpretation of

the most important conditions regarding the mantle cavity roof of Nautilus (Textfig.

11) and the corresponding parts of dibranchiates, placing emphasis on those process-

es that originally must have prepared ground for a transformation of tetrabranchiates

into dibranchiates, thus bridging the deep gap between the two. The aim is an under-

standing of the ontogenetic processes, not a contention or conjecture (hypothesis) on

the when and how of phylogenetic transition, i.e. under what conditions and in what

combination the chanses occurred.
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Textfigure 22. - Mattle cavity.aspects in an ideal protocephalopod of Orthoceras-like mor-
phology (a), and in a hypothetical form which would have been transitional towards the dibranchiates
(b); both i l lustrating the deviations from Nautil ls-l ike conditions (see also Textfigs. 11 and 29). From
Volume l, page 85.

The ventral half of the shell is removed, along with the ventral half of the mantle, the cut edges
being fully exposed. The funnel is shaped as in Nautilus; in (b) the lobes would fuse during postem-

bryonic development to stabil ize the tube. The posterior edge is drawn out into a pair of "funnel cor-
ners" marking the insertion (inside) of the septum and the origin of the retractors. In (a), the latter
taper out in the visceral musculature (shell muscle), in (b) they extend directly to the shell. 2 pairs of
gil ls l ie in the mantle cavity; The mantle cavity roof (abdominal complex) is not visible in (a) since
it is slanting forward from the ventral mantle furrow (or ventral mantle insertion: cut edge) as in
Nautilus: in (b) it is shifted l ike in dibranchiates and therefore visible. The ventral mantle furrow lies
more posteriorly than the dorsal one (Textfig. 15). - (b) shows the development of an incomplete
muscular mantle (Chapter 2); both figures i l lustrate the positional relationships of the prominent eyes
with the arm bases, the funnel, the mantle rim and the olfactory organs. - Ar: arms; Au: eye: FU: ocu-
lar palp; Ro: olfactory organ; Mr: mantle rim; Mm: muscular mantle; Sf: shell folC; Hm: membranous
mantle; Kb: branchial band; N1: opening of the anterior kidney sac, functioning also as a sexual out-
let; N2: opening of the posterior kidney sac; Va1 and Va2: venous appendages (visible through the vis-
ceral integument) of the anterior and posterior kidney sacs: AP: Arteria pall ialis medialis (cut ofo;
Vp: Vena pall ialis posterior; Ms: mantle section; K1: ventral (posterior) gil l ; K2: dorsal (anterior) gil l ;
Vc: Vena cava; Tr: funnel retractor; Rt: funnel tube; Ht: shell epithelium; Si: siphuncle; Lk: gas cham-
bel Sw: shell wall.

ln Orthoceras the mantle cavity roof was probably overhanging, similar to

Nautilus and archaic gastropods, so that its surface does not become visible after sim-

ple removal of the mantle. It is displaced in the hypothetical form b so that the con-

nection with the mantle lies behind the connection with the trunk, thus exposing a sit-

76 uation that becomes visible in Nautilus only after further preparation (Textfig. I l).
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It u i l l  of course remain impossible to know much about the embryonic develop-

ment of very ancient, Orthoceras-I ike tetrabranchiates. But the growth mode of

conchiferan shel ls st i l l  provides some information on the ontogenesis of these impor-

tant parts even in fossi l  forms, since the juveni le stages remain conserved in the f in-

ished shel ls so that the successive phases of their formation can be read from the

growth stripes (cf. Vol. l, p. 858). Finally, some fortunate events have made available

a number of very young orthoceratid stages (Textfig. 23).

The similarity of these formations with shell nuclei of Nautilus and of chambered

dibranchiates permit some generalizations about development of typical cephalopod

shells and associated soft parts, so the assumed picture of embryonic development in

Orthoceras (Textfig. 24) should not be too far removed from the real process. From the

outset the relationship of the animal to its shell is the one typical for conchifers. There

is no reason to assume special modifications in shell or mantle rim structure prior to

the onset of septal formation. The septa appear to form a unit, together with the sep-

tal necks (which can be viewed as caeca), being special differentiations of the hypo-

stracum,

These relationships are suggested here mainly to facilitate understanding of the

following points. The development of the cephalopodium is thought of as essentially

similar to that observed in Nautilus and dibranchiates, but without the special differ-

entiations of these (e.g. adjustment of the arms to the shell form in Nautilus). Nothing

Textfigure 23. - Longitudinal (grinding) sections of very young orthoceratid shells: a-e after
Pocta ( t902),  f -g af ter  Clarke (1893).  From Volume 1,  page 88. Note the sol id ly calc i f ied,  var iably
shaped embryonic chamber, which always has a vesicular, swollen aspect, the unequal apertural angle,
the only partly calcif ied and conserved septal necks, and the differently spaced septa. Forms like (d)

should probably be interpreted as belonging to creeping animals l iving l ike gastropods, or to ptero-
pod- l ike swimming animals in which the head-foot was facing down. Such brevicone (pr imit ive?)

forms are always very small (cf. Textfig. 17a). f: lateral view; g: f irst septum.

7 8



is known of the number and division of labor

ably as high or even higher than in l{auti lus,

79

of the arms. The arm number was prob-

hence simpli f ied in the present diagram.

Textf igure 24. -  Hypothet ical  development of  an orthocerat id ( f rom Vol.  1,  p.  89).  About

6Xnatural  s ize.  -  a)  Embryo pr ior  to the format ion of  the f i rst  septum; b) Embryo with one air  cham-

ber (embryonic chamber);  c)  Poster ior  body end of  a,  in medial  sect ion;  d)  Poster ior  body end of  b,

in medial  sect ion;  e)  Format ion of  the second septum and septal  neck.  l :  shel l  apex ( in i t ia l  dome);  2:

shel l  epi thel ium; 3:  conical  part  of  the shel l ;  4:  mant le r im; 5:  anus; 6:  mant le cavi ty: '  J ' .  mant le;  8:

p ros ipho,  sag i t ta l  lamel la ;  9 :  f leshy  s iphunc le ;  10 :  p ros ipho,  ma in  p i l la r ;  11 :  in i t ia l  caecum o f  the

s iphunc le ;  12 :  embryon ic  chamber ;  l3 :  so f t  body ;  l4 :  she l l  ep i the l ium;  15 :  nucha l  a t tachment ;  l6 :

second septa l  neck ;  17 :  f i r s t  sep ta l  neck ;  18 :  f i r s t  she l l  sep tum;  19 :  second she l l  sep tum.

79 TI I

Unfortunately the embryonic development of recent Nautilus species is still

unknown. Wil ley (1897) only describes the spawned eggs of N. macromphalus from

the New Caledonian archipelago. (See Lang 1 900, Mollusc a, p. 444) A few firm state-

ments are nevertheless possible, along with some well-founded presumptions. It would

even be conceivable to construct a hypothetical embryology of these interesting forms,

based on a) existing knowledge of general developmental conditions, egg form and

size, b) ontogenetic data of the shell extracted from growth lines and other growth

conditions, c) a methodical comparison of the organization ot Nautilus with the known

ontogenesis and organization of dibranchiates, assuming that homologous formations

are derived from similar anlagen (p. 18).

Thus the considerable egg size (pp. 70, 7l) already permits the assumption that

cleavage must have been similar to that observed in dibranchiates. This assumption is

based on the realization that cleavage in dibranchiates is mainly determined by the

particular yolkiness of the telolecithal egg, which leads quite mechanically to a mer-
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obl ast ic -di scoidal process and places the micromeres in special posit ional relat ion-

ships to one another within the flattened blastodisc. Furthermore, it appears quite

clearly that, like dibranchiates, Nautilus cannot have veliger stages (not even inside

the egg capsule), but must develop direct ly into a tetrabranchiate. The size of the soft

body in hatchl ings must correspond roughly to that of newly-hatched Sepia (Pl. 20);
given the gas volume contained in the shell, the overall volume should be considerably

larger (cf. Vol. I, p. 57). The shell size at hatching can be derived from other indica-
t ions as well :

A peculiarity of the shell nucleus provides some information on the growth stage
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Textfigure 25. Comparison between an ideal protoconchifer(a) and a hypothetical Nautilus
embryo at  a homologous stage.

a) This figure can be compared to Textfigure 17 b and g; it shows the bluntly rounded, typical
juveni le shel l .  The subdiv is ion of  the head-foot approaches the condi t ions known from cephalopods,
in order to permit direct comparison with the corresponding parts of the head-foot organs in other
mol luscs.  The number of  g i l ls  is  arbi t rar i ly  considered (above the known dimeric level)  to be three
pairs, but it could well be more or less than that if we attempted to define a real ancestor. The line
x. . . . . . . . . . .x marks the end of  a dist inct ,  or ig inal  shel l  part  (cf .  Textf ig.  13 e) that  was further enlarged
by concentr ic apposi t ion.

sm: insert ion of  shel l  muscle;  se:  shel l  epi thel ium; mf:  mant le furrow; vm: anter ior  mant le cav-
i ty;  ew: suprapedal  pad; au: eye; af :  ocular palp;  rd:  radula pouch; sn:  snout;  fa:  pedal  appendages;
ep: epipodial  palps;  x:  s imi lar  palp instead of  lef t  funnel  tube rudiment;  mr:  mant le r im; hm: poster i -
or  mant le cavi ty;  km: gi l l ;  an:  anus (s i tuated in pr imary posi t ion);  hz:  heart ;  ma: stomach.

b) This f igure shows the real  shel l  nucleus of  Naut i lus pompi l ius in a sagi t ta l  sect ion;  the excen-
tr ic growth,  which wi l l  later generate shel l  volut ion,  is  not yet  conspicuous. The f i rst  septum is
formed and contains the s iphuncular caecum, which is connected to the pr imordial  shel l  (x) ;  the l ine

* marks the stretched suture l ine,  i .e.  the connect ion of  the septum with the actual  hypos-
tracum. This l ine is also the upper l imi t  of  the annulus,  i .e.  of  a zone of  fusion of  the shel l  epi thel i -
um with the shel l ,  to which the shel l  muscle insert ion belongs, and which produces a special  var iant
of  hypostracum, s imi lar  to the corresponding format ions observed in other conchi feran mol luscs.  The
l ine + . . . . .+ marks the lower l imi t  of  the annulus.

The head-foot architecture is slightly simplif ied according to adult structures, the individual
parts being reduced to their  rudimentary condi t ion (as observed in dibranchiates),  and the snout is not
yet f igured as embedded in the arm complex. The embryo would sti l l  have a very large yolk sac, due
to the presence of which the various parts of the head-foot could be pulled apart to some extent (cf.
Pls.  4 and 9).  nk:  nuchal  at tachment;  t t :  funnel  pouch; af :  ocular palps;  ro:  o l factory organ; t r :  funnel
tube with funnel valve.
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Textfigure 26. - (From Vol. 1, p. 59; one half natural size).
Nautilus pompilius in lateral view. The shell is partly opened to expose the soft body, and the

last few chambers are shown in hemisection. One can recognize the fleshy siphuncle and the siphun-
cular tube of the shell. y: lower side of the penultimate septum; x: upper side of the penultimate sep-
tum. The last septum is stil l thin and incomplete. l: free dorsal mantle rim; 2: posterior limit of the
annulus, accompanying the insertion (lobe line) of the last septum to the shell wall; 3: lateral lobe of
the line; 4: posterior wall of the visceral sac, lying against the last septum; gs: origin of the genital
septum; 6: anterior limit of the annulus; 7: anterior rim of the insertion of the head-foot retractor (8);
9: dorsomedial limit of the mantle sac, depressed by the older parts of the shell (10); 11: narrow, dor-
sal part of the annulus; 12: free mantle rim; 13: funnel pouch; 14: ocular palp; 15: hood; 16: eye; 17:
part of the hood formed by the second arm pair; l8: funnel; 19: brachial palps; 20: limit of the black
substance (dorsal shell rim); 21: ventral shell rim; 22: prehensile arm;23: dorsal mantle rim; pd1:
upper pericardial gland; pd2: lower pericardial gland; pc: anterior limit of the pericardium and origin
of the mantle: kb: branchial band; kv: branchial vein; Km1: upper gill; Km2: lower gill. - This fig-
ure is essential for the assessment of archetypal relations between the animal and its shell.

attained by the young Nawilus when it hatches from the egg capsule (cf. Vol. 1, p.

554). Following a slow increase in embryonic chamber volumes, one finds traces of a

sudden interruption of this growth process. ln N. pompilius the 7th chamber (or the 6th

or 5th chamber in other species) is strikingly narrow, whereas subsequent chambers

again show normally increasing volumes. The narrow chamber can only be the one

formed after hatching, like that observed in Sepia officinalis (Ioc. cit.).

It is not intended to develop here a complete hypothetical embryogenesis of

Nautilus, although such an attempt could form a useful test for the accuracy of

assumed morphological principles; there is indeed hope that sooner or later such a

80 construction can be verified directly. It is merely for a facilitation of comparisons that

a hypothetical embryonic stage of Nautilus (cf. Pl. 17) is given. here along with an

ideal young protoconchiferan. The picture of course is not freely invented, but built

from a methodical application of all the known facts that can serve as guides. In par-
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t icular i t  is based on the law of conservative prel iminary stages, i .e. on the real izat ion

that similar parts must arise from even more similar anlagen.

Moreover, the comparison of tetrabranchiates and dibranchiates should be facili-

tated by the reproduction of two pictures of Nautilus from Volurne 1.

These pictures show nearly adult stages, and for a comparison with embryonic

stages of dibranchiates the reader will have to use some imagination to get a picture

of homologous phases in the organs in Nautilus. At any rate, given the principal

aspects explained in the Introduction, one will not expect to see a recapitulation of fin-

ished Nautilus (or ancestral) stages in dibranchiate embryos and larvae, but formations

only similar to the assumed homologous prel iminary stages of ancestors so far as they

have conserved archetypal conditions. Textfigure 26 is intended mainly to illustrate

the insertion of the entire, normally formed soft body of Nautilus pornpilius in the

shell, something for which rather unfortunate pictures have been used in the past.

These pictures show the animal as rather deformed and thus lead, especially for pale-

ontologists, to quite erroneous representations (relat ion of annulus, shel l  muscle and

suture l ine).

A more general overview of the anatomy of Nautilus and its relation to dibranchi-

ate anatomy is given in Textfigure 27. Here some general features are only indicated:

I. General conchiferan features: 1) A particularly well-differentiated shell epithe-

lium covers a large part of the visceral sac and secretes the material for the shell,

which is built partly by surface growth (in thickness), partly by marginal (linear)

growth, producing ostracum and hypostracum, respectively. 2) The marginal parts of

the shell epithelium belong to the mantle, i.e. to an integumental fold surrounding the

mantle cavity; in b this fold is visible in its typical form only dorsally in the median

section (at Nk). 3) The gills are situated laterally in the mantle cavity roof, which

shows an altered, longitudinal orientat ion in b.4) The cephalopodium is l inked to the

visceral sac by a neck-l ike, thick middle piece (cf.  p. 63) through which the fore-gut

passes (Vd). 5) The cephalopodium shows a r ich organization of muscular and senso-

ry parts.

II. General cephalopodan features: 1) The shell epithelium is particularly well dif-

ferentiated in its greater part which produces the hypostracum; it provides a) normal

strata that increase the thickness of the marginal parts of the shell (living chamber), b)

the annular layer deposited on it during advancement of the soft body, c) the support-

ing ribs and septa deposited on the annular layer along the suture line, d) the septal

necks, the f irst ones being closed caeca, the subsequent ones forming open funnels

y
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each cemented to the preceding one. 2) The anus is more or less markedly displaced

towards the middle piece. 3) The mouth is buried in the center of the cephalopodium,

in other (more precise) words: the snout part (including inner and outer lips) of the

cephalopodium appears from above to be submerged into the bulk of the remaining

parts, by a process still observable in embryonic development, as will be shown. 4)

The muscular, motor and sensor appendages of the cephalopodium are richly orga-

nized and subdivided essentially in a funnel and an arm complex. 5) The funnel com-

plex occupies the mantle slit, at the transition between middle piece and cephalopodi-

um; it comprises: a) the ventral funnel tube with a funnel valve, the tube being formed

by two-folded lobes in Nautilus, b,) the nuchal attachment which adheres dorsally to

the mantle, d) the connected lateral funnel pouches, which are united with the funnel

tube at the funnel corners on either side, the enclosed spaces remaining separated by

the "funnel septum". The latter continues posteriorly to the middle piece (to the shell

in dibranchiates) in ridge-like muscles projecting into the mantle cavity; these are the

funnel retractors. (On the combined function of these parts see Vol. I ,  pp. 83-84, 100-

102, 123).6) The arm complex is subdivided into an outer crown of prehensile arms

and an inner circle of buccal arms (buccal funnel) surrounding the mouth like a third

lip; in dibranchiates it is more or less rudimentary. In Nautilus the outside of the arm

ctown bears additional palp arms (Vol. I, pp. 6l-62) as shown in Textfiture 26 (14,

l9). In this same area of the lateral cephalopodium faces lies the large, pedunculated

eyes, set between the arms and the mantle (shell) rim; behind the eyes a short stretch

of sensory epithelium lying in a pit-like depression is associated with the statocysts,

the latter being completely covered by the integument. Both are lying close to the cor-

ner between funnel tube and funnel pouch (cf. Textfig. 28).

III. Special features deviating from the archetypal cephalopod pattern are present

already in Nautilus;

Spiral coiling results in a "compression" of the soft body along the dorso-ventral

axis, the connected parts of the mantle, the nuchal attachment and the dorsal arms hav-

ing apparently undergone a secondary adjustment. (The whole arm complex is shown

diagrammatically, with reduced arm number and very similar aspect of individual arms

in the outer and inner circles 'cf.  Vol. I ,  p. 65'.)

Special attention should be given to the difference between the respective features

of "chambered limpet" tetrabranchiates (protocephalopods) and dibranchiates, the lat-

ter being represented in b by a very special variant. Here we emphasize only the typ-
ical features: In dibranchiates the shell is covered by an integument (shell fold) and is

84
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Textfigure 27. - Schematic hemisections of Nautilus (a) and Sepia (b) as guides for a compar-

ison of tetrabranchiate and dibranchiate organization. Lm: labial membranes (outer l ip and inner l ip);

Ok: upper beak; Zg: tongue: Kk: hood; Nk: nuchal attachment; Ml: dorsal mantle lobe; Sch: shell; Si:

siphuncle; Sw: septa of gas chambers; Gd: poison gland (outlet); Gg: cerebral ganglion; Pg: pedal

ganglion; Vg: so-called "visceral ganglion" or pleural ganglion; Vd: foregut; Vc: Vena cava; Ed:

hindgut; Mg: stomach; Bs: caecum; Ov: ovary; Lh: body cavity (coelom); Gs: genital septum; Ps:

pericardial septum; Hz: heart; Ni: kidney; Km: gil l ; Mt: mantle; Int: sheaths of inner arm crown; Ext:

sheaths of outer arm crown; Ci: cirri; Ar: prehensile arms; Tk: tentacular club; Bt: buccal funnel (lap-

pets); Tb: ink sac; Ts: testicle; Rs: rostrum; Os: "osphradium"; Nd: nidamental gland; Org: subradu-

lar organ; Gl: gastrogenital l igament.

thus enclosed in an epithelial shell sac consisting of a primary and a secondary shell

epithelium. The latter lies on the outer side of the shell and adds strata that are gener-

ally called periostracum; the rostrum (Rs) is part of it.

A much more important modification is the replacement of the ventral part of the

shell and of the connected integumental mantle (Mt) by another form of mantle, which

is not homologous to the former, namely the muscular mantle (cf.  Vol. I '  pp. 93-95,

108). The shell has given way to it and regressed to the posterior end, providing the

necessary base for the fixation of this muscular organ. As a consequence the mantle
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Textfigure 28. - Ideal prototype of dibranchiates (from Vol. 1, p. 9l), to be opposed to the pri-

mary prototype of cephalopods in general (Textfig. 2!). The figure is constructed from a methodical

comparison of Textfigure 21 with all dibranchiate types at both adult and juvenile stages; it can thus

be considered as the general norm of dibranchiate architecture. However, the fins should be figured in

more posterior position (l ike in Textfig. 30).
a) Lateral view. b) Hemisection. Note the relationship between the memblane-coveled shell and

the muscular mantte (Mm), the position of the fins, the shape of the mantle rim, the shape of the pri.

mary eye lid and of the iris, the arrangement and interelation of the arms the arrangement of the suck-

ers on the prehensile and buccal arms, the structure of the outer and inner lips, of the beaks and the

radula! Note also the structural features of the shell shown in sagittal section, of the dorsal and ven-

tral parts of the mantle cavity, of the funnel tub€! - Ph: phragmocone; Pr: proostracum; G: testicle;

C: coelom; Ms: mantle septum; Ap: Aorta posterior; H: heart; vc: Vena cava; N: kidney; Ed: hindgut;

B: caecum; Ag: arteria genitalis; Vn: Vena genitalis; M: stomach; Ao: Aorta anterior; Gg: Ganglion

gastricurn; Tb: ink sac; Lb: l iver; Vd: foregut; Gd: poison gland; Vg: "visceral" (parietal) ganglion;

St: statocyst; Cg: cerebral ganglion; Pg: pedal ganglion; Bo: upper buccal ganglion; Bu: lower buccal
ganglion; Mb: buccal cavity. Z: rongue; S: subradular organ.

cavity penetrates deeply into the visceral sac, pushing the mantle cavity roof against

the body in downward orientation.

Note also in b the appearance of suckers and an ink sac along with the disappear-

ance of one pair of gills (the upper one in a).

IV

Textfigure 28, which illustrates the archetypal organization of an adult dibran-

chiate, provides a more general presentation of the morphological conditions of

this group. Our introductory considerations suggested that the general trend of
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dibranchiate embryos, once they have 'given up'aiming at a general tetrabranchiate
organization (Textf ig. 21), is a deviat ion in the new direct ion of primary dibranchiate
features.

Here n e wish to emphasize the essential features, which wil l  be achieved in the
special dibranchiate development, meaning also those from which the various ontoge-
neses wil l  depart along with conserving more or less dist inct reminiscences of arche-
typal conditions (i.e. from which they apparently deviate by adopting what appears as
a secondary condition compared to the more general, more ancient norm; this sec-
ondary condition can here be defined in a phylogenetic formulation):

The dibranchiate type is characterized by a marked predominance of active and
aggressive elements of organization against the passive and defensive ones, the
dibranchiate cephalopod being the only invertebrate type having successful ly compet-
ed with the vertebrate type in the open sea since paleozoic t imes. Eyes, arms, stato-
cysts and funnel apparatus have achieved a huge increase of efficiency compared to
the older tetrabranchiates, and the relationship between the visceral sac and the shell
is thoroughly modified, resulting in a more active swimming apparatus.

In this process the shell has become entirely covered by an integumental fold, the
so-called shell fold, the musculature of which has differentiated a special locomotory

and steering organ, the fins, which are inserted, with mobile bases, on the outside of

the shel l  complex (cf.  Naef 1922, Fossi l  Cephalopods, p.24). Start ing from the soft
mantle rim (cf. Textfigs. l3 and 43) a muscular plate, the so-called muscular mantle,
extends ventrally and tapers off dorsally on either side anterior to the shell rim, the lat-
ter staying behind correspondingly. The funnel tube is ventrally closed due to the solid
fusion of the two lateral lobes, and it is relatively smaller, as are the funnel pouches,

compared to the mantle which now forms the counterpart of the funnel as part of a
novel pumping device. A closed, contractile circular fold surrounding the eye ball
forms the primary lid; the pore of the camera obscura type eye is closed and builds a
spherical lens comprising an outer (smaller) and an inner ( larger) segment, Access of
l ight is regulated by an ir is fold. The palp arms or their homologs have disappeared;
the prehensi le arm number is reduced to l0; instead of adhesive or sensory papi l lae

each arm has a row of suckers accompanied by two rows of palp-like appendages. The
riurnber of buccal arms is reduced to 8, and in each of the arm circles the arms are
more closely united by an umbrellar membrane.

In the mantle cavity the anterior pair of gills (i.e. the pair lying dorsally in
Nautilus) has completely disappeared along with the associated pair of renal sacs. The

!i fr
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corresponding coelomic issues, the gonoducts, are therefore independent, but do not

much deviate secondarily from the pattern observed in Nautilus (as far as their rela-

t ion to the conserved parts is concerned).

The whole mantle cavity roof is shifted, now slanting ventrally (cf. Textfigs. 2l

and 29). This of course relates to the development of the muscular mantle, along with

which the mantle cavity must have penetrated deeply into the visceral sac. The actual

Textfigure 29. - Archetypal conditions in the mantle cavity of dibranchiates (a), i l lustrated by
means of  a constructed form that suggests a t ransi t ion f rom the tetrabranchiates (b).From Volume I ,
page 101. See also above, Textf igvre 22.

Both these ideal f igures are given as if drawn from preparations after removal of the ventral part
of the muscular mantle; in (b) the composition of the head by derivatives of arms (Ar) is indicated
(see the text ;  cf .  Textf ig.  90).  In (a) the head is rounded, wi th (natural ly)  open pr imary l ids.  Note
prominent eye lenses (Li) ,  and ol factory organs (Go) in their  typical  posi t ion.

Tr: funnel tube; Tt: funnel pouch; Te: funnel corner; Rt: funnel retractor; Vc: Vena cava; K2: the
anter ior ,  dorsal  g i l l  which is missing in dibranchiates;  K1: the ventral  g i l l ,  which is larger inNaut i lus
already (Textfrg. 27).

Gp: geni ta l  pore;  Np: k idney pore;  Mp: part  of
of  the shel l ;  Kh: branchial  heart ;  Nr:  k idney sac; Vp:
through the shell cover.

The area of the mantle cavity roof has the position typical for dibranchiates only in (a). Ed:
hind-gut,  wi th anal  papi l la (quadr ipart i te s l i t ) ;  Ka: Musculus rectus abdominis;  Va: venous
appendages; Nd: nidamental  g lands; Ap: Arter ia pal l i i  poster ior ;  Vp: Vena pal l i i  poster ior ;  Sp: Septum
pal l i i  medianum; Fl :  f in;  Lk:  a i r  chambers.

This Textfigure, considered together with l-extfigure 22, provides an idea about the modifica-
t ions of  the mant le cavi ty that  can be assumed to have occurred in the course of  phylogenesis,  and
about the only conceivable relationship betrveen tetrabranchiates and dibranchiates.

the original mantle lying on the marginal zone
Vena pal l i i  poster ior ;  Ph: phragmocone, v is ib le
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primary muscle mantle has largely degenerated. In the dibranchiates only a few rem-

nants are recognizable, especial ly in the area of the nuchal attachment. The region of

the anal papi l la is drawn out anteriorly along the cephalic vein; posteriorly appears the

ty pical ink sac (Pl. 7 and 18), encircled by the two bases of the Musculus rectus abdo-

minis (Ka) which tapers off posteriorly towards the issue of the Arteria pallalis poste-

rior and the root of the mantle septum (sp).

To conclude this general overview we use the picture of an ideal primitive

dibranchiate at an advanced embryonic stage (Textfig. 30). It will allow one to imag-

ine the process by which the adult stages of Textfigures 28 and 29 were reached, along

with a derivation of al l  the larval organizations in l iv ing and fossi l  cephalopods. Thus

:s i t  provides the widest possible insight into their morphology, and one can easi ly imag-

ine that originally all dibranchiate ontogeneses aimed at the realization of such a

stage, only afterwards taking their own path at an earlier or later point of diversion.
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Textfiture 30. - Ideal prototype of an advanced dibranchiate embryo, to be compared with the
somewhat less advanced stages of  a protoconchi fer  and protocephalopod, respect ively (Textfrgs.  24
and 25),  and also wi th Textf igures 63,94, 100 and I l7.  -  Further explanat ions wi th Textf igure 55.
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C H A P T E R  3

The Typical Process of Early Embryonic Development in

Cephalopods (Dibranchiates)

Contentsi lst period: maturation, fertilization, spreading of the blastodisc (p. 91), 2nd period: cleavage

(p.92),3rd period: formation of germ layers (p. 96), 4th period: mesoderm grouping in preparation of

outer organ anlagen (p. 103), 5th period: folding processes in the embryo and the establishment of sur-

face architecture (p. 107).

This chapter and the following one will describe the embryonic development of a

dibranchiate cephalopod, based on special observations but limiting the description to

the general, typical aspects and using pictures showing these aspects clearly.

The description follows a sequence of rather naturally defined periods of embry-

onic development, seven of which can be distinguished; they are not given equal

weight and attention in our considerations.

The respective duration of these periods is very different indeed; it varies widely

with temperature and with the special developmental conditions of the species. The

norm chosen is generally Loligo vulgaris, the form most easily studied, or species with

similar egg sizes. The temporal indications are only approximations and generally

refer to the conditions observed in the aquarium tanks of the Naples Station during

early summer. Room temperature at noon abolt 24" C, water temperature about 22" C.

The entire development then takes about 4 weeks; but this period can be stretched

to 3 months when the eggs are very large (Sepia officinalis) and when the aquarium

water temperature is considerably lower (January to March). Small eggs, on the other

hand, can have a much shorter developmental duration, especially when the water
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temperature is high (cf. Grenacher 1874). I have not made detailed studies on these
variations, because they are relatively time-consuming with the most frequently inves-
tigated forms (except Loligo vulgaris), and they were of only limited interest compared
to the more important questions I had to deal with. For sepia officinalis, for example,
I obtained only rarely greater numbers of eggs at comparable developmental stages that
could have provided the basis for precise records of development over 2-3 months. To
ascertain sample quality, a considerable number of freshly collected eggs have to be
sacrificed without providing any precise results. In fact one egg mass can be the result
of the spawning activity of several individuals having laid their eggs at different days.
During continued observations of a given egg mass, one may thus suddenly encounter
much more advanced embryonic stages that prevent a reliable staging of an ostensibly
'homogeneous' sample. In general eggs spawned in the aquarium are not of high qual-
ity; they often die very soon or do not develop at all, so that particularly favorable con-
ditions are needed to follow the whole development under experimental conditions.
This is best achieved with young egg masses of Loligo vulgaris, in which individual
embryos differ by no more than one day in age, or eggs of Sepiola, which are always
found in very limited numbers, but which allow one to identify developmental stages
through the relatively transparent envelopes, although details of embryonic develop-
ment are not easily observed under these conditions; at least they require no special
care. I did not know this beforehand, and given the other tasks at hand, I have not fully
exploited this material to study the temperature dependence of embryonic development.

The following list gives an overview of developmental periods, based on the com-
bination of notes on Loligo vulgaris made under the above-mentioned conditions; they
are also valid for octopus vulgaris, which could be studied only in high and late sum-
mer. Total duration of embryonic development in both cases about 28 days.

Developmental periods: 1st period: maturation, fertilization and spreading of the
blastodisc tlz to I day,2nd period: cleavage to complete blastoderm (stage I) 2 d,ay s,
3rd period: germ layer formation, establishment of endoderm and yolk epithelium
(stages II-IV) 3 days, 4th period: mesoderm concentrations and preparation of exter-
nally visible organ anlagen (stages v-vII) 3 days, 5th period: elevation of folds on the
blastodisc with formation of externally visible organ anlagen (stages VIII-XI) 4 days,
6th period: secondary shifts and formation of typical dibranchiate topography (stages
XII-XV[) 5 days, 7th period: linear growth of embryo into a viable young animal
(stages XVIII-XX) 10 days.
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For the period of cleavage the designation of stages is given by the number of

blastomeres. Subsequent stages are given the Roman numbers I to XX, I  designating

rhe complete blastoderm, XX the hatchl ing (no yolk sac left ,  or only an inconspicuous

remainder present). These stages are chosen for the dibranchiates in such a way that

90 the same numbers correspond approximately to the same developmental stage in dif-

ferent species, notwithstanding the existence of heterochronic shifts in the different

parts of the embryos. Using this numbering, developmental series can thus be viewed

in parallet to compare any embryonic picture in one species with a corresponding pic-

ture in an other species; see for example, Plate 5, Figure 2; Plate 16, Figure 6; Plate

23, Figve 7.

The most advanced stages and hatchlings (XVIII-XX) are often barely compara-

ble as whole animals, because certain processes that occur in the embryo in species

producing large eggs may be postponed until free larval life in others. Furthermore,

organs may become functional at very different levels of architectural differentiation,

so that morphological and physiological correspondences are not occurring in parallel

and the deviations can no longer be viewed as merely heterochronic shifts.

1st Period: Maturation, Fertilization, Spreading of the Blastodisc

With the exception of ovoviviparous argonautids, newly-laid eggs have not yet

finished their maturation (but see Vialleton on Sepia); two polar bodies are extruded

only after laying, the first one generally undergoing a further division. The orientation

of the first division spindle, which is perhaps influenced by the newly-entered sper-

matozoid, indicates the direction and polarity of the symmetry plane, at least approx-

imately.-I have not followed in detail the process of fertilization.-

Next follow the preparations for the first cleavage step (Pl. 24). They consist of a

spreading of the formative yolk which up to that stage had been very concentrated,

bulging into the nutritive yolk (Textfig. 18); it now forms a cap- or disk-shaped cover

on the animal pole of the egg. Only after this spreading does the first cleavage start

(Pr. 24, Fig. 4).
At its periphery the "blastodisc" always shows a limit that appears blurred due to

the fact that it grades into the fine plasmic pellicle that covers the ovum. Sections
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show that there is no distinct limit between the two components, since very fine cyto-

plasmic extensions penetrate between the yolk granules to reach deeper layers of the

yo lk  mass .

2nd Period: Cleavage

In dibranchiate cephalopods cleavage is meroblastic-discoidal, probably as a

mechanical consequence (as suggested earlier) of the telolecithal nature of the unusu-

ally large eggs. Other important features of dibranchiate cleavage are not as easily

explained, however, espeoially the following three which place the cephalopods in a

rather problematic, strict opposition to the other molluscs:

l)  Cleavage is not str ict ly determinative or mosaic-l ike, at least in i ts later phase.

2) There are strong deviations within the class, even at early cleavage stages (dif-

ference between octopods and decapods, Plates I and 24).

3) The first cleavage steps are strictly symmetrical indicating a primary bilateral

structure of the whole germ.

These three peculiarities are not independent from each other; indeed the first one

is the prerequisite for the following two. So far as the individual blastomeres are not

strictly fixed in their prospective determination, a shift in position, i.e. a modification

of cleaving order is possible, which may explain the considerable differences in cleav-

age processes within the class and also the fundamental divergence of cephalopod

cleavage from that of all other molluscs.

For a long time I found it problematic to derive the cleavage, especially that of

decapods, from the typical spiral cleavage of other molluscs and annelids, or to find

an unequivocal, special morphological relationship between these two types of cleav-

age. I even considered the question whether perhaps the spiral cleavage could be a sec-

ondary phenomenon in molluscan ontogenesis, so that the cephalopods would repre-

sent the primary cleavage type and thus would not have to be derived from the spiral

cleavage. But I have neither found detailed arguments to derive cephalopod cleavage

directly from spiral cleavage in a systematic way, nor is the inverse possible, and I

have therefore come to the conclusion that an entirely novel mode of cleavage has

evolved once the strictly determinative cleavage mode was given up.-This idea
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imposed i tself  during my observations of octopus cleavage, and considering the

markedly irregular cleavage in later decapod stages that show numerous individual

variat ions.

ln Octopus vulgaris (chapter 12), barely one 16 cel l  stage looks exactly l ike oth-

ers, and at the 32-cel l  stage i t  is general ly impossible to reconstruct the preceding

cleavage steps to define the origin and homology of individual blastomeres. Thus the

cleavage process does not produce a str ict ly ordered cel l  material;  the germ, i .e. the

blastoderm appears (with some restr ict ions) as a homogeneous cel l  aggregation

whose individual elements are of more or less contingent ( lawless) origin, their

prospective significance being determined only by the achieved positional relation to

the whole.

Under such circumstances a modification and reorganization of the typical cleav-

age process is possible, and there is no reason to derive the exist ing regulari t ies in typ-

ical cephalopod cleavage directly from the spiral cleavage that can be assumed to have

existed in the archemolluscs.

The first cleavage furrow (Pls. I and 24) marks the symmetry plane of the future

animal. This step produces only an incomplete division of the (meroblastic) egg,

indeed of the formative plasm, since only the blastodisc is divided in two, not its con-

tinuation, i.e. the plasmic pellicle covering the yolk. The orientation of the second

cleavage furrow is nearly perpendicular to the first, but it is slightly slanting down-

wards from the central point of the blastodisc, so that the resulting 4 blastomeres are

of slightly unequal size: The lower two meet the central point of the blastodisc with

sl ightly acute angles, the upper ones with sl ightly obtuse angles (Pls. 1 and l3).

The orientation of the germ can thus be seen unequivocally and does not need to

be verified by the somewhat variable position of the polar bodies (p. 91): of the 4

cleaved cells, 2 can be identified as upper, 2 as lower, 2 as right and 2 as left cells

solely by their respective forms.

The third division (Pls. l ,  13,24) produces an 8 blastomere germ, the elements of

which are still similar to the preceding 4 in their respective relation to the center of

the blastodisc, and in that they are incompletely separated by furrows that reach only

very little beyond the limit of the blastodisc. Each of the 4 blastomeres is divided into

a more medial and a more lateral half ,  respectively (P1. 24,Fig.6). The relat ion to the

yolk mass remains unchanged.-Otherwise some marked dif ferences between

octopods and decapods exist (Pls. I and 24).
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It is only with the fourth cleavage step that 4 cel ls are completely divided and thus

form a relationship with the remaining germ that can be compared with that of

micromeres and macromeres, respectively. These fully individualized cells are derived

from the 4 medial octomeres by centripetal division, whereas the lateral octomeres are

cleaved again radial ly (Pl.  1, Fig. 4; Pl.  24, Fig. l0) so that 4lateral macromeres l ie

on either side; together with the 2 medial ones on either side, a total of 12

macromeres obtains.

The 5th cleavage step produces 2 additional micromeres derived from lateral

macromeres on either side, which are added to the division products of the earlier

micromeres, whereas the remaining macromeres (at least in octopods) again are

cleaved radially; thus at the 32 cell stage there are generally 12 micromeres and 20

macromeres (Pl. 24). In decapods the relat ion is 14 to 18. because the posterior

macromeres also produce micromeres.

This is the end of a pervasive regulari ty in cleavage processes, however; al l  the

subsequent steps are rather variable. The micromere cleavages are strongly hete-

rochronous, whereas the macromeres are partly giving off micromeres, partly dividing

again as macromefes.

It is evident that the number of micromeres will soon exceed that of the

macromeres, the result being a blastodisc similar to what is shown on Plate l, Figure

7 and on Plate 24, Figure 15, i.e. a circle of macromeres surrounding a field of

micromeres.

Apart from their respective position (marginal or central), the two types of cells

differ in that the micromeres are separated from the yolk whereas the macromeres

remain in continuity with i t ,  i .e. they conserve the original connection (Textf ig.31).

Apart from the details of their formation, these macromeres differ from the

macromeres of other mollusc eggs by their incomplete separation, in that neither the
yolk nor the surrounding plasmic pellicle are cleaved. In the following text they will

be called the yolk cells.

The result of this cleavage process is a single-layered germinal disc (homologous

to the blastoderm of other molluscs) as shown in Textfigure 3l c, and the whole germ

corresponds morphologically to a blastula stage. Although it is generally devoid of an

actual lumen the slit between the blastoderm and the yolk can be considered the

homolog of a blastocoel. The blastoderm is closed by the yolk cells and the yolk, which

form a morphological unit corresponding to the huge macromeres of other molluscan

blastulae, with the difference that they are only incompletely divided in cephalopods.
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Text f igure 31. -  Diagrammatic cross sect ions through germinal  d iscs in the course of  c leavage

and germ layer formation. a) The first cleavage furrow, separating left from right. b) Separation of the

f i rst  micromeres. c)  Complete blastoderm. d) Start  of  subduct ion of  per ipheral  r ing of  b lastoderm

cel ls (gastrulat ion).  e)  Cont inuat ion of  gastrulat ion;  format ion of  a th ickened r im of  the blastodisc (Pl .

24 ,F igs .  17-18 ;  P l .  1 ,  F igs .  9 -10)  by  ce l l  p ro l i fe ra t ion  or  fo ld ing  o f  mesendoderm.  f )  Gast ru la  s tage

with broad mesoderm r ing below the ectodermic edge of  the germinal  d isc;  the yolk cel ls also shi f t

towards the center.  g)  Fusion of  the germinal  layers wi th the yolk organ, at  the r ight  and lef t  s ides.

Closure of  the blastopore.  Separat ion of  "mesoderm" and endoderm.
l :  b las tocoe l  2 :  yo lk  o rgan,  c los ing  the  endoderm mediodorsa l l y  3 ' la te ra l  b las topore  l ip ;  4 :

"mesoderm" ;5 :  endoderm;  6 :  la te ra l  par t  o f  b las tocoe l  (b las topore  l ip ) ; '7  a ,  b ,  c :  yo lk  ce l l s ;  8 :  yo lk ;

9:  overgrown or t i l ted endoderm cel ls;  10:  micromeres; 11, 12l .  macromeres: 13: l imi t  between nutr i -

t ive yolk and format ive cytoplasm.

The interior cel ls of the blastoderm are not

or groups of micromeres can become dist inct in

always of equal srze; individual cel ls

their respective size and arrangement,

or in their cleavage pace; such groups show symmetric positions. A peculiarity that

might be of morphological significance is the fact the interior cells in the center of the
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germinal disc are not str ict ly adjacent to one another, but leave more or less regular
gaps that persist for shorter or longer periods, sometimes up to the formation of the
eerm layers. Probably this formation of gaps is of no special interest to systematic

q-l  morphology; i t  could indeed be a merely mechanic consequence of the great yolkiness

by which the coherence of the germinal disc might be loosened, as if torn apart (cf.

O ctopus and Argonauta).

At early stages the yolk cells form a simple circle surrounding the entire germi-

nal disc, but subsequently they divide also in radial direct ion; the elements given off
centripetally do not always become clearly separated from the yolk. Thus the limit
between yolk cel ls and disc cel ls is blurred, at least in some places.

3rd Period: Formation of Germ Lavers

Germ layer formation raises special difficulties for the morphological interpreta-
tion of actually observed processes; it will be only outlined here, to be taken up again
later when the formation of mesodermal and endodermal organs will be described.
Here we need only a basis for the understanding of the development of surface struc-
tures.

The morphological analysis of sections and whole-mounts and of preparations

made by mechanical denudation of cell material is difficult and time-consuming, so I
consider as the foremost task for an introduction to provide a diagrammatic presenta-

tion, based on my own observations, that shows the ideal, likely typical process of
germ layer formation, as given in Textfigure 3 I .

In the area where the interior cells are in contact with the marginal cells, subse-
quently a sort of congestion occurs, as if the marginal cells would not give way to the
growing blastoderm; the result (P1. 13, Figs. 6-7; Pl.24,Fig. l7) is a more or less dis-
tinct shearing or folding over of the compressed marginal zone (light-shaded in the
pictures) by the adj acent interior part of the blastoderm, which sometimes shows a
very sharply circular limit and represents the ectoderm of the now-forming, greatly

modified "gastrula". The cells having been covered then represent the endoderm
together with the yolk cells. Such a process of shearing over, by which more central-
ly located cells move over more peripheral cells (with or without conservation of their
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epithel ial arrangement) is recognizable in al l  dibranchiates. During this process the

yolk cells, at least the innermost, are covered by the shifted part of the germinal disc;

the resulting change can be compared to or derived from an invagination (Textfig. 31).

Along with this process one observes a more or less marked loosening of the blas-

toderm, some cells leaving the epithelial complex to become located between the ecto-

derm and the endoderm. Since the constitution of the endoderm is not a strictly epithe-

lial one, these ostensibly mesenchymal cells generallly cannot be sharply distin-

guished from the endoderm; this leads us to the concept of the mesendoderm

(Korschelt 1892).

The multilayered condition of the marginal zone of the germinal disc is not

always continuous, but more l ike a r ing-shaped str ing of pearls (P1. I ,  Fig. 9; PI. 24,

Fig. l7), which is due to the concentration of cell proliferation at certain points; some-

times (Pls. I and 2) a distinct gap remains at the posterior midpoint of the ring which

closes down only later. It marks the future anal site.

As indicated above, the ectodermal part of the germ layer loses its marginal con-

tact with the mesendodermal part and continues to expand (Textfig. 31 g) indepen-

dently as if it aimed at a full enclosure of the yolk mass. In this movement the endo-

derm lags far behind, although it participates to a certain degree in this epibolic

process. A "mesodermal" layer of cells, which is not very distinct, follows behind the

ectoderm. In contrast, the yolk cells are drawn entirely underneath the germinal disc,

generally prior to the onset of the epibolic growth of the ectoderm across the yolk sur-

face; this retraction of the yolk cells enhances the impression of a modified invagina-

t ion .

What makes this form of germ layer formation so different from a true invagina-

tion is the conduct of the yolk and yolk cells. The considerable volume of this complex

makes its "invagination" into the ectodermal part of the blastoderm mechanically

impossible, so that the blastoporus cannot be closed normally. As in bony fish embryos,

the yolk complex projects from the blastoporus like a huge plug; the blastoporus

appears only as a fine slit at the periphery of the now multilayered germinal disc.

The way in which this anomaly is compensated during early cephalopod develop-

ment differs from that observed in yolky fish embryos, and it is out of the question to

view the partly similar formations (yolk sac) as morphologically corresponding struc-

tures even in the widest sense. For the blastoporus of chordates lies on the prospec-

tive-morphological dorsal side, whereas in cephalopods it lies on the ventral side (cf.
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p. 73). In the latter case the method by which the embryo deals with the yolk mass is

much clearer: it starts from the blastoporus edge. (But see Zool. Jahrb. 1927, p. 3O).

If our general idea is correct, as seems likely from an immense number of facts,

and i f  morphological ly Textf igure 31 f is a cross section, then a process must ensue

u'hich corresponds to a fusion of the lateral blastoporus edges, of course hindered and

modified by the yolk mass. This process is apparently represented by the tight adhe-

sion of the lateral edges (Textfig. 31 g) of the germinal disc on the yolk surface, the

continuity between ectoderm and endoderm being given up. The dissolved blastoporus

lip continues to strive, as it were, for completion of the mechanically inhibited fusion

of its edges by making special compensatory adjustments. They can be understood

using the diagrams of Textfigure 32.

Above (pp. 94,96) the yolk mass has been considered, in terms of cel l  morphol-

ogy, as belonging to the yolk cells, and the whole from now. on will be termed the

"yolk organ". The latter will be considered a specially differentiated part of the endo-

5 o
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Textf igure 32. -  Diagrams for a comparison of  germ layer format ion in cephalopods (c,  c1)
with typical  mol luscs (a,  ay) v ia a hypothet ical  t ransi t ional  form (b,  b1).-  Note the t ransformat ion
of the yolk- laden endoderm cel ls (1,  macromeres) which are made into a yolk organ (6);  th is organ
retards the norrnal  b lastopore c losure (b) and f inal ly inhibi ts i t  a l together (c)  so that the endoderm and
ectoderm appear to be forced open, to f inal ly "react"  by a sort  of  regenerat ion.

1 :  macromeres ;  2 :  ec tomeres ;  3 :  normal  endomeres ;4 :  mesenchyme ce l l s ;5 :  b las topore  edge;
5a: seam of c losed blastopore;  5b: endodermic part  of  b lastopore edge; 5c:  ectodermic part  of  b lasto-
pore  edge;  6 :  yo lk  o rgan (syncy t ium) ;7 :  yo lk  ce l l s ;  8 :  pos i t ion  o f  p r imary  inser t ion  o f  the  yo lk  o rgan
in the endoderm; 9:  archenteron: l0:  b lastocoel  wi th mesenchyme.
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derm that can be compared (ill-defined limits notwithstanding) with the macromeres

of a typical molluscan gastrula after production of a number of more normal endoderm

cells (Textfig. T O. At any rate the yolk organ belongs to the endoderm complex and

indeed continues to suggest that relationship. Its subsequent development allows one

to provide a more detailed justification of this view: I will show later on that the yolk

organ can be viewed as an embryonic organ sorted out specially from the material of

the embryonic liver. This means that the organogenetic relationship of the yolk is the

same in cephalopods as it is in other molluscs, namely lamellibranchs, gastropods and

chitons. In any case this organ remains for a long time in connection with the midgut

anlage, the latter being constituted only after its separation from the yolk organ.

A morphological comparison of these processes with a normal germ layer forma-

tion will be facilitated by Textfigure 32:

The conduct of the yolk cells is of particular importance in this comparison; in the

normal development (a) they are and remain in the epithelial complex of the endoderm

and are directly integrated into the midgut anlage, in particular into that of the midgut

gland or "liver". In the supposed transitional stage (b) the endoderm complex is still

intact, but the yolk mass is so large that it can no longer be distributed among the

daughter cells (macromeres) and the invagination of the huge yolk plug is greatly

retarded. In cephalopods an epithelial continuity between the yolk cells and the other

endomeres is no longer distinct at these stages; it is lost during formation of the germ

layers, and the latter-together with the yolk-constitute the yolk organ; henceforth

they deal with the utilization of the nutritive mass only and are no longer a part of the

cell material from which the embryo is built. At early stages the yolk organ is

involved, at least topographically and mechanically, in the closure of the endoderm

complex at the animal pole, but subsequently it recedes and becomes a thin strand tra-

versing the epithelium; finally the other endoderm cells draw together and pinch off

the remaining strand and close the wounds (cf. Textfig. 5O at 23).

In cephalopods the huge yolk plug at the vegetal pole makes a normal blastoporus

closure quite impossible. The ectoderm and the epdoderm combine their actions to

overcome the obstacle. The continuity between these two layers is dissolved and each

of them joins closely the surface of the yolk organ (Textf ig. 3lf ,  g);.  above (pp. 97, 98)

this process was interpreted as a mechanically disturbed fusion of the blastoporus

edges. According to general theory (pp. a9,50) this process should be incomplete in

the median anterior and posterior parts of the germinal disc edge, leaving open the
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mouth and the anus. This can be easi ly imagined when comparing Textf igures 3l and

-jl u ith a different interpretation: In a yolky coelomate, in which (starting from some-

thing l ike Textf ig. 6) secondary condit ions as shown in Textf ig. 32b I were achieved,

the median section should show a situation as in Textf igure 32b; the anterior and pos-

terior parts of the blastoporus lip would continue to provide the upper limit of the

mouth and the anus (as in Textfig. 6f, g). Only the lateral edges of the blastoporus

would approach each other on the lower yolk face. This view also can be applied to

Textfigures 32c and 3lf; one would simply have to add those parts of the germ layers

that unite below the mouth and the anus.

In cephalopods it is easy to identify the positions at which the mouth and the anus

should be formed following the general morphogenetic type of the coelomates or the

special molluscan type, namely the most anterior and posterior medial edges of the

newly mult i layered germinal disc. Sometimes these points (cf.  e.g. Pl.  1, Figs. 11-12)

are more or less clearly marked, at least for a short period of t ime; but a dist inct estab-

l ishment of the anlagen of mouth and anus (Pl. 2, Fig. 4) occurs only later, at a t ime

when the epibolic growth across the yolk mass is very advanced so that the actual

blastoporus edges are no longer so directly identifiable.

The same picture appears in a medial section of a germinal disc like that shown in

Textf igure 31 g, i .e. no trace of mouth and anus once the blastoporus edge has become
'dissolved'at the yolk surface. But al l  these pictures can be interpreted by comparison

with the diagram of Textfigure 33d, so that one may assume that in cephalopods the

mouth is derived from an anterior, transitorily closed blastoporus remnant-in a way

similar to the formation of the anus (from a posterior remnant) in other molluscs and

in annelids (compare Textfig. 79 with 69). Subsequent development shows both as if

they were following exactly the morphogenetic plan suggested by the present dia-

grams, i.e. as if the anlagen had been established according to the patterm of Textfig.

33, but then had been rapidly closed, along with the continuing unification of the germ

layers. These pictures provide an interpretation of the actually observed patterns in an

attempt to bridge the gap reflecting the contrast between the cephalopod pattern and

the normal molluscan and coelomate development.

The epibolic envelopment of the yolk organ by the germ layers (Textfig. 3l g, Pls.

2, 14,32) places the greater part of the yolk organ in the outer "yolk sac". This envel-

opment is achieved by a particular formation that is derived from the blastoporus edge

and becomes distinct from the anlage of the embryo proper (P1. 14, Fig. 4 ea), name-
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ly the "yolk envelope". This envelope overl ies the yolk cel ls, which in turn form the

"yolk epithelium" enveloping the entire nutritive yolk; the yolk sac envelope consists

(
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Textfigure 33. - Diagrams il lus-

trating formation of the mouth, anus and

yolk envelope in cephalopods. (See also

Pl.  1,  Figs.  L0-12).  25x natural  s ize.

Whole eggs with germinal  d iscs

a) Germinal  d isc wi th r ing-shaPed

peripheral thickening and sharply l imit-

ed  contour .  The yo lk  ce l l s  reach ing

beyond the contour are not shown. rk:

polar bodies, situated in the anterior part

of the medial l ine; cl: l imit of the central

gap,  i .e .  the  cent ra l  l im i t  o f  the

mesendoderm (cf .  Textf ig.  31f) .  In th is

central part of the germinal disc, the

endoderm is represented by the yolk

organ,  wh ich  here  l ies  immedia te lY

below the ectoderm, thus completing the

inner germ layer;  mu: Posi t ion of  the

mouth;  an: posi t ion of  the anus, marked

as an indentation in the blastopore edge

(which is st i l l  ident ical  wi th the edge of

the germinal  d isk).  According to general

theory (Bi i tschl i ,  1877),  the foremost

part of the blastopore edge should form

the mouth, the rearmost the anus; in

cephalopods they in fact are formed by

the corresponding parts of the germinal

disc,  as i l lustrated by the fol lowing dia-

grams:
b) Starting from the ectoderm of

b

the blastopore edge, which wi l l  be caught up by the mesenchyme, the yolk envelope forms as the out-

ermost layer of the prospective outer yolk sac. It takes up the entire periphery of the germinal disc,

which raises a special  problem: at  the end of  embryonic development,  the connect ion between the

yolk envelope and the body of  the embryo is l imi ted to a smal l  d istance below (behind) the mouth;  the

anus lies far away from it. From stage II onward, the rim of the germinal disc comes in two parts as

it were; one is the rim of the yolk envelope (derived from the ectoderm, excluding the endoderm), the

other is the r im of  the embryonic body (ea),  which is here l imi ted by a sol id l ine.  The mesendoderm

is l imited to this anlage of the embryo proper. The sites of the mouth and the anus (which are not yet

visibly differentiated) are overtaken by the yolk envelope. The figure thus visualises an archetypal

situation, to which the pattern actually observed can be related.

c) The respective positions of the mouth and the anus are slightly shifted inside the anlage of

the embryo prop"r ;  the anal  s i te forms an indentat ion (Pl .  I ,Fig.  12),  the so-cal led "poster ior  gap" '

The central  gap is decreasing in s ize,  whi le the yolk envelope cont inues to cover the yolk organ.

d) Medial  sect ion through the stage represented by c,  wi th the assumed archetypal  posi t ions of

the mouth and the anus: a smal i  part  of  the blastopore l ip has become bent inwards, thus l imi t ing two

or i f ices.  These in fact  appear only lut . r  (by secondary junct ions of  ectoderm and endoderm),  but in

the corresponding posi t ions,  as wi l l  be shown below. Dz: yolk cel ls,  i .e.  nuclei  of  the yolk organ (yolk

epi thel ium).  The l imi t  between the embryo proper (ea) and the yolk envelope is not dist inct  immedi-

ately.
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of a thin ectoderm layer advancing virtual ly simultaneously ( l ike a girth surrounding

the yolk mass) and a mesenchyme layer that lags behind sl ightly; within the latter

sinus-l ike blood spaces wil l  develop later.

The yolk envelope has to be viewed as a special embryonic organ, more precisely

as a differentiation of the blastoporus lip which has become necessary due to the

increase of the yolk volume, which must have occurred in the course of phylogenesis.

In proportion to the incipient inhibition of a plastoporus seam formation, the progres-

sive differentiation of the yolk envelope provided a compensation.

The endoderm shows a peculiar reaction to the developmental obstacle formed by
the yolk organ: Instead of enfolding it by epibolic growth, as would correspond to nor-

mal organogenesis (Textf ig. 32 b), the wound is closed by slow forward (downward)

extrusion of the yolk organ, the gut anlage becoming progressively contr icted (cf.

Textf ig. 50). In phylogenetic terms this novelty cannot have been achieved in one sin-
gle step; one has to assume an intermediary stage in which the endoderm rudiment

enclosed part of the yolk organ, whereas the remaining part became extruded by the
gut constriction (cf. Textfi g. 32 cl). In any case this was a process comparable to a
restitution of normal conditions after perturbation by an adverse factor (the yolk). This

restitution has been incorporated in the typical development.-Thus the yolk sac is not
just a hernia-l ike sac in an 'overfed' embryo.

A critical remark has to be added here: According to the earlier authors (see in

Korschelt and Heider 1893) the yolk cel ls disperse early on to the yolk surface; this

statement is erroneous. In fact once the circle of "blastocones" surrounding the blas-

todisc disappears, this is not due to dispersal leading directly to the epibolic yolk

enfoldment but to the retraction of the rays under the edge of the germinal disc (Pls.

I  and l3). The yolk enclosure is essential ly due to the yolk envelope; beneath i t  the
yolk epithel ium does fol low in that the increasing number of dividing yolk cel ls pro-

gressively replaces the thin plasmic pel l icle by a syncytial layer.

A clarification is also needed regarding mesoderm development: In cephalopods as

in any mollusc or coelomate, the mesenchyme and the mesoblast have to be distin-
guished. These two elements are not easily distinguished even in the more typical mol-

luscan ontogeneses, and probably there has been confusion between them in the past; in

cephalopods I have not been able to distinguish their respective elements after their sep-

aration from the blastoderm or the primary germ layers, nor to follow their respective

fates before an advanced stage of organogenesis allowing one to recognize individual

l ( ) t
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orsan anlasen and thei r  components.  I  have not  seen the specia l  d i f ferent iat ion
"mesoderm" f rom the ectoderm descr ibed by Teichmann (1903,  pp.  4Jonward) ,

more than the "gonad anlage" descr ibed by h im.

It  has already been said (pp. 97, 98) that a clear-cut separation of the mesoblast
from the endoderm is not recognizable. But I hope to be able to elucidate this distinc-
tion to a certain extent in Octopus and in Argonauta, since their endoderm formation
shows condit ions more intel l igible according to Textf igure 3l than what is seen in
decapods in that an epithelial connection with the blastoderm appears partly con-
served. For the moment we have to content ourselves with the collective term
mesendoderm, which includes a mesenchyme of ectodermal origin along with a

t02 mesoblast belonging to the primary endoderm. The mesoblast should give rise to the
entire coelomic system, although such a derivation cannot be demonstrated for lack of
dist inct ive features (Naef 1905*). The elements of the coelomic system, l ike those of
blood vessel walls, the connective tissue or the musculature, appear to differentiate in
situ from an originally homogeneous, parenchymatic cell material lying between the
ectoderm and the subsequently distinct epithelial endoderm, in an arrangement already
corresponding well to the anatomy of more advanced embryonic stages.

A more detailed, special description of these processes will be given later in the
context of organogenesis dealing with the gut, the coelomic and circulatory systems.

4th Period: Mesoderm Grouping in Preparation of Outer Organ

Anlagen

Germ layer formation and subsequent processes have produced a germinal disc, the
typical form of which is shown in Plate 2, Figure 1: Three zones can be distinguished:
l) a thin, single-layered marginal zone (dtz), which is the yolk envelope under which the
yolk epithelium has been retracted almost completely, 2) a ring-shaped, multilayered
zone appearing light-shaded in the preparations (vr) below which the mesendoderm is
situated. (From now on we will mention only the mesoderm, since the endoderm, which
lies directly on the yolk and is newly segregated, newly constituted or derived directly

of

no

* Scienti f ic Editor: i t  is not clear whether 1905 is
refers to an early, unpublished study not mentioned

a typing error ( 1909 being meant) or whether i t
in the reference l ist.
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from the marginal part of the blastoderm, is of no essential importance in the surface

aspect.) 3) A central (apart from the yolk epithelium) single-layered zone called the cen-

tral gap (cl) since in this zone the endomesoderm is closed by the yolk organ only

(Textfig. 3l g). The outer limit of zone 2 (vr) comprises the body of the embryo proper.

i.e. the anlage of the cephalopod body excluding the yolk sac. Posteriorly (below) it has

a notch (hb), which corresponds to the location of the anus and which can be derived

from the above-mentioned (p. 97) gap in the endoderm ring (Pl. l).

The mesodermal mass does not yet show any further differentiation visible from

the outside, but it soon takes on increasing importance with the spreading of the ger-

minal disc that soon forms a cap covering the yolk while the central gap disappears.

Concentrations of mesoderm cells become visible under the ectoderm; with the tech-

nique used (explanation for Pl.  l )  these cel l  groups appear as l ighter, i l l -defined patch-

es against a darker background. (In lateral view the germinal complex still appears flat

under the dissecting microscope.) These patches become increasingly dist inct and can,

by comparison with later stages, be partly identified as the anlagen of certain organs:

The outermost marginal zone of the embryonic body (Pl. 25, Figs. 2-4) thus cor-

responds to the arm crown; a broad zone lying inside the upper semicircle is the anlage

of the embryonic head, on which the eye rudiments soon become visible as transverse

oval rings (Pl. 2, Figs. 3-5). In the central part, the anlage of the muscular mantle

forms a light ring surrounding the central gap (or the patch corresponding to the shell

epithelium). There is only a positional correspondence, perhaps a relationship in terms

of developmental mechanics, but no identity. The shell epithelium becomes distinct at

about the time when the central gap disappears due to mesenchyme spreading in this

area. (See Pl. 2, Fig. 4 where the central gap 'is still visible inside the contour of the

shell  epitheluim').

The light patches lying on either side of the posterior (lower) part of the mantle

rudiment can be interpreted as the anlagen of the gills; between them in the midline

one finds a light streak in a position that will later be taken by the anal papilla and the

hindgut. This is the site in Loligo where one can see the small epithelial plate, which

was considered the anlage of the midgut by Korschelt (1892) and Teichmann (1903),

but which in fact is much more extended.

Thus the mesoderm concentrations give the germinal disc a typical architecture

long before any anlagen become distinct in the untreated embryo or in its surface

structures; this structuring can indeed be more detailed (Pl. 15, Fig. 1): From the pos-
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terior end of the semicircular head anlage the statocysts separate as small ,  hazy patch-

es: the arm crown is subdivided into portions corresponding to the individual arms. It

is surprising that a cell concentration similar to an arm rudiment appears in the mid-

l ine between the anlagen of the ventral arms; i t  was regularly observed in lol iginids,

sepi ids. sepiol ids, oegopsids, polypodids Ioctopodids], argonautids, i .e. in al l  the

groups that I  was able to investigate for their embryology (see f igures in Pls.2,23,

26). This can only be a rudimentary arm anlage, for while the arms develop the light

patch disappears; in any case the formation is part of the arm crown. Since the num-

ber of arms in decapods is an undoubtedly reduced one, the occurrence of such rudi-

ments in not surprising.

However, we have to think of certain shifts that have taken place in this marginal

zone of the embryonic body (cf.  pp. 100-103): Whereas original ly (Pl.  l ,  Fig. l0) the

germinal disc was virtually circular in outline, it became posteriorly indented in sub-

sequent stages, in the course of the differentiation of the marginal parts; this posteri-

or indentation (Pl. 2, Fig. I hb) marks the site of the anus (Cf. Pl. 14, Fig. 4 hl; Pl. 25,

Fig. 1 ml). The resulting shift of elements (of the bauplan) removes the prospective

anus from the edge of the germinal disc, which leads to the unification of the parts for-

merly adjacent to the gap (Pl. 2, Fig. 4). The relationship may be inverted, however,

meaning that the edge of the germinal disc representing the arm crown (in other words,

the molluscan foot anlage) becomes separated from the anal anlage and closes the ring

at a place whose prospective position (the anus still marking the morphological hind

end) is below and in front of the anus. This means also that the connection between

the yolk envelope and the embryo proper is restricted anteriorly to a zone situated

between the arms and thus follows the latter in any shifting.

The process can be interpreted on the background of protomolluscan and mollus-

can history (p. 69) as fol lows:

Whereas the creeping sole, i.e. the phylogenetic "anlage" of the foot, reached to

the anus in the annelid and premolluscan type, this connection became dissolved later

on. The morphological hind end rose above the posterior end of the developing foot

(Textfig. l0 c), and they became progressively independent from one another. Thus the

medial element in the earl iest, st i l l  indist inct arm crown anlage (Cf. Pl.2, Fig.4 hb,

Fig. 5 x) probably represents the posterior end of the newly independent (in relation

to the anus) molluscan foot; in cephalopods it remains rudimentary while other parts

continue their differenti ation. Note also the primary uniformity of the arm crown

anlage which undergoes subdivision only later. (Cf. Textf ig. 17 h, g,b)
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At the stage shown in Plate 2, Fig. 4, the rudiments of the mantle, the anus and

the gills still lie in a (darker) zone which corresponds to the visceral sac of a devel-

oping conchiferan. This zone becomes more distinct at the following stage (Figure 5),

being surrounded by a low rampart, on either side of which the statocysts are situated

in the darker zone. At the dorsal midpoint this rampart is interrupted by a gap (nk)

which corresponds to the future nuchal attachment. The parts of the rampart lying

above (anterior to) the statocysts provide the anlagen of the funnel pouches, the lower

(posterior) parts-in contrast to what could be expected-do not give rise to the fun-

nel tube rudiments; the latter belong to the cephalopodium and are differentiated inde-

pendently from the funnel pouch. The rudiment marked "waistband" (gb) does not give

rise to any externally visible organ; its position corresponds to the place where the

funnel gland will develop later. Topographically it corresponds to the domain of the

parietal strands of amphineurans; their lateral parts contain the anlagen of the so-

called visceral ganglia, which should be named more properly the pleural ganglia.

The funnel tube rudiments appear strikingly late as rather indistinct structures

(Textfig. 34 tr): In Figure 5 of Plate 2 there are hazy lines pointing from the statocysts

(st) to the ventral arms (V), from which they are not always separated (P1. 15' Fig. 1).

Textf igure34. -  Germinal  d isc of  Sepia of f ic inal is at  the beginning of  fo ld ing processes. 10X

natural  s ize.  -  rd:  l imi t  of  the embryo proper;  I -V:  arm rudiments of  the r ight  s ide;  ak:  connect ing

cel l  complexes of  the arm crown; do: yolk sac;  y:  posi t ion of  the medial  rudiment in the arm crown;

an: anus; M: muscular mant le;  k:  g i l l ;  x :  waistband (posi t ion of  the pleural  part  of  the per ioesophageal

r ing);  t r :  funnel  tube rudiment;  ka:  head rudiment;  au:  eye; vd:  fore gut;  m: mouth (wi th unlabeled

rudiment of  the poison gland);  nk:  posi t ion of  the nuchal  at tachment;  sf :  shel l  fo ld;  se:  shel l  epi thel i -

um; t t :  funnel  pouch; mr:  mant le r im; st :  statocyst .
This figure i l lustrates the primary shape and arrangement of rudiments when the germinal disc

is stretched out due to the extreme yolk iness of  the egg. With decreasing yolk content,  th is extension

(which is opposi te to the prospect ive topography) would part ly disappear,  leading to a s i tuat ion s im-

i lar  to that  shown in Plate 8,  Figures 1-4.  The respect ive shapes of  the rudiments there are almost the

same, but they are arranged in a much more normal pattern from the outset of their differentiation.
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From this situation I draw the conclusion that the funnel tube is a relat ively recent

,s neoformation of the cephalopods, which is derived from the more ancient arm com-

p l  ex .

All these processes are not easily observed and described in detail, but they are

sufficiently distinct to be recognized for their morphological significance. During this

phase of development the yolk envelope encloses about one-half of the yolk, some-

t imes a l i t t le less (Sepia), often a l i t t le more (Octopus, Lol igo; cf.  Pls. 8, 9, 32). The

overall effect is that the cell material forming the embryo proper is situated in its

definitive position when the folding processes start that will shape the externally vis-

ible organ complexes and will give the embryo its morphological imprint in relief-like

clarity (Pls. 2 and 15).

This folding process is comprehensible only with the background of the above

description, as the result of a combination of already ordered and directed formative

forces.

5th Period: Folding Pocesses in the Embryo and the Establishment of

Surface Architecture

The typical layout and arrangement of outer parts is visible best in Plates 2 and

15: The arm crown now is a flat ring surrounding the embryo proper and forming its

limit against the yolk envelope. This ring is open above (anteriorly) in the area of the

too mouth. In the ring-shaped rempart, the 8-10 individual arms form second order eleva-

t ions, each of which consists of two dist inct papi l lae. This feature (Pl. 15 and 23) is

observable at least in the largest, particularly well-structured embryos.

The significance of this bipartite structure is not clear to me. It is not very likely

that two original arm rudiments have become united, which would partly explain a

reduction of the arm number from a tetrabranchiate state (Nautilus) to the dibranchi-

ate condition. It is more likely that the phenomenon is related to a much earlier

process in the history of the c1ass. In teuthoids and octopods this feature is barely or

not at al l  expressed.

In decapods, 4 arm rudiments lie on each side in the lower part of the embryo;

only one, the future dorsal arm pair lies in the upper part, strikingly far removed from
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the others, not far from the mouth. To understand this positional relationship in the

embryo and integrate it topographically into the adult organization and the typical

architecture of other molluscs, one has to remember the contents of Textfigures 20 and

31, namely the fact that the yolk mass has very strongly distended the area of the

blastoporus and of the prospective mouth, resulting in an overall flattening of the

embryo; thus the marginal parts of the blastoporus lie at the periphery of a flat or more

or less'cap-shaped germinal disc. Remembering that the parts of the germinal disc that

lie outside the arm crown represent only the envelope of the yolk sac, we must con-

sider the primary position of the arms as adj acent to the blastoporus; thus mere dis-

tance relations among individual arms cannot be of great importance. Nevertheless,

the dorsal arm rudiments are not united. since between them lies the mouth which can

be considered homologous to the uppermost (anteriormost) part of the blastoporus (pp.

100, 102). Thus they st i l l  hold a posit ion in relat ion to the mouth comparable to the

position which the rear end of the foot anlage had in relation to the anus, and which it

gave up only later (pp. 104, 105); in other words, anteriorly the cephalopodan foot st i l l

reaches to the mouth, and the latter here closes the circle.

The mouth anlage lies in the domain of the slight semicircular elevation already

identified as the anlage of the head as much as it lies at the periphery of the embry-

onic anlage (P1. 2, Fig. 6). I t  has lost the direct connection with the endoderm, so that

one cannot speak of an immediate transition from the blastoporus to the mouth as in

other molluscs. It forms a transverse oval, epithelial depression with a prominent rim,

the lower, more sharply incisive part forming the anlage of a stomodaeum.

On the lateral parts of the head anlage one finds the prominent, slanting oval eye

rudiments (Pl. l5). They are (Fig. l) slightly bulging epithelial thickenings (retinal

anlagen) surrounded each by a marginal fold that rapidly develops into a closing mem-

brane covering the retinal thickening. Behind the eyes and towards the midline of the

embryo a conspicuous thickening is recognizable as the result of an epithelial prolif-

eration. Medially it gives rise to the cerebral ganglia, towards the eye it forms the

optic ganglia, the rest being prospective white body. These formations are not only a

topographically connected complex, but also a morphological unit, the elements of

which cannot be clearly separated from one another at these early-as well as at much

later-stages. The white body in particular cannot be clearly disinguished from the

cerebral and optic ganglia for a long time; it remains closely connected with them and

shows a strikingly homogeneous histological aspect similar to the structure of the gan-

el ia.
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I should therefore l ike to suggest that the white body is an endocrine gland

dcrired from the central nervous system rather than a blood gland as general ly

inferred. This hypothesis wil l  have to be tested by future anatomical and physiologi-

ca l  inves t iga t ions .

Proceeding from the eyes to the mantle anlage we encounter the funnel pouch

rudiments (Textf ig. 34 tt) .  They are r ib- l ike elevations reaching posteriorly and later-

al ly to the pit- l ike statocysts; anteriorly they have i l l -defined, bl ind ends. The medial

epithelial zone will form the "nuchal attachment", but this differentiation will take
place much later, the funnel pouches then becoming connected directly with this

attachment. The latter apparently is a phylogenetically younger part, whereas the fun-

nel parts probably represent a very ancient conchiferan organ. The funnel pouch anla-
gen are now connected direct ly with the statocyst rudiments (P1. 15, Fig. 2), which

first appear as round discs of modified epithelium with cup-like elevation of the rim.

On their medial sides they grade into the low elevation of the "waistband" (p. 105)

which appears to form a morphological unit with the funnel pouches. In surface aspect

it represents an ill-defined transverse band in approximate continuation of the funnel
pouches; i t  is st i l l  more conspicuous than the funnel tube rudiments. The latter l ie

more ventrally and still present no marked elevation. In contrast, the gill rudiments

lying above them have become distinct papillae embracing the mantle rudiment later-

ally and upwards, thus providing a first hint of the future gill attachments; between

them an inconspicuous elevation marks the anlage of the anal papilla.

The anlage of the muscular mantle now forms an elevated, broad ring, the outer

rim of which represents the future mantle edge, whereas the inner rim is the anlage of

the shell fold. Between the inner and the outer rim lies a shallow, gutter-shaped

depression. The shel l  fold surrounds the sl ightly lowered shel l  epithel ium and thus
forms the anlage of the shel l  sac. I t  should be emphasized that the anlage of the mus-

cular mantle is connected with the margin of the shel l  epithel ium and shel l  sac, which

corresponds topographically entirely to the (not yet formed) shell. It thus appears as

the homolog of the primary mantle margin, as suggested earlier (Cf. Vol. l, p. 93; and
above, Textf ig. 22 b).

The differences in surface levels now appearing are rapidly increasing, both in
individual parts and in the whole embryo. The latter cannot be termed a germinal disc
any longer. It forms a cap-like, though still-thin cover that surrounds the greater part

of the egg. With increasingly dist inct rel ief structures this cap raises above the yolk
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level, due to constr ict ions, especial ly in the arm crown which contracts l ike a rubber

band, so that the differentiation between embryo proper and yolk sac becomes very

dist inct. The r ing formed by the mouth and the arm crown, which has ' taken'the posi-

t ion of the blastoporus (pp. 101, 103), thus becomes constr icted in a way suggesting a

further rest i tut ion of normal posit ional relat ionships previously disturbed by the yolk

plug (p. 99). Given the condit ions already mentioned, this does not mean a mere resti-

tut ion of primary morphological relat ions, as wil l  be shown again below.

In the course of this process, which modif ies the overal l  aspect of the embryo,

similar modifications of detail in the various parts occur, as can be seen in Plates 4 and

1 7 .

The mantle anlage, especial ly i ts outer wall ,  r ises and grows into a thick fold that

surrounds a sl i t- l ike, circular mantle cavity which becomes rapidly deeper in the ven-

tral part.  Thus the gi l ls and the anal papi l la become covered and rapidly disappear due

to an invagination-l ike process (Textf igs.35). Meanwhile the shel l  fold contracts and

closes the shel l  sac, inside which (below the cover) the shal l  wi l l  be formed later. The

final contraction of this shell fold gives the impression of a fusion (Textfig. 36 and 31)

of the edge along three seams, one anterior and two lateral ones. Thus an inverted T

pattern is formed (Cf. Pl. 2, Fig.ll), the meeting point of the three limbs containing

the rest of the shel l  fold. These seams mark the anlage of Hoyle's organ (Pl. 16, Fig.

2), which will be conserved to the hatching stage. (I suppose that this organ serves as

dual function, the mucous glands protecting the posterior end and assisting in capsule

perforation at hatching, the latter process being further enhanced by a small spine in

the sepiol ids 'Pl.  23' .)

Textf igure 35. -  Progressive fo ld ing of  parts of  the
size.  -  t r :  funnel  tube; sn:  sucker rudiments;  k i :  g i l ls ;  I -V:
an: anus; sp:  shel l  sac pore;  au: eye. -  Or ientat ion of  the
stages figured in the Plates. Ventral view.

embryo in Sepia of f ic inal is.  10x natural
arm rudiments;  ba:  cheek humps; f l :  f ins;
embryo: head up, as in al l  the advanced
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While the shell fold contracts and thus hints at a shell enclosure (although the

shell is not yet formed) (Cf. Text figs. 36, 37), the fin rudiments appear on the outside

of the shell fold as its secondary derivatives (Pl. 2, 15). They begin as low elevations

formed by mesoderm concentrations embracing the lateral branches of Hoyle's organ

(wherever these are visible, in any event on each side close to the shell sac pore). Once

they have a distinct form as round papillae or lobules, the last opening of the shell sac

always lies medially between them. This originally close relationship with the shell

sac is important for the phylogenetic derivation of the fins, but also in the context of

their subsequent development, especially for the morphological comprehension of

their articulated connection with the underlying parts (Vol. 1, pp. 95, 114).

Textfigures 36 and 37 . - Two stages (IX and X) of the mantle sac rudiment tn Sepia officinalis,
in caudal  v iew. 35 X natural  s ize (cf .  Pl .  15).

1: rnuscular mantle; 2: dorsal part of f in rudiment; 3: ventral part of f in rudiment; 4: shell sac
pore, closing in an inverted T-shaped seam; 5: gutter-shaped medial continuation of the latter; 6: gut-
ter-shaped lateral continuations, marking the prospective branches of Hoyle's organ; 7: edge of shell
fold.

Note the positional relationships of the fin rudiment (in Textfi grne 37) with the shell sac pore
(4), a ventral portion (3) becoming very distinct (See also Plate 23).

One special point has to be emphasized: The fin rudiments are not dorsal, longi-

tudinal folds of the integument that could be derived phylogenetically from corre-

spondingly orientated stabilizer brims of a powerful swimmer-in contrast to what the

modern decapod types (in which they are most strongly developed) would suggest.

Their primary orientation is more or less perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the

swimming animal (p. 73), a situation emphasized by the importance of the component

lying ventrally to the shell pore. The transverse seam (6 in Textfigs. 36, 37) which
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starts at the pore does not original ly l ie at the posterior edge of the f in as derived con-

dit ions (Pls. '7,8,23) 
would seem to suggest; the seam or the result ing lateral branch

of Hoyle's organ l ies on the upper surface of the f in. But in most recent decapod types

the posterior part of the fins degenerates so that the posterior end of the fins gets its

clearly terminal posit ion; in sepi ids (P1.27) this state is attained through an overal l

modification. The primary and typical condition is a strong ventral extension of the

fins, in other words, a more or less transverse position rather than a longitudinal ori-

entat ion, at least in juveni le forms. (Cf. Textf igs. 44, 55,71,74,79, 85, 87; also vol.

I ,  p .  5 1 6 )

The corners of the funnel pouches appearing on each side of the mantle rise up to

become bowl-shaped; by the subsequent contraction of the embryo and the longitudi-

nal growth of the mantle they finally come to lie inside the mantle (Textfig. 35) thus

taking their functional posit ion (Cf. Pls. 17, 28, 34). The srarocysts close down as pit-

shaped formations, remaining in communication with the outside by a f ine pore (Pl. 3,

Fig. 8; Pl.  26, Fig. 8) which wil l  f inal ly be total ly contracted. Inside a bl ind-ending

canal starting from the statocyst is conserved as a remainder of the primary connec-

tion with the ectoderm; it can be viewed as an analog of the Ductus endolymphaticus

of the vertebrates.

The funnel tube rudiments now rise up rapidly (P1. 15, 27) to form a distinct trans-

verse fold, the lateral parts of which are particularly elevated (Textfig. 35); they extend

upwards and laterally to join the funnel pouches, thus achieving the unity of the funnel

apparatus (which thus appears as a genetically secondary unity). The two lobes of the

funnel tube then unite to form a tube (Pls. 4, 9, 17, 27, 35) in which the low connect-

ing medial part of the original funnel fold also participates. Elevations appearing at the
points of fusion between funnel tube and funnel pouches continue to rise towards the

deeper parts of the mantle cavity; these are the funnel retractor rudiments.

At first sight it may be surprising (Textfig. 32) that the outer funnel tube opening

is not left open when the "funnel lobes" become fused to form the tube-as might be

expected (if one could view anlagen as the simple recapitulation of phylogenetically

older condit ions).

The outer opening becomes indeed closed; but the closing part is not a continua-

tion of the seam of fusion to the funnel tube end, it is made of special parts: The
"sharp edge" of the connecting medial part of the funnel fold closes on itself (instead

of forming the opening) and thus forms a narrow 'window' closed by a thin plasmic
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Textfigure 38. - Anlage of the funnel complex in Sepia officinalis (cf. Pl. 15, Figs. 4 and 5).
The mantle sac (shown in Textfig. 37, the same orientation) is cut off at 1, so that the mantle cavity
is exposed. 2: ridge connecting the visceral complex with the mantle, representing the rudiment of the
mantle septum containing the cell material of the prospective Arteria pallialis medialis; 3: position
from which the lateral edge of the gill rudiment becomes connected to the muscula( mantle; 4: posi-
tion of the prospective nuchal attachment; 5: outer wall of the bowl-shaped funnel pouch; 6: cavity of
the latter; 7: funnel retractor reaching to the middle piece of the body, but not yet extending to the
muscular mantle (cf. Nautilus: Vol. 1, p. 68, and above. Textfig. 25); 8: funnel edge corner; 9: one half
of funnel tube; 10: gill with rudiments of gill lamellae; 11: position of prospective funnel opening.

pellicle rather than by a double epithelial cover, not to speak of any embryonic mus-
cular tissue similar to other parts of the funnel tube. This process appears like gluing
together the feeble marginal parts of a "virtual" opening that are torn open later on;
however, the material used in this process is morphologically distinct. The closing
membrane should thus be considered an embryonic organ as defined in the
Introduction (p.23).

The eyes become closed by the continuous contraction of the ocular folds and then
form slightly elevated blisters; they are externally distinct but show no further struc-
turing (Textfi g. 39 c, Pls. 3, 15, 33); subsequently the closing membrane will form,
starting from the site of the closed pore, the inner lens rudiment; the complementary
outer segment will be formed much later. Around its periphery a ring-shaped elevation
appears, the iris fold anlage (Textfig. 39 d, Pls. 4, 16, 34). Thus the latter belongs to
(the most prominent part of) the eye ball itself, in contrast to the so-called corneal fold
(see further below).

In general terms the head anlage shows an increasingly distinct architecture; so
one is tempted to see the origin of this architecture in the appearance of various organ

\
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Textfigure 39. - Diagrammatic frontal sections of the right eye in different cephalopods.

a) Nautilus. b-e) embryos of Sepia officinalis. n: Nervus opticus: ir: ir is fold; pp: primary pupil;

ret: retina; pc: primary cornea; l: lens. - The flattening of the inner part in b and c is due to the pres-

ence of the yolk mass, on which the embryo is stretched out as a relatively thin layer; this flattening

has no phylogenetic significance (in the sense that originally the functional retina would have been a

f la t tened i t ruc lu re) ,
Apart from this special aspect (f lattening), the stages figured can be interpreted as a recapitula-

tion of more or less completely corresponding stages of an ancestral series, which have attained their

respective functional stage directly (rather than undergoing further bauplan modifications). This is

perfectly conceivable since in different extant cephalopods the juvenile eyes become functional at dif-

ferent levels of architectural complexity (from the last stage figuled aboYe. as far as I can say from

my own observa t ions ;  c f .  P l .  8 ,  F igs .  7  and 8) .  Th is  p rob lem wi l l  be  d iscussed in  de ta i l  e lsewhere .

rudiments. See for example Plate 2, Figure 12 Note here the darker f ields lying medi-

ally and posteriorly from the eyes:

These fields mark the position of the optic ganglia underneath. More medially,

separated by a light stripe in the midline, lie the cerebral ganglia; more anteriorly the

anlage of the buccal mass. The sl ightly bulging cushions, which are separated by fur-

rows, afe parts of the future white body (cf.  p. 108); they are so strongly contracted

now that the eye ball appears to be carried by a thick, massive stalk, the center of

which is occupied by the optic ganglion.

l l -r  One has to imagine that a lesser extent of these organ rudiments (the ganglion

itself is still small) would make these stalks thinner, so that their rudimentary state

would be reminiscent of what Nauti lus shows us, i .e. globular, thin-stalked, vesicular

eyes. See 4lso Textf igure 4l for a morpho-physiological comparison and phylogenetic

interpretat ion.

The oval invagination, which we have recognized as the mouth anlage, also shows

some modif icat ions: Somewhat before i ts center (Pl.  20, Fig.6, gd; PI.8, Fig'  2; Pl.

15 ,  F ig .  3 ;P1.23 ,  F ig .  l ;  P l .  26 ,F ig .7 )  a  smal l  secondary  depress ion  appears ;  i t  i s

soon shifted posteriorly and represents the unpaired anlage of the "salivary glands",

the large venom glands. This anlage soon disappears from the surface aspect, because

the stomodaeum grows deeper and the upper edge of the mouth is drawn forward'

As mentioned earlier the arm rudiments come to lie closer together, due to the

constr ict ion of the yolk, and in the apical view used up to now (Pl. 15, Fig. 5) they are

then hidden by the embryo. When viewing the embryo from the dorsal side (Pl. 2, Fig.
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12) , long papillae- shaped dorsal arm rudi-

ments appear, 3 on each side in decapods ,, 2 rn

octopods; a ventral view shows 2 ventral arm

rudiments on each side in both cases (Pl. 4).

The distance separating the first and second

arm pairs so dist inct ly at earl ier stages (p.

106) has now disappeared; the first arms are

stil l separated from one another by the mouth

anlage j oining it increasingly closely from

each side (Textf ig. 40).

The bipartite structure of the arm rudi-

ments (wherever dist inct at earl ier stages, cf.

p. 107) has virtual ly disappeared, except for a

fine groove on the inner and outer surface of

each arm rudiment (Pl.  28, Fig. 5). The f irst

indications of sucker rudiments are rec ognrz-

able in the inner groove (Pl .  21.  F ig.  4) .

The affangement of the arms becomes

particularly clear in lateral view (Textfig . 44

and Pls. 6, 27, 33). I t  now appears that the

positional relationships of the parts have been

thoroughly modified in a direction towards

definitive organizatron (Cf. p. 105); The three

dorsal arm pairs (in decapods), the outer two

of  wh ich  (P1.  2 ,  F ig .7 ;  PL 15 ,  F igs .  1  and 6 ,

marked II and III) were situated much more

ventrally (close to the statocysts, see Textfig.

34) at earlier stages , are now beginning to

take their definitive dorsal position relative to

the eye, thus moving away from the stato-

cysts. This is an enormous shift in primary

correlations, the extent of which can be seen

best in the embryos formed from large eggs, as rn Sepia, Sepiola and Loligo.

This development again requires a phylogenetic interpretation; there is indeed no

other reason than a likely dependence on earlier conditions to explain why the arms

Textf igure 40. Embryos of
Loligo vulgaris, stage XI, in dorsal and
ventral view. 44x natural size.

I-4:. arm rudiments, 5: yolk sac; 6:
mouth; 7: position of cerebral commis-
sure; 8: eye ball; 9: position of lens rudi-
ment, surrounded by iris fold rudiment;
10: part  of  the whi te body; 11: funnel
pouch; 12: position of nuchal attach-
ment;  13:  mant le sac;  14: f in;  15:  rudi-
ments of arm pil lars; 16: cheek humps;
17: ventral  arm; 18: funnel  opening; 19:
funnel lobes; 20: scar of statocyst clo-
sure;  21: funnel  retractor;22: pleurovis-
ceral ganglion; 23: anus; 24: grl l;25: frn.
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are not formed in their definit ive relat ion
to other parts of the head. To understand
the whole process, we have to start from
the statements and interpretat ions present-
ed ear l ier  (pp .  104,  105).  Whar is  happen-
ing here is a l ikely continuation of the
same developmental tendency, which can
now be better veri f ied since the arm rudi-
ments charact errze unequivocal ly certain
parts of the foot: the whole arm crown
modi f ies i ts  posi t ional  real t ionships to the
head b1 'mov in ,e  away f rom the  v iscera l
sac,  the d istance between the arms and the
anus becoming ever greater  in  that  the
arms approach the mouth,  a movement
that  looks a lmost  l ike a migrat ion of  indi -
v idual  arms.

The primary affinity of the arm crown
to the morphological  h ind end is  com-
plete ly  lost  by th is  process,  whereas the
arms gain a new, highly signif icant rela-
t ion to the eyes.  Most  of  the process can
be seen in Figures 1.  4 and I  of  p late 3,

only the beginning and the end being omitted. Note especial ly the conduct of arm rudi_
ment I I I ,  which has just passed the statocyst in Fig. l ,  whereas in Fig. 7 i t  is already
situated above in front of the eye. See also plate 6, Figures l_3.

since the visceral sac is sharply del imited by the r ing of the waistband and fun_
nel pouch anlagen (P1. 3, Fig. 1;gb and tt) ,  i t  is easy to see i ts increasing indepen-
dence from the arm crown, the latter being situated further and further awav. before
(under) the head, while the funnel tube retains an intermediate posit ion.

This rearrangement is also indicated by the yolk envelope or the outer yolk sac as
a whole. In morphological terms, the early outer yolk sac apparently corresponds to
the entire medial part of the ventral side, from the mouth to the anus. The midline is
forced open ( into a circular l ine) by the enormous yolk mass (Textf ig.33 c) and thus
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Textf igure 41. -  Juveni le Octopodoteu_

this s icula f rom the plankton in the Naples area
( V o l .  1 ,  p . 3 3 7 ) .  4 X  n a t u r a l  s i z e .

This f igure i l lustrates the general  topogra_
phy of  typical  embryos as shown in Textf igure
40, especial ly wi th regard to the ocular stalks,
which can show very s imi lar  shapes at  postem_
bryon ic  s tages .  I t  i s  poss ib le  to  cons ider  the
general  form of  the embryo as a renr in iscence of
an  ear l ie r  cond i t ion  ach ieved in  the  course  o f
phylogeny, of  course not direct ly as an adul t
s tage,  bu t  as  a  juven i le  cond i t ion  no t  too  fa r
removed from the adul t  state.
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surrounds the dorsal side. The incipient yolk sac thus occupies at least the medial part

of the sole of a chiton's foot, i .e. of i ts muscular mass. This primary posit ional rela-

t ionship is then thoroughly modif ied, as i l lustrated by Plate 26: Figure I st i l l  shows a

virtual ly undisturbed init ial  condit ion. I f  we turn i t  upside down (yolk sac down), the

arm crown aligned horizontally, the topographical conditions are easily comparable to

the diagram of Textfigure l7 g; just remember that the cephalic organs are extremely

large at early stages (as in vertebrate embryos) whereas the vegetative, more simply

structured parts of the visceral mass are much smaller. Following the changes in a lat-

eral view (with identical orientation) from Plate 26 through Plates 27,28,29, we find

a stepwise modification of the relation between the yolk sac and the embryonic body

with the arm crown, resulting in an extreme reduction of the yolk sac, which becomes

a small appendage lying below (behind) the mouth, whereas the arm crown contracts

in very close vicinity to the mouth.

Whereas the earliest stages of these modifications of the primary bauplan shed

light on the phylogeny of molluscs in general (p. 10a), the shifts described here have

to do with the conchiferan phylogeny, and with the separation of the cephalopodium

from the visceral sac, i.e. the process illustrated phylogenetically by the juxtaposition

of Textfigures 17 h, g and b-although the particular architecture of the cephalopodi-

um already foreshadows, at least partly, the general cephalopodan features and the

special dibranchiate characters. Of course the bauplan of primitive conchiferan

embryos can be recapitulated only in parts that are still existing.

Put simply: The ontogenetic shifts in cephalopods argue in favour of a derivation

of the conchiferan organization from an archetype similar to Textfigure 17 h via g to

b, not the other way round. Thus they are decisive (Cf. p. 69) regarding a basic prob-

lem of molluscan morphology and shed light also on the prelimianary stages leading

to the phylum Mollusca-something I had foreseen since l9l I, but for which I can

only now provide the solution.

It is likely that the arms of cephalopods, much like similar appendages in other

conchifers, are differentiations of an originally simple lateral edge of the foot, which

were first formed in great number, with a very simple structure.

This view is the result of a reinvestigation of the entire development of

cephalopods and general molluscan morphology; thus the presentation of my objects

and the norms (Text figs. 8-17) deduced from methodical comparisons of observed

facts should be taken as unbiased. As late as 1924 I was not able to make the decision
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presented here, because I thought I was lacking certain arguments. Today I would not

hesitate to begin with the diagram of Textfigure l0 e as an introduction to the presen-

tation of molluscs in general, then showing its relation to Textfigure 6 i-so the pre-

sentation would gain in clearness.

A medial sagittal section may summarise the situation: Textfigure 42 shows the

relationship between the embryonic body and the yolk sac; the latter contains only part

of the yollk organ (the relative importance of that part being variable between

species), the rest being enclosed in the embryo proper. During the constriction of the

yolk by the arm crown, the distance separating the anus from the yolk sac has become

very considerable (a highly signif icant, secondary condit ion). The separation of the

cephalopodium from the visceral sac begins to become dist inct; i t  can be visual ized by

a line drawn between the numbers l0 and,22 in the fisure. The visceral sac shows total

Textf igure 42. -  Embryo of  Lol igo vulgar is (stage XI-XII) .  Diagrammatic medial  sect ion.  36x
natural  s ize.  Morphological  or ientat ion.

1 ,  2 :  yo lk ;  3 :  yo lk  ep i the l ium;  4 :  mesoderm;  5 :  ec toderm;  6 :  mouth ;  7 :  rud iment  o f  the  po ison

Isa l i vary ]  g land;  8 :  rud iment  o f  the  radu lapouch;  10 :  dorsa l  par t  o f  mant le  cav i ty ;  11 :mant le  r im;  l2 :
she l l  sac ;  13 :  dorsa l  par t  o f  m idgut  rud iment ;  14 :  pos i t ion  o f  she l l  sac  c losure ;  15 :  pos ter io r  end o f
Hoy le 's  o rgan;  l6 :  m idgut  cav i ty ;  (s tomach)  17 :  muscu lar  mant le ;  1B:  vent ra l  par t  o f  mant le  cav i ty ;
19 :  mant le  r im;  20 :  pos i t ion  o f  p rospec t ive  ana l  open ing ;  21 :  h indgut ;22 :  Vena cava;  23 :  ink  g land;
24: funnel  g land; 25: funnel  tube; 26: prospect ive funnel  tube opening, st i l l  c losed by a th in mem-
brane.
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closure of the shel l  sac, and a moderately deep mantle cavity. Thus the anus is not yet

covered by the muscular mantle, which extends from the edge of the shel l  sac, and

anteriorly (at 10) the depth is even less. The gut anlage surrounds the inner yolk like

a belt; it is drawn out into a peaked cap, which represents the hindgut, with an appen-

dix (23), the ink gland rudiment. There is no direct connection with the stomodaeum.

The posterior end of the latter is not in contact with the anterior parts of the midgut

rudiment which join closely the yolk organ. A line drawn from l1 to 20 marks the lon-

gitudinal axis of the endodermal gut, which is now lying much higher than the mouth

(Cf. Textf ig. 17 h, g, b).

The funnel is newly closed to form a short tube (25); the outer yolk is complete-

ly enclosed in the yolk envelope. The latter is composed of an ectodermal epithelium

(a modified epidermis) and a thin mesenchymal layer containing sinus-like spaces

through which the yolk-resorbing bloodstrearn circulates. The resorption itself is car-

ried out by the yolk epithelium.

The morphology of the newly-closed shell sac (Cf. Textfigs. 36-37) is of particu-

lar interest. Its correct comprehension is difficult since the shell epithelium becomes

active long after the closure is achieved. In phylogenetic terms this represents a strong

7ni1

Textf igure 43. -  The development of  the shel l ,  the shel l  fo ld,  the shel l  sac,  the mant le cavi ty
and the muscular mant le in their  natural  correlat ion,  i l lustrated by diagrammatic medial  sect ions of
embryos of  an archetypal  ( ideal)  belemnoid form of cephalopod (cf .  Textf igs.42,36 and 13).

a) x:  growing anter ior  edge of  the ostracum; y:  growing poster ior  edge of  the ostracum. The pr i -
mary shel l  epi thel ium ly ing between these edges enforces the ostracum by the addi t ion of  th in layers
(hypostracum). sf :  shel l  fo ld,  wi th a secondary shel l  epi thel ium producing enforcing layers (per ios-
tracum) added from outside. In the poster ior  part  of  the matr ix producing the ostracum (om),  the cel l
mater ia l  for  the format ion of  the muscular mant le (ms) is concentrated; in i ts present,  modest mass i t
st i l l  is  reminiscent of  a normal,  sof t  mant le r im of  gastropods (Textf igs.  I  3 and 16).  In the lat ter ,  mus-
cular di f ferent iat ions as wel l  as skin extensions can be formed by the soft  mant le r im, s ince the shel l
edge is often situated in a sharply demarcated gutter, the "shell groove".

b) The mant le cavi ty (mh) has been formed by a combinat ion of  invaginat ion and growth of  the
mant le;  the posi t ion of  the anus (arrow) thus comes to l ie inside the cavi ty.  Shel l  growth was lower
on the ventral side. however. whereas the soft mantle rim has been accelerated in the form of a real-
ly muscular mant le (mm). The pr imary mant le,  which l ies on the inner surface of  the shel l ,  is  formed
in certain parts only,  namely dorsal ly,  i .e.  in the nuchal  area, and lateral ly;  ventral ly a minor rudiment
(pm) is inferred that corresponds to the large terminal  cone (phragmocone) of  fossi l  cephalopods (cf .
Textf igs.  22 and 30).  This rudiment is lacking in the extant types.

l l 8
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heterochrony' The shell is a formation that already characterizes three preliminary
-erades (Mollusca, conchifera, cephalopoda) leading to the dibranchiates, whereas the
well-establ ished muscular mantle is a part icular feature of the dibranchiates. One gets
the impression that the shell fold covers an imaginary shell by closing over the shell
epithel ium that wi l l  later form the shel l .  The phylogenetic process, i .e. the series of
sequentially achieved stages in the respective ancestral forms, must of course have
been different, and even in the ancestor of modern cephalopods the formation of the
shell fold probably has been based ontogenetically on the existence of a norma y
formed primordial shell, which must have been differentiated according to the typical
conchiferan mode (Textfig. l3). (Unfortunately we do not know the embryonic devel_
opment in spirula, which might show archaic features). The processes likely to have
occurred in primitive dibranchiates, from which the ontogeneses of modern forms can
be derived, are illustrated in Textfisure 43.



1 1 9 CHAPTE,R 4

The  Typ ica l  Course  o f  La te r  Embryon ic

D e v e l o p m e n t  i n  D i b r a n c h i a t e s

contents: 6th period: a. secondary shifts in the head complex, b. further shaping of the embryo (p.

129). Tthperiod: The final growth of the embryo and its behaviour inside the egg envelopes (p. 140)'

In the preceding chapter a number of very interesting and important reminis-

cences of cephalopod phylogeny have been presented, some of which point at much

older processes of precoelomatic stages (theory of mouth and anus formation), or

which have at least to do with the grades leading to molluscs (primary foot) or to the

conchifers. In addition to those reminiscences we have seen, from early stages onward,

special cephalopod features, and further dibranchiate characters which were not at all

correlated to stage. The following sections deal exclusively with such special features,

following the description of development that leads to the cephalopod, and often to

the dibranchiate condition.

6th Period: a. Secondary Shifts in the Head Complex

At the stage shown in Figure 12 of Plate 2, we can already distinguish two com-

ponents in the arm rudiment, a basal one and a distal one. The distal section is direct-

ed forewards and outwards and represents the arm ploper, which will be formed by
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growth in length. The proximal section is a sort of pedestal attached to the head, to

which otherwise it shows no closer relationship.

We remember that in Nautilzs (Textfigs. 26 and 27 a) a similar distinction was

made in each arm: The basal part forms the sheath, the distal section being the cirrus

(Vol. l, p. 61). In Nautilus already the sheaths reach far back on the head, enclosing it

completely in their muscular maAs; the hood belongs to that as well. Their projecting

rs sitting in a depression, a sort of primitive

talk has a certain mobility. The surrounding

r the eye; it is thus sheltered from external

harm despite its prominent insertion, since the outer surface of the eye chamber lies at

the same level as these arm parts. This has to be remembered when the following mor-

phological facts are discussed:

r20 In the dibranchiates also the basal parts of the arms, which will be termed "arm

pillars", reach backwards on the head to which they become fused on the dorsal sur-

face and on the ventral surface. On the latter, one thus always finds the arm pillars of

the 2 ventral arm pairs; on the dorsal side the remaining ones are situated, i.e. 2 pairs

in octopods, 3 pairs in decapods. This fact (compare Pl. 4, Fig. 7 with Pl. 28, Fig. 1)

Textfigure 44. - Embryo of Loligo vulgaris, in lateral view, 56x natural size. - The stage (XI)

corresponds to the one shown in Textfigure 40, and is close to that of Textfigure 42 (See also Pl. 4).
1-5: arm rudiments; 6-10: rudiments of arm pil lars; 11: gap between the 3 dorsal and the 2 ven-

tral arm rudiments; 12: funnel tube, not yet complete; 13 yolk sac; 14: mass of ocular stalk, very
swollen due to the rudiments of the white body optic ganglia contained inside; 15: eye ball; 16: ir is
fo ld;  17:  pr imary cornea with the eye lens project ing inside (Textf ig.  39,  d:1);  18:  cheek hump; 19:
gil l ; 20: funnel retractor;21: funnel pouch; 22: mantle sac, sti l l  rather flat, bowl-shaped;23: f in.

The embryo is orientated according to the adult swimming position: mantle posteriorly, arms
anteriorly directed. Note the arm crown embracing the eye from the anterior side, extending back-
wards around the eve above and below.
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allows one to recognize homologies between the arms of decapods and octopods: The

two ventral pairs correspond perfectly in their respective positions; in octopods appar-

ently one of fhe dorsal pairs seen in decapods is missing, probably the first 9ne. In any

case the vefrolateral arm which forms the tentacles in decapods (Pl. 17) is present in

the octgnrods (Pls. 28, 29); thus one cannot consider the octopods as decapods'devoid

of tentacles (Cf. Vol. I, p. 660). The eye is inserted between the dorsal and the ventral

arm pillars, and the positional relationship of the pillars to the eyes will soon be very

similar to the relation between arm sheaths and eyes in Nautilus (Text figs. 44,48).

Textfigure 45. - 3 embryos of Argonauta argo (stages XII, XIII, XVI) in dorsal and ventral

view.40X natural size. Note especially the secondary covering of the head by the arm-pil lars grow-

ing posteriorly (6 and 8).
I-4 armrudiments; 5: yolk sac;7: position of the (entirely closed) mouth;9: funnel tube, just

formed; 10: funnel pouch; 11: cheek hump; 12 eye;13: dorsal mantle cavity, a furrow-like rudiment
(here not progressing in depth); 14: position of cerebral commissure; 15: funnel retractor; 16: anus,

not yet open; 17: gil l ; 18: funnel tube seam; 19: olfactory tubercle;20: connection between the head

covers (6: i.e. the broadening arm pil lars) and the muscular mantle; 2l: f in rudiment (cf. Pl. 27 , Fig.

9);22: mantle sac in the area of the subsequently penetrating (from the two sides) dorsal mantle cav-

itv.
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The individual arm pillars can be ver

head anlage; but in many instances the limi

ing observations are not always possible w

a rather clear impression of their further development, especially on the dorsal head

surface. One can see how the partly fused arm pillars move backwards on the head,

becoming broader during this process, so that a large part of the top becomes covered

with a thick cushion that replaces the primary head cover. Finally (Pl. 35) they unite

dorsally, reach to the mantle rim and cover the entire dorsal head surface except the

bulging eyes. Similar processes take place on the ventral side, except the la.rge funnel

and the two areas (in more posterior position in octopods) where the olfactory organs

will be formed. (For the decapod conditions see Pls. 17 and 18.)

At subsequent stages the term arm pillar becomes inappropriate (since a distinction

of the different arm-related parts of the secondary cover is no longer possible), and the

term "head covers" will therefore be used. In the literature one finds statements sug-
gesting that the arms form a circumvallation of the head, something that may generate

rather vague ideas. The situation described above was hitherto unknown; it was indeed

not easy to demonstrate. (Cf. Lang, Mollusca, p. 447, where earlier, incomplete, mor-
phologically insufficient descriptions of these processes are cited; and above p. 114.)

The secondary head covers leave open three important sections of the primary

head anlage: l) the mouth, 2) the eyes, 3) the olfactory tubercles.
As for the mouth we have seen (Textfigs. 25,34, p. 80, 105) that its primary posi-

tion is between the dorsal arm rudiments, and that this position is conserved when the

Textfigure 46. -Advanced embryonic stage of Argonauta argo (stage XVI). 50x natural size.
Note the nearly complete covers of the head ( 1 1 , 1 2, 13), which l ies now very close to the eye, facing
it with their lateral edges from which the primary lid will be formed.

1-4:  arms; 5:  yolk sac;  6:  papi l lar  suqker rudiment;7:  eye bal l ;  8:  i r is  fo ld;  9:  poster ior  end of
the ventrolateral edge of the head cover; 10: posterior end of the dorsolateral edge of the head cover
(subsequently connected with the former, via an intermediary fold, to form the prospective primary
l i d ) ; 1 1 :  a r m p i l l a r o f  t h i r d a r m ; 1 2 : . a r m p i l l a r o f  s e c o n d a r m ;  1 3 :  a r m p i l l a r o f  f i r s t  a r m 1 ' l 4 t  f u n n e l
tube; 15: olfactory tubercle; 16: end of mantle aperture, which is fused in its dorsal part (17); 18:
mantle sac.

r22
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dorsal arms move closer towards each other (Textfig. 40). This situation is typically

maintained during the formation of the arm pillars, although the space left for the mouth

becomes increasingly narrow (P1.4, Figs. 3, 9; Pl.  l6). But f inal ly the two dorsal arms

with their pillars become fused to each other above the buccal opening, thus replacing

the small medial strip of primary head cover that had persisted so far. This is not a con-

tinuation of the shifting (p. l0a) undelgone by the whole arm crown (which has already

come to an end); it is a special process finishing the secondary head covering. It places

the mouth in a position that is typical for cephalopods only, i.e. in the center of the arm

crown which can be viewed as the homolog of the gastropodan foot. At early stages

(Textfig. 40,PL.26) the mouth has the normal position, and the surrounding part can be

viewed as the preliminary stage of a typical molluscan snout (Cf. Pl. 28).

If this process were to be summarised by the statement "the foot grows around the

head", it would have to be rejected. For here the dorsal arms grow only around the

mouth, or perhaps the anlage of the snout, not the head as a whole. Unfortunately the

confusion between head and snout is current in molluscan literature !

The relation of the lengthening arm bases, the arm pillars and the resulting head

covers to the eyes are of special intefest, and here again a generally accepted, erro-

neous representation has to be rejected (Cf. Lang, 1900, Mollusca, p. 266, Fig. 251):

According to this representation the eye and its accessory pafts are formed by three or

four successive circular folds that are arranged concentrically. In fact the eye proper

is constituted by the process illustrated in Textfigure 39, and the primary and sec-

ondary lid folds are quite heterogeneous, much younger components of the optic organ

of dibranchiates, which are essentially derived from the arm complex in a rather com-

plex way; they are not formed by simple circular folds surrounding the periphery of

the eye. I t  is true that at later stages (Textf ig.47) al l  dibranchiate embryos (Pls. 6, l l ,

19, 30, 36) show a ring-shaped fold surrounding the eye proper; I call it the "primary

lid"; but this formation has a very peculiar origin:

It has already been emphasized (p. 122) that in Nautilus the arm bases form a pro-

tecting wall around the eye ball and thus form a primitive olbital cavity, in which the eye

can move rather freely. Furthermore, we have seen that the arm rudiments of dibranchi-

ates surround the eye mass in quite analogous fashion, orientating certain parts to each

eye (Textfig. 44): These are: 1) the outer edge of the dorsolateral arm pillar (here I con-

sider the arm pillars in correspondence with the octopod arms), 2) a generally rather

indist inct connecting piece between the dorsolateral and the ventrolateral arm (Pl. 23,

124
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Textfigure 47. - Far advanced stage of Argonautd argo (stage XVIII-XIX); this animal hatched
prematurely after stimulation (shaking) but was perfectly viable (cf. Pl. 36). 40x natural size.

1: mantle sac; 2: olfactory tubercle; 3: funnel pouch; 4: funnel tube;5: primary lid; 6: lens;7:
iris fold; 8: arm web between arms II and III; 9: yolk sac; 10: sucker; flagellar tip of first arm.

This figure shows the typical primary lid rudiment of dibranchiates, and the (juvenile) octopo-
dan correlation of the mantle slit, nuchal fusion, olfactory organ, funnel pouch, funnel tube, eyes and
arms with suckers. The oval body outline is characteristic for the argonautids, the special predomi-
nance of the dorsal arms is typical for Argonauta.

Fig.2,3) the outer edge of the ventrolateral arm pillar. These structures first surround

the eye only from the anterior side, reaching only a short distance dorsally and ven-

trally. But with the progressive enlargement of the pillars they reach ever farther

around the eye and finally (except in sepioids) nearly meet behind the eye; but they

never meet entirely. They stop short of that potential meeting point (Pl. 6, Fig. 7 v-d;

Pl. 34, Fig. 7). On the separating piece that represents part of the primary head cover,

a very delicate fold rises and unites the two pillars, thus completing the ring. In the

sepioids (see there) this connecting fold is quite sizable, in contrast to the normal con-

dition of teuthoids and octopods. I call it the "posterior connecting piece" of the lid

fold (the anterior connecting piece being the modest elevation of the arm crown

l2s between the dorsolateral and ventrolateral arms). Thus 4 components can be identified

in the circular fold that forms the lid and corneal complex in dibranchiates: 1) the pos-

terior connecting piece which belongs to the primary integument of the head, 2) the

anterior connecting piece which belongs to the arm complex, 3) the outer edges of two

arm pillars. It should be recalled that the fourth arm of decapod embryos forms the

tentacle, which thus takes a special part in the formation of the primary lid and the

cornea.
The 4 components combine in a secondary unit (Textfig. 47), which no longer

indicates its heterogeneous origin, and which is capable of further quite diverse dif-

ferentiations.
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Textfigure 48. - Diagrammatic frontal sections through the right eye. a) General juvenile state

(persisting in the oegopsids). b) Loliginid condition. c) Octopodan condition. See also Volume 1, page

96. - orb: orbital cavityi go: ocular ganglion; ret: retina; l i : lens; ir: i l is: ck: cil iary body; pl: primary

lid; por: orbital pore; sc: (secondary) cornea; sl: secondary l id; po: primary upper l id; pu: primary

lower  l id .
Diagram a shows the archetypal form of the primary l id as generalized in juveniles; as far as is

known it persists only in oegopsid squids and h Spirula (the only pelagic-nektonic sepioid) It is

remarkable that a similar condition can be produced artif icially (via a process of partial growth inhi-

bit ion) even in Sepia (See concluding chapter).

The posterior connecting piece of the l id (Textf ig. 46) shows a remarkable posi-

t ional relat ionship with the olfactory tubercle: The latter l ies in very close vicinity

of the eye, much l ike i ts homolog in Nauti lus; i t  is posit ioned behind the eye (shif t-

ed sl ightly ventral ly in decapods) and is a derivative of the primary integument of

the head. The posterior ends of the pi l lar edges f inal ly posit ion themselves in such a

way that the connecting fold separates the developing tubercle from the eye: I t  thus

comes to l ie outsicle the eye complex, on the open surface of the head. ln Nauti lus

the orbital pit  remains total ly open posteriol ly, and there is no hint of such a sepa-

rat ion.

This separation thus appears to be a secondary feature of the dibranchiates,

which are characterized by the completion of the orbital pit  and i ts l imitat ion by the

126 posterior connecting piece of the l id. The other parts of the eye l id can be consid-

ered equivalent to the parts present i t  Nauti lus, so the development of the l id can be

viewed as an elaboration of the more primit ive eye protection provided by prominent

arm bases.

The arms involved cannot be individual ly homologous; the numbers make this

impossible. Similarly, the condit ions just described for the dibranchiates cannot be

derived direct ly from Nauti lus, '  instead a less special ized cephalopodan pfototype

must be considered (Textf igs. 2l and 28) as the common morphological basis.-But

we note already the interesting case of a correspondence of primary ontogenetical

condit ions with the supposed homologous condit ions of a vely ancient form.

Of course the phylogenetic interpretat ion of these processes can be pushed much

farther. Fol lowing the considerations presented on page 42 we can consider a com-
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Textfigure 49. - Lateral view of Nautilus pompilius it swimming position. Drawn after a pre-
served specimen, one half natural size (from Vol. l, p. 55). Note the elbow-shaped arm bases flank-
ing the eye, thus contributing (together with the mantle and shell r im, and with the funnel pouch) to
the formation of a primitive orbital pit.

plete series of transit ional forms which f irst prepared ground for the typical condi-

t ions of cephalopods to be real ized and subsequently elaborated in those of the

dibranchiates. A comparison of Plates 33 to 36, especial ly the lateral views, wi l l

provide an i l lustrat ion.

We conclude this section in giving again a midsagittal section to summarize the

127 embryonic organization (Textf ig. 50). This section represents a stage (XIII)  at which

the processes described are st i l l  far from being completed (Cf. PI.6, Fig.4), but i t

is part icularly useful to i l lustrate the bauplan of an essential ly complete cephalopod.

The visceral sac is markedly stretched compared to the stage shown in

Textfigure 42, and its separation (by constriction) from the cephalopodium is very

dist inct. (To local ize the separation draw a l ine from l8 through 8 to 37). The pri-

mary longitudinal axis is st i l l  clearly marked by the endodermal gut (23-3-35). The

latter is now (at point 22) in open connection with the stomodaeum (oesophagus,

2O), at a point considered homologous to an anterior remainder of the blastoporus as

in other molluscs and coelomates, which could thus be cal led a pharyngeal ori f ice

(Textf igs. 9, 14).

The plug of the inner yolk (5) is strongly constr icted and is connected to the

outer sac only by a thin strand (6) which passes through the pharyngeal r ing (16,44).

The mouth ( l  l )  l ies closely above i t ;  i t  is st i l l  open to the outside but wi l l  be closed

soon by the bases of the dorsal arms (Pls. 5, Fig. 2 and 6).
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Textfigure 50. - Medial section through an embryo of Loligo vulgaris at stage XIII (P1.6, Fig.

4), slightly schematic. - 90x natural size.
1:  shel l  sac;2:  coelom; 3:  stomach; 4:  heart ;  5:  inner yolk sac;6:  connect ion wi th outer yolk sac

(7);  8:  vena cava;9:  s inus cephal icus;  10: cel ls of  the yolk sac ectoderm; 11: mouth;  12: posi t ion of

the beak and inner lip rudiments (cf. Textfigs. 42 and 63); 13: subradular organ with the outlet of the

poison gland QD;15: radula pouch; 16: cerebral  gangl ion (commissure);  17:  dorsal  mant le r im; 18:

position of prospective nuchal attachment; 19: matrix of the proostracum or free rachis of the glad-

ius; 20: foregut; 21: Aorta anterior; 22: terminal part of the inner yolk sac; 23: dorsal part of the stom-

ach epithelium (endoderm);24: sinus posterior;25: genital strand;26; gonad;27: shell membrane;28:

Hoyle's organ; x: position of shell sac closure; 29: cone matrix; 30: siphuncular rudiment; 31: mes-

enchyme of subcutis;32 Aorta posterior; 33: muscular mantle; 34: ventral mantle cavity; 35: hindgut;

36: anus; 37: ink sac; 38: pleurovisceral ganglion; 39: funnel gland; 40: funnel tube (level of fusion);

41: hymen of funnel tube orif ice;42: dorsal part of funnel; 43: statocysts (separating wall); 44: pedal

ganglion; 45: ectoderm of head; yolk epithelium; 47: ectoderm of yolk sac.

6th Period: b. Further Shaping of the Embryo

The developed primary lid contracts over the eye, more or less rapidly, but in such

a way that it remains open for a long time, the width of the opening being controlled

by its marginal musculature. The further differentiation differs markedly between

groups and will not be followed any further here (Pls. 19,30,36).

The olfactory tubercle shows different elaboration in octopods and decapods.

While in octopods it always occupies a modest part of the primary head cover

(Textfigs. 45,46), the opposite occurs in decapods, where the anlage is an ill-defined

epithelial thickening situated on the ventrolateroposterior surface of the head, con-

tracting slowly (Pls. 5, 17, l8) to form a small, oval cushion similar to that existing in

the octopods; it then lies ventrally behind the eye, on a bulging part of the head which
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\\'e call the cheek hump. The anlage appears in this form in all the juvenile types of
decapods, no matter what its definitive shape, and we therefore suppose this to be the
primit ive form of the organ according to the considerations given on page 40. I t  rep-
resents a differentiation of the primary, sensory epithelium of the head, with a spe-
cial izat ion of the sensory function.

From their papilla-like anlagen, the arms grow out in length, the tapering tip form-
ing a vegetational point, from which continuously new material is added to the anlage,
while the proximal parts undergo histological differentiation. The tirst steps of sucker
development and rearrangement can now be observed (Pl. 21). In adult cephalopods the

ll8 suckers indeed show very diverse forms and arrangements (vol. l), but they always
develop in a way that indicates a fundamental congruence in the main features.

Sucker rudiments f irst appear as sol id papi l lae, without any indication of a suck-
ing chamber, in contrast to what could be expected given the importance of this com-
ponent. They are always formed in single file, even in forms where later they will be
arranged in 2,4,8 or more rows. This observation leads to considerations about the
genetic-morphological factors allowing one to "derive" the complicated arrangements
from the single file condition: Each sucker had a well-defined position in the single
file, and its identification is of great importance in a morphological analysis, e.g. of
the tentacular club. A further peculiarity of the sucker anlagen is that instead of being
round papillae as could be expected given their later form, they are transverse, ridge-

l ike papi l lae.  This could be due part ly  to momen-
tary space l imitat ions; but one should not forget
that this feature is str ikingly similar to what we
see in Nauti lus (Textf ig. 52), where the primit ive

adhesive organs are transverse r idges on the cirr i ;
they are arranged in single fi le and are flattened
against one another.

In some instances the number of sucker rudi-
ments in single f i le (before rearrangement) is con-
siderable; this occurs wherever a relat ively large
number of adhesive organs has to be formed rapid-
ly  (Pl .  16,  Frg.  4;  Pl .  21,  F ig.  S) ;  for  example,  on
the tentacular arms of sepi ids or on the hectocotyl i
of argonautids (Vol. 1, p . 746). More often, howev-

Textf igure 51. -  Arm t ip of  a
iuveni le Eledone. 24x natural  s ize.
-  Compare with Plate 21, Figure 4.
-  Note the arrangement of  sucker
rud iments  p rox ima l ly  f rom the
extremity that  is  devoid of  rudi-
ments and forms a sort  of  growth
cone.  The bu lges  separa ted  by
transverse furrows become increas-
ingly rounded papi l lae,  in the center
of  which a smal l  depression wi l l
subsequent ly appear as the rudi-
ment of  the suct ion chamber.
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er. one finds a short, single row grading into early rearrangement towards the proximal

end. The first step is generally a zigzag arrangement, so that alternating suckers lie in

two parallel rows; the general impression is that this modification is caused mechani-

cally by the growth of the anlagen, which no longer find sufficient space in a row.

Often the process described is repeated once or several times, the two rows of

alternating suckers doing together what the single row did at the outset, resulting in

arrangements with 4, 8, 16 or more rows (Pl. 21). Rarely does the rearrangement fol-

129 low a different pattern: Thts Heteroteuthis dispar shows a sucker arrangement in 6

rows on the tips of the ventral arms, resulting from a 2-row arrangement through

zigzag formation of groups of three suckers. In histioteuthids the tentacular manus has

its suckers arranged in 7 rows, without any hint of a loss of suckers after a conceiv-

able 8-row arrangement. All other arrangements are derived from sucker patterns with

2 to 32 rows, secondary modifications always being possible. The tentacular clubs of

sepiolids and other decapods often show conditions that are difficult to analyze.

w w "

Text f igure  52 .  -  (F rom Vo l .  1 ,p .  63) . -  Brach ia l  c i r r i  o f  Naut i lus  pompi l ius .  a )  C i r rus  f rom
the outer arm crown (prehensi le arm);  8/3 x natural  s ize.  a1) Detai l  of  former in prof i le,  at  h igher mag-
ni f icat ion.  a2) Transi t ion between inner and outer surface, at  same magnif icat ion as al .a:)  Detai l  of
proximal part  in prof i le,  same magnif icat ion.  aa) Cross sect ion of  d istal  part ,  same magnif icat ion.  b)
C i r rus  o f  pa lp ,  comb- l i ke ;  inner  and la te ra l  aspec t ,8 /3x  na tura l  s ize ;  b r )  Cross  sec t ion .  c )  Ocu lar  c i r -
rus ( t ip) ;  8/3x natural  s ize.  c1) Cross sect ion.  -  In the cross sect ions,  one can dist inguish the arm
and the adhesive pad, in the former one sees the nerve with i ts oval  out l ine in cross sect ion,  below i t
l ies an artery, below the latter a vein (black). Note the different shapes of the adhesive pads.

Quite often the suckers are arranged in zigzag immediately after their formation,

so that single file development continues but is barely recognizable in the result, or

only towards the end of development. The arm tip continues to grow for a long time

and forms new sucker rudiments continuouslv. so that the number of suckers increas-
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es with the age of the individual. ln large individuals of Octopus macropus one finds

up to 300 suckers on each arm; in half-grown individuals there are just about half as

many (Cf. vol. 1, p. 703). Often it is difficult to determine whether the variants with

more or less suckers are typical, especially since damaged arms and regenerates are

encountered frequently. In decapods the situation is similar; but in general the number

of suckers seems to be more typically limited.

Evidently all these secondary modifications of arms and suckers can be interpret-

ed phylogenetically, and we leave it to the reader to consider such interpretations. One

t-r0 opinion has to be avoided in such attempts, however, namely that here development in

general has been synthetic:

I t  is easy to show that in certain groups a more

than the one now observed was archetypal (more on

The anlasen of the buccal arms or buccal funnel (which represents a rudimentary

late in development,  and ratherarm crown; cf .  Vol .  1,  pp.  99, ,  I l9)  of ten appear very

indist inct; in the octopods they are no longer formed.

These buccal arm rudiments are low, papillar elevations of the skin (similar to the

early arm rudiments) inserted between the yolk sac and the surrounding arm rudiments

(P1. 21). In the decapods they are associated with the bases of the sessi le arms, the dor-

sal 4 shifted slightly upwards, the ventral 4 shifted slightly downwards and medially.

No such rudiment is (any longer) associated with the tentacle. The 8 papillae represent

the anlagen of the buccal lappets and are connected with one another by low ridges,

which will become umbrella-like membranes in the course of buccal arm growth. The

two mediodorsal rudiments are separate in the beginning, and one has to recall that the

mouth has been shifted between them, so that a primary unpaired anlage is highly

unlikely. But when they become distinct they are already situated above the mouth and

soon become more closely connected with each other than any of the other 6 rudi-

ments. In most cases they become fused, forming a single, unpaired mediodorsal lap-

pet. This does not happen in the family Enoploteuthidae, and I have found instances of

inhibit ion, with two dist inct lappets, in other forms as well  (P1. 21,Fig.3).

The dorsal buccal lappets are an interesting example for the capacity of organic

formations not only to divide, but also to fuse, and for the possibility that such a

process, occurring as an exceptional process, can become a new (derived) norm.

We have seen that the mouth opening has moved downwards, passing between the

dorsal arms and buccal lappets (Pl.2l,  Fig. 1). I t  thus l ies inside the arm crown and

buccal funnel, closely applied to the yolk neck (Textfig. 50). This becomes particularly

compl icated sucker arrangement

tha t  la te r  on) .
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clear when the latter becomes constr icted somewhat more distal ly (Pl.  21, Fig. 3), an

early process that can finally lead to yolk sac autotomy (Sepia and others). The buc-

cal ori f ice is now str ikingly small ,  since i ts edge is strongly contracted; i t  wi l l  soon be

covered completely by the buccal funnel and thus becomes invisible to the observer,

even if the buccal field is artifically opened up by removal of the yolk sac (P1.22).

When the buccal funnel is cut open (Pl. 11, Fig. a), the mouth opening becomes again

visible, and one can then see that reduction of the yolk mass al lows i t  to grow in size

until it fills the circle of the buccal funnel entirely, once the yolk sac has disappeared

(P l .  22 ,  F igs .  3 -7) .

During this process the primary edge of the mouth opening grows wider and forms

what we call the outer lip at the adult stage. It is a rather simple, smooth-rimmed cir-

cular fold, which tends to be overlooked despite its original importance. In fact, a sec-

ondary circular fold that rises from the inner wall of the buccal cavity (or sto-

modaeum), thus lies inside the above-mentioned outer lip, has become more volumi-

nous (Textfig. 50) and has grown beyond the edge of the former; this "inner lip" now

forms the actual rim of the mouth opening. It is much thicker and its edge is covered

with several rows of small knobs. Inside this lip the beaks often can be seen, especially

the lower beak, and when the beaks are gaping, one can look into the buccal cavity,

from which the subradular organ and the radula project (Textfig. 84).

The funnel complex was already laid out at stage X. (Cf. Pl. 17, Fig. 2 and

Textf ig. 38). We left  (p. 112) the anlage when i t  began to insert i tself  into the mantle

opening. The seam uniting the funnel tube lobes (Pl. 17, Fig. 8) forms rapidly from the

anterior tube end in a posterior direction and finally disappears from the surface aspect

(Pls.4 and 5). Lateral ly the tube is united with the funnel pouches; their separating

wall, the funnel septum, extends as a ridge towards the deeper part of the mantle cav-

i ty and attaches dorsal to the base of the gi l l  (P1. 17, Fig. 5). This extension is the

anlage of the funnel retractors and indicates, up to the adult stage, the composition of

the respiratory and swimming apparatus from heterogeneous elements. The archetyp-

al insertion (in cephalopods) of these muscles is on the shell margin, at the transition

between the conotheca and the proostracum; wherever the shell becomes rudimentary,

corresponding parts of the muscle mantle provide the necessary support.

The funnel pouches do not require any special differentiation other than their con-

cave structure allowing them to form pouch-like valves. Inside the funnel tube, how-

ever, accessory structures are formed later on, namely the funnel valve and the funnel

gland. The funnel valve (Pl. 18, Fig. 3) forms a roundish lappet projecting from the
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muscular background, close to the funnel opening; later i t  wi l l  prevent inf lux of water
through this opening (Textf ig. 84). I ts formarion is suppressed in the octopods; i t  is
pre sent in Nauti lus.

The funnel gland is a mucous gland, probably serving in the management of the
funnel opening (protection against abrasion); i t  is typical ly composed of 3 parts, al l  of
which appear as glandular, gill-like thickenings of the epithelium (Textfig. 50). The

r.t :  middle part (Pl.  18, Fig. 3) l ies on the dorsal wall  of the funnel, behind the funnel
valve, and tapers into two diverging posterior branches. The two lateral parts (Textfig.
68) are oval and l ie on the ventral funnel wall ,  slanting posteriorly and inwards. Their
posterior ends can be fused with the branches of the middle part, so when the funnel
is cut open, a W-shaped pattern appears (Cf. Vol. l ,  pp. 102, l8l ,6j2).

Z-- - \ - \ \.
' l

Textf igure 53. -  Advanced embryonic stage of  sepia o. f f ic inat i r . ;  8 x natural  s ize.  -  See plate
1 8 .

1-4 :  a rm rud iments ,  5 :  yo lk  sac ;  6 :  bucca l  funne l  f rom wh ich  the  yo lk  s ta ik  emerges ;  7 :  ten tac-
u la r  s ta lk  in  i t s  (p rogress ive ly  d i f fe ren t ia t ing)  pouch,  v is ib le  th rough the  in tegument ;8 :  o l fac to ry
tuberc le ,  9 :  funne l  tube;  l0 :  funne l  pouch;  l1 :  funne l  depress ion  o f  the  mant le  r im;  12 :  f in ;  l3 :  con-
nec t ing  edge o f  the  f ins ,  occupy ing  the  pos i t ion  o f  the  ( lack ing)  body  t ip ;  l4 :  pup i l  (v is ib le  th rough
the  cornea) ;  15 :  funne l  pouch:  l6 :  nucha l  a t tachment ;  l7 :  Hoy le 's  o rgan.  med ia l  b ranch:  l8 :  la te ra l
branch.

The nuchal  at tachment (16) is exposed af ter  separat ion f rom i ts counterpart  (due to the forma-
t ion  o f  gas  in  the  she l l  sac ,  genera ted  by  an  ac id  f i xa t i ve) .

A differentiation that again has been lost in octopods is the nuchal attachment. It
is part of the funnel apparatus, in which it is integrated not only due to its original
topographical relationship (Textfig. 38) but also for its functional cooperation. It
forms from a finely rimmed elevation of the epithelium lying dorsally between the

li
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iunnel pouches: i t  can be variously complicated in structure at later stages, forming

the adhesive and gl iding surface that is the counterpart of the opposing inner part of
the dorsal mantle r im. The latter is typical ly supported by the proostracum, hence part

of the true primary mantle, which is replaced partly by the secondary or muscular
mantle (p. 119) only later, in a clearly atypical fashion. The special part facing the
nuchal attachment is the functional antagonist of the latter and can be termed the "col-

la r  a t tachmenf ' (Cf .  Vo l .  l ,  pp .  100,  123) .

In the representation of the mantle sac, two components must be distinguished

even though they may not appear distinct from the outside: The shell fold with the
developing shell lying underneath, and the muscular mantle.-The embryos of oegop-
sids (P1.8) show this dist inct ion in a part icularly clear and typical form, in that the
shell is spoon-shaped, embracing the posterior part of the body; the anterior end of the
shell is drawn out into a still-short proostracum, whereas the muscular mantle is
inserted on the shell or shell sac all around its periphery, thus forming an almost tube-
like, gutter-shaped plate.-In all the other dibranchiates studied the muscular mantle
appears very enlarged at the expense of the shell sac even at early stages, pushing its
inserting margins more or less drastically over the outside of the shell sac, so that the
shell (appearing dark in the pictures) no longer, if at all, appears in its entirety; (Cf.

P l .  5 ,  F ig .  9 ;  P l .  8 ,  F ig .  8 ) .

Textf igure 54. -  Diagram i l lustrat ing the connect ion of  the shel l  (Pr) ,  the f ins and the muscu-
lar  mant le in dibranchiates ( f rom Vol.  l ,  p.  114).  Imagine a cross sect ion made in the area of  the l iv-
ing chamber of a belemnoid form (Textfig. 28), cutting ventrally through the muscular mantle
anchored on the shel l  r im, and dorsal ly through the shel l  wal l  (Pr)  at  the t ransi t ion to the prostracum.
Start ing f rom this level ,  the f ins reach more caudal ly and thus l ie most ly on the outside of  the phrag-
mocone (cf .  Textf igs.  53,  60).

Kn: f in cart i lage with gl id ing surface; Fl l ,  F12: antagonist ic layers of  the f in;  wt:  ar t icular pouch
of the f in base, der ived from the shel l  sac (Ss) by evaginat ion;  Ma: insert ion of  the muscular mant le
on the shel l  r im; Sk: sperm canals;  Hd: test ic le;  Gh: test icular cavi ty;  Co: coelom; Mm: muscular
mant le;  Ms: mant le septum.
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The f ins. which are formed on the outside of the shel l  sac (p. 109), conserve their

original position at least in their posterior part, which generally tends to degenerate

slightly. The anterior, progressive part will glow over the outer surface of the muscu-

lar mantle. to which the articular connection with the shell sac will then be transferred.

The lateral branches of Hoyle's organ reach part ly over the f ins, always closer to their

posterior edge (Pl. 7, Fig. 3; Pl.  8, Fig. 8; Textf ig. 53). The further modif icat ions of

this organ (Cf. p. 110) are of interest only in a very special context.

The body surface remains generally smooth. (Concerning skin spikes in octopods

and integumental warts in sepiids, see the respective section). Certain integumental

dif ferentiat ions, which I cal l  glandular l ines, are general ized features (P1. 18, Figs. l ;

Pl.  23, Fig. 6, 8; Pl.  30, Fig. 3). These are del icate longitudinal r idges that appear

rather early on the outside of the arm rudiments, roughly where the fine groove

appeared at much earlier stages. These ridges move onto the head surface with the arm

pil lars (head cover), reaching backwards nearly as far as the latter. They are part icu-

larly distinct on the three dorsal arm pairs of decapods and later represent a voucher

for the covering of the primary head anlage by the epithelium of the arm bases.

Possibly they are the forerunners of the later swimming membranes, which would then

have a more general significance than supposed earlier (Textfig. 28), in that they were

common to al l  arms in decapods as well  as in octopods. (Cf. vol.  1'  Fig. p. 110)'

Clearly, the swimming membranes, wherever they occur, are formed in the same ori-

entat ion as the glandular l ines.

The chromatophores will be considered in detail in the context of an embryologi-

cal and anatomical description of the skin. Here their role in the external aspect of the

animal is of interest. They appear rather early as colored patches. Especially in some

oegopsids they are visible, as shown by Grenacher (1877) even before the outer archi-

tecture of the embryo (as in Pl. 8, Fig. 1) becomes dist inct. In the sepioids, octopods

and loliginids which I have been able to observe, these outer structures appear much

earlier than the chromatophores. From their beginning, two categories of color patch-

es are distinguishable, light ones and dark ones. The formet are light yellow to orange

yellow, the latter orange red, yellow brown, red brown to sepia brown.

The structure of the mantle cavity itself can be followed in Plates l7 and 18. One

can see stepwise how the gill anlagen move inside along with the anal papilla that lies

between them (Cf. Pls. 4 and 5). While the depth of the mantle cavity increases, a nar-

row connecting membrane persists between the body and the mantle, so that the deepest
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part is bipartite; this membrane is the "mantle septum".-The funnel retractors lie above

the base of the gills, tapering out first on the middle piece (body trunk), later becoming

inserted on the shell and mantle (see above). Further dorsally, but still close to the base

of the gills, large oval thickenings formed from the epithelium of the muscle mantle can

be seen already at early stages (P1. l7). These are the rudiments of the stellar ganglia

(Pl. 17, Fig. 5). Further dorsally the mantle cavity turns very shallow so that between the

neck and the muscular mantle remains a simple slit, which later will be largely occupied

by the nuchal attachment.

Thus the general topography of the mantle cavity is outlined, and we can now turn

to the details of its further development: by growing increasingly deeper in relation to

the longitudinal growth of the mantle, the mantle cavity and its components undergo

various modifications, and new anlagen become visible:

The gills first appear as simple papillae that are slightly drawn out laterally and

flattened dorsoventrally (Pl. 17). The round end then grows out slowly, resulting in a

finger-like, slightly compressed structure. In either side a rounded ridge contains the

developing gill vessels, the afferent in the outer edge, the efferent in the inner edge.

The plate lying between these edges slowly takes a pointed triangular shape (Pl.

17); i t  is a thick integumental fold lying between the boundaries of the vascular edges

that already shows some complex structures: in fact this fold is larger than the bound-

aries and fits in the latter only by pleating itself. Thus a number of small transverse

folds are formed from the base to the distal end of the plate, appearing as ribs that

alternate with grooves on both the dorsal and the ventral surface of the gill anlage,

leaving only a smooth edge. The projecting parts represent the anlage of the gill lamel-

lae, which are not projections rising from a solid base but pleats involving the entire

respiratory surface. This process is not easi ly visible in the f igures.

The embryonic gill thus formed (Pl. 17, Figs. 5 and 8) represents the basic form

of a molluscan "ctenidium". The typical development of a ctenidium produces (at least

as a transitory feature) a narrow base inserted close to the mantle furrow, but still on

the body, i.e. on the shifted mantle cavity roof, without an attachment to the mantle;

this can be considered a phylogenetically primary feature. But already at the stage

shown in Figure 8 of Plate 17, a delicate skin fold runs from the gill to the mantle; it

comes from the outer edge of the gill and tapers out slightly ventrally from, close to

the stellate ganglion; this is the anlage of the gill attachment. At the outset it is situ-

ated at the gill base, similar to Nautilus, but even less developed; it is shifted forward
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much later in development, often only at postembryonic stages; it finally attaches the

large part of the gi l l  longitudinal ly to the mantle (Pls. 17, 18, 19,20).In the outer edge

of the gill anlage, not only the afferent gill vessel is formed; more laterally (pushing

the vessel more to the medial axis) a parenchymatic body, the branchial spleen is

formed; it appears as the mechanical axis of the gill, also providing the base for the

gill attachment (Pl. 20, Fig. 3). The proximal gill lamellae are characterized by an

asymmetry in that they do not reach medially to the efferent vessel so that they can get

only an indirect connection with it.-Much like the arms, the gills continue to grow at

the apex, forming new lamellae so their total number can become rather high.

Each gill lamella of the first order begins as a triangular fold similar to the early

gill anlage as a whole, but less pointed than the latter; the outer edges contain the

afferent and efferent vessels that correspondingly branch off the primary vessels. This

condition can be imagined as the result of primitive connections between the main ves-

sels being shifted into an alternating arrangement due to the pleating, so that an affer-

ent and an efferent branch are formed; this is likely to have happened at the phyloge-

netic level. The first order lamellae then undergo a similar process, the pleating for the

foimation of the second order lamellae being much more distinct than the preceding

process (Pls. 17-20); pleating can then be repeated once or twice more, so that the pin-

nate structure of the gill is increasingly complicated. The basic process giving the gill

its characteristic structure. however, is the formation of first and second order lamel-

lae; (Cf. Pl; 7, Fig. 4). The octopodan gill already shows marked deviations from the

typical pattern at early stages, as will be shown in the chapter dealing with this group.

Each first order lamella is attached to the gill axis (represented by the branchial

spleen) in a way similar to the attachment of the whole gill to the mantle (Pl. 20, Fig.

3). Corresponding similarities can be seen in the higher order lamellae, although the

differentiation of pleats is less distinct.

The bauplan of the cephalopod gill is strikingly different from that of other mol-

luscan gills (placophores, gastropods) in that the efferent gill vessel lies in the medi-

al, the afferent vessel in the lateral, edge of the gill anlage, which is otherwise typical

in structure (P1. 17, Fig. 8). This condition represents a great problem in the compar-

ison of the respective topography of mantle cavity roofs, since it requires the assump-

tion of certain phylogenetic modifications and morphological constructions to bridge

the gap. An inevitable idea is a 180' torsion involving the base of the gill. But noth-

ing in cephalopod development provides such a hint, and I have finally come to a dif-

ferent solut ion (Naef 1924, p.84):
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The start ing point is given by the typical stages of early development (Pl.  17'

Figs. 5 and 8). These stages do not show very r igid condit ions regarding the direct ion

of blood circulat ion (Naef 1909): At the base of the gi l l  there is a simple blood sinus

from which the lumen of the branchial heart and the large gill vessels separate slow-

ly. ln the prototype of conchifers the direction of blood circulation may have been

variable, and certain conditions must then have favored an inversion in the pre-

cephalopods.-It  should be recal led that within the dibranchiates the octopods show

strongly modif ied circulatory condit ions in the gi l l ;  (Cf. Vol. 1, p. 666).

The key to understanding such a process is provided by the neighboring parts: The

mantle sinus of the branchial area (or the Vena pallialis of the dibranchiates), which in

other molluscs empties into the auricles of the heart, is connected to the afferent gill

vessels in cephalopods. Ontogenetically, however, this connection is achieved rather

late, as a secondary process (Naef 1909, p.255; see also 1913, p.400). In cephalopods

this formation is once again closely associated with the gill attachment, which in turn

is associated with the retractors of the cephalopodium. See the figures on pages 392,

395,399,418 and 422 in  Naef  (1913) !

Thus there is a close correlation between the strongest muscles of the peculiar

(hence phylogenetical ly rather new) locomotory and respiratory mechanism of

cephalopods (Vol. l ,  pp. 83, 84, 100) and the apparently atypical circulatory condi-

tions of the gill base, and it seems likely that this mechanism provided the driving

force for the supposed modification.

The anal projection (Pl. 17) becomes more and more distinct, and its orifice is

recognizable as a transverse, shallow depression. Around the latter, 4 elevations are

grouped (P1. 17, Fig. 11), giving the project ion i ts very characterist ic form: A dorsal

and a ventral lip and a lateral papilla on each side of the groove. The latter grow into

a pair of leaf-shaped appendages (Pls. 18-20), each with short stalk and a lanceolate

broadening. On the inner side there is a longitudinal gutter. The whole complex looks

like a tiny flower. Between the base of the medial edge of the gill and the anus, the

renal papi l la develops; i ts primary morphological posit ion close to the gi l l  base is con-

served in the octopods, whereas in the decapods i t  is shif ted towards the anus (Pl. 17,

F i g .  1 1 ; P I . 3 0 ,  F i g . 7 ) .

Several inner organs can be seen in embryos (given their transparency) after

rernoval of the mantle; they have to be mentioned here (Pl. l7): At the base of the

gi l ls one can see the branchial hearts with their appendages, the pericardial glands.
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The surrounding coelomic pouch is always dist inct in decapods (Pl. 13, Fig. 3), often

the base of the afferent branchial vessel, as well (Pl. 7 , Fig. 4): it is not to be confused

with the more laterally situated Vena pallialis lateralis which leads from the gill base

to the mantle. The most lateral parts of the auricles can be seen at the base of the effer-

ent branchial vessels; more medially situated are the Vena cava limbs with their grape-

li8 like venous appendages. They lead to the branchial hearts, and then continue into the

Venae palliales posteriores, which also carry venous appendages (in their proximal

part) before leaving the renal sac to finally reach the mantle. Medially between them

(Pl. 7, Fig. 4) appears the posterior end of the systemic heart and the Aorta posterior,

which exits the renal sac and splits into three main branches: The Arteria pallialis

medialis which runs in the edge of the mantle septum to the mantle, and the Arteriae

palliales laterales which join the lateral mantle veins further posteriorly.

The hindgut runs from the anal papilla posteriorly in the midline and then turns

into the visceral mass. I t  hides only part ly the large, dark or glossy inc sac, which l ies

in the midline as an anlage but can be shifted to an asymmetric position later (Pls. 18,

19), either to the left side (sepiolids, Spirula, ommastrephids) or to the right side

(sepiids).-In front of the anal projection the Vena cava reaches to the middle part of

the funnel gland; there it disappears from the surface aspect and splits in two. Some

of i ts lateral branches can be seen along with the visceral nerves (Pl. 18, Fig. 4).

At the end of embryonic development the stellate ganglia show the aspect known

from the adult, at least in the large-sized embryos (Sepia). The nerves radiate from the

ganglion in stellate arrangement, slightly elevated from the inner surface of the man-

tle cavity. They are typical di6ranchiate formations, forming the specific nerve centers

of the muscular mantle and fins. in other words formations for which there are no

counterparts in Nautilus.

7th period: The Final Growth of the Embryo and its Behavior Inside
the Egg Envelopes

Muscular movements are rare and of little efficiency at early stages, up to about

stage XI (P1.4). But the embryo nonetheless does not remain motionless in i ts enve-
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lope. Apart from the init ial  pulsation of vessels, the embryo shows roughly circular

movements that are reminiscent of the "rotation" of other molluscan embryos; these

movements are strongly limited by the narrowness of the chorion. As there is no

velum, movements are due to the short ciliation of a very large part of the epidermis,

which is sufficiently powerful to generate a gliding locomotion in embryos taken from

their envelope and kept in normal sea water. With some care being taken, such young

embryos can be kept alive 1-2 days outside their envelopes, perhaps even longer.

Given its weight, the yolk sac always hangs downwards (Textfig. 58) and thus

takes the topographically typical position of a molluscan sole of the foot (Textfigs. 25

and 42). Long before hatching the embryo is complete in its essential parts, even

though the full size and histological differentiation is not yet attained and the surface

architecture is not yet smoothed out. The yolk (Pls. 19, 30) is still rather large and

allows the embryo to continue growth for a considerable period inside the envelopes;

during this period the organic balance (adjustment) of the parts is achieved, so that the

small animal is capable of living independently under certain conditions. During this

period embryos can be taken from their envelopes, or (from stage XIX) stimulated to

hatch; they can then be induced to take up activities prematurely, especially those

related to feeding. If the yolk sac is left with the animal (although it can be easily cut,

with a minimum of loss of nutritive material), it is sooner or later dropped actively

(autotomy), the navel showing strong contractions (P1.21). See also the f inal chapter.

Egg masses raised artificially, without special care, tend to release the larvae or

juveniles rather prematurely. Under entirely natural conditions, the total or almost total

reduction of the outer yolk sac is probably the signal for hatching to occur. In the aquar-

ium with its rich bacterial flora, the egg envelopes are likely to be infected and disinte-

grated more rapidly, and the animals always leave them before they have completely

resorbed the yolk sac; the latter is dropped (Loligo, Sepia) or eaten (cf. Argonauta).

During the final period a number of essentially secondary differentiations take

place; since they are not of a general nature, they are not discussed here. The inner and

outer organs function more or less normally during this period when they are stimu-

lated: The blood circulation, which generally starts at the time of yolk sac constriction

(stages in Pl. 3, Figs. 7-9), has a largely definit ive layout and function. The ink sac is

able torelease ink, the mantle can produce the rhythmic pulzations for respiratory and

locomotory movements in which the funnel takes its typical part. The suckers can

adhere to the wall of the egg capsule, the eyes react to light by contracting the iris
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fold. and various defensive movements can be achieved. Even without anv distur-

bance, the embryos change their position in the chorion from time to time.

The state attained inside the egg envelopes varies greatly among groups; one

organ may be more advanced in its development in relation to an other one, and the

functional state is not always attained in different parts at the same stage of architec-

tural development. Structural conditions which are clearly embryonic in some species

can be attained at a larval or juvenile stage in others and then take up their functions

accordingly. This raises a number of interesting problems concerning differences in

embryonic and postembryonic structures and the transition from one to the other,

problems that are only hinted here.
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Textfigure 55. - Ideal prototype of an advanced dibranchiate embryo towards the end of intra-
capsular development.  At  the lef t ,  the animal is represented transparent;  at  the r ight  a medial  sect ion
(such a form can be used as a base for comparisons between al l  the embryonic and larval  condi t ions
of l iv ing and fossi l  d ibranchiates.  For the corresponding adul t  form, see Textf ig.  59).  -  hor:  Hoyle 's
organ ( t ransverse branch);  f l :  f in;  r i :  insert ion of  funnel  retractor (r t ) ;  kb:  branchial  band insert ion;  pr :
r im of  proostracum; mf:  mant le furrow; st :  stel late gangl ion;  pu: pupi l ;  p l :  pr imary l id;  ds:  yolk sac;
ro:  o l factory organ; po: pore of  statocyst ;  ms: mant le septum; sr :  shel l  r im; ca:  in i t ia l  cap of  s iphun-
cle;  ps:  prosiphon; ho2: Hoyle 's organ (medial  branch);  id:  inner yolk;  se:  shel l  epi thel ium; sf :  shel l
fo ld,  enclosing the shel l  in a "shel l  sac";  gd:  poison gland; nh: nuchal  at tachment,  in contact  wi th the
"cape at tachment";  ao:  Aorta anter ior ;  cg:  cerebral  gangl ion;  ub: lower buccal  gangl ion;  ad: outer yolk
sac; bg: brachial  part  of  pedal  gangl ion;  tk:  funnel  valve;  id:  funnel  g land; vg:  so-cal led v isceral  gan-
gl ion;  mm: muscular mant le;  vc:  vena cava; ni :  k idney sac; hz:  heart ;  b l :  caecum of the stomach (ma),

L:  part  of  inner yolk sac in the prospect ive posi t ion of  the l iver,  the growing rudiment of  which wi l l
progressively replace the yolk mass; gg: gangl ion gastr icum, go: gonad; c6:  coelom.

The medial  sect ion (at  r ight)  shows the bent neck of  the yolk sac,  which is typical  for  decapods
(cf .  Textf igs.  42 and 58).
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The differences expressed at the end of the embryonic phase in the orders

Octopoda and Decapoda, briefly mentioned earlier, are very profound indeed, as will

be shown in detail in the special chapters. No living form in either one or the other

order shows conditions that could be considered even vaguely archetypal.-To illus-

trate this point, Figure 9 of Plate 6 (a fairly typical decapod) and Figure 4 of Plate 30

(a fair ly typical octopod) should be viewed against Textf igure 55.

However, all observed stages can be easily related to Textfigure 55, in which the

yolk sac size can be changed at will, and in which the chambered shell can be imagined

reduced or elaborated on with formation of further septa. The archetypal condition of

Textfigure 56. - Inside of mantle cavity of young cuttlefish (from Vol. 1, p. 125).
These pictures i l lustrate the archetypal arrangement of secondary sexual characters in a female

dibranchiate; it would be rather "purely" represented, except for the ink sac (Tb) which has strongly
grown posteriorly, a characteristic feature of the sepiids, and except also for the kidney pail lae which
have come to l ie close to the anal complex, as is typical for sepioids in general. Note the wide glan-
dular f ield from which the accessory nidamental glands (ac) wil l be formed, and the small, epithelial
pouches (Nd) from which the true nidamental glands wil l be formed! - Lefti Sepia elegans,6x nat-
ural size. Right: Sepio orbignyana, 2 x natural size, more advanced stage. - Od: oviduct (distal part);
VI: Vena pall ialis lateralis; kh: branchial head; Mh: posterior l imit of the mantle cavity.

a dibranchiate hatchling was probably characterized by the presence of several septa

(cf.  p.79 on Nauti lus, Spirula and Sepia);

The secondary sexual features of the female can be expressed already during

embryonic development. (cf.  PI.20, Fig.3, nidamental gland anlagen). The same is

true for the luminous glands derived from these formations (cf. Pl. 23, Fig. 9).

Texttigure 56 provides a general morphological overview of these parts.

The luminous glands of sepiolids correspond to the anteriormost part of the acces-

sory nidamental glands (Pl. 23, Fig. 9).
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The Typical Course of Embryonic Development in

Decapods and Its Modif ication

Contents: 1. The typical decapodan ontogenesis. 2. Modification of the typical decapodan ontogene-

s is  (p.  149)

1. The [pical Decapodan Ontogenesis

The eggs of decapods (p.72) are always surrounded, in addition to the chorion,

by secondary envelopes made of a tough jelly, which is secreted by the nidamentary

glands (missing in octopods). Their morphological treatment will be presented in a

future volume. The chorion is simpler; in contrast to the octopodan chorion it has no

stalk-like extension at the vegetal pole (Textfigs. 18, 19); it is a simple, thin but tough

membrane that is always oval in shape. The ovum itself is spherical or bird egg-

shaped.

The cleavage has been described already for Sepia and Loligo, and I can confirm

most of what has been stated by Vial leton (1888) and Watase (1888) (see also

Kcippern 1910); however, I intend to review the facts in a comprehensive, critical sur-

vey.

The decapodan cleavage shows a characteristic feature from the S-cell stage

onward (Pl. 1, Fig. 3; Pl.  13, Fig. 2) in that the lower, medial octomeres are very dis-

tinct due to their narrow form and special position, tightly applied to the symmetry

plane. Their daughter cells also show a marked special aspect during subsequent
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cleavage stages, and i t  is beyond any doubt that they take a str ict ly circumscribed part

in the constitution of the future germ. Their nuclei do not lie in the same circle as the

others; they are shifted toward the center of the blastodisc, as is the bulk of their pro-

toplasm, so that the daughter cells will be allotted primarily to this area of the embryo.

In contrast to what might be expected, namely that the smaller cells divide more

rapidly than the larger ones, the daughter cells of the posterior, medial octomeres lag

behind the rest, so that from the 8-cell stage a 14-cell stage results, which is then soon

completed to 16 cel ls. Similarly the 32-cel l  blastomere stage is regularly preceded by

a 28-cell stage, the 64-blastomere stage by a 5S-blastomere stage. (In the latter only

the 6 centrally located ones are retarded) This heterochrony of division between the

central group of micromeres and the rest of the blastodisc remains visible for some

time. But soon more complex disparities appear in both cell groups.

When the 32- and the 64-blastomere stages are achieved, the more advanced cells

already show division spindles; at the 28- and 58-cel l  stages, signs of ini t ial  division

are in turn visible in the retarded micromeres.

The 4th division step involves typically the separation of 4 micromeres from the

4 medial octomeres, whereas the others divide radial ly (P1. 1, Fig.4). In the lower

octomeres this always occurs in very strict form, whereas the micromeres derived from

the upper cells do not immediately give up contact with the margin of the blastodisc

in Sepia and thus do not appear as typical micromeres (Pl. 13, Fig. 3). Similar phe-

nomena are observable in octopods (P1.24). The upper octomeres also may vary with

one another.

The 5th division step again shows a characteristic peculiarity, in that the two pos-

terior, medial macromeres divide in centripetal direction and thus produce a new pair

of micromeres (whereas in Octopus there is a radial division). While in octopods the

arrangement of the micromeres varies greatly already at the 32-cell stage (P1. 24, Fig.

12, 13), barely two germs looking exactly alike, decapods show the arrangement as in

Textfigure 57 with very little variations, and the 6th division step still shows an unde-

niable, though less than strict, regularity (P1. I, Fig. 6). Only the two lateral

macromeres divide radially, whereas the others give off micromeres by a more or less

continuous upper and lower furrow, respectively.

The subsequent divisions occur in strongly individualized fashion, so it is impos-

sible to reconstruct their strict course from a series of sequentially preserved stages.

The individual blastomeres no longer have a strictly determined position and prospec-
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tive signif icance. But one can nevertheless recognize as units certain cel l  complexes

that undergo synchronous divisions; we wil l  return to this phenomenon when dealing
w-ith Loligo. Thus the daughter cells of the medial posterior, especially the central
plate made of small  cel ls (P1. 1, Figs. 6-12), can be recognized for some t ime; i t  is
indeed possible to fol low them (or their major part) becoming integrated into the shel l

epithel ium, which is thus consti tuted essential ly by these cel ls. The medial str ipes
which continue to the periphery of the germinal disc remain distinct for a long time
(Pl. I ,  Figs. 7-12). This is not due mainly to a special arrangement and form of the
cells, but to the fact that they receive rather little material from the very beginning, so
that with the method used for these observations, they always appear somewhat dark-

er due to the yolk shining through them. Moreover, these cel ls continue to divide
rather synchronously, but with a sl ight lag, so that somehow they remain dist inct from

the general aspect of the remaining parts of the blastodisc.

The scarcity of material allotted to these cells is probably related (as far as I can

see) to the fact that the organ that will be formed from them, namely the shell, is more

or less rudimentary. ln Argonauta (Pl. 32), where this rudimentation is pushed to

extremes, the posit ion of this cel l  complex is taken up by a gap in the blastodisc. See

also Octopus (Pl. 24). Something similar already is expressed in the decapods where

the cell complex mentioned is not able to fill the space allotted within the blastodisc

but instead shows a rather loose structure (Textfig. 57)

The result of cleavage is a roundish germinal disc, which is surrounded by a coro-

l 1

Textf igure 57. -  32-cel l  stage of  Lol igo vulgar is,  v iewed from the animal pole.  30X natural
s ize.  The numerals in the margin indicate the successive furrows formed at  the corresponding cleav-
age steps; those furrows resul t ing f rom the 5th step that l ie inside the blastodisc are indicated as dot-
ted l ines.  Furrow 1 is sagi t ta l ,  2 is t ransversal ,  3 on ei ther s ide,  f rom top to bottom, but not passing
through the center,  4 again t ransversal  (wi thout deviat ion in the poster ior  hal f ;  deviated around the
micromeres in the anterior half). The furrows of the 5th step, as far as they are not marked by dotted
l ines,  are radial ;  -  Note the arrangement of  the 8 smal l  daughter cel ls der ived from the lower
octomeres.
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na of macromeres or yolk cel ls. This corona (Pl. I ,  Fig. 7, 8) is not closed, however,

nor is it sharply limited; in fact its elements are isolated from one another and radiate,

with narrow plasmic processes, into the thin plasmic pellicle surrounding the yolk,

thus producing a sun-like picture. The rays first contain one cell each; they subse-
quently multiply (by undergoing radial and centrifugal divisions, each group being

derived from a proximal group of yolk cells) when germ layer formation begins (Pl. l,

F i g . 9 ) .

As already said above (p. 94) the germ layer formation consists in the transfor-

mation of the single layer of cells into a multilayered circular zone that excludes the

yolk cel ls (Pl.  1, Figs. 8-10); i t  appears as a l ight marginal str ipe in the preparations

figured. Here I will not return to the analysis of the underlying process. The ectoderm

shows a circular limit and it is disconnected from the epithelium of the lower layer
(mesoderm) (Textfig. 31 g). The yolk cells still project as rays from underneath the
germinal disc, but soon become covered by the expanding margin of the disc, along

with being drawn under by their proper movement (Pl.  l ,Fig. 12; Pl.  2, Fig. 1). In the

course of its further growth, the ectoderm forming the "yolk envelope" leaves the light

zone of the mesendoderm behind, so that a thin marginal zone of the germinal disk is

formed that first comprises only ectoderm covering the yolk cells; later on a loose

mesenchyme also forms. The mesendoderm subsequently becomes broader both in

centripetal and centrifugal direction and thus forms a disk that is interrupted only in
its center.

The cell material of the mesoderm being sorted out then begins to arrange itself
in a pattern preparing the later anlagen of the external organization. This is much more

distinct in the large decapods than in the octopods at my disposal, but there is no basic
difference. From the beginning, in decapods (apart from the formation of 10 arm rudi-
ments) the part corresponding to the shell epithelium is much larger in relation to the
muscle mantle than in the octopods; moreover, the decapodan statocyst anlage forms
a distinct patch before invagination begins. The more distinctly structured aspect can
be interpreted as the expression of an actually more advanced stage that is flattened by
the expansion over the yolk, by which the folding processes are mechanically hindered
until growth has proceeded further. (In fact artificial reduction of the yolk mass results
in accelerated folding processes.) The swelling effect of chemicals used in prepara-

tions can in turn increase the yolk volume so much that existing elevations may be
artificially fl attened.
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The folding process enhances the achievement of a distinct pattern of organ rudi-

ments (Pl.  2 and l5). The 10 arm rudiments may be very similar at early stages (PL

23). or they show more or less marked differences almost from the beginning (Pl. 6).

In the latter case the tentacle rudiments present the highest rate of development.

whereas the 2nd pair is never markedly retarded. Depending on the subgroup, the 3rd

and 5th or the lst pair are weaker; the 3rd and 5th arm pairs can indeed be very much

retarded (oegopsids), so much so that they are formed only during postembryonic

development.

The fin rudiments and Hoyle's organ always appear in typical combination on

either side of the contracting shel l  sac porus (Pl '  2, 15).

Of course, the general statements made earl ier (pp. 107-143) on folding process-

es in the germinal disc and subsequent shifts, and on embryonic elaborations, are valid

for the decapods. The general rule is that the decapods reflect the typical dibranchiate

development and bauplan more completely and more normally than the octopods; the

latter show a more reduced bauplan due to the early degeneration of the chambered

shell, the relative simplification and weakening of the swimming apparatus (lack of

nuchal and funnel attachments, weak funnel retractors and muscle mantle, funnel

valve absent) and the total reduction of the buccal arms; in some parts the octopods

Textfigure 58. - Embry o of Sepiette ow,eniana rnside its capsule. 25 X natural size. - Note the

bent axis of  the embryo and yolk sac,  which is typical  for  decapods (cf .  Textf igs.20 and 55, and Pls '

6 and l9) .  In octopods and in decapods with a rudimentary yolk sac (oegopsids),  th is at t i tude is not

observed.
1-5 :  a rm rud iments ;6 :  rud imentary  sw imming membrane on  ten tacu la r  c lub ;7 :  pup i l ;  8 :  p r ima-

ry  l id ;  9 :  o l fac to ry  tuberc le ;  10 :  funne l  tube;  1 l :nucha l  a t tachment ;  12 :  funne l  pouch;  13 :  f in ;  l4 :

Hoy le 's  o rgan,  med ia l  b ranch;  15 :  la te ra l  b ranch;  16 :  te rmina l  sp ine ;  17 :  mant le  sac ;  18 :  yo lk  sac :  20 :

chor ion;  2 l :  gelat inous envelope; 22: t \p of  the lat ter ,  apparent ly formed at  the end of  capsule extru-

sion; 23: base, glued to any sol id substratum.
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show more simple primary features (suckers without stiffening structures, renal pore

not shif ted).

It is also typical for the decapod embryos that they are always, more or less

markedly, bent inside the roughly globular chorion as illustrated by Textfigure 58.

This position of course relates to the space limitations and some biologists might con-

sider it even as a direct consequence in the sense of an "inheritance of acquired char-

acters". Given the different situation in octopods (Textfig. ll6) and the fact that the

undeniably primary posture (Pl. 3) is the straight one in decapods, the bent attitude

r47 must indeed appear as phylogenetically secondary. In any case this posture appears

even without any direct effect, i.e. in embryos taken from their envelopes (or remain-

ing inside extremely extended envelopes) (cf. concluding section).

The decapodan suckers differ from those of the octopods not only by more com-

plex positional relationships, but also by higher degrees of structural differentiation;

but these differences are externally less marked during the embryonic phase than later

on, and we therefore refrain from going into the details of their morphogenesis (cf.

Vo l .  1 ,  p .  662) .

2. Modification of the Tlpical Decapodan Ontogenesis

One might expect that the early embryonic stages of dibranchiates or of the

decapods in particular still show a strictly uniform type. This is indeed true for many

details, as shown in the preceding general description, but it is not true at all for the

overall aspect. In oegopsids (see corresponding chapter), for example, the earliest

organogenetic stages already show a peculiar, a typical picture, at least in outline:

One should particularly note the early expression of the interesting differences in

shell form and shell insertion in the mantle sac, on which we have based our decapo-

dan sys tem (Vo l .  1 ,  p .485) .

Profound differences can be seen very early between the respective elaboration of

a conical shell in relation to the mantle sac as expressed in the suborders Teuthoidea,

Sepioidea and Belemnoidea. They are perfectly established by the end of embryonic

development. This is true also for the archaic, surviving sepioids in which the phrag-

mocone is preserved and relatively little modified (cf. Textfigs. 84-86). The teuthoids,

on the other hand, show conditions (partly even in the youngest postembryonic stages)
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tTextf igs. 70-73) which are strongly reminiscent of those that supposedly existed in
the fossi l  belemnoids, as far as the formation of a part ly more than hemispherical
"cone" and its relation to the muscular mantle are concerned.

A similar insertion of the relatively large rudiment is observed in other teuthoid
forms, at least during the embryonic phase (pls. 8 and 9); i t  certainly does not gener-
ally attain the size represented by the type shown in Textfigure 7l A; but it is this max-
imum of cone development that should be considered primary and archetypal given its
similari ty to the much older belemnoids. Sometimes, however, the youngest postem-
bryonic stages no longer show an external ly recognizable cone (Textf igs.75,7g), and

i18 even embryonic development does not produce more than an extremely modest rudi-
ment (Textf igs. 50, 63). Indeed the gap representing the future cone within the mus-
cular mantle can be larger than the prospective shel l  part actual ly formed in i t  (pl.  l0).
I t  is general ly true that the f irst insert ion (as soon as i t  is histological ly recognizable)

Textf igure 59'  -  Schematic representat ion of  typical  development of  the shel l  and mant le sac,
at  three stages, in an ideal  protocephalopod ( tetrabranchiate,  f i rst  row);  in a protodibranchiate or pro-
tobelemnoid (second row);  in a teuthoid ( th i rd row);  in a sepioid ( fourth row).  -  The rear end of  the
teuthoid (26),  i .e.  the terminal  cone, could have been drawn rather blunt,  as i l lustrated in Textf igure
7l  A.  However,  I  became aware of  th is form only belatedly;  I  therefore supposed a more pronounced
reduct ion of  the cone to be general ized and character ist ic for  the teuthoids.

1:  shel l  apex (pr imordial  shel l ) ;  2:  shel l  epi thel ium (matr ix of  mother of  pear l  layer) ;  3:  dorsal
shel l  wal l  (homolog of  proostracum of,  d ibranchiates);4:  mant le r im; 5:  anal  papi l la;  6:  mant le ca.r i -
t y l ,1 :  membranous mant le ;  8 :  sag i t ta l  lamel la  o f  p ros iphon;  9 :  beg inn ing  o f  s iphunc le ;  l0 :  rna in  p i l -
la r  o f  p ros iphon;  11 :  in i t ia l  cap  o f  she l l  s iphunc le ' ,  12 :  in i t ia l  chamber ;  13 :  v iscera l  sac ;  l4 :  she l l
ep i the l ium;  l5 :  nucha l  a t tachment ;  l6 :  cone por t ion  o f  embryon ic  she l l ;  l7 :  p roos t racum por t ion  o f
embryon ic  she l l ;  18 :  she l l  fo ld ;  l9 :  ou ter  (secondary)  and inner  (p r imary)  she l l  ep i the l ium;  20 :  r ,en-
t ra l  r im o f  phragmocone,  penet ra t ing  in to  the  v iscera l  sac ;  21 :muscu lar  mant le ;  22 :  f r rs t  sep tu in ;  23 :
ventral  wal l  of  phragmocone 24: r im of  proostracum, wi th insert ion of  the muscular mant le;  25:  f in,
26 :  cone | .27 :  pos i t ion  o f  p r imary  inser t ion  o f  the  muscu lar  mant le ;  28 :  secondary  inser t ion  o f  the
muscular mant le;  29:  secondary insert ion on outside of  the phragmocone; 30: funnel  tube.

ft\4#;
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Textf igure 60. -  Diagrams i l lustrat ing the shel l  insert ion in the mant le sac (represented as
transparent)  in belemnoids and teuthoids,  and visual iz ing the modif icat ion of  the proostracum in
teuthoids (cf .  Vol .  1,  p.  162).

a) Belemnoid at  an ear ly stage (advanced embryo);  reconstructed (cf .  Textf igs.  55 and 28).
b) Prototeuthoid (same condions).  Proostracum st i l l  broad, belemnoid- l ike;  of ten considered as

be lemnoid  she l l s  when found in  foss i l  beds  (c f .  Naef  ,1922,  pp .  108,  109,  169) .
c)  Mesoteuthoid,  wi th narrow, gutter-shaped medial  p late or "rachis" (Rh) and broad lateral

w ings  (Fa)  o r  "vane"  ( loc .  c i t . ,  p .  148) .
d) Metateuthoid,  wi th anter ior ly " f ree",  vaneless rachis (Rf) ,  a l lowing the stel late gangl ia to l ie

close together,  and imposing a very narrow shape on the nuchal  at tachment (Vol .  l ,  p.  146).
e) Extreme var iant  of  the metateuthoid type; exists as typical  form in cranchi ids,  chiroteuthids

and brach io teu th ids  (Vo l .  1 ,  pp .236 and37 l ) .  Bu t  see  a lso  the  ommatos t reph ids  (Vo l .  l ,p .4 l2 ) .
f )  Ear ly embryonic condi t ion of  c,  d and e,  st i l l  reminiscent of  b and a in having a broad rudi-

ment of  the proostracum.
g) More advanced embryonic stage, wi th narrowing rachis (cf .  Pls.  8 and 9).  At  th is stage the

shel l  can be represented by the empty shel l  sac,  or  even by a s imple gap in the muscular mant le.
Mp: medial  p late of  the proostracum; St:  stel late gangl ia;  Sp: lateral  p late of  the proostracum;

Sd: dorsal  part  of  the latest  suture (4th septum);  Sv: ventral  part  of  the latest  suture;  Ak:  in i t ia l  cham-
ber;  Fl :  f in;  Co: cone (conotheca of  the rudimentary phragmocone);  Rh: rachis (condensed, bent medi-
al  p late);  Fa: vane (broadened lateral  p late);  Cf:  cone vane (cont inuat ion of  the vane by the dorsal
cone wal l ) :  Rf:  f ree rachis.

e.
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Metateuthoidea. Although we know from direct observation (Naef 1922) only adult

(fossi le) Proto- and Mesoteuthoidea, their comparative study al lows us to obtain a pic-

ture of their typical features during embryonic development (Textfig. 60 b, c). An

important guide is the similarity between the oldest teuthoid group and the belem-

noids, on the one hand, and the archetypal character of the teuthoids in general regard-

ing the connection between shell and muscle mantle, on the other hand; and finally,

starting from the fossil, the stepwise approach to recent forms as illustrated by the

known developmental and biological aspects.

The oldest teuthoids (cf. Naef 1922) were indeed quite different from the extant

and younger fossi l  types. In part icular i t  should be recal led that the shel ls of most pro-

toteuthoids and some mesoteuthoids were more or less heavi ly calcif ied, so that they

were heavy and unflexible, suggesting a Sepia-like life form rather than a squid-like

aspect. These animals were at least part ly benthic (primary mode), a specif icat ion to

the  d iagnos is  g iven  in  vo lume 1(p .235) .  Th is  p robab ly  had i t s  deve lopmenta l  coun-

terpart: I suppose that their embryos were similar to those of Sepia in terms of size and

external morphology. However, the proostracum anlage must have been more similar

to the situation observed in the oegopsids figured in Plate 8, Figure 4 and Plate 9,

Figure 9, where the shell sac (or the dorsal gap of the muscle mantle in which the shell

should normally lie-see also under Octopus and Argonauta, and the following vol-

ume) is rather broad in the beginning and becomes progressively pointed only later, as

is  typ ica l  fo r  the  meso-  and f ina l l y  me la teu tho ids .

This typical modification, which is reminiscent of a recapitulation of ancestral

stages, could be even more pronounced in the oegopsid species i l lustrated in

Textfigure 71 A, and the earliest anlage could indeed have a more markedly belemnoid

and prototeuthoid aspect. Here it is interesting that even at postembryonic stages this

form has a proostracum surprisingly similar to the shell of the fossil Beloteuthis acuta

(vol.  l ,  Fig. 62), i .e. of a typical mesoteuthoid. Textf igure 7l B shows an animal with

not only metateuthoid features, but with the much more narrowed (degenerated) vane

typical for the brachio- and chiroteuthoids and the cranchiids. Textfigure 61 shows the

insertion of a rather normal metateuthoid shell with a rudimentary cone in the mantle

sac.

Atypical features in this picture are the outline of the fins, the total reduction of

the cone, the bridge-like passage of the gill attachment and Vena lateralis pallii (VI)

from the body to the mantle, and a certain secondary extension of the shell rim on the

l-s0
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inner surface of the mantle sac which somewhat obscures the archetypal structure of

the metateuthoid shel l .  The normal state is i l lustrated in Textf igure 62.

NK
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Textfigures 61 and 62. - Correlation of mantle sac, shell and fins in the metateuthoids.
Textl igure 6l . - Preparation of a female Loligo vulgaris, I lzx natural size (from Vol. 1, p. 169;

see also pp. 185 and 200 of Vol. l, with figures representing the same specimed). The ventral half of

the mantle sac is cut away, the viscera are removed. One recognizes the gladius, the muscular mantle,

the fins, the stellate ganglia with the posteriorly departing fin nerves, the posterior (Vp) and lateral
(Vl) mantle veins and the gil l  insertions.

Textfigure 62. - Mantle sac, shell and fins of metateuthoids in archetypal shape and arrange-

ment (cf. Vol. l, p. 153). Ventral view at left, dorsal view of mantle (represented as partly transpar-

ent) at right. Note the outl ine of the mantle sac and of the mantle rim, and of the fins, and reconstruct

the aspect of the shell.
Nk: nuchal attachment; Ta: funnel bay; Ve: ventral mantle cornel; De: dorsal mantle cornel;

Mm: muscular mantle; Fl: f in; Fr: free shell r im, ventral; Co: cone; Rs: rostrum: Fh; f in membrane;

Sp: body tip; Rh: free rachis; Ma: muscular mantle insertion on gladius; Rp: posterior, embedded part

of rachis; Fa: lateral vane: Ol: "earlobe"; Fn: f in insertion (articulation).

In the sepioids one can again notice that more ancient belemnoid prototype fea-

tures are present to widely variable extents. In Spirula and its fossil relatives a transi-

t ional stage of the mantle sac similar to Textf igure 71 A is l ikely; i t  is indeed not sur-

prising that Joubin took this animal for a young Spirula. The homologous stages of

Sepia and Sepiola (Textfigs. 89 and 100) are so thoroughly modified that they need to

be discussed separately. To visual ize the typical si tuation, one wil l  have to use

lsl Textfigure 30 (p. 88) and the hypothetically completed Textfigure 86, as long as the
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true Spirula stages are not known. It is to be hoped that they will be discovered soon,

since we now know something about the frequency and distribution of this "living fos-

si l"  (vol.  l .  p. 863). New insight into the typical shel l  and mantle development can

also be expected from Idiosepizs (Textfig. 87), the general habit of which is certainly

closer to the archetype of the suborder than are the spirulids, sepiids and sepiolids, and

the anatomy of which also shows some archaic features (see also Chapter 8 on sepi-

o ids)
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The Embryonic Development of the Loliginids

Contents: l. Generalities, 2. Loligo vulgaris (p. 156), 3. Loligo forbes, (p. 175), 4. Loligo pealei (p.

175) ,5.  A l lo teuth is  media (p.  175) ,  6 .  Sepioteuth is  (p.  177)

1. Generalities

Textf igure 63. -  Medial  sect ion of  an advanced embryonic stage of  Lol igo vulgar is,  s l ight ly

schemat ic  ( f rom Vo l .  1 ,  p .  187) ;  About  30X natura l  s ize ;  -  c f .  s tage XV in  P la te  6 ,  F igure .6 ,  and

Textf igures 50 and 55. Here we see the typical  overal l  organizat ion of  a dibranchiate embryo.

However,  the cone part  of  the shel l  sac is already almost non-existant (cf .  Textf ig.  60),  the posi t ion of

the s iphuncle (Si)  barely recognizable.  The whole organ is sharply div ided into the parts containing

the vane and the rachis,  respect ively.
Ho: Hoyle 's organ (medial  part) ;  Ss:  shel l  sac;  Go: gonad rudiment;  Si :  s iphuncle rudiment;

Cd1,2 ,  j :  coe iom sec t ions ;  Gv:  gen i ta l  ve in ;  Hz :  hear t ;  Ms:  mant le  septum;  Mm:  muscu larmant le ;  I \ {v :

vent ra l  mant le  cav i ty ;  A f :  anus ;  N i :  k idney ,  Do:  yo lk ;  Ma:  s tomach;  Gg:  Gang l ion  gas t r i cum;  B l :  cae-

cum; Td: ink gland; Vc: Vena cava; Tr:  funnel  g land; Tk:  funnel  valve (rudiment) ;  Tr:  funnel  tube; St:

s ta tocys t ;  Sn :  b lood s inus ;  Vg:  v iscera l  gang l ion ;  Pg:  peda l  gang l ion ;  Cg:  cerebra l  gang l ion ;  Sr :  sub-

radular organ; Ao: anter ior  aorta;  Ra: rachis part  of  shel l  sac;  Md: dorsal  mant le cavi ty;  Nk: nuchal

at tachment;  Oe: oesophagus; Gd: poison gland; Rd: radula pouch; Ob: upper buccal  gangl ion;  Ub:

lower  bucca l  gang l ion ;  Ok:  upper  beak ;  Uk :  lower  beak ;  I1 :  inner  l ip ;  A l :  ou ter  l ip ;  Mu:  mouth .
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Among the known dibranchiates and especial ly decapods, the lol iginids probably
are closest to the archetypal ontogenesis, as far as the overal l  aspect is concerned.
They are so suitable as examples for general orientation that we used them repeatedly
in Chapters 3 and 4.

of all the forms available to me (Loligo vulgaris, Loligo forbesi, Alloteuthis
media, Alloteuthis subulata) I have studied and figured L. vulgaris in greatest detail;
but I had also access to most developmental stages of the other species. There are no
essential differences, so I refrain almost totally from treating these species, emphasiz-
ing their great similarity at the outset.

2. Loligo vulgaris

The newly laid eggs of this species (as in al l  other decapods studied) are st i l l
immature; the formative yolk is concentrated centrally at the posterior pole. The nor-
mal eggs, which are available in Naples from spring through summer (they are often
laid by animals in the aquarium), measure 2.2 mm in length and 1.6 mm in width. This
size is variable, however: the enormously large animals sometimes captured have
somewhat larger eggs in several gradations stored in their oviducts. Eggs brought in
from the field that measure more than 3 mm in length are probably those of Loligo
forbesi, because they show remarkable differences in their inner organogenetic differ-
entiations. About 6 hours after spawning, maturation and spreading of the blastodisc
are completed and the f irst cleavage division can be observed (pl.  1, Fig. l) ,  fol lowed
by the second and third cleavage divisions, each after another hour. After aboil 24
hours cleavage is complete and germ layer formation begins (pl.  l ,  Fig. g).

cleavage divisions generally occur very regularly, as figured in plate l; at the 64-
cell stage deviations from the norm are stitl minor, and therefore it is easy to spot them.

Perhaps a whole egg mass shows variations in detailed aspects, as in the case of one
in which all the eggs showed the cleavage pattern of Text figure 64. Other peculiarities
also were recognizable. These eggs developed into perfectly normal advanced stages.

Due to the delayed cleavage pace of the posterior medial octomeres, the l6-cell
stage is briefly preceded by a l4-cell stage, the 32-cell stage by a 2g-cell stage, and
the 64-ce1l stage by a 5S-cel l  stage (p. 145). The age of the respective developmental
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Textfigure 64. - 64-blastomere stage
mal (but f requent ly occurr ing) posi t ion.  See

/,
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of  Lol igo vulgctr is.  The cel ls marked X show an abnor-
P la te  l ,  F igure  6 !

t54 stages can be determined only approximately from the outset. Since the sperm cells

have to cross thick gelatinous layers presenting variable local conditions, fertilization

does not take place simultaneously in all eggs within a coliective capsule, so that the

eggs differ in their respective developmental stages due to these variations. An egg

taken from such a capsule does not tell much about the other eggs; for a precise pic-

ture of developmental progress it is indispensable to preserve individual egg samples

in addition to observing the live eggs, at least during the early stages. During later

development the conditions (e.g. oxygenation) may again differ for individual eggs

within a collective capsule, so that one always finds some embryos that develop more

quickly and others that lag behind. Moreover, the different capsules of a large egg

mass are not deposited at exactly the same moment, so the actual age of an individual

embryo is practically always unknown.

Generally one egg mass does not allow one to observe the entire development,

since under normal aquarium conditions infections and ensuing perturbations of

development are inevitable. Thus one will observe the different phases of development

on different egg masses under not quite identical temperature conditions. The speed of

embryonic development varies greatly indeed with the water temperature. The devel-

opmental times indicated therefore are only approximations, and for other species I

have largely or entirely refrained from giving such indications (cf. p. 90). The figures

of the plates are drawn essentially after specimens from two egg masses; the early

stages up to 6 days in early April, the more advanced stages from eggs laid in mid-

July. In the latter season, the developmental phase covering 6 days in spring would

take only about 3.5 days. But I was never able to make parallel observations on these
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earl) '  stages on a large egg mass in summer, and I was also unable to obtain very late

stages of perfect qual i ty from an egg mass received in Apri l .

We begin with our observations on the course of cleavage by using Plate 1.

At the time when the first cleavage furrow can be observed, one finds a peculiar,

radial ly arranged concentrat ion of the protoplasm lying outside the blastodisc; i t  wi l l

disappear later on. The cleavage furrow broadens towards the periphery of the blas-

todisc and encroaches upon the neighboring part of the egg surface, but only for a

short distance. The subsequent radial furrows show the same conduct. After the first

cleavage step the blastodisc appears sl ightly extended bi lateral ly in an oval shape;

subsequently it returns to a roughly circular outline.

The second, transverse furrow shows no pecul iari ty; i t  presents the typical

arrangement (p. 93) with incomplete separation of two upper, somewhat larger blas-

tomeres having obtuse angles in the blastodisc center, and two lower, smaller blas-

tomeres with acute angles. The third furrow produces the typical 8 blastomere stage of

decapods, the medial, posterior octomeres being distinct in both their shape and posi-

tion. Their upper parts, which are shifted to the center of the blastodisc, generally join

the other cleavage cells rather tightly, but some, more or less clearly defined gaps may

appear, as in Sepia embryos. The nuclei are distinctly shifted towards the center.

During the fourth cleavage step the first four micromeres are formed in typical

fashion; the upper two are markedly larger than the lower two and are always cleaved

off completely (in contrast to Sepia).

They divide during the fifth cleavage step by a transverse furrow in the upper two

micromeres and by sagittal furrows in the lower two, while the two lateral macromeres

next to the second furrow give off large new micromeres; the lower medial ones give

off smaller micromeres, and the remaining cells divide radially. Thus the typical 32-

cel l  stage of decapods is attained (p. la6).

The sixth cleavage step, as a general rule, has its furrows inserting at right angles

to the preceding ones. Therefore all the macromeres that have not given off a

micromere during the preceding step, generate micromeres, whereas the other four, lat-

eral macromeres divide radially. Likewise the micromeres generally behave in the same

way (but see Textfig. 64). An exception are the posterior medial macromeres, since they

again give off micromeres, and the lateral micromeres, which divide once more radi-

ally. The result of these cleavage steps is shown in Plate l, Fig. 6. A slightly older stage

is shown in Plate I, Fig. 7. It still presents the general arrangement of the 64-cell stage,
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and it is indeed easy to identify the central group of cells derived from D, and the fur-

ther descendency of D cells. In the marginal zone a modification appears which has

started during the preceding stage: the macromeres move radially away from one anoth-

er; the furrows reaching beyond the blastodisc broaden and turn indistinct. This process

continues to the end of cleavage, just before the superposition of marginal cells begins;

only narrow strips of protoplasm derived from loosely clustered marginal cells can then

be observed (Textfig. 65). These marginal cells are arranged in 16 to 20 small groups;

for each of these generally two strips radiate out from corresponding cells. They sit in

corners which project from the margin of the blastodisc, their cells showing an inter-

mediary aspect between the yolk cells and the other elements; later on they come to lie

under the margin of the blastodisc. They probably represent the endodermal cell mate-

rial. In general this stage and the following ones (Plate 1, Figs. 9-11) show two delicate

rays which are weaker than others and only in single file. These are the remains of the

D macromeres; their identity is often demonstrated by the presence of a somewhat

darker strip of cells reaching towards the generally also darker center of the blastodisc,

where the majority of the micromeres derived from D should be located.

Textfigure 65. - Germinal disc of Loligo vulgaris at the end of the cleavage process. 50X nat-

ural  s ize.
Note the enlarged marginal cells (3,4), which are distinguishable due to their l ighter coloration,

the projecting corners (5) and the rays (6) joining them, starting out from the yolk cells. Note espe-

cially the two lower strips (derived from the D macromeres) and the neighboring stripes (5) leading

to the central part (1) of the blastomere.
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Quite often this whole group of cells is distinct due to a particularly marked fur-

rou separating it from the rest of the blastoderm, even though this demarcation seems

rather insuff icient for any morphological conclusion.

Germ layer formation now begins by a superposition of cells in the marginal part

of the blastodisc which thus shows several layers of cel ls. In contrast to the sepi ids

and sepiol ids, this process (which wil l  not be analysed here in detai l)  does not occur

simultaneously all around the periphery of the blastodisc; it is concentrated (much like

in Octopus 'Plate 24, Fig. l7')  in dist inct corners of the blastodisc margin, between

which the unilayered condition persists (Plate l, Fig. 7). A particularly large gap

appears ventromedially, in a position corresponding to the D macromere. The D

octants thus are not involved, in the formation of the mesendoderm, at least not from

the beginning. This pecul iari ty is st i l l  recognizable when the clearly demarcated ecto-

derm (Plate 1, Fig. 9) begins to grow over the mesendoderm and the yolk cel ls (Plate

1, Fig. l  l ) .  But these parts of the germ soon unite to form a sol id r ing. which remains

interrupted only medioventrally; this gap later grows into a simply weaker spot (Plate

1, Figs. 10-12). This spot is always associated with the two del icate yolk rays derived

from the D octants, which allow one to orientate the blastodisc.

Once the endodermal ring is formed, the outline of the blastodisc tends to become

circular, except for the yolk cell rays, the outer parts of which are still visible. The

majority of the latter now appear as single rays, but in greater numbers, and persist for

some time in this typical arrangement (Plate 1, Fig. l2), later to be retracted defini-

tively under the margin of the blastodisc (Plate 2, Fig. l). This margin is rather deli-

cate, generally unilayered (Cf. p. 10a) so that the position of the yolk cells underneath

is recognizable. Meanwhile the mesendoderm grows in surface and follows the

advancing margin of the germinal disc; towards the central part the mesendoderm ring

broadens so that the darker, unilayered central part (p. 105) grows ever smaller.

Finally it takes up the approximate position of the central D descendents, which-as a
formerly distinct group-disappear from the surface aspect (Plate 2, Fig. 2). But the

spot remains recognizable (due to the persistence of the unilayered dark zone) for a
sufficiently long period to reveal the shell fold as a peripheral formation (Plate 2, Figs.

4-6). This demonstrates the derivation of the shell epithelium as an anlage from the

central cel lular plate (Plate 1, Figs. 6-12) derived from those pecul iar D octants. In
gastropods the anlage of the shell epithelium is formed by a similarly positioned com-
plex of cells derived from the posterior (in this case unpaired) so-called D macromere.
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Incidental ly the mesendoderm ring shows a more or less dist inct segmentation

long before it spreads throughout the cellular territory representing the prospective

embryo proper. The ventromedial gap remains partly visible and generates a distinct

indentation of the embryo anlage (Plate 2, Figs. l-3), in front of which the otherwise

closed ring shows a clearly weaker spot. Soon afterwards, however, this situation is

inversed in that a cell concentration appears (Plate 2, Figs. 3, 4) where the gap was;

i ts morphological signifcance is already clear: i t  is the anlage of the hindgut, which

forms a cel lular plate at this stage; in contrast to the assumptions of Korschelt (1892)

and Teichmann (1903), this plate does not represent the entire gut anlage (midgut rudi-

ment without the ectodermic foregut), since the latter is much wider laterally (though

not yet entirely epithel ial at this stage in Lol igo):

Close to this spot the mesendodermal ring already shows early on an enhanced

inner marginal zone (P1. 2, Figs. l-3), which later becomes broader. This zone contains

mainly the material for the muscular mantle (P1. 2, Figs. 4-6). Finally the mesoderm

closes in circular contraction beneath the shell epithelium, later than what it achieved

in similar fashion at the opposite end, close to the edge of the germinal disc (P1. 2, Fig.

3), where it formed a thin layer accompanying the "yolk envelope" and thus partici-

pated in the establishment of the yolk sac. Thus the outer limit of the light zone that

later proves to represent the body of the animal is not a persistent, sharp border line

that could hinder the centripetal advance of the inner germ layer.

In germinal discs only 4 days old (Pl.  4, Fig. 3), parts of the prospective embryo

can be distinguished: Around the dark central gap, the mantle rudiment forms a still

poorly demarcated ring. Medially behind it, a light spot marks the hindgut. The edge

of the light zone essentially represents the arm crown position, except for the anterior

part in which the mouth rudiment appears. On either side a foggy cell concentration is

visible in anterior position; they are separated from one another in the midline by a

dark zone. Later on, they will become recognizable as the cephalic anlage containing

especially the eye (au) material. One day later (Pl. 2, Fig. 4) this part is already more

clearly demarcated, much like the other parts: In the mantle rudiment the shell fold

shows up as a light and dark border line, and the free mantle edge also is visible.

Below it is on either side a light patch representing the paired gill rudiments along

with material for the visceral ganglia (similarly, the cerebral ganglia are included in

the cephalic anlage, and the pedal ganglia are part of the arm crown rudiment, from

which they become detached due to ectodermal cell immigration.) The arm crown

(foot) is also dist inct, especial ly in i ts lower (ventral) parts.
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The yolk is now covered for more than one-half and will soon become entirely

enclosed (Pl.8). After one more day (P1. 2, Fig. 5) the germinal layer is ready to

undergo folding processes. The lay-out of the cel l  material al lows one to recognize

already the arrangement of the major anlagen. Only about l/4 of the yolk mass is still

uncovered by the embryo, which forms a sort of envelope similar to the shell of a hard-

boiled egg, from which the top has been removed (Cf. Pl. 26).

Of the arm rudiments (other than the rudimentary medial one marked x) two are

distinct on either side (IY V): They correspond to the ventral arms and tentacles. A

third rudiment (III) is less distinct, and the two dorsal arm pairs (I, II) are represent-

ed by a blurred, narrow strip encircling the germinal disk and coming to an end on

either side of the mouth. These arm rudiments are not individual ly visible; on the

whole the arm crown at these stages appears rather continuous, as a unit from which

the individual arms become differentiated as secondary formations, in a way probably

reminiscent of the phylogenetic process.

The funnel tube rudiments (tr) are faintly recognizable as very narrow, turbid

strips, whereas the cephalic anlage with the eyes (au) and the anteriorly and medially

situated buccal indentation (mu), the mantle rudiment (ma), the gill rudiments (km),

the site of the anal papilla (an) are recognizable in their typical form. The statocysts

(st) show up as light patches situated in a sharply delimitated, dark, angular field, dis-

tinct from both the cephalic anlage and the funnel pouch rudiment. The latter grades

typically into the strip surrounding the gill rudiments, which has been identified as the

anlagen of the parietal strands (p. 10a). They are still rather indistinct, but in a prepa-

ration they show up more clearly than the funnel tube rudiments (a fact which is not

revealed perfectly in the reproduction of my drawing, the funnel tube rudiments

appearing too dist inct).

Above the mantle rudiment, in a position corresponding to the nuchal cartilage

(nk), one sees a dark zone and a small  dark spot lying inside the shel l  epithel ium,

which remains recognizable during the subsequent stages; it is probably formed dur-

ing the closure of the centripetally advancing mesoderm but has no special morpho-

logical signif icance. I t  could be considered as the rudiment of a "shel l  gland" similar

to other conchiferans (see Textfigure p. 61), but one should realize that the shell

epithelium here is already spread out, so that the shell gland would have to be flat-

tened out. (Either this formation is a speciality of the heteroneurans 'cf. pp. 47, 60' or

the cephalopods, being good conchiferans, had it and then lost it early on during their
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phyologenetic development or at the transition from the tetrabranchiate form to the

dibranchiates. Only the embryo of Nauti lus could give some information.)

Less than 24 hours later, al l  these anlagen become very dist inct elevations and

depressions: the folding of germ surfaces indeed starts (Pl.  2, Figs. 6-7 and Pl. 3,

Figs. l-3). By that t ime the yolk general ly is entirely enclosed. The shel l  fold and the

eye folds appear, and the posterior (prospectively upper) edge of the mouth, the anla-

gen of the statocysts and the cephalic mass, the funnel pouches, the mantle r im, the
gi l ls and arms form low yet dist inct elevations. Soon after that (P1. 2, Fig. 7) the eyes

and the shell folds begin to contract, whereas the edges of the mouth and the stato-

cysts follow somewhat later. Among the arm rudiments, the three dorsal pairs become

increasingly distinct, the second and third being differentiated from the hitherto

rather compact piece of arm crown lying close to the statocyst, whereas the first (dor-

sal) arm pair arises from the part lying close to the eye, which is the last part to

become enhanced. Thus the establ ishment of the 5 pairs of arm rudiments is not uni-

form, neither in terms of the time of first appearance nor with respect to the primary

spacing in the arm crown or the primary extent of their elevation. The two ventral arm
pairs develop in advance, the others follow; the dorsolateral and ventrolateral arms
(II and III) arise from an anlage that appears as one structure for a rather long time;

once they are distinct they stay close to one another, whereas the dorsal one arises in

a markedly isolated position-an isolation that remains visible for a rather long time
(cf .  Pl .  3) .

As far as the size of the rudiments is concerned, that of the tentacle grows fastest,

as is generally the case in decapods, whereas the dorsolateral arm rudiment lags

behind. If one had to define an arm formula based on the stage shown in Figure 8 of
Plate 2 (the arms being ranked according to their size, the arm numbers used corre-

sponding to their order from top to bottom, as indicated in Vol. 1, p. 115), that rank-
ing would be (with the tentacles included as number 4 among the arms): 4,2, 5 - 1,3,
a situation which obtains also for Sepia and probably represents the archetypal situa-
tion. Clearly, from this state the third arm pair has the greatest chances to lag even fur-

ther behind, to a lesser extent arm pairs 5 and 1.

All of these three arm rudiments indeed can be clearly rudimentary in certain
forms and developmental stages of decapods, a situation which is probably so marked

due partly to intrinsic developmental conditions, partly to special adaptational rela-

t ionshios.
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In the course of another two days, starting from the stage shown in Figure 7 of

Plate 2, most of the folding process wil l  be achieved (Figs. 8-12). The arm crown con-

tracts (P1. 3) and by this constriction separates the embryo proper, whose rear end

points upwards, from the yolk sac; the eye vesicles close, and around the point of clo-

sure the ir is fold arises. Swollen elevations appear on the cephalic anlage; they corre-

spond to the different elements of the white body, which are separated by typically

arranged furrows that appear in homologous positions also in Sepia and Sepiola. The

edge of the mouth contracts once the rudiment of the poison gland is invaginated in

the central part of the buccal complex; in the vicinity of this invagination the rudi-

ments of the subradular organ form swollen elevations. The funnel folds rise to form

the funnel flaps and unite with the funnel pouches. The statocysts become closed. The

fin rudiments and Hoyle's organ appear on the mantle anlage on either side of the

point of shel l  sac closure, while the gi l ls and the anal papi l lae are pul led underneath

the mantle edge.

This development, viewed in morphological orientation, is represented by the sub-

sequent Plates 3 and 4, in three different views for each embryo-the only way to pro-

vide a complete picture. (I t  should be noted that the stage VIII  shown in Figures 1-3

of Plate 3 appears unnaturally globular due to the swollen yolk mass; in life it would

be somewhat more slender, with a more distinct surface sculpture. Subsequent stages

are also drawn from preserved specimens, but with an attempt to render the natural

form more closely.) Let us now consider the stages in their natural sequence.

Stage VIII (Cf. Pl. 2, Fig. 6) shows a general change of overall form, similar to

what Watase (Korschelt and Heider, 1909, general part,  volume 3, p. 136) described

for the egg of Loligo pealei, in contrast to what appears in the younger stages. The

"egg" drawn by Watase is an advanced embryo rather than an egg or cleavage stage, as

demonstrated by the faintly illustrated distribution of germ material. Therefore the ori-

entation of younger stages cannot be found according to this bilateral egg shape; it is

indeed necessary to study very carefully the germinal disc itself, as has been shown in

our earl ier sections (Cf. also Lang, 1900, p.445).

The embryonic body is now markedly compressed in dorsoventral direction, as if

a mechanical pressure were acting on the anal area. Thus in particular the distance

between the mantle edge and the arm crown has strongly increased along the ventro-

medial line (Cf. Pl. 26), a phenomenon that we have interpreted in phylogenetic terms

( p p .  1 1 5 - 1 1 8 ) .
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The embryo proper now surrounds about one half the yolk, sometimes a little

more (Cf. Textfig. 69, with embryos of Alloteuthis) and appears demarcated from the

yolk sac by the arm crown, in which all five arm pairs are clearly recognizable. The

arm crown is separated from the cephalic part by a sharp furrow, which appears in sim-

ilar stages of all dibranchiate embryos and which proceeds in ventral direction

between the funnel anlage and the arms, without being continuous ventrally. Similar

but less marked furrows delimit the anlagen of the cephalic complex, the statocysts,

the gills, the mantle and the funnel pouches from one another. It is striking that the

bottom of the shell sac does not form a depression; it bulges up as a hill rising above

the shell fold. Similarly, the retina does not represent an "eye pit" but is a convex sur-

face (even in life) except for the peripheral parts already covered by the eye fold. The

mechanical cause for this phenomenon lies in the yolk mass which is under the pres-

sure of the enclosing tissues. A ventral view shows, in addition to the changes already

mentioned, several remarkable detai ls (platef i  grnes* 27,30, 33, 36):

In the platefigure 26 note the individual parts of the arm crown, among which the

medial one is still distinctly visible; on either side of it the rudiments of the ventral

arms and those of the tentacles follow. Laterally a diffuse formation is visible from

which both the second and the third arm arises; on the left side of the body these arms

already appear distinct. Behind the arm crown a sharp furrow delimits the lateral parts

of the cephalic anlage from the arm crown and, more medially, from the funnel tube

rudiments. The latter are still continuous with the arm crown medially; this is one of

the reasons for which I consider the funnel as derived from the arm complex. The lat-

ter should be taken as the actual homolog of the molluscan foot. Behind the funnel

tube, and still more distinctly visible than the latter, one finds the transverse connec-

t ion lying between the funnel pouch rudiments (p. 106).

At stage IX (Pl. 3, Figs. 4-6; cf. Pl. 2, Fig 8b) the dorsoventral flattening of the

embryo becomes even more distinct, and the contraction of the arm crown, which pro-

vides the starting condition for the constriction of the yolk, can no longer go unno-

ticed. The individual arms have become more or less prominent knobs. The eyes have

completely closed, and the statocysts have halfway closed their pores; the buccal

*Scientific Editor: Naef uses here a different numbering of figures, which does not correspond to the
published system (perhaps he forgot to eliminate it from his manuscript); he probably alludes to
Figures 2, 5 and 8 of Plate 3 and Figure 2 of Plate 4 (whereas "platefigure 26" at the beginning of the
following paragraph indicates the lateral view in Figure I of Plate 3).
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invagination is in a similar state, the original ly anteriorly si tuated depression of the

poison gland rudiment being shifted slightly backwards, while the swollen elevation

surrounding it represents the anlage of the subradular organ. The cephalic anlage

shows the swollen parts of the white body, separated by shallow furrows, arranged

around the eye; on either side of the mouth the cerebral ganglia are recognizable. The

mantle cavity now starts to form a depression on the dorsal side as well.

The ventral aspect reveals elevated funnel tube folds (funnel lobes); they are not

yet connected (medially from the statocysts) with the funnel pouches, but they are now

more distinct than the medial connection between the funnel pouch rudiments (p. 106);

this medial connection is now rather indistinct and restricted to a pair of low eleva-

tions preserved as light patches (td) lying behind the funnel lobes. We can already rec-

ognize them as the funnel gland anlagen. Behind them is the anal projection, which

already shows a sl ight elevation; on either side of i t  l ie the gi l l  rudiments forming low

humps. On the upper surface of the cap-shaped mantle sac, the half-closed shell fold

forms a slight elevation, which foreshadows (x) the later formation of the fins.

At stage X (P1. 3, Figs. 7-9; cf.  Pl.  2, Fig. l0) al l  these structures have become

more marked: the fin rudiments are really distinct, the surface of the anal projection

shows a slight depression indicating the future opening. The gill rudiments are more

robust and are shifted beneath the mantle; the statocysts are nearly closed; the funnel

folds are slightly curved inwards, and the mouth invagination is deepened. Especially

the constriction of the yolk has strongly progressed, and the arm rudiments now form

robust warts, whereas the ventral rudiment (x) is much less visible in the arm crown.

The embryo body as a whole has contracted, and the eye stalks are now beginning to

form as very large, obtuse humps.

Ats tageXI (P l .4 ,F igs .  l -3 ;  c f .P l .2 ,F ig .  12)  thecons t r i c t iono f  theyo lk isessen-

tially achieved. (But see also Textfigure 42) The arms begin to differentiate: the first

suckers become visible as flat elevations. In a posterior direction the arm pillars form

round papillae; however, they are really distinct only on the inner two dorsal arm pairs

(Pl. 4, Fig. 3). Those of the third arm pair join closely those of the second arm pair,

while the pillars of the ventral arms join closely those of the tentacles; the latter now

start to grow strongly in length and each already shows 3 sucker rudiments in single file.

The rudiments of the funnel tube are now more strongly curved towards one

another and are connected to the similarly elevated rudiments of the funnel pouch,

which can be viewed in relat ion to the submersion of the statocysts at the angle of con-

nection. The statocysts are almost completely closed, leaving only a faint ly visible
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pore (St) at the surface. The funnel retractor rudiments form delicate stripes reaching
towards the mantle pouch; inside the prospective funnel tube cavity the funnel gland
becomes increasingly dist inct.

The cephalic section shows the eye stalks at the peak of their development, and in
the eye proper the iris fold appears as a flat circular ridge (ir); on either side a deeper
furrow separates an anterior from a posterior section of the apical field. The latter is
surrounded by the swollen parts of the white body (ka). The mouth is very narrow and
lies on a low elevation wedged between the dorsal arm pillars, which represents the
slowly disappearing conchiferan snout.

The mantle sac is more strongly convex and the fin rudiments elevated. The aspect
from behind (above) shows the shell sac to be completely closed, and the typical ivert-
ed T-shaped scar which radiates from the point of closure forms the axial figure of the
fin rudiments, as in Text figure 37 on page l1l (Pl. 2, Fig. l2).

Figures 4-6 of Plate 4 show some transitional states. They represent different
degrees of advance in the further development of the mantle cavity and the formation
of the funnel tube up to the fusion of the vault-like funnel lobes. This fusion starts at
the tip and rapidly progresses in the posterior direction. Along with the ensuing estab-
lishment of the funnel apparatus the outer statocyst pores disappear.

Stage XII shows the cephalopod body established in its essential parts, and the
inner organization reaches a state on which morphological considerations can be suit-
ably based. Indeed the muscular mantle, the fins, the funnel lobe fusion, the number
of gills, the thickened eye stalks (p. 1la), the closed eye chamber, the iris fold, and the
reduced number of arms already show the dibranchiate features in great clarity.
However, the embryo is still far from reaching the state of a viable, free juvenile, so
again one may wonder whether an earlier cephalopod stage of tetrabranchiate nature
has already cease to be expressed here.

certainly this is not the case since the original arrangement of the parts, i.e. the
gross bauplan, is the general cephalopodan heritage, and the relationships between
brachial apparatus, head and eyes, funnel apparatus and mantle pouch must be the
same in the tetrabranchiates (cf. Textfig. 25). But this is not true with the finer pro-
portions: according to general knowledge, the simpler sense organs of tetrabranchiates
should be expected to take up a lesser mass of anlage tissue; conversely the more com-
plicated shell apparatus should be accelerated in development. This assumption pro-
vides the base for our attempt to construct an embryonic form for the Nautilus orga-
nization (Textfig. 25).
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How little of the tetrabranchiate features are recapitulated in Loligo is easily

understandable to the careful reader. We can find only the recapitulation of embryon-

ic states of ancestors, some conservative ones, some more advanced, but everything

aims at generating the real organization of an extant loliginid.

The arm crown is now even more strongly contracted, the suckers, especially

those of the tentacles, have grown into hemispherical warts. The arm pillars reach

backwards over the head dorsally and ventrally; the apical part of the head is more dis-

tinctly structured than in the preceding stage. Instead of the furrow mentioned there

(Pl. 2) a broad window (fe) is now visible; i ts signif icance wil l  be dealt with in the

anatomical section. Due to a sl ight upward bending of the rear end, the broadly rec-

tangular, obliquely flattened shape of the eye stalks and the form of the fin area appear

very clearly in Figure 9 of Plate 4. The shel l  sac scar is accompanied by l ight str ipes,

which represent the anlage of Hoyle's organ (s, nr).

The mantle cavity has grown markedly deeper, and the gi l ls would nearly disap-

pear in it if they had not grown in length in their turn. Each of them forms a slightly

flattened papilla on which a transverse furrow on either side (i.e. dorsally and ven-

trally) indicates the formation of a first gill filament. The latter is nearly or totally

basal, subsequent filaments being formed more distally with further growth of the tip.

At stage XIII  (Pl.  5, Figs. l-2;PL.6, Fig.4) the formation of the arms and cephal-

ic pillars has made progress: those of the first arm pair (pf') have spread on the head

surface and are no longer distinctly recognizable. But they are not confluent with

those of the two neighboring arms; they continue to be individualized. The posterior

parts of the second and third arm pillars (b) have approached the eye, the edge of the

third arm pillar being directed toward the eye. A similar situation is observed in the

ventral pillars; the ventral edge (vk) belonging to the tentacle pillar is at a greater dis-

tance from the eye, however.

Progress has also been made by the posterior funnel edge and the mantle rim,

which are preparing to establish definitive relationships: the funnel pouches are

already slightly inserted below the mantle rim, the posterior edge of the funnel tube

approaches the mantle rim and is more complete than at stage XII, especially in the

transition to the funnel pouches. The area of the nuchal attachment (nk) begins to

become dist inct. The gi l ls and the anal project ion l ie deep in the mantle cavity and dis-

appear almost entirely from the surface aspect. On the arms and on the mantle the first

dark (here still yellow-brownish) chromatophores appear. At this stage the mouth is
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just visible from above, but i t  is reduced to a small  pore; i t  begins to be overgrown by

the dorsal arms.

Stage XIV is shown in Figures 3 and 4 of Plate 5 (note that the figure numbers 5

and 6 on the plate are erroneous) and in Figure 5 of Plate 6; at this stage an overall

modification of the head starts in that the eye stalks are slowly drawn in, so that the

typically larval head shape progressively appears. The eyes themselves become direct-

ed more and more anteriorly, so that they come to lie in a position anterior to the tis-

sue masses derived from the eye stalks. While this shift begins, the ocular edge of the

arm pillars reaches backwards past the eye proper, especially on the dorsal side. As

usual the ventral side again lags markedly behind the dorsal side; on the latter a deli-

cate skin fold appears close to the posterior end of the eye; it will subsequently form

the "posterior connecting piece" of the primary lid fold (p. I24). At this stage, it does

not yet reach the ventral edge of the eye, however.

The sucker rudiments of the arms have grown into nearly globular papillae; they

begin to arrange themselves in four rows on the tentacles, whereas for the rest a zigzag

arangement becomes generalized, the earliest sucker rudiments being already shifted

away from the medial axis of the arm.

The posterior edge of the funnel is already inserted in the mantle, the funnel tube

seam is completely closed, and the typical form of the embryonic mantle and fins is

achieved. The fin shape is reminiscent of fossil teuthoids (Naef 1922, p. I l4) and can

be considered as typical for the entire suborder. With a direct development, this should

become a transversally drawn out lobe with a very distinct lateral corner. This corner

is already recognizable, and i t  remains visible during subsequent stages (Pls. 5-7), but

later disappears to be replaced by the typical juvenile fin of metateuthoids (Textfig.

62*).In certain preparations, the dorsal side of the mantle is sufficiently translucent

to show the gladius, the general outline of which also exhibits the typical meta-

teuthoidan form; but (in contrast to the oegopsids) its conus is very rudimentary from

the earl iest stages onward (cf.  Textf igs. 63 and 7l).

The already narrow, long free "rachis" of the juvenile gladius is particularly note-

worthy; it is typical for all the Metateuthoidea. As far as can be seen from the outside,

it no longer expresses an older condition characterized by a broad middle plate (cf.

Textfig. 60*), which is transient as an early rudiment (Stage X). At this and subsequent

*Scienti f ic Editor: erroneously given as Textf i  g. 49 and Textf ig. 2 in original text.
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stages, the stellate ganglia can be seen close to each other through the dorsal mantle

surface. (cf. Vol. 1, p. 146).

The free mantle rim already shows the three typical corners, which are found in

all teuthoids, namely a strongly projecting, dorso-medial one and two ventral ones

which flank the shallow indentation for the funnel.

Stage XV continues in the same direction (Pl. 5, Figs. 5, 6 'erroneously labeled as

3 and 4 on the original plate' and Pl. 6, Fig. 6). The primary lid fold is underway to

become closed: the ventral head covers are now strongly extended laterally, and they

are connected by an inconspicuous gutter (x) to the slight fold mentioned earlier (i.e.

the "posterior connecting piece" of the lid fold). This gutter marks the site which has

to be covered by the posterior end of the lid edge (v) before it reaches the connecting
piece (Cf. Pl. 6, Fig. 6).

The ventral side of the head, behind the eye, shows the beginning contraction and

separation of a large part of the preserved primary epithelium; this flat, oval elevation

occupies the lower side of the formation called the "cheek-hump". The mantle sac and
the head begin to grow elongate; the number

of chromatophores continues to increase.

Stage XVI shows an embryo with a fully

established primary lid (or corneal) fold (Pl.

5, Fig. 7; Pl.  6, Fig. 7; a sl ightly rnore

advanced stage is given in Textfig. 66). This

condition has been brought about by the pro-

gression of the lid edge of the ventral head

cover along the path described above, to the

point where it met the posterior connecting

piece to fuse with i t  (Cf. Pl.  6, Figs. 6 andT).

r66 For a very short period of time, one can dis-
Textfigure 66. - Embryo of Loligo

vutgaris.2oX natural size. Stage xvl. Note tinguish the heterogeneous components of the
the freshly formed lid fold (5), especially annular fold rn Loligo; it is marked by a deli-
the point of fusion (13) between the edge of
the arm pillar and the posterior connecting cate indentation representing the point of
piece; and the general outline of the fully
formed embryo which is typical for fusion (Textf ig'  66)'

decapods. - 1: yolk sac;2: tentacular arm; The formation of the anterior connecting
3: ventral arm; 4: eye batl; 5: primary lid;
6: olfactory tubercte; 7: cheek hump; 8: piece of the lid fold is difficult to observe in

mantle sac;9: f in; 10: chromatophore; 11: undissected embryos of Lol igo. This part is of
funnel tube; 12: prospective funnel opening
(st i l l  closed). morphological interest, since i t  provides the
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location where the lid pore is finally closed. Phylogenetically this probably has passed
through an intermediate state similar to the definitive condition shown more or less
clearly by the larger oegopsids (cf. Vol. I, Fig. p. 110 and p.446); the widely open pri-
mary lid of these animals indeed shows an anterior indentation ("sinus") in a corre-
sponding position (vol. I, p. 115). In Loligo a similar, but transient formation is some-
times recognizable.

The formation and subsequent closure of the lid fold places the eye ball inside an
orbital chamber and pulls it more closely than before towards the median plane; thus
the prominent eye stalk condition is brought to an end. For some time (Textfig. 67; Pl.
5, Figs. 8, 9; Pl. 6, Fig. 8) a condition persists that permits a fairly wide opening when
the lid fold is relaxed, whereas its contraction restricts the opening to a small pore sur-
rounded by a wrinkled edge. The latter state is finally adopted definitively (Pl. 5, Fig.
9; Pl.6, Fig. 9). In the meantime several other surface differentiations appear: the
olfactory tubercle becomes more distinct (Pl. 5, Figs. 8, 10), the mantle sac becomes
stretched longitudinally while the yolk sac decreases in size; the funnel shows its
adductors more distinctly (Pl. 5, Fig. 10). First signs announce the formation of a
"funnel locking apparatus", i.e. nuchal and funnel attachments become recognizable;
but a really distinct, functional form will be achieved only later (Pl. 7).

The final stages XVII-XIX of embryonic development are characterized by a
strong size increase, especially in the longitudinal axis, while the outer yolk sac is

Textfigure 67 . - Embryos of Loligo vulgaris. 26x natural size.
a) Stage XVI-XVII. b) Stage XVII-XVIII. Note contraction of the l id fold (7, 17) over the eye

bal l .
1.  yolk sac;2:  tentacular arm; 3:  dorsolateral  arm;4: dorsal  arm; 5:  i r is ;  6:  posi t ion of  the buc-

cal  mass; 7:  pr imary l id;  8:  funnel  pouch; 9:  nuchal  at tachment;  10:  stel late gangl ion;  11: chro-
matophore; 12: f in; 13: ventral arm; 14: eye ball; 15: olfactory tubercle; 16: funnel tube; 17: orbital
pore;  18: pupi l ,  v is ib le through the integument.
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rapidly. reduced, partially by utilization of the nutritive material, partially by active

transfer of the yolk mass to the inner yolk organ. The general proportions thus under-

go changes that are obvious to an observer comparing Plates 5-7: the head gets its

definitive form, the tentacles begin to grow out after a developmental stagnation dur-

ing which they had not grown beyond the condition of short stumps; the mantle sac

grows not only in absolute but also in relative size and attains the capacity to perform

abundant swimming movements long before hatching (around stage XVII); these

movements serve inside the egg capsule to change the position of the animal.-The

most conspicuous transformation is visible in the fins: the lateral corner disappears

and is replaced by a broadly rounded rim. This gives the fins their spatular form,

which can be observed in all young teuthoids.

The brachial apparatus already shows the essential features of the earliest postem-

bryonic stages, and the striking differences in the respective sizes correspond (since

stage XIV) to the definitive arm formula (cf. Vol. l, p. 175). The arms of the first pair

are still papilla-shaped rudiments (Textfig. 68b), each of which will form a small suck-

er rudiment only shortly before hatching. The arms of the second pair have two small,

but distinct sucker rudiments, those of the third pair four, and those of the fourth pair

again two; all arms have an additional, less distinct sucker rudiment. Only the tentacles,

which still show a very short stalk, are more strongly developed and have a greater

number of suckers (mostly non-functional) arranged in 4 rows. All arms have a point-

ed tip, which represents the terminal growth bud. Between the arm bases and the buc-

cal zone, the earliest, indistinct rudiments of the buccal pillars can be seen to form del-

icate papillae in close connection with the proximal parts of the arms (Textfig. 68 b,

1-4). They continue to develop only during the postembryonic phase.

Stage XX, i.e. the mature juvenile form of Plate 7 (cf. Textfig. 68) requires a

detailed inspection. There is still a small yolk sac, since egg masses kept in an aquar-

ium always release the larvae before the total reduction of the outer yolk sac, in con-

trast to what happens under fully natural conditions without any outside disturbance.

This is demonstrated by occasionally collected egg masses containing fully developed

embryos. If the yolk sac has become very small (no larger than in the figure), it is fully

resorbed during the first two days following hatching, or it is eaten by the young ani-

mal (cf. Argonauta).If the yolk sac is larger than that shown in the figure, it is auto-

tomized and sinks to the bottom of the tank. The ultimate yolk sac remainder is strong-

ly wrinkled; it consists of the shrunken envelope of the former food reserve.
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Textf igure 68. -  a)  Newly hatched Lol igo vulgar is,  18X natural  s ize.  -  Drawn af ter  l iv ing
indiv idual ,  which is ent i re ly t ransparent;  f igure f in ished based on the preserved specimen. From
Volume 1 ,  page 188.

b) Arm crown of  an embryo at  stage XVII I ,  af ter  removal  of  the yolk sac (s i tuated at  d) .  The
mouth (m) l ies above the yolk scar.  The sucker rudiments (s)  are not yet  numerous; they are lacking
al together on the rudimentary (retarded),  stub- l ike dorsal  arms. The rudiments of  the buccal  lappets
(1-4) are barely v is ib le as minute,  f lat  papi l lae.  1-4:  arms; r :  tentacular arms.

The main f igure (a) shows the remaining, smal l  yolk sac (Do) between the arms; the smal l ,  stub-
l ike.  pointed arms (A:,  A+),  beyond which the tentacles extend; the web fold (Sh) between the 3rd and
4th arm which def ines the (st i l l  shal low) tentacle pouch; the eye bal ls (Au) in the c losed orbi ta l  cham-
ber (Ak, hatched);  i ts  pore (Po);  the cornea (Co);  the ol factory tubercles (Ro),  which are di f ferent iat-
ed as f lat tened pads on the ventral  s ide of  the head; the funnel  adductors (Ad);  the funnel  complex
with the newly-formed funnel  at tachments (Th) and the ventral  parts of  the funnel  g land (Td, v is ib le
through the funnel  t issue);  The anal  pai l la (Af) ;  the Vena cava (Vc);  the hindgut and ink sac (Tb);  the
funnel  retractors (Tr) ;  the gi l ls  wi th the al ternat ing gi l l  lamel lae on ei ther s ide,  the branchial  spleen
(Km), the branchial  band (Kb) which is st i l l  l imi ted to the proximal part  of  the organ; the branchial
heart  (Kh) wi th i ts appendages (Pd);  the sac- l ike branches of  the Vena cava (Vs) which receive ( f rom
behind) the Venae pal l ia les poster iores (z) ;  the Aorta poster ior  (x)  and i ts bi furcat ion into the Arter ia
pal l ia l is  medial is and the Arter ia pal l ia l is  poster ior  (y) ;  the rounded, lateral ly extending f ins (Fl)
through which the lateral  branches of  Hoyie 's organ (Ho) are v is ib le (dotted l ines);  etc.  -  Go: gonad
rudiment;  Di :  inner yolk sac;  Bs: caecurn;  Ma: stomach; C6: coelomic pouches containing the
branchial  hearts;  Vk:  aur ic le of  the heart ;Hz: heart  chamber;  Kv:  branchial  vein;  Ns: k idney sac; Rd:
poster ior  edge of  the funnel  tube; Me: ventral  mant le corner;  Mu: superf ic ia l ,  straight cephal ic mus-
cle;  Pd: ocular stalk inside the orbi ta l  chamber.
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Along with the small mouth, the underlying yolk sac stalk occupies the position

of the prospective mouth; it is surrounded by the 10 arms, which show the typically

unequal development (p. 163); they are strikingly feeble compared to the body of the

animal, as is the rule in the youngest larvae of the teuthoids and octopods, in contrast

to the sepioids. Swimming membranes are entirely lacking; only the ventral arms show

a distinct edge on the outside. It grades proximally into the rib-like rudiment of an

umbrellar elevation that surrounds the tentacle base, which in turn is slightly lowered

and thus prepares the formation of the future tentacle pouch (Textfig. 68a, Sh).

The eye region can be understood from its earlier history: compare, one after the

other, the figures on Plates 5 and 6. The eye balls, each of which had been sitting on

a stalk, now project (from a remainder of the stalk) into a cavity, inside of which it

retains some mobility. This "orbit" communicates through a very delicate pore with

the surrounding medium; but normally this pore is so tightly closed that it is not eas-

ily detectable; the orbital wall is stretched by the fluid pressure built up in the cavity.

The pore crosses the corneal fold obliquely; subsequently a sort of ball-valve forms

inside the fold. The eye balls proper show some modifications: an outer lens segment

begins to form, which however remains smaller than the inner segment, and the iris

fold adjacent to the outer segment is no longer circular, since its upper edge is now

forming a typical ir is lobe (Pl. 7, Fig. 5).

The shape of the head has reached the typical juvenile metateuthoid condition: it

represents roughly a rectangular plate, the anterior corners of which are occupied by

the eyes. The posterior corners are represented by the "cheeks", which are shaped

mainly by the enclosed white bodies; their ventral side carries the oval olfactory tuber-

cles, which are now more contracted than before.

The fully functional funnel apparatus (P1. 7) has a typical dorsal "nuchal attach-

ment", an elongate plate (nk) with sharp edges, which adheres to the apposed mantle.

The funnel attachments are still poorly demarcated (Fig. 4). But their general form,

which is typical for young teuthoids, is recognizable (cf.  Vol. 1, Pl.  3, Fig'  4; Pl.  4,

Figs. 1 and 2). Inside the funnel tube lie the funnel valve and the funnel gland.

The general outline of the mantle sac of course depends strongly on the state of con-

traction; accordingly it may appear slender or rather plump. Its margin shows the three

typical corners which already appeared at earlier stages (XIY XV). On the upper side of

the posterior end, are the prominent strips of glandular epithelium forming the anchor-

shaped organ of Hoyle. Its lateral branches reach over to the fin surface on each side

while the medial part forms a transverse rib, which extends beyond the mantle sac apex
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and forms a connection between the fins. The latter are truly terminatr and their union at

the posterior end, which is typical for the loliginids, is now underway (but see also Pl.

8). This union is probably related to the atrophy of the conus (p. 168, Textfigs. 60-62).

The embryonic development of the organs of the mantle cavity does not show any

atypical peculiarities, so the fully formed juvenile fully formed juvenile shows a con-

dition that can be considered typical for such stages in decapods, especially in

teuthoids (Pl. 7, Fig.4; Textfig. 68).

3. Loligo forbesi

I consider that the strikingly large egg masses occasionally obtained from greater

depths, which contain ova measuring more than 3 mm in length (Jatta, 1896, Pl. 7, Fig.

l) belong to this species. Surface development of the embryos is essentially similar to

Loligo vulgaris, so the above description is valid except for absolute sizes and devel-

opmental speed. The embryos and homologous juvenile stages are roughly 5OVo larger

than those of Lol igo vulgaris (cf.  p.7l).

4. Loligo pealei
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The American form, which is doubtless more

Lcl igo vulgaris either, as far as can be judged from

and Verril l. However, these data and figures are not

comparison.

remote, does not differ much from

the descript ions by Watase, Brooke

sufficiently detailed for a thorough

n l 5. Alloteuthis media

Eggs of this species are available year round, though not in great numbers, in

the Gulf of Naples (Jatta, 1896, Pl. 7, Fig. 16); apart from the capsule shape and egg
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size (p. 71), they are very similar to those of Loligo vulgaris. The youngest as well

as the older embryos look the same as those described above; they are simply small-

er and more delicate. In contrast, the intermediate stages (VIII-IX) show a peculiar

feature reminiscent of oegopsid embryos (Textfig. 69). Indeed the embryonic body

encloses a strikingly large portion of the nutrit ive yolk; the yolk sac, which wil l  later

show the typical constriction, is markedly smaller than in normal embryos of Loligo

vulparis.

Textfigure 69. - Living embryo of Alloteuthis media at stageYIII-IX. 20x natural size. Outline
drawing as seen from above. In the center, the apical view of the mantle rudiment is added for com-
parison (dotted lines, semi-schematic). Not€ size relation between the yolk sac and the anlage of the
embryo proper (cf. Pl. 3).

1: mantle rim; 2: shell fold, surrounding and progressively covering the primary shell epitheli-
um: 3: chorion; 4: yolk sac, here oegopsid-like, relatively small and stil l poorly demarcated; 5: arm
rudiment (lateroventral arm); 6: eye; 7: mantle rim, only beginning to rise.

Even in Loligo vulgaris, the embryonic anlage initially surrounds the greater

part of the nutrit ive yolk (Pl. 3, Figs. 1-3), and it is only later that the yolk is extrud-

ed in a hernia-l ike sac; but in the present species this situation is much more pro-

nounced, as shown in the above figure. At later stages, however, the embryo proper

contracts rapidly and thus generates a yolk sac almost as sizable as in Loligo vul-

garis. OnIy in abnormal development do loliginid embryos, as far as I have

observed, occasionally retain the primary posit ional relations: the yolk then is large-

ly enclosed in the embryo proper so that its body is strikingly deformed and expand-

ed. This produces forms which will be later considered from the point of view of

developmental mechanics, but they are also interesting for systematics, because they

are so close to normal oegopsid development, which appears more l ike a deviation.
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6. Sepioteuthis

Wiilker ( 1913, Pl. 22) has figured some developmental stages that clearly belong

to this genus. If his figures are correct, then Sepioteuthis shows a remarkable differ-

ence in the formation of the embryonic and larval fins: they are completely separate in

the median line and seem to lack the typical relationship (p. 168) with Hoyle's organ

(Fig. 2a). I certainly doubt the latter, especially since Wi.ilker has totally overlooked

this organ in a newly hatched animal (Fig. 2c). Even in the sepiolids with their very

atypically shifted fins (P1. 23, Figs. 4 andl), this primary correlation is clearly con-

served.



C H A P T E R  7

The Embryonic f)evelopment of the Oegopsids

Contents: l Generalities. 2. The embryonic development of the oegopsid X (p. 189). 3. The embry-
onic development of the ommatostrephid Y (p. 192).

1. Generalities

Our knowledge about the embryonic development of oegopsids, the group con-

taining the majority of living cephalopod genera, is still extremely incomplete. This
definitely modern, diversified group of decapods of generally nektonic to pelagic habit
(cf. p. 152) shows related particular features in spawning, which are unfortunately dif-

ficult to observe. As far as is known, the oegopsids lay their eggs (surrounded by
gelatinous envelopes, as in decapods in general) in large, floating masses, which gen-

erally remain offshore and at certain depths; they appear to be carried up to the sea
surface or near the shore only rarely.

The first such egg mass was described and figured by Quoy and Gaimard (1830,

p.472, Pl. l48, Figs. l-4). It was cylindrical, measured 3 feet in length and contained
thousands of eggs arranged in single file inside strings of the same gelatinous materi-

al as the common jelly mass.

Similar (?the same?) egg masses are reported by d'Orbigny 1 839 (Ferussac and
d'Orbigny, 1839 under "Octopus membranaceus", Octopus, Pl. 28, Fig. a),

tz: Coll ingwood 1870, Grenacher 1874 (cf. Tryon, 1879, Pl. 20) and Nishikawa 1906. A
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fine description of a series of stages with detailed figures was given by Grenacher (cf.

Textfig. 7l below). The data and drawings provided by Nishikawa have the advantage

that they relate to a correctly identified species, Abraliopsis scintillans Berry*, which

is widely distributed in Japanese waters, occurs in great abundance and is fairly well

understood in its ecology. The other egg masses cannot be identified to species; even

the embryos so carefully studied by Grenacher cannot be assigned to a family, let

alone to a genus or species.

The same is true for the first egg mass, the embryos of which are described here

Textfigure 70. - Grenacher's oegopsid embryo at hatching. l2x natural size.
a) Ventral view drawn after the original figure (Grenacher, 1870, Pl. 40, Fig. 12) of a strongly

contracted animal. Note the widely separate, semicircular fins entirely visible from the ventral side
(cf. Textfigs. 55, 71 , 72). Note also the numerous, densely set chromatophores, the retarded ventral
arms (ve) and the lack of lateroventral arms, and the rudimentary yolk sac (do); ld: laterodorsal arms.

b) Reconstruction of the animal, with outlines likely to exist in the living animal, with a trans-
parent mantle sac and a broad shell cone. (About this sort of reconstruction, see Vol . 1, p. 305, and
below, Textfigs. 73, 75 and 79).

as the oegopsid X; this could be Calliteuthis, Histioteuthis, or Thysanoteuthis, since

there is one species from each of these genera in the Naples area.

The second egg mass described here is from an ommastrephid, most probably

Stenoteuthis bartrami; a third one, which is very similar, could be from Ommastrephes

sagittatus.

Needless to say, there is absolutely no doubt that these embryos are from oegop-

sids; this is demonstrated by a number of distinct, striking features that are rather

atypical for decapods.

The oegopsids strongly deviate in their embryology from all the other decapods,

indeed from the dibranchiates in general, and therefore they deserve special attention.

This attention is not so much concerned with the generally typical features, since these

metateuthoids indeed lie far from that type, but with the observation and interpretation

wffi

*Scienti f ic Editor: now Watasenia scint i l lans.
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of specific features. lt should be remembered that in chapter 2 some peculiarities

already were mentioned that make oegopsid stages assist in understanding the general

bases of decapod organization; this is especially true for the topographical relation-

ships between mantle and shell, which demonstrate so clearly the relations of

teuthoids and belemnoids. In contrast, the overall features of advanced embryos, espe-

cially the lack of a true yolk sac and the peculiar reduction of the embryonic brachial

apparatus into three pairs, are rather secondary modifications derived from the typical

developmental course. In this respect the oegopsids certainly cannot be considered as

"primitive" forms, as is often done; the same is true for the whole anatomy. It is even

conceivable that the open primary lid could be due to a secondary inhibition of its for-

mation. See the concluding chapter.

The eggs of the oegopsids generally are smaller than those of other decapods, and

during embryonic development they show certain phenomena resulting from a reduced

yolk content. Their shape is almost globular and thus contrasts with the loliginids and

other decapods in general; it contrasts in an even more pronounced manner compared

to the octopods.

The cleavage and germ layer formatign has never been studied in detail; drawings

in my possession suggest that the yolk mass is fully enclosed in the yolk envelope

already at very early stages, which results in a rough topographic deviation rather than

in a fine-grained morphological modification of the typical development.

The relative reduction of the yolk mass (which is correlated with an increase in

egg numbers, similar to what occurs in the pelagic.groups among the octopods) of

course alters the mechanical conditions for the achievement of organ fotnation: the

trend towards a complete enclosure of the nutritive mass here meets a lesser resis-

tance, and thus leads to a more complete success, compared to the other embryos in

which the same trend is visible at early stages (p. 176) but then fails given the insur-

mountable obstacle; at the same time, however, the result of a process has thus been

shifted forward which typically occurs much later in decapod development (p. l7l).

The embryonic body of normal dibranchiates (Cf. Pl. 3), once it has reached the stage

shown in Textfigure 69, begins to turn rather solid and to contract, as if striving to

achieve the positional relationships of the organs according to the body plan. It is only

then that the yolk organ, which forms the obstacle, is extruded in a hernia-like exten-

sion, the typical yolk sac thus being formed. (See also Pls.32, 33). In contrast, in the

oegopsid embryo the yolk is enveloped almost completely at an early stage already,
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thus maintaining the body surface under strong tension until the yolk is absorbed; the

yolk cannot be extruded since the arm crown, which lies beyond the egg equator, is

already contracted. (See also Textf ig.69 and PI.9, Fig.5 for comparison).

Textfigure 7i. - An early larval oegopsid from the Balearic Islands (cf. Joubin, 1920, Pl. 11,
Figs. 8 and 9, and Vol. 1, p. 393). Note the typically retarded lateroventral (l) and ventral arms (v),
the large funnel (i), the barrel-shaped muscular mantle (inserted at the shell rim x), the strongly devel-
oped, almost belemnoid cone (c) with the proostracum (p) and superficially added fins (f); see also
Textfigures 55, 59 and Plate 8, Figures 7 and 8.

Ar) Dorsal aspect of the mantle. The proostracum is tentatively completed by asymptotic l ines,
to indicate the division into parts corresponding to the rachis (r) and lateral plates (s). g: stellate gan-
glion.

B) An eady cranchiid stage (cf. Vol. l, p. 393), in ventral view. - d: yolk sac remainder.
Bt) Dorsal view of B.
Both larvae show the very conspicuous cone of juvenile oegopsids, which led both Joubin and

myself to misidentify them first as early stages of Spirula. The mantle sac shows the picture con-
structed for typical decapodan dibranchiate stages (cf. Textfig. 55), which is also valid for Spirula
(Textfig. 86). Neither Joubin nor I had realized that early stages of typical teuthoids (oegopsids) may
show such a huge cone that could be considered the rudiment of a (conceivably functional) initial
chamber: it is only with the present work that the relations between the shell rudiment and the mus-
cular mantle become clear.

The juvenile shown in A almost could be taken for the larva of a surviving belemnite; however,
the anteriorly pointed proostracum (similar lo Beloteuthis qcutq (cf. Textfig. 60 c) indicates an obvi-
ous metateuthoid trait, and the arm crown permits the safe identification of an oegopsid: the 3rd and
5th arm is stub-like, inhibited in its development; the head is typically teuthoid. We could be dealing
here with a chiroteuthid or a cranchiid; in these groups the cone is often very large at the adult stage
(Vol. 1, Textfig. 193); or perhaps it is a Pyroteuthis (cf. Textfig. 73).

17s This counterbalancing of opposite dynamic conditions in the embryo should be

amenable to experimental control. (See the concluding section). In such experiments,

two methods might allow myopsid embryos (LoIigo) to mimick the oegopsid condition:
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a) reduction of the contracting tension in the germ during the stages following the

early maximum of yolk enclosure (Textfig. 69), b) reduction of the yolk mass.

The processes of mesoderm concentration preparing the surface organization (Pl.

9) and the onset of surface folding are not yet known in detail; my own material does

not allow me to make any definitive statement on these processes.

My descript ion therefore begins only with stage VIII  (Pl.  8, Figs. 1-2), which cor-

responds roughly to Loligo embryos of that stage (Pl. 3). At first sight a tremendous

difference appears in the topographical arrangement of the organ anlagen: the oegop-

sid embryo gives the impression of a very strongly contracted yolk envelope having

dragged an elastic embryo to cover the yolk. The mantle rudiment appears particular-

ly extended; in contrast to the disc- or cap-shaped mantle rudiment of other embryos

at that stage, the oegopsid mantle rudiment is bowl-shaped and encloses a consider-

able portion of the inner yolk organ. The mantle rudiment thus appears clearly organ-

ised, in a partially primary and a partially secondary manner, which emphasizes the

arrangement of the parts, especially of the muscular mantle and the shell complex.

A light, ring-shaped zone, the anlage of the muscular mantle, can be distinguished

from a darker, thinner zone, the shell area, through which the yolk is visible. In con-

trast to e.g. Lol igo (Pl. 3), where the shel l  sac is st i l l  widely open, the shel l  fold

already is closing over the shell sac bottom. This is the expression of a peculiar hete-

rochrony in that the formation of the shell sac anlage of oegopsids in accelerated. This

is made possible at least partly by the apparent retention of a sufficient rudiment of

the original shell conus.

The overall picture of the later development is, of course, altered due to the fact

that the entire complex of organ rudiments is stretched out over the yolk organ, the

embryo remaining very strongly extended. Effects of this condition can be seen up to

the establishment of the typical larval body and nearly total resorption of the maternal

nutritive reserve, after which almost Loligo-like conditions are achieved. This can be

visual ized by comparison of Textf igures 68 with Textf igures 7I,73-80. This situation

can be seen more markedly in special details, and it would appear even more striking

if appropriate stages were available from a really complete series of material.

The course of individual ontogeneses should be viewed also in relat ion to postem-

bryonic stages that can be compared with the most advanced embryos of Loligo. One

of the peculiar features of oegopsid development related to reduction of the yolk mass

is the fact that the young animals hatch from the egg mass at a stage showing relatively

low differentiation, with only the most vital organs being "prematurely" completed to
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become functional. The small animal shown in Textfig. 76, which is so reminiscent of

very young Loligo, has already passed a certain time in free "larval life", as can be

tzz surmised by analogy with the development of Abraliopsis scintillans; the same can be

said for Textfigure 77.

It is not surprising therefore to find considerable heterochronies in oegopsid

development in comparison to normal decapod development, although individual rudi-

mehts and resulting organs develop according to the same pattern: the arms, the

mouth, the statocysts, the eyes, the funnel tube, the funnel pouches, the gills, the anal
papilla, the musculai mantle, Hoyle's organ and the fins go through stages very simi-

lar to those of Loligo.

Textfigure 72. - Newly-hatched juvenile stage of the oegopsid X, the development of which is
partly figured in Plate 8 (from Vol. l, p. 161). (About identification of this animal see below, page
189)

The primary lid fold is not yet formed (the points d and x would have to be connected by a del-
- icate fold behind the eye. The huge, scoop-shaped cone (Co) is very conspicuous; it appears as a dark

membrane (visible through the integument) and surrounds the posterior end of the body, carrying the
small lateral fins (0. Anteriorly and dorsally, it grades into a narrow proostracum (pr), on either side
of which the stellate ganglia (s) are recognizable. hoZ: lateral branch of Hoyle's organ; y: insertion of
the muscular mantle on the gladius; hz: heart; krr: gill; an: anus; tb: ink sac; kh: branchial heart
(organs visible through the mantle); tr: funnel; au: eye; va: ventral arm; do: outer yolk sac (rudimen-
tary); ld: laterodorsal fim: te: tentacle; mu: mouth; dl: glandular ridge. 20x natural size.

The arms first show up as papillae in a uniform ring-shaped anlage, which dor-
sally comes to lie anteriorly to the mouth (Pl. 8, Fig. 2; Pl. 9, Fig. 6). A very impor-
tant feature is the apparent lack of two paifs of rudiments, which are in fact inhibited;
they are the ones corresponding to arm pairs 3 and 5 of other decapods. Thus, in
oegopsids only the two mediodorsal arm pairs and the tentacles are distinct from the
beginning, whereas the other two pairs sometimes appear only during postembryonic

development. In comparison to the sepiolid condition, in which ten arms appear simul-
taneously and uniformly (Pl. 23), which can be considered the primary condition, the
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pecul iar mode of oegopsid arm development can be viewed as an extreme case of het-

erochrony. It should be remembered, however, that even in Loligo, the arms are not

formed in a strictly uniform fashion (p. 159), and that the arm rudiments correspond-

ing to the temporarily missing arms of oegopsids are rather frail in the beginning (Pl.

2, Fig. 8). What is particularly striking is that the inhibited rudiments, especially the

third arm rudiments, will later have a special significance and will in general become

the strongest arms.

The mouth becomes surrounded by the dorsal arm bases in a way similar to what

happens in Loligo and thus gets to lie inside the arm crown. The statocysts (Pl. 9)

become distinct somewhat later, but they do not show any notable peculiarity. The eye

rudiments are even less special than are the eyes proper. However, the strong expan-

sion of the area surrounding each eye on the yolk suface reduces the prominence of the

eye stalks, which are merely hump-shaped elevations of the head. Later on, a situation

very similar to that observed, rn Lol igo wil l  nevertheless ensue (Textf igs. 76-77).

The formation of the funnel apparatus is achieved in the typical fashion, whereas

the invagination of the organs of the mantle cavity appears somewhat retarded. The

gills take a papillar form only later and even in the mature embryo they are extremely

rudimentary, with only 2-5 gill lamellae each.

The muscular mantle has a belt-like position from the beginning; it then forms a

fold forward except in the retarded mediodorsal zone; it thus surrounds an annular,

slit-like mantle cavity (Pl. 9). Hoyle's organ and the fin rudiments show a development

similar to Lol igo (compare Pl. 2, Figs. l l  and 12 with Pl. 12, Fig. 3). The general bau-

plan of the young animal (Pl. 4) thus becomes visible much earlier than in Loligo or

Sepia; in general terms the development is more direct than what can be surmised for

the archetypal cephalopods. One has to remember, however, that the newly-hatched

animals generally are very small (1-3 mm) and in many respects incomplete (arm

crown, gills, eye lids), which makes them really appear as larvae, and that they attain,

by heterochrony, the organizational level of a young Loligo only after a rather long

nekto-planktonic life in the open water (Textfigs. 72-80).

The arm crown of the youngest larvae not only lacks arms 3 and 4*, the two dor-

sal pairs and the tentacles are very poorly developed; they are short and frail. The ten-

*Scientific Editor: Naef here uses the "usual" numbering of arms, which excludes
what is here called "4" is the ventral arm, the same as "5" in the earlier statement
"ct'lrresponding to arm pairs 3 and 5 of other decapods".

the tentacles from the series;
(p. 177) about the rudiments
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Iacular clubs each bear a small  number (4-10) of suckers arranged in only two rows,

the -1 sessi le arms have only one each. The more advanced embryos show a relat ion-

ship between the muscular mantle and the gladius that is of high morphological sig-

nif icance (Pl. 8, Figs. 7 and 8; Pl.  10, Figs. l-3). The muscular mantle represents a
plate bent into a cylinder, the edges of the plate becoming fused only at the anterior

end, whereas the rest leaves a gap of increasing width posteriorly; this gap appears

darker due to the transparency of the non-muscular tissue (through which the yolk

mass is visible) and contains those parts of the embryonic shel l  sac and shel l  that cor-

respond to the belemnoid proostracum (Textfig. 60 g). The latter grades posteriorly

into the more or less scoop-shaped cone that is reminiscent of the initial chamber rudi-

ment of a belemnoid (Textf ig. 55); this part closes the posterior gap of the mantle sac.

The formation of a solid shell in this part can be greatly retarded while the corre-

sponding gap grows smaller (Pl.  l0; cf.  also Octopus and, Argonauta); but in oegop-

sids, at least a small cone rudiment is always present until advanced postembryonic

stages.

In some oegopsids, however, the cone persists as a very large formation in the
"larvae" (Textf igs. 7l,73 and especial ly 72 A). This leads to juveni le forms which are

curiously reminiscent of the supposed ancestors (at any rate, of the extinct earlier

dibranchiate forms, which I consider to be the belemnoids) and which provide us with

an idea of the juvenile stages of these ancestors, hence of the archetypal decapods,

indeed of the dibranchiate juvenile stages in general (cf. Textfig. 55).

Textf igureT3. -Very young larva of  Pyroteuthis margar i t i fera f rom the plankton of  the Bay of
Nap les .  8X na tura l  s ize  (c f .  Vo l .  l ,  p .  275) .

a) Sketch made af ter  the l iv ing animal,  completed subsequent ly.  b & c) the same specimen pre-
served, asymmetr ical ly contracted. Note the shape and insert ion of  the typical  metateuthoid gladius
and the insert ion of  the f ins.  -  b l :  b lue l ight  organ; gr:  green l ight  organ; ld:  contracted pr imary l id
cover ing the lens.

This larva has already undergone some postembryonic development.  At  hatching i t  probably was
sinr i lar  to the animal shown in Plate 8,  Figures 7 and 8;  th is i l lustrates the t ransi t ion f rom a short ,
scoop-shaped gladius to the typical  metateuthoid form, especial ly in combinat ion wi th Textf igures 74
andl6 whereas Textf igures 75 andTl already show the degenerat ion of  the vane.
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The extreme diversity in shell formation and shell/soft body relationships does

not facilitate the definition of a general norm or of the phylogenetic starting condi-

tions, and I consider it my honor to have clarified the picture. The strong regression of

the posterior shell portion (which could be compared to the belemnoid phragmocone,

hence also to the chambered shell of tetrabranchiates) in the loliginids, and the corre-

lated modif icat ions explained earl ier (Vol. l ,  p. 473...)  for the sepioids, especial ly the

sepiids were not easy to understand, as can be seen, for example, from Abel 's (1916)

"Palaeobiology of Cephalopods", and the embryonic stages of oegopsids are therefore

of special significance in this respect.

In an embryo similar to Figures 7 and 8 of Plate 8 or to Textfi gve 72 A, we can

easily imagine a replacement of the bowl-shaped cone by the embryonic chamber of a

180 belemnite shell, and even its constriction is understandable with the observation that

this part of the body does not contain rather "immobile" organs, but coelomic sacs and

the posterior diverticula of the inner yolk organ, which partly replace the coelome;

growth continuation in the still regularly conical shell parts must have been related to

the progressive resorption of that yolk reserve, which became replaced, in topograph-

ical terms, by gas, whereas the coelome withdrew definit ively (Textf ig.55).

wr,,
\',1

L,rj_'

Textfigure 74 Textfigure 75

Early oegopsid larvae from the plankton of the Bay of Naples.
Tex t f igureT4.  -Very  young la rva  o f  Ctenopteryx  s icu lus .  Tx  na tura l  s ize  (c f .  Vo l .  7 ,p .253) .

-  This larva is of  special  morphological  interest ,  because i t  belongs to a smal l  group of  oegopsis that
is far removed from the rest; it retains certain archetypal features of decapods and teuthoids. The
overall aspect is quite similar to other young oegopsids, but a striking deviation from the normal pat-

tern is that the ventral arms are already nearly as strong as the dorsal arms. Note also that the fins
already show a muscular axis distinct from the membraneous marginal part, and that the tentacular
clubs are already shortened in an atypical fashion. - Of general interest is the fin insertion on the
ouside of the gladius, which appears smaller than it actually is due to the marginal encroachment of
the muscular mantle, as also can be seen in the subsequent Textfigures.

T e x t f i g u r e l 5 .  - E a r l y l a r v a o f  a n o n y c h o t e u t h i d ,  1 0 X  n a t u r a l s i z e ( c f . V o l .  1 , p . 3 0 5 ) . N o t e t h e
overall similarity of this (systematically remote) juvenile form with Textfigure 

'74. 
Here the gladius is

not visible from the outside and indeed degenerates (narrows) at an early stage, as i l lustrated in
Textf igureTT. The f in insert ion already extends to the t ip of  the shel l  cone, as is typical  for  teuthoids,
so the fin is truly terminal.
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Given that the late embryonic stages of Loligo and other decapods have their
homologs only at postembryonic ( larval) stages in the oegopsids, i t  may be useful to
recall a number of remarkable data from the first volume, to permit a more complete
comparison:

In a1l oegopsids, arms 3 and 5 attain a stage of development comparable to the
youngest Loligo (Textfig. 68b) only some, shorter or longer, time after hatching. In
this belated development, however, strikingly congruent conditions are typically
achieved (Textf igs. 73, '76,78, 81), as much as the arms at later stages do not reveal
the i r  ear l ie r  quas i -suppress ion .

A similar phenomenon, which ap,parently does not occur in all oegopsids how
ever, is the inhibition of the primary lid development as shown in Textfigure 71 and in
Figures 7 and 8 of Plate 8. The connection of the ocular edge with the posterior part
("posterior connecting piece") does not yet occur; the complete formation of the typ-
ical organ will be achieved only at postembryonic stages. unfortunately I have not
been able to get sufficiently young larvae of any of these forms to study this process
in detail. All the larvae figured here already have a complete primary lid rudiment of
the form achieved in ommatostrephids during embryonic development (pl. I l, Figs. 4-
6 ) .

At the hatching stage, the gladius has reached a stage more or less far beyond the
condition shown in Textfigure 60 g, in a direction aiming at the general characteristics
of Textfigure 60 d, in some forms (going further beyond) of Textfigure 60 c.

Textf igure 76. -  Young larva of  Abral iopsis morr is i  f rom the plankton of  the Bay of  Naples.
5x natural  s ize (cf .  Vol .  1,  p.290) -  This smal l  animal already shows a markedly enlarged arm
crown; i t  must be a successful  predator of  smal l  p lanktonic organisms. In addi t ion to a Lol igo- l ike
overal l  aspect (PI.7;  see also Vol .  l ,  Pl .  1) ,  i t  shows an even more normal f in connect ion (wi th the
cone and vane of  the gladius and a special  terminal  t ip of  the mant le sac) than occurs in the myop-
sids;  th is of  course resul ts f rom a further modif icat ion of  a typical ly oegopsid prel iminary stage as
shown in Textf igwe 72.
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The typical metateuthoid condition (compare Textfig. 77 with Pl. 7, Fig' 4) is not

always attained, but sometimes i t  is already passed over (Textf ig. 7l A' B).

Unfortunately the material available is insufficient for a precise description and com-

parison of these interesting condit ions:

The young larvae of even the commonest oegopsids (ommatostrephids) are rarely

caught, and those available are not the most informative ones. The necessary stages

could probably be collected at Messina.

Textfigure 73 shows a larva with an already metateuthoid gladius, but still having

a broadly scoop-shaped cone on which the fins are inserted in a still archetypal posi-

t ion (Textf igs. 28, 59,60).

t82 Textfigures 74-78 illustrate the more or less complete regression of the cone,

which sometimes bears a purely fleshy tip (76), sometimes a terminal tip stiffened by

Textfieure 77 Textfigure 78

Young onychoteuthids from the plankton of the Bay of Naples.

Textf igureTT. -  Older larva,  l0X natural  s ize (cf .  Vol .  1,  p.  306).  The mant le sac is somewhat

abnormal ly contracted and thus exposes the poster ior  r im of  the funnel  complex,  which is normal ly

si tuated in the mant le.  Th: funnel  at tachment;  Tt :  funnel  pouch; Nk: nuchal  at tachment.

The third and fifth arm pair are sti l l  inhibited in growth. The vane (fa) of the gladius has grown

very narrow, and the free rachis (Ra) is partly covered by the muscular mantle. The insertion of the

f ins also l ies part ly on the muscular mant le,  whereas the rest  s i ts on the persist ing,  but very smal l  cone

(Co).  The lat ter  bears a pointed rostrum, which is added poster ior ly;  i t  is  homologous to the belem-

ni te rostrum, but i t  is  not  necessar i ly  a t ru ly belemnoid rudiment ( i t  could be a relapsing homoplasy

rather than a homogenetic formation).
Textf igure 78. -  A somewhat more advanced onychoteuthid stage with exposed mant le cavi ty.

I t  shows LoI igo-hke condi t ions,  but in shi f ted proport ions (cf .  Vol .  1,  p.  308),  8 x natural  s ize.  ,A3: the

well-developed third arm; Aa: the sti l l  inhibited fourth arm; T: tentacle; Vc: Vena eava; Th: funnel

at tachment;  Tr:  funnel  retractor;  Tb: ink sac;  Kb: branchial  band; Km: branchial  spleen; Rc: insert ion

on the muscular mantle (after degeneration of the vane) of the head-foot retractor; Ni: kidney papil-

la;  Vs:  poster ior  branch of  Vena cava; Kh: branchial  heart ;  Vl :  Vena pal l ia l is  lateral is;  x:  pr imary posi-

t ion of  the gladius r im; Ao: Aorta poster ior ;  Vp: Vena pal l ia l is  poster ior ;  Ms: mant le septum, st i l l  s i t -

uated markedly poster ior ly;  Ap: Arter ia pal l ia l is  poster ior ;  Co: cone, Rs: rostrum.
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a rrue rostrum. The insertion of the fins concomittantly is shifted towards the body end

(something certainly atypical for decapods), while their anterior edge grows out in the

cephalic direction. By this process the fin base is moved more or less markedly from

the shell onto the muscular mantle, which in its turn has embraced the shell rim and

thus placed the shel l  inside the mantle (cf.  Vol. l ,  pp. 156-157). What appears by

translucency (Textfigs. 76 and 77) as the "lanceola" (sensu Pfeffer) indeed does not

represent the whole gladius, which lies partly inside the mantle, but only the part cov-

ered bv the thin shell eoithelium which is not covered bv the muscular mantle.

2. The Embryonic Development of the Oegopsid X

The embryos described here and figured on Plate 8 are from an egg mass collect-

ed at the sea surface near Naples in September 1900; a more detailed description of

this egg mass is not available. The preserved material at my disposal permitted recog-

nition of the typical chorion surrounding the egg and gelatinous material adhering to

the chorion, which probably formed one big egg mass as is typical for oegopsids. Jatta

(1896, p.96) apparently obtained similar eggs from Messina; he identi f ied them as

"Veranya sicula", that is Octopodoteuthis. Whether this identification was correct can

no longer be veri f ied since his material has been lost. Lo Bianco (1909, p. 657) used

that description for the identification of the present material, and there is no reason to

doubt his identification. But given the tentacle formation, it can be excluded that this

egg mass is from Octopodoteuthls; in the latter genus the tentacular clubs are very

characterist ic (Vol. 1, p.337). They would then have a maximum of 8 suckers each.

Likewise the present material cannot be considered the same species (Jatta, loc. cit.)

as the embryos described by Grenacher, as can be seen by comparison with

Grenacher's figure of a mature embryo (Textfig. 70) with Textfigure 72.

The present oegopsid X is either Calliteuthis reversa, Histioteuthis bonelliana or

Thysanoteuthis rhombus; it cannot be an ommastrephid (Pls. 9, l2) since the embry-

onic stages in this family look very different. Oegopsid X is not a chiroteuthid either,

nor an onychoteuthid, because the known juvenile forms do not correspond in size or

morphology. For the same reasons the enoploteuthids, Ctenopteryx, Octopodoteuthis

and Brachioteuthis can be excluded. In any event, it must be a large, typical oegopsid

with primarily separate fins, of stocky shape, and with a typical larval brachial apparatus.
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Each tentacle bears 10-12 suckers arranged in 2 rows. The relat ionship with

ommatostrephids cannot be a close one, which pleads against Thysanoteuthis.

This material contained a few younger stages (I-VII), but they were so poorly

preserved (probably fixed post mortem) that I refrain from any further description. The

remaining embryos were only slightly different from the 4 figures on Plate 8, which

must suffice for our considerations. Even in these embryos only a trained eye could

see all the details figured; the material is completely leached, the chromatophore col-

ors gone long ago.

Stage VIII-IX (P1. 8, Figs. I and 2) shows the yolk sac (do) rudiment as an incon-

spicuous, rounded elevation surrounded by the anlage of the arm crown (II, V), which

here again appears as a completely closed, rib-like ring.

The latter shows on either side three to four inconspicuous elevations, which are

the dorsal arm rudiments of the first and second pair (I, II), ventrolaterally the tenta-

cle rudiments (IV), close to which the ventral arms (V) are barely visible. In a dorsal

view the rest of the anterior half of the body is represented by the cephalic anlage,

which shows the eyes in lateral position and the buccal rudiment medially, each of

them appearing as a transversally oval annular fold. In the anterior part of the buccal

rudiment, the point-shaped invagination of the poison gland rudiment (gd) is already

visible; it will migrate posteriorly and soon become covered by the posterior rim of the

mouth. The anlage of the central nervous system appears as a bright, low elevation sur-

rounding the eyes and extending ventrally, and with a narrow dorsomedial connection;

it will soon become subdivided into the cerebral ganglia, the optic ganglia and the

white body. For the moment it is merely a poorly delimited, diffuse proliferation of the

ectoderm. Ventrally and slightly medially from the eye mass the ring-shaped statocyst

rudiment is recognizable on either side.

Between the statocyst rudiments, the funnel tube fold arises, its lateral parts being

more distinct, while medially a depression marks the prospective funnel opening. The

connection with the funnel pouch rudiments has just been achieved behind the stato-

cyst rudiments; the funnel pouches seem connected (cf. p. 104) by a light belt tie (gb)

that lies behind the funnel tube folds. The gill rudiments lie further posteriorly; they

appear as very low knobs, between which the anal projection is even less distinct.

The mantle fold is a belt-like, low rib which is dorso-medially (ma) almost inter-

rupted, i.e. at the prospective site of the proostracum which will complement the mus-

cular mantle. The darker rounded area lying further posteriorly marks the position of

the prospective scoop-shaped "conus"; it does not yet exist at this stage, and its actu-
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al area is not yet entirely occupied by the shell sac. On its dorsal side we find the

familiar anchor-shaped pattern of Hoyle's organ, each lateral branch reaching to a fin

rudiment.

Stage X (Pl. 8, Figs. 3 and 4) shows the same general arrangement of the parts,

which are now more advanced in their differentiation. The arm rudiments are more dis-

tinct; the buccal rim is more contracted and now covers the poison gland rudiment.

The eye vesicles are now completely closed, and the anlage of the central nervous sys-

tem is more clearly differentiated. The cerebral ganglia appear rather distinct (as

bright spots between the mouth and the eyes), similarly distinct are parts of the white

bodies behind and below the eye.-The funnel folds are more markedly elevated, and

the typical anlage of the funnel tube becomes recognizable. The mantle fold has grown

forwards and begins to cover the gills and the anal area. The prospective shell complex

shows a beginning differentiation into a proostracum and a cone; the former occupies

18s the dorsal gap of the muscular mantle.

Stage XVI (P1.8, Figs.5 and 6) is much more advanced; i t  shows a state after

completion of the essential phase of differentiation: the yolk sac is a small wart

between the arms, in a position corresponding to the last remnant in loliginid larvae

(Pl. 7). The two dorsal arm pairs are short appendages with one sucker each; the arm

pillar reach backwards over the head, but remain strikingly delicate as if retarded,

comparable to stage XlIl of Loligo (Pl. 5, Figs. I and 2). As there, the mouth is not yet

covered by the dorsal arms; so here a peculiar inhibition of development appears,

which seems to be more or less typical for oegopsids, which could be related to the

temporary suppression of the third arm pair. There is no actual primary lid fold yet;

the eye region as a whole thus is retarded at this stage.

This retardation is less striking in the ventral aspect, because the tentacles are

well developed. The differentiation of the arm pillars corresponds roughly to stage

XIV-XV in Loligo since the posterior end of the lateral edge clearly approaches the

eye. The ventral arms are still stub-like.

The funnel apparatus is rather well developed; even the nuchal attachment rudi-

ment appears to be there. The funnel corners show the typical primitive mantle con-

nection turned up, and the retractors are well developed. The body part lying inside the

mantle is blown up by the yolk and partly exposed due to the retraction of the mantle.

The anal papilla begins to become organized, and the gill rudiments show first signs

of gill lamellae in the form of small lateral papillae. The mantle sac anlage is fully

formed. In a ventral view one can see the rim of the cone project medially, something
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I  have seen also in the youngest hist ioteuthids (Vol. 1, p. 354), and on the dorsal side

the anteriorly acuminate proostracum is clearly visible through the surface, with the

stel late ganglia on either side (cf.  Textf ig. 72). On the dorsal side of the cone, close to

the posterior end, the small lobes of the fins are set far apart, connected by the later-

al branches of Hoyle's organ in the typical fashion (Pl. 7).

Stage XVIII (Pl. 8, Figs. 7 and 8) represents a rather fully developed embryo that

is not very far from hatching. Its organ development nevertheless lags markedly

behind that of a mature embryo of Loligo. The brachial apparatus and the yolk sac

show the general overall picture as the preceding stage, but close inspection of the

dorsal side reveals the fact that the cephalic envelope has largely caught up to com-

pensate the earlier delay by covering the mouth and making progress in the lateral

advance of the ocular edges. Although the third arm pair is not visible from outside,

i ts rudiment can be supposed to be there; in<ieed we know (Pl. 6, Figs. 2-5) that the

dorsal ocular edges belong to the third arm pair, not to the second. The keels of the

dorsal arms take a peculiar course.

186 On the ventral side of the head, no notable progress has been made by the cephal-

ic covers; thus its development now is retarded, and the corneal fold rudiment of this

mature embryo is still at a stage corresponding to XIV-XV of Loligo. The youngest

pelagic larvae of oegopsids demonstrate that this fold is sometimes completed only

during postembryonic life (cf. Textfig. 70). The eye proper is equipped with a lens and

a functional iris fold.

The mantle sac shows the features already mentioned for the previous stage, but

it has grown in length and its cavity in depth; on the ventral side the gills and the anal

papilla shine through the mantle. The fins appear to approach each other at the poste-

rior body end. The fact that the dorsal corner of the mantle edge is replaced by an

indentation is probably due to tissue contraction, whereas ventrally a normal, though

narrow, indentation accommodates the funnel tube.

3. The Embryonic Development of the Ommatostrephid Y

The following description of ommatostrephid development is based on observa-
tions made on three egg masses of probably the same species (as far as can be judged

from available material and from sketches made of the living specimens), at least of
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rhe same subfamily (ommatostrephinae). It is highly likely that we are dealing here

with Stenoteuthis bartrami, perhaps partly with Ommatostrephes sagittatus. These egg

masses were found floating at the sea surface near Naples; they contained very large

numbers of eggs embedded in a jelly mass. No detailed descriptions are available for

this material.  The three egg masses were observed on 12 September, 1901, on 17

October 1901, and on 28 September 1904, respectively. Each of them was kept in the

aquarium for a few days, sketches of the embryos were made and samples were fixed

at intervals until the young larvae hatched; this developmental time appears to be very

short (4-6 days) in these animals. This material does not permit description of the very

early stages; the available sketches do not give much information on them, and I there-

fore begin my description at stages showing surface structures.

The eggs measured l-1.05 mm in length and 0.8-0.9 mm in width (according to

the indications provided by Dr. V. Bauer who made sketches of the embryos and pre-

served the material). The drawings show them to be nearly spherical. The chorion, the

micropyle and the polar bodies are visible in their typical form.

Stage VIII (Pl. 9, Figs. 1-3) largely corresponds, in terms of general differentia-

tion to the same stage of Loligo, but differs from the latter in the arrangement of its

parts which we found to be typical for the oegopsids (p. 180); it thus resembles the

embryo of oegopsid X.

The yolk sac is represented by a barely convex, small field at the anterior pole; it

is surrounded by a bright, only slightly elevated strip which is the arm crown anlage.

In the latter, individual arm rudiments can already be seen as portions of the strip that

are defined by slight constrictions, again three on either side (I, II, III on the Plate;

note that this is a copying error: it should read I, II and IV in Fig. 1, and III, IV in Fig.

2 of Pl. 9). The cephalic anlage with the mouth and the eyes shows no particular fea-

ture. The statocyst rudiments are not yet clearly recognizable, in.they are slightly

retarded. The funnel rudiments (tr), the "belt strip" (gb;, the gills (km) are represent-

ed by barely elevated bright strips, like the muscular mantle (ma) which narrows dor-

somedially to become a very narrow strip, since the shell zone here projects forward

with the prospective proostracum (pr). The posterior pole shows a bright spot (ho1);

in apical view (Pl. 12,Fig. 1) this spot can be seen to be arranged around the closing

pore (sp) of the shell sac; it is still undifferentiated (x) and will later form the fin rudi-

ments. The typical three delicate furrows marking the prospective organ of Hoyle radi-

ate out from this pore. Later on (Pl. 12, Fig. 3), the portion of the cell material that is

adiacent to the lateral branches (fl) becomes elevated on either side and forms a papilla:
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the paired f in rudiments which are connected, in typical fashion, by the organ of Hoyle
(Cf .  P l .  2 .  F igs .  1 l -12) .

At stage X (P1.9, Figs. 4-6) the folding process is already more advanced. The
three arm rudiments on each side are distinct knobs, their size increases in ventral
direct ion (I ,  I I ,  IV). The ocular fold is contracted completely or almost completely
( leaving a small  scar), so that the eye vesicle (au) is now closed. The statocyst (st) is
a pit surrounded by a rim that is more elevated medially; the funnel tube rudiment
shows the structure typical for this stage. The belt strip (gb) behind the funnel is still
very distinct and laterally connected to the funnel rudiment; the funnel pouch rudi-
ments (tt) are inconspicuous ribs. The gill rudiments (km) are still. indistinct, barely
convex and markedly drawn out laterally; the muscular mantle (ma) forms a sharp
annular fold except for the small nuchal area (Fig. 6) which marks the prospective
nuchal attachment and the posit ion of the proostracum. Figure 5 shows that this
embryo already has some yel low-reddish chromatophores on the mantle and on the
arm crown.

For better understanding of this stage, one should note that, except for the more
massive anlagen, the cellular formative material that will provide the major tissue
mass of the embryo is still a very thin envelope surrounding the yolk. The same can be
said for the next stage.

Stage XII shows an embryo which already hints at the topography of a young
cephalopod, exhibiting the primary positional relationships between the parts of the
animal. The knob-shaped arms (I, II, IV) begin to extend arm pillars posteriorly; the
cephalic anlage becomes subdivided and shows the increasingly prominent eyes sur-
rounded by elevations forming the eye stalks (cf.  Pl.4), which contain the rudiments
of the white body. The statocyst openings are narrow, the funnel tube is closed and lat-
erally connected to the funnel pouches; from this typical connection the funnel retrac-
tors depart. The mantle (ma) has become cup-shaped and surrounds a slit-like mantle
cavity ventrally and laterally, whereas dorsally a free edge is only beginning to form.
The mantle gap corresponding to the proostracum is still very broad and still outside
the domain of the mantle cavity. (For the fins 'fl' and Hoyle's organ see above)

At stage XIV the arm crown is strongly contracted, pushing the yolk sac (do) for-
ward; the individual arms are also more dist inct, especial ly the prospective tentacles
(IV) " and show larval sucker rudiments: the arms of the upper two pairs each bear a
sucker rudiment in almost terminal posit ion, each tentacle bears 4 sucker rudiments,
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one of which sits at the tip. The latter suckers are not symmetrically arranged; the

proximal three suckers are arranged so that on one tentacle 2 suckers are in the medi-

al row, one in the outer row, whereas in the opposite tentacle the inverse happens.

Each arm rudiment extends a dist inct arm pi l lar to the head (pt l ,2,4). The ventral

pi l lars reach further backwards than the dorsal ones (p. 191). Compared to the oegop-

sid X, it is noteworthy that at this stage distinct ventral arm rudiments are still lack-

ing; they are represented by the undifferentiated material lying between the bases of

the tentacles.

The cephalic anlage has made further progress in differentiation and the eyes now

appear somewhat stalked. The eye proper has a lens and an iris fold, both formed by

the typical process. The statocysts are closed, but they still lie immediately under the

skin surface between the funnel and the cheek complex and are visible as bright,

slightly convex spots. The posterior part of the funnel apparatus, which is complete

except the nuchal and mantle attachments, is now inserted in the mantle sac.

The mantle sac has made important progress in serveral respects: the shell zone is

regressive and particularly narrow in the part containing the proostracum. Here the

muscular mantle has pushed its insertion onto the outside of the shell sac, as seems

typical for this family; in the anterior part the mantle muscle appears to embrace the

shell entirely so that the tube is completely closed. In the posterior part the proost-

racum is still visible as a narrow shell process, partly hidden by the anterior branch of

Hoyle's organ. For the latter and for the fins, see Figure 4 of Plate 12.

Stage XVI (Pl.  10, Figs.4-6; Pl.  12, Figs. 5 andT) comes fair ly close to the gen-

eral aspect of a mature larva: the arm crown is now more strongly contracted and con-

stricts the small yolk sac, which has the form of a slightly more than hemispherical

wart.

The two dorsal arm pillars (pfr) have formed quite typical cephalic covers, the

ocular edges of which join very closely the posterior end of each eye ball. The mouth

(mu) is now becoming submerged below the dorsal arms which join each other. The

ventral aspect reveals more important features: the pillars of the tentacles (pfi) are still

retarded, and the edges facing the eyes do not show any indication of a lid formation.

Their developmental stage corresponds to about stage XIII of Loligo (Pls. 5 and 6).

The two tentacle rudiments closely join each other in the median line and their base

already shows an early sign of fusion (nt). This is the beginning of a modification that

is highly characteristic for the family, leading to the peculiar "Rynchoteuthis" larva.
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The "proboscis" of this larva (Textf igs. 79 and 80) is nothing other than the prod-

uct of the joint tentacles (cf.  p. 23). At their base, si tuated submedial ly close to one

another. the two ventral arms (V) are visible as low papil lae. This is a condit ion cor-

responding to what the embryos of the oegopsid X show from the outset, since the lat-

ter have inconspicuous, yet clearly recognizable ventral arm rudiments as a primary

condition (Pl. 8, v). (In both embryonic forms of oegopsids-and in all the early

postembryonic stages so far studied-the third arm pair is still missing as far as the

surface aspect indicates.)

The cephalic anlage has changed in that the eyes are now directed forward, the

embryonic form thus being transformed into the typical larval configuration (cf. Pl.5).

The same can be said of the mantle sac: it now appears slightly pointed posteriorly, the

fins remaining separate (Pl. L2, Fig. 5) but set close to each other. They are str ikingly

small ,  rounded lobes. The anterior mantle end is also sl ightly constr icted, i ts r im

showing the typical form: ventrally there is a small, shallow indentation for the funnel,
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Textfigure 79

Earl iest  post-embryonic ommatostrephids,
page 421.

Textf igure 79. -  Stage XX of  the ommatostrephid Y hatched from an egg mass kept in the
aquar ium: drawn as in l i fe.  This f igure was conbined from l ive observat ions and drawings made af ter
preserved mater ia l .  20x natural  s ize.

a) In normal swimming posi t ion,  seen from below. Tentacular "proboscis" one hal f  extended,
ready to catch a prey animal.

b) Ful ly extended proboscis,  in which the c lubs begin to diverge in preparat ion of  seizure.
c)  Typical  contract ion of  young oegopsid larvae. The head is fu l ly  retracted into the mant le sac,

the proboscis extremely shortened.
Textf igure 80. -Youngest "Rhynchoteuthir"  larva col lected in the plankton at  Naples.  15x nat-

ural  s ize.
c)  Lateral  v iew of  the preserved specimen, the mant le sac being strongly contracted thus expos-

ing the poster ior  r im of  the funnel  complex.  The gi l ls  are also largely exposed.
b & a) The same specimen in dorsal  and ventral  v iew, reconstructed af ter  l ive observat ions.

Textfigure 80

so-cal led "Rhynchoteuthis "  larvae. From Volume 1.
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flanked by slightly projecting corners (ve). Dorsally and medially, the projecting cor-

ner that should be expected to exist there is replaced by a slight indentation (de), as in

stages XIV, XVIII and XX, and in the oegopsid X. Perhaps this is due to the contrac-

tion of the mantle during fixation. The number of chromatophores has increased.

Stage XVIII  (Pl.  11, Figs. l-3; Pl.  12, Figs. 6 and 8) is even closer to the condi-

tion of a mature larva: the arms afe slightly longer, and the 4 dorsal arms each have a

tip reaching markedly beyond the sucker. The yolk sac is reduced. The tentacles are

joined over a long distance, up to the base of the short clubs; the latter turn their faces

carrying 4 suckers each obliquely forward. (But see also the live habit shown in

Textfig. 80). These two faces are in fact united in one, the line of fusion forming a

190 broad seam that forms the end of the longitudinal fusion seam of the stalks. At the base

of the "proboscis" thus formed, the small rudiments of the ventral arms lie in the same

position as before. The ocular edges of the two head covers now bend on either side

around the posterior end of the eye ball and are united by a small "posterior connect-

ing piece,,to form the l id anlage; thus, in contrast to the oegopsid X, the l id fold is

already established during embryonic development.-On the ventral side of the head,

the olfactory tubercles are differentiated on the "cheek" area.-The fins are now more

strongly developed, but for the rest the mantle sac shows no noticeable new features.

State XX (Pl. 11, Figs. 4-6; Pl.  12, Fig. 9) corresponds to a ful ly developed larva,

perhaps a few hours (? or days?) after hatching, which lived in the aquarium accord-

ing to the indications given on the drawings. (Figs. 4-6 were made using the sketches

prepared earlier from live observations by the station's artist V. Serino.) This larva is

different from the embryonic stage XVIII in the more marked differentiation of the

surface features:

The arms are longer and finely pointed, the proboscis is functional (cf. Textfig.

80). The lid fold is contracted around the eye ball, of course with a variable opening;

in a relaxed state it shows a circular outline without a sinus. The funnel is strongly

1sr enlarged and can be extended even further in life; the mantle sac in its turn is extreme-

ly extensible, becoming much more voluminous than in the figure, which was made

after a preserved specimen. The fins now are spatular, the very mobile and also exten-

sible lobes showing the typical aspect of very young teuthoids (Pl' 7).

The mantle cavity (cf. Pl. 8 and vol. 1, pp. 425,427) would show the typical con-

ditions of young oegopsids which are of no special interest here: the gills are very

poorly developed, minute warts with few lateral warts (Textfig. 79) representing the
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first gill lamellae. A stage of differentiation corresponding to the youngest loliginid
lar'ae (P1. 7) is reached only after some considerable time spent as a free larva.
Similar features are revealed by the arm crown development: to illustrate these
aspects, Plate 12 shows the buccal field of two somewhat older larvae. They show that
the buccal lappets are still lacking (ct. p. i32), that rhe third arms (III) are formed very
late but then catch up soon and that all arm tips add new suckers (sn) which are
arranged in alternating rows beyond the existing ones. The ..proboscis,' will never have
more than the eight embryonic suckers; it is only after the beginning of tentacle sepa_
ration that the hitherto inhibited clubs grow further and develop new suckers for the
establishment of the adult club structure (Textfigs. g1 and g2): a peculiar feature,
especially for people accepting the so-called fundamental biogenetic law, is the fact

Il )

of  Nap les .
Volume l ,  page

Textfigure 81 Textfigure g2

Buccal  f ie lds of  advanced Rhynchoteuthis stages from the plankton of  the Bay
Textfigure 81' - Probably Ommatostrephes sagittatus. 25X natural size. From

426. Climax of the larval development.
The third arm pair  ( I I I )  is  a l ready the strongest,  whereas the fourth ( IV) lags behind the orhers.

The bipart i te structure of  the proboscis is very dist inct ;  at  the base of  the tentacles (Ba) the seam (nt)
is already stretched into a thin membrane (Ht), which wil l soon be torn apart (Textfig. g2). The 5
upper buccal  lappets (1-3) are v is ib le at  their  normal posi t ions,  whereas the ventral  ones are hidden.

IJk:  lower beak; Sh: rudirnent of  swimming membrane, growing from the 4th to the 3rd arm; I l :
inner l ip;  Al :  outer l ip.

Textf igure 82. -  Juveni le stage of  Stenoteuthis bartrami,  20x natural  s ize.  From Volume l ,
page 462. Beginning separat ion of  larval  tentacles.  The growing arm t ips show sucker rudiments in a
straight,  s ingle f i le;  th is is shown in detai l  in the inset f igure of  the teniacular t ip (45X natural  s ize);
the 4 proximal suckers (k)  are the only ones that funct ioned in the larval  "proboscis".  The main f ig-
ure i l lustrates the progressive change from the larval  structure to the def in i t ive condi t ion v ia the sep-
arat ion of  the tentacular stalks.  Note also the buccal  funnel  anlage with the typical  arm rudiments l -
4 .

i :  inner  l ip ;  a :  ou ter  l ip ;  t l -5 :  bucca l  pouches;  n :  seam,  p :  la rva l  ten tacu la r  suckers .
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that the entirely typical decapod condit ions (compare Textf ig. 83 with Vol. 1, p. 179)
are preceded by highly abnormal larval formations, so one might conclude that in
ommatostrephid phylogeny a rhynchoteuthis stage existed, from which again arche-
typal conditions were achieved secondarily.

But even for a more critical consideration of such relationships, the facts are not
easily interpreted. A gross view indeed indicates that the normal conditions of the buc-
cal field in older ommatostrephids is materially derived from the rhynchoteuthis form
(P1. 12); therefore the latter should have a higher degree of generality (p. 24) and thus
would be typical for a greater systematic group, hence should be considered more
primitive. A careful analysis of the processes figured in Figures 7-l l of Plate l2 and
in Textfigures 8l-83, which end in an almost typical decapodan condition (cf. pl. 22)
demonstrate, however, that in fact no typically developed part is derived from atypical

192 stages of the same anlage material; that quite to the contrary, the peculiar combination
of larval features present in the rhynchoteuthis stage is due to two factors that are by
no means concerned wi th morphogenet ic

detai ls, but only with the overal l  image and

functional correlation of forming parts at cer-

tain stage s .

The following can be reco gntzed as these

factors: a) a markedly heterochronic shift of
processes, by which the normally combined or
immediately successive states become sep arat-

ed, and b) the formation of an actually minor

larval organ, which modifies the mutual rela-

tionship of the parts in a striking and effective

manner.

The transitory inhibition of the ventral

arms places the bases of the tentacular arms of

oegopsid larvae particularly close to one anoth-

er (cf.  Textf ig. 77), sometimes leading to actu-
t93 al contact of the tentacles even in non-

ommatostrephids. This permits the formation

of a connecting skin fold which is so incon-

spicuous that i t  has not always been recogmzed

Textfigure 83. - Buccal f ield of a
modest ly  spec ia l i zed  ommatos t reph id :
I I lex coindet i ,  in natural  s ize.  From
Volume l, page 240.

The arms have been spread out in
the fresh specimen, pr ior  to preservat ion.
I -4:  buccal  arm rudiments (buccal  lap-
pe ts ) ;  t , - t3 :  bucca l  pouches;  m:  ou ter  l ip
(pr imary buccal  edge).
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as a special differentiation; in our description above it has indeed been passed over in

the formula (p. 196) that the tentacle rudiments "become connected" starting from the

basis. The posit ion of the suckers (P1. 10, Fig. 5; Pl.  11, Figs. 2 and 5) shows that the

statement about progressive fusion towards the tip is not entirely correct either: in fact

the fused basal parts of the tentacles, which represent the stalks, grow in length and

push the tiny clubs forward.

What connects the tentacles with one another is a special, separately acting cell

material of the tentacle epithelium facing each other: it connects the tentacles so as to

make them appear a single formation, without impairing their prospective signifi-

cance. This ce| l  matel ial wi l l  disintegrate at a later stage, either according to i ts for--

mative potency, or directly caused by cell necrosis (more about that further below),

and its development then ends; in contrast, further differentiation of the tentacles goes

on without any inhibit ion. Thus here we see a larval organ as defined earl ier (p.23)

and i ts later disappearance. For normal development of oegopsid tentacles. see Volume

I ,  p . 2 3 5 .

The anlage material for the later-formed, absolutely typical differentiations,

indeed undergoes the typical preliminary developmental processes, but partly in pre-

mature, partly in belated ways and thus in an atypical combination, which is further

enhanced by a transitory embryonic/larval formation.

This transitory formation behaves like other morphologically independent parts in

that it undergoes a constructive development (morphogenesis), which could be inter-

preted in phylogenetic terms according to the general scheme. Moreover, I am aware

of forms that exist either among the ommatostrephid (the secure identification of such

a pararhynchoteuthis larva from the Atlantic in Chun's material is not yet possible) or

in related forms, in which the tentacles (after a stage corresponding to Fig. 5 of Pl. 10)

are free but lie close to one another and grow out in a columnar fashion (Pl' 11' Fig.

p4 2), after which they appear similar, perhaps somewhat less perfect and solid. One can

suppose that preommatostrephids existed, in which only a part, then others in which

all of the tentacle stalks, was fused, and finally forms in which the tentacular club

became specialized. In the extant Mediterranean representatives of the family the

"proboscis formation" is always complete (I do not know whether this applies also to

exotic genera Ilke Hyaloteuthis and Eucleoteuthis, which lie somewhat apart).

Of course, here we are dealing with a larval adaptation that may facilitate rapid

growth of the animal. In many other oegopsids, we see typical devices for the attachment
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of one tentacle club base to the opposite club base, allowing an efficient coordination

during tentacle ejection (more appropriately named "shooting"), thus improving accura-

cy of capture. (See "adhesive apparatusc', 
' 

in Vol. l, pp. 228-229) This accuracy is

already remarkably high in animals having separate tentacles, as can be seen in any

Sepia (cf. Vo1. 1, p. 553!), so Textfigure 79 allows one to surmise that the "proboscis" is

indeed an excellent prehensile gear for a small plankton hunter.
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On the Embryonic Development of the Sepioids, Namely
of the Genus Spirula and its Closest Relatives Both Living

and Fossil

Contents: 1. Generalities. 2. On the Embryonic Development of Spirula (p. 208). 3. On the
Modification of the Sepioidea (p. 210).

L. Generalities

For the characteristics of sepioid development remember the earlier statements (p.

153). So far as the ontogeneses of sepiids and sepiolids can tell, there is a series of

special features of the suborder, especially in embryonic stages. Unfortunately we

know nothing about the development of the idiosepiids, however, and for Spirula we

can only make some inferences from the later postembryonic stages, from the embry-

onic part of the shell, and from the mature ovarian eggs. In fossil forms we know, in

the best of all instances, the embryonic shell parts that allow us to make comparisons

with corresponding parts of the Spirula shell. Thus we can make general statements on

sepioid embryos only with great reservation, and what we say can be valid only for the

195 limited extent of facts just circumscribed.

The eggs of sepioids are always laid singly on the sea bottom, and wherever large

clusters are produced, they are due to progressive accumulation of single eggs at the
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same spot. It never occurs that numerous eggs are surrounded by a common jelly enve-

lope. The ova are always relatively large, sometimes extraordinarily large if one con-

siders the small body mass of most adults, especially in sepiolids. Within the

decapods, these eggs represent the maximum size, which corresponds roughly to the

relat ions observed in large-egg octopods (p. 71).This relates to the fact that the mor-

phological endowment of the newly-hatched animals is very complete, differing from

the adults virtually in quantitative terms only. The sepioids hatch as young animals

living in a way very similar to that of the adults, not as "larvae" having a markedly

special,  e.g. planktonic l i fe style.

The germinal disk is rather small at the outset (P1. 13). (Rossia and Sepia are very

similar in this respect: in Rossia macrosoma the diameter of the germinal disk at stage

II is about 1/8 of the minor egg diameter, in Sepia officinalis it is about l/5). Cleavage

shows the typical features of decapods (p. 14D.It leads to the formation of a blasto-

derm (Pl. 13, Fig. 6) that has a strikingly irregular contour, with pluricellular margin-

al processes grading into delicate plasmatic strands which radiate out on the yolk sur-

face. Formation of the lower layer (the endomesoderm) becomes visible in the form of

a closed ring, so that the germ axes are no longer recognizable. The plurilayered ring

grows rapidly broader (Pl. 13, Fig. 7) in both centripetal and centrifugal direction; in

the latter direction it overtakes the marginal rays of the germinal disk which are simul-

taneously retracted (p. 102). In this process, their cel l  complexes grow looser, provid-

ing the impression of cells being scattered on the yolk surface (P1. 14, Figs. 1 and 2);

detailed observations show, however, that the number of yolk cells lying outside the

ring decreases rapidly.

Finally all yolk cells are hidden below the germinal disk (Pl. 14, Fig. 3), the dark-

er, monolayered central part of which narrows down progressively (Pl. 14, Fig. 4). At

this stage the actual mesoderm formation below the ectoderm has already begun and

now continues (Pl. l4).

The folding up then starts (Pl. l5) to form an embryo disk showing the basic fea-

tures already described for Loligo. There are 10 distinct arm rudiments from the begin-

ning, even though the first, third and fifth arm pairs can be retarded. Sometimes all the

arm rudiments are exactly alike in their respective developmental progress (Pl. 23). A

more striking and significant feature is the bipartite appearance (cf. p. 107) of all the

arm rudiments in sepioids (Pls. 15 and 23).It looks as if each arm were made of two

similar elements, although their morphological value and phylogenetic significance
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cannot yet be interpreted safely. The phenomenon fades away during later develop-

ment. although traces can be seen for some time in the form of a delicate longitudinal

furrow on both the inner and the outer side of the arm (Pl. 17, Fig. 3). The inner fur-

row disappears in connection with the sucker formation, whereas the outer furrow

marks the site of the prospective gtandular cel l  l ines (P1. 16; Pl.  18, Fig. l) ,  but a

direct relationship with them is not recognizable. More advanced embryos show some

general similarities that are not easily definable (Pls. l6 and 23); a trained eye picks

them up immediately, however. An essential feature appears with formation of the pri-

mary lid fold, which here can be called corneal fold. This is not of course a basic dif-

ference from the teuthoids, but only a gradual one: the corneal fold is made from the

4 typical elements: ventral and dorsal ocular edges of the corresponding arm pillars or

head covers (Pls. 16 and l7) plus anterior and posterior connecting pieces. The head

covers show no special features, no more than the anterior connecting piece (vb),

which is distinctly visible between the third and fourth arm rudiment in Figure 2 of

Plate 23, i.e. at a stage when the other parts are not yet recognizable as such.-But the

posterior connecting piece shows up in a very peculiar manner: it arises very early

(before the head covers have attained a closer relationship to the eye) as a distinct, del-

icate r ib or edge of considerable length (Pl. 16, Fig. 5, hb); the posterior ends of the

two ocular edges (cf.  PI.23, Fig.5) become dorsal ly and ventral ly connected to that

edge only secondarily.

This piece of the corneal fold thus appears as a perfectly distinct formation, and

it remains so up to the moment when the r ing is closed (P1. 16, Fig. 7), after which i t

is integrated in the whole in a typical fashion (P1. 18, Fig. 1). The part it takes in the

formation of the ring is apparently rather important, even though this particularly del-

icate piece may later contract and thus become less conspicuous. In other decapods

(Pls. 29 and 35) the posterior connecting piece is a very minor part of the primary lid,

and it took long and careful observations to be certain that it is not absent. Superficial

inspection of preparations made before and after the constitution of the primary lid

may indeed lead to the impression that the upper and lower lateral edges simply meet

behind the eye. Very careful investigations into very many stages led me to the con-

viction that this is never the case, i.e. that the posterior connecting piece is never

entirely suppressed in the formation of the primary lid fold. For the morphological

understanding of this formation, i.e. for the insight into its complex origins (being

derived from both the arm apparatus and the primary cephalic epithelium), the
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evidence given by the sepioids is indeed essential,  and i t  provides a further, important

indication for the close relat ionship among the sepioids, especial ly of the sepiol ids

and sepiids which appear so different in other respects.

In the sepioid embryos so far known, the fins undergo a secondary modification

of their most important correlations, in a way similar to what we have seen in the

teuthoids (p. l1l), but more markedly so: first they are situated in an archetypal posi-

t ion (Pl. 15, Fig. 4:Pl.23, Fig. 2) on either side of the shel l  sac pore, which marks the

mantle end, and their posterior edge encroaches on the future ventral side; later they

shift  forward (Pl. 15, Figs. 4 and 5; Pl.  16; PI. 23, Fig. 3, 5, 6, 8) and their posterior

edge acquires its definitive relation with the lateral branches of Hoyle's organ. (For

comparison see the generally much more direct development of the teuthoids, as

shown in Pl. 2, Figs. 10-12, and Pls.7, 8, 10, 12, where the definit ive condit ion is rec-

ognizable almost from the beginning.)

This minor modification of the bauplan can be interpreted phylogenetically in

considering the condit ions of conservative sepioids (cf.  Vol. 1, p. 516: Spirula, p. 592:

Idiosepius, p.496:. Spirulirostra). Textfigures 85 and 86 show that in the sepioids a fin

position encroaching on the ventral side must be archetypal, so the question arises

whether the dorsal shift observed in sepiids and sepiolids arose independently from

one another, or whether it reflects a common preliminary state. In the latter case,

Idiosepius would have to be a part icipant in i t  (Vol. 1, p. 503).

On the other hand, one should remember that the supposedly archetypal condition

of the sepioids is not unique. A similar condition is known from teuthoids in which the

interrelation between the shell rudiment, the mantle and the fins is fully expressed at

early larval stages (Textf igs. 70 and 71); and the same condit ion can be considered

archetypal for such stages in general (Textfig. 55). Alignment with the longitudinal

axis of the animal (Textfigs. 75-78) then is a secondary condition that has been

obscured, suppressed or re-established in differing ways in the different decapod

groups. One night even surmise for the adult stage of archetypal dibranchiates (vol. I,

p. 9l) and decapods (Vol. I ,  p. 110) that the f in insert ions were obl ique and lateral on

the shell surface, with a tendency to reach ventrally, and that this condition proved

phylogenetical ly successful only in the sepioids (cf.  Textf igs. 28 and 30). But the

overall features of the older fossil types plead against this hypothesis.

Other peculiarities appearing in sepioid ontogenesis are of lesser systematic sig-

nificance, since they are part of their general morphological and biological features
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(p. 203), and are especial ly related to the yolkiness of the eggs: l)  the larger, more
archetypal forms have 4 rows of suckers on their arms and even more numerous (nor-
mally 8) rows on the tentacular clubs, where they show a very specific arrangement
(Vol. 1, p. 488). 2) The mantle organs, especially the gills, already attain a high degree
of differentiation in the embryo (without forming a longitudinal canal in the gill as in
teuthoids: vol. I, pp. 73, 489).3) The funnel attachments and the nuchal attachment
(as far as it is retained) are already formed in young embryos (Pls. 1?, 23), whereas in
the teuthoids they appear only during larval life. 4) unless a new adaptation to nek-
tonic life has occurred, a secondary lid fold develops in the periphery of the contract-
ed, corneal part of the primary lid.

Textfigure 84. - Diagrammatic medial section of a young Spirula. From Volume 1, page 475.
- 14x natural size.

Note the general shape of the shell and its position in the body, especially the situation of the
shell aperture among the viscera; note also the atypicat insertion of the muscular mantle on the out-
side of the gas chambers, ventrally behind the rotated initial chamber. The lack of a proostracum is
stdking; it allowed the atypical shift of the dorsal shell rim to the inside of the body. In the position
vacated by the shell rim, the muscular mantle has taken over; it naturally lacks in the rest of the dor-
sal midline (See Textfigs. 28 and 30). 1-6: gas chambers; Ps: prosiphon; Sa: initial caecum of siphun-
cle; Sd: septal neck; Sw: shell septum; Sc: siphuncular coelom; Si: fleshy siphuncle; Fg: fiUing tis-
sue; Citl-C63: parts of coelom; Go: gonad; X: ventral shell rim; Bl: caecum; Hz: heart; Gg: stomach
ganglion; Ni: kidney; Mm: muscular mantle; Ed: hindgut; Tb: ink sac; Af: anus; Mv: mantle cavity;
Vc: Vena cava; Lb: liver; Ao: Aorta; Md: dorsal mantle cavity; Oe: oesophagus; Gd: poison gland; St:
statocyst; Vg: visceral ganglion: Nk: nuchal attachment; Kh: cape attachment: Cg: cerebral ganglion;
Pg: pedal ganglion; Ob: upper buccal ganglion; Ub: lower buccal ganglion; Dr: funnel gland; Tk: fun-
nel valve; Tr: funnel tube; Al: outer lip; Sr: subradular organ; Jl: inner lip; Uk: lower beak; Ob: upper
beak; Rd: radula pouch.

The archetypal mode of shell formation, which is so characteristic for the sepioid
suborder, is recognizable only as a reminiscence in the forms described here (see the
bottom row of Textfig. 59, and Textfig. 140). In the Gulf of Naples, we indeed find
only sepiids and sepiolids, in both of which the shell formation and its relation to the
soft body are atypically specialized; whereas the embryonic development of spirulids
and idiosepiids, which are in many respects closer to the archetypal form, is still
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unknown. But even in the families mentioned the embryos have an ample shell sac in

special forms! Whereas the sepi id shel l  sac produces a variant of the sepioid shel l

whose relation to the archetype is still recognizable via intermediary forms (fossils),

te9 rhe sepiolid shell sac provides at least by its primary size and shape some indications

(Textfig. 100) for the past existence of a truly sepioid cuttlebone.

Of course the amplitude of the shell sac in sepioids is related to its original des-

tination to accommodate a chambered shell, whereas the thin plate of a teuthoid glad-

ius requires only a slit-shaped space. The two families are complementary to one

another in that the sepiol id shel l  repre-

sents the part that has been lost almost

complete ly in  the sepi ids,  namely the

proostracum; this fact is already ref lected

at early stages (Pl. 23 , Fig. 1 ) by the

shape of the shel l  sac (Textf ig. 100 a: Vs).

These condit ions, viewed in compari-

son with those of the fossi l  sepioids and

of a juveni le Spirula (Textf ig. 85), and

with those of the related teuthoids and

belemnoids, indeed led us to our ideas

about the typical features of the suborder

(Textfig. 59). The arguments put forward

are visual ized in Textf igure 85. (see also

Vol. I ,  pp. 473-504) Here we have to

apply these ideas to the earl ier embryonic

stages of shel l  development and to the

establ ishment of i ts relat ionships with the

mantle sac, just i fying the ideal stages

defined in Textf igure 59 (bottom row).

This can be done best  us ing a hypo-

thet ical  construct ion of  Spiru la deve-

lopment,  which in turn provides an

opportunity to val idate our morphological

pr inc ip les (cf .  pp.  l9-82) .  There is  indeed

no doubt that the inferences made here

can later be tested bv actual observations.

Textfigure 85. - Juvenile stages of differ-
ent sepioids,  in schematic representat ion ( f rom

V o l .  1 , p . 4 7 7 ) .
a) Spirula spirula (after preserved speci-

men) .
b) Spirul i rostra bel lardi i  ( reconstructed

from fossi l  shel l  nucleus).
c) Belosepia sepioidea (idem).
d) Sepia orbignyana (after preserved spec-

imen) .
The typ ica l  juven i le  cond i t ions  o f  th is

group of forms are represented by Spirulirostra
(b);  the shel l  is  drawn too strongly curved in the
diagram, which figures the membraneous and
muscular mant le as t ransparent.  Note that  the
muscular mant le inserts on the outer surface of
the phragmocone.
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2. On the Embryonic Development of Spirula

Real embryonic stages of Spirula have not been found to date, or have at any rate
not been described. However, Pelseneer has already provided in 1895 (Huxley and
Pelseneer) a hypothetical construction of the phases of shell and mantle development
in this "living fossil", and his idea has subsequently been taken over in more recent
literature (cf. Joubin, 1920 and Prell, 1922). Although Pelseneer has high merits for
his elucidation of molluscan morphology, he has made an unfortunate mistake here.
Despite its shell, Spirula is not a living fossil in the sense of a closer relation to the

ectocochleates; it merely conserves structures which are primary and typical for all

dibranchiates, decapods, and sepioids, and which have been lost in other representa-

tives of these groups in quite different ways. Only in the closely related sepiids are
corresponding parts still in existence; these parts have been so strongly modified in

the sepiids, however, that it proved rather difficult to recognize the morphological

relat ion (cf.  Vol. 1, pp. 433-501). Textf igure 85 provides a picture of our understand-

ing as far as the most advanced embryonic and early postembryonic stages are con-
cerned. The following points have to be emphasized:

In all dibranchiates, the shell is definitely internal, the primary shell epithelium

becomes completely covered by the shell sac fold at an early state, even before the

shell  begins to be formed, so the shel l  sac is entirely closed (Textf ig.43). There is no
reason to infer for Spirula something different from what is known from all its close
and remote relatives. Early closure of the shell sac must be a very ancient feature, as
demonstrated by the huge rostral sheaths of the atraktites, the oldest known dibranchi-

ates, from upper paleozoic strata.

The shell of Spirula must be formed inside a shell sac, and its first rudiment (p.

119), i f  st i l l  exposed, must become covered by the secondary shel l  epithel ium. This is

demonstrated by the relatively thick sheath layer on the initial chamber (Textfig. 86 a).

A different question is that about the correlation between the early shell and the soft
parts: can it be thought of as corresponding to typical sepioid conditions (Textfig. 85)
from the outset? Anything else would indeed result in a highly abnormal formation of
the posterior end so long as the initial chamber is less than a 3/4 closed sphere, i.e.

roughly a hemisphere. Thus the only conceivable insertion of the early shell in the

mantle sac is that shown in Textfigures 55 and 71, which provides us with a link to the
typical developmental stages of all dibranchiates. We have indeed to suppose that the
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early stages of the shell and its relation to the mantle correspond to the situation

shown in Textfigure 43 and that its subsequent modification followed the course

shown in Textfgure 59 (bottom), i.e. by a variation derived from the stages shown in

Textf ieure 55.

Textfigure 86. - Mediat section (obtained by grinding) through the initial chamber of a Spirula
shell (a), 32X natural size, and hypothetical medial section of the mantle sac of a mature embryo of
Spirula (b),4X natural size. - From Volume l, page 512. -

a) This figure was prepared using Appelldf's (1893) indications, especially his Plate 9, Figure
1. - The primary shell wall (ostracum and hypostracum) is marked cross hatched (6), the perios-
tracum (7) is dotted along with the septa and septal necks (18, 15, 13, 5, 4). Within the siphuncle, the
epithelium of the soft body is marked by a dotted line. 1: initial chamber; 2: prosiphon (transverse
stay); 2a: its sagittal lamella; 3: conchiolin cap as initial part of shell siphuncle; 4: calcified neck of
the second septum; 14: second chamber; 15: second septum; 16: angular substance; 17: pillars of 3rd
septal neck; 18: third septal neck; 19: siphuncular epithelium; 20: third gas chamber; 23: its ventral
part; 24: ventral ridge of periostracum; 25: second septal swelling of siphuncle; 26: ventral part of
second gas chamber,

b) As far as the stage of shell development at hatching is concerned, this figure is based on cal-
culations made from the size of mature ovarian eggs, and considerations on the relationship between
egg size and hatchling size as observed in other decapods. In such a small animal, only a few of the
shell components shown in Textfigure 84 can be lodged; a final relic of the proostracum (p) may in
turn be present at thal stage,

1: muscular mantle; 2: remainder of proostracum; 3: shell sac (shell epithelium).

Along with the progressive narrowing of the aperture of the 3/4 sphere, its free

ventral and lateral margin becomes detached from the muscular mantle and thus comes

to lie inside the sac (Textfig. 86 b). The question then is what happens to the dorsal

edge. A similar process could occur in the early embryo, perhaps in a less atypical

fashion, since a proostracum is lacking already in the young Spirula (Textfig. 84);

indeed it must be lacking, because it could no longer be inserted in the typical fashion
(since the dorsal mantle cavity has become expanded posteriorly beyond the shell rim,
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so that the mantle muscle has been shifted onto the outside of the shell wall). But it is

:tt: unlikely, indeed virtually against the rules according to our general experience, that so

fundamental an element of organization should have disappeared altogether from early

development, especially since the topographical conditions for its expression seem to

exist prior to the above-mentioned modifications. We therefore believe that a proost-

racal rudiment similar to that shown in Textfigure 59 (bottom) exists in Spirula

(Textfig. 86 b), at least as a part of the shell sac, but later lags behind the rest in devel-

opment, so that the muscular mantle becomes fused in the dorsal midline and finally

replaces the rudimentary dorsal plate. At the hatching stage, the proostracum (Textfig.

86 b) probably is very reduced, and the shift of muscular mantle insertion probably is

underway on, the dorsal side as well .

As to the general aspects of shell development by the time of hatching, we have

some indications (cf.  Vol. l ,  p. 515 and explanations for Textf ig. 86 b): probably there

are two complete gas chambers which are accommodated in the mantle sac according

to the typical sepioid mode (given the size condit ions), so that this stage should look

very similar to the condition shown in Textfigure 4. Since the shell curvature is not yet

strong, the initial chamber does not yet lie virtually inside the mantle sac, and the ven-

tral edge of the shell does not yet cut as deeply into the viscera as it will later on.

The external aspect can be imagined similar to Textfigure 85 a, differing from

Sepia by the open primary lids, the weaker arms, and the lack of lateral edges on the

vential arms. The suckers of the sessile arms probably are arranged in 4 rows, those

of the tentacles in at least 8 rows (cf. Pl. 21, Fig. 2).

3. On the Modification of the Sepioidea

The development of the fossil sepioids (belemnosids, belopterids, spirulirostrids,

spirulirostrinids) should be derived from very similar stages, as far as the earliest parts

of their shells can reveal. Among the extant forms, Idiosepizs (Textfig. 87) is espe-

cially interesting in comparison to Spirula, on the one hand, and to the sepiolids (see

there) on the other. The adult animal seems to be devoid of any shell remnant (similar

to certain sepiolids); but the outline of the mantle sac with the small, subterminal,

round f ins shows a form which "suggests" (cf.  Steenstrup, 1881) the earl ier presence
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of a Spirula-like shell (cf. also Spirulirostridium: Yol. 1, p. 495). At any rate, this

animal is much closer to the typical sepioid than the related sepiolids, and since the

embryos of the latter (Textfig. 100 a) show reminiscences of a once powerful sepioid

cuttlebone, it seems likely that the embryos of Idiosepius show even more complete

zo: and more typically developed rudiments of past shell formation. An embryological

study of this smallest of all cephalopods would"be highly desirable, since it could pro-

vide important data for a better knowledge of the whole group.

I
t  { 1 ,

Textfigure 87. - Idiosepius paradoxus, the smallest l iving cephalopod, at the adult stage; 4X

natural  s ize;  -FromVolume 1, page 503. -  a)  Dorsal  v iew. b)Ventral  v iew. c)Arm crown (male;  h:

hectocotylus),  6X natural  s ize.  d)  Lateral  v iew of  head, 7X natural  s ize.
Note shape and position of the fins, the mantle sac end and the mantle rim, and the tentacular

arms with biserial suckers. The dorsal view shows an oval f ield of glandular (opaque) skin, in a posi-

tion where normally the broader parts of a typical sepioid shell would be expected to l ie. The ventral

arms are hectocotylized. The primary l id is contracted to form a cornea, with wrinkles probably radi-

ating from the pore. The latter is not recognizable, but is probably not closed entirely.
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The Embryonic f)evelopmentof the Sepiids

Contents: 1. General i t ies .  2. Sepia off icinal is

@. 243)

(p.216) .  3  .  Sepia e legans @. 242) .  4 .  Sepio orb ignvana

1. Generalities

Before going into details of embryonic development in sepiids, it will be useful to

get a general idea about the systematic and phylogenetic relationship of this family

with other sepioids (vol.  l ,  pp.5l7-522). This relat ionship can now be assessed based

on the cuttlebone, which is a peculiar variant of the general sepioid type that can be

viewed along with a series of fossil forms. The closest among the latter is represented

by the genus Spirul irostr ina (vol.  l ,  p. 501), which has to be mentioned here f irst.

Next to i t  we place a hypothetical transit ional form cal led "Spirul isepia" (vol.  1'  p.

520) and further away the fossil Belosepia,' however, this fossil form in its overall

204 aspect already resembles the present-day type of the sepiidae (subfamily Sepiinae) so

that we can put it aside for the moment (but see Textfigs. 85 and 94 a about the aspect

of the shel l  nucleus).

Thus we compare the hypotheti cal Spirulisepia cuttlebone directly with that of

l iving sepi ids, the latter being represented by the typical condit ions (with a short

siphuncular part) of juvenile Sepia officinalis (cf. Vol' 1, p. 550). We consider

Spirulisepia as having a mixture of (still) Spirulirostra-and (already) Sepia-like fea-
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sis on the ancient features. The overal l  outl ine is of l i t t le importance
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greater empha-

in this context;
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the cuttlebone in Textfigure 88a is could be imagined more elongate, hence more sim-

i lar to the Spirul irostr ina bone (vol.  I ,  p. 501).

Textfigure 88. - Diagrams illustrating the derivation of a typical sepiid cuttlebone (b) from
conditions such as those observed in Spirulirostra al|.d Spirulirostrina via an ideal transitional form,
Spirulisepia (a). In phylogenetic terms the latter is a hypothetical intermediary stage of the morpho-
logical series, which starts o\t from Belemnosella znd (via the above-mentioned forms and Belosepia)
leads to Sepiq (c f .  vo l .  1 ,  pp.481,498,501,520) .

Note the following traits, which are st\ll Spirulirosrra-like, in the transitional stage (left): 1) the
very large rostrum (Do); 2) the "capitulum" lying next to it (which hides the initial chamber of the
phragmocone); 3) the well preserved ventral wall (Vw) of the phragmocone; 4) the round shell aper-
ture through which a wide siphuncle (si) is visible; 5) the forrnation of a short proostracum (Pr); 6)
the connection between the capitulum and the proostracum by a broad lateral edge (Sh), which are
connected with one another only posteriorly by other projecting pafts (ventral process). - The fol-
lowing features are already similar to traits of Sepia: l) the relative regression of the rostrum and
capitulum; 2) the slanting position of the last septum; 3) the regression of the ventral wall. The fur-
ther modification making this into a cuttlebone is il lustrated by the figure b.

Of some importance for the understanding of sepiid organization are the follow-

ing modifications of the primary sepioid type: I ) The prong of the sheath (perios-

tracum) is strongly reduced, but it can be conserved as a solid spine supporting the

fleshy "terminal knob" of the mantle sac (Pl. 2O).2) The capital of the sheath, i.e. the

protuberance on the ventral side which contains the initial chamber, flattens out with

decreasing curvature of the latter. 3) The whole phragmocone loses its originally high

vault and curvature (Textfigs. 85, 94) and becomes rather flat. 4) As a consequence the

septa are increasingly slanting, the dorsal end reaching far forward. 5) The lateral
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edges of the sheath participate in this rnovement and overtake the anterior shell rim,
to embrace the degenerating proostracum.

Textfigure 89 illustrates the rather early expression of this modification in living
sepiids; here again we do not find a complete recapitulation of the assumed ancestral
series in the course of embryonic development (pp. 41, 78). The flattened initial cham-
ber of the modified phragmocone is no longer in terminal position, but shifted dorsal-
ly, and the suture of the first septum already lies (stage XV) well beyond the middle
part of the body. The cuttlebone thus formed shows the subfamily characters from the
beginning, rather than typical features of the family or even the suborder.

Textfigure 89. - Embryo of Sepia officinalir at stage XVI. Outline drawn after living specimen.
Details that are visible only in preserved speciments were added later (cf. Pl. 16). The inner organs
(shining through the integument of a living embryo) are not shown.

. l-4: sessile arms; 5: tentacle: 6: yolk sac; ?: eye ball; 8: iris; 9: posterior edge of head cover;
l0: nuchal attachment; 11: cheek hump; 12: funnel pouch; l3: shell rim; 14: first suture line shinins
through the integument; l5: Hoyle's organ; l6: terminal knob; l?: fin.

Reminiscences of older, more general formations can at best be expected in cer-
tain species at very early stages (shape of the shell sac). One should nevertheless note
the slightly pointed anterior end of the shell in Figure 4 of Plate 20; this represents a
weak rudiment of the proostracum; it is not clearly visible in a merely translucent
whole-embryo preparation. If the curvature of this embryonic cuttlebone were more
marked, one could very well believe he saw an early stage of the type shown in
Textfigure 88 a.

106 If the phylogeny of the genus Sepia is to be derived from the natural system as
completely as possible, in the sense of rextf igure 3 as principal ly required (p.31),
then that natural system must be viewed in a more differentiated expression than was
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done in Volume I (p. 810) where the more practical aspects of orderly representation

of forms were emphasized: indeed a mere juxtaposition of sepioid families does not

fully translate their systematic-morphological relationships. The highly special con-
gruences of sepiids and spirulirostrinids in fact justify the formation of a distinct, spe-

cialised group (circle), the Spirulirostrinoidea already mentioned on page 32. This

group can and must be systematically united with the spirulirostrids in a group called

Spirul irostroidea (see again p.32) which is dist inct from other fossi l  sepioids.

Whereas the spirulids are without any doubt meambers of this group, the position of

the idiosepiids and sepiolids in such a system is still uncertain. Therefore this system

is not proposed in the sense of a solid species catalog, but merely used here to express

the special type position of Sepia. This position can be defined completely (as far as

fossils can tell) by the following scheme of names:

Amphioxus

Poly gordius

Lepidopleurus

Fis surel la

Nauti lus

O ctopus

B elemnite s

Lol i  g  o

Belemnosella

Spiruliro stra

Spiruliro strina

Belosepia

Hemisepius

4.  Coelomata

5. Eutrocheata

6.  Mol lusca

7. Conchifera

8.  Cephalopoda

9. Dibranchiata

10.  Decapoda

1 1 . Tentaculifera

1 2.  Sepio idea

13.  Spiru l i rostro idea

1 4. Spirul irostr inoidea

15.  Sep i idae

16.  Sepi inae

17 . Sepia

For a better understanding, this scheme should be translated into the form of
Textfigure 3, with the three outermost circles of that figure added.

Three species were available to me as representatives of sepiid development, with
more or less complete series of embryonic stages: Sepia officinalis, S. elegans, and S.
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orbi gn)'ana. Details of systematic-morphological importance relating to the latter two

species wil l  be discussed at the end of the chapter. There are no real ly major dif fer-

ences, and I therefore limit the description of development essentially to the most

common species:

2. Sepia off icinal is

The ripe eggs of this species are very large; in the common, smaller coastal form

they generally measure 6 x 4.8 mm, sometimes a little less. In the large animals of

deeper water I found that eggs measure about 7 mm in length.

Cleavage fol lows the decapod type described on page 146; but the 16 cel l  stage

already shows a peculiarity: the cells derived from the upper, medial octomeres are

generally not true micromeres; they remain in continuation with the periphery,

although their center is shifted to the inner part of the germinal disk (Pl. 13, Fig. 3);

they become divided into a macromere and a micromere by the following, centripetal

cleavage step (cf. Octopus, Pl. 24, Fig.9). From the 32 cell stage, heterochronies and

irregulari t ies occur frequently (cf.  Pl.  13, Fig. 4).

But in principle the bauplan of the cleaved germinal disk is very similar to that of

Loligo (Pl. l). We find the central field of small cells (Pl. 13, Fig. 5: mf) and its nar-

row extension towards the lower border, which is called the "middle band" (mb), a

simple ring of yolk cells (rz) and a soon to be irregular mosaic of micromeres which

occupy the greater part of the blastodisc.

When the endomesoderm ring appears (Pl. 13, Fig. 6), the rim of the blastoderm

is subdivided into fine lobes from each of which a plasmic strand radiates out. Each

lobe contains a considerable number of cel ls (6-12), of which at least the peripheral

yolk cel ls (p.96) remain in continuity with the yolk and are determined to become

constituents of the yolk epithelium. Once the endomesoderm ring has grown somewhat

broader (Pl.  13, Fig. 7), a characterist ic pattern appears: from below the r ing with i ts

circular outer border (which also marks the limit of the ectoderm), the now regularly

shaped "rays" emerge. Each ray consists of a proximal, broader part in which the

nuclei (light dots in the figure) are arranged in two rows, generally in alternating

order. The outermost nucleus forms the base for the fine plasmic strand that radiates

out on the yolk and dwindles away there.
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These rays dissolve later to become single rows of rather isolated yolk cel ls (Pl.

1.1. Fig. l) which decrease rapidly in number as they are drawn in under the germinal

disk (Fig. 2). At stage II- I I I  (Pl.  14,Fig.3) they are absent altogether and they never

reappear. During further growth of the blastodisc a thin yolk envelope (Pl. 14, Fig. a)

is differentiated from the periphery of the disc as in Loligo. The rest represents the

body of the animal proper, the "embryonic body", which becomes further differentiat-

ed by organization of the mesoderm (Pl. 14, Figs. 4-7) as described earl ier (pp. 103-

1 0 7 ) .

This state (Pl. 15, Fig. 1) is the preparation for the folding processes which start

at stage VIII  (Pl.  15, Fig. 2). The embryonic body is surrounded by the arm crown,

which is interrupted only in the area of the mouth. The 10 bipartite arm rudiments are

not quite identical: the first and third on either side are weaker than the others; the

fourth rudiment, i.e. the tentacle, is not yet more conspicuous and looks like a normal

arm rudiment. Even the ventral arms (V) are not markedly weaker (as in teuthoids) but

are very similar to the tentacle rudiments. The cephalic anlagen and the statocysts do

not show any special feature. As to the funnel apparatus, the funnel tube rudiments are

very delicate and hazy, and they are not yet connected to the much more distinct firn-

nel pouch rudiments; the latter are connected to each other by the ventral "belt strip"

which is also more distinct than the funnel tube rudiments. Medially the funnel tube

rudiments are in contact with the arm crown, from which they are not yet separated at

stage VII (P1. 15, Fig. l)  (cf.  p. 105). The rudiment of the muscular mantle is a f lat

ring whose inner and outer rims are slightly elevated; in the medial line, both dorsal-

ly and (more markedly) ventrally, a distinct longitudinal depression is visible; its mor-

phological significance is obscure. The edge surrounding the shell epithelium, i.e. the

rudiment of the shell fold, is almost circular; it shows no sign of an anterior extension

as in sepiol ids (P1.23, Fig. 1). This small  dif ference is probably related to the fact that

the sepiids have nearly or totally lost the proostracum.

Stage IX (P1. 15, Fig. 3; Pl.  17, Fig. l)  shows the bipart i te nature of the less

advanced arm rudiments as well. A striking feature is the great distance separating the

first (I) arm rudiment from the others, which lie more ventrally in almost equal dis-

tances from one another. One should remember (pp. 105, 116) that the arm rudiments

have already been shifted in relation to the head anlage. Pair I now lies well anterior-

ly to the eyes, Pair II comes close to the eyes; Pair III has passed the statocysts, while

Pair IV comes close to them and wil l  later pass them too (Pl. 13, Fig. 4). Needless to

emphasize that the description of the early Sepia stages given by K<tlliker (1844) are
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very inaccurate and part ly misleading. (See Lang 1900, pp. 450-451 on the subject:

Textfig. 404 A lacks the arm crown and the parts given are a highly schematic, partial

representation of my stage VIII, as figured here in Figure 2 of Plate 15. In Fig. 404 B

the dorsal arms are missing, otherwise the same condit ions obtain.404 C corresponds

roughly to my Figure 4 of Plate 15; these pictures are again very incomplete and part-

ly misleading. The same is true for Figure 405.)

The inequality of individual arm development is still distinct at Stage IX.

Moreover, the tentacles (IV) are now markedly predominant, whereas arm rudiment III

appears as the weakest; this condition will persist for some time and is reminiscent of

the teuthoids. Later on the three dorsal pairs will become more uniform (Pls. 19, 20),

whereas the ventral pair grows larger than they.

The eye vesicles are almost closed; behind them an edge becomes visible
(between x and z), which corresponds to the prospective position of the posterior con-

necting piece of the corneal fold. It cannot be considered the proper rudiment of the

latter; it arises more incidentally as part of the depression between the eye (z) and the

huge ectodermic growth. The latter, which was named cephalic plate by Kdlliker, is

the rudiment of the major part of the white body; it will later occupy the cheek area
(cf. Pl.  15, Fig. 4: close to y).

The funnel tube rudiments now join the funnel pouches on either side, the stato-

cyst is contracted, and the mantle rim has been extended posteriorly to cover the gills.

The shell sac begins to close; the outside of the shell fold shows elevations which rep-

resent the fin rudiments. It looks as if the closure again followed three seams that

remain visible as delicate furrows marking the future position of Hoyle's organ; this

impression is enhanced when viewing the next stage. (See also Textfigs 36 and,37)

At stage X (P1. 15, Fig.4; Pl.  17, Fig.2) the germinal disk is markedly contract-

ed, and the relief of the embryo is more distinct than before. This process was pre-

ceded by the full enclosure of the yolk in the yolk sac envelope, and it looks as if this

were a prerequisite for the opposite shift of the embryo proper. Nevertheless, in the

apical view chosen, all the arm rudiments are still visible, whereas at later stages the

further contraction of the arm crown will pull them underneath the embryonic body.

They still show the primary, bipartite structure, which however, begins to fade pro-

gressively. The third arm rudiment is still the weakest on either side, the fourth (tn) is

stronger than the other rudiments. The mouth has become smaller, the eye vesicles are

closed completely. Close to the eye, additional furrows appear between the elevations
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of the white body (y), in a way similar to what happens in Lol igo; the optic ganglia

and the cerebral ganglia, which are derived from the same complex of anlagen (p.

108), are already situated at a deeper level. The cerebral ganglia remain nevertheless

recognizable in the hazy spots (x) situated above the foremost parts of the funnel

pouch rudiments, where they can still be seen in figures of Plate 16.

The funnel apparatus, which does not yet show the rudiment of the nuchal carti-

lage, begins to shift beneath the mantle rim, which it has approached in the course of

the general contraction. The funnel retractors are very distinct (Textfig. 38).

The mantle rudiment has become bowl-shaped; its apex still shows the open shell

sac pore from which the three "seams" radiate. The round elevations flanking the lat-

eral seams are distinct rudiments of the fins. It is already clear that they have an

unusual size (cf.  Pls. 2 and l2l),  which corresponds to the strong development of the

fins in Sepia. Whereas normally such an enlargement starts from a small, terminal

juvenile fin (Pl. 7), the definitive state here encroaches upon the earliest rudiment.

However, we will see that even in Sepia the fin undergoes a secondary enlargement

and a shift of its anterior end of insertion; thus the rudiment is a terminal one in spite

of its considerable size, as can be seen from its positional relationship with the sheil

pore (cf.  Pls. 16-18). The gi l ls show only their t ips in the overal l  aspect; they have

become elongate appendices, showing the typical flattening and first hints of gill

l amel lae  (P l .  17 ,  F ie .2 ) .

Stage XI (Pl.  15, Fig. 5; Pl.  17, Fig. 3) is past the major folding events: the

embryo has pulled its arms under the head, the dorsal arms lying now close to the

mouth. On the eye balls a delicate circular ridge forms the iris fold rudiment (ir)

around the entirely closed pore of the vesicle, while on the head anlage the position of

the posterior connecting piece of the prospective corneal fold becomes faintly visible.

The funnel apparatus is already shifted below the mantle rim; dorsally it shows a first

delimitation of the future nuchal attachment (nk). Other parts are recognizable only in

a ventral aspect (P1. l7): the funnel tube lobes (tr) grow towards each other and bend

inwards. A delicate pit marks the position of the anus (an), behind which a low ridge

extends to the mantle. This ridge is the rudiment of the mantle septum (ms). The gill

rudiments (km) are differentiated: the two marginal edges are distinct; between them

the gill lamellae form as alternating little folds, 3-4 on each side. Each arm rudiment

shows a bluntly truncate end, and a shallow. gutter along its outer side; along the inner

side is a similar gutter, from which a low longitudinal ridge (x) arises. The latter is
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alread! subdivided by transversal furrows at i ts proximal end; the result ing transverse

e leva t ions  (c f .  P l .  21 ,  F ig .4 )  a re  the  sucker  rud iments .

The transit ion to stage XII is shown in Figure I of Plate 16 and in Figure 4 of

Plate l7: a dorsal view shows the elongation of the arm rudiments which curve out-

* ards. At their bases the arm pillars (pfr, pfz) arise and make contact with the head;

the inner sides show the development of sucker rudiments as described above. The arm

crown as a whole becomes further constricted, the dorsal arms closely applied to the

mouth. The eyes show the iris fold more elevated, and the organization of the whole

cephalic anlage becomes more clearly structured. The faint edge (x), which has been

shown to mark the position of the posterior connecting piece of the corneal fold, now

becomes more dist inct.

The mantle rudiment is still broader than long; in lateral aspect, more than the

posterior one half is occupied by the f ins, which are not exactly lateral,  but sl ightly

dorsal.  They are connected to each other by Hoyle's organ. The funnel pouches and the

nuchal attachment begin to fit inside the mantle rrm.

A ventral view (Pl. 17, Fig. 4) shows the voluminous cheek hump on each eye

stalk. The arm pillars are also visible in this view, and especially the formation of the

funnel tube is clearly visible. The tips of the gills are still sticking out from the mantle

cavity; the latter already shows the most general features of its definitive organization.

Stage XII shows very clearly the primary differentiation of the arms (P1. 16, Fig.

4). The tentacles are grown and hook-shaped, showing a strikingly long, single file of

sucker rudiments, which is then further enlarged from the provisional tip. Proximally

the more rounded sucker rudiments are already crowded and arranged in a zigzag pat-

tern. The other arms, which will have to form a lower number of suckers, are much

shorter; the growing tip shows the undifferentiated sucker ridge, and proximally the

f ve zigzag arrangement of sucker rudiments is barely recognizable.

Here we see quite obviously the reminiscence of a phylogenetically preceding

stage (Textfig. 28) with suckers arranged in single file, whereas the form of the suck-

er rudiment is an even more remote reminiscence, namely of tetrabranchiates, in which

the suckers were represented by simple adhesive papillae similar to what exists in liv-

ing Nautilus. Of course only the pattern of their rudiment is conserved here, whereas

the finished structure is replaced by the true sucker.

Stage XII (P1. 16, Fig. 2; Pl.  17, Figs. 5 and 6) completes the embryonic body in

other respects as well. Remember the above statements. The posterior connecting
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piece of the corneal fold (hb) now rises as a dist inct, del icate r idge. A ventral view (Pl.

l7) shows the increasing fusion of the funnel lobes along a seam (nt) progressing pos-

teriorly, and the first, low papilla-shaped rudiments of the funnel attachments (kn) on

the outside of the funnel corners. The mantle cavity is now much deeper and the fun-

nel retractors form prominent longitudinal ridges inserted on the shell sac, slightly

dorsally from the gills; the stellate ganglia are recognizable in a more laterodorsal

position, forming round epithelial protuberances on the inner surface of the mantle.

Further dorsally the mantle cavity is limited to the most anterior part of the mantle sac.

The gills still extend freely from the body, without any relation to the mantle. Their

two edges are distinct and prominent; between them (ventrally) lies a row of 5-6 gill

lamellae. From the tip more lamellae are added rapaidly. Between the gills, the anal

papilla shows a pit between two labial elevations (i.e. an anterior and a posterior, ven-

tral lip), which marks the place of the future surface opening of the intestine. Behind

this future anal zone lies the ridge of the septum palli, and, visible through the skin of

the visceral mass, the branchial hearts, their coelomic pouches and, further anteriorly

(before the anal pit) the vena cava.

The transition to stage XII is characterized (Pl. 16, Fig. 3) by the progressive

anchoring of the dorsal arm bases on the head, forming the so-called arm pillars. Such

embryos already show a pear-shaped yolk sac, the pointed end of which carries the

embryo proper; the latter is typically bent in relation to the axis of the yolk sac, which

thus is slightly compressed. The crouched position of the embryo (cf. Textfig. 58) in

the swollen chorion is characterist ic (p. 148).

At stage XIII  (P1. 16, Fig.5) the arm pi l lars, which are now fusing with one

another, are progressing across the head surface; the third arm pillar is no longer indi-

vidually distinguishable. The posterior end of the lateral edge facing the eye comes to

lie in a slight depression, which relates it to the already existing posterior connecting

piece of the corneal fold. The path of the migrating formation thus is determined in a

way similar to what we have seen in Loligo (p. 168), where it appears more clearly on

the ventral side, however. Otherwise the dorsal view does not exhibit any important

feature: the arms have grown slightly in length; the area of the prospective nuchal

attachment begins to become distinct.

In ventral view (Pl. 17, Figs. 7, 8) the funnel now appears as an entirely closed

tube; the seam disappears at this stage; the posterior r im of the whole funnel

apparatus is inserted in the mantle sac. The fused arm pi l lars of each side progress



posteriorly on the head surface; the posterior end (v) of the ocular edge now

becomes f irmly anchored. At the base of the tentacles a sharp constr ict ion appears

on either side, which prepares the later formation of the tentacle pouches; the con-

str ict ion site indeed becomes invaginated. Moreover the dist inct ion between the ten-

tacular stalk and club, which appeared progressively during the preceding stages, is

now very marked (Fig. 7).-Incidental ly, a close examination of Pl.  2l shows that

there is no basic dif ference between the tentacles and the normal arms: the latter also

show a proximal part devoid of suckers, which is merely shorter and thicker than in

the tentacle.-At the base of the tentacular club the double file arrangement of the

suckers already grades into the pattern with four rows, whereas a double file

arrangement is achieved on the arms.

When removing the ventral mantle wall, one obtains the aspect shown in Figure 8

l l3 of Pl.  17: the funnel attachments are dist inct as shal low depressions. The gi l ls now

show 10-11 filaments on the ventral side, and the outer edge is forming a special con-

nection to the mantle via a basal fold, which is the rudiment of the branchial attach'

ment (kb). The anal papilla shows the papillar rudiments of the prospective "valves"

flanking the edges of the slit.

When approaching stage XIV (Pl. 17, Fig. 9) the posterior end of the ocular edge

(v) gets very close to the corresponding end of the posterior connecting piece (hb) on

either side, following the path already mentioned for the preceding stage. The final

connection can be best observed in the dorsal aspect (Pl.  16, Fig. 6). The intervening

part of the primary cephalic surface is compressed (y) and separates for a short time

the folds approaching each other, until it becomes cut as it were (Fig. 7).-Note that

the primary cephalic epithelium falls into two parts, one of which becomes engulfed

in the orbital cavity, and the other which continues to cover the posterior part of the

head. In dorsal view the latter is subdivided into an apical and a lateral ("cheek") field

by the oblique furrow running from the eye to the funnel apparatus. The apical field is

largely conserved, whereas the cheek surface will undergo some further reduction to

be described later.-At this stage the mouth (at z) is completely covered by the joined

dorsal arms; the nuchal cartilage begins to become distinct. The shell sac contains a

very delicate, broadly oval shell lamella, which is slightly calcified in its middle part

only.

At stage XV (Pl. 16, Fig. 7;Pl. 17, Figs. 10 and 1l) the corneal fold is closed. In

a dorsal view a slight depression (at d) marks the position at which the lateral edge and
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the posterior connecting piece made contact with one another. Further modifications

of the head shape now begin: the eye stalks now are short, massive protuberances on

which the eyes are oriented more anteriorly. The head covers become wider by pro-

gressively replacing the "frontal field" (marked by the position of the "x"). The pos-

terior border of the head covers (y) reach the oblique furrow mentioned above and thus

become directly connected to the cheek area; in the zone marked x it will come clos-

er to the nuchal attachment.

The arm sucker rudiments become arranged in four rows (Pl. 21, Figs. 1 and 6),

those of the tentacles in eight rows (Pl. 2l,Fig.8), and both arms and tentacles grow

further in length. However, in both of them the terminal tip, which is particularly long

and always curved outward in the tentacles, continues to exhibit the primary condi-

tions, namely a longitudinal rib with transverse grooves which grades more proximal-

ly into a single file, then 2 to 4 files of closely packed sucker rudiments.

At this stage the nuchal attachment becomes much more distinct. It is strikingly

broad, which corresponds to the primitive state as well as to the secondarily broad

shell of cuttlefish. The shape of the nuchal attachment is roughly that of a quadrangu-

lar plate with arched anterior and posterior ends. The medial longitudinal rib is rec-

ognizable as a bright strip.

The mantle sac is strongly enlarged in combination with a marked widening of the

inner cavities (mantle cavity, intestine, coelome, heart, branchial hearts) and special

differentiation of the organs. In this process the fins have also grown larger and extend

more anteriorly so that they now occupy the greater part of the lateral mantle surface.

At the posterior end, the fins are not in direct contact with one a[othe{. Between them

a contractile knob (es) exists which marks the position of the prospective spine of the

cuttlebone. It represents the posterior end of the animal even though it may still lie

slightly anterior to the bulging ventral part of the mantle. At this stage the first chro-

matophores appear.

A ventral view (P1. 17, Figs. I and ll) shows the very important enlargement of

the head covers, which have reached the cheek zone and thus reduce the primary head

integument quite drastically. The incipient invagination of the tentacle base is more

markedly visible now. The ventral arms now exhibit a typical sepiid formation, the lat-

eral seams (ss). These are the longitudinal edges of the ventrolateral arm surfaces

which proximally (y) grade into the head covers; they should not be mistaken for the

normal outer edges of the decapodan ventral arms, which do exist here as well (Pl. 18,
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Fig. 3) and continue into the edges of the tentacle pouches and form a connection with

the lateroventral arms.

Dissection of the mantle exhibits the condit ion represented in Figure 1l of Plate

17: the funnel apparatus is largely finished; the funnel attachments are well developed

as oval depressions, slightly pointed posteriorly. The anal papilla shows the typical

quadripartite inflorescence pattern. The gills have made great progress in develop-

ment: there are 13- 15 gill lamellae on the ventral side. These lamellae are finely

crimped, thus preparing the differentiation of second order lamellae. The gill attach-

ments (kb) are markedly lengthened anteriorly, i.e. no longer so strictly proximal as

they were at their earliest stage.

The integumental translucency allows one to recognize the branchial hearts and

their appendages (pd) and coelomic pouches, the vena cava branches (vs), the venae

palliales posteriores, the aorta posterior, the vena cava (vc) and the liver tubules (Cf.

Pl.  18, Fig. 3). On either side of and sl ightly posterior to the anus the kidney papil lae

(still without a pore) are visible.

The buccal field requires a closer examination (Pl. 21, Fig. l). First observation:

the ventral arms are irow much longer and stronger than the other sessile arms, and-

more important-the rudiment of the buccal arm crown ("buccal funnel") is now visi-

ble between the arm crown and the (cut) yolk sac base, which represents the oral area.

This rudiment comprises 8 papillar elevations (btr-bt+), each of which is associated

with one particular arm rudiment. The ventral ones appear somewhat earlier and are

recognizable from stage XIII (Pl. l7, Fig. 8). If we number these formations in the

way we give numbers to the prehensile arms, i.e. starting from the dorsal side, then the

first and second are situated at the bases of arms I and II, the third and fourth close to

the bases of arms III and IV; the first two are somewhat shifted upwards, the other two

somewhat downwards so that a wider gap appears between the second and third buc-

cal arm rudiment. The first and second one are connected by a delicate ridge; from the

third buccal arm two ridges start out dorsally and ventrally but they do not reach the

second and the fourth buccal arm rudiment.

The general aspect of this arrangement conveys the impression of a buccal arm

crown from which several elements have disappeared: the second rudiment lies

between arms I and II, the third rudiment between arms III and IY the first and the

fourth rudiments between the dorsal and ventral arms, respectively. One is tempted to

suppose a buccal arm rudiment between arms II and III, and another one at the base of
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rhe tentacle, so that a buccal arm crown with 12 elements would obtain-something

which I indeed infer for the earliest dibranchiates (cf. Textfig. 28). Such an inference

cannot be proved at present as no other known decapod (Rossia?) shows these rudi-

ments so early and in such a distinct, large form as it appears \n Sepia.

The dorsal and ventral buccal arm rudiments are medially close to each other, but

they do not yet tend to fuse. This is particularly clear for the dorsal rudiments: the

mouth lies in the midline immediately beneath them; thus the mouth has migrated

downwards not only between the dorsal arms, as we already know, but also between

the dorsal buccal arm rudiments to take its definitive position. This is noteworthy

because these rudiments will soon fuse together to form an unpaired medial structure

(PI. 21, Fig. 2); since the migration of the buccal complex is a prerequisite, this

unpaired condition cannot be the primary state. Note also the earliest signs of tentacle

pouch formation in the form of shallow depressions at the base of the tentacle stalk; it

wi l l  soon become deeper.

This indeed happens already by stage XVI (P1.21, Fig.2). As a consequence of

the general arm crown contraction, a closed buccal arm crown anlage is soon achieved:

the 8 papillae become connected by a low, circular ridge, and the two dorsal rudiments

fuse into one single element (bt1); thus the mouth (mu) disappears in a narrow slit. A

much more advanced stage (Pl. 2l,Fig.3) is of special interest here, because i t  shows

the exceptional condition (observed in only one other instance) where the dorsal buc-

cal arm rudiments remain separate so that a circle with 8 buccal lappets would have

formed if the embryo had pursued its development.

The shell sac at stage XV contains a broadly oval, slightly curved cuttlebone with-

out chambers; it is still far from the stage shown in Figure 4 of Plate 20. Its broadest

part is in the posterior one quarter, from which the lateral edges are almost parallel

anteriorly before they converge in the anterior one third to achieve an outline compa-

zto rable to the above-mentioned figure. The posterior rim is broadly curved, with a dish-

like brim turned outward in the plane of the shell opening, as seems to be typical for

cuttlebones (Textfig. 88). A marginal rim, which is broader anteriorly, is perfectly

transparent being devoid of calcification (Pl. 20, Fig. a), whereas the larger central

area appears opaque and is brittle. In hydrochloric acid it shows effervescence and

thus must be solidly calcified. The inner face shows bristle-like elevations in its deep-

er section; these are the pillars on which the first septum will soon come to rest (cf.

Textf ig. 95).
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This juveni le shel l  contains an ostracum, a hypostracum and a periostracum, but
these parts cannot be clearly dist inguished.

At stage XVI (Pl. 16, Figs. 8 and 9) there is normally a buccal arm crown rudi-
ment with 7 elements, as mentioned above, and the slit-shaped mouth (mu) is situated
below the fused dorsal rudiment. The arm rudiments are essentially complete, and the
tentacular club has 8 rows of suckers,except on the growing t ip. The club is so
stretched, however, that these rows could be considered as 4 rows in zigzag crowding.
(Imagine Fig. 8 of PI. 2l after stretching in length) The tentacle pouches are already

very dist inct (P1.21). -On the head, the corneal fold is now contracted so that only

the eye proper is exposed, not its surroundings. The head covers have grown in sur-

face. Their posterior limit is recognizable in the dorsal aspect (Pl. 16, Fig. 9) where

the apical field is further reduced, and also is visible as a delicate transverse furrow in

the ventral aspect (Fig. 8). In the ventral aspect the olfactory tubercles (ro) become

distinct on the hump-shaped cheeks.

The mantle sac is also further differentiated: the rim now forms a characteristic

curve, with a mediodorsal convexity where a slight indentation was visible at earlier

stages; likewise ventrally there are convex outlines on either side of the funnel tube.
This results in a shallow, broad bay with a strait middle part (flanked by short straight,

slanting lines) accommodating the funnel. This line is conserved and further differen-

tiated during subsequent stages (Pls. 19 and,20) and in the adult.-The fin rudiments

now show a characteristic form: they are not a uniform margin; one can easily see that

their major development is in the posterior part, whereas the anterior part tapers off.
This is the typical form of the fin growing forward on the mantle side; in Sepia it per-

sists throughout later embryonic development (Pls. 18-20) and wil l  be only sl ightly

modified during postembryonic development. (See the figures in Volume 1, pp. 559,

557, 548) But the length and width of the fins will increase, in both absolute and rel-

ative terms, during the further course of embryonic development, as shown in the fig-

ures.-The terminal tip of the mantle sac and the outer limit of the nuchal attachment,

which forms a delicate peripheral edge, become increasingly distinct at this stage, and

the number of chromatophores is already very considerable; they are more closely
placed on the mantle than on the head and arms; on the head they are still limited to

the former arm pillars which have become the "head covers", i.e. to the parts lying at

the surface as in Nautilus (Textfig. 49).

The mantle sac has changed since the previous stage by forming what we may call
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a "ventral shield", something that also appears in very similar form in the sepiolids

(Vol. 1, p. 578). It is due to a slight flattening of the ventral mantle surface, flanked

by two inconspicuous edges, the "lateral lines", which appear lighter than the sur-

rounding parts. They are devoid of chromatophores, whereas the shield proper bears a

limited number of weakly colored chromatophores; outside the lateral lines the chro-

matophores are densely set and strongly colored. This ventral differentiation shows its

function soon after hatching: the young animals attach themselves to a hard substrate

by applying the flat ventral surface to it. The lateral edges then become rather broad

rims and thus increase the adhesive surface which functions much like a sucker. This

apparatus is completed by the lower surfaces of the ventral arms, their swimming

membranes acting like the lateral edges of the ventral mantle surface. (See Naef, 1926,

Zool. Jahrb. (Anat.). Vol. 48, p. 412)

This stage shows an embryonic cuttlebone which can be seen through the dorsal

mantle skin in the living animal, as indicated by Textfigure 89. The first septum is

formed, closing the shallow, subterminal embryonic chamber, which is not yet air-

filled. (The outline is not correctly given in the above-mentioned figure, as can be seen
from Textfigure 95, where the parabolically pointed anterior end appears more clear-

ly. This detail is not of course easily recognizable through a translucent surface)

Stage XVII (P1. 18, Figs. 1-3) shows an embryo, the body volume of which is

roughly equal to the volume of the yolk sac. The base of the latter now shows (at least

in preserved specimens) a distinct annular constriction close to the mouth. This is the
site of an annular muscle that drives yolk into the embryo proper, later on permitting

the total autotomy of the yolk sac. To avoid this, one has to be very careful when han-

dling embryos for fixation of whole specimens. From this stage on, an embryo can
develop further without the yolk sac, and with great care such an individual can be
reared to become a viable animal. See the closing chapter for the interesting observa-
tions that I was able to make on such "premature" hatchlings.

The brachial apparatus is essentially finished: at the arm tips the formation of new

sucker rudiments has nearly come to an end; it continues at a very slow pace with few
rudiments added. The same is true in the tentacles: the club has become relatively
shorter, and the suckers are arranged in exactly 8 rows except at the base and tip.
Sometimes a delicate edge appears already-on either side along the surface occupied

by the suckers; this border is the rudiment of the "protective membrane". The outer-
most end of the tentacular club remains devoid of suckers uD to the adult stase and
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thus forms the "terminal knob". On the arms there are 4 very regular rows of small

suckers or sucker rudiments, on either side of which a distinct edge forms the rudiment

of the protective membrane and thus limits the inner side of the arm. The tentacle

pouch has continued to grow deeper (Pl.  2l).

The typical heptameric buccal membrane surrounds the conserved root of the yolk

sac, which has been dropped (in the specimen figured) and now forms a slightly

bulging field, in the center of which the round scar (na) of the amputation site is vis-

ible.

The ventral arm now has more strongly developed lateral rims, the insertion of

which is now more proximal on the head. Along the outer faces of the remaining arms

the delicate glandular lines reach distinctly backwards on the head, almost as far as the

head covers. The latter have reduced the frontal field into a narrow zone (y) Iying

before the nuchal cartilage (Pl. 18, Fig. l). The corneal fold has grown into a primary

lid (pl), which is able to contract over the eye in response to certain stimuli, in other

words is functional and no longer a mere rudiment. The olfactory tubercle on the ven-

tral cheek zone has further contracted itself and thus attained the typical embryonic

form.

The mantle sac appears markedly enlarged in relation to the head. In some details

certain differentiations are notable: the terminal tip (cf. Textfigs. 89, 93) generally

does not show up in a ventral view, because the ventral surface of the mantle bulges

posteriorly and thus hides it. In other states of contraction the picture changes, how-

ever (Pl. 18, Fig. 2): the muscular mantle is pulled forward and reveals the terminal tip

as a medial connection between the fins, forming a sort of frenulum with the mantle

end in a way very similar to what occurs in some oegopsids (cf.  Vol. l ,  pp. 344,355'

359, 365, and Textf ig. 4l on p. 116).

Dissection of the mantle cavity and funnel apparatus shows a situation (Pl. 18,

Fig. 3) that is typical for young decapods: the funnel tube and the funnel pouches (tt)

are subdivided by a pair of projecting walls, the funnel septa (ts), on each of which a

funnel retractor (rt) is inserted. The funnel pouches occupy the mantle entrance like a

collar. Inside the funnel tube, the A-shaped medial part is the funnel gland (td), the

crescent-shaped valve membrane more anteriorly is the funnel valve (kl). Behind the

ll9 funnel gland the vena cava (vc) arises from two roots (the cephalic veins); several lat-

eral branches are recognizable on either side of the vena before it reaches the level of

the anus (an). The anal papi l la is now clearly composed of the 4 typical parts (p. 139).
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From it the intestine reacheb backwards and partly covers the small, pear-shaped ink

sac (tb), which is still situated in strictly medial alignment, i.e. in a perfectly typical

position. On either side of the intestine, the two kidney papillae (np) are visible; their

surface pores are not yet distinctly open. Their outline grades into the anterior mantle

furrow, which on each side reaches the base of the gill.

The gills are definitively shaped as far as their essential features are concerned:

the first order gill lamellae have generated second order lamellae on the crests of the

earlier pleats (Pl. 17), which results in a fern-like aspect. The gill attachment bank (ks)

Textfigure 90. - Mantle cavity of a Sepia officinalls embryo at stage XVII (Pl. 18, Fig. 3) cut
open and pulled out in such a way that an arrangement of the parts as close to Nautilas as possible is
obtained, permitting a direct comparison with Textfigure 91 (same as Textfig. 11). 13X natural size.

Both figures show: 1) anterior and posterior mantle furrow as l imits of the mantle roof complex,
on either side of which the gills are situated; 2) the paired gills, only the larger, posterior pair of
Nautilus being represented in Sepia (the archetypal position of the lacking pair is marked by small,
black feather patterns below the genital pores); 3) the relationship of the head-foot retractor (rt) with
the gill base; in Sepia this retractor is represented by the funnel retractor; 4) the transparent kidney
sac allows the posterior vein branches with their appendages to be seen (31) and to recognize their
positional relation to the afferent and efferent branchial vessels and to the anus.

1:  yolk sac;2:  yolk stalk;  3:  buccal  funnel ;4:  ventral  arm;5: lateral  arm; 6 outer edge of  ven-
tral arm; 7: tentacle pouch at the outset of invagination; 8: tentacular arm; 9: eye ball; 10: olfactory
tubercle; 11: funnel tube (seam); 12: funnel pouch; 13: funnel attachment; 14: Vena cavai 15: Nervus
visceral is;  16;  l iver;  17:  anus, upper l ip;  18:  anal  wings; 19: hindgut:20: ink sac,  st i l l  smal l  and si t -
uated medially; 2l: upper mantle furrow; 22: kidney pore; 23: genital pore (rudiment of sper-
matophoric or oviducal gland); 24: funnel retractor;25: stellate ganglion; 26: branchial band;27:
branchial  vein;  28:  "aur ic le";29:branchial  heart ;30:  per icardial  g land; 31: vein branch with grape-
like appendages; 32: cenftal heart with Aorta posteriot 33: coelom pouch containing the branchial
heart; 34: mantle septum; 35: Vena pallialis posterior, position of prospective nidamental gland rudi-
ments; 36: terminal tubercle;37: f in; 38: muscular mantle, cut apart;39:. inner mantle surface; 40:
mantle attachment.
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has grown further forward, as has the medial mantle septum (ps) with the arteria pal-

l ial is media (am) lying in i ts anterior edge. Of the large, superf icial veins of the ven-

tral side, the venae palliales laterales (vl) are now visible in addition to the venae pal-

l iales posteriores (vp), and alongside the latter the arteriae pal l iales posteriores; Ap is

the Aorta posterior. Due to the translucent epidermis the following organs also can be

seen: the branchial hearts (kh) with their appendages (Vpd) and the limitation of their

coelomic pouches (x), the two cephalic vein branches with the grape-like venous

appendages, the Aorta posterior (ap) which appears behind the transversal limitation

of the kidney sacs. The bright, slanting bands (lb) between the anus and the gills are

the paired liver rudiments. When the gills are turned back (Textfig. 90) a light-colored

epithelial thickening becomes visible close to the base of the gill (at 23), slightly

above and beyond the spot (22) where the primary rudiments of the kidney papillae

should be located. The thickening is the rudiment of the outer sexual organ and the

ectodermic part of the duct. It still marks the prospective genital pore.

Let us now use the typical mantle cavity features of this stage, which shows many

primary traits and which can easily be related to the earlier stages, for a comparison

with the corresponding parts of the fully developed Nauiilus. (It would of course be

more instructive if we could use a homologous stage of Nautilus, but unfortunately

that is not yet possible). To make an understanding easier, we arrange the parts of a

dissected Sepia in a situation (Textfig. 90) comparable to a Nautilus after appropriate

manipulation (Textfig. 91). This will permit also a comparison of finer details and

topographical relationships, in a way similar to what was done in Textfigures 22 and

29. The interpretation represented by the latter should now be confirmed by a demon-

stration of the strict applicability of that interpretation.

Textf igure 91. -  Mant le cavi ty roof and neighbor ing parts (severed "abdominal  complex")  of  a
young female Naut i lus pompi l ius,  f lat tened out.  For a detai led descr ipt ion see Textf igure 11 (p.  57).
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r:o Above al l  other things, we now have to consider the existence and shaping of a

zone which we named the mantle cavity roof of the molluscs (p. 55); in virtual ly al l

representatives this zone is limited by an anterior and a posterior mantle furrow. In

Nautilus the latter corresponds only incompletely to that of dibranchiates, because it

is anterior to the nidamental glands; these lie in the mantle roof of dibranchiates
(Textfig. 56) but are shifted to the mantle proper in Nautilus. On the other hand, the

anus lies in the medial zone of the mantle cavity roof in Nautilus, whereas in the

dibranchiates the anus is secondarily shifted to its anterior border and thus is pushed

221 beyond the ink sac and anterior mantle furrow. Comparison with Plate 17, however,

demonstrates the secondary nature of this positional relationship.

Right and left are the gills, 2 pairs in Nautilus, I pair in Sepia. Given its relation

to the other parts, the single pair of the latter can only be homologous to the posteri'-

or ( lower) pair of Nauti lus gi l ls, as I have shown in 1913; this implies a very thorough

correspondence of correlations involving the cephalic vein branches (31) with the

venous appendages, the branchial nerves, the renal sacs, the anal area (as a whole: 19,

20), the posterior mantle vessels (39), the afferent and efferent branchial vessels and

their chiasma, the pericardial glands (30), as well as the renal issue and pericardial

funnel.

The last-mentioned formations can only be used in this comparison if they are

considered in the position which is typical for cephalopods, i.e. that observed in

Nautilus and in the octopods; it is from that position that they are secondarily shifted
towards the anus in the decapods (Naef, 1913, p. 441). For our comparison, the renal
pore (22) is shown in its archetypal position in Figure 90.

Whereas in Nautilus the organ complex connected to the gill base is metamerical-

ly repeated, namely in the antero-lateral corners of the mantle cavity roof, in a sharply

demarcated zone (which is roughly circumscribed in the left part of Textfigure 91 by
the letters g, ptl, kv1, Nl), the corresponding part in dibranchiates forms only one ele-
ment of the anterior metamer, namely the sexual duct (23) that is homonomous to the
renal pore, in a certainly very clear representation.

This situation can only be interpreted in phylogenetic terms by supposing that an
anterior segment of the "abdominal complex" originally lying in the mantle cavity
roof has been completely reduced in Sepia as well as in all the other dibranchiates.

Such a process was possible since the organs of the anterior segment were functional-

222 Iy replaceable by the organs of the posterior segment, which are more strongly



developed in Nautilus and probably were so in all the tetrabranchiates. The only ele-

ment that was irreplaceable was the coelomic duct of the anterior metamer which is

highly special ized as the sexual duct in al l  cephalopods (similar to the placophores,

but unl ike the molluscan and even the conchiferan archetypes); this duct l ies behind

an ectodermic, glandular section. The latter is represented by its rudiment (23) in

Textf igure 90.

This glandular section should be related to any rudiment that could be homolo-

gous to the anterior glll of Nautilus; such an anterior gill rudiment would have to be

situated where a small black feather is added to the figure, in a position correspond-

ing exactly to the second pair of Nautilus gills. This would even confirm my earlier

consideration (Naef, 1913) according to which the posit ion of the sexual pore in

Nautilus had undergone a shift from the gill base in anal direction, in a way similar to

what obtains in the decapods: the rudiment of the sexual pore probably l ies where the

anterior gill base of Nautilus is situated, i.e. still far from the anterior mantle furrow

and from the anus.

The Textf igures 90 and 9l of course are meant to be mutual ly elucidating; the

peculiar features of Nauti lus, which must be much closer to the archetype at least in

terms of rudiments, are nevertheless more easi ly understandable when considering

the more famil iar condit ion of the dibranchiate embryo in relat ion to ontogenetical-

ly primary formations. Among these, the l imited extent of the gi l l  attachment (26) is

str iking; the fold indeed is l imited to the gi l l  base and leaves most of the gi l l  free.

Conversely, l ikely secondary complications of the dibranchiates are: 1) development

of an ink sac in associat ion with the shif ted anus, 2) development of a branchial

heart in the afferent branchial vessel, 3) development of a mantle septum providing

a shorter route for the arteria pal l ial is posterior, 4) development of a branchial

spleen in a f leshy (cf.  Nauti lus) gi l l  axis (See Textf ig. 68), 5) the whole arrangement

of the mantle cavity roof in relat ion to the body; rn Nauti lus i t  reaches posteriorly

along with the mantle, as hinted by the arrangement chosen for the preparation in

Textf igure 90.

At this stage the first air chamber begins to merit its designation; instead of its

gelatinous-fluid contents, some gas appears in the form of irregular bubbles squeezed

between the pillarst it will finally fill the whole space of the chamber. But this will not

be achieved before closure of the second chamber (now in preparation; see p. 227),

which in turn will be without air at the beginning.
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By s tage XVI I I  (P l .  18 ,  F igs .4  and 5 ;c f .  P l .  19 ,  F ig .4 ,  P l '  22 ,F ig .  l )  cons iderab le

changes have occurred, which reflect a general specialization of the organization, with

an expression of particular features of Sepia. The large swimming membranes of the

ventral arms are particularly striking; the corneal fold contracts; it opens more widely

223 than shown in the figure only when completely relaxed. The tentacle bases begin to form

the tentacle pouches which are typical for this family: this is achieved by an increasing

retroflexion of the tentacle stalk base in the already existing depression (Pls. 21,22); a

similar, but much less pronounced process is observable in the development of other

decapods (cf. vol. l, p.258, Textfig. 257). Thus the pouch is forcibly extended (cf. final

section); this is possible since it lies immediately below the skin which is very extensi-

ble in all cephalopods; during the subsequent stages this situation will become increas-

ingly marked. During these processes the tentacle stalk grows considerably in length.

The club has also undergone modifications (Textfig. 92) that result in a form

which is typical for sepioid development; the rims along the inner surface carrying the

suckers have become more or less distinct (Pl. 18) thus indicating the beginning for-

mation of protective membranes. Above the dorsal edge, which is curved slightly

inward to the ventral side, we find a second edge which is nearly parallel to the for-

mer, but more strongly developed: this is the rudiment of the swimming membrane.

The three edges fade away at the terminal knob. The surface carrying the suckers has

also changed: it is markedly broader distally thus forming a manus; however' this

broadening is not symmetrical, and this irregularity is indeed typical for the sepioids:

the ventral edge grows longer than the dorsal one and thus curves downwards, in con-

trast to the opposite curvature of the dorsal edge.

This shape influences the formation and arrangement of the sucker rudiments: on

the broader part of the club the sucker rudiments grow larger, whereas they appear

Textf igureg2. -  Tentacular c lub of  an embryo of  Sepia of f ic inal is at  stage XVII I .  -  46X nat-

ural  s ize.  Note the general ly val id dist inct ion between the tentacular stalk and club, the proximal

(carpal) part and the "manus" of the club, the swimming membrane and the terminal knob; note also

the stretching of the longitudinal rows of sucker rudiments due to the bending of the ventral side of

the manus. The overall shape and the pattern of sucker enlargement is sti l l  quite different from the

adu l t  cond i t ion  (Vo l .  1 ,  p .536,  P l .7 ) ,  bu t  typ ica l  fo r  sep io ids .



reduced in size due to the shaping of the original.ly flat papillae, each of which
becomes a small sphere sitting on a narrow base. Due to the unequal growth of the
manus the sucker rudiments are also shifted around so that the originally 8 rows

become irregular: the ventral marginal rows are extended due to the lengthening of the

curved edge, the transverse rows are deformed as oblique curves, which are crossing

with one another in 2 systems. The original arrangement of 8 rows is basically con-

:2+ served, but the suckers of the ventral marginal rows of course must penetrate more
deeply into the stretched gaps of the neighboring rows to achieve a regular distribu-
tion, so that zigzag rows of double and finally triple sucker numbers obtain; their ori-
gin is recognizable in principle, but the details are often difficult to analyse in the dif-
ferent seoioids.

Textfigure 93. - Living embryo of Sepia officinalis at stage XVIII-XIX. - 9x natural size.
Normal attitude of the animal. The orbital cavities (6) are almost entirely closed (See Pl. 19,

Fig. 5). The shell (7) shines through the dorsal skin. Note the 3 air chambers, the last one of which
(III) sti l l  contains a gelatinous fluid in the l ive animal, although the septum is entirely closed.

1-4: arms; 5: yolk sac; 11: Hoyle's organ; 12: terminal tubercle; l3: f in.

Dissection of the mantle cavity reveals all the parts to be enlarged and differenti-

ated: l) the hindgut and ink sac begin a rotation around an imaginary common axis,

the hindgut being moved to the left side, the ink sac to the opposite side. This rotation

continues and leads to the situation of the ink sac which comes to lie medially close

to the surface, just below the ventral integument (Pl. l9), the rectum being pushed lat-

erally and downwards in its more posterior section. Thus the basic condition for a fur-
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ther postembryonic shift is achieved. 2) In female individuals, the rudiments of the

nidamental glands (nd) appear in their typical position, where the venae palliales pos-

teriores emerge from the kidney sac (Pl. 18, Fig. 4). They consist of an annular con-

centration of mesoderm cells, forming a slight elevation of the thickened epithelium

and thus preparing an annular fold, which will later contract to form a small sac (Pls.

19 and 20).

During the subsequent transitional stages these processes show a rapid progress

(Textf ig. 93; Pl.  19, Figs. 4 and 5; Pl.  22, Fig. l) :  the tentacle pouches become

225 enlarged, so that the coiled tentacles are completely hidden in them unless they are

stretched out. The buccal funnel grows in height all around, the 7 supports being only

slightly in advance compared to the connecting velar membranes (Pl.22). The corneal

::o fold progressively contracts definitively; close to the remaining pore the secondary lid

fold becomes prominent (Pl.  19, Fig.5). However, this is visible only when the mus-

culature of the primary lid contracts (Pl. 19, Fig. 6); the rim then becomes pleated, and

the periphery of the pore and its anterior edge reach out ventrally to form a fold that

covers the free edge. This fold becomes progressively distinct and finally persists even

without any contraction.

Thus the secondary lid fold in its turn forms itself based on a functional condition

that becomes fixed; the only prerequisites being the extensibility of the corneal fold

and the existence of a circular musculature close.to the opening. In the sepiids this

opening is definitely included in the secondary lid, which becomes distinct before the

former is contracted into a delicate pore. During the same period the iris fold edge is

transformed into the shape typical for the sepiids (Pl. 19, Figs. 5 and 7), and the olfac-

tory tubercle is differentiated in the way typical for the Sepioidea: its marginal zone

becomes elevated to form an annular ridge while the sensory epithelium is lowered to

form a pit. The whole organ remains a prominent structure, however, so it cannot be

considered the result of an initial invagination (P1. 19, Figs. 4 and 5).

The cuttlebones of these stages are of particular interest (Pl. 20, Figs. 4-6;

Textfig. 95). For their systematic-morphological orientation see pp. 213-214.

The embryonic cuttlebone (Pl.20, Fig. 4), the normal position of which can be

seen in Textfig. 94 b, is viewed from the concave side; it is already of limited depth.

The outer margin could be simply called conotheca rim, although here the conotheca

is no longer distinct, but integrated into a layer that must be interpreted as the sheath

(periostracum). It is therefore more appropriate to designate the thin main plate of the

whole as the "dorsal shield".
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Textf igure 94. -  Medial  sect ions of  advanced sepi id embryos (stage XVII I ) .  -  From Volume
1,  pages  524.  -  12X natura l  s ize .

b) Schematic medial section of an embryo of Sepia officinalis i l lustrating the cuttlebone aird its

correlation with the soft body. The conotheca and the periostracum, which together form the "dorsal

shield", unfortunately cannot be clearly distinguished. The rear end shows a hint of the prominent part

called fork (Gt). See the much more completely differentiated formation in a. In the air chambers (1-

3) one can see the "pi l lars",  which are represented by s imple l ines,  note especial ly those represent ing
the prosiphon (Ps) and the depression in the f i rst  septum (Sa),  which represents the in i t ia l  caecum of

the siphuncle,  being fol lowed by the homologa of  the septal  necks (Sd).  The rostrum is st i l l  lacking.
a) Construct ion of  a corresponding sect ion of  an embryo of  the fossi l  Belosepia,  based on the

known shell nucleus (cf. Vol. l, pp. 521 and523). The prosiphon, the siphuncle, and the air chambers
are here even more normal and thus i l lustrate the atypical condition of b. A rather well-developed
proostracal  rudiment (Pr)  can be assumed. The yolk sac (Do) is arbi t rar i ly  reduced in s ize (s imply to

show it entirely). - For further explanations see Textfigures 55, 63 and 84.
Af:  anus; A1: outer l ip;  Ao: Aorta anter ior ;  Ap: Aorta poster ior ;  Ar:  buccal  arm rudiments (buc-

cal  funnel) ;  Bl :  caecum; Ccir : :  coelome sect ions;  Cg: cerebral  gangl ion;  Do: yolk;  Dr:  funnel  g land;

Ed: hindgut;  Ga: geni ta l  ar ter ies;  Gd: poison gland; Gg: Gangl ion gastr icum; Go: gonad; Gv: geni ta l

vein;  Gt:  fork of  the cut t lebone; Ho: Hoyle 's organ; Hz: heart ;  J l :  inner l ip;  Ma: stomach; Md: dorsal
mant le cavi ty;  Mv: ventral  mant le cavi ty;  Mm: muscular mant le;  Ms: mant le septum; Ni :  k idney sac;
Nk: nuchal  at tachment;  Ob: upper buccal  gangl ion;  Oe: oesophagus; Ok: upper beak; Pg: pedal  gan-

gl ion;  Pr:  proostracum; Ps: s iphuncular coelom; Sd: septal  neck;  So: f leshy siphuncle;  Sn: subradular
organ; Sp: terminal  tubercle of  mant le sac;  Ss: shel l  sac;  St :  statocyst ;  Sw: shel l  septum; Tb: ink sac;
Tk: funnel  valve;  Tr:  funnel  tube; Ub: lower buccal  gangl ion;  Uk: lower beak; Vc: Vena cava; Vg: v is-
ceral  gangl ion;  x:  ventral  r im of  conotheca.

This dorsal shield is fully transparent (dark on a black background), flexible and

uncalcified (p.225) in its marginal part, which is broader anteriorly; this condition

persists during later growth stages. The larger (middle and posterior) part appears

whitish and is rather strongly calcified, especially the thickened, everted posterior

Do

Do
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rim: the latter is a phylogenetical ly quite interesting part of the dorsal shield named

the ventral process (Vol. 1, pp. 500, 522). The neighboring lateral broadenings, which

are more distinct at younger stages (p. 224), also correspond to special parts of extinct

sepioids, namely to the lateral wings or lateral edges (Vol. l, figures on pages 492,

494,497,498, 501), but taper out anteriorly without any dist inct border. The parabol-

ic pointing at the anterior end is the last reminiscence of a proostracum.

-t'--.-\/ / \/ . ' \
, / c \

Textfigure 95. - Embryonic shell of Sepia officinalis with 4 air chambers (stage XVIII-XIX).
10x natural size. Semi-schematic representation (cf. Pl. 20, Fig.4).

a) Medial section. 1: ventral process; 2: initial part of siphuncle; 3: first and fourth chamber,
with pillars; 4: part representing the siphuncular neck of the third septum; 5: siphuncular depression
of the fourth septum; 6: pillars for the fifth septum; 7: conotheca in the proostracal part; 8: perios-
tracum (dorsal shield). - b) Lateral view, 9: limit of calcified parts; Ia-IVa: suture lines. - c) Dorsal
view, 10: corners between lateral edge and "ventral process". - d) Ventral view. I-IV: siphuncular
parts of the 4 septa. Anteriorly a very rudimentary proostracum.

zzi The part marked by light dots (Pl. 2O,Fig.4) is the chambered section of the shell,

the greater anterior portion being covered by the last formed, third shell septum, which

shows an overall smooth, oval suture line. The underlying second septum can be seen

by transparency, whereas the anterior part of the first septum is no longer recognizable

across the subsequent septa.-Posteriorly each septum grades into a finely dotted strip

which represents the septal neck. The latter is very wide in the third septum, so that

the shallow siphuncular depression allows one to see the second and first septal necks.

The first septal neck is a circular pit situated at the posterior, ventral rim of the phrag-

mocone. The siphuncular necks 2 and 3 join the first and second septum, respectively,

leaving only a narrow strip of them uncovered.

This situation is illustrated'in Textfigure 95, especially in the medial section (a),

which shows a somewhat more advanced stage with 4 chambers but is otherwise very
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similar. Here one sees the reason behind the white dots of the plate figures: they rep-

resent the pillars which support the septa and which (at 6) already are formed in prepa-

ration for the fifth septum. These structures are delicate rods that are flattened, as it

were, so that their insertion, especially the distal one, is not a point but a short (always

curved) line. Later on, these structures are aligned longitudinally, and their supporting

lines form delicate, meandering strips at the lower surface of each septum (Vol. I, p.

53D.
Stage XIX (Pl. 19, Figs. 1, 3;Pl.22, Figs. 2, 4) is a young Sepia with a sti l l siz-

able yolk sac, but otherwise almost completely developed, i.e. in a state that permits

:zs survival outside the egg envelopes without special care. The arms are completely dif-

ferentiated, and the larger sucker rudiments have become functional due to the invagi-

nation of the suction chamber. At rest the tentacles are completely hidden in the ten-

tacle pouches. The buccal funnel is further differentiated: on its outer surface the sup-

ports form prominent ridges, which proximally begin to connect to the arm bases by

delicate skin folds. These so-called buccal funnel attachments are perfectly visible on

Plate 22 (Fig. 2): the dorsal attachment terminates between the two dorsal arms, con-

nected to them by low muscular strands. The second attachment reaches to the base of

the second arm where the upper protective membrane starts, whereas the third and

fourth attachment each extend to the lower protective membrane of the third and

fourth arm, respectively, without being very closely connected to them. These attach-

ments subdivide the circular, slit-like depression separating the buccal funnel from the

arm crown into six portions, which will be called buccal pouches. (They are often

called "water pores", an indeed misleading designation.) They are particularly con-

spicuous in the most advanced stage (Pl. 22, Fig.3). (See also Textf ig. 83).

The arms, including those of the third and fourth pair, are connected to one anoth-

er by distinct velar skin folds. At the entrance to the tentacle pouches (Pl. 2l), these

folds are particularly developed (Pl. 22). They are broader there and their stronger

musculature enables them to contract strongly thus hiding the tentacles almost entire-

ly.

On the head the eyes are now much enlarged and shifted laterally from the former

eye stalk complex, something that occurs only during postembryonic stages in the

teuthoids, while the cheek complex has grown very inconspicuous (cf. Vol. 1, figures

on pp. 306 and 319). The eye lids are now completely formed, as shown in Figure 7 of

Plate 19. The orbital pore is barely visible; the secondary lid fold (sl) is crescent-
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shaped and surrounds the roughly W-shaped pupil (pu) which is covered by a smooth,

tough, transparent cornea; the latter remains elastic and does not wrinkle when the cir-

cular musculature of the secondary l id contracts.

In a ventral view of the head, the retracted tentacles at rest are recognizable: each

forrns a very characteristic coil, which will be more complicated in the adult animal

(Textfig. 96). When the tentacle is fully retracted, the club is bent inwards like the

blade of a folding knife (Pl. 19, Fig. 1: tk), so that only the outer face of the carpal part

is visible in the tentacle pouch opening (Pl. 22, Fig. 2). It is only during the prepara-

tion of tentacle ejection that the tip of the club is brought forward (Pl.22, Fig. 3).

Textfigure 96. - Preparation illustrating the fully formed tentacle pouches in Sepia elegans.
Ventral arms (Ar) and funnel tube removed. Pouches entirely exposed.

a) Tentacular stalks coiled in typical fashion inside the pouches, right club removed, left club
pulled forward. Note the relation of the tentacle base (Tt) to the axis of the ventral arms, the forma-
tion of the connecting band (x), the shape of the club.

b) Tentacles pulled entirely forward, thus emptying the tentacle pouches. Note the narrow pouch

opening, which is l imited by the thick web connection (Sh) between the third and fourth arm. Ro:
olfactory organ B:, Br: buccal pil lars; Ar 4: arms.

The olfactory organs (ro) are shifted more laterally and backwards to take up their

typical definitive position. A dorsal view reveals some inner organs, which appear sep-

arated by slight depressions and are recognizable through the integument, namely the

buccal mass and the cerebral ganglia behind it, more laterally the white bodies which

embed the optic ganglia. Anterior to the nuchal attachment, there is still a narrow strip

devoid of chromatophores, which corresponds to the "apical field" of earlier embryos.

Elsewhere chromatophores are now numerous, except in some characteristic areas

which remain devoid of them, namely the ventral surface of the fins, the major part of

the funnel apparatus (which shows only a few chromatophores on its lateral parts), the

cornea, etc. On the ventral mantle surface, the ventral shield and the lateral ridges (sl)

are very distinct; laterally from the ridges a series of light spots (wx) appears on either
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side; these spots can be erected as papillae. They are the forerunners of the later skin

papillation, each (variable) papilla being generated by a special complex of muscle

fibers whose contraction forces the otherwise smooth skin surface to rise up (Pl. l9).

The mantle cavity shows no new differentiations; the existing ones are merely dif-

ferentiated further and enhanced (P1. 19, Fig. 3). The ink sac has continued its rota-

tion; the nidamental glands are now pit-shaped depressions.

Stage XX represents the newly-hatched animal with a completely reduced yolk

sac (P1. 20, Figs. l-3, 5, 6; Pl.  22, Figs. 3, 7); apart from the sexual organs i t  is very

similar to the adult in most respects, including the whole physiological condition.

The buccal field of a somewhat older, postembryonic stage is figured in the

already described Plate 22 (Fig. 3); note the 7 buccal pillars (1-4), lappets and attach-

ments (a-d), the relation of the latter to the protective membranes of the arms, more-

over the 6 surrounding buccal pouches (I-III), the protective and velar membranes of

the arms, the tentacle pouch entrances (7) from which the tips of the tentacular clubs

emerge (8).

A closer inspection is necessary to understand the differentiation of the mouth,

which occurs in parallel with the reduction of the yolk sac during the stages XIX and

XX. If during stage XIX the yolk sac is,cut off (at na) along with a portion of the buc-

cal funnel, then we obtain the picture of Fig. 4 (Pl. 22), which is easily compared to

Fig. 1: the buccal rim is enlarged and now exposes a swollen skin fold (il), the so-

called inner lip, surrounding the tip of the lower beak.

During the subsequent, transitional stages (Figs. 5 and 6), this process becomes

increasingly pronounced; it corresponds essentially to what is observed in all the

dibranchiates. The expanding primary buccal rim becomes differentiated as the outer

lip; it finally replaces the superficial part of the inner yolk organ while the yolk sac

proper shrinks away. Clearly, the inner lip is formed from a rudiment lying inside the

stomodaeum; it reaches the surface only secondarily (cf. Textfigs. 94 and 84). At

postembryonic stages the tips of the beaks (Pl. 22, Fig. 4), the radula and the sub-

radular organ can also protrude from the mouth. This occurs during feeding, especial-

ly during the extraction of flesh from bivalve and crab shells.

Plate 20 (Fig. 2) shows the arms in their typical position when the young animal

points at a prey (Mysis) located in front of it, about one to two body lengths away. The

arms are then held in a cone-shaped complex from which the tips of the tentacular

clubs emerge, before they are ejected in a flash. Note the strongly protracted swim-

mins membranes between the dorsal arms and the broad edses of the ventral arms.
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The head shows no major modifications, whereas the mantle has continued to

grow in relative size, with increasing differentiation of its parts. The mantle rim is

shaped in the above-mentioned manner (p.226), the fins are much larger and broader

than before, but they remain separated by the terminal tip posteriorly. Along the fin

insertion on the mantle, a further series of transient skin papillae appears, while small-

er papillae are scattered on the dorsal surface. Hoyle's organ is still distinct immedi-

ately after hatching, but it disappears rapidly afterwards without leaving a ttace.

The ventral side shows the flat mantle shield, sharply bordered by the lateral

ridges. The latter can flatten out, or can be raised as sharp edges or narrow folds.

When the animal sits on a flat bottom (e.g. in a glass vessel), the ventral shield is

closely applied to the substrate and thus forms an effective surface of adhesion. The

latter is enhanced by the lateral ridges or folds, so that the skin musculature acts like

a flat sucker. The ventral arms, with their ventral surfaces enlarged by the lateral

edges, participate in this action. Thus the young animals (like the adults) cannot only

bury in sand by a combination of jetting and fin moveqrents, they can also attach them-

selves to hard substrates (rock), protecting themselves by color and form mimicry,

namely using chromatophore patterns and skin papillation.

The chromatophores can be distinguished, especially on the mantle shield, as

dark, brownish ones and light, orange-yellow ones; the pattern is essentially dominat-

ed by the former. Outside the lateral ridges they are darker and more densely set than

inside, and their distribution and hue are far from regular; there are light gaps where

papillae can be formed. The functioning of the chromatophores is controlled in a way

to have a common innervation for certain complexes, in multiple combinations allow-

ing the generation of stereotyped patterns, which cannot be described here in detail.

For example, the line between the apical part and the arm bases is such a stereotyped

feature of the pattern (Pl. 20, Fig.2).

The mantle cavity (P1. 2O,Fig.3) exhibits essential ly the features already visible

during the two preceding stages. The ink sac is strongly enlarged and entirely shifted

ventrally; it now lies in the median lines, its posterior end reaching the anterior edge

of the septum palliale, and grows on towards the arteria pallialis medialis. The latter

will soon be pushed to the left side. The nidamental glands are contracted to form

small sacs. In the figure the gills are in their typical position, their tips being directed

to the inner opening of the funnel (into which they reach under normal life condi-

tions). They are still largely free; the gill attachment being limited to barely more than

one half of their length. Laterally in the gill axis a light structure is visible, the so-
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called branchial spleen, to which the first order gill lamellae are attached by tiny skin

folds. The second order lamellae are more clearly visible now.

The cutt lebone of the newly-hatched animal is f igured on Plate 20 (Figs. 5, 6).

There is no longer any trace of a proostracum in the anterior end; in contrast, the free

lateral edges of the dorsal shield have grown broader, especially in the posterior por-

tion, and calcification here reaches the outermost edge; finally the lateral edges con-

rrr verge suddenly and grade into a very different, grained, rough part of the shield edge,

which can be considered the homolog of the ventral process of Spirulirostra (p.235).

The shell septa or "hump lamellae" have reached a number of 8 (7-8), essentially

retaining the features desbribed earlier. Only the siphuncular openings are increasing-

ly large in the newly-formed septa; in the common form of Sepia officinalis at Naples

(cf. Vol. I ,  p. 550), the surface of the last siphuncular openings already is larger than

the surface of the corresponding septa. In this context, the difTerentiation of the part

called the fork becomes less distinct: in a whole-mount preparation, it is no longer

possible to clearly distinguish the individual septal necks in this portion, although it

seems clear that each septum adds a new lamella to the fork. The latter begins to rise

as a sharp edge at the posterior end of the phragmocone and thus forms the ventral

wall of it (cf. Vol. I, Textfig. 308). In a dorsal view of the living animal, the phrag-

mocone as a whole shines through the integument when the chromatophores are con-

tracted; the insertion lines of the septa with their typical excentric contours are still

distinct, providing a hint of the archetypal ventral curvature (Textfig. 94). At the pos-

terior end of the phragmocone, the rudiment of the rostrum appears as a small, rather

pointed tip.

3. Sepia elegans

The eggs of this species are much smaller than those of S. officinalis (cf. p. 71);
but both the form and the structure of the envelopes are closely similar to those of S.
off icinalis. However, they are never observed in large clusters. Jatta (1896, p. 159, Pl.
2, Fig. 4'7; Pl.7, Fig. 17) f igured these eggs believing they were those of S.
orbignyana; to recognize the error it is sufficient to dissect the ovary of a mature
female of either one of these two species. I have not seen any striking difference from
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S. officinalis in the surface development of the embryos of this species; at later stages,

however, the chromatophores are yellow-brown rather than the dark sepia brown, and

the ventral arms are particularly long at relatively early stages already, whereas the

fins are shorter than at comparable stages of S. officinalis, as can be seen in the figure

of a mature embryo (Textfig. 97). In particular, however, the number of suckers on the

arms and tentacular clubs are much less numerous, and those of the arms are not

arranged in 4 rows but in two simple or zigzag lines (cf. Vol. l, p. 561).

Textfigure 97. - Mature embryos of Sepia elegans, newly hatched. 5 x natural size. - From

Volume 1, page 563. In the dorsal view (a) note the sti l l  short f ins, the cuttlebone (3) shining through

the skin, Hoyle's organ (4), the nearly straight mantle rim, the dorsal arms connected by strong webs,

the very long ventral arms with the broad lateral edges. 2: glandular l ines.
The ventral view (b) shows the remaining small yolk sac, surrounded by the buccal funnel. -

See also Jatta, 1896, Plate 7, Figure 211

In contrast to S. officinalls, the embryonic shell of S. elegans shows a peculiarity

which it shares with a number of other species including S. orbignyana.' the siphun-

cular depression no longer has a circular outline (which would be an archetypal remi-

niscence); instead the posterior rim of each septum is a barely curved line, which does

not embrace the spihuncular part. (cf. Vol. l, pp. 550 and 563 for the juvenile cuttle-

233 bones). The parts homologous to the septal necks thus are nearly straight, transverse

stripes on the hump. In S. elegans the absence of a rostral spine moreover underlines

the derived character of the shell (loc. cit.).

4. Sepia orbignyana

The eggs of this species were described as those of S. elegans by Jatta (1896, p.

164; Pl. 8, Figs. 7, 8). They are found embedded in sponges and are devoid of the
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typical gelatinous capsule of other sepioid eggs; the chorion in turn is especially
tough*. Their shape also is striking: they are elongate and measure aboui, 4.5 x j.2
mm.

This egg shape is reflected by the form of the yolk sac, which shows characteris-
tic differences from ,s. officinalis at all stages (Textfig. 98). The early embryo is situ-
ated at the apex of the long oval yolk mass, shifted only slightly to the dorsal side. At
later stages this shift is expressed increasingly (pl. 19, Fig. 7) by the appearance of a
medial indentation if the posterior surface of the yolk sac below the embryo.

.ri 

"}.'* 
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Textfigure 98. - Embryo of Sepia orbignyana at stage XI. 13x natural size. See Plate 15,
Figure 5 to assess the general similarity, slight heterochronies notwithstanding. Note the positional
relationship between the embryo proper and the yolk sac (19) and the shape of the latter, which devi-
ates from the norm The furrows on the outer arm faces, resulting from a double rudiment formation
(Pl. 15), and the broadly blunt ends of the arms are conspicuous.

I-4: arms; 5: tentacular arm; 6: l imiting furrow between the arms and the head; 7: process
directed towards the mouth; 8: mouth; 9: cerebral ganglion, shining through the surface; 10: position
o f  t h e n u c h a l a t t a c h m e n t ;  1 1 : f u n n e l p o u c h ;  1 2 : l i m i t b e t w e e n t h e e y e v e s i c l e a n d t h e o c u l a r s t a l k ;  1 3 :
iris; 14: primary l id fold, connecting piece; 15: cheek-hump; 16: mantle sac; 17: shell sac pore, or the
scar remaining after its closure; 18: f in.

xScientific Editor: this is an observational error; the chorion is surrounded by tighfly wrapped gelatinous
envelopes.
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For the differentiation of the surface organization, the above description of S. ele'

ga2s is valid: deviations from the patterns observed in S. officinalis are inconspicuous.

rather difficult to describe. Of interest are some heterochronies: thus Textfig. 98 shows

the brachial apparatus and the buccal complex slightly more advanced than the corre-

sponding stage of S. officinalis (Pl. 15, Fig. 5). In contrast, the iris fold rudiment is

not yet distinct. More of these differences cannot be described here in detail.

The mature embryo is similar to that of S. elegans. As in the latter, the darker

chromatophores are yellowish- to reddish-brown, lighter than in S. officinal;s (Pl. 19,

Fig. 7). The early embryonic shell is also similar to that of S. elegans;the later embry-

onic shell, however, already has a robust spine (stage XX), more strongly developed

than in corresponding stages of S. officinalis. The late embryonic shell is strikingly

broad, as is the juveni le shel l  (vol.  1, p. 559).
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The Embryonic Development of the Sepiolids

Contents: 1. Generalities. 2. The typical embryonic development of the Sepiolinae (p.247).3. On the

embryonic development of Rossia (p. 259).4. On the embryonic development of the genus Sepiola (p.

260). 5. On the embryonic development of the genus Sepieua (p.264). On the embryonic development

of the genus Rondeletiola (p.265).

1. Generalities

The embryonic development of sepiolids is rather similar to that of sepiids; this is

particularly important for the recognition of typical features in the Sepioidea, since

there are, on the other hand, some differences between the two families that exclude a

very close kinship. Thus it is likely that the common features are primary ones of the

Sepioidea, since the adaptive specializations are rather divergent (cf. Vol. I, p. 573).

About the similarity of the eggs and the general characteristics of development,

see p. 203; subsequent sections deal also with typical early conditions of the germinal

disk.

Our description can therefore start with the onset of folding processes, which

offer a picture still very similar to that shown for Sepia (Pls. 15 and 23).
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2. The Typical Embryonic Development of the Sepiolinae

The genus Rossia is clearly most representative of the archetypal condition of
sepiolids. Since this genus has huge eggs, one can expect particularly well-sculptured

surface aspects of the embryo, something that should make their study very interest,

ing. Unfortunately no sufficient material was available to me, so our survey of sepiol-

id development will have to be limited to the species formerly lumped together as

Sepiola rondeleti, in other words to the subfamily Sepiolinae.

Here again the available material was far from ideal, but above all else the avail-

able time and working effort were insufficient to exploit this material completely.
Therefore no species is represented by a compleie description of all the stages.
However, the processes observed in different Sepiolinae are so similar that they are

236 best combined in a common picture, the validity of which will be only slightly reduced

when considering special cases.

Eggs occasionally are laid by Sepiolinae kept in aquaria, especially by those
species living in the coastal area: Sepietta obscura, Sepiola affinis and Sepiola ron-

deleti, btt also Sepietta oweniana. But I never obtained a great number of eggs devel-

oping normally; to achieve this, specially equipped aquaria would have to be set up,
something I was unable to do given the various other tasks related to my work. On the
other hand, eggs collected from the sea are often difficult to identify to species level,
and the early embryonic stages are not sufficiently different in morphological terms to
allow a distinction either. In contrast, the more advanced stages (following about stage
X) show some specific differences in the individual development of the arms and other
parts ofthe body (cf.  Pl.  23,Fig.6 and Textf ig. 99); bur above al l  else, the dif ference
of size of the eggs and developing embryos and their yolk sacs allows one to distin-
guish species to a certain point at early stages, and at later stages (following stage
XVII) the differentiation or the lack of luminous glands permits the distinction of
Sepiola and Sepietta. But always some eggs cannot be identified, and the identifica-
tion of others is sometimes doubtful. That is another reason for giving a generalized

descript ion.

It should be noted at the outset that this description also probably is valid for
Rossia, with the exception of specifications that will be given further below, and
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Textfigure 99. - Embryo of Sepietta oweniana at stage XIV-XV. 22x natural size. Living ani-

mal, after removal of the yolk sac. Slightly schematic representation. 1-5: arms; 6: buccal pil lar rudi-

ments; ?: glandular l ines, ridge-like; 8: ocular stalk;9: primary l id; 10: eye ball; 11: pupil; 12: pos-

terior edge ofhead covers; l4: nuchal attachment; l5: funnel pouch; l6: mantle sac; 17, l8: Hoyle's

organ; 19: f in: 20: terminal spine.

supposedly it is valid also for the systematically intermediary Heteroteuthinae, as far

as theif early developmental stages are not malked by secondary adaptations.

At first sight, stage VIII-X shows only few notable differences from sepia (Pl.

15): the 10 arm rudiments are developed rather equally, the dorsal ones only slightly

less, the tentacles a little more strongly than the rest. The lower, unpaired rudiment is

also clearly recognizable. Between arm rudiments I and II, the typical gap is visible

on either side. The picture leaves no doubt about the homonomy of the 10 arms' both

sessi le and stalked ones (tentacles).

However, a closer comparison of correlations will show that the arm rudiments

have already taken up a secondary position in relation to the othel parts of the

cephalopodium: the second pair lies halfway between the eye and the statocyst, where-

as the third has already passed the statocyst. This corresponds to the lay-out of stage

lX of Sepia (Pl. 15, Fig. 2), whereas the degree of differentiation of the individual

rudiments corresponds to stage VIII (Pl. 15, Fig. 2). The shift of the rudiments appears

to correspond to the situation in Sepia; when looking at younger stages, however, one

finds the primary position of the parts observed in Sepia, but with much lesser dis-

l? tinctness of the rudiments. One can easily imagine how such a difference can be

enhanced in the course of phylogenetic modifications; it would result in a develop-

mental mode in which the primary bauplan (cf.  p. 118) is no longer recognizable, as

seems to happen frequently elsewhere.

on the other hand, the question remains whether in sepia the primary location

of the arm rudiments is real ly visible, or whether Figures 7 and 2 of Plate 15 mere-
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ly show a phase of migration, whereas in Figure 7 of Plate 14, an even earl ier phase

is not recognizable. The question cannot be answered by simple observation; i t

probably could be resolved by an experimental approach (cf.  f inal section of this

volume).

The mantle rudiment shows the typical medial depressions in the upper and lower

parts of the ring (y, z); more important, the shell sac rudiment shows a distinct corner

(x) (cf. p.226), which corresponds to the proostracum. It is not surprising that this for-

mation is visible so early, since it is the only part of the shell that will be really dif-

ferentiated, whereas the remaining shell sac represents a so-called "phylogenetic rem-

iniscence". This does not of course say anything about the cause or the effect of its

appearance; we will see in the description of the inner development that the shell sac

parts not secreting an actual shell formation provide a transitory support for several

other formations, which would be forced to find new developmental pathways (in

other words, they would no longer be possible in the given form) if the corresponding

parts of the shell sac rudiment were missing. This is what apparently obtains with

regard to many "useless rudiments" that appear (without any other, visible necessity)

in animal development. It is indeed striking that the shell sac rudiment shows nearly

the same size as in Sepia where a shell is actually formed. The stage figured is prob-

ably from Sepiola ligulata Naef; as is the following one.

Stage X (Plate 23, Figure 2) shows a markedly contracted germinal disk, resulting

from the progressive folding processes. The distances between arm rudiments are

even, and the rudiments themselves show a very characteristic form. The primary

bipartite structure is still distinct; there are pairs of papillae marked by an indentation

on the inner and outer side, respectively. These indentations of course correspond to

the gutters observed in the Sepia arms; and here the indentations also will form gut-

ters later on. In the outer one, a single (clearly premature) sucker rudiment (sn) is sit-

uated; each represents the first proximal sucker of an arm. On either side, the third and

fourth arm rudiments are connected by a peculiar edge or rib (vb), which extends also

to the second and fifth arm rudiments on the inner side. This is the rudiment of the

anterior connection of the corneal fold, as can be seen later. Since the basal parts of

the second and fifth arm rudiments are integrated, the fold can be considered as the

z:r anlage of the entire brachial part of the corneal fold; it is clear that the later differen-

tiation of the actual arm pillars will simply push the existing edge on to the head sur-

face. Thus the extremities of the edge can be considered homologous to the connected

pillar rudiments, or the entire edge can be viewed as the connecting mass of the whole
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arm crown, from which the anterior connecting piece generally can be derived (p.
126).

The edge of the mouth (mu) is very sharply differentiated. Between the eyes two
small depressions (fe) appear; they correspond to the "windows" observed in Loligo
embryos (p. 167; PI.2, Fig. l2). The statocysts (st) sti l l  exhibitthe outerpore. The
funnel rudiment (tr) shows the typical structure. In contrast, the mantle surface is more
peculiar: from the shell sac pore (sp), four furrows depart, the three typical ones,
which are rather indistinct, plus a fourth furrow which extends down and probably rep-
resents a transitory skin fold. The fins are set far from the pore, laterally, their edge
directed backwards rather than upwards (cf. Pl. 15, Fig. 4). They are rounded lobes
that are much more distinct than the corresponding structures of Sepia at the same
stage.

Stage XI-XII (P1.23, Figs. 3 and 4) can be compared to the Sepia stages figured
on Plates 15 (Fig. 5), 16 (Fig. 1) and 17 (Fig. 4). This specimen is from a different
species than the preceding two; it (and the following) belongs to Sepietta oweniana,
but it can be added here without any problem. However, the arm crown shows a dis-
parity of arm rudiments, which appears typical for the genus, but which might occur
also in certain species of Sepiola: the ventral arms are only slightly, the dorsal arms
strongly, retarded in relation to the others, as can be seen most clearly from the lower
side of the embryo when it is removed from the yolk mass (Pl. 23, Fig. 4). All arms
now have several papilliform sucker rudiments (the dorsal arms only 2); on the four
lower arm pairs they are proximally arranged in a zigzag double row, whereas the 3-4
terminal sucker rudiments still form a single file. Subsequently 4 rows of suckers are
formed in Rossia, as in Sepia. The longitudinal furrow on the outer arm surface
remains visible, and on the tip is the last-formed sucker rudiment. The head shows a
pattern of furrows and elevations that is very similar to Sepia.

On the mantle, there is a marked shift of the fins in anterior direction, so that the
(still visible) shell sac pore finally comes to lie between the insertions of the posteri-
or edges, along with the lateral branches of the anchor-shaped scar (See p. 205).

In ventral aspect the still-open funnel tube is visible, the anal papilla and the gills
are not yet entirely retracted into the mantle cavity. Anterior to the anal papilla, a
bulgy hump appears; it probably represents the rudiment of the roots of the Adductor

::e pallii medianus, which is so characteristic for the sepiolids; the insertion on the man-
tle is hidden from sieht.
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Stage XIII-XIV (Pl. 23, Fig. 5) is best compared with the same stage of Sepia (Pl.

16). The identification as Sepietta oweniana is not ascertained beyond doubt; an
absolutely positive determination is not possible.

The arms still exhibit the outer longitudinal furrows, dividing each arm into a
medial and a lateral part. It is noteworthy that in the third arm only the medial, in the
second arm only the lateral, part continues into the sharply demarcated arm pillar. The
head cover derived from the medial parts of the dorsolateral and dorsal arms are very
thin at this stage, as is normal (Pls. 4 and 5), so they could easily be overlooked.

The posterior connecting piece (hb) of the corneal fold already forms a distinct
ridge; in contrast to Sepia (P1. 16) it is not situated on the border between two portions

of the white body, but forms an independent element, not yet united with the ocular
edge formed by the corresponding arm pillars.

The funnel pouches are rather completely covered by the mantle rim, and the dark
zone (medially interrupted by a light strip) between the anterior parts of the pouches
(cf. Pl. 23, Figs. 5 and 6) indicates the position of a nuchal cartilage, which is never

differentiated in the Sepiolinae, in contrast to the corresponding stages of Rossia and
Heteroteuthis.

On the surface of the mantle rudiment, Hoyle's organ (ho', hoz) appears very

clearly; its posterior edge still shows a tiny depression marking the scar of the shell
sac pore. The fins are shifted further anteriorly, so that the shell pore now lies far

zqo behind the line connecting their posterior rims. The fin insertion lines become short-
er, thus preparing the differentiation of the rounded, nearly circular fins typical for
sepiol ids.

At stage XIV-XV (Pl. 23, Fig. 6; Textfig. 99) the arms have become longer. Their
length relationships vary slightly from one species to the other; but the arm formula
remains 3,2, 4, l .  The arm t ips are sl ightly pointed and continue to form new suckers;
at the arm bases, knobs indicate the rudiments of buccal pillars (6 in Textfig. 99). The
tentacles (4 ibidem) are subdivided into a stalk and a club. On the outside, the glan-

dular lines (7) are now visible; they reach across the head covers. The ocular edges (9)

of the latter are dorsally united with the posterior connecting piece of the corneal fold;
on the ventral side, this connection is at least prepared, in that the posterior end of the
edge is linked, by a delicate furrow (25) to the connecting piece, thus indicating the

241 remaining distance to be covered, similar to what has been observed in Loligo and
Sepia. The integumentary part corresponding to the nuchal attachment (14) becomes
more distinct, even in the Sepiolinae where an attachment is not formed.
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At the posterior end, close to Hoyle's organ (17, 18) but isolated from it ,  a hard,

pointed tubercle has formed; it corresponds to the soft terminal tip of Sepia and to a

similarly situated hump on the mantle end of spirula,' the latter is formed only during

postembryonic development, however (vol. l, p. 516). Here it will be termed the ter-

minal spine. It is an embryonic organ like Hoyle's organ and might essentially serve

the hatchling when perforating the egg envelopes (pp. 139, 109) which have been soft-

ened by the secretion of Hoyle's organ. It disappears within a few days after hatching'

The fins now occupy the laterodorsal position typical for the family'

Further development, much as in Sepia, leads to definitive growth in length of the

arms, differentiation of the tentacle clubs and of the buccal lappets, closure (somewhat

accelerated) of the corneal fold, definitive formation of the head covers, delimitation

of the olfactory tubercle and enlargement of the mantle pouch'

Textf igure 100. -  Medial  sect ions of  two embryos of  Sepiet ta oweniana, semi-schematic.

(Stages XIV and XVII ;  f rom Vol.  1,  p.  565; about 30X natural  s ize).  In a),  note the large poster ior

part of the shell sac corresponding to the phragmocone (Hs: shell membrane drawn for i l lustration),

on which the muscular mantle (Mm) inserts in typical fashion. In b), the shell sac has already retired

from the posterior part, but the muscular mantle has not been able to follow; it remains in contact with

it by an atypically structured membrane, which wil l subsequently be replaced by truly muscular t is-

sue. Note the terminal spine (Sp) of the body and Hoyle's organ (Ho). As for the inner organs, the fix-

ation of the gonad (Go) is of special interest : in a), it sti l l  has the typical embryonic form, whereas

in b),  the geni ta l  l igament,  which connects the gonad to the poster ior  wal l  of  the coelome (Ci j ) .  has

grown very th in;  i t  wi l l  subsequent ly be torn apart  a l together (cf .  Vol .  1,  p.486).  The fol lowing organs

ur,  , " .ognizable:  mouth opening (Mu),  the upper and lower beak (Ok, Uk),  the subradular organ (Sr) '

the sal ivary gland duct (Gd),  the radula pouch (Rd).  upper and lower buccal  gangl ia (Ob'  Ub),  cere-

bral  gangl ion (Cg),  pedal  gangl ion (Pg),  "v isceral"  gangl ia (Vg),  statocyst  (St,  tangent ia l ly  cut) ,

foregut (Oe),  stomach (Ma),  caecum (Bl) ,  h indgut (Ed),  ink duct and gland (Td),  Vena cava (Vc),

Gangt ion gastr icum (Gg),  k idney (Ni) ,  per icardium (co),  heart  (Hz),  gonad (Go),  yolk organ (Do),

mantle cavity septum (Ms), anus (Af), funnel organ (Dr), rudiment of funnel valve (Tk), funnel tube

(Tr) ,  the lat ter  is  c losed by a membrane (Hy).
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Textfigure 101. - Embryo of Sepiettq o\eeniona in its envelopes, in natural position. 25X nat-

ural size (same as Textfig. 58, cf. Textfig. 102).
1-5: arm rudiments; 6: rudiment of swimrning membrane of tentacular club; 7: pupil; 8: prima-

ry lid; 9: olfactory tub€rclei 10: funnel tube; 11: nuchal attachment; 12: funnel pouch; 13: fin; 14:

Hoyle's organ, medial branch; 15: lateral branch; 16: terminal spine; l7: mantle sac; 18: yolk sac; 20:

chorion; 21: gelatinous envelope; 22: tip of lhe latter, apparently formed at the end of capsule extru-

s ion;23:  base.
Note the marked shift of the fins compared to the rudimentary condition (Pl. 23, Fig. 2), the still

typically decopodan structure of the nuchal area (11), the relation of the primary lid to the puPil, the
position of the olfactory organ, and the arm proportions which are characteristic for the Sepietta
group.

At stage XVII (Textfigs. 100 b, 101) these processes are considerably advanced.

The embryo is situated in a natural attitude inside the envelopes; these envelopes are

242 shown in optical section in Textfigure 101. As is typical for decapods having a large

yolk mass, the embryo is bent against the yolk sac, sitting on it, as it were. The yolk

sac itself is pear-shaped, apparently somewhat compressed by the embryo, and has a

posterior indentation (cf. Textfig. 103). The tentacular club shows a striking feature:

on the dorsally oriented outer edge, a roundish wart or lobule (6 in Textfigs. 102 and

103) appears as the rudiment of the swimming membrane. Thus the latter is strictly

limited to a very small area of the club length, in contrast to all the other decapods,

and this peculiarity is retained throughout embryonic life. Later on, this condition is

entirely retained, or at least in its essential feature in that the swimming membrane is

limited to the proximal part of the club, where it forms a roundish lobe (Rossia

megaptera, R. glaucopis etc; Stoloteuthis,' cf. also Heteroteuthis.' Vol. 1' pp. 576,598)'

or else the typical condition is reestablished secondarily in that the swimming mem-

brane lengthens to attain the length of the club.
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Textfigure 102. - Embryo of Sepietta oweniana. l9X natural size (from Vol. 1, p. 570). Stage
XVII-XVIII. Compare with Textfigure 101 to assess the transformation of the primary l id into a
cornea. The edge of the primary l id has become a minute, anteriorly situated pore (8), while the cir-
cular zone behind (24) has become fully transparent, so that the pupil (7) can be seen even in a pre-
served specimen. Note also the sepioid curvature of the tentacular club with its characteristic rudi-
ment of a swimming membrane (6). The shallow invagination at the base of the tentacular stalk is l im-
ited by the web (25) connecting the third and fourth arm.9: olfactory tubercle.

The fin is differentiated (cf. Textfig. 102) by the enlargement of the anterior rim,

which forms a typical "lobe of the ear", and by the delimitation of a thin, marginal

zone from the more massive, opaque "main plate".

The contraction of the corneal fold is not achieved in a continuous process, as is

the case in other forms, but each stage is variable in physiological terms (p. 117). But

compared to Sepia (Pl. 19), the process is somewhat faster and occurs earlier in rela-

tion to the overall maturity of the embryo. Textfigure 102 presents it complete. At this

stage, which can be considered to represent XVIII, the primary lid aperture is reduced

Textf igure 103. -  Embryo of  Sepiet ta oweniana, seen from above, complete wi th yolk sac.
Stage XVII I .  cf .  Textf igure 102. 19X natural  s ize.  -  Note the beginning web format ion between the
arms. Drawn af ter  preserved specimen; the yolk sac (12) is s l ight ly expanded

1-5: arms; 6:  rudiment of  swimming membrane on tentacular c lub;  7:  g landular l ines;  8:  cornea;
9 ,  10 :  Hoy le 's  o rgan;  l1 :  te rmina l  sp ine ;  13 :  f in .
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to a t iny pore, which wil l  be closed completely in certain cases (Heteroteuthis), but

which generally remains distinct. Behind it, above the iris opening, a roughly circular

area, a sort of window, is visible as part of the corneal skin derived from the primary

lid; this is the actual cornea, which is perfectly transparent, whereas the parts sur-

rounding it are slightly opaque. It is surrounded by circular muscles, which will soon

contract to produce a further skin fold, the so-called secondary lid.

Here we have to note a distinct deviation from the mode observedinSepia (Pl. 19,

Fig. 6) where the secondary lid appears before the delimitation of the definitive

cornea, in fact even before the complete closure of the primary lid, so that a stage like

Textfigure 102 does not obtain. An even more marked difference is that the secondary

lid of sepiids includes the primary lid pore, whereas in sepiolids it excludes the pore

(vol. l, pp. 527 and 564). I therefore reject the idea that these two forms of lid are

strictly homologous. I would rather call them homogenetic, assuming that they are

derived from a common orginal condit ion in the ancestor (p.255).

This assumption is suggested especially by Idiosepius (Textfig. 87), in which a

third variant appears to obtain: when the muscles are completely relaxed, a secondary

lid apparently is lacking altogether. Under moderate contraction, which always occurs

when living specimens are placed in a fixative, the transparent cornea is surrounded

by a distinct circular ridge, which forms a sort of frame. Inside it the delicate folds

converge on a point close to the anterior border of the cornea (but still inside it), which

is slightly elevated like a papilla. Here one would have to look for the pore of the for-

mer primary lid, in other words this pore would lie within the zone of the cornea prop-

er; this would be even more different from the sepiolid condition than the sepiid mode.

Assuming for the three families a common ancestral condition similar to the picture

given in Textfigure 102 (with the difference that the orbital pore would have to lie

exactly at the anterior border of the corneal zone), formation of the three observed

variants can easily be imagined, namely by unequal delimitation of the cornea against

the surrounding, opaque and permanently more contractile parts of the primary lid.

The resulting secondary lids would not be strictly homologus, however, although they

could be considered to be derived from a common original condition. See also Vol. l,

p p . 4 8 8 ,  5 0 5  a n d  5 1 8 .

At this stage, the terminal spine reaches the culmination point of its development,

which is nevertheless a modest state compared to the condition of some species of

Rossic (Textf ig. 107).

244
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Textfigure 104. - Embryo of Rossia tnacrosomo, virtually complete in its overall development,
probably viable without the large yolk sac (16). Stage XIX. Naples, June lst, 1912. - 9x natural
size.

This embryo shows the typical overall aspect of an advanced sepiolid embryo, without any sec-
ondary modifications (cf. Textfig. 105).

l-5: arms; 6: rudiment of swimming membrane on tentacular club; 7: cornea; 8: lateral branch
of Hoyle's organ; 9: medial branch; 10: terminal spine; 11: mantle sac; 12: funnel tube; 13: tentacu-
lar base inside the tubular tentacle pouch; 14: olfactory organ.

Stage XIX (P1.23, Fig. 9, Textfig. 104), a typical little Sepiola, but still having a

large outer yolk sac, shows no new surface differentiations, but a general approxima-

tion to mature conditions: the arms have grown strongly in length, the tentacular club

shows the typical juvenile form (Textfigs. 105, 109). The roots of the tentacular stalks

z+s lie deeper and make contact medially with one another behind the ventral arms. Thus

the typical tentacular pouches are formed, but only part of the actively shortened

stalks can be retracted into them (in contrast to the situation shown in Pls. 18 and l9).

The arm bases are connected by delicate membranes, except the ventral arms; the

suckers are fully differentiated and their stalks sit on peculiar cushions whch raise the

suckers above the arm surface.

The eyes are very large and are shifted laterally on the head at varying stages,

depending on the species, sometimes (Textfig. 109) only during postembryonic stages;

the olfactory tubercles become notably smaller. At the base of the funnel tube,

between the tube and the funnel pouches, the lateral funnei adductors are now visible
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as delicate skin muscles that reach to the head; on the funnel corners the first small

rudiments of the elongate funnel attachments are distinct.

The mantle sac is strongly expanded and now has the typical pouch form. The dif-

ference from mature conditions lies essentially in the presence of embryonic organs:

246 the yolk sac, Hoyle's organ, and the terminal spine. The mantle cavity shows the typ-

ical features of the family.

Whereas up to here, rather typical sepiolid features were mentioned for the

observed Sepiolinae, we now have to turn to a formation that is typical for the sub-

family, namely the nuchal band. It is fully developed at stage XIX, although it is often

so highly transparent that one might believe he sees a free dorsal mantle rim. This

band is nothing other than a fusion of the mantle and head skin in the area where a

typical nuchal attachment would form. This organ begins to show as a rudiment, at

earlier stages, much as in Sepia or Rossia where it also is a final differentiation of the
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Textf igure 105. -  Embryo of  Sepiet ta oweniana, 19x natural  s ize.  Stage XIX. Note the gener-
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Sepiol inae are the nuchal  band (9) between the head and the dorsal  mant le r im, and the relat ively
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weak development of  the dorsal  arms and by the shape of  the yolk sac.
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dorsal side (Textf ig. 99 b; for comparison see Pl. 16, Fig. 6). A sharp del imitat ion is

not achieved, however, and at stages XVII and XVIII the dorsal mantle fold becomes

connected to the head while the rather shallow cavity of the underlying mantle disap-

pears. At stage XVIII-XIX this connection reaches the outer surface, so that the con-

ditions for the development of a direct skin bridge between the head and the mantle

rim, as shown in Textf igure 106, is achieved.

The formation of the actual nuchal band thus is prepared by the degeneration of

the dorsal mantle slit (Textfig. 100); in the Sepiolinae this slit never penetrates deeply

Textfigure 106. - Nearly mature embryo of Sepiola robastq or liguloto. Stage XX. From
Volume 1, page 606. 6x natural size (cf. below, p.249). - Characteristic features of tbis species are
the size, the strong, fleshy structure, the reddish brown coloration and the distribution of the dark
chromatophores (the yellow ones are faded out), and also the broadly rounded fins (cf. Textfig. 105).
Note also the differentiation of the suckers (inset) which differs from that of adult suckers, the typi-
cal shape of the sucker carriers (4) with the distinct rudiment (2) of a swimming membrane supporl,
the relic of a terminal spine (8) and Hoyle's organ (6, dotted lines), the distinction of the membranous
fin margin (5), the typical mantle rim (slightly retracted due to fixation), the glandular lines on the
head (7), the contracted, pouch-like lid which is open dorsally, the stil l virtually embryonic condition
of the olfactory tubercle. The animal is only slightly deformed due to fixation; but the mantle is very
strongly contracted, so that the head appears unnaturally large. See Textfigures 104 and 108 b for a
more normal sepiolid shape!

into the mantle, and between stages XV and XVIII it progressively disappears in the

247 anterior direction. When observed closely, this process is not really a fusion (a term I

have used in a somewhat figurative manner); it is the regression of a degenerating

rudiment. Only after the disappearance of the dorsal mantle slit (Textfigs. 102, 103)

does the skin connection between head and mantle form.

By stage XVIII, the sepiolid features are established, and with the nuchal band

rudiment the typical aspect of the Sepiolinae is achieved. Textfigure 105 shows this

aspect more eloquently than words. When artificially deprived of its yolk sac, such an

embryo can continue to develop in a small aquarium with sandy bottom; it thus offers

a perfect object for physiological and ecological observations. The chromatophores,
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the species-specif ic

l ike that shown in

3. On the Embryonic Development of Rossia

Unfortunately only a few poorly preserved embryos of Rossia were available, and
on two occasions I got only one single living egg. The first of these provided the same
picture as stage l-ll of Sepia (Plate 13, Figure 6), although the germinal disk was much
smaller, less than I mm in diameter excluding the plasmatic rays. The whole egg mea-
sured 5 x 6 mm. The second egg contained the embryo shown in Textfigure 104. Eggs
with their envelopes are figured by Jatta (1896, Plate 8, Figure 4).

To fill at least part of the gap, I will consider a rather young embryo of Rossia
glaucopis from Bergen (Textfig. 107). This is a stage corresponding to Textfigure 99
and Figure 6 of Plate 23, so that special explanations are not necessary. Only a few
proportions are peculiar: the arms are very long already, and the head covers are more
developed than in the corresponding Sepiolinae. The same is true with regard to the
nuchal area (9 in Textfig. 107), which has to be considered the anlage of the nuchal

Textf igure 107. -  Embryo of  Rossia glaucopis,  f rom Bergen. 13.5x natural  s ize.  On top of  the
globular yolk sac (drawn in black),  the embryo l ies in typical  posi t ion.  Note the very strong develop-
ment of  the arms and tentacles ( l -4) .  head covers,  nuchal  d isc (9),  terminal  spine (14) and compare
with Textfigure 99 b.
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attachment. Especial ly well  developed is the terminal spine (14), which is also very

conspicuous in the embryo of Textfigure 104; we can thus assume that this strong

development represents a typical feature of the genus Rossia. Since Rossia clearly

shows the archetypal form of the family, the terminal spine will have to be considered

as an organ undergoing regression rather than as a rather new acquisition.

From a notice by Froriep (1850, p. 192) it can be seen that Steenstrup already

observed this formation in Rossia oweni as a shield-like, almost horny plate with a

spine in the center. Around the latter he observed concentric stripes. Apparently the

terminal spine is particularly strong in this species.

r.18 The embryo of Rossia macrosoma shown in Textfigure 104 is an almost complete

young animal. But the very large yolk sac indicates that it is far from having reached

its definitive size; the hatchling is probably more than twice as big. The arms show 4.

rows of sucker rudiments, two at the proximal end. The arm length formula is 3 2 4 I,

and the arm bases are connected by small velar membranes. The tentacular stalks are

already fairly long, their roots being hidden in deep pouches. The clubs carry 8 rows

of small suckers on the broadest part; the typical embryonic swimming membrane is

limited to the basal part. This is a striking feature, since the juvenile animal, perhaps

even the prehatching embryo, shows the normal sepioid condition of the tentacular

club (cf. Textfig. 92 and p. 233, along with Vol. l, p. 593); so this peculiar feature,

viewed in a phylogenetic perspective, appears as a regression (page 253).

The head exhibits fully developed eyes, except for the secondary lid, but they are

still oriented anteriorly; the olfactory tubercles on the "cheeks" (14 in textfig. 104) are

now stiikingly small. The mantle pouch shows the typical shape, as do the outline of

the fins and Hoyle's organ. The size of the terminal spine is considerable when com-

pared to Textf igures 99-101, which show the condit ion is Sepiol inae.

4. On the Embryonic Development of the Genus Sepiola

The eggs of the different species of Sepiola are not distinguishable with certain-

ty. Among the eggs collected in the bay of Naples and adjacent zones, those showing

:+s a dist inct ly yel low brownish color ( l ike the eggs f igured by Jatta, 1896, Pl.  1,Fig' 7

and Pl. 8, Fig. 2) regularly contained embryos of Sepiola, whereas the greyish white
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ones (vol. I, Pl. 19, Figs. l5 and 18) mostly contained embryos of the sepietta group.

This rule has not remained without exceptions, so it can be used only in support of

orher characters (pp.262-266), especially for material collected close to the coast and

in the vicinity of the Zoological Station.

In contrast, the above rule was fully confirmed with material collected from the

"Ammontatura" (outside of Nisida) and from the "secca di Benta Palummo" (outside

of Capo Miseno). These zones are elevations of the sea bottom that are continuations

of coastal elevations; several cephalopod species appear to spawn preferentially there.

Among them Sepietta oweniana, Rondeletiola minor and one or several species of

sepiola are of interest here. sepiola spp. lay their light yellow brownish eggs on

sponges, corals, worm tubes and stones; these eggs are of considerable size (p. 71),

develop readily in an aquarium and finally release young animals of brown reddish

color, which are the largest, strongest young Sepiolinae ever observed in this area.

I now suppose, given the size of the oviducal eggs in this species, that they belong

to Sepiola robusta, despite the fact that in the same locations most of the adults caught

are Sepiola ligulata, so that the latter cannot be definitely excluded from considera-

tion. The embryos taken from this material were considered to be Sepiola ligulata

when Plate 23 was prepared, as were (with a caveat) the young animals hatched from

these eggs (vol. 1, p. 606). What argues in favor of sepiola robusta are the particular

size (the eggs measure 3.6 X 4 mm) and the color of the hatchlings, although the color

might be a more generalized juvenile condition.

At the same sampling station, eggs of Sepietta oweniana can be obtained almost

year round; these embryos are distinguishable from Sepiola embryos by the more

strongly developed dorsal arms (Pl. 23), stouter, bulkier body, relatively short mantle

(cf. Textfig. 99); but a really major significance of these differences should not be

claimed since identified comparative material is not yet available. Overall this mater-

ial corresponds to the above description (pp. 246 to 259), but a closer look at the ink

sac area is now necessary: in this area, at stage XVII, one finds epithelial thickenings

on either side of the slightly broadened ink sac; these thickenings are similar to the

rudiments of accessory nidamental glands (Textfig. 56), from which the luminous

glands are formed later. As discussed in Volume I (p. 582), these luminous glands are

typical, in systematic-morphological terms, for the whole group of the Eusepiolinae,

but since they are strongly modified or suppressed in the sepiettd group, they will be

described here.
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:5,) The t lpical luminous glands of Sepioi inae are formed during embryonic develop-
ment. and in the species considered here they attain a condition that is representative
for the typical, unmodified (Sepiola-llke) Sepiolinae, in other words, for the whole
subfamily excluding Sepiol ina.

Textfigure 108. - Advanced embryonic
robus ta  o r  l igu la ta  (a :  72 /1 ,  b :  8 /1 ) .

stage (a) and newly hatched animal (b) of Sepiola

Note the formation of the luminous glands (6) associated with the laterally drawn out ink sac
(I2). In a),  but  a lso in much younger embryos, i t  is  oval  in out l ine,  the papi l la wi th the pores (5) is
elongate;  in b) i t  is  a l ready ear-shaped, connected to i ts counterpart  by a muscular strand. This char-
acter ist ic organ can be easi ly recognized in advanced embryos of  Sepiola ( i .e.  i t  is  d ist inguishable
from the similar organs in the Rondeletiolae and Sepiettae). - a) shows furthermore: mantle sac and
fins, funnel pouches and funnel tube, funnel gland (8) and funnel attachments, and the sti l l  frail lat-
eral  funnel  adductors.  In the mant le cavi ty,  the branchingAdductorpal l i i  medianus (1) is v is ib le,  next
to i t  the Nervi  v iscerales,  the anal  papi l la;  in the head, one recognizes the eyes, the ol factory tuber-
c les (10),  the tentacular base (v is ib le through the integument) ,  the arms with the character ist ical ly
shaped suckers and sucker carriers, the tentacular clubs, the web rudiments, the buccal funnel. - b)
shows: the enlargement of the funnel gland, a shifted position of the eyes and olfactory tubercles. In
the mant le cavi ty note:  funnel  retractors (7),  g i l ls ,  branchial  bands (st i l l  short) ,  branchial  spleen (3;
shining through the surface),  k idney papi l lae.  Note especial ly (between the branchial  hearts)  the rudi-
ments of  the nidamental  g lands (2) and, more anter ior ly,  behind the kidney papi l lae (14),  the epi the-
l ia l  zone (not yet  d ist inct)  f rom which the accessory nidamental  g lands (4) wi l l  be formed later.  -  In
a),  the yolk sac is removed; i ts is much larger than the head.

At early stages (XVI) they form opaque patches on either side of the superficial-

ly located, broadened ink sac; sections reveal their structure, which is characterized by

I
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epithelial proliferation with rudiments of invaginating glandular tubuli. Later (P1.23,

Fig. 3, Textfig. 108a), one observes oval, translucent (opaque, whitish after fixation)
bodies embedded in lateral pouches of the ink sac. The outlets of the glandular tubuli
are united on a prominent papilla on each side of the organ. Medially the two glands
are totally separated: between them lies the intestine, flanked by the two roots of the
Adductor pal l i i  medianus.

At the most advanced embryonic stages (Textfig. l08b) the organ has a more
bean-shaped aspect; the papilla of the glandular outlets is less prominent, so that the
organ is now rather similar to the definitive aspect. In the Mediterranean (i.e. sepiola-
like) Sepiolinae, a typical feature is the double row of sucker rudiments on each arm;
this represents the reestablishment of an older (more general) norm than that of the
Sepioidea.

( J

i..,D
\_-

Textf igures 109.

Mature embryos of two different species of Sepiola.
Textf igure 109 possibly represents S. steenstrupiana

rondeleti.

Textf igure 110.

From Volume 1,  page 608.
or aurantiaca; Textfigure 110 S. affinis or

Other Sepiola embryos. Occasionally and generally by mere chance, single eggs
of sepiola were found on stones, corals, bryozoans, hydroids and algae; generally
their identification to species is impossible. The small numbers did not permit com-
plete description of their development; as far as the younger stages are concerned, no
great differences were observed. Suffice it to figure two forms of embryos obtained
from such eggs. They clearly do not belong to any of the above-described species, and
they are quite different from one another. The mature embryo shown in Textfigure
109 is noteworthy for its slender shape of the body, the still small size of the eyes
which are oriented anteriorly (cf. Textfig. 68), features that are strangely atypical,
indicating that the species of sepiola, which I now distinguish, are by far not as
closely related as one might believe considering how mixed up and confused they
were up to now.
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5. On the Embryonic Development of the Genus Sepietta

The eggs of s. oweniana (vol. 1, Pl. 19) are regularly collected together with eggs

of Sepiola robusta (ligulata?) at the sampling stations of the Ammontatura and Secca

:s: di Benta Palummo (Page 261). They are distinguishable from the latter by their small

size and light color (or lack of coloration) of the gelatinous envelopes. The older

embryos also can be distinguished easily from eggs of the genus Sepiola by the lack

of luminous glands; in fresh specimens the ink sac is recognizable across the mantle

tissue and shows a simple pear-shaped outline without lateral expansions. If one gets

a batch containing l0-20 eggs, one can raise the stages and be certain of the identifi-

cation at the end of the culture.

The eggs are not definitely distinguishable from those of Sepiola species produc-

ing small  eggs (See Textf igs. 109, I  l0 and 112). They measure 2 x 2.4 mm. Some of

the embryos figured in Plate 23 clearly belong to Sepietta oweniana, as do the speci-

mens shown in Textf igures 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 111 and l l2. Textf igure 111 is

drawn after a living embryo from amongst eggs that were raised to hatching. Compare

this sketch with Textfigure 103 and note the natural posture of the animal, and espe-

cially the characteristic form of the yolk sac, which is directly visible or shining

through the embryo.
At stage XIX the embryo provides the

picture given in Textfigure 105. Compared to

embryos of Sepiola robusta at comparable or

earlier stages, it is smaller and more delicate,

has the eyes in more markedly anterior orien-

tation, and chromatophores in much looser

distribution. The fins have a very broad rim

of thin tissue. The yolk sac is stil l drawn out

laterally, with a basal part forming a stalk.

The arms are clearly unequal from early

stages onward, very markedly so at later

stages, the dorsal and ventral arms being

much shorter than the lateral arms. The fully

deve loped young an imal  i s  shown in

Text f igure I12.

\

Textfigure I 1 1. - Embryo of Sepietta

oweniana inside i ts s l ight ly expanded chor i -

on  [11 ] .  S tage XVI I -XVI I I .  l9x  na tura l  s ize .

Drawn from life. Note the characteristic posi-

tion of the embryo in relation to the yolk sac,

and the shape of the latter; for explanation

see Textf igure 103.
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Text f igure  l l2 .  Newly -ha tched
Sepiet ta oweniana. 6x natural  s ize.  From
Volume 1, page 648. This f igure i l lustrates
the typical features of the Sepiolinae better
than Textf igures 106 and 110, because the
specimen shown here was more carefully nar-
cot ized and preserved.

265

Other Sepietta embryos. From inshore

waters of shal low depth, eggs of Sepietta

have also been col lected; they are somewhat

smal ler  and more del icate than those

described above and presumably belong to

Sepietta obscura. The eggs of S. obscura

measure 1.9 X 2.2 mm. Apart from these, I

have not found any other peculiar features in

these embryos, which otherwise are very

similar to S. oweniana.

6. On the Embryonic Development of the Genus Rondeletiola

Close to the above-mentioned sampling stations (p. 261), but partly from greater

depths (200 m), some eggs occasionally have been collected that are distinguishable

from eggs of Sepietta oweniana by their very small size (cf. Vol. l, Pl. l9). They mea-

sure on 1.3 x 1.5 mm and are thus distinctly marked for their difference. Their devel-

opment is notably different from the typical mode of other Sepiolinae, although some

traits are particularly similar to the development of Sepietta oweniana. There can be

no doubt that they belong to the Sepietta group, and within the latter they can only

belong to Rondeletiola, which is the form with that egg size.It thus appears that this

Textf igure 113. -  Embryo of  Rondelet io la minor inside i ts chor ion (15).  Out l ine drawn from
l i fe.  StageX.25 X natural  s ize.  Note the pecul iar ly smal l  yolk sac ( l )  and the st i l l  rudimentary ven-
tral arms showing the bipartite init ial condition (4).

3:  tentacular arms; 2:  th i rd arm pair ;  5:  medial  rudiment of  arm crown;6:  statocyst  (open pore);
7:  ocular area;8:  funnel  tube rudiment;  9:  funnel  pouch rudiment;  10:  anal  papi l la;  11:  g i l l  rudiment;
12 :  muscu lar  mant le ;  13 :  f in ;  14 :  she l l  sac  pore .
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peculiar form occasionally comes to spawn at lesser depths than where it normally

l ives (Vol .  I ,  p .  639) .
The germinal disk resembles that of Alloteuthis, as far as its relation to the yolk

mass is concerned, and thus differs from all the sepiolid relatives. The peculiarity (p.

176) is that the embryo cap is relatively large and thus encloses a much greater part of

the yolk than is the rule in related species, although among the latter there is again

some variation in this respect. At stage X (Textfig. I l3), the yolk sac of Rondeletiola
represents less than one half of the whole, so that also a certain similarity to the devel-

opmental mode of oegopsids may be seen here. The arm rudiments are strikingly

unequal, the ventral ones strongly retarded, the dorsal ones barely visible.

Textfigure 114. - Embryo of Rondeletiola minor within slightly expanded chorion, in natural
position. Fins artificially flattened. State XV; 27 x na1'lJlal size. This figure should be compared with
Textfigures 99, 107 and with Plate 23, Figure 6. Note the inhibition of the dorsal arms (1) and the
peculiar shape of the yolk sac (5). For further explanations see Textfigure 99.

2s4 As is typical for most cephalopod embryos, the embryonic body continues to con-

tract and thus becomes partly retracted from the yolk mass; a considerable part of the

yolk enclosed at stage X is indeed pushed into the outer yolk sac. The latter nonethe-

less remains rather small, although it later on shows a shape (Textfig. I 14) that is typ-

ical for the Sepietta group among the Sepiolinae. The unusual relative sizes of the

arms are also partly retained so that the species might be recognized from later

:ss embryonic stages. The ventral arms indeed remain stubby, the dorsal ones completely

rudimentary, whereas the other arms grow very strong. The disparity becomes less

marked towards the end of embryonic development, but is still very distinct in the

hatchling (Vol. I, p. 631). At that stage, the paired rudiments of the luminous glands

=-4 

-----=_------
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Textf igure 115. -  Juveni le form of a typical ,  Sepiet ta- I ike sepiol id

(Rondetet io la or Sepiet ta) ;  f tom Volume 1,  page 631;6X natural  s ize.

The dorsal view shows nothing different from other Sepiola-hke

Eusepiol inae (Vol .  l ,  p.  584).  In contrast ,  the mant le cavi ty reveals a

remarkable recessive development of  the accessory nidamental  g lands (1):

if this specimen represent s Rondeletiola, these rudiments also include the

modified luminous glands (Vol. 1, p. 632). Here the organs are united

instead of being separately (in time and space) derived from rudiments as

shown in Textf igure 108 (4,  5,  which is typical  for  our Eusepol inae);  th is

union can be explained in ei ther one of  two ways only:  e i ther th is is the

archetypal condition of all Eusepiolinae and Heteroteuthinae, which has

been subsequently modified by temporal and spatial separation of the

respective rudiments of luminous and accessory nidamental glands in the

Sepiolinae so far observed, or this union reflects the suppression of a pri-

mary condition of this group (but secondary in the frame of the whole fam-

i ly) ,  by omission of  the ontogenet ic factors responsible for  i ts expression.

At any rate, the zone lying between the kidney papil lae, i.e. the archetypal

posi t ion,  in which the organ complex develop, is strongly shortened (as in

Rossia:  Vol .  1,  p.  590),  as can be recognized from a comparison with

Textfigure 108. An original connection between the luminous glands and

the accessory nidamental  g lands also is demonstrated by the persistence of

positionally intermediary glandular parts tn Heteroteuthis (cf. Vol. 1, p.

s98) .

become visible as opaque little patches on the lateral parts of the slightly broadened

ink sac (cf.  Vol. I ,  loc. ci t .) .

These rudiments are also the rudiments of the accessory nidamental glands and

thus confirm my theory according to which the luminous glands are derived from the

accessory glands, since they again can be united in the rudimentary state (cf. Vol. l,

pp.574-515,635). The very interesting relat ionships that are thus suggested provide a

new indication for the idea that a regression of morphological differentiation can

uncover very old ancestral conditions that lie dormant in the conservative rudiments,

often hidden by secondary influences (cf. p. l5).



C H A P T E R  1 1

The Embryonic Development
of the Octopods

The eggs of octopods are devoid of secondary, gelatinous envelopes, since nida-
mental glands are lacking in these animals. The secretions of the rather small ovidu-
cal glands are sufficient, however, to glue the tough chorionic capsules containing the
eggs to one another or to the substratum carrying them. In contrast to the decapod
chorion, the elongate chorion of octopods has a stalk-like extension at one end; the
vegetal pole of the egg lies close to the stalk base (Textfig. l9). The eggs proper are
generally much more elongate than is the case in decapods, often appearing almost
cylindrical or sausage-shaped. (For the preparatory developmental processes see p.
277\ .

The cleavage was so far unknown. I have been able to observe it in octopus vul-
garis (for a detailed description see below, page 278). cleavage ends with a single-
layered blastodisc, which has a different aspect in octopus (pl. 24) compared to
Argonauta (Pl. 32). It repeatedly shows central gaps (pls. 24 and 32), but in no case
the characteristic structure of the decapodan blastoderm (pls. I and l3). The multi-
layered ring, which is subsequently formed by cell shifting and submersion (Textfig.
31), is in a marginal position virtually from the beginning, because the few yolk cells
are rapidly covered, the ring becoming inwardly broader.

once the lower germinal layer, the endomesoderm, has reached the center (p1.
25), here also a differentiation into prospective embryo body and yolk envelope is
achieved belatedly; each of these components further on shows features similar to the
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decapods: in the anlage of the embryo proper, mesoderm patches form, essential ly as

in decapods but less dist inct ly (Pl.  25). The subsequent folding produces an embryo in

which the typical bauplan is recognizable.

However, only 4 arm rudiments appear on either side, in such a regular distribu-

tion that no traces of a suppressed rudiment can be seen. Thus one cannot observe

directly which one of the decapodan rudiments is lacking, but simple observation of

decapod embryos suggests that it is the dorsal arm pair. Definitely it must be one of

the three dorsal arm pairs of decapods, and by no means the tentacle pair (See PI.4,

Fig. 7 in comparison with Pl. 33, Fig. l1!).

The whole anlage of the embryonic body appears more blurred than in decapods

(despite identical treatment), so that e.g. the statocyst rudiment is barely distinguish-

able as a diffuse, shallow depression.

The mantle rudiment provides a remarkable picture (Pl. 25, Fig. 6): the scanty

shell sac is contracted very early, and on either side of its remaining pore, one can see

the distinct but poorly developed fin rudiments (P1. 37). Only Argonauta (Pl. 33) does

not show them at all. The muscular mantle develops in inverse relation. It increases in

size in reversed proportion with the receding shell (Vol. I, p. 657); this is a general

developmental trend in dibranchiates, but here it is further enhanced.

At early stages, the center of the mantle rudiment (P1. 25, Fig. 4; Pl. 33, Fig. 4;

Textfig. 129) is always occupied by a roughly circular, slightly concave epithelial

plate, which can be identified, based on comparison with Plate 15, as the shell epithe-

lium. This formation is generally very small and indistinct; I found it most distinct in

Ocythod. Appelldf (1899) therefore was unable to clearly recognize it and to follow its

development, which provided support for the ideas of G. Steinmann*. However, it is

not at all lacking in Argonauta and has the normal fate (Cf. Chapter 13).

In phylogenetic interpretation, the circular shell rudiment in the center of the

muscular mantle of octopods (Pl. 33, Fig. 4) hints at an ancestral state that can be

imagined in a way suggested by Textfigure 1l6b; in any case this is the type from

which all the shell conditions observed in this oider can be easily derived. However,

its detailed development is not as simple as one might expect:

The replacement of the shell by the younger organ (i.e. the muscular mantle) does

not take place the same way as it must have happened in phylogeny. The latter process

* Scientific Editor: Steinmann thought that octopods were naked ammonoids, an idea that unfortunately has

come up again recently.
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257 can only be imagined the way suggested by Textfigures 22 and 43, the shell sac and
shell rim having been pushed backwards stepwise by the muscular mantle. Since the
embryonic formation of a solid shell is postponed, this process could be easily "reca-
pitulated" during ontogenesis in that the centripetally advancing muscular mantle (Pl.

33, Fig. 4) would slowly compress the shell sac rudiment. During such a process, i.e.
in its different phases, one would then see variably ancient rudimentary states, exact-
ly like those from which the different transitional forms of the ancestral series have
been generated ontogenetically.

Textfigure 116. - Typical conditions in mature octopod embryos.
a) Mature embryo of Octopus vulgarfs. 30 x natural size. This form is far removed from the

archetypal condition in that the fins are lacking, and the shell is strongly reduced in correlation with
other secondary modifications in the mantle cavity.

1-4: arms of the left side; 5: sucker; 6: terminal f lagellum; 7: web; 8: yolk sac; 9: pupil; 10: pri-
mary l id; 11: funnel tube; 12: funnel pouch; 13: entry to the mantle cavity; 14: entry to the funnel
tube; 15: olfactory organ; 16: fusion between the head covers and the mantle rim (17); 18: mantle sac.

b) Ideal octopodan prototype at homologous stage, i l lustrating the particular conditions and per-
mitting a comparison with the more general ones of Textfigure 55 (See this figure also for further
explanations). The shell (gl) shows a condition that allows one to consider Vampyroteuthis and the pri-
mary stages in early octopod embryos as archetypal, indeed the only one permitting a derivation from
a decapodan dibranchiate. The mantle cavity is correspondingly shallower (cf. positions of mhz and
mhs). The arrows indicate the secondary modification of the primary norm leading to the usual octopo-
dan type; the shell is progressively "compressed" dorsally and ventrally by the parts of the muscular
mantle (mm, md) corresponding to the posteriorly progressing ventral and dorsal mantle cavity,
respectively. As a result, the shell turns into a roughly horse-shoe-shaped clasp supporting the poste-
rior end. Note also the architecture of the mantle cavity: mhr is the ventral, paired cavity, surround-
ing the gill at mhz; mhr dorsal to the branchial band, mh+ dorsal to the insertion of the head-foot and
funnel retractor; mhs lateralpart, mho medial part of the dorsal mantle cavity, still separated from the
ventral parts by the stellate ganglion (st) and the adjoining septum. vr: anterior edge of the ventral
septum of the mantle cavity; nt: seam between the muscular mantle and the funnel pouch.
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However, as can be seen best in Textfigure 129 (as well as inPl.25, Fig. 6 and Pl.

33, Fig. 4), the shel l  sac rudiment of the known extant octopods (polypodoids) is much

roo small from the outset to establish the phylogenetically primary contact with the

muscular mantle during early ontogenesis. The centripetally growing rudiment of the

muscular mantle indeed encounters an empty space in the solid wall of the mantle sac;

this gap no doubt corresponds to the location of a typical embryonic shell as it must

be assumed for protodibranchiates (Textf ig.43), but i t  is by far not occupied by the

shell sac rudiment, much less by a shell. The typical insertion on the latter can thus be

established only later, once the progressively developing part has compensated the

premature, as i t  were, regression of i ts antagonist.

A further detail has to be taken into account: the ectoderm and the adhering mes-

enchyme in the area of the above-mentioned gap (Textfig. 129, at 2) convey an impres-

sion, from the outset, as if they represented the outside of a closed shell sac. On it

appear the fin rudiments, indeed within the muscular ring, and it is only after the cen-

tral completion of the muscle ring that these rudiments establish an essentially normal

relationship with the shell sac, i.e. take their position on its outside (Textfig. 129 d, at

5 ) .

While the muscular mantle and the fins thus follow the more general scheme of

dibranchiate development (Textfigs. 30, 36, 37) and indeed show a phylogenetically

ancient picture, only rudiments of the shell parts conserved in extant polypodoids are

formed, at first entirely detached from the parts that, in phylogenetical terms, are orig-

inally (typically) connected with them. So, not only is there no recapitulation of char-

acters of conceivable adult ancestral forms, but embryonic features of very different

age are combined in an architectonically and historically inconsistent way in the onte-

genetic stages (See also Textf ig. 129).

One might indeed consider this in contradiction to the law of conservative prelim-

inary stages, viewing the ontogenetically primary insertion of the muscular mantle as a

phylogenetically secondary state and the secondarily established insertion as an essen-

tially primary state. However, such a view would overlook the fact that the young mus-

cular mantle (in Pl. 25, e.g. Fig. 6) has no insertion at all, because its histological dif-

258 ferentiation does not yet permit such a condition. What is available here is a cellular

material that must be considered as amorphous with regard to a possible insertion (Cf.

p. 22); bu.t relating to its future role, it is also primary in phylogenetic terms as far as

its position and coordination are concerned; it certainly shows no sign of a derived con-

dition. It is on purpose that our law begins, in a qualified sense, with "inasmuch..." !



The pecul iari t ies of octopod development becoming visible at later stages (IX-

XX) can be summarised considering the different organs: the yolk sac exhibits differ-

ences in relat ive sizes similar to the decapods, and as in the latter these dif ferences are

related to the egg volume. But even in the forms producing very small  eggs (Pls. 32

and 33), the formation of an outer yolk sac is not as much inhibited as in oegopsids (p.

180). In al l  instances the yolk sac l ies in the body axis (Textf ig. I  16), rather than bent

down ventral ly as in decapods (Textf ig.58). This situation is related to the spatial con-

dit ions inside the chorion (Cf. p. 1a9) which do not require such a bending of the parts

(Textf ig. 123).

In the arm complex, there is no special differentiation of the rudiments corre-

sponding to the decapod tentacles (compare Plate 21, Figs. 1-3 with Plate 28, Figs. 7-

l0). A careful comparison of development in the apical zone at later stages (Pls. 16

and 28) shows that the only two arm pairs present in octopods do not represent the

three decapodan pairs in an equil ibrated manner. Clearly, something is lacking in the

zone of the first (dorsomedial) arm pair of decapods. This lack is obvious in the fact

that the head parts normally covered by material derived from the first arm pair remain

uncovered for a str ikingly long t ime. Since in decapods (p. 168) the corresponding
parts of the head cover are clearly more del icate than the rest (Pl.  23,Fig.5;PI.4, Fig.

9), it seems inescapable to assume that the first (dorsomedial) arm pair of protodi-

branchiates has been lost by the octopods; in all events the first and second arm pairs

of octopods must be homologous to the second and third arm pairs of decapods, an

assumption that is also supported by anatomical evidence.

One might remark, however, that the third arm pairs (i.e. the ocular edges of the
pillars) undergo also some retardation during the formation of the primary lid (com-

pare stage XY Pl. 29, Figs. l-3 with Plate 6, Fig. 6); but this retardation is of l imited

extent, in part only simulated by unequal conditions in the eye region. A comparison

of stage XVI in Plate 6, Figure 7 (showing a fully covered buccal zone) and in Plates

29 (Fig.6) and 35 (Fig. l)  is conclusive.

The sucker rudiments (Pl. 28) do not appear as continuous series on the arms;

typically there are only three larval suckers in single file, whereas the free, whip-like

arm tip remains bare for some time. The outer arm edges are proximally united by

velar skin folds. The ventral surface of the head is also entirely clothed by the head
2s9 covers, except for the olfactory tubercles. The latter acquire a peculiar positional rela-

tionship with the mantle, which is characteristic for the octopods: in relation with the
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formation of the nuchal fusion (See further below), each olfactory tubercle ends up at

an extremity of the mantle sl i t  (Pl.  29, Fig.6; Pl.  30, Fig. 1); f inal ly i t  is more or less

completely hidden by the mantle r im. Sometimes i t  looks as i f  the mantle r im started

direct ly from the dorsal side of the tubercle (Textf ig. 1l6a), whereas in othel cases,

such a relat ionship is not visible. In general,  the rather gelat inous consti tut ion of the

octopodan skin entails a lowering of the tubercle, so that a sort of olfactory pit

appears. This very constitution of the skin hinders the resolution of the question

whether such a pit  is a typical morphological feature of the animal, i .e. an especial ly

achieved condit ion, or a mere by-product.

The primary lid is formed following the general type. The posterior connecting

piece is inconspicuous, similar to the teuthoid condit ion; i t  is easi ly overlooked (Pl.

29). A striking feature is the apparently greater area thus surrounded in comparison

with decapods (Pl. 6). But i t  is of course more appropriate to say that here the enclosed

parts of the ocular mass are comparatively greater in relation to the parts not enclosed.

In the mouth area, there is no trace of a buccal funnel (Pl.  28). There is also no

nuchal attachment on the funnel complex. Such a formation is made impossible by a

premature development similar to the condition in Sepiolinae (p. 257), which inhibits

the formation of a mediodorsal mantle cavity (Pls. 27, 28). The rapid broadening of

the nuchal fusion involving the head covers and the mantle rim also limits the funnel

pouches on both sides (Pls. 29,30).

The fin rudiments disappear rather rapidly (Pl. 29, Fig. 6) in the polypodoid

embryos (the only so far available for observation); it is not yet clear whether these

formations are somehow related to the edges or seams of the skin that appeal later in

some species (they were termed lateral r idges in Vol. l ,  pp. 675,114). ln the pelagic

or abyssal cirroteuthoids, strangely specialised fins, in some rare instances lateral

ridge-like formations, are developed (probably from similar rudiments).

The ventral, lateral and dorsolateral parts of the mantle cavity show some pecu-

l iar i t ies (Textf ig. 116 b): the mantle septum reaches far anteriorly (Pl.  29, Figs. 4 and

5: ms, ad) and forms the basis for the passage, to the mantle, of powerful muscle rudi-

ments from the areas on either side of the intestine. They form an Adductor pallii

medianus like in sepiolids. The gill rudiments are superficially similar to those of

decapods, but early on they become attached on almost their whole length. The

stellate ganglia (Textfig. 116 b) lie far apart (primary condition), and the more

dorsally situated parts of the mantle cavity (excluding the medidorsal parts!) extend
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medially behind the nuchal connection, and furthermore extend anteriorly and poste-

riorly to form a peculiar secondary dorsal mantle cavity (mhr, mh6), which is of paired

origin (Cf. Vol. I ,  p. 658). The paired origin of this space is due to the presence of a

separating wall in the median plane, which soon breaks down, and the strong posteri-

or extension (Textf ig. 117; Pl.  37, Figs. 2 and 3) is primari ly in an indirect relat ion

with the ventral parts of the mantle cavity, whereas a secondary communication is

achieved later behind the stellar ganglia and dorsally from the gills (Vol. 1, p. 664).

The typical aspect of a nearly mature octopodan embryo can be visualized by

Textfigure 116, which allows one also to grasp relations with decapods. The latter are

even better seen in Textfigure 117, but note that c does not represent the most gener-

alized archetype of octopods, but a special case derived from Textfigure 116 b (See the

small arrows there). Likewise b does not represent the most generalized archetype of

decapods, but more special ly a presepioid sensu Volume |,  page 791.

For the main variants of the octopod type, see Volume I, pages 670-6'13. For all

the Recent families, excepting the Vampyroteuthidae, a secondary compression of the

shell zone in posterior direction is characteristic (Cf. Pl. 33, Textfi g. 129), the shell

thus being reduced to a horse shoe-like clasp bracing the body end. This clasp not only

provides a support for the fins, but also for the insertion of the muscular mantle, in

Textf igure l I7.  -  Schematic representat ion of  juveni le forms: a) of  an ideal  protodibranchiate
(cf .  Textf igs.  28 and 30);  b)  of  an ideal  decapod; c)  of  an ideal  octopod, in which the reduct ion of  the
shel l  to a horse-shoe-shaped clasp embracing the poster ior  end is achieved ( for  comparison see the
more general ized type in Textf ig.  116 b).

1 -5 :  decapodan arms 2-5 :  the i r  homologs  in  oc topods;4 :  ten tacu la r  a rm or  i t s  homolog ;  6 :  p r i -
mary  l id ,7 :  eye  ba l l ;  8 :  o l fac to ry  o rgan;9 :  funne l  pouch;  10 :  funne l  tube;  l l :p roos t racum;  12 :  r im
of the lat ter ,  where the muscular mant le inserts;  l3:  edge of  phragmocone; 14: f in;  l5:  f in insert ion
l ine ;  l6 :  su ture  l ine ;  17 :  gas  chamber ;  l8 :  in i t ia l  chamber ;20 :  seam between the  cepha l ic  in tegument
and the  muscu lar  mant le :  21 :  she l l .
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which the shell rudiment is more or less completely embedded. In the archetypal octo-

pod, which is most closely represented (in this respect) by the vampyroteuthidae, the

shell must have been a round, cup-shaped formation situated in the posterior part of

the body roughly l ike a teuthoid cone (Textf ig.73). A proostracum is lacking in al l

instances; the dorsal parts of the muscular mantle occupy the area from early stages

onward and cover the atypical dorsal mantle cavity. But note the feeble indication of

a dorsal plate in Plate 37, Figure 8 and in Textfigve 129, represented by a dorsal

indentation in the shell gap of the muscular mantle rudiment. See also Plate 33,

F igures  4-10 .

In the polypodoids, only the lateral parts of the restricted shell sac are conserved,

whereas the medial connection is obliterated (See Textfig. 127 a, where it is still pre-

sent at 7). In the argonautids, these lateral parts in turn degenerate, whereas they per-

sist in the octopodids and accommodate the cartilaginous rodlets formed inside them

as true shel l  remains (Appell6f,  1899).



C H A P T E R  1 2

The Embryonic Development of the Octopodids

Contents:  1 .  General i t ies.  2 .  Octopus vulgar is  (p.277) .3.  Other  Octopus species (p.  293) .  4 .  E ledone

$ .2e4 ) .

1. Generalities

Although the octopodids are among the most common and most intensively stud-

ied cephalopods, their embryonic development has so far become known only by small

fragments; a comprehensive study apparently has never been done. The egg masses of

these forms are also very rare in museum collections. Clearly, they show a very dif-

ferent aspect. Some species appear to spawn their large eggs one after the other (like

sepioids) and to glue them to a solid body (rocks, shells) by means of the secretions

from the oviducal gland (Vol. I ,  p.779), so that the eggs stand on their chorion stalks

somewhat like club-shaped mushrooms; they are grouped in clusters (Cf. Vol. I, p.

692) that supposedly are guarded somehow by the mother animal. Other species that

also produce large eggs unite the chorion stalks to form small or sizable bunches, as

is known with certainty from Octopus punctatus Gabb and from the gents Eledone

(See further below). A third group producing much smaller eggs (p.71), to which al l

the Mediterranean Octopus species belong, form long stems from the chorion stalks

which are more or less strongly twisted; each egg thus has only a short free stalk and

sits l ike a kernal (spicule) on an ear of corn (Cf. Jatta, 1896, Pl.  7, Fig. 2)
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The course of development is probably not identical in the different eggs, and it
seems rather likely that forms developed from large eggs would show the rudiments
much more distinctly than is the case in the rather small eggs of octopus vulgaris.

263 Unfortunately it has not been possible in recent years to obtain eggs from a captive
Eledone at Naples. (Mature specimens are indeed rarely caught.) No eggs have been
collected from the field either. Our description must therefore deal essentially with the
development of the most common form that spawns in the aquarium.

2. The Embryonic Development of octopus vulgaris

Even this most common form was hitherto almost unknown as far as its embryol-
ogy is concerned. A certain number of stages are figured by Korschelt & Heider (1g93.
vol. 3), and a few special indications and figures are due to Appelliif (1g99). But these
elements are far from providing a comprehensive idea of the development of this inter_
esting animal.

The following description is based on several large egg masses that were spawned
in the big tanks of the public aquarium of the Zoological Station during the summer
months (middle of May to end of August) of the years lgl l -1913. These egg masses
always developed poorly in my own care (in running water), whereas development was
generally quite normal (up to hatching) when the eggs were left in the care of the
mother animal. My experience in this matter has incidentally become known to prof.
Monticel l i ,  who eagerly reported on i t  (1921). on the type of care, see Lo Bianco
(1909) and Naef (1922, p. 292; 1923, p.779). l t  is not yet clear whether the continu-
ous water flow and the incessant (streaking and combing) movement of the egg strings
due to action of the [mother's] arms are the only factors promoting development; they
seem indispensable at any rate.

The eggs are strikingly elongate, almost sausage-shaped (Textfig. l9) and nor-
mally are positioned in the chorion capsule with the formative material lying at the
side opposite to the stalk, in other words the animal (posterior) pole faces outwards.
(About the consequences of an inverse posit ion seevol. l ,  p. 6g7, and Fisher, lgz5).-
At laying the eggs are still immature and the formative cytoplasm is concentrated in a
small spot. The first maturation division occurs immediately after laying, probably due
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to the penetration of the spermatozoon during the passage through the distal .oviduct;

in eggs observed about 2 hours after spawning (the exact point in time is difficult to

determine if one refrains from disturbing the long-awaited spawning event) I found the

first polar body extruded (Pl. 24, Fig. l); one hour thereafter, there were generally 3

polar bodies (P1.24, Fig. 2), the first one having divided again while a second one was

extruded.-Afterwards the germinal disk expands (Fig. 3) thus preparing the onset of

cleavage. The first cleavage furrow appears only about t hours after laying (Fig. 4).

After 12 hours 4 cells were formed, after l5 hours 8 cells, after 19 hours l6 cells, after

23 hours 32 cells (at a water temperature of 23'C; these observations were made on

Ju ly  4 ,  1913) .

16.r The 2-cell stage does not show any peculiarity, no more than the 4-cell stage (Fig.

5), in which sometimes (but by no means regularly) the posterior 2 blastomeres are

distinctly smaller than the anterior ones, the transverse furrow being slightly bent to

run in posterior direction from the center (Cf. Pl. 1). The orientation of the embryo is

nevertheless possible in the normal configuration, since the polar bodies always mark

the anterior part of the first furrow, as demonstrated by single eggs followed through

the stages. However, the polar bodies lie rarely directly on the first furrow, but gener-

ally slightly shifted to the right or left side.

The third cleavage step already shows the deviation from decapods very distinct-

ly (Fig. 6): 2lateral on either side, and 2 anterior and posterior medial octomeres are

formed. Normally the 4 medial octomeres are completely similar to one another and

differ from the lateral ones (as in decapods) in that they come together at the trans-

verse, second furrow, whereas the lateral octomeres are widely separate from the

medial furrow. Figure 5 of Plate 24 shows that the third cleavage step does not start

from the center, but from two points lying to the right and left of it. The difference

from the decapods is given by the lower medial octomeres, which do not show the nar-

row, stripe-like shape typical for decapods (Pl. 1). However, atypical 8-cell stages do

occur occasionally (Pl. 24, Fig. 7); they are indeed very reminiscent of the decapod

condition. (The example figured is the most extreme deviation from the normal

aspect!).-In all instances a broad gap forms from the central part of the transverse

furrow which lies between the medial octomeres; this gap persists for a long time and

closes only towards the end of cleavage; sometimes it even persists into the earliest

stages of germ layer formation (P1.24, Fig. 17).

At the fourth cleavage step, essentially the same process occurs as in decapods:

the 4 lateral octants divide radially, the 4 medial ones centrifugally so that 4
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micromeres are generated along with l2 macromeres. The l igation of the micromeres

is due to a slanting furrow (the medial end being more or less distinctly oriented

towards the periphery) rather than by a simple transverse furrow; interestingly the

upper and lower octants show exactly the same pattern, whereas in decapods the lower

octants give off micromeres by simple transverse cleaving. The upper and lower sides

of the germinal disk continue to be symmetrical to the transverse furrow even during
the subsequent stages. A relatively frequent aberrancy is the occurrence of incomplete

micromeres derived from the upper medial octants; as we have already seen in Sepia

officinalis (Pl. 13, Fig. 3), the inner end in each of these cells looks like a micromere,

whereas the outer end remains in continuity with the yolk (Pl. 24, Fig. 9). However,

this aberrancy in octopods seems to be corrected subsequently, whereas it continues to
show its effect in S. officinalis.

The fifth cleavage step shows another deviation from the decapod pattern in that

the 2 macromeres derived from the lower medial octomeres divide radially, like their
neighbors, rather than giving off new micromeres (Cf. Pl. l, Fig. 5 z), so they really

z0s no longer show any special feature. This means that the anterior-to-posterior differen-
tiation of the germinal disk does not yet occur, and the peculiar medial stripes (p. 1a6)
are not formed. Otherwise a congruent feature is that the 2 medial macromeres of each
side give off micromeres by formation of transverse furrows, whereas all the other
macromeres divide radially.

The 32 cell stage (PI. 24, Fig. 12) is thus composed of 4 new micromeres and 8
micromeres derived from earlier ones, plus 20 macromeres. The division of the older
micromeres has been slightly accelerated (Fig. l1).

The arrangement of the blastomeres at this stage deserves special attention: at the
16 cell stage already (PI.24, Fig. 10), the central gap has been enlarged by an exten-
sion of the transverse slit on either side of the anterior and posterior micromeres, lead-
ing to the complete separation of the latter. Thus a central gap of considerable size is
formed in which the micromeres dispose of some space (surrounded by the ring of
macromeres). This space is further enlarged by a separation of the upper and lower
macromeres along the medial line. Thus a rather loose cell complex is formed that
apparently permits some deviations. The descendants of the first micromere generation
in particular indulge in such deviations; they achieve virtually all the conceivable vari-
ants of arrangement, the two most common being those shown in Figures l2 and l3 of
Plate 24. But even the macromeres vary in their respective shape and position, so that
it is impossible to reconstruct the earlier cleavage conditions from later cleavage
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patterns, i.e. find a precise preliminary condition for each variant observed; indeed

one and the same picture may have been achieved by different ways, and vice versa.

Cleavage continues to be very irregular, so that a strictly individual predestination of

each cel l  is out of the question (p.22).

Subsequent stages show germinal discs comprising a ring of macromeres (with an

anterior and posterior, sometimes also lateral gaps: Pl. 24, Fig. 14) surrounding a

loose, irregular arrangement of micromeres. The latter then become progressively

more tightly packed around the central gap, which is generally transverse but highly

variable; this condition persists in the dividing cell material to the end of cleavage

(Figs. l5 and l6). At that stage, sometimes a little earlier or slightly later, the gap dis-

appears completely. This closure generally marks the end of stage I leading to our

organogenetic description.

Stage II. The formation of endomesoderm shows a striking difference in compar-

ison to decapods (Pl. 24, Fig. 17 and Pl. l3). But no general statement is possible here

since again there are some differences between Octopus and Argonauta (the latter

being more similar to decapods, as shown in Plate 32). The thickened rim of the blas-

todisc is not smooth, it shows about l2 irregular, incompletely separated portions

(similar to Loligo, see Pl. l) that will subsequently fuse together. What is more strik-

ing, however, is the fact that the multilayered ring (light in the figures) lies indeed

exactly at the periphery, the yolk cells (which formed an indistinct peripheral zone)

having been drawn under the disc at the very beginning of germ layer formation.

Extending rays seem to be completely lacking. On the other hand, the superposition of

subperipheral cells over the peripheral ones (as shown in Textfig. 3l d) is certainly

distinct in Octopus.

In other respects we find an obliteration of typical patterns of formation, as is

characteristic for the whole octopodan development in comparison with decapods. It

looks as if the gelatinous, amorphous condition, which originally warranted the desig-

nation "Malakia" for the adults, had its influence also on the developmental mode of

the octopods.

Stage III. The multilayered marginal zone grows centripetally while the whole

germinal disc grows slowly in overal l  size (Pl. 24,Figs. 19 and 20).

Stage IV (Pl. 25, Figs. I and 9) is 4 days old. One can now distinguish the thin,

darker yolk envelope from the lighter embryonic body, which is ventrally (ml) slight-

ly indented by the "posterior gap". Using this landmark, the germ is safely orientable.
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In the center a darker spot (cl) persists; this is the last remainder of the unilayered

zone around which the cell material is concentrated in preparation for the formation

of the mantle rudiment. The germinal disc covers the animal pole of the egg like a cap.

At stage V (5 days old) the mesoderm is more strongly developed in the lateral

parts of the embryonic body (Pl. 25, Figs. 2 and 10) and the germinal disk now covers

about one fourth of the yolk mass, its edge cutting slightly into the yolk surface. The

disk diameter is still less than the transverse diameter of the egg.

At stage VI (6 days old; Pl.  25, Figs. 3 and l l)  the mesoderm concentrat ions

become more distinct: the arm crown (ar) separates peripherally from the head anlage

(au) and the gill area (km), and the mantle rudiment (ma) becomes very distinct; in its

center the shell sac rudiment (se) forms. The latter becomes a circular epithelial plate

(P1.25, Fig. 4), which slightly sinks down while an annular ridge rises as the rudiment

of the shell fold at its periphery. For the moment one can see only a rather indistinct

small depression (?shell gland?). The germinal disk now covers about one half of the

yolk mass, the diameter of which is slightly less than the diameter of the embryonic

anlage. The latter is largely represented by the yolk envelope, which grows rapidly.

Stage VII (7 days old; Pl.  25, Fig. 4; Pl.  26, Figs. l-3) exhibits a similar aspect,

but the differentiation becomes more distinct. The arm crown begins to subdivide into

4 portions representing 4 arms on either side; the third arm is stronger, the first more

delicate than the rest; between the rather indistinct dorsal arm rudiments, the buccal

area is visible as a transversally oval patch (mu).

Similarly, the gill rudiments (km), which are not yet distinct from the "waistband"

(p. 10a) and the funnel pouches, lie on either side of an area that represents the future

anus (an). On the head anlage, the future eye rudiments (au) are barely visible.

The mantle rim (ma) begins to rise as a circular ridge, which is separated by a

shallow depression from the thicker zone surrounding the shell sac rudiment, where

the material of the fin rudiments is concentrated.

The yolk is now more widely covered; about 2/3 lie inside the embryo.

At stage VIII  (8 days old; Pl.  25, Fig. 5; PI.26, Figs' 4-6), the folding processes

start; the ocular folds and the buccal edge become distinct; the arm rudiments become

equally prominent (Cf. page 27 2) as humps of moderate height. The funnel pouches

(tt) become distinct as low edges on either side, and laterally from their lower ends the

statocyst lidiments (st) appear as shallow pits. These lower ends of the pouch rudi-

ments are typically connected by the "waistband" (gb) which is now distinct from the
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gills. Between the arm crown and the waistband lies a rather broad, dark (thin) zone

in which only later (p. 105) the funnel folds wil l  appear (stage XI).

The mantle rim is now elevated as a bulgy ridge; dorsally the position of the lack-

ing proostracum is marked by a shallow depression; the shell fold is contracted, so that

only a small, slightly transverse pore marks the position of the rudimentary shell sac.

To the left and right of it the fin rudiments form slight elevations. The yolk envelope

is almost complete now. Only a small dome (do) exposes the original egg surface.

Stage IX (9 days old; Pl.  25,Fig.6;PI.26, Figs. 7-9) shows the complete closure

of the yolk envelope. The embryo now is subdivided into a typical yolk sac and a slow-

ly contracting embryonic body, which is already demarcated by a slight constriction.

The arm rudiments are very characteristically shaped, broad, blunt warts. On either

side they form a regular row with shallow separating slits, each rudiment having a flat

outer surface. Their broad form is reminiscent of the bipartite arm rudiment of the

sepioids (P1.23); but it could well be that this broad, flat form is simply due to a pure-

ly mechanical factor, namely the tightness of the surrounding chorion (but see p. 146).

The dorsal arm rudiment directs a diffuse, rapidly tapering appendix towards the

mouth; it will remain recognizable at subsequent stages (P1. 26, Fig. 7) and may rep-

resent missing elements of the arm crown, especially the rudiments corresponding to

the dorsal arms of decapods. The ventral, medial rudiment also must be mentioned; it

probably represents a phylogenetic reminiscence of an earlier formation.

The mantle rudiment shows a similar aspect to the preceding stage; however, the

ring of the muscular mantle, the darker zone it surrounds, the nearly closed pore of the

shell sac and the fin rudiments are particularly distinct in their positional relation-

ships, calling for a more detailed interpretation. The fin rudiments are strikingly large,

and a considerable portion (p. 110) Iies behind the transverse, poorly marked furrow

that extends from the scar of the shell sac, thus passing over to the ventral side of the

prospective mantle sac.

Below the dark zone on which the fins lie, one would expect to find the shell sac,

to which the muscular mantle ring would be attached peripherally; this zone can be

compared to the shell cone area of the oegopsids, the rather indistinct dorsal gap in the

muscular mantle being a special representation of the proostracum. However, much

like this dorsal zone which tends to become occupied by the advancing muscular man-

tle, the cone area also is replaced and the fin rudiments (Figs. 7 and 8) finally come to

lie on the surface of the mantle muscle as in many decapods (p. 189).
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The funnel tube folds (tr) are now dist inct, though less so than the waistband; the

statocysts grow deeper, the ocular vesicles contract to become closed. The buccal

invagination (mu) sinks deeper, and in its middle part, close to the anterior border, a

small depression marks the unpaired rudiment of the poison gland. The parts sur-

rounding it are slightly convex and can be considered the rudiment of the subradular

organ (Cf. 'fextfig. 127).

S t a g e  X  ( 1 0  d a y s  o l d ;  P l . 2 5 , F r g . 7 ; P l . 2 7 ,  F i g s .  1 - 3 )  h a s  t h e  y o l k  s a c  m o r e

strongly constricted; the arm crown and the individual arm rudiments are contracted

and take on characteristic shapes. The second and third arm rudiments begin on either

side to prepare the covering of the eye, one rudiment being somewhat drawn out in the

direction of the mouth, the other in the direction of the funnel. The third arm rudiment

is connected by a small fold (at) on either side directly to the funnel base. This fold

can be interpreted as the rudiment of an older Adductor infundibuli lateralis, as can be

seen from the subsequent figures (stages XI and XII). It disappears later on (at least

from the surface: see Pls. 28 and 29). The eye vesicles are closed, the posterior edge

of the mouth is drawn forward while the poison gland rudiment has migrated posteri-

orly. The statocyst (st) is closed excepting a small pore; the funnel pouch has achieved

its definitive union with the rather prominent funnel tube folds. The gill rudiments

show a differentiation of the tip from the basal part (kh). The latter contains a blood

sinus, which is the rudiment of the branchial heart and does not therefore belong to the

actual gill rudiment. Medially between the gill rudiments the anal papilla has become

distinct; in some preparations a transverse groove already marks the site of the anal

opening that will be formed much later.

The mantle rudiment now is very prominent due to the beginning formation of the

mantle cavity. Only one narrow dorsal strip interrupts this circular slit (Fig. 3). Here

a primary connection persists between the head and the mantle rim. The dorsal mantle

cavity can thus form only from a paired rudiment, since the slit advancing from both

sides unites only secondarily below the mantle. On the ventral side, there is another

medial interruption of the mantle cavity due to a small link (frenulum) that is formed

as in all dibranchiates, connecting the muscular mantle rudiment to the anal area; here

it  is part icularly well  developed, similar to the sepiol ids (p. 251). The connection

indeed is the rudiment of the medial mantle seDtum. based on which a Musculus

adductor pallii medianus also will develop here.
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In an apical view of the mantle (Pl. 25) the aspect of the preceding stage is still

recdgnizable. But the part of the fin rudiment that lies below the transverse furrow is

now disappearing, whereas the upper part becomes more distinct, with the two lateral

components now being joined medially. (This rather marked modification of the pri-

mary fin rudiment that can be interpreted only as a phylogenetic reminiscence. This is

particularly surprising since the secondary form of the fin has no recognizable func-

tion, i.e. does not become effective).

S tage XI  (11  days  o ld ;  P l .  25 ,F ig .8 ;P l .27 ,  F igs .4 -6)  shows a  ra ther  modest

progress in the direction taken. On the mantle rudiment, the embryonic fin differenti-

ation reaches its maximum in the form of two transverse ridges that are joined above

the sharply indented scar of the shell pore. From this junction, a faint ridge extends

anteriorly, which may be interpreted as an indication of the anterior limb of Hoyle's

organ, which is not differentiated in the typical form in octopods.

At this stage, the previously dark zone marking the shell part of the mantle sac is

reduced due to the centripetally advancing muscular mantle tissue (p. 185); the

replacement of the shell by the muscular mantle (as assumed for the phylogeny of

octopods: Vol. 1, p. 657) is thus achieved in a "cenogenetically" shifted form. On the

second and third arm rudiments, the basal extensions have become prominent and

allow us to recognize the typical arm pillars (pfz and pf:). The upper one lies, like a

:uo wedge, between the eye and the dorsal arm. The lower one should not be confused with

the earlier mentioned fold connecting the third arm with the funnel; this fold starts

from the posterior edge of the arm pillar, as can be seen in Figure 8.

Actual eye stalks are not formed here; but the mass of tissue corresponding to

them is very prominent on either side. As in decapods it is essentially composed of the

rudiments of the white body. The buccal opening is strongly reduced due to the for-

mation of a thin, hymen-like marginal fold, rather than to a contraction of the entire

buccal edge; the latter shines through the thin membrane, which becomes closed, and

will be the only structure figured for subsequent stages (P1. 28).

The mantle edge has reached the medial ends of the funnel pouches dorsally and

will overgrow them subsequently. Before that can happen, an intervening part of the

dorsal surface (Pl. 27, Fig. 3; nk) apparently must be concentrated; in phylogenetic

interpretation this reflects its degeneration. A similar process subsequently is taking

place in the immediately adjoining zone (Pl. 28, Fig. 3: z).
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We can interpret this as a reminiscence of a process in phylogeny by which the

mantle (visualized also in its fully formed stage for each phylogenetic stage) became

connected, in anterior direction, with the nuchal area in relation with the obliteration

of the nuchal plate, in a way similar to what we observe in the sepiolid series Rossia,

Heteroteuthis, Stoloteuthis (Vol. 1, p. 577). We can indeed imagine that from a stage

like that seen here, the mantle rim would grow forward freely, perhaps combined with

the formation of the anterior half of the nuchal attachment; we could then interpret

stage XI as related to a phylogenetically preliminary condition (in the sense of our

introductory considerations given on p.40) by still expressing its rudimentary form.

The above process does not correspond from its very beginning to the nuchal band

formation as achieved in adult Sepiolinae (Textfig. 105), behind which a typical, artic-

ulated nuchal connection could still exist. Instead the furrow (nk) in Figure 6 marks

the deepest point of a dorsal mantle cavity, provided we are willing to consider a slight

depression as such. The latter advances in octopods, similar to what happens in sepi-

olids (Textfig. 100), along with the mantle rim, entailing a similar morphology of this

zone. Again an early fusion of tissues does not occur here; what actually happens is a

shift of parts combined with the degeneration of that part corresponding to the poste-

rior section of the nuchal attachment.

Stage XII (P1.27, Figs.7-9) is l2 days old. The arm crown has made some marked
progress: the dorsal arm now shows a distinct pillar (pfr), which is derived from the

lateral arm face, similar to what we have seen in Sepiola (Pl. 23); here again (indeed

already at the preceding stage, Fig. 6) the pillar base is separated from the medial arm

face by a shallow depression. This phenomenon raises a problem: whereas in sepiolids

the longitudinal furrow of the arm is derived from a paired rudiment, there is no such

derivation in the present case; in contrast, it appears clearly that the brachial part pro-

viding the pillar also forms the back of the arm, in other words continues to respect

the symmetry plate of the arm. This is indicative of transformations in earlier phylo-

genetic history that cannot be reconstructed in detail, because we do not know any

dibranchiate precursors or any conservative descendants of them that might show a

transitional state. In any case the back of the dorsal arm in both octopods and sepiolids

must be derived from originally lateral, asymmetrically situated material.

The similarly shaped pillar of the second arm (pfr) has become a narrow extension

embracing the ocular mass dorsally. An identical arrangement is visible ventrally in

the third arm pillar. to which the base of the fourth arm is attached in such a way that
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an entirely independent pillar does not appear; even in decapods, the corresponding

pil lar (Pl.  17, Fig. 6) is not real ly dist inct.

The funnel lobes become united medially to form the funnel tube; the posterior

rim of the latter shows a retractor on either side (rt). More medially, on either side of

the anal papilla, the roots (y) of the Adductor pallii medianus are recognizable (as in

Sepiola). The dorsal mantle rim begins to join the funnel pouches more intimately.

Otherwise the mantle rudiment does not exhibit any new feature; it is simply more

elongate, but still cap-shaped, hiding the deeper parts of the enlarged mantle cavity

with the insertion of the Adductor pallii and the posterior parts of the gill bases. The

tips of the gills point progressively in anterior direction.

Stage XIII  (Pl.  28, Figs. l-3 and 7) is 13 days old. The arms are now sl ightly
pointed appendages; their inner side shows the three larval suckers (snr. z.:) .  They are

not of equal size; the size decreases distally, thus reflecting the typically sequential

formation. Although the arm tip continues to grow in length, no additional suckers are

formed up to hatching or in the earliest larval period. Sucker formation thus is inter-

rupted for a rather long time; this is a typical feature of octopod development (Pls. 31,

37).
The arm pillars, especially the two dorsal pairs, have grown further across the

head surface, following a slight furrow which marked their future way already at the
preceding stage. On the medial pillar of each side a delicate, light longitudinal ridge

has formed, continuing on to the outer edge of the dorsal arm; its correspondence to a
glandular ridge of decapods is easily recognized (Pl. 23). A similar line runs along the

lateral edge of the outer pillar. The parts lying medially from the longitudinal furrows

of the dorsal arms has not participated in the formation of the arm pillars, and the buc-

cal area occupies a broad zone separating these arms. In the periphery around the pri-

mary buccal opening or "outer lip", a bulgy inner lip (i1) becomes visible.

In a lateral view, about one half of the ocular mass is embraced by the arm pillars.

On the eye itself, the iris fold is now visible; it appears strikingly narrow.-The fun-

nel complex is essentially complete, and the mantle rim grows towards it, thus prepar-

ing the closure of the mantle cavity. The gills have one branchial lamella (x) each. The

dorsal connection of the mantle rim with the head appears broader due to a real fusion
(Cf. p.283) that progresses lateral ly along a fair ly straight l ine (z). This fusion fol-

lows the base of the funnel pouches (tt), the free edge of which thus is overtaken by

the mantle (at y), and continues to lengthen rapidly, limited by 2 corners that tend to

approach the arm pillars (at dl).
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The fin rudiments show another (the third) transformation (Cf. p. 283): they grow

forward, in the form of slowly tapering ridges, on either side of the mantle sac and

thus might indicate that the Octopus species in which the adult forms here show deli-

cate lateral ridges or edges, or even broader seams, have conserved true fins in con-

trast to the present species where they completely disappear (Pl. 29).

Stage XIV (P1. 28, Figs. 4-6) is 15 days old. (In an egg mass laid on a 19th May,

the colder temperatures resulted in slower development, so that only stage X was

reached after 15 days). Here the dorsal arm pillars, which can now be identified as

head covers, have reached the dorsolateral mantle corners, with which they have

become fused (z). Medially they are still separated by the broad mouth complex,

which contains the buccal mass rudiments; this complex reaches medially to the man-

tle rim (y). The ventral head covers also have grown markedly, and both ocular edges

(vk, dk) cover more than one half of the mass surrounding the eye and approach the

eye i tself .

The mantle sac has continued its development in the direction taken. Its nuchal

fusion is much broader than before, the newly integrated lateral parts of the mantle rim

now covering the funnel pouches; later on, they will become actually fused with the

dorsal-most parts of the pouch. The ventral funnel rim also is becoming covered by the

mantle edge. The fin rudiments have reached the culminating point of their new type

of development (Cf. above).

The mouth is more deeply embedded between the dorsal arms, as if the latter

strove for its inclusion between their basal parts; in an anterior view, it already shows

the definit ive arrangement (Pl.  28, Fig. 8).

At stage XV (18 days old; in the above-mentioned egg mass laid in May, only stage

XII was reached after l8 days; cf.  Pl.  28, Fig. 8,Pt.29, Figs. l-4), the mouth begins to

be actually encircled by the dorsal arms, and especially by the parts lying medially

from the longitudinal furrow. The mouth now shows the thin outer and thick inner lip

more distinctly (P1.28). The yolk sac stalk is strongly constricted at its base by the arm

crown, which allows the subsequent topography of the buccal field to be laid out. The

larval suckers show a distinct depression marking the future suction chamber.

273 The posterior parts of the dorsal head covers have grown broader medially and lat-

erally, now also showing the outer glandular lines (dlz). The formation of the ventral

covers has also made progress. The ocular edges of both the dorsal and ventral covers

now surround the greater part of the ocular mass; the lower, posterior surface of the
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latter (the cheek part) shows the olfactory tubercle (ro), which was barely visible at

stage XIV. This tubercle approaches, but still lies at some distance from, its definitive
location (P1. 30).

The funnel edge now lies inside the mantle. The funnel tube shows a peculiar con-

striction (at x) lying between the olfactory tubercles; it can be interpreted as a primi-

tive attachment complex, since at later stages the mantle rim will fit into this depres-
sion (Cf. Argonauta, Pls. 34 and 35).

When the mantle cavity is exposed by dissection (Fig. 4 of Pl. 29), it shows a sit-

uation that is already quite different from the corresponding condition in decapods (Pl.

17): the anal papilla (an) lies very far anteriorly and the Septum pallii medianus (ms)

has followed closely. It divides the whole mantle cavity into two distinct compart-
ments. The gill rudiments show a typical surface differentiation; there are three gill

lamellae on the ventral side. In contrast the branchial hearts are very voluminous,

shifted laterally. The pouches lying behind them are not coelomic branchial heart
pouches (they are lacking) but renal sacs, which never extend as far laterally and pos-

teriorly in decapods. Close to the gills, nearly connected with them, lie the rudiments

of the stellate ganglia (sg), which look like mantle swellings. This position, which is
typical for the octopods (Cf. Pl. 8, Fig. 8), suggests that the (now lost) proostracum of

the ancestral forms was extremely broad (Cf. Vol. I, p. 104) and occupied much more

than the nuchal attachment zone, in contrast to the situation in decapods having a nar-

row proostracum (Textfig. 60).

Stage XVI is 2l days old (P1. 29,Figs.5-8; Pl. 28, Fig. 9). It shows the primary

lid fold essentially complete: the lateral edges have approached one another with their
posterior extremities, which have become connected by a delicate integumental ridge,
the so-called posterior connecting piece (hb). During this process, the olfactory tuber-
cle (ro) has become separated from the eye, as is typical; this demonstrates that the
connecting piece is derived from the intervening part of the ocular mass (the homolog
of an ocular stalk).

The mouth and the apical zone next to it are now completely covered: the mouth
(Pl. 28) already lies inside the arm crown and waits, and it were, for the final reduc-
tion of the yolk to take up its definitive position. Between the arms, velar membrane
connections now appear distinctly. The arm tips begin to be drawn out into pointed

ends. On the apex of the head, the glandular lines of the dorsal arms are pushed close
to one another; between them lies an intervening stretch of head cover (x), which is
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derived from the medial parts of the dorsal arms.-The mantle sac is considerably

enlafged, pouch-like. The mantle cavity (Fig. 5) shows further differentiations: the

stellate ganglia have moved away from the gills, but remain connected with them by

the branchial bands. The gills are also further differentiated; in their outer (dorsolat-

eral) edge the branchial spleen is distinct. Through the translucent tissues one can rec-

ognize the central heart (hz), auricles (vk) and the two branches of the vena cava (vs);

the renal sacs (ni; m instead of ni in Fig. 5) extend almost to the rear end.

At stage XVII-XVII (24 days old; Pl. 30, Figs. 1-3) the primary lid fold (pl) is

Textfigure 118. - Medial section of a nearly mature embryo of Octopus vulgaris (stage XIX-
XX)i 34 x natural size. From Volume 1, page 666. The figure shows the typical topography of a young
octopod. Cd: coelom (pericardium); Hz: heart; Ap: Aorta posterior; Ni: kidney; Ms: mantle septumi
Ed: hindgut; Mu: muscular mantle; Af: anus; Mv: mantle cavity; Tb: ink sac; lb: liver; Pa: pancreas;
Gg: Ganglion gasricum; Ma: stomach; Sn: blood sinus; Vc: Vena cava; In: Crop; Ao: Aorta anterior;
Gd: poison gland; Oe: oesophagus; Vg: visceral ganglion; Pg: pedal ganglion; Cg: cerebral ganglion;
Ub: lower buccal ganglion; St: statocyst; Kv: cephalic vein; Dr: funnel gland; Tr: funnel tube;
Gs: sublingual ganglion; Sr: subradular organ; Rd: radula pouch; Il: inner lip; Al: outer lip; Ok: upper
beak; Mu: mouth; Do: yolk sac (cf. Textfig. 116).

already considerably contracted, and the olfactory tubercle, which now lies far behind

(ro), has taken up its typical position at the end of the mantle slit. The mantle sac has

grown larger, so the embryo alre4dy shows a truly larval form. The fin rudiments have

disappeared.

In the skin, chromatophores (ch) are now distinct, especially on the ventral side

and at the bottom of the dorsal mantle cavity; in dorsal view the latter ones can be seen

across the mantle.

Other skin differentiations are of more special interest: the rudiments of the setal

sacs and setal tufts. In chromic acid and Zenker preparations, they can be seen as light

rings already at stage XIV; they are in fact cup-shaped skin invaginations, the basal

(lightly stained) cell of which secretes a spine; the latter will subsequently (Pl. 30'

Figs. 4-6) grow beyond the pore of the sac l ike a short seta. Joubin (1892) has
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described the formation of these structures, taking them for the chromatophore rudi-
ments (Cf. Textfigs. l2O and 122 and, Querner, 1926).

Stage XIX-XX is 28 days old (Pl.  28, Fig. 10; Pl.  30, Figs. 4-7). This is a ful ly
developed larva; only the small yolk sac gives it an embryonic appearance: such stages
can hatch from their envelope when stimulated, whereas they continue their develop-
ment in the envelope for a few more days if undisturbed. Hatched animals achieve yolk
resorption during free swimming. Such larvae are almost entirely covered with the
integumental spines mentioned above; these are lacking only on the base of the funnel
tube, on the funnel pouches, around the primary lid edge, on the arm tips and the inner
side of the arms, and on the yolk sac. The latter is wrinkled, not smooth as fisured
somewhat diagrammatically.

The arms are short and stout, each with the typical three octopodan suckers and
with a tapering, naked tip, which acts as a palp and forms the growth zone of the arm;
the arms are connected by distinct velar membranes.

After removal of the small yolk sac, the mouth rapidly takes on its typical posi-
tion in the center of the arm crown (Pl. 28); it is then tightly surrounded by a regular
circle of 8 basal suckers, which functionally represent the buccal funnel of decapods.

The primary lid fold has contracted over the eye; only a moderately large, gener-
ally somewhat oval, elongate opening remains, which can further contract or dilate.
The area surrounding it is a fully transparent skin which functions partly as a lid, part-
ly as a cornea. Normally the opening does not lie above the eye lens, but rather behind
it or dorsally from it; this does not seem to hinder the visual function.

The funnel apparatus now shows the pouches and the tube as typically shaped,
distinct components; but the skin is so swollen (even at earlier stages) at the base of
the funnel tube that the latter partly becomes engulfed by the head, only the tip
remaining free. In preserved specimens, the funnel tube is shortened and stouter than
the muscular tube itself, since the swollen skin again has an influence (cf. pl. 30, Fig.

The mantle sac is somewhat egg-shaped, the body end representing the more
pointed egg pole. The head mantle connection takes up the entire width of the dorsal
side, whereas the ventral half of the mantle rim remains free. The olfactory tubercles
lie in the far corners of the mantle slit; the mantle rim appears already directly con-
nected with their upper edge (p. 260).
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After dissection, the mantle cavity offers the aspect given in Fig. 7 of Pl. 30: on

either side, the posterior funnel rim is drawn out into a sharp corner (te), on the inner

side of which the funnel retractor (rt) inserts. A stellate ganglion (sg) lies on either

side of the inner mantle surface, like a roundish swelling, connected to the anterior

part of the visceral mass by a sort of ligament (z), which is the anterior mantle adduc-

276 tor. Anteriorly and laterally from it lies the paired entry to the dorsal mantle cavity (p.

260). The latter forms a blind sac extending far posteriorly, as shown in Textfigure

727; from the ventrolateral mantle cavity it is here separated by a thin septum (y),

which breaks open only later so that the above-mentioned muscle then runs freely

across the mantle cavity, as can be seen in adult octopods in general
( ?Cirroteuthoidea?).

Textfigure 119. Textfigure 120.

Young life stages of Octopus, probably O. vulgaris, from the plankton of the Bay of Naples.
l0X natural size.

Textfigure 119. - Dorsal and ventral view, and the aspect of the inner face of an isolated arm,
which shows a clearly larval stage. Note the general similarity to the last embryonic stages, larger
eyes and growing arms notwithstanding. The arms shows the beginning of postlarval sucker formation
(cf. Pl. 28), immediately i.n a zigzag arrangement. The whip-like end of the arm (6) is involved in
grasping and functions as a palp. Inset 25x natural size.

Textfigure 120. - A rather poorly preserved, somewhat older specimen. The two insets show a
part of the skin in profi le (b) and one spine enlarged (c) (40x and 200x natural size, respectively).

On the posterior part of the visceral mass, the funnel retractors form prominent

ridges extending to the base of the gills, where they become inserted to the mantle.

Where this happens, the remainders of the shell sac lie on either side, containing the

future "cartilaginous rodlets" that represent shell relics. Their essential function thus

seems to be a strengthening of this insertion; we should indeed remember (Textfig. 55)

that the typical insertion of these important muscles reaches to the shell sac and (the

latter being the mediator) to the shell. So even here a trace of this correlation remains.
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On the medial part of the visceral mass lies the typical anal papilla. The rectal part

of the intestine is not free as in decapods (Cf. Pl. 7); it is embraced and thus hidden by

the two muscular sheets that form the roots of the Adductor pallii medianus (ms1).

These roots extend rather far posteriorly, and their narrow insertion on the mantle still

appears much like a septum. Subsequently the rear part of this septum breaks open

(Vol. 1, Textfig. 385), so that this muscle also runs freely across the mantle cavity.-In

front of the anal papilla, one recognizes the superficially located Vena cava (vc).

2ii The gills still exhibit a rather typical structure, although the number of gill lamel-

lae is fairly low, so that they appear relatively voluminous (Cf. Pl.7). The gill attach-

ment achieved by the branchial band (kb) reaches almost to the tip of the gill and

extends to the posterior end of the stellate ganglion. The branchial hearts (kh) are

prominent roundish bodies: they lie at the base of the gills, but not ventrally (as in

decapods: Pl. 17); they are shifted laterally. The vein limbs (vs) and the lateral parts

of the auricles (vk) leading to the efferent branchial vessel shine through the surface

tissue. The lateral mantle veins are hidden; posterior mantle veins are entirely lacking

along with the fins.

Textfigure 121. - "Metamorphosis" of Octopus vulgaris. Lateral view of a planktonic juvenile

stage and of a benthic young animal. Both in swimming position.
a) Larva of Textfigure I 19 in lateral view, 10 x natural size. For explanations see Textfigure I I 6.
b) Young animal; occurring in coarse sand or detritus in the coastal zone of the Bay of Naples,

perhaps more frequently at greater depths (200 m).

It is not known how long the larval life lasts. I have been able to maintain hatched

animals for up to 12 days in the aquarium, but I had no appropriate food for them other

than hatchling Argonauta (Cf. Vol. l, p. 678). But I doubt that they could be reared

even under more favorable conditions. They are strikingly rare in plankton samples,

and transitional stages following the condition shown in Textfig. 120 have never been

identified.

In contrast, young animals similar to those shown in Textfigs. l2lb and 126 are

rather frequently obtained. They are dredged up with sand, gravel and all sorts of
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detritus and are easily raised on a corresponding substratum in the aquarium. They

always bury deeply in such sediments or hide in narrow cavities, coming to the sedi-

ment surface only at night to forage (Cf. Vol. I, pp. 677-679).

3. On the Embryonic Development of Other Octopzs Species

The small eggs of mediterranean species of Octopus are all very similar to those

of Octopus vulgaris (Cf. p. 71), except for minor differences in size that are of no sig-

nificance in terms of developmental mode. I had no other egg masses at my disposal

zrr for study. Only once an Octopus defilippii spawned in the aquarium under rather dif-

ficult circumstances, namely in a glass vessel of only a few liters volume, so that nor-

mal developmental conditions were not ascertained. The egg strings were similar to

those of Octopus vulgaris, but they were not attached to a surface but were carried

about in the arms by the anxious female; the egg strings thus became entangled with

one another so that a single, ramifying festoon was formed.

For exotic species of Octopus producing large eggs with a developmental mode

similar to Eledone, see above (p. 262) as well as Tryon (1879, Pl. 79: Octopus punc-

tdrrs), Rochebrune (1896: O. digueti) and Volume l,  page 686.*

Textfigure 122. - Larva of Octopus macropus from Messina. From Volume 1, page 668. The

specimen is contracted due to fixation in formalin. Arm and funnel probably shortened as an artifact,

the eyes are l ikely to be more prominent in l i fe. However, the small head width is characteristic for

th is species,  the planktonic phase of  which is probably longer than in Octopus vulgar is.  Despi te the

generally larval aspect of the animal, the suckers are already more numerous and arranged in 2 rows.

10X natural  s ize.  -  The inset shows a piece of  mant le surface in prof i le,  wi th the spines spl i t  into

tufts of setae. 44X natural size.
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Among the larvae of the Neapolitan species, only those of Octopus macropus are
easily recognizable and safely distinguishable (Textfig. I22); more advanced stages
also have been identified and listed under this species in Volume 1, page 706.

4. On the Embryonic Development of the Genus Eledone

The eggs of Eledone moschata, which are

spawned in small batches (Cf. Jatta, 1896, Pl.

7, Fig. 3), are rarely found in Naples, and as

far as I know, they never form large egg mass-

es. Personal reports about such egg masses

have arrived several times from the Aquarium

of Rovigno, where the conditions for mainte-

nance or rearing of fully mature animals seem

to be better. Korschelt (  1893) described and

figured Eledone eggs collected from the sea

(Textfigs. I23 and 124).

The individual egg capsules are extremely

large, measuring about 15 mm without stalk;

they are laid in groups of 2-4 eggs. The

embryo contained in the chorion measures

about 13 mm including the yolk sac (Textfig.

124); an estimation of the original size of the

undeveloped egg and its capsule would be 10

and 12 mm, respectively. Thus they can belong

only to this species, &s already indicated by

Korschelt, since the otherwise similar eggs of

Eledone circosa must be much smaller (See

below).

279

Textfigure 123. - Egg mass of
Eledone moschata, f ixed to a Pinna
shell, which probably served as a
hiding place for the spawning
female, 2l3x natural size (cf.
Korschel t ,  1893, p.  69).

* Scientific Editor: It is interesting that Naef does not mention his earlier remarks on Octopus species produc-
ing large eggs (page 292 of Volume 1): "We consider as related to Ekdone the Octopodidae represented by O.
digueti deRochebrune 1896, i.e. fonns with regularly biserial suckers and with eggs which are 5-9 mrn long (usu-
ally about 6 mm without capsule). (...I propose the name Parcctopu.s, type species: P. digueti, for these species)."
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Textf igure 124. -  Embryo of  Eledone moschata f rom the egg mass of  Textf igure 123. Drawn

af te r  the  or ig ina l  f igure  by  Korsche l t  (1893,p .72) ,  s l igh t ly  s imp l i f ied .  5x  na tura l  s ize .
This barely half-grown embryo shows a condition later than the larval phase of development

(which probably is no longer dist inct) .

Similar egg masses have been collected several times in the coastal zone of

Rovingno, where they were found beneath large stones, inside old containers or simi-

lar hiding places at shallow depths. Professor Dr. Cori kindly provided a series of eggs

from such a sample, some of which contained nearly mature hatchlings, as well as

newly-hatched animals, one of which is shown in Textfigure 125 (See also Vol. l, Pl.

10 ,  F ig .  1 ) .

I t  is very regrettable (as in the case of

Rossia, p. 247) that the embryonic develop-

ment of  Ele done has not  been studied in

greater detai l .  Although i t  is l ikely to show

some atypical features (f lattened germinal

disc) related to the large yolk mass, one can

expect, given the greater cel l  numbers or sizes,

to find some formations earlier and more dis-

t inct ly than is possible in Octopus vulgaris.

The suppression of  the larval  s tages (Cf .

Textf igs. 1 19- I2I) must be an atypical feature.

Condit ions that can be considered homologous

to a larval  s tage are es sent ia l ly  achieved

already at the stage shown in Textfigure 124,

which can be cal led XIX-XX: the arms are

markedly e longated and show the general

shape of arms in postlarval stages of Octopus.

Each of them carries more than a dozen suck-

ers. In contrast, the yolk sac is st i l l  much more

voluminous than the embrvonic body and is

Text f igure  I25 .  Newly -
ha tched E ledone moschata .  From
Volume 1, page 616. 5 X natural  s ize.
Note the arm and chromatophore
deve lopment  ach ieved beyond the
larval  stages of  typical  octopodids,
the overal l  aspect being simi lar  to
that of an animal-l ike in Textfigure
l2I b. The arms are strongly con-
tracted due to formalin fixation and
thus appear unnaturally short.
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about one-third longer than the latter (including the arms). From the figures it is not

clear whether rudimentary fins are present as "lateral ridges" on the mantle (p.287).

One would tend to suppose that they are lacking, since they are not visible in the more

advance juvenile stages (Textfi g. 125), apart from the fact that it is not really certain

that these ridses are conserved fin rudiments.

The development fo l lowing the stage

shown in Textfigure I24 should be character-

rzed by growth in size and histological dif fer-

entiation of the different parts. The most strik-

ing feature is the lengthening of the arms.

They appear too short in Textfigure I25 (due

to f ixat ion-related shrinkage). When al ive they

must have been very similar to the young ben-

thic stages of Octopus, except for the arrange-

ment of suckers. The latter are set in single

f i le, corresponding to the primary condit ion of

rudiments. Some 20 suckers can be reco gntzed

under a magnifying lens, and the outermost t ip

already shows the condit ion of Textf igure 51.

Textfigure 126. Young
Octopus vulgaris, drawn from life.
3X natural size. From Volume 1, page
679. Note the attitude of the arms, the
web, the prominent eyes, the funnel
tube pointing to one side (the orienta-
tion being able to change). This is the
typical aspect of a small octopodid.

The overall aspect of the young animal in

dorsal view must have been similar to the young octopus of Textfigure 126, which is

therefore reproduced here once more. The tendency to roll the arms spirally and to
z8t raise the eyes by muscular contraction and blood retention in the head probably is

common to all young octopodids and to the adults of small species.

To my knowledge, eggs of Eledone cirrosa have never been observed in Naples,
mature females ready to spawn only very rarely. I suppose that this species retires to
greater depths or even to a different area for spawning, at any rate hiding away more

regularly than the preceding species.

Joubin (1888) described unidentif ied Eledone egg masses, which must belong to
E. cirrosa, which (udging from the ovary of mature females) has smaller, more

numerous eggs than E. moschata. They were laid in shcrt strings, essentially like those

of Octopus vulgaris, the stalks of 5-17 eggs being glued together in a collective stalk,

which in turn was glued to a substratum by an irregularly shaped fixating plate. The

substratum in this case was the wall of the aquarium, above 30 cm above ground and
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25 cm below the water surface; the egg strings were laid scattered, not in a large mass.

There was no egg care; on the contrary the eggs were regularly eaten by the female if

not protected from her. Individual egg capsules measured 7-8 mm in length, whole
(long) strings about 40 mm.

The development was not observed, although the eggs were probably fertilized
(since mating had been seen); this material could have been used for embryological

work.-Jatta (1896, Pl.  7, Fig.5) probably f igured a postembryonic stage of this

species. But as no scale is given, an Octopus stage similar to our Textfigure 120 can-

not be excluded.



C H A P T E R  T 3

The Embryonic f)evelopment of the Argonautids

contents: 1. Generalities. 2. Argonauta argo (p. 299). 3. ocythoc tuberculata (p. 3 l3 ). 5. Tremoctopus
violaceus (p.  317).

1. Generalities

Up to the present, no detailed description of the embryonic development of arg-
onautids has been given. Some indications and figures were published by Kdlliker
(1844), who observed embryos of both Argonauta argo and Tremoctopus violaceus
(see p. 317), and by Appelkif  (1899), Korschelt and Heider (1893), and Steinmann
(1899). The latter authors observed only Argonauta argo.

282 As for myself , I had Tremoctopus violaceus and Ocythoe tuberculata at my dis-
posal; but I cannot give a complete description of the development of these species; I
will limit myself to giving some data and consider some developmental stages in com-
parison to corresponding ones of Argonauta.

A common feature of all argonautids is an ovoviviparous reproduction, i.e. the
eggs are fertilized inside the body of the female and are laid only at more or less
advanced stages, rarely before the end of cleavage. This condition contrasts with all
other known dibranchiates that have been studied in this respect. An internal fertiliza-
tion could be expected in other octopods as well, in which the spermatophores are
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placed in the distal oviduct during mating; i t  might even occur in the spiol ids where

the spermatophores are attached close to the genital pore of the famale, but according

to my observations, it does not occur. In all other instances, the eggs are in fact laid at

an immature stage.

The early development also differs considerably from that of other octopods (O.

vulgaris), as will be seen in Argonauta. But true family characters appear only at more

advanced stages: a solid attachment is formed between the mantle and the funnel cor-

ners, the latter being curved forward to sit in corresponding depressions of the former

(P1. 3l). The mature embryos or young larvae show a striking overall aspect, with an

almost egg-shaped outline, and the arms surrounded by a peculiar sleeve into which

they can be retracted more or less completely (Textfigs. 128 and 132).

A more important feature is that the shell sac rudiment is formed in the typical

way, but soon begins to degenrate (especially after its closure) and finally disappears

altogether (Texfig. 127). BLrt their is no basic deviation from the typical course of

development, neither in this nor in other organogenetic processes; thus the typical

development of octopods in general could be described based on argonautid develop-

ment as well as on that of Octopus vulgaris.

2. The Embryonic Development of Argonauta argo

Cleavage of Argonauta eggs takes place inside the long, meandering oviduct (Vol.

l, p. 776), which functions as a uterus; sometimes even endomesoderm formation

starts before the eggs are released. On the other hand, I have seen egg masses in which

283 the blastoderm formation was barely completed; the moment of laying does not appar-

ently correspond to a precise stage of development, but generally it appears to occur

between stages I and II  (Pl.  32).

The material at my disposal did not allow me to study in detail the eggs still con-

tained in the oviduct; before I knew of the ovoviviparous condition of this species, I

had preserved in toto the only mature female that could have served for such a study

(which of course would require an appropriate treatment of the eggs). This is regret-

table, since the early development probably differs from that of Octopus vulgaris, as

suggested by the subsequent stages described below. However, this gap will easily be
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filled in the future. one simply has to take the contents of the oviduct from a freshly
caught, mature female, to study and preserve them in portions progressing from prox-
imal to distal parts of the oviduct. One should thus obtain a fairly complete series of
s tages .

State I: the youngest embryos observed in spawned eggs show the aspect of
Figures 1 and 5 in Plate 32; at close inspection they show a unilayered blastoderm. But
this picture is very different from the corresponding octopus stages (Plate 24). A dis-
tinct gap (x) marks the center, at the site corresponding to the "central plate" of a
decapod blastoderm (Pls. I and 13); here the layer of cytoplasm covering the yolk is
very thin, completelv devoid of nuclei. From this central gap, a linear, more narrow
gap extends to the periphery of the blastodisc; it is reminiscent of the "medial band"
of homologous decapod stages. There is no doubt about the descendence of this pecu-
liar formation from lower medial octants corresponding to what occurs in decapod
cleavage. That the central gap is so conspicuous here is probably related to the very
rudimentary condition of the shell sac in argonautids. It is indeed the shell sac rudi-
ment that absorbs the cell material of the central area of the blastoderm in other
dibranchiates (pp. 105,146 and 161).

These peculiarities of the Argonauta embryo allow one to orientate it at early
stages already, in contrast to what is observed in Octopus (p. 280). They are still per-
fectly distinct at stage ll (Pr. 32, Ftg. 2); subsequently rhe linear medial band disap-
pears, while the central gap persists. Much as tn Loligo, the central plate can be
observed up to the formation of the shell sac, and there can be no doubt about its
derivation from the corresponding part, i.e. from the cells formerly surrounding the
central gap (P1. 33). But in other respects also the youngest germinal disc studied dif-
fers from corresponding octopus stages: whereas the latter (Pl. 24) have a rather
smooth rim, the blastoderm of Argonauta shows peculiar spikes (dz) which seem to
correspond to the rays observed in similar stages of decapods (Pl. l3). I t  is not rare
that they continue into single cells situated more distally, the only difference from
decapods (Textfig. 65) being the scarcity of such radial yolk cells. Each spike essen-
tially consists of one such cell, which is of particular aspect and continues to remain
recognizable: it is flat and shows a strongly flattened nucleus that appears very large
in an apical view. But other cells also participate to the base of these extensions.

Subsequently a typical, multilayered ring (vr) is formed inside this series of
spikes, and the latter are drawn in below this ring at the outset of the following stage.
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Stage II  (P1. 32, Fig. 2) shows this rather broad, well-developed r ing which is

closed except for the lower, medial gap. The multilayered zone enlarges continuously

thus reducing the central, unilayered part which finally coincides with the central gap

shown in the picture (Pl. 32, Figs. 3 and 4). During the same time, the yolk mass

becomes progressively covered (Figs. 6 and 7) while the differentiation of the meso-

derm is in preparation.

Stage VII (Pl.  32, Figs. 8-10) shows these mesoderm concentrat ions quite dis-

tinctly: the arm crown (ar), the buccal area (mu), the cephalic anlage and the ocular

zone (au), the waistband (gb) and the gill rudiments (km) are recognizable as light

patches; the mantle rudiment (ma) begins to rise. In apical view it shows an important

aspect (Pl.  33, Fig. 4): in the center the shel l  sac rudiment appears as a circular depres-

sion. It is surrounded by a barely raised, yet distinct rim, from which a small shell fold

will arise. This depression lies within another depression, which is less well defined,

but roughly cross-shaped; the three upper branches may be compared to the inverted

T-shaped scar of decapods (Textfigs. 36 and 37). This pattern is due to the unequal

centripetal progression of the cells inside the muscular mantle rudiment; they indeed

advance in four lobes.

It cannot be overlooked that the shell sac rudiment appears rather sizable when

one considers its outline. But it is not made of a solid epithelium; there is only a rel-

atively modest number of flattened, frail cells that already suggest a degenerating con-

dition.

Stage VIII  (Pl.  32, Figs. l l -13; Pl.  33, Figs. 5) shows the rudiments of the arms

(I-IV), mouth (mu), eyes (au), statocyst (st),  funnel complex (t t ,  tr) ,  gi l ls (km) and

mantle (ma) in an arrangement known from Octopus (Plate 26), which is basically

identical to the pattern observed in decapods. The posit ional relat ionships between

these rudiments does not show any surprising features. What is special is the gener-

al posit ional relat ionship of the whole embryonic body and the yolk mass: the f ig-

ures clearly show the yolk mass almost entirely surrounded by the embryonic body,

so that the yolk envelope (dh) is very reduced in size, quite reminiscent of the form

observed in oegopsid embryos (Pls. 8 and 9). The embryo f igured had almost entire-

ly enclosed the yolk mass, and the yolk envelope showed only a small  circular open-

ing (ks) which would have been closed short ly. The yolk sac represents an incon-

spicuous dome, which is surrounded by the arm crown in a very typical fashion,

however.
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As in the case of oegopsids, this condition is due to the small amount of yolk

(Argonauta eggs are the smallest cephalopod eggs so far observed), on the one hand,

and to mechanical factors acting inside the embryonic body, on the other hand; the lat-

ter are related to quite normal properties of any such stage: it is indeed a general fea-

ture that at early stages the embryo encloses more yolk than at the subsequent stages

when the body progressively contracts. This contraction extrudes part of the yolk so

that the outer yolk sac grows relatively larger. Along with this extrusion, the constric-

t ion of the yolk sac base begins (See p. 176).

The arm crown shows the typical 4 rudiments on either side and ventrally a doubt-

ful arm rudiment. It is drawn backwards markedly, similar to what has been seen in

oegopsids (Pls. 8 and 9). The rudiment of the mouth is quite isolated and exhibits the

poison gland rudiment (gd) in anterior position. The funnel lobes (tr) are barely rec-

ognizable, the statocysts (st) form shallow pits with a slightly raised rim, the funnel

pouches are fairly distinct, ridge-like elevations. The waistband (gb) is still more con-

spicuous than the funnel lobes and forms the anterior border of the dark zone (with

few cells) in which these lobes arise.

The mantle rudiment follows the pattern known from Octopus: it is surrounded by

a distinct mantle furrow except for two narrow medial interruptions, one dorsal and

one ventral. Dorsally the furrow never forms since the nuchal attachment of the head

persists; ventrally the rudiment of the mantle septum (ms) blocks a deeper penetration

of the mantle cavity.

In apical view (Pl. 33, Fig. 5), the shell sac rudiment has contracted into a trans-

verse oval limited by a distinct edge, which is the small shell fold.

Stage IX (PI. 32, Figs. 14-16; Pl.  33, Fig. 9) shows an enlarged, more prominent

yolk sac area (do), the arm rudiments raised as round papillae. The buccal edge, ocu-

lar folds and statocysts are now contracting. The poison gland rudiment (gd) is shifr

ed backwards. The funnel lobes begin to rise and to make contact with the funnel

pouches. The gill papillae (km) are more distinct; between them the anal papilla aris-

es in the form of two slight elevations, the furrow corresponding to the future anal

opening (an), whereas the elevations themselves will form the two lips.

The apical view of the mantle rudiment (Pl. 33) shows a strongly contracted shell

fold forming a transverse, nearly slit-like opening, from which distinct lateral furrows

extend on either side, similar to what happens in Sepia (Textfig. 37), whereas the dor-

sal one remains diffuse and the lower one disappears almost completely. Below the
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shell  sac pore, there is not a spacious shel l  sac as in the decapods, which are more

complete in this respect, but only a shell sac rudiment barely larger than the pore

itself, i.e. a transverse, narrow little sac lined with a frail epithelium of progressively

degenerating cells, which will completely contract and close at the following stage
(Fig. 10 of Pl.  33, see also Textf ig. l27a).

Stage X (P1. 33, Figs. l-3 and 10) shows a more dist inct yolk sac, which never-

theless appears very inconspicuous when compared with similar stages in Octopus (Pl.

21). The arm rudiments are now more prominent, and the third pair shows the typical

positional relationship with the funnel tube, though not as distinctly as in Octopus (p.

282). The ocular folds are closed; the posterior buccal edge is drawn forward while the

poison gland progressively shifts backwards. The pores of the statocysts become nar-

rower; the funnel lobes (tr) and funnel pouches (tt) join to form the funnel complex.

The bowl-shaped mantle rudiment (Fig. 10) shows the shel l  sac pore practical ly

closed. The shallow, somewhat gutter-shaped dorsal part (x) forming the nuchal con-

nection broadens slowly. It thus approaches the funnel pouches; this appears like a

compression of the rather indistinct zone which forms the nuchal attachment in

decapods (Pl. l6). This can be interpreted as a reminiscence of a phylogenetic process,

namely degeneration of the nuchal attachment, for which no cellular material is made

available (Cf. Textfig. 99).

At stage XI (Pl.  33, Figs. 6-8) the yolk sac begins to constr ict:  the arm rudiments
grow longer and basally form the arm pillars, as particularly visible in lateral view.

They begin to surround the eye complex in the typical fashion. Since they are surpris-
ingly well differentiated in Argonauta, I have figured their development with special

care. As is usual, the ventral arm does not show a really distinct pillar. The dorsal arm
pillar belongs to the part lying laterally from the freshly formed longitudinal furrow,

whereas the medial part conserves a relationship to the mouth area via a tapered exten-

sion that was more distinct at the previous stage.

The mouth itself shows a phenomenon already mentioned from Octopus.. a delicate

skin fold derived from the buccal edge, a sort of hymen, closes the otherwise wide
mouth opening and leaves only a narrow pore. But this is not the end of the process in

Argonauta: the closure is soon completed due to further growth of the fold. The embry-
onic gut is thus completely closed, as the anal opening forms only very late. The buc-

cal complex developing below the skin faces the yolk sac (Textfig. 127); it looks as if

the latter were tied to the mouth. This condition lasts up to the larval stage: only the
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hatched larva frees its mouth of this peculiar muzzle by simply ingesting the remaining

yolk sac, which by that time has grown rather small. It can be found inside the crop 12

hours after hatching.-Supposedly this behavior is common to all argonautids. At any

rate, the mouth is closed in the same way in Tremoctopus embryos (P1. 31).

Textf igure 127 .  -  Diagrammatic medial  sect ions of  two
embryos and a newly hatched larva of  Argonauta argo. 55 x

natural  s ize.
a) Stage XII .  The mant le is cut  at  s l ight ly lateral  level  to

show the remaining shel l  sac (7),  which is already degenerat-
ing in the middle plane, and the mant le cavi ty (4 and 9) in i ts
ful l  extent.  ( In the middle plane, the ventral  mant le would
appear,  and the dorsal  cavi ty would be taken up by the sol id
nuchal  connect ion between the mant le and head).  The funnel
is also shown in a s l ight ly lateral  sect ion,  so the posi t ion of
the opening is not c lear ly v is ib le.  Note the bulging buccal
mass (12-17),  the c losure of  the mouth (18),  the yolk sac (52)

and the anal  papi l la (28).  (62x natural  s ize).
b) Stage XVI.  The dorsal  mant le cavi ty has been formed

rb t l  t j  19 2,J Zt

by fusion of  the paired lateral  cavi t ies.  The shel l  sac has dis-  ' '

appeared. The mant le edge has caught up with the anal  papi l -  
' -

la and the posterior edge of the funnel, the outer opening of

the funnel  tube wi l l  soon form. (54x natural  s ize).
c)  Stage XX. Newly-hatched larva,  aged 24 hours.  The

yolk sac has been ingested (46), the mouth is now free. One
recognizes the outer and inner l ips (17 and 48),  surrounded by
the arm crown (only the web being cut in the middle plane).
(50x  na tura l  s ize) .

1:  ventral  mant le r iml 2:  medial ly open mant le cavi ty;
3:  h indgut;  4:  mant le septum; 5:  embryonic stomach; 7:  shel l
sac rudiment;  8:  muscular mant le;  9:  dorsal  mant le cavi ty,
growing to the middle plane from ei ther s ide;  10: foregut;
1 l :  dorsa l  mant le  edge;  12 :  radu la  pouch;  13 :  tongue;  14 :  sub-
radular organ; 15: opening of  the poison gland; 16: beak rudi-
ment ;  17 :  inner  l ip ;  18 :  c losed mouth ;  19 :  dorsa l  yo lk  sac  ves-

sel extending anteriorly and laterally; 20: ectoderm of yolk sac; 21: yolk epithelium; 22: medioven-
tral part of arm crown; 23: pedal commissure; 24: funnel tube; 25: visceral ganglion; 26: Vena cava;
2?: ink sac; 28: anal depression; 29: ink gland; 30: funnel organ; 31: statocyst; 32: closing membrane
of funnel tube; 33: Vena brachialis; 34: posterior communication of vein limbs; 35: Aorta posterior;
36: heart; 37: pericardium; 38: gonad; 39: caecum; 40: stomach; 4l: Aorta anteior',42i dorsal man-
tle cavity; 43: cerebral ganglion; 44: lower buccal ganglion; 45: Poison gland; 46: crop; 47 = 44:'
48: outer lip, i.e. reopened buccal edge; 49: liver; 50: kidney sac; 5l: remainder of inner yolk organ;
52: outer yolk; 53: origin of Vena cava.

288 The eye vesicles now bulge and show an iris fold rudiment. The statocysts are

closed; the funnel lobes unite to form the tube. The funnel retractors appear where

they join the funnel pouches. The ventral mantle edge still exposes the branchial and

anal papillae. The anal papilla, which is still strikingly large but correspondingly flat,

will soon contract, but will remain visible for a considerable length of time. The
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position of the prospective opening is a distinct transverse groove (Textfi g. 127 a).The

dorsal mantle edge begins to cover the funnel pouches, which then become connected

with it and thus are pushed down into a slight depression. On its outside mantle shows

a transverse furrow indicating the position of the shell sac rudiment, which is clearly

recognizable in histological sections (Textfig. 127 a); it will soon divide into two

diverging tubules or cell clusters. The cells are indeed not solidly attached to one

another to form an epithelium, so the whole complex could easily be overlooked even

by a keen observer; it is the basic correspondence with the more distinct rudiment of

Octopus that allows one to recognize it. At later stages, this identification becomes

impossible; the remaining, loosely connected cells disappear in the muscular tissue of

the mantle. But even here it appears clearly that the last recognizable site is related to

the insertion of the funnel retractors to the mantle (p. 133).

Stage XII (Pl.  33, Figs. I  l -13, Textf ig. 127 a) shows the yolk sac fair ly constr ict-

ed below the more elongate arm rudiments, each of which now has 3 (2-3) roundish,

slightly flattened tubercles, the sucker rudiments. The arm pillars have expanded on

the head surface both dorsally and ventrally, so that about one half of the ocular mass

is anteriorly surrounded by the primary lid rudiment now forming, which shows three

distinct components: the dorsal and ventral ocular edges of the arm pillars and the

connecting middle piece.

The apical head surface also exhibits three distinct zones: the ocular masses on

either side, which represent the eye stalks of decapods and carry the laterally bulging

eye vesicles, and in the middle the slightly convex surface, which hides the buccal

mass rudiment, as can be seen in a medial sagittal section (Textfig. L27). The position

of this rudiment is still superficial. The surface aspect of the apical field is dominated

by two shallow furrows, in which the arm pillars will move further backwards.

The funnel tube is now closed due to complete fusion of the funnel lobes, i.e. the

anterior opening is also shut (cf.  p. 112). The small  window (tt i )  marking i ts posit ion

is very narrow and so indistinct that it is easily overlooked even in histological sec-

tions. But it is always there; in other words, the wall does not simply close down on

the entire funnel surface. The mantle rudiment is cap-shaped, still showing a trans-

verse furrow on the outside. Below its outer epithelium lies the shell sac (Textfig. 127)

in the form of a transverse, narrow canal the lateral ends of which are better developed

289 (being wider and composed of more cells) than the medial part; the latter is now

disintegrating. The ventral mantle edge is growing over the gills, pushing the anal
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papilla anteriorly; the dorsal mantle edge shows a broadening fusion with the head, in
the form of a transverse suture as in octopus (p. 2s5); it continues to expand (cf.
Textfig. 45). The extremities form distinct angles on the mantle rim and partly cover
the funnel pouches (tt) .

Stage XIII (Pr. 34, Figs. 1-3) shows the result of further growth of the arm rudi-
ments and arm pillars. The dorsal ones are very distinct and advance towards the man-
tle rim angles mentioned above, whereas the ventral ones become more broadly con-
nected to the sides of the funnel tube, into which they will later grade without any
sharp demarcation. It should be remembered that the funnel tube is a likely appendage
of the arm complex (p. 104); thus we see a mere enforcement of relationships between
the ventral arm and funnel tube rudiments that existed from the outset. The truly fun-
nel-shaped end of the funnel tube shows a pecul iar transverse depression (Fig. 2 x) by
which i t  is separated from the posterior edge and funnel pouches; i ts signif icance
becomes recognizable only at subsequent stages. More clearly than in octopus (pls. 2g
and 29) it corresponds to the future position of the contact area with the mantle rim.
It looks as if the mechanical action of this contact had been inherited, as if this phe-
nomenon were due to the differentiation of an exposed funnel part with a typically
swollen skin next to the remaining thin skin with a smooth epithelium, which should
be compressed by the apposed mantle musculature. Such a shal low (essential ly neo-
lamarckian) explanation must of course be rejected definitely and vigorously. The
parts are simply appropriate within the structure and context of the whole; how this is
achieved is not so easily detectable. At this stage already the posterior funnel corner,
which will later form the characteristic connection with the mantle, begins to project
on either side of the anus. The gill rudiments sink in the progressively deepening man-
tle cavity; the anal papilla contracts markedly. Anteriorly and laterally to the papilla,
the roots (y) of the Adductor pallii medianus become recognizable; its posterior,
unpaired part lies in the deep part of the mantle slit.

stage XIV (P1. 34, Figs. 4-6) is markedly more advanced. The dorsal arm pillars
have reached the mantle rim and become attached to it at x. This attachment begins in
the lateral parts where the funnel pouch lies underneath (p.287). The medial part of
the mantle rim touching the head first remains free; its secondary connection to the
head covers is slowly completed only at subsequent stages. The funnel tube shows the
seam now complete and beginning to disappear; there is no longer a medial indenta-
tion in the posterior rim. It is closely joining the advancing ventral mantle rim; but in
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teg the rounded notch the anal papilla is still visible. The mantle sac is considerably

enlarged and completely hides the gills. A lateral view shows that the funnel pouches

reach dorsally into the mantle cavity, and that three quarters of the ocular mass is

encircled by the arm crown. The olfactory tubercle (ro) is now distinct at the posteri-

or end of the ventral ocular r idge (vk); i t  forms an inconspicuous, oval, f lat wart,

which already had been recognizable as an epithelial thickening at the preceding

stage. It is visible also in the ventral view and shows the same position as in Octopus,

which is clearly different from that typical for decapods (Pl. 5).

Stage XV (Pl. 34, Figs. 7-9) shows the further enlargement of the arms, each of

which has 3 suckers with distinct rudiments of the suction chamber as the sign of a

definitive feature. Distally to the last sucker, a free tip appears as the rudiment of the

subsequently formed parts of the arm; before that differentiation begins, it forms a

palp-l ike appendage (Pls. 35, 36). The ocular edges encircle the ocular mass more

thoroughly; the ventral edge (at v) has closely joined the olfactory tubercle, in prepa-

ration of the subsequent exclusion of the tubercle from the orbital chamber (as in other

dibranchiates, in which the vicinity between the eye and the olfactory tubercle is less

striking, although the primary relationship, already demonstrated by Nautilus, is rec-

ognizable in all instances). The dorsal head covers also have become broader both

medially and laterally. The posterior end of the ocular edge (d) has remained close to

the end of the mantle slit which has come closer to the olfactory tubercle as a result

of the continued fusion of the head with the mantle. The medial apical part of the head,

which hides the buccal mass, i .e. the part not yet covered by the head covers, beqomes

progressively limited in extent.

The funnel is now fully surrounded by the mantle rim; only a minor part of the

posterior notch is visible ventrally. The mantle rim is approaching its definitive posi-

tion, i.e. the transverse. furrow of the funnel pouch, while the olfactory tubercles are

pushed laterally due to the development of the head covers. The funnel tube begins to

become markedly enlarged; only its tip remains free, whereas the rest is covered by

the broad connection with the head covers.

Stage XVI (Pl.  35, Figs. 1-3) is close to the formation of the corneal fold'  The

posterior end of the ventral edge (which has just passed the olfactory tubercle) and the

posterior end of the dorsal ocular edge (which is now lying in front of the end of the

mantle slit) have approached each other, leaving only a small distance between them;

but the future connection has not yet materialized. Whereas the posterior ends of the
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ocular edges are closely applied to the ocular mass, the remaining parts are separated

from it by an anteriorly deepening slit, so that the ocular mass already shows a ten-

dency to sink into the mass of the arms, thus preparing the formation of the deeper

parts of the orbital cavity.

The parts of the head covers derived from the different arm pillars are still dis-

tinct, dorsally in an apical view, ventrally at least in histological sections. They will

subsequently fuse with one another so that a distinction in a surface aspect becomes

impossible. The area of the buccal mass (sm) is st i l l  largely exposed in a dosal view,

i.e. the head covers have not yet come together medially and thus have not yet fully

replaced the primary cephalic epithelium. The olfactory tubercle (ro) is now very dis-

tinct, in contrast to earlier stages where it was barely di stinguishable, and in contrast

also to the subsequent stages where it will become more indistinct, partly covered due

to its relation to the mantle slit.

The posterior funnel edge is in its definitive position, and the funnel edges

become rapidly anchored on the inner surface of the mantle, by first bending slightly

outwards (as is typical for octopods) in correspondence to mantle depressions that (at

the next stage) will become deep pits, opening posteriorly. Thus an attachment coft-

plex typical for this family, absent in others, will be differentiated. Anterior to the

mantle pit, a small tubercle is recognizable. As early indications, these formations

(tubercle, pit, and bent funnel corner) can be found already at stages XIV and XV (Cf.

also Pl. 31, Fig.6 and Pl. 36, Fig.5).-The mantle sac has a roughly hemispherical

shape, the ventral rim occupying the predetermined site on the funnel surface. The

tubercles and pits can no longer be seen from outside, whereas in stage XIV they were

s t i l l  d is t inc t l y  v is ib le .

Stage XVII (Pl. 35, Figs. 4-6) shows an annular primary lid fold: immediately

anterior to the olfactory tubercle, a delicate skin fold has arisen and formed a connec-

tion between the posterior ends of the ocular edges of both head covers. It is not dis-

tinct from these edges, and the points of fusion can be determined only approximate-

ly from a comparison with the preceding stages (between XVI and XVII). The ocular

masses are further retracted into those of the arm crown, thus progressively forming

the conditions for closure of the orbits.

In the dorsal aspect (Cf. Pl. 29) modifications have arisen rather suddenly: the

head covers of either side have become united medially, along the whole median line,

from the mantle rim (nt) to the fold connecting the dorsal arms (sh), which is the
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rudiment of the interbrachial web. This anterior section is of purely integumental

nature; the typical muscular mass of the head covers is lacking here, so that this part

appears darker (translucent) in the preparation.

The delicate transverse furrow, which separates the buccal mass anteriorly from

the yolk sac, is conserved. It must be considered as the location of the mouth, which

thus lies anterior to the arm crown, a reminiscence of the typical molluscan snout (pp.

32 and 64).

The arms are more strongly differentiated and have grown some in length. The

length differences typical for the family become distinct, especially the acceleration

of the dorsal and the retardation of the lateroventral arms. The mantle slit is now com-

plete, the olfactory tubercle being situated at its end on either side. This situation

seems essentially achieved by the shifting of the tubercle itself, but in part also by the

progresssive fusion of the mantle rim with the dorsal head covers and the head. The

mantle sac is further enlarged and approximately equals the head in volume; it will

soon grow larger than the head.

At this and the preceding stages, the body surface is no longer completely smooth:

the mantle, funnel tube, head covers and the basal parts of the arms show delicate

tubercles, providing an impression of "goose-pimples". Each tubercle is due to a flask-

shaped invagination that forms a bulging, subepithelial vesicle, inside which the lar-

val spines arise (p. 289). These vesicles already contain the rudiments of the spines,

but the latter break through the skin only at the end of embryonic development.

Stage XVIII (Pl. 35, Figs. 7-9) shows no striking modification of the surface

aspect other than the beginning contraction of the primary lid folds above the eyes,

which thus appear to sink into the cephalic mass. The unequal arm lengths become

increasingly marked, as is the relative size increase of the posterior body part com-

pared to the anterior one. The entire embryo approaches the final aspect of the mature

embryo, more drastically so at the next stage.

Stage XIX (P l .  36 ,  F igs .  1 -3 ;  P l .37 ,  F igs .2  and 3) .  The yo lk  sac  now is  an

insignificant appendage with very limited contents and with a thick wall; during swim-

ming this yolk sac is easily carried by an artificially freed embryo. The embryo is

indeed viable outside the egg capsule; strong stimuli lead to its hatching from the egg,

and these slightly premature hatchlings behave like fully developed larvae. The arms,

especially the dorsal ones, are markedly longer than the others; especially the whip-

like end is elongate. A low, but regularly developed web connects the arm bases; it is
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stronger between the 4 dorsal arms than between the ventral ones. The lid folds are

contracted above the eyes except for a moderately large, variable opening that can be

closed almost completely.

The funnel is enlarged, the funnel tube being superficially distinct from the

pouches. The funnel mantle connection approaches more closely the definitive situa-

tion in that the part of the funnel corner (y) adhering to the mantle tubercle (Pl. 37,

Fig. 2: kn) becomes dist inct by a project ing r im as in decapods. Thus a situation typ-

ical for the genus is achieved; it does not occur in other argonautids. The firm con-

nection thus formed is also expressed in the slightly projecting corners of the ventral

mantle r im (P1. 36, Fig. 2: te).

These embryos show the first chromatophores in a characteristic distribution: they

are very scarce and are situated according to the fol lowing pattern: (1) a group of 5-7

chromatophores at the posterior end, (2) a series of 3-5 along the medial part of the

free mantle r im, (3) two pairs on the funnel tube, (4) one on each side behind the eye,

close to the funnel pouch, (5) two pairs on the dorsal head surface, anterior to the

fused mantle rim, (6) one above each eye, (7) one on each arm base, appearing some-

what later than the others, (8) a group of 8-10 at the bottom of the dorsal mantle cav-

ity, visible across the translucent mantle.

Plate 37 shows the mantle cavity of this stage after dissection. The ventral aspect

shows also the construction of the funnel complex, especially the characteristic for-

mation of the funnel rim with the bent funnel corners (te), the upper section of which

is taken up by the bowl-shaped funnel attachments (kn) with their prominent rims. On

the backside the typical funnel retractors (rt) insert here; they form muscular ridges

extending posteriorly to the base of the gills. The stellar nerves (x) form similar ridges

more laterally, leading to the deeply situated stellate ganglia (sg) which represent very

large swellings on the inner side of the mantle. The gills (km) are strikingly underde-

veloped, with only two lamellar rudiments each. The lateral edge of the gill is attached

by a weekly developed branchial band (kb) leading to the stellate ganglion in front, as

is typical for the youngest octopod stages. A bulging skin area behind the gill accom-

modates the branchial heart (kh). The mantle septum (ms) is still complete, very thin

posteriorly, distinctly muscular (ad) anteriorly. It reaches close to the typically shaped

anal papilla. The ink sac (tb) is visible behind these structures, the vena cava (vc)

more anteriorly. Inside the funnel tube lies a typical, tripartite funnel gland. In front

of the stellate ganglion, one can see the communication with the dorsal mantle cavity,
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which is fully exposed in Figure 3.-We see here a wide cavity between the visceral

complex-and the mantle, the stellate ganglia (sg) being visible at the bottom on

either side, separated from the visceral mass by a delicate furrow; the surface of the

visceral complex shows a number of large chromatophores, as is typical for octopods.

In the fully developed larva, the gills are slightly larger, and the mantle septum is

often perforated posteriorly, so that the ventral mantle cavity is also in one piece.

Later on, the deep part situated between the gill and the stellate ganglion also becomes

perforated, thus forming a further communication with the dorsal mantle cavity on

either side; at the present stage. i t  is st i l l  closed by a thin membrane.

Stage XX (Pl. 36, Figs. 4-6; Pl.  37, Fig. l)  represents the ful ly developed hatch-

ling, which shows features of a larva. The yolk sac is nearly completely resorbed, the

remaining small amount (not figured here) is simply ingested as it lies in front of the

mouth, thus closing it (Textfig. 127); its fragments can be found inside the crop (46 of

Textfig. 127 c).

The arms are further enlarged and are now strikingly unequal in length, the dor-

sal ones stronger and longer, the lateroventral ones shorter than the other arms. The

web connections show a peculiar feature, as in other argonautids (Textfig. 132): it

looks as if the web (including the outer arm skin) were stiffened, so that it remains in

place when the arm axes contract, thus forming a sort of cuff that is conserved even at

more advanced, postembryonic stages (Vol. I ,  p.767).I t  is the structure of the skin in

this area that must be responsible for the formation of this "cuff'. The skin is indeed

thin and smooth on the inner surface and on the distal parts of the arms, whereas here

it is swollen and contains sevbral histological differentiations, such as the flask-

shaped glands producing the integumentary spines. The arms can be more or less com-

pletely retracted into this cuff. The funnel and the mantle sac are further enlarged and

the mantle outline essentially determines the ovoid shape of the young animal. The lat-

ter shows the characteristic overall aspect of juvenile stages of this family, as can be

seen from a comparison with Textfigs. 130 and 132. The mantle sac, the distal part of

the funnel tube, the head (except for,the immediate surroundings of the edge of the

primary lid), and the outside of the "cuff' now exhibit the tips of the integumental

spines which have broken through the skin, all of them being orientated anteriorly.

The spread out arm crown is shown in Figure I of Plate 37 . Here we see the

typical conditions of an octopod larva. In the center we see the thick inner lip and the

thin outer lip; inside the opening of the inner lip lies the edge of the lower beak. This
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is slightly elevated in a sort of buccal cone, which is surrounded by the

arms. The arms consist of a rather evenly developed basal part carrying three suckers

and a distal part whose unequal development creates the differences in arm length; the

distal part is smooth or covered with delicate wrinkles, and tapers to a rather pointed

tip. The basal parts are connected by web sectors, which here show typical octopodan

features, inserting on the outer arm edges.

Although the distal arms are longer than the other ones, they are not otherwise

distinguishable, neither superficially nor in their finer structure; there is still no hint

of their prospective role as broodshell arms. There is also no trace of the glands that

will later produce the (brood) shell; this is easily understandable, since the arm parts

present are not yet those directly related to that shell at later stages (See Vol. I, pp.

767-775!). The surface aspect does not yet al low one to dist inguish male and female

:ss individuals; there is no hint of the striking dimorphism that will appear later.

Textfigure 128. - (From Vol. L, p.765). Newly-hatched juvenile stage of Argonquta argo. 30x
natural size. For comparison see the youngest larvae of Tremoctopus (Textfig. 132) and Ocythod
(Textfig. 130); note the relative arm lengths and the closing complex of the funnel which is detached
and exposed due to the slight outward curvature of the mantle rim. Note the following typical fea-
tures: the cuff-shaped web of the arms, the small eyes which point slightly ventrally and anteriorly,
and the oval primary lid, the few chromatophores, the glittering, rarely splitting spines which are rec-
ognizable only on the dark body surfaces, the large, flat olfactory tubercle, the dorsal suture of head
and mantle. the funnel tube and the funnel nouches. and the insertion of the funnel retractor at the fun-
nel attachment.

It must be emphasized once more that Argonauta has a small but distinct shell sac
rudiment corresponding to the typical feature of octopods, especially of the poly-
podoids; Appelldf (1899) has simply overlooked this rudiment. There is no point to the
idea that secondarily the shell epithelium could have "returned" to the outer surface of
the mantle. This has to be remembered when assessing the indication by Steinmann,
according to which the first rudiment of the Argonauta shell is produced by the man-

tle.
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3. Ocythod tuberculata

Jatta (1896, p. 2Ol) reported that he found nearly mature embryos, ready to hatch,

in the oviduct of Ocythod tuberculata. Unfortunately he did not provide figures, nor

was this precious material preserved; since this species is very rarely found in the Bay

of Naples, I had given up hoping to study its development. It was pure chance that on

April 11, 1916 I obtained a mature female, freshly caught near Capri; i t  is described

on pages 753 and 754 of Volume l. However, this individual was not yet fully grown;

perhaps the season was not quite favorable either; whatever the reason, I found the dis-

tal parts of the oviducts empty, and the stages recovered from the more proximal sec-

tions ended at about stage XII of Argonauta. In the extremely long oviduct, which acts

as a uterus, the eggs are lined up in successive stages, but the progress is not continu-

296 ous but stepwise, probably due to the mechanisms of fertilization; so an absolutely

complete series could not be obtained even under more favorable conditions.

Unfortunately the time available did not allow me to study in detail the material

obtained, and since the more interesting later stages were missing, I refrained from

giving it priority. Furthermore, the embryos were dead and had to be preserved at

once, so a detailed study of the fresh material was impossible (apart from the other

Textf igure 129. -Apical  v iew of  the mant le rudiment at  stages VII  to XII  in Ocythod tubercu-

lata.  30X natural  s ize.  Sl ight ly diagrammatic.  Stage VII  (a) ,  VI I I  (b) ,  IX (c) ,  X-XI (d) and XII  (e) .

Note the progression of  the muscular mant le (1) in centr ipetal  d i rect ion,  the or ig inal ly large size

of the shell sac rudiment (3) and the progressive contraction of the shell fold (4) which is drawn out

laterally, as is typical for octopods. Note also the formation of distinct f in rudiments (5) similar to

those'of Octopus (25) from the cell material lying on either side of the shell pore (6). 2 marks the gap

in the center of the muscular mantle, which is not taken up entirely by the shell epithelium; in b (cf.

PL.37, Fig.  8)  is  seems to provide a hint  of  a proostracal  rudiment.
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reasons mentioned). It turned out later that the preserved eggs were not exploitable for

a study of cleavage; thus the gap remaining in the description of Argonauta develop-

ment cannot be filled. I will simply describe a few. stages in comparison to those of

Argonauta, with emphasis on the development of the shell sac and related parts, since

they are of special interest (Pl.  37).

The eggs of O. tuberculata arc markedly larger than those of Argonauta; they

resemble, in both size and (elongate) shape, the eggs of Octopus vulgaris. They mea-

sure 0.9 x 2.0 mm. As is typical for octopods, each egg is contained in a tough chori-

on, with the posterior end directed outwards (Textfig. l9); at the opposite side, the

chorion is drawn out into a hollow stalk (that has no function here).

The early stages are similar to those of Argonauta (PL 32), whereas the more

advanced stages clearly show genus-specific features.

Textfigure 129 shows the mantle development (Cf. Pls. 37 and 33). Let us consid-

er first its special features, which have already provided interesting data (p. 256):

At stage VII (Textf ig. 129 a; cf.  Pl.  32, Figs. 8-10), the apical (posterior) view of

the mantle cap shows a thickened marginal ring that contains the-material for the man-

tle muscle. It surrounds a slightly concave field, in the center of which the shell

epithelium is distinct. The latter is characterized by the fact that it is slightly

depressed and closely applied to the yolk, which is visible as a darker mass.

Furthermore, its cells have a different aspect. This part is still of considerable extent

and thus reminds one of the picture seen in corresponding decapod stages (Cf. Pl. 15).

But here a particularly striking feature.is the wide separation between the shell sac

rudiment and the muscular mantle rudiment (Cf. p. 270). The shell is represented

twice, as it were: (a) by the area of the primary shell epithelium (3), which is sur-

rounded by the (indistinct) shell fold (4), and (b) by the shell Cap (2) of the muscular

mantle. The concentration of both in the same narrow space is only secondarily

achieved, in the position representing the fin and shell rudiments on the apex of the

mantle sac, i.e. at the prospective posterior end. It is only then that the fin rudiments

are situated on the outside of the shell (i.e. the shell sac), at the rim of which the mus-

cular mantle is inserted as in the decapods. This condition is possible only after strong

2ez shifts of proportions (Cf. Textfig. 30) in both systematic-morphological (hence phylo-

genetic) and ontogenetic terms. The heterochrony in the various partial processes of

ontogenesis strongly obscures the conserved reminiscences of the phylogenetic

process (Cf. pp. 39, 40,27O).
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At stage VIII (Textfig. 129 b) the muscular mantle has grown larger and has

advanced centripetally in four parts, from the right and left sides above, and from the

right and left  sides below (Cf. Pl.  33, Fig.4). This results in a progressive l imitat ion

of the dark shell gap, the integumental membrane of which (morphologically) belongs

to the (poorly developed) shell fold that should grow over the shell epithelium. The

latter also contracts and shows a slight indentation in the upper rim that could perhaps

hint at a proostracum (See Pl. 37, Fig. 8). This process continues with the subsequent

stage.

State IX: the shell sac invagination is more distinct due to the stronger elevation

of the shell fold. in wbich some cellular material has accumulated on either side of the

pore, indicating the formation of fin rudiments that will become more distinct subse-

quently.

Stage XI thus shows a morphologically significant condition: the muscular man-

tle rudiment now closely approaches the shell sac, on which its insertion is histologi-

29s cally differentiated. Since this formation is so small here, one would rather say that

the shell sac and any shell rudiment it might produce are embedded in the muscular

mantle, which closes down around it (See Textfig. 127 a). The opening of the shell sac

now is a very narrow, transverse slit leading into a minute transverse cavity. On either

side the fin rudiments now become rather distinct. They occupy the entire remaining,

slightly concave, central field of the mantle rudiment.

At state XII, this central field disappears altogether, the muscular mantle having

reached the shell sac while the shell pore closes down.

Clearly, these processes are similar to what we have seen in Octopus and

Argonauta, and which can be surmised for Tremoctopus as well, although I have not

been able to observe them in detail there. The small size and low number of cells in

embryos of Argonauta must be the reason why the fin rudiments are so poorly devel-

oped there, whereas other differences might be due to more accidental modifications

of the developmental process that could be devoid of any systematic significance. For

example, the very distinctly four-lobed advancing edge of the muscular mantle in

Argonauta (Pl. 33, Fig. a) does not necessarily require a special phylogenetic inter-

pretation.

Let us now consider two stages of Ocythod in greater detai l :

Stage IX (Pl. 3J , Figs . 4,,  5 and 8) is similar to the corresponding stage

Argonauta (Pl. 32), but here we see stronger dif ferentiat ion of detai ls, as could

of

be
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expected in a larger embryo which is made of a greater number of cells. Thus the char-

acteristic longitudinal furrow (y) of the dorsal arms already appears at this stage,

whereas in Argonauta it appears much later (Pl. 33), and the statocyst (st) shows a

peculiar sculpture. In another aspect, however, the embryo appears markedly retarded,

the yolk sac envelope being still incomplete. This fact is doubtless related to the larg-

er yolk mass, as is the larger relative size of the yolk sac, which gives the whole

embryo an overall aspect more similar to Octopus vulgaris at the homologous stage
(Pl. 26) than to Argonauta.

The embryonic body is also different in outline from that of an Argonauta

embryo; it appears more concentrated, as can be seen from Plates 32 and 37. Specific

features related to the definitive condition are observed in the unequal arm rudiments:

the dorsal and ventral arm rudiments are already markedly larger than the lateral ones,

the latero-ventral arms being most retarded. Thus each arm rudiment from the outset

is allocated the mass of material corresponding to its prospective significance (as a

counter-example, see Pl. 23).

Otherwise the figures show typical rudiments: it is noteworthy that the lateroven-

tral arms are connected to the funnel by a ridge (at), as has been seen in Octopus (Pl.

26); that the ocular vesicles are almost closed, leaving only a pore; that the poison

gland rudiment lies still in the center of the buccal edge, etc.

Textfigure 130. - The youngest known postembryonic sl.age of Ocythoe tuberculqtq (a female);
15 X natural size. From Volume 1, page 750. Note the general similarity with Textfigures 128 and 132.
Characteristic are the proportions of the arms (although they are strongly shrunken due to formalin
fixation).

Stage XII-XIII (Pl. 37, Figs. 6 and 7) is quite similar to the corresponding stage
of Argonauta, although the overall aspect is quite different due to the greater size of
the yolk sac. The above-mentioned differences in arm development continue to be con-
spicuous. The cephalic section shows only one peculiarity, namely the mouth (mu)
still being open. The buccal edge is strongly contracted, so one can surmise that the
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subsequent development is similar to what we have seen in Argonuata, i .e. complete

closure. Indeed Tremoctopus (Pl.3l), a more remote form, shows the same feature, so

we can consider it as characteristic for the whole family. The dorsal arm pillars (pf)

already extend posteriorly on the dorsal head surface, but they are less distinct in rela-

tion to the arms than is usual.

The funnel complex comprising the tube (tr), the pouches (tt) and the retractors

(rt) shows the typical aspect; likewise the gills and the anal papilla are very similar to

what we have seen in Argonauta. The mantle rudiment is bowl-shaped, already fused

dorsal ly with the head (dm). The mantle organs are described above (p.315). On the

whole, OcythoZ exhibits (apart from some special features of the arms) the develop-

mental type of Argonauta, but with more complete differentiation (fin rudiments); it is

thus of special interest for the assessment of that genus.

4. Tremoctopus violac eus

Tremoctopus violaceus has not been observed in the Bay of Naples for many

years, and since the time of Jatta, no mature females have been found; they might still

be caught occasional ly in Messina.

To the best of my knowledge, the egg masses of this interesting species have been

t00 observed alive only by Kdlliker (1844) who reported on them as if they were well-

known material, without giving a detailed description of its development. Fortunately

I have been able to study his material, so that I can give some indications about the

embryology of Tremoctopus.

When looking through the collections of the Zoological Museum in Munich, I

found a jar containing cephalopod eggs without further indications; at first sight I took

them to be Argonauta eggs, since the embryos and capsules looked so similar to this

genus (Vol. 1, p.736). Closer inspection confirmed that part of the egg masses were

indeed those of Argonauta, whereas the bulk contained embryos with different fea-

tures, the older stages being clearly those of Tremoctopus (Pl. 3l).  Moreover these

eggs were attached to peculiar bodies, which looked almost like pieces of coral that

would have been preserved along with eggs attached to them. But closer inspection

and a comparison with K<illiker's indications led to a very different opinion: these
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bodies are egg carr iers produced by the

spawning female; the eggs are attached to
them (much like the Argonauta eggs when
they are attached to the inside of the shell)
and thus are carried around by the female
( V o l .  1 ,  p p .  7 4 2 , 7 7 8 , 7 8 2 ) .

The eggs are .enclosed in the typical
chorion capsule and differ from Argonauta

eggs essential ly by their size only. They
measure 0.9 x 1.5 mm. Since th is  mater i -

al is very old and did not contain al l  the
stages,  a complete study and descr ipt ion of
development was impos s ib le;  I  therefore

descr ibe only a few stages'  the morpholo-
gy  o f  wh ich  is  fa i r l y  s r ra igh t fo rward
(Pl .  31) ,  for  example,  one that  corresponds

to :

Stage XI-XI I  of  Argonauta (Pl .  3 i ,
Figs. 1 and 2; cf .  Pl.  33), to which i t  is so
closely similar that there can be no doubt

about a very close relationship. (But the family identification is in fact more securely
:ot based on the following stage.) such an embryo can only be an argonautid! It is simi-

rar to Argonauld (but not to ocythod) in that the yolk sac is very small, though slight-
ly larger than in Argonauta.

As has been seen in ocythod, the characters of the genus appear early, although in
an apparently subordinate point, namely in arm proportions: already at this stage the
third arm rudiment is strikingly retarded in terms of size, and the second arm rudiment
clearly is less developed than the first and fourth ones. Thus from the outset each rudi-
ment receives a mass of formative material corresponding to the future volume (Cf. pl.

23).ln any detail there is a high similarity of all parts with the corresponding ones of
Argonauta embryos. Thus the mouth is completely closed as in Argonauta, and the
yolk sac is tied to it. The mediodorsal part of the mantle rim is fused with the head in
the typical fashion, and the outside of the mantle shows an aspect similar to Ocythod
(Textf ig. 129 e). The shel l  sac is closed and the site of closure barely recosnizable as

Texf igure  13  1  Egg mass o f
Tremoctopus violaceus. l l2x natural  s ize.  From
Volume 1, page 742. See the text  for  detai ls of
col lect ion.

The eggs  are  s imi la r  to  those o f
Argonauta argo, but are markedly larger; for
the embryonic stages they contain see Plate 3l  !
They are at very different stages of develop-
ment,  s imi lar  to what is observed in the eggs
deposi ted by Argonauta in i ts brood shel l .  As in
the latter, the stalks of the egg envelopes are
interwoven and glued together to form a c luster,
the  common s tem o f  wh ich  is  then g lued,
together wi th others,  to the egg carr ier ,  which
represents the brood shel l  of  Argonauta.  A
brooding female probably has two such egg car-
r iers.  According to Kol l iker they are held by the
dorsal arms and thus carried around, probably
wrapped in the web.
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a small  pit .  Fin rudiments are situated on either side of this pit ;  they are less dist inct

than in Ocythod. The figures provide details of the respective states of different rudi-

ments. So far as the available material could tell, the early stages of development show

the same features as corresponding stages of Argonauta,' but an analysis of cleavage

stages and early germinal disks was not possible.

Stage XVI (Pl. 31, Figs. 3, 4 and 1) already is rather different from correspond-

ing stages of Argonauta; it shows the generic features very clearly. This is especially

true in the arm crown development: the dorsal arm pair is markedly more advanced

than the other arm pairs, the lateroventral one being almost rudimentary (See Vol. I,

Textfig. 440!). Web connections are recognizable between all the arms; in the two dor-

sal pairs they are sizable, thus underscoring a feature of the genus.

The unequal size of the arms is also reflected by the number of sugkers (Pl. 37,

Fig. 7): the lateroventral arms have only one sucker each, whereas all the other arms

have the typical three larval suckers; the third sucker on the first arm is markedly larg-

er, on the second arm it is smaller than the others. On the first arm there are two small

additional sucker rudiments distally, emphasizing the accelerated development of the

first arm pair.-Between the arm bases, in the center of the arm crown, lies the yolk

sac stalk (y) below the mouth, which is completely fused with the yolk sac, as has been

said earlier. Removal of the yolk sac exposes the outer and inner lips (a1, il).

Formation of the corneal fold is not yet complete (dk, vk); the olfactory tubercle (ro)

lies in its typical position, as in Argonauta (Pl. 35). The mantle sac shows the same shape

as there, and its rim is dorsally fused (x) with the head in almost its entire width. The fun-

nel tube is more slender than in embryos of Argonauta. The surface of the mantle, funnel

tube, head covers and arm bases shows slightly elevated structures, as in Argonauta (p.

309), the little warts from which the integumental spines will emerge later.

Stage XIX (Pl. 37, Figs. 6 and 8) is again more closely similar to the homologous

slage of Argonauta as far as the overall aspect is concerned. The yolk sac is strongly

shrunken, the arms have grown in length without changing the relative size relations.

The same is true for the sucker equipment of the arms. But the whole arm crown is

now contracted so that the 8 proximal suckers form an almost complete circle around

the mouth area. Within the latter, the yolk stalk (y) is regressive compared to the

mouth and will soon disappear completely once the yolk sac remainder has been

ingested. The larval suckers are functional, typical octopod suckers; their size rela-

t ionships have remained the same as before (p. 319).
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In the head section, the corneal folds are now formed and almost entirely closed;

the remaining pore is surrounded by a zone in which the integumental spines (else-

where rather densely set) are absent. The funnel shows the corners in a peculiar form

(Fig.6, te): there are no dist inct ly demarcated, cup-shaped attachments; the corners

are simply bent outwards and thus insert into the slit-shaped pouches on the inner sur-

face of the mantle.

The organs of the mantle cavity are essentially similar to what we have seen in

Argonauta (P1. 37); but the stage is more advanced in the differentiation of all parts:

(1) the gills show 7 distinct gill lamellae on the ventral side; (2) the Septum pallii

medianum is perforated in its posterior part, so that the Musculus adductor pallii

medianus crosses the mantle cavity freely; (3) the dorsal and ventral mantle cavity

communicate not only in front of and beside the stellar nerves, but also medially and

posteriorly from these nerves, since the septum behind the stellar nerve has become

perforated (See p.260). A11 the integumental spines have broken through the skin sur-

face; they are more numerous than in Argonauta.

Stage XX (Pl. 31, Fig. 5; Textf ig. 132) shows a newly-hatched animal, which

probably left the chorion at the very moment of fixation (Cf. p. 141). (Such larvae

were numerous in the present samples, along with a considerable number of empty

chorion capsules.)

Textfigure 132. - Newly-hatched Tremoctopus violaceus. 30x natural size. From Volume 1,
page 736. Cf. Plate 31. The egg mass from which this animal was taken (or had hatched) apparently
came from Messina; it belonged to the material described by Kdll iker; it is now housed in the
Bavarian State Collections in Munich. Cf. also Textfigure 131. Note the similarity wilh Argonauta lar
vae (Textfig. 128). 1: integumental spines; 2: primary l id; 3: lateroventral arms, becoming hecto-
cotylized in the male.

The overall aspect is typically that of very young, ovoid argonautids. The young

animal is indeed very similar to a young Argonauta (Textfig. 128); even the arm pro-

portions are similar, disregarding that the fourth arm is slightly longer than the second

arm. This is particularly distinct when one considers the size of the last sucker (Pl. 3 l,

Fig. 8). Here we see again a feature approaching the pattern observed on Ocytho|; it
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is clear that the three genera are related in various respects (in terms of similarity or

commonali ty of characters).

In preserved larvae the arm bases are always hidden in a cuff, as in Argonauta (p.

313), a feature that must be considered typical for the youngest argonautids. Often all

the arms (especial ly the lateroventral ones) except the dorsal arms (Pl. 31).are com-

pletely retracted into the cuff, the arm tips being bent inwards. The head-mantle con-

nection appears particularly broad.

The set of spines in the skin reflects the situation described above for stage XIX;

the mantle cavity also shows the same conditions. The skin appears somewhat swollen

and gelatinous, similar to what is observed in Argonauta, somewhat more strongly

expressed.

These aspects should contribute to a more comprehensive view of the family,

emphasizing its natural unity. The developmental pathways of Tremoctopus, Ocythod

and Argonauta appear as variants of a special octopodan type of development, which

is not represented in a pure form in any one of the three genera; each of them indeed

shows very peculiar specializations.
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30i 1. Review and Summary of Special Results

Since the above

in other words were

considerations

deductive in

always proceeded from

orientation (in contrast

the general to the specific,

to the study proper), theY

Textfigur e 133. - Figure i l lustrating the archetypal conditions of outer body features in mol-

luscs, and their morphological and phylogenetical interpretation. (Detailed explanations in Textfigure

10).  e,  f )  protomol lusc,  or  an ideal  t ransi t ional  stage between a protoannel id and an archemol lusc.  b,

c, d) Developmental stages of a placophoran mollusc that correspond to developmental stages of the

protomollusc, if the shell plate rudiments are replaced by a continuous cuticular formation' and if the

pedal sole is shortened so that it does not reach beyond the anal area. The spines on the mantle rim

probably are comparable to the setae'of annelids. a) Prototype of a placophoran form, seen from

below. The picture shows the archetypal features of a mollusc, which might have had even more

numerous pairs of gil ls with a corresponding coelomic outlet homonomous to the genital (g) and

nephr id ia l  pores  (n ) .
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already contain a comprehensive order of the facts. A concluding synopsis can there-

fore provide no more than an ultimate, brief overview and emphasis on the essential

points leading to an increase in our knowledge.

A source of special satisfaction for the author was the clarification of our ideas

about the archetypal body forms of the Mollusca in general (pp. 69 and 105), of the

Conchifera in particular (p. 117), gained in the course of this comparative study. This

provides a solid starting point for the morphology and phylogeny of cephalopods,

something that was hitherto wanting. This starting point is expressed in Textfigure

133, which wil l  speak for i tself  (Cf. Textf igs. 7, 10 and l7).

An archetypal feature of the cephalopods (including the tetrabranchiates) is the

very yolky egg and the resulting blastodisc development with a special yolk organ (p.

97) and an outer yolk sac; moreover, the subdividion of the pedal rudiment into a mul-

t iple crown of appendages ("arms", Textf ig. 25), and their part icularly strong concen-

trat ion in the functional ly anterior body section ("headfoot").  Subsequently, the latter

undergoes a very peculiar, secondary complication and shifting of parts:

In each arm, the basal part becomes dist inct and extends posteriorly (apical ly)

across the head surface, thus replacing most of the primary head cover. These so-

called "arm pillars" surround the eyes like a protecting wall, except on the side facing

the mantle. The snout part of the head sinks, in posterior direction, into the mass of

the arm crown, until the mouth comes to lie in its center, being surrounded by a spe-

cial circle of small "buccal arms". The primary head surface remains exposed in the 3

most importanl sense organs (eye, olfactory tubercle and statocyst), the rest being

enclosed by parts of the foot.

The primary eye is a stalked or at least very prominent eye ball with an excava-

tion (pin-hole camera). The olfactory organ originally shows the form of a flat papil-

la with a sensory epithelium. As is typical for the Conchifera, the statocyst is formed

from a sensory pit, which becomes invaginated and soon loses its open contact with

the skin. From the primary buccal rim ("outer lip") a special formation of the sto-

modaeum ("inner lip") emerges; it later appears as the actual limit of the mouth.

The "funnel tube" rudimenr appears as a relatively late formation derived from

the posterior part of the foot; it consists of two lobes that bend medially and become

connected to one another along the midline. They are secondarily connected with the

apparently independent, heterogeneous, older rudiment of the "funnel pouches",

which arises as a ring-shaped structure on either side of the middle or neck part of the
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roe conchiferan body; it apparently does not belong to the cephalopodium, for which it

provides the posterior limit. This formation cannot correspond to the epipodium of

gastropods, i f  the funnel tube is considered homologous to i t  (See Naef, l9l  I ,  p. 83).

For the latter homology, we have no real demonstration either. But it is obvious

that the funnel tube rudiment is derived from the dorsal side of the posterior foot

extremity, thus occupying the position of those parts of the gastropod foot that carries

the operculum. In the earliest cephalopod ancestors (which might be as remote in time

as the common ancestor of all conchiferan molluscs) the funnel pouches must have

been represented by a fold that closed (and regulated) the entry of the mantle cavity.

It is questionable whether this role was purely protective or served also respiration or

even locomotion.
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Textfigure 134. - Ideal protoconchifer (a) and hypothetical Nautilus or protocephalopod
embryo (b). For detailed explanations see Textfigures 25.

Note that the protoconchifer already shows a decision into a head-foot and a visceral sac. The
latter is covered by a low conical shell, the former has already differentiated muscular appendages.
There is not a simple creeping sole. In the protocephalopod, note the incipient chamber formation, the
formation of a funnel complex from heterogeneous elements, the positional relationships of the arm
bases (covering the head, marked by dotted surface) to the funnel, mouth and sense organs!

The "visceral sac" must be imagined in the form suggested by Textfigure 134 b,

with a bluntly cone-shaped outer shell, the hypostracum of which was differentiated to

form typical chambers. The posteriorly broadened roof of the mantle cavity with the

anus represents the morphological hind-end and still exhibits traces of ancient seg-

mentation in the form of at least two distinct metameres. These are repeated organ

complexes arranged around the two pairs of gills; to each of these coelomoducts, renal

sacs, vessels and their derivatives are associated in perfectly corresponding fashion.

The mantle slit is subsequently taken up by the "funnel apparatus"; it is com-

posed of the two lateral, apparently most ancient parts forming the funnel pouches, to
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which the funnel tube is added posteriorly, the "nuchal attachment" anteriorly. The

structure separating the funnel tube from the funnel pouches, i.e. the "funnel septum",

extends posteriorly as a muscular ridge called the "funnel retractor" reaching to the

deep part of the lateral mantle cavity.

The peculiarity of the dibranchiate type, so far as it is expressed at embryonic

stages, can be visual ized by a comparison between Textf igures 134 b and 136: the

" primary shell epithelium" does not form a distinct invagination of the shell gland as

observed in other conchifers (Textfig. 13) and surmised rn Nautilus (Vol. 1, p. 57).

This shell epithelium is already spread in its definitive form (Textfig. 135 a); it

becomes covered by a " shell fold", so an epithelial " shell sac" is formed in which the

shell will be secreted. It is, in principle, conceivable that in an ancestor the earliest

shell rudiment was formed prior to complete closure of the shell sac, in a way sug-

gested by (the deliberately schematic) Textfigure 135. But in no case does that occur

in a recent type.

m t h

Textfigure 135. - The development of the shell, shell fold, shell sac, mantle cavity and muscu-
lar mantle in their natural correlation; illustrated by schematic medial sections (cf. Textfigs. 42 and
50) of embryos of an ideal (archetypal) dibranchiate. This can be compared with the archetypal con-
dition of a conchifer (Textfigs. 13 and 134). More detailed explanations with Textfigures 43. x, y:
anterior and posterior rim of growing shell; sf: shell fold; om: ostracal matrix generating the margin-
al growth of the shell; ms: mesenchyme of the soft mantle rim representing the rudiment of the mus-
cular mantle (mm); ma: mantle rim; mh: mantle cavity; pm: posterior part of the membranous (pri-
mary) mantle; n: scar of shell sac closure (ss); se: secondary shell epitheliurn; sr: lateral edge of shell.

The posterior part of the dibranchiate shell ("phragmocone") shows the typical

chamber formation, at least in the older forms, whereas the wall of the living chamber

remains rudimentary from the outset, at the most forming a "proostraqum" from the

dorsal part. To the outside a special sheath layer is added, the "periostracum", while

the retreating shell rim is progressively replaced by the massive, fleshy plate forming

the "muscular mantle" (Textfig. 135 b); the latter develops at the expense of the typ-

ical membraneous mantle of molluscs, which is conserved in some rudiments only. It

is the muscular mantle that forms most of "mantle sac"; it shows a tendency both in

. J
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-rl l  systematic series ( i .e. phylogenetical ly) and individual ly ( i .e. ontogenetical ly) to

expand progressively at the expense of the shell (or the shell sac, or the gap repre-

senting it at an early stage) whose development is retarded and eventually ends in

degeneration.

The number of rudiments forming "prehensile arms" is reduced to a maximum of

10, and to a maximum of 8 for the "buccal arms"; this reduction is related to a much

more slender body shape, which builds on a more complex architecture. The arms pro-

duce true suckers, the rudiments of which are transverse papillae in single file

(Textfig. 51). The arm pillars which embrace the head become fused to form continu-

ous "head covers"; their edges next to the eye, which are termed "ocular edges",

become connected with one another via a fold arising from the primary head skin

("posterior connecting piece"). Together with the latter, they form a protective enve-

lope for the eye ball, the rim being contracted in the course of embryonic and larval

development to form the "primary lid". Where the primary pupil has disappeared in

closing the eye chamber, an eye lens is formed, and surrounding it on the outside an

iris fold arises and delimits the secondary pupil.

The "funnel lobes", which are the rudiments of the funnel tube, becomes fused by

a seam in the ventral midline; thus a solid, funnel-shaped tube is formed (Pl. 4). In the
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Textf igure 136.
see Textf ig.  55).  As a
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- Ideal prototype of an advanced dibranchiate embryo (for special explanations
developmental  stage, th is is not homologous ( for  most parts)  to the stage repre-

134 (See a lso  Tex t f ig .  137) .
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area of the mantle cavity roof, only the posterior ( lower) pair of gi l ls of Nauti lus is

formed (Textfigs. 90, 9l), whereas of the anterior metamer of Nautilus only the gon-

oduct issues are conserved.

Only a future study of Nautilus ontogenesis will tell us how far the Plates I and

24 are specific for the early development of dibranchiates (See also Textfigs. 31 and
1 1 I

The main subject of Volume 1 was the modification of the dibranchiate type con-

sidering the postembryonic stages, i.e. those more advanced developmental stages

exposed to direct struggle for existence. Their study led to a general revision of sys-

tematics based on both comparative anatomy and embryonic development, although

the latter was given only cursory treatment.

Since for Cephalopoda in general a much higher number of arms is typical (Cf.

Vol. 1, pp. 62, 64), one cannot characterize the Decapoda solely by their arm number

(10) within the dibranchiates. Forms that were already octopod-like may well have had

as many arms ! More surprising is the observation that (in contrast to my earlier

assumption: Vol. I ,  pp. 110, 115) the sharp dif ferentiat ion of tentacular arms \s nei-

ther a diagnostic nor a typical feature of decapods. As far as we know (Naef, 1922, pp.

25,1,6'7 and 252), the belemnoids did not yet have this differentiation, and in the devel-

opment of the recent groups we have seen stages (Pls. 15,23) that suggest an origi-

nally homomorphic dffirentiation of all l0 arms. The Sepioidea and Teuthoidea,

along with their belemnoid protostages (not yet identified), thus can be considered a

special group of relat ives, which was not given a name of i ts own (Vol. 1, p. 791). To

avoid nomenclatural complications, I here propose the designation "Tentaculifera" for

this group.

Absolutely positive, generalized and exclusive decapod characters appear to be
provided by the structure of the suckers (Vol. 1, p.662). Otherwise any dibranchiate

cephalopod not specialized as an octopod can be considered a decapod, so their diag-

nose reads: dibranchiates in which 10 prehensile arms and generally 8 buccal arm

rudiments are formed,-in which the wall of the suction chamber of suckers produces

a strong, cuticular "horny ring" (made of "keratochitin") with denticles on its free

edge, able to transform into a hook,-in which the normal suckers are separated from

their muscular "carr ier" or "basal pad" by a deep constr ict ion, so that a thin "stalk"

remains as the only connection to the base.

The more special diagnose for the Tentaculifera then reads:3 1 3
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Decapods in which the fourth arm pair is transformed into tentacular arms by

lengthening of the basal part, devoid of suckers, into a " tentacular stalk" , more or less

marked broadening of the distal part into a "tentacular club", ar.d sinking of the stalk

bases behind the ventral arms in "tentacular pouches",-in which the rudiments of the

renal pores move away from the gill base and approach the anus,-in which the fun-

nel tube forms a valve, (except in cranchiids)-in which the funnel attachments are

well developed and persist (except in cranchiids).

Textfigure 137. - Typical decapod embryo at stage XI (for detailed explanations see Textfig.
44). - Here the embryo is shown in the morphological orientation, like Textfigure 134, i.e. head-foot
down, visceral sac up. Note the arrangement of the arms in 3 dorsal (l-3) and 2 ventral (4, 5) arm
pairs, and the basal arm parts (6-10) positioned around the eye and its stalk (14). - 12: funnel tube;
19: gill.

For the systematic arrangement of this group see Volume 1, page 791 (C) and

Textfigure 59. The "Diploconidae", which are now called Diplobelidae Naef (1927),

still might turn out as a belemnoid variant of the Tentaculifera. This conjecture is sim-

ply based on the observation that the structure of other belemnoids excludes a close

relationship with the Sepioidea, whereas the latter clearly must be derived from a

belemnoid type.
In contrast to the decapods, the octopods are marked by a long series of secondary

modifications separating them from the primary type of the dibranchiates, in combi-

nation with some primary features suppressed by the decapods or at least by their

extant representatives (Cf. Vol. 1, p. 655). Such primary features are represented by

the purely muscalar suckers (Vol. I, p. 662) and by the close positional relation of the

renal pores to the base of the gills in an archetypal fashion (Vol. I, pp. 663, 664). The
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absence of a special differentiation of tentacular arms is not a strict diagnostic feature,

in contrast to the lack of a homolog to the decapodan mediodorsal arms, and to the

lack of a primary mediodorsal part of the mantle cavity and of a nuchal attachment.

Further negative features are: the complete lack of a buccal arrn crown and of a

funnel valve, and especially of a proostracum in the shell and of a concave cone struc-

ture, not to mention the lacking chamber formation (p. 276).

Textfigure 138. - Advanced octopod embryo (See Textfig. 46 for further explanations). - Note
especially that only two dorsal arm pairs (1,2) ^re present. Cf. Textfigures 136, 137. Note also
enveloping of the head by the head covers (11, 12, 13), which turn their ocular edge to the eye mass

' in preparation of the primary lid formation.

The positive, constructive elements in turn are: the strong predominance of the

muscular mantle and of the musculature in general. The octopods are markedly m s-

cular animalsl The peculiar differentiation of a secondary mediodorsal mantle cavity

is related to the replacement of the proostracum by muscular mantle structures (Cf.

Vol. I, p. 654); this secondary mantle cavity is derived from primary laterodorsal slits

that extend posteriorly around the stellate ganglia and stellar nerves and join medial-

ly with one another; they first remain independent from the lateroventral mantle cavi-

ty when extending to the posterior part of the mantle sac (p. 260, Textfig. 116).-

Similar positive features are the general modifications of the gill (Vol. 1, p. 665)

which are related to the transformed pattern of gill vessels, the formation of the lon-
gitudinal canal in the gill (Vol. I, p. 665), and the formation of an Adductor pallii

medianus from the anterior edge of the anteriorly shifted septum of the ventral mantle

cavity.
The further transformation of the dibranchiate type is again considered in the

framework of a systematic survey of the families. Those with numbers in parentheses

315 are the families for which embryological data are now available. These numbers refer

to the next following list of Mediterranean cephalopods, in which the data are speci-

fied in greater detail (pp. 334-335).
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A systematic overview of the families of dibranchiate cephalopods

(Cf .  Vo l .  1 ,  p .  808)

1st  Order:  Decapoda

1st Suborder: Belemnoidea +. Aulacoceratidae, Xiphoteuthidae, Phragmoteu-

thidae, Belemnit idae, Diplobel idae, Vasseuri idae.

2nd Suborder: 'Teuthoidea.

a) Prototeuthoidea +: Plesioteuthidae, Leptoteuthidae, Geoteuthidae,

Belopelt idae, Lioteuthidae

b) Mesoteuthoidea +: Trachyteuthidae, Beloteuthidae, Palaeolol igini-

dae, Celaenidae.

c)  Metateuthoidea myopsida:  Lol ig in idae (  1-4) ,  Promachoteuth idae,

Lepidoteuthidae.

d)  Metateuthoidea oegopsida:  Ctenopterygidae (nova fami l ia) ,

Bathy teu th idae (5 ) ,  Gonat idae (10) ,  Enop lo teu th idae (6 -9) ,

Onychoteu th idae (14) ,  H is t io teu th idae (15-16) ,  A l lu ro teu th idae,

Brachioteuthidae (I7), Chiroteuthidae ( 18), Cranchi idae (19-2I),

Joubiniteuthidae, Architeuthidae, Psychroteuthidae, Ommatostrephi-

dae (22-25), Thysanoteuthidae (26).

3rd Suborder: Sepioidea. Belemnosidae +. Belopteridae +; Spirul irostr idae +,

Spirul irostr inidae +, Spirul idae (30), Sepiidae (27-29), Sepiol idae (3I-43).

2nd Order: Octopoda

1st  Suborder:  Palaeoctopoda +.  Palaeoctopodidae.

Znd Suborder: Cirroteuthoidea. Vampyroteuthidae, Cirroteuthidae. Opistho-

teuthidae.

3rd Suborder: Polypodoidea.

a) Ctenoglossa: Amphitret idae, Bol i taenidae.

b)  Heteroglossa:  Octopodidae (44-51),  Argonaut idae (52-54).
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A list of Mediterranean cephalopod species, with indications of the

available developmental data

The complete names of the 54 species of dibranchiates recorded in the Bay of

Naples and near Messina are combined here with data (given as symbols) on their

development. They indicate that I have obtained, either from my own observations or

from trustworthy literature, the following data:

S: the spermatophores, O: the mature ovarian eggs, E: the spawned eggs and at

least a few embryonic stages, L: the larvae (where they exist), J: advanced juvenile

stages that are more or less clearly distinct from the adult stage, A: the adult stage irre-

spective of complete sexual maturity or definitive size, X: no larval stage in the onto-

genesis, ?: undistinguishable objects. The species #20 and #21 are not securely estab-

l ished (Cf. Vol. I ,  pp. 405, 409).In the Mediterranean, Spirula is represented only by

i rs dr i f red shel ls (vol .  1,  p.  505).
l .  Lo l igo vulgar is  Lam. 1799.

2.  Lol igo forbesi  Steenstr .  1856

3. Al loteuthis media (L. 1767) Naef MS, Wii lker 1920.

4. Al loteuthis subulata (Lam l l99) Naef 1921

5.  Ctenopteryx s icu lus (V6r .  1851)  Pfef f .  1900

6. Pyroteuthis margaritifera (Riippell 1844) Hoyle 1904

l .  Abra l ia  veranyi  (Rt ipp.  1884)  Pfef f .  1912

8. Abral iopsis morrisi  (V6r. 1837) Pfeff.  1900

9 .  Thel id io teuth is  a lessandr in i i  (Vdrany 185 1)  Chun 1910

10.  Gonatus fabr ic i i  (L icht .  1818)  Steenstr .  1880

11.  Onychoteuth is  banksi  (Leach 1817)  F6r .  & d 'Orb.  1839

12.  Chaunoteuth is  mol l is  Appel lo f  1891

13.  Ancis t roteuth is  l ichtenste in i  (d 'Orb.  1839)  Gray 1849

14. Octopodoteuthis sicula Riipp. 1844

L5. Call i teuthis reversa Verr. 1880

16.  His t io teuth is  bonel l iana (Fdr .  1835)  d 'Orb.  1839

lJ .  Brachioteuth is  r i ise i  (Steenstr .  1882)  Chun 1910

18.  Chi roteuth is  veranyi  (F6r .  1835)  d 'Orb.  1839

19.  Gal i teuth is  armata Joubin 1898

20. Leachia cyclura Lesveur 1821

21. Liocranchia reinhardri  (Steenstrup 1856) Pfeff.  1884

22.  I I Iex co indet i  (V6r .  1837)  Steenstr .  1880

23.  Todaropsis  eblanae (Bal l  1841)  Possel t  1893
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21. Ommatostrephes sagittatus (Lam. 1799) d'Orb. 1848

25. Sthenoteuthis bartrami (Lesueur 182I) Verr. 1880

26. Thysanoteuthis rhombas Troschel 1857

27. Sepia off icinal is L. 1758

28. Sepia orbignyanr F6,r. 1826

29.  Sepia e legans d 'Orb.  1839

30. Spirula spirula (L. 1767) Hoyle 1909

31.  Ross ia  macrosoma (Del le  Chia j  e  T829)  d 'Orb.  1839

32. Heteroteuthis dispar (Rtipp. 1845) Gray 1849

33. Sepiola steenstrupiana Levy I9l2

34.  Sepio la aurant iaca Jat ta 1896

35. Sepiola l igulata Naef'  l9l2

36. Sepiola rondelet i  Steenstr.  1856

37. Sepiola aff inis Naef I9l2

38.  Sepio la in termedia Naef  l9 l2

39. Sepiola robusla Naef I9l2

40. Rondelet iola minor (Naef I9I2) I92I

41.  Sepiet ta  oweniana (Pfef f .  1908)  Naef  l9 l2

42. Sepietta obscura Naef 1916

43. Sepietta neglecta Naef 1916

44. Octopus vulgaris Lam. 1799

45.  Octopus saluzz i i  Ydrany 1837

46. Octopus macropus Risso 1826

41 . Octopus defi l ippi i  V6rany 1851

48. Octopus tetracirrus Delle Chiaje 1829

49.  Octopus unic i r rus (Del le  Chia je MS) d 'Orb.  1838

50. Eledone moschata (Lam. 1799) Leach 1817

51. Eledone cirrosa (Lam. l l99) F6r. & d'Orb. 1838

52. Tremoctopus violaceus Delle Chiaje L829

53.  Ocythod tuberculata Raf inesque 1814

54.  Argonauta argo L.  1758

Part of my material was already studied by G. Jatta, whose work originally I

should have continued (Cf. Vol. 1, pp. v-ix). With regard to his preliminary indica-

tions, a few corrections should be recalled: the eggs figured in Jatta's Plate 2, Figure

4 cannot be identified; they certainly belong to Sepiola, but surely not to 'S. rondeleti;

likewise the eggs figured in his Plate 7, Figure 7. The eggs figured in Plate 2, Figure

7 are those of S. elegans, not S. orbignyana; likewise those in Plate 7, Figure 17.

Conversely, those in Plate 8, Figures 7 and 8 are eggs of S. orbignyana, not S. elegans
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(See also Vol. l ,  p. ix on eggs and newly identi f ied juveni le forms).

One will easily realise that the present results are by no means complete, not even
in the frame defined in the Preface. We have gained only fragmentary knowledge about
the embryology of the Mediterranean cephalopods. Especially, a comprehensive
insight into oegopsid development has remained a vain wish. Even more important
would have been the recovery of embryonic stages of Spirula (p. 208), or of
Idiosepius, because they could provide considerable systematic-morphological and
phylogenetic clari f icat ion (p. 2l 1).

Nevertheless, a considerable improvement of our knowledge about the morpho-
logical diversity of cephalopods is the result, even in comparison to Volume 1, and we
have to rest content with it. In the following lines, I briefly formulate the characteris-
tic peculiarities of the greater subgroups as far as they appear in the embryo:

Of the embryonic development of the belemnoids, we can obtain direct evidence
only from fossil shell nuclei. This is visualized in Textfigure 136, the features of pre-
liminary stages being suggested by Textfigure 135 b. We Can furthermore assume rn
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modif icat ion of  the belemnoid type in teuthoids,  wi th
and partial inhibit ion of proostracal growth (See fur-
b:  prototeuthoid;  c:  mesoteuthoid;  d:  metateuthoid;  e:
ear ly embryonic stages.

Textfigure 139. - Figure i l lustrating the
total inhibit ion of the phragmocone formation
ther explanat ions in Textf ig.  60).  a:  belemnoid;
extreme degenerat ion of  the proostracum; f ,  g:
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theory that the archetypal course of dibranchiate development (pp. 89-149) was

embodied in at least the earliest belemnoids.

The teuthoids are characterized by an almost complete suppression of phragmo-

cone formation at the early preliminary stages (Textfig. 135 b), with subsequent, vari-

ably marked, degeneration of the cone rudiment (Textfig. 63) and of the proostracum

(Textfig. 139). The relative predominance of the muscular mantle is partly achieved

stepwise, with a gross succession of prototeuthoid, mesoteuthoid and metateuthoid

conditions, in some instances followed by further reductions.

In myopsid teuthoids the cone is totally rudimentary from the outset, as far as we

know (Lepidoteuthis ? Promachoteutftis ?), although the ontogenetic pattern is other-

wise almost perfectly archetypal. In contrast, oegopsids show a complete formation of

the posterior shell rudimen, but within a strongly modified pattern of embryonic

stages. We have been able to explain its general features by assuming a secondary

reduction of the yolkiness, hence of the size of the eggs; this results, as part of an

adaptation to a nekto-pelagic mode of life, in a shortening of embryonic development,

with acceleration of some vital organs and retardation of others. The number of "lar-

vae" thus produced is extremely high in comparison to the norm. Acceleration of

Textf igure 140. -  Typical  development of  sepioids.  From Volume l ,  page 491. Advanced
embryonic stages and their  medial  sect ions.  See for comparison Textf igures 135 and 136 to assess the
basically dibranchian (decapod) condition, but with an increasing curvature of the proostracum and a
resulting ventral rotation of the init ial chamber. The ventral edge of the shell is pushed into the soft
body; the muscular mant le thus comes to insert  on i ts outside. ' fhese ef fects are subsequent ly exag-
gerated (d, e) as a function of increasing ventral curvature of the phragmocone. To construct the defin-
it ive condition, we must admit an ontogenetic shift similar to the systematic (phylogenetic) derivation
(Textf ig.  86).

1:edge of  the proostracum,2: ol factory tubercle;  3:  pr imary eye l id;  4:  mant le insert ion on the
outer surface of the phragmocone; 5: same on ventral shell r im; 6: ventral edge of the shell, penetrat-
ing into the soft  body; 7:  shi f ted mant le insert ion;  8:  anter ior  edge of  muscular mant le.

The ventral curvature is strongly pronounced, similar to what is seen in Spirulirostra; it must
have been weaker in the archetypal condition. The muscular mantle is shown contracted; in the
expanded condi t ion the body would appear almost globular.
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attainment of a functional state in oegopsids concerns the nerve centers, the eyes, one
basal sucker on each arm and a few basal club suckers on the tentacles, the funnel and
the mantle sac. Retarded structures are the distal arm parts, the whole third and fifth
arm pairs, the gills, kidneys and many small vessels. The outer yolk sac remains total-
ly rudimentary.

31e For the sepioids, the conditions of the embryonic shelt in relation to the mantle
sac are also characterist ic. For the fossi l  types (Belemnosidae, Belopteridae,
Spirulirostridae), a close similarity to the archetypal conditions given in Textfigure
140 can be reconstructed from the shell nuclei, and Spirula (Textfig. 86 b) appears still
very close to them. Perhaps the same is true for ldiosepius.-In contrast, the embry-
ologically known forms of sepiids and sepiolids can be derived only indirectly from
this remote norm, via fossil intermediates (Spirulirostrinidae, Belosepiinae) as far as
the sepi ids are concerned:

In the sepiids the proostracum is almost
(Textf ig. 88); the septa are very slanting and
d).  Even the ventra l  r im of  the shel l
(Textfig . 94 b) reveals the sepioid insertion

of the shel l  in the muscular mantle only
vaguely.-Conversely, in the sepiol ids i t  is
the proostracum, or at least the correspond-

ing part of the shel l  sac, that is conserved

for a longer t ime; the phragmocone part of
320 the shell sac in turn degenerates completely

dur ing embryonic development (Text f ig .

100) .  I t s  o r ig ina l l y  sep io id  na ture  is
expressed, however, in i ts general form that
is recognizable in al l  representatives (more

on that later !  ) .

Among the octopods, the development

of the cirroteuthoids unfortunately remains

unknown. Al l  we know is  that

Opisthoteuthis (see Meyer, 1906) produces

relat ively few, large ovarian eggs, hence

lacks a larval phase l ike in Octopus or

complete ly suppressed f rom the outset

the chambers f lattened (Textf is. I4l c.

Textf igure l4I .  -  Juveni le stages of
sep io ids .  a )  Sp i ru la .  b )  Sp i ru l i ros t ra
(somewhat  too  s t rong ly  curved ! ) ;  c )
Belosepia (somewhat too highly vaul ted;
imag ine  the  she l l  ax ia l l y  more  com-
pressed).  d)  Sepia.  (cf .  Textf ig.  85).
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Argonauta; the hatchlings must be advanced juvenile stages of generally normal

octopodan aspect (Textfig. 116 a). The polypodoids are very different in this respect:

a common feature of the Heteroglossa, which comprise the specially related octopo-

dids (small egg forms) and argonautids, is the small size of the eggs and larvae as in

Octopus (Textfigs. 116-120), and it is likely that this is the primary condition. A fur-

ther indication is the generalized occurrence of a special larval organ, namely the setal

tufts in the skin (Textfig. 122), which supposedly occurs in cirroteuthoids as well.

The special character of the polypodoids w olld then be the advanced degenera-

tion of the shell, the history of which can be read from embryonic development (stages

A-D) :

The rudiment is a strikingly small, roundish shell sac reminiscent of a condition

suggested by Textfigure 116 b (stage A). This rudiment is subsequently compressed

both from the anterior and posterior ends so that a small transverse sac results; in

direct continuation this would lead to a clasp situated in the posterior part of the man-

tle, situated slightly dorsally (stage B). But this sac in fact splits in two, each of the

paired lateral tubes directing its function to the formation of a rod-shaped shell relic

(stage C). While the latter are really formed in octopodids, the shell sac rudiments dis-

integrate in Argonauta argo and probably also in the other argonautids (I have not

been able to verify it in all the forms), and from the beginning they are more delicate

than in octopodids (stage D). Stages A-D are typical for the four systematic (phyloge-

netic) grades: A) Octopoda, B) Polypodoidea, C) Heteroglossa, D) Argonautidae. This

gradation cannot be really demonstrated, nor refuted, in all details. Without forming a

phylogenetic or merely morphological series, the following genera nevertheless repre-

sent the four stages: lt) Vampyroteuthis ("Watasella", Sasaki 1920), B) Stauroteuthis

(ibid.), C) Octopus (cf. Vol. I, p. 664), D) Argonauta.

A surprising observation in this comparative study are the different aspects of the

early cleavage patterns. Textfigure 143 shows the three types studied in detail, with a

suggested nomenclature that should be useful to future comparative analyses.

Especially noteworthy are the following differences, which appear already in the

second line (16 cells): whereas in Octopus A and D produce almost identical

micromeres (a and d), in Lo.Iigo these derivations are different, in relation to the size

difference between A and D. But all four micromeres end up inside the circle of

macromeres. The same is true for D of Sepia, but not for A, which cleaves in such a

way that two macromeres result from each. From the medial ones micromeres are
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derived at the 32 cell stage (Textfigure 142,2 c), so that a pattern obtains which is

similar to Lol igo, to which this stage is similar also in al l  other aspects. However, an

element (marked as dotted) remains in the peripheral ring, whereas in Octopus it lies

inside the ring much like in Loligo. Octopus in turn differs from both decapods with

respect to the D octant'. 2 D produces no new micromeres, but cleaves radially, so that

two macromeres are formed. The medial one (marked by oblique hatching) would thus

have a different homology in terms of its origin and in terms of its fate (Cf. p. 2l).

Although the latter cannot be determined with certainty, one may say that in octopods

this cell will contribute to the definitive blastoderm rim, hence to the yolk epithelium,

Octopus Sepia Loligo

Textf igure 142. -  Schematic,  comparat ive representat ion of  typical  c leavage processes in
Octopus vulgaris, Sepia officinalis and Loligo vulgaris. The upper row shows the 8-ce11 stages with
the respect ive posi t ions of  the last  mitot ic spindles;  the middle row shows the l6-cel l  stages with cor-
responding speci f icat ions,  the bottom row the 3L-cel l  stages (cf .  Pls.  24,  13 and 1).A designat ion of
blastomeres is tentat ively given; i t  has to be symmetr ical ,  start ing out f rom the 8-cel l  stage. The lat-
ter  can be compared roughly to the 4-cel l  stage of  other mol luscs,  i f  the two octomeres D are consid-
ered as equal to the single tetramere D of Textfigure 7.

The daughter cel l  should be dist inguished in such a way that micromeres ( i .e.  the cel ls coming
to l ie wi th in the blastoderm) are given lower case let ters,  as is usual ,  count ing the c leavage steps from
the 8-cel l  stage and adding a corresponding numeral  to the let ter  (1 D, 1 d).  The posi t ion of  the cel ls
could then be speci f ied by symbols added af ter  the let ter  (a l lowing one to dist inguish medial ,  lateral ,
anter ior  and poster ior) ,  e.g.  using Greek let ters.
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gut rudiment, whereas in decapods i t

given here (p. 2l).
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!3 2. On Disturbed and Abnormal Morphogenesis
and Its Relation to Normal Development

Contents: a. The regeneration of outer organs (p. 343). b. On abnormal developrnent of uninjured and undisturbed
parts (p. 347). c. On experimental generation of abnormal morphogenesis (p. 348).

This volume has so far dealt with developmental processes observed under nor-
mal, nearly natural conditions of development in undisturbed embryogenesis. The
descript ions were made from a biological viewpoint (p. 5), considering that highly sig-
nificant and problematic achievemezts of the organism are observed here, and that
their comparative study is a means of understanding the general interrelationships

underlying its existence and action. It is obvious that \ffe do not really know a person

we have observed only under every day conditions, and, likewise, animal morphogen-

esis is not thoroughly understood from considering only its rather rigid norm, which
is regularly expressed in the absence of any disturbing factor. A deliberate limitation
of this sort would carry the danger of overlooking possibilities to gain insight into the
flexibility, variability and augmentability of formations. Although the main subject of
this monograph remains the systematic study of the typical (normal), we will not
refrain from having a look across the fence and report observations that might be wel-
come to other parties. I am indeed firmly convinced that the present hiatus between
comparative and experimental morphology is obstructive and absurd for both sides,
that a close relation between them is desirable instead; it has therefore been consid-
ered an accessory aim of this work (See the Preface) to prepare the ground for a
dynamic analysis of the material compared here by a systematic study. A glimpse of
the recent literature indeed reveals the frequent lack of a sound knowledge of the
experimental objects and their relation to the greater natural context. We can only
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hope to grasp and dissect the functioning and interaction of factors if we know the ani-

mal studied or developmental stage in all its details and recognize its multiple rela-

tionships with other members of the greater framework of order.

In transgressing its limits, we cannot of course indulge in the same fullness of

detail and forcefulness of description as in our own field, so we often have to content

ourselves with some hints.

a. The Regeneration of the Outer Organs

When scanning through a large sample of various cephalopods, one will always

come across specimens that show traces of some healed injuries. Skin lesions of all

sorts appear to close quickly, although in captivity they often cause illness and early

death. Even replacement of larger parts of the body appears to occur often under nat-

ural conditions; thus suckers lost accidentally (i.e. not as part of a normal develop-

mental course, which frequently is the case) are replaced; therefore one often finds

small, developing suckers in positions where normally fully developed ones are

observed. Such occurrences may generate difficulties for descriptions, especially in

species where sucker size differences are typical distinctive features. In young animals

of all species, lost suckers are probably replaced regularly. The arms (including deca-

pod tentacles) regenerate as well, as can be seen from the occurrence of suddenly

tapering arm ends on a stump of normal proportions. The regenerated parts closely fol-

low the normal pattern of differentiation, e.g. in terms of the arrangement and

rearrangement of suckers. The capacity of Octopus vulgaris to regenerate arms was

known already to Aristotle and Plinius. I have furthermore seen obviously regenerated

arm tips in Sepia officinalis, Sepietta obscura, Loligo vulgaris, Illex coindeti, Octopus

macropus, O. defilippii and O. saluzzii, Eledone moschata and E. cirrosa, Octopus

tetracirrus and O. unicirrus, Argonauta argo, Ocythod tuberculata. I have observed

many times the regeneration process in captive individuals of Sepia officinalis and

Octopus vulgaris.In healthy individual of Octopus vulgaris kept under good aquarium

conditions, arm tips were cut off several times to let them regenerate successively;

even whole arms are fully regenerated under aquarium conditions, at least in young

animals.
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After amputation of an arm tip (about '/,0 to ,/r of the arm) the wound contracts
rapidly, without much bleeding; it is tightly closed after 1-2 days. The last conserved
sucker takes up a terminal position. on the third or fourth day a regenerating bud
appears at the site of the scar, which faces outwards. It rapidly grows to become a tail-
like appendage with transverse ridges instead of suckers (after I week). They subse-
quently become concentrated in the form of uniserial papillae devoid of a suction cham-
ber, as in normal development (Textfig. 5l ). Subsequently, they are arranged in a zig-zag
pattern; this whole development progresses from the proximal to the distal zone of the

325 regenerating part. Only the first few rudiments are somewhat exceptional in that they
grow particularly fast, keep a greater distance from one another and thus form a transi-
tional pattern at the base of the regenerating part, close to the stump (cf. vol. l, pl. 9).

At the end of the third week, the regenerating part has the aspect of a normal,
though somewhat too thin arm end; in Octopus vulgaris and other octopodids it sub-
sequently grows to a normal size perfectly corresponding to the size of the stump.
Depending on the extent of the original injury, some irregularities may persist for
longer times, altering the arm proportions so that the identification of freshly captured
individuals may become difficult. (Remember that the relative length and thickness of
arms are among the best species- specific characters in this family; see also Vol. l).

In some species injuries of the arms appear to occur particularly frequently, or
else to heal and regenerate more slowly than in others. Thus one never finds a com-
pletely or at least nearly intact specimen of Octopus (Scaeurgus) tetracirrus. The same
is true for o. defilippii, which is known to autotomize its arms. The lost arms, which
are released by rapid muscle contractions, survive for some time and continue to
exhibit the same mobility and excitability as the arms that have remained intact. They
are regenerated completely by the animal. The broodshell arms of Argonauta show an
interesting behavior: I have seen a very incompletely regenerated dorsal arm in a
female individual; the intact dorsal arm partly took over the function of the lost parts
and assisted in the building of the other side, though insufficiently, so that the shell
became asymmetrical. (Grimpe reported on this, i.e. my observation, already in
Brehm's Tierleben, Vol. 1, 1918)

See also Lange (1920) on the processes involved in the regeneration of octopod
arms; part of her work was done under my supervision.

The regeneration of the arms and tentacular arms in decapods in general takes the
same course as in octopod arm regeneration. The suckers must of course be arranged
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in 2-8 rows as in normal development. The regenerated arms thus show situations like

those figured in Plate 21. I have followed the process in detail only in sepia offici-

nalis, blt I have also been able to deduce its occurrence from observations on freshly

caught specimens of Sepietta oweniana and S. obscura, Loligo vulgaris, Alloteuthis

media and lllex coindeti. Particularly frequent injuries in the Naples arel ^re due to a

fishing gear named "Latero", used for catching especially Sepia, Loligo and lllex. One

can deduce from these observations that the animals have been able to free themselves

after capture. In these instances several (sometimes all) arms are injured near their

base, i.e. in the section which was involved in seizing the bait, hence the barbed fish-

ing tackle. In these animals the suckers and parts of the protective membranes are

326 lacking or regenerating at the arm bases. Since several arms are similarly modified'

one might easily misinterpret these modifications as malformations or even as normal

peculiarities.

The regeneration of smaller parts of the fins, arm protective membranes, eye lids'

mantle rim also can be observed on freshly caught specimens, and can be easily

induced in captive individuals.

In general the regenerates express the same capacity for potencies of morphogen-

esis as the normal rudiments at the corresponding position. Occasionally the parts pro-

duced by regeneration are anomalous, however, e.g., regenerated tentacular clubs

often have much lower numbers of suckers than normal ones; in the above-mentioned

injuries due to a fishing tackle, the wound edge of the protective membranes healed in

growing to fuse along the inner surface of the arm thus forming a tunnel (observed in

Illex and in Sepia orbignYana).

The rather frequently branched arm tips are probably anomalous regenerates. I

have no doubts about the possibility to obtain them experimentally; however, I had no

time to do the necessary experiments. I have seen branched arms in Octopus vulgaris,

Eledone moschata and Sepietta obscura. A similar interpretation imposes itself for the

phenomenon of a small secondary fin on the main fin of Sepia officinalis, which I have

seen once. The underlying principle seems to be a beginning regeneration in a-half-

severed part before the latter achieves a reintegration into the normal context.

Of special interest are two examples of abnormal regeneration in the arm crown

of Sepia officinalis, which I intend to analyse elsewhere in detail. In both cases a deep

injury had occurred that involved, directly or indirectly, the neighboring buccal lap-

oets. The latter are understandable as buccal arm rudiments and can be compared to
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the inner arm crown of Nauti lus (Vol. l ,  p. 178). I t  looks as i f  this characterist ic could

be more strongly expressed under anomalous conditions, i.e. whenever these rudi-

ments were called upon to fulfill a special function after the loss of the neighboring

arms;

In one individual (A), arms 2 and 3 and most of the tentacle of the left side had

been lost, probably bitten off. The tentacle provides some evidence: the short, normal

stump bears a typical, tapering regenerate. The second arm has produced only a very

inconspicuous regenerate, which is connected to the first arm in the normal manner;

arm 3 appears lost altogether. The neighboring third buccal lappet is abnormally well

developed; it shows the normal connection with the other buccal lappets, but clearly

shifted close to the position of the lacking third arm. It bears 4 rows of small suckers

and is strongly muscular. So far for the surface aspect.

In the other individual (B) both dorsal arms appear to be missing lack altogether,

probably also due to an injury. The dorsal buccal lappet has virtually taken up their

position without losing its connection with the other buccal lappets; it looks like a

rather weak arm. It is connected to the second arm of each side by a muscular web

fold, in other words it represents the two dorsal arms in this respect. Its inner surface

shows a hybrid condition: the basal part is connected to the other buccal lappets and

is wrinkled like them. Next comes a zigzag row of small suckers grading into two rows

of larger suckers followed by two zigzag rows towards the tip. A regular arrangement

in four rows is not achieved.

Originally I considered these arms as pure buccal lappets in both A and B, and I

have interpreted my experimental results accordingly; I wish to return to this subject

now. A closer inspection involving dissection of the inner parts leads to a different

result: in these two individuals, an arm has been formed that represents both the pre-

hensile and the buccal arms, having adopted also the basic interconnections. In B it

represents the dorsal buccal lappet as well as the two dorsal arms. In other words, two

buccal arm rudiments and two prehensile arms haye distally fused into one single,

medial formation; the latter shows the structure of a normal arm (resting on two

brachial roots) along with showing the connections with the other buccal lappets that

are typical for the dorsal buccal lappet. This cannot be interpreted as a simply atavis-

tic regeneration, but it could reflect a special effect of a normally existing tendency of

this region to generate a fusion of arm rudiments (Cf. p.225). In a similar way, in

specimen A an arm has been formed that represents the third arm and the third buccal

arm rudiment rather than the latter onlv.
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The question about the factor inducing such fusions can probably be answered

today: it lies in the generally strong sftin contraction after injuries observed in

cephalopods. Even large openings are thus rapidly closed so that the wounded tissue

is inevitably concentrated in one point as it were. Since the fusion of arm rudiments is

possible under normal conditions (p. 225), it must be strongly favored when several

stumps are united by a common wound tissue from which new arm rudiments have to

form.-Formations like in specimen B can be generated experimentally, but I have not

been in a situation allowing me to wait for the formation of suckers.

Heavy injuries of the shell of Sepia officinalis can also be regenerated, as demon-

strated occasionally by collected cuttlebones that are deformed. This does not of

course lepresent a re-establishment of the primary structure; it is simply a superposi-

328 tion of shell material in a tentative approach to typical conditions. Somewhat more fre-

quently one finds deformations that appear to be due to diseased shell epithelium

(excrescences of various tyPes).

b. On Abnormal f)evelopment of Intact and Undisturbed Specimens

Among the embryos of my cultures, I found rather frequently abnormal individu-

als; I have carefully sorted them out and collected them over a long time. Some recur-

rent phenomena are of special interest since they appear to obliterate the border lines

between ceftain groups or developmental norms. The oegopsid-like stages are occa-

sional ly observed in normal egg masses of Lol igo vulgaris;they resemble Figures 1-3

of Plate l0 in that the greater part of the yolk has been taken in by the embryo, which

has not undergone the typical contraction normally leading to a constriction of the

yolk sac. These and similar deformations arise particularly often when originally nor-

mal egg masses begin to show a high embryonic mortality. (Under our normal aquari-

um conditions it is rare that an egg mass undergoes the typical embryonic development

from the beginning to the very end. See therefore below, section c)'

I was particularly surprised to find an entire egg capsule of Loligo vulgaris con-

taining embryos with inverted mantle rudiments, each of them looking like an umbrel-

la turned inside out by a sudden gust (for the normal condition see Pl. 6, Figs. 1-9).

Once the anomaly of growth had begun around stage X, it was irreversible of coufse.
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It is probably due to an intrinsic cause; it is extremely rare that such a condition is
caused by the excessively rapid escape movement triggered by a fixative, when the
mantle of advanced embryos or larvae turns inside out.

During postembryonic development various deviations from the normal course of
morphogenesis also can be observed. Of special interest are some cases of double hec-
tocotylus differentiation in sepiolids; such cases are easily misinterpreted (by over-
hasty systematists) since the family contains species in which normally (as an expres-
sion of the respective archetype) both dorsal arms are equally modified (Sepiolina nip-
ponensis, Rossia). I have seen double hectocotylization (cf. Appell<if, 1893) in one
specimen of Sepiola affinis, Sepietta oweniana and, S. obscuro, respectively. A pecu-
liar case also is a mature, otherwise normal male of Alloteuthis media with very large
(though slightly abnormally structured) nidamental glands, but without accessory
nidamental glands ! The ostensible male gonad was not analyzed since the specimen
(collected from a large catch) was too poorly preserved.

329 c. On Experimental Generation of Abnormal Morphogenesis

The aim of dynamic morphology, which is the counterpart of systematic mor-
phology within the system of biological disciplines, first of all is the analysis of the
texture made of stimulators and reactors, the common achievement of which is the
ordered self-construction of the living organism (cf. Naef, 1923, Vierteljahrs. Naturf.
Ges. Ziirich). The harmony of potencies, which is taken for granted by systematic mor-
phology, is here approached with experimental methods, and its phylogenetic modifi-
cation is also taken into consideration.

Schimkewitsch (1899, 1900) described experiments he made to test the effect of
various solutions on the embryonic development of Loligo. His results show that
unnatural condit ions not only ki l l  cephalopod embryos, but that they can also gener-
ate malformations through partial damage (cf. Ranzi, 1926, 1928). Schimkewitsch
considers these malformations as the result of chemical, osmotic and simple
mechanical effects due to altered conditions of the surrounding medium. But appar-
ently most of these malformations are due to deformation of dying parts and unequal
inhibition of the course of development, partly also to atypical cell proliferation;
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they would become scienti f ical ly interesting only i f  their regulari fy could be under-

stood.

The observation that unfavorable conditions such as lack of oxygen or accumula-

tion of carbon dioxide seem to cause malformations led me to an experimental

approach guided by the idea that, in the case of slow and partial necrosis, the regular

suppression of certain morphogenetic elements (be it nonappearance of certain rudi-

ments or inhibition of certain developmental steps) should be obtained rather than

necrotic deformation. This seems indeed possible.

I hope to be able to finish these experiments, which have been undertaken rather

incidentally and without the necessary investment of technical means, time and intel-

lectual efforts (See Foreword). The past few years have not permitted me to follow up

this line, and I can therefore give here only a few indications and reflections:

I focussed my interest on modifications of developmental conditions within the

framework of phylogenetically conceivable or (for certain forms) legitimately assumed

conditions, excluding from my considerations any extreme and entirely unnatural con-

dition. Since temperature variations within the limits of tolerance turned out to influ-

ence development only in terms of its time course, without altering the stage correla-

330 tions of developing parts, there was not much latitude for experimental work: the main

task was defining the effects of modifications of the medium.

From this point of view, some observations that were originally made under dif-

ferent aspects, appear interesting: the original aim was a study of the effects of

(experi-mentally achieved) premature organ functioning. To this end, embryos of

Sepia and Sepiola were removed from their envelopes and raised in sea water (which

was perfectly feasible). If very clean sea water is used, it is possible to keep early

stages (from about stage X) for at least a few days in petri dishes (protected against

dust, sun light and evaporation), and to raise embryos from stage XVI to the end of

embryonic development. However, it is virtually impossible to avoid loss of the outer

yolk sac around stages XVII and XIX; instead of resorbing this natural food reserve,

the embryos generally drop the still sizable outer yolk sac; this results in a consider-

able weakening, which is perhaps counterbalanced by a certain protection against

infections. In all events, the young animal thus gains full mobility.

If embryos of Sepia officinalis at stage XVII are carefully removed from their

envelopes and transferred to clean sea water, preferably in dishes with a paraffin bot-

tom in which circular deoressions accommodate the volk sacs (Cf. Pls. l8 and 19). one
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will observe a very peculiar phenomenon: while the general development proceeds

normally (especially careful treatment also avoiding an early loss of the outer yolk

sac), the differentiation of the primary /ld takes an aberrant route: it conserves and

even enhances the normally transient function as a lid; it reacts to stimuli (touch,

vibration, strong light) by contracting progressively fast, but not in a definitive con-

traction leading to the formation of a closed cornea, but only temporarily, in a reflex-

like fashion. Morphological modifications following the embryonic stage attained

inside the envelopes do occur, but they take the direct route of histological differenti-

ation rather than an indirect one involving architectural complication.

Originally I thought this behavior was due to the premature functioning of the eye

(although it is easy to observe that it is functional at even earlier stages inside the

envelopes). It was a surprise to me when I found that the normal modification of the

primary lid was skipped even in total darkness, i.e. when the petri dishes were covered

by a double layer of black paper on a black table or in a drawer inside a darkroom. It

is skipped also when the embryos remain in their chorion after removal of the outer

gelatinous envelopes; the volume of the chorionic space then increases very strongly

so that the embryo is virtually surrounded by sea water, without being otherwise

exposed to a marked alteration of its living conditions.

The young cuttlefishes thus having an oegopsid or Spirula eye are perfectly viable

and, with due care and some culture experience, can be raised to become fully valid

animals. I have kept them, along with normal ones on moderately fine sand bottom for

up to 3 or 4 months; they lived exactly like the other animals and easily captured

Mysis. This feeding mode implies a perfect functioning of the eyes, which apparently

is quite unimpaired: the young cuttlefish (Cf. Pl. 20,Fig.2) carefully aim at their prey

and shoot their tentacular arms, which are held tightly together, straight ahead-devel-

oping an astonishing accuracy of shooting.

An individual predisposition of this kind of developmental inhibition is highly

unlikely. Repeated experiments indeed gave the same results in several cases.

Unfortunately I was not able to pursue this study in a detailed analysis of the proces,

with ample material and sufficient technical means; I therefore consider my rights

reserved for the future. Surely the results will depend on the age, i.e. the develop-

mental stage of the embryos: somewhat more advanced embryos skipped the corneal

closure as well, but they still formed a primary lid rudiment (similar to Figs. I and 2

of Pl. 5*) which I had overlooked when removing the embryos from their envelopes.

T Scientific Editor: the original text mentions "Figure 13 of Plate 5".
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An any rate, the missing developmental step was otherwise not made up for sub-

sequently, the Spirula-type eye (with a functional primary lid) remained so; thus a

condition is conserved that must have existed in the ancestors of extant cuttlefish

(Texrfig. 136). The fact that this condition is still "potentially available", i.e. retriev-

able, being expressed as a reaction to appropriate stimuli or to a lack of stimuli, is cer-

tainly meaningful in relation to the law of the conservative preliminary stages.

It is also useful to take the stimulating causes into consideration: they are proba-

bly related to a modffication of the medium that closely approaches the environmental

change occurring at normal hatching: whereas the primary lid closes completely in the

intrachorionic fluid, it remains open in sea waterl This occurs in a sepioid (perhaps in

others too) having rather large eggs, a relatively long development and normally very

complete juvenile equipment. We know that in the related Spirula which has marked-

ly smaller eggs, the young of which hatch with 2 instead of 7 gas chambers in the shell

(p. 210), the process artificially induced in Sepia occurs normally: inevitably Spirula

hatches from the egg envelopes at a correspondingly underdeveloped stage of eye for-

mation and finds itself in sea water much like my premature Sepia. Conld this be inter-

preted as an omission of an archetypal step of sepioid development? Or was it, on the

contrary, an addition of a factor related to an extended embryonic development in phy-

332 logenetically younger sepioid groups (p. 215) that triggered the ultimate modification

of the protective apparatus of the eye?

There is no doubt.about the following point: in the teuthoids there are also two

distinct types, the myopsid and the oegopsid form. The myopsid (Loligo) type has a

much longer embryonic development, whereas the oegopsid type has a doubtless sec-

ondarily shortened development (p. 337) leading to a juvenile form with variably

incomplete ocular elements (p. 180). Unfortunately it is impossible to rarse LoIiSo

embryos with oegopsid lids outside their envelopes; these stages are in general very

shortlived under artificial conditions. But it is of course absolutely conceivable that

phylogenetic processes led to increa singly premature hatching with corresponding

inhibition of the lid closure-something that may have happened in oegopsid squids as

well  as in Spirula.

Paleontological data also plead in favor of this idea: both the spirulids and the

oegopsids are highly derived, nektonic variants of an originally benthic type; it was

only in the final phase of writing Volume 1 that I became fully aware of this relation-

s h i p . ( F o r t h e t e u t h o i d s s e e a b o v e p .  1 5 2 ,  f o r t h e s e p i o i d s s e e V o l .  1 , p p . 4 8 4  a n d 5 1 8 '

and above pp. 208-210).
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Today I would draw the primary eye lids of both the archetypal sepioids (Vol. I,
p. 487 ) and teuthoids (Vol. l, p. 136) strongly contracted in the adult stage, perhaps

even that of the protodecapod (Vol. 1, p. 110). In contrast, in the protodibranchiates an
open primary lid must have been the typical condition (Textfig. 28) given the very dif-
ferent modes of secondary closure in octopods and decapods.

It is obvious that the lid closure plays different roles in nekto-pelagic and in the
benthic dibranchiates where it protects the orbital cavity from sediment particles. In
purely optical terms the primary lid cannot have a major effect, surely not a favorable
one. There is no contradiction in the fact that in sepiolids, which always have a well-
developed cornea, that closure has been entirely conserved when a secondary, nekton-
ic l i fe-style was adopted (Heteroteuthis, Vol. l ,  Pl.  19, Figs. 10 and 12, p. 597); this
may be related to an ultimate perfection of a cornea already having a watch-glass
effect. At any rate, among teuthoids and sepioids the more benthic or littoral forms
have a cornea, whereas open primary lids are the rule in nektonic forms. The lolig-
inids, whch are continuous swimmers, are more closely related to the coast and to the
bottom than the oegopsids (Volume I,  page 168); this is expressed also by their habit
of fixating egg masses to a substratum. (The conservation of accessory nidamental
glands is probably related to this condition).

Another ecological aspect also should be noted: among the octopods (polypodoids)

studied in detail, the argonautids and the benthic octopodids are similarly opposed to
each other; some of the octopodids again have very large eggs, a very complete embry-
onic development and a closed primary lid at hatching. In the argonautids with their
small eggs and immature "larvae", in contrast, the primary lid remains half open even
in the adult, in other words the closure of the diaphragm (Vol. I, pp. 659, 660 and726)
is not definitive after metamorphosis; in octopodids producing small eggs it is com-
pleted subsequently (Textfigs. 116, 121) when the larvae adopt a benthic life-style.

It is not at all certain that the inhibition of cornea formation is induced by the sur-
rounding medium itself. The latter could be merely the vector of a factor responsible
for this effect, or could destroy or wash away a factor inducing lid closure. The latter
is indeed my present assumption: I presume that the intrachorionic fluid normally con-
tains a stimulating agent (secreted by the embryo) that triggers the closure of the lid.
(To verify these assumptions I have undertaken experiments about the effects of hor-
mones in amphibians, especially Salamandra maculosa, since I was located far from
the sea at that time; these experiments demonstrated that the surrounding medium can
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carry hormones with precise effects, and that the hormone concentration acts on the

triggering effect and on the specificity of developmental steps).

Ultimately the determining factor for normal development of the primary lid (like

almost the entire complex of developmental stimuli) is provided by the developing

organism itself (cf. Naef, 1917, p. 29, and citation therefrom p. 37). A peculiarity is

that the acting substance is released into the intrachorionic fluid; it indeed seems more

familiar to consider hormones as stimulating agents circulating in body fluids.

Most of the controllable developmental stimuli probably are produced by neither

of the above processes, but by direct contact between developed parts and a substra-

tum of still undeveloped parts; in more general terms: by the immediate effect of the

condition just achieved on its carrier ("self-differentiation"). For the study of these

relationships, the embryos of Sepia officinalis provide material essentially as conve-

nient and interesting as amphibian embryos. It is indeed possible to sever parts of the

embryo even inside the chorion, either by ligation, pinching off or a sort of chiselling

using moderately sharp instruments, and to follow the further development of an

embryo under such altered conditions. One can thus produce embryonic regenerates of

arms and tentacular clubs, doubling or fusion of parts. By ligation of a germinal disc

of Sepia officinalis at stage II-II, I have thus obtained an embryo that was rather nor-

mal dorsally, but ventrally had, side by side, two funnels, two pairs of gills and super-

numerary arms (stage XI-XII). Well designed experiments and a careful interpretation

of the results will probably yield interesting insights, about which we can say nothing

now. Perhaps i t  wi l l  be possible to local ize the rudiments, e.g. of the arms, at earl ier

stages than is possible now from sole observation (p. 248).

In other tentative experiments, I tried to znal.yze simple mechanical relations: it is

known that the relative yolkiness of the eggs and embryos has been considered to be

responsible for many "cenogeneses", i.e. for markedly atypical (altered) developmen-

tal processes (p. 38). I f  the general idea is correct, as I suppose, we have to consider

the yolk as a dead nutritive mass, the mechanical effect of which essentially opposes

itself to the living developmental effectors and their tendencies, thus influencing the

outer aspect in such a way that the underlying rules of development are obscured. If

this effect could be eliminated, either partly or entirely, the resulting aspect would

indeed provide an approach to the primary type.

It is in fact possible (see above) to eliminate a considerable part of the yolk with-

out altering too much the developmental conditions. One thus obtains stages very sim-
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ilar to normal ones in terms of tissue differentiation and organ development, but dif-

ferent in terms of their overall aspect due to the absence of special peculiarities nor-

mally caused by the yolk mass. The spatial correlation of parts (bauplan) then

approaches (prematurely) the anatomical conditions that are normally attained only

after resorption of the yolk; thus it potentially already is effective at earlier stages (I

have made histological sections of these embryos and compared them in detail with

normal ones).

The best stages to observe such an effect are stages VII-X (Pl. 15, Figs. l-4, cf.  p.

164): it by simple puncture of the yolk sac at the vegetal pole yolk is allowed to leak

out at stage VII, one observes a distinct elevation of the arm rudiments and of the man-

tle rim; the embryo thus appears to :ipproach stage VIII. Corresponding relations can

be seen between stages VIII and IX, and between stages IX and X.

It is also very easy to alter the second phase of yolk uptake by the embryos of

Sepia and Loligo (stages XVI-XIX). When the embryo has basically finished its inter-

nal differentiation at stage XV, the body itself (Cf. Textfig. 63) contains only a very

335 small amount of dead nutritive material; the typical dibranchiate bauplan can then be

visualized in its most simple, synoptical form by going through serial sections. But

soon a rapid uptake of yolk occurs, accompanied by rhythmical contractions especial-

ly of the umbilical zone (Cf. Pl. 18, Fig. 4), while the body of the embryo remains

inactive. lts viscera are strongly compressed by the rapidly increasing mass of the

inner yolk organ, and the typical relations of organs are markedly disturbed. For a

beginner, serial sections then become very difficult to "read". It is only following the

progressive resorption of this nutritive mass that the primary bauplan of the embryo

(stage XX) again becomes clear; it will be fully restored during postembryonic stages,

as far as is possible given the advanced developmental stages of individual organs,

which have been modified meanwhile.

If the yolk sac is entirely ligated of (using woman's hair slung around the chorion)

at stage XY in Sepia or Loligo (Pl. 6, Fig. 6; Pl. 16, Fig. 7), the resulting embryos at

stages XVI-XVIII appear somewhat feeble, but show an accelerated histological and

anatomical differentiation of the inner organs, which do not have to cope with the tran-

sient disturbance of the bauplan that normally occurs during later development. It would

probably be possible to raise such embryos to the hatching stage in Sepia and in Sepiola.

The first phase of yolk enclosure (Pls. 3 and 32-33; Textfig. 69) and the subse-

quent concentration of the embryonic body (leading to the constriction of the yolk sac)
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also permit experimental interventions: if one weakens tha embryo of Loligo at the

stage of its maximal extension (by keeping it in too warm, or poorly oxygenated or

carbon dioxide rich water), the normal contraction does not take place, but such

embryos can be kept alive for several days. Overall aspects thus obtained (Cf. p. 176)

are very reminiscent of oegopside (Pl. 10, Figs. 1-3): the yolk sac remains rudimenta-

ry, the arms lie close to the anterior end of the whole, then the eye stalks follow; the

funnel complex does not, or only belatedly, reach the mantle sac opening (P1.9, Figs.

7-9), and the mantle remains frail and is strongly extended by the still-unused inner

yolk. Generally such embryos cannot be raised to the hatching stage.

All these experiments seem to confirm the idea that normal development express-

es only part of the dormant potential of an organism, the remaining ones being a sort

of reserve which is exploited in the case of emergencies, in an attempt to survive. In

the course of phylogenetic adaptation, this reserve also may have offered possibilities

for new formations to be assembled largely from a heritage of very ancient forces.
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Methodological Signif icance

The special objective of this monograph was a descriptive presentation and sys-

tematic (comparative) consideration of a group of ontogeneses in their hypothetical

context, i.e. according to their respective similarities. Such an attempt, if it wants to

be successful, leads to the formulation of a genealogical tree-like system, which can

finally be interpreted phylogenetically tn the sense of the general theory of heredity.

It thus expresses the only scientific idea about the phylogeny of the group (p. 14).

Rather than dwelling on the special relations of individual species or genera, one

may of course look backwards as it were, and try to formulate the nature of the rec-

ognized relations of similarity in general, or at least within a given class (such as the

one studied here). One can expect that there are different ways to characterize, com-

pare and summarize them than solely based on the observation that they appear to be

linked by definition to well-defined parts (subgroups) of the given diversity of forms.

Instead of special systematics we should then get a general theory of system relations,

and instead of special phylogenetics, a general theory of phylogeny.

This problem is not new, although its significance has never been fully recognized

in published work. It is in fact the logical starting point of any scientific consideration

of phylogeny, i.e. of the general theory of heredity and evolution (p. l4). It starts out

from the genealogical tree-like characteristics of the natural system and aims to

answer the question of its cause and origin (Vol. l, p. 6). If it turns out that the (at first

I.
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sight) purely systematic relations could, or do have further general characteristics,

then additions to the theory must be envisaged, according to the levef i.e. the degree

of generality of the objective evidence on which they are based.

Our starting point for this attempt is defined by the general (spatial-temporal-

dynamical) features of developing animals and their relation to systematics and

(hence) to phylogeny. The stock (of parts) and the tecture (correlation) of the individ-

11al ontogeneses have to be analysed to recognize the characters by which they differ

or coincide in the various groups of the natural system. The quality and quantity of

observed formations, their succession and relationship have to be considered again

337 with respect to their systemic condition, and formulations have to be sought that cover

all or most of them; the cases studied then appear as examples reflecting general rules,

which must be based on certain laws.

The strongest result of this kind is the "law of conservative preliminary stages"

(p. 33). The present part of the cephalopod monograph has been worked out essential-

ly for its exposition (cf. title page of the plates for Volume 2, abeady published with

the first issue in l92l); it has been treated here first, since all the descriptions in this

volume were given as further support. This law is supposed to replace the so-called

"biogenetic fundamental law" in historical morphology and biology. Several books

have been devoted to the discussion of the latter, but this discussion has generally

remained at the level of vague considerations. To get beyond this stage and cope with

the unresolved questions, it seemed necessary to base the discussion on a detailed yet

comprehensive treatment of comparative developmental aspects in the framework of a

monograph, with the obligation to present the results as completely and as perceptu-

ally as possible. One may raise the question whether the cephalopods are the most

appropriate material to be studied to this end. (Surely a synoptic treatment of a sec-

tion of vertebrate embryology, especially a clear exposition of the ontogenetics of

outer body forms in this most popular and (for us humans) most interesting phylum

would have been more effective and more gratifying.) However, in the course of this

work the object was determined, and whatever choice might have been made, it would

not have influenced the general result if we are talking about laws.

Essentially related stipulations certainly are numerous; they cannot be treated

comprehensively within the limits of this book. Only a few examples, which virtually

imposed themselves in the special part, can be given here. Let us start with a few pos-

itive statements:
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The law of conservative preliminary stages is concerned with the special case of
a relationship that can be given a more general significance (pp. 36 and 40), namely,
the causal relation of phenomena in the course of development: a conditioning state or
factor undergoing modification inevitably drags along the conditioned state, whereas
the latter can be modified even in an essentially unaltered situation of conditioning as
soon as one new factor (stimulus) acts on this starting situation. So far as it is possi-

ble to demonstrate that certain preceding parts and properties clearly condition subse-
quent ones, they must be considered primary in systematic-morphological and phylo-
genetic terms, apart from any bodily (srractural or gestalt-like) continuity. Sttch

demonstrations are rarely available and thus do not yet permit a general formulation

that would have an impact on the system and phylogeny.

The fact that the phylogeny (or systematic position) of very highly evolved forms
has always drawn special attention led to the biased opinion that phylogenesis always

aims at a cl imax (complication) of organization. This can absolutely not be derived

from the totality of systematic relations, even though the predominant groups, which

demonstrate the possibilities of a particularly diversified type, may generally owe

their situation to such a climax, which therefore characterises its origin. Any single

structural enrichment of course permits multiple losses in the (increased) progeny, be

it by direct reversion or by compensatory reductions.

It  should be remembered that I  have pointed out (ever since 1911, see especial ly

1913, pp. 358,362) the predominance of descending development and its morpholog-

ical charac terisrics. Anton Dohrn was probably the first researcher to be struck, espe-

cially during his studies of crustacean development, by the peculiar fact that major

groups are characterized by a surprisingly profound reduction of organization
("degeneration"); this experience was crucial for his subsequent studies, although it

was in some points misleading (cf.  Dohrn, 1875, p. iv).  When scrutinizing the cephalo-
pod system with this experience in mind, we observe, for example, that among the

dibranchiates, the octopods are characterized by an almost complete loss of the shell,

of one (prehensile) arm pair, of all buccal arms, of the funnel attachments, of the

nuchal gliding apparatus, of the funnel valve, and generally also of the fins. Among

the decapods, the teuthoids are characterized by a strong reduction of the phragmo-

cone, and among the sepioids, the sepiolids are characterized by its complete loss. In

those oegopsid groups in which normally hooks are formed from suckers, this trans-

forming process can be again suppressed in different brachial areas and to different
desrees.
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In no case are we looking here at declining groups, such as those having found

cheap refuge in limicolous life-style, filter feeding or parasitism; or the contrary, we

are dealing with ascending groups undergoing progressive specialization' in which the

competition between active and aggressive adaptations and passive ot protective ones

has favored the former, especially in the relation between the muscular mantle and the

chambered shell. Whereas in dibranchiates the typically structured muscular mantle

merely increases in size and power, without necessarily gaining markedly in terms of

morphological differentiation, the loss of the chambered shell (in different variants)

represents the suppression of a highly structured apparatus, the acquisition of which

must have been much more expensive in evolutionary terms than its reduction.

Although the process of degeneration is not directly observable, not even docu-

mented by clear reminiscences in ontogenesis, it is nevertheless easily understandable:

i t  fol lows the pattern of neotenic modif icat ions (Cf. Naef, 1913' pp. 353' 356; l9L7;

pp. 30, 31, 36,37); i t  consists of the repeated omission of ult imate and penult imate

stages of development (or growth pulses) in the typical morphogenesis of a part in a

given species; such omissions may occur for the benefit of other parts. This process

may come in different variants:

a. Simple neoteny in which certain modifications of certain parts are omitted

(without marked disturbance of other parts). If the larval overall aspect is conserved,

as in urodelan neoteny, and the subsequent phases of development are almost com-

pletely suppressed, we can consider i t  as an extreme case ("habit neoteny") which is

due to the dependence of most of the outer parts on a simple factor (thyroid hormone).

Partial neoteny (with conservation of some juvenile characters) is much more fre-

quently encountered in morphological series.

b. Retarding neoteny in which a heterochronic shift, towards the end of life,

occurs in the development of certain- parts, the last steps being omitted. It permits any

gradation, down to the conservation of only the early rudiment, and ultimately to its

suppreSsion. Its counterpart is the earlier appearance of rudiments and the condensa-

tion of early development in the course of ascending series (see below).

c. Paedogenesis, combined with premature death.

One finds in general that complicated parts are accelerated in terms of differen-

tiation and growth compared to simple ones. This can be seen particularly in the high-

er sense organs and in the central nervous system, such as the eyes and brain of

cephalopods. At a stage like that shown in Textfigure 40 these organs take up an
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extremely large part of the embryonic material. Compare also Textfigures 100 and

84-A less generalized observation is that homonomous formations, the relative size

of which will later be very different (in relation to functional differentiation), are

formed from rudiments of very unequal sile at early stages, rather than from similar

sized ones. See the tentacular rudiments of Loligo and Sepiola in Plates 2 and 23,

respectively. Clearly, this reflects a secondary adaptation of the rudimentary form to

the functional state, in the sense of direct development.

But there are some negative insights that also are significant: it does not appear

that, due to a lengthening of development, any ancient terminal stages have become

t+o transitional stages. Therefore palingenesis* does not exist in its original sense (pp.

39, 4I). Likewise one cannot say that characters appearing early in development are

unconditionally more conservative than later ones !

Therefore the "law" of K.E. v. Baer is not valid in the sense that characters always

appear in the sequence of their respective phylogenetic age (p' 32), i.e. empirically

according to their degree of generality (p. 20); yet this idea comes much closer to the

true situation than all of the older ones and most of the subsequent ones (influenced

by Haeckel). Relatively special features can be expressed very early, as demonstrated

by certain peculiarities in the embryonic organs of primates, or by the atypical cleav-

age mode of cephalopods (p. 92). And relatively general features can be expressed

rather late, e.g. the modification of the hectocotylus within the octopodids: the

species characters are long established when the general family character first appears

in this part. -Likewise the time sequence of teeth in the individual development of

mammals, or the time sequence of arms and suckers in cephalopod development has

clearly nothing to do with their phylogenetic sequence.

Ontogenesis provides no complete " summary" of phylogeny either. Yety impor-

tant parts of older organization, including their rudiments, have completely disap-

peared: the sepiolids do not form anything in the posterior part of the shell sac that

could be interpreted as a phragmocone relic; the dibranchiates provide no hint of an

earlier existence of anterior gills; the octopods do not provide any direct indication of

a fifth arm pair. This is of the greatest methodical significance (See below). There is

also no sign that parts undergoing reduction would conserve earlier potentials ii a

latent state that would still be more complete than what is presently expressed. These

* The most recent attempt (A.N. Sewertzoff, 192'l) to rescue this popular idea will be discussed and

rejected elsewhere.
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potentials often may disappear altogether if they are not directly or indirectly involved

in the generation of indispensable normal parts.

It is absolutely possible, however, that phylogeny refers to earlier s/ages-in strict

contrast to the so-called "law of Dollo"; this occurs in the numerous cases where such

ancient stages are conserved (as necessary conditions for subsequent stages) in normal

development. For example, it is true that the entire larval aspect of urodeles should not

be taken as a recapitulation of an ancestor, but it still contains various features that

have been inherited from older vertebrate types, so that certain parts of the mature

Axolotl can be considered to express a reversion to ancestral states: such features are

341 the continuous marginal fin, the open gill slits which are only partly covered by an

incomplete operculum, and the sipping mouth rcminiscent of the lungfish type.

Similarly, transitional and terminal elements of descending morphological series

can be interpreted in various ways, as will be shown elsewhere. In the reduction of

cephalopod shells, we do not encounter entire ancestral forms, but we may find cer-

tain traits of them (See below, p.364).

It has been stressed several times (pp. 21 and 40) that the temporal correlation of

ontogenetic stages may fluctuate strongly (hete rochronies), and in summary it can be

stated here that each embryo and each larva or terminal form represents a mosaic of

phylogenetic old and young characters, which is due to a network of old and young

causal connections, the encounter of which cannot be considered an expression of a

comprehensive law other than the following one: anything occurring in a normal onto-

genesis is (or was recently) useful for the survival of the given species under the given

conditions of life.

II.

The methodology of a science is made of those concepts, supplementary notions

and principles that have proved true in the consideration of precise objects. They are

not given a priori. The tools employed in this work have been sharpened in the course

of being used (Cf. Vol. 1, p. 3) and are part of the essential results; whether they are

entirely new or basically old tools that have been re-established in their original

role is of no importance here. Reality lies half-way in between: the pre-Darwinian,
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idealistic morphology worked with very imperfect methods; an elaborate system of

concepts and principles would indeed have stood the test of the Haeckelian assault.

A systematic presentation is not a protocol of investigation; therefore the method-

ological results obtained during the present work have been given as an introduction,

thus allowing it to be used in subsequent sections. The most significant term is pre-

sented in a newly-formulated statement, namely the " principle of phylogenetic remi'

n iscences"  (p .  41) .

Much more fundamental, however, is the insight that the purely conceptual clas-

sification of naturally given objects, especially the order established by the system of

species, is the indispensable first step of a comparative consideration of observed

342 facts. It opens an access to all the further connections; it is achieved by the most

straightforward and reliable means of accurate thinking, devoid of hypothetical com-

plication and confusion (Cf. Zool. Jahrb. Abt. Anat., 1926, p. 4061).

It is from classification that all the other principles are derived, including the

principle of phylogenetic reminiscences.

Of even more general nature are the concepts guiding a methodical description

and comparison of forms, especially bauplan, ontogenesis, homology, similarity of

plan, formative (developmental) norm, typical similarity, and metamorphosis (cf. pp.

3-15). The serial arrangement of forms showing a similarity of plan according to

aspects permitting us to visualize progression in a certain direction results in the con-

cept of the "morphological series". The latter may suggest a phylogenetic process

(series of ancestors); but it is obvious that it cannot disclose directly the real process,

i t  can only suggest possibi l i t ies.

Morphological series of a special kind are obtained by the combination of the con-

cept of systematic gradation with the concept of type: if we determine the morpho-

logical norm, step by step, for increasingly restricted systematic circles (as in Textfig.

3), a series of representations results that visualize the concept of morphological gra-

dation. This concept allows us to obtain an overall picture of a given species or a spe-

cial part of it at the end of a series of necessary pictures that have been constructed

methodically, i.e. based on observation and reflexion, or by visualization and ordering

logic. The final pictures appear formally connected to the members of the series; this

type of connection is termed a "morphological reduction" or a "derivation".

. Relative to the basic assumptions of the general theory of derivation, this results

in a " representation of phylogeny, namely of morphological grades that must have
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passed through the changing formative norms in the assumed series of anceslors (pp'

1 4 , 3 0 a n d 3 5 6 ) . S i n c e t h e n a t u r a l l y e x i s t i n g o b j e c t s o f m o r p h o l o g y a r e o n t o g e n e s e s '

this also is valid for their formative norms and for the complete gradations into which

we arrange them; these gradations thus are made of inferred or hypothetically assumed

individual ontogeneses.

(Here we disregard the polymorphism of genders or generations which further

complicate the picture of a specific type.)

Thus a systematic-morphological consideration secondarily becomes a phyloge-

netic consideration and permits us to relate embryonic and larval formations to a the-

l+: oretical or hypothetical previous history. The latter is theoretical if the systematic

relationships are very clear and unambiguous; it is hypothetical if the present under-

standing of these relationships is only tentative'

How far the individual characters of an embryonic form car. be traced backwards

(as embryonic characters) in phylogeny depends entirely on a careful comparison,

done step by step, among the systematic relatives. We then may be surprised to real.

ize that an embryo, e.g. of Loligo vulgaris like that in Textfigure 137. in addition to

species- specific features, also combines primary traits of the genus, family, suborder,

order. subclass and class, even of the phylum Mollusca-i.e. of grades above which it

will rise only subsequently. It is thus inconceivable that an ancestor may have pre-

sented them at the adult stage; the wider we draw the systematic circle, the lesser can

we can consider an extant combination of characters as typical for an embryonic form,

nor can we strictly speak about an overall homology of developmental stages in dif-

ferent forms.

The resulting restriction of K.E. v. Baer's law and the further consequences at the

level of methodical principles were exposed already (pp. 21 and 25\; the historical

record, which doubtless resides in ontogenesis, is nevertheless profoundly curtailed'

This limitation is inevitable if the naturally appropriate degree of certainty is to be

secured. It must be made clear that ontogenesis is certainly not complete as a record'

that it tears apart originally synchronous phenomena and combines heterogeneous

ones; more important, it does not provide information on any stage of a given forma-

tion that might have existed after the ultimate stage obsetvable in an extant ontogen-

esis. The embryo of a common loliginid squid does not reveal anything about a belem-

nite-like phragmocone in an ancestor, and the oegopsid eye does not tell us whether or

not the ancestral eye formed a Loli go-like cofnea. The latter variants are in fact not
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krtorable, and it is therefore it is preferable to admit our ignorance rather than mix

some straggl ing supposit ions with methodical insights.

Such mixing unfortunately has occurred with the application of "Dollo's law",

which was supposed, especially by paleontologists, to play a role similar to what the

"biogenetic fundamental law'aimed at, namely, to provide a base for conclusions that

are derived from uncertainty, via uncertain intermediaries, to end in the dark; they

cannot claim any scientific value. Suffice it to mention the considerations of Abel
(1916) and Karny (1925) about cranchi ids and rhynchoteuthid larvae (Cf. above pp. 23

and 199, and Vol. 1, pp. 396-410, 420-427). Of course i t  is highly unl ikely that phy-

logeny, after various detours, returned to exactly one precisely determined organ

structure, or that a long lost, complex formation was restored in exactly the same
344 structure. It is even more unlikely that the atoms of a bank-note that was reduced to

ashes combine again to restore the previous form. But this is not the subject of a par-

ticular law. It is not unlikely, however, that larval or embryonic patterns have the pos-

sibility to generate anew the individual characters of which they conserve the more or

less faithfully encoded rudimentary form (rather than subsequently modified forma-

tions). It can be demonstrated by systematic comparison that the inference of such

processes is in certain cases virtually inevitable. But such information cannot be pro-

vided by an amateurish "method" by which incidentally conserved forms (fossils) are

arranged, using some imagination, in family trees that are then used to derive phylo-

genetic laws.

Atavisms in the above sense are doubtless ocburring; they should not be done

away with simply as "inhibitory formations". Modern genetics also demonstrate:

1) that ancient gene combinations can be restored anew (after a long interruption) as

long as the individual genes involved are conserved somewhere in the specific geno-

type, 2) that an ancient character which became inhibited in the course of phylogeny

may reappear once the inhibiting factor disappears,3) that the gene effects undergo

fluctuations due to summing up, enhancement, or abatement, so that a lawful restric-

tion of one or even several increases and decreases in parts of animal organization can-

not be postulated.

Much like the general theory of derivation starts from the fact of variability, a

rejection of "Dollo's law" (as a base for the methodical assessment of phylogenetic

relationships) must rest on the occurrence of true atavisms as special ccses. These are

represented by 1) abnormal appearance of rudiments in individuals of a species if
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these rudiments are absent lack in the type of the genus but exist in the type of a (sys-

tematically more remote) preliminary stage (which can be considered older on theo-

retical grounds or by direct demonstration), 2) abnormally continued development of

rudiments, in contrast to what happens in the type of the genus or family, but in gen-

eral accord with a (more remote) preliminary stage.

This is practical determination of concepts with an empirical and critical base,

following the general principles of systematic interpretation. A directly phylogenetic

definition is scientifically contestable. That a character represents a return of a remote

ancestral feature can be assumed only theoretically, i.e. indirectly, by means of sys-

tematic comparison (Cf. p. 363). However, systematic comparison of real phenomena

according to logical methods is thoroughly different from phylogenetic speculation!
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The present work did not require any particular techniques of uses of investiga-
t ion; but see Volume l,  pages 805-807; the indications given there also are val id for
advanced embryonic stages. For the study of cleavage and mesoderm concentrations
prior to the superficial appearance of rudiments, especially chrome acid mixtures were
used; they provide very clear pictures from the outset of their action (See also expla-
nation to Pl. I !). Once the egg (showing a coagulated germinal zone in chrome-acetic
acid) is transferred to water, it can be cut across using scissors, and the germinal disc
can then be taken off with a pipette and a fine brush, spread on a microscope slide, and
finally-after transfer to absolute ethanol or any other appropriate reagent-po st-fixed
and stained. But this method does not permit preparation of useful whole-mounts
beyond stage II-III. Therefore the Plates were drawn entirely after total preparations

made with chrome-acetic acid, with cross-checking observations following other
preparation techniques. Fixation using the above reagent should not last too long (2-

12 hours depending on the species) since the yolk swells and this may lead to rupture
of the egg surface; the latter can be avoided or at lest retarded by puncturing the egg
at the yolk side. The preparations should be rinsed briefly in water and hardened in
ethanol. Bouin's solut ion also permits f ine total preparations.

Live eggs are kept in running sea water provided by the general supply of the lab-
oratory, or in still, very clean sea water taken off-shore, kept at relatively low temper-
atures. The latter condition is essential for embryos taken from their envelopes, which
do not develop normally in running sea water from the pipe system of the aquarium*.
For actual experiments on single embryos, filtered or artificial sea water will be
necessary.

xScientific Editor: These indications refer to the working conditions at the Naples station in the early part of this century.
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b) Literature on general morphology and phylogeny of molluscs, and on the
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361 37 Plates

On the Embryology of Cephalopods of the Bay of Naples

OVERVIEW:

Plates l-7: Loligo vulgaris

Plate 8: Oegopsid X

Plates 9-12: Ommatostrephid Y

Plates 13-22: Sepia officinalis

Plate 23: Sepiola and Sepietta

Plates 24-30: Octopus vulgaris

Plate 31: Tremoctopus violaceus

Plates 32-36: Argonauta argo

Plate 37:. Argonauta and Ocythod

These plates present an attempt to visualize a series of ontogeneses, with homol-

ogy of stages as precise as possible, in order to illustrate the basic view that system-

atic morphology deals with the comparison of ontogeneses. Along with the numerous

textfigures, they provide carefully selected material for a critical assessment of the so-

called "biosenetic fundamental law".

Note: These plates were already published with the first issue of the monograph (1921), together with the plates

belonging to the first volume (Systematics).



363 General List of Abbreviations
gi l l  (Plate 27, Figure 2 should
read knt)
funnel attachment
head
gil l retractor
secondary edge of  germinal
disc (Plate 18, Figure 3 should
read kb l )
branchial  vein
l iver
eye lens
mantle
medial  band of  germinal  d isc
medial f ield of germinal disc
mantle cavity
buccal  cone
Musculus rect .  abdominis
mant le septum
mouth,  pr imary buccal  edge
umbi l icus
nidamental gland
kidney
nuchal attachment (in Plate 2,
Figure 4,  the arrow l ine is
part ly indist inct ! )
k idney pore,  k idney papi l la
seam
pericardial  g land
1-5 arm pi l lars (counted from
dorsal  to ventral)
primary head cover
primary l id
primary pupil
proostracum, or correspond-
ing gap in muscular mant le
=IIIS

pupi l
marginal rays of germinal disc
rachis of  g ladius
olfactory organ
marginal part of f in
marginal  cel l
funnel  retractor
shel l  epi thel ium
shell fold
Gangl ion stel latum
web
secondary l id
lateral l ine of mantle
buccal  mass
mantle nerve
shel l  pore
subradular organ
swimming membrane, or later-
al edge of ventral arm

ad mantle adductor km
ak eye chamber (orbita)
al outer l ip kn
an anus (in Plate 2, Figure 4, the kP

upper lef t  should read aut)  kr
ap Arteria pall ialis posterior, or ks

else:  orbi ta l  pore
ar arm crown
as Arteria siphonalis kv
at arm funnel connection lb
au eye (different parts) l i
ax body axis (middle piece) ma
ba cheek-hump mb
bt buccal funnel pil lar mf
ca =ea mh
ch chromatophore mk
cl  central  gap of  germinal  d isc mr
co  cone o f  g lad ius ,  o r  cor re -  ms

spond ing  gap in  muscu lar  mu
mant le na

da yolk artery nd
d c  = d e  n i
de dorsal mantle corner nk
dh yolk envelope
dk dorsal  ocular edge
dl  g landular l ine nP
dm dorsal mantle slit nt
do yolk sac,  yolk mass Pd
dv yolk vein Pf
dz yolk cel ls
ea embryonic body Pk
ed hindgut Pl
es terminal t ip of mantle sac po
fa vane of gladius pr
fe "window" (fenestration)
fl fin ps
fr frontal field pu
gb waistband ra
gd poison gland rh
gl  g ladius ro
hb poster ior  connect ing piece of  rs

pr imary l id (Plates and 32 rz
should read hl l )  r t

h l  pos ter io r  gap o f  embryon ic  se
body sf

hm =hb sg
ho Hoy le 's  o rgan;  1  med ia l ,  2  sh

lateral branch sk
hz heart  s l
i l  inner l ip sm
ir  i r is  sn
ka head anlage (different parts) sp
kb branchial band sr
kh branchial heart ss
kl funnel valve

st  statocyst
su protective membrane
ta tentacle pouch
tb ink sac
td funnel gland
te funnel corner
tk tentacular club
tm medial piece of funnel tube
tn tentacle
to funnel opening
tr funnel tube
ts funnel septum
tt funnel pouch
uk lower beak
va venous appendages
vb anter ior  connect ing piece of

primary l id
vc Vena cava
vd forearm (Plate 14, Figure 2

should read vr!)
ve ventral mantle corner
vk in Plate 30, Figure 7 aur ic le,

elsewhere ventral ocular edge
v l
VIn

vp
VT

V S

wk
wz
Z,  Y ,

d

Vena pal l ia l is  poster ior
ventral mantle slit
Vena pal l ia l is  lateral is
annular th ickening of  germi-
nal  d isc (meso-endoderm)
vein l imb (branch of  V.c.)
whi te body
kin warts
X, w, v, u etc. mark certain,

ind iv idua l l y  vary ing  po in ts
on the embryo (Cf.  Plate 1)
or somet imes b,  indicates the
poster ior  end of  the dorsal
'oocular edge"

v posterior end of ventral "ocu-
lar  edge" (Cf.  Plate 6,  Figure
4 ! )

p

n
t
S

A-D

I-V

posi t ion of  pr imary pupi l ,  pore
of pr imary eye vesic le (Plate
2, Figure 5)
scar of  fusion
funnel corner
scar of  shel l  pore
the four cleavage octants of
one side (Plates I and 24)
the f ive arms of  one side,
numbered from dorsal to ven-
t ra l  (P1.  19 ,  F ig .  5 ;  P l .  9 ,  F ig .
1 should indicate IV instead of
I I I ! )

X medioventral arm rudiment (?)
(P l .  2 ,  F ig .  5 ) .

The time or stage indications for embryos figured are to be considered as approximations. They do not always refer to a sin-

gle egg mass, since 
"ggt 

spawned in the aquarium do not develop normally to hatching when disturbed for the needs of

observation; moreover the duration of development depends on temperature (season). (See also page 88,)

Corrigenda: Plate 5 shows enoneous numbering. Exchange 3 and 5, 4 and 6!-Plate 28, Figure 9 shows stage XV ; Plate

30, Figure 7 shows stage XIX-XX.
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Pl ates of  the 2nd Volume

(Deve lopmen ta l  H i s to r y )

These plates present an attempt to visualize a series of ontogeneses, in order to

illustrate the basic view that systematic morphology deals with the comparison of

ontogeneses. They provide carefully selected material for a critical assessment of the

so-called "biogenetic fundamental law"; this material was used for the preparation of

the text of this volume, and it will be further exploited in future theoretical and

methodoloeical articles.



Plate
E_g_gs

Fi-e.  1.

F ig .2 .
Fig.  3.
Fig.4.

F i g . 5 .
Fig. 6:

Fig.7.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.

Fig.  1 1.

1: Cleavage and formation of germinal layersin Loligo vulgaris. 30X natural size.
viewed from the animal (posterior) pole. The formative plasm appears light, the yolk

dark due to chrome-acid treatment, thus providing a better visual contrast.
Two cell stage, 6 hours after egg laying, which is first followed by maturation and
fertthzation processes (Cf. Plate 24). u: yolk; y: first cleavage furrow, tapering out on
the yolk surface (v); w: ray of formative plasm (very thin!); x: body of left blas-
tomere; z: nucleus.
Four cell stage (l hours). X=v of Fig. 1; y: central gap.
Eight cell stage (8 hours). A-D: the left octants. Same designation throughout!
16 cells (10 hours); x: micromere derived fromA; y: micromere derived from D. The
octant D appears darker (poorer in cytoplasm)
32 cells (12 hours). x: micromere derived frorn B; y: ...from C; z:...from D.
64 cells (14 hours). The furrows (x) tapering out on the yolk surface become broad-
er, the rays of the macromeres (y) become naffower; the micromeres derived from D
form a distinct (also during subsequent stages) cell plate (z) called the "medial field"
of the germinal disc, giving rise to the shell epithelium. The dibranchiate features
seem to be correlated with the small size of the octomeres D that have to be consid-
ered in relation to the D tetramere of other molluscs, to which they apparently cor-
respond. (Similar considerations can be made for A!).
Ca I70 cell stage (I7 hours), comparable to a blastula. y: "medial band", z double
row of micromeres derived from D; w: their rays of cytoplasm. Stage I*
Ca 700 cell stage (24 hours). Transition to the modified gastrula (See text!). v:
macromeres moving outwards on the rays along with subdividing. This process leads
to the following stage.
Over 1000 cells (27 hours). The germinal disc (by a process lying half-way between
delamination and epiboly) has become divided into three elements: 1. the ectoderm,
a distinct cell layer with circular outline, 2. the endo-mesoderm, ?r irregular cell
mass, consisting of (about) eight portions on either side, that has been shifted under
the rim of the ectoderm (blastopore) (See the text for its morphological interpreta-
tion), 3. the yolk cells in radial arrangement.
Stage II (32 hours). The ring of endo-mesoderm (x-x) appears closed except for a
ventral gap that coffesponds to the D octomeres. The latter, which can be recognized
from the two parallel rays on the yolk (y), are apparently not involved in the forma-
tion of the lower germinal layer.
Stage II-III (36 hours). Endo-mesoderm coming in from the sides also now appears
in the ventral gap (y below). The rim of the ectoderm (w) moves outwards, covering
the bases of the rays (y at the right) which remain visible through the thin marginal
part (v) of the germinal disc. The annular mass of endo-mesoderm grows towards the
center, so that the dark central gap becomes smaller and smaller.
Stage III (40 hours). The above-mentioned process continues. The yolk rays are pro-
gressively retracted and will finally disappear (Plate 2) below the germinal disc; the
first to go are the small cells derived from the D octopmeres (y).

Fig. 12.

*The stages are numbered in Roman numerals I-XX, starting from the achievement of a unilayered germinal disc and lead-
ing to the hatching stage; disregarding the more ot less marked heterochronies, these stages can be considered "homologous"
for the different ontoseneses.
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Plate 2: Further differentiation and folding of the germinal disc in Loligo vulgaris.
30 x natural size.

The light-dark contrast is primarily due to the light coloration of the formative plasm, as in
Plate 1; subsequently mesoderm concentrations rise as distinct organ rudiments above the

level of the remaining parts.
Stage III (45 hours, poor representation!). The ring of endo-mesoderm is broader and
ventrally still shows an indentation (hb) as the last trace of the ventral gap (up to
Figure 4).
Stage IV (3 days old).
Stage V (4 days old). Only a narrow zone of the free yolk surface remains visible in
apical view, since the germinal disc is now cap-shaped and grows over the yolk. The
position of the anus (an) appears as a concentration of endoderm cells. The embry-
onic body and the yolk envelope (dh) are distinct from each other.
Stage VI (5 days old). Cloudy organ rudiments appear and become increasingly
distinct.
Stage vII (6 days old), these rudiments become prominent.
Stage VIII (6'/' days old). The organ rudiments iorm distinct folds.
Stage VIII-IX (6 3/o days old).
Stage IX (7 days old).
Stage IX-X (7 'lzdays old).
Stage X (8 days old).
Stage X-K (8'/, days old).
Stage XI (9 days old).

Fig. 1.

Fig.2.
Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.
Fig. 6.
Fig.7.
Fig. 8.
Fig. 9.
Fig. 10.
Fig. 1 1.
Fig. 12.

Note the relatively late development of the funnel tube rudiment (tr) compared to the funnel pouches (tt) and arms, the rela-tion of the frn rudiments (fl) io shell fold, the appearance of the arm pillar rudrments (pf 1_5).
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Plate 3: Folding stages in Loligo vulgaris.
30 x natural srze, in lateral, ventral and dorsal view.

Figs. 1-3. Stage VIII (Cf. Plate 2,,Frgure 6), 6'/, days old.
Figs. 4-6. Stage IX (Cf. Plate 2, Figure 8), 7 days old.
Figs. 7-9. Stage X (Cf. Plate 2,Figure 10),8 days old.
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Plate 4: Primary structuring ofthe cephalopod body inLoligo vulgaris.
30x natural size, in lateral. ventral and dorsal view.

Figs. l-3. Stage XI (Cf. Plate 2, Figure l2), 9 days old.
Figs. 4-6. Stage XI-XII. 9-9'lz days old.
Figs.7-9. Stage XIL 10 days old.

Note the folding over of the mantle organs, the formation of the funnel, the posterior growth of the arm pillars, the invagi-
naton of the mouth between the dorsal arms.
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Plate 5: Definitive structuring and modification of the cephalic organs in Loligo vulgaris.
30x natural size.

Figs. I and 2.

Figs. 5 and 6

Figs. 3 and 4

Fig.7 .
Figs. 8 and 9.
Fig. 10.

Stage XIII (11 days old). Note the posterior lengthening of the arm pillars'

which turn their ventral (vk) and dorsal (dk) ocular edges towards the eye.
(NB: corrected numbering!). Stage XIV (12 days old). Continuation of this

process.
(NB: coffected numbering!). Stage XV (13 days old). Continuation of this

process.
Stage XVI (14 days old). Complete primary lid fold.

Stage XVII (15 days old). Contraction of the primary lid over the eye.

Stage XVII-XVIII (15 '1, days old). The contraction is definitive.

The mouth disappears completely between the dorsal arms (Figures 2 and 4). The gladius shines

through the integument in Figure 9, already showing the typical teuthoid shape'
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Plate 6: Development of the lateral aspect in Inligo vulgaris. 30x natural size.

Note the structure of the primary lid, which is made of four parts: dorsal and ventral ocular
edges (Figure 4: dk and vk), the anterior (Figure 2: x) and the posterior "connecting piece"
(Figure 7: v-d). These connecting pieces contribute only minor parts of the annular fold. But see
the Sepioidea (Plate 16, Figure 5; hb; Plate 23, Figure 5: hb, Figure 2: vb).

Fig. l. Stage X (8 days old).
Fig.2. Stage XI (9 days old).
Fig. 3. Stage Xll (10 days old).
Fig.4. Stage XIII (11 days old).
Fig. 5. Stage XIV (12 days old).
Fig. 6. Stage XV (13 days old).
Fig.7. Stage XVI (14 days old).
Fig. 8. Stage XVtr (15 days old).
Fig. 9. Stage XVItr (16 days old).

At stage XVII-XVIII, the primary lid can be opened easily; subsequently it remains closed and
leaves only a very niurow pore (Plate 7, Figure l).
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Plate 7: The mature embryo of Loligo vulgaris at hatching, after about 21 days of
developrnent.

Figs. 1-3. Three aspects. 24x natrral size.*
Fig. 4. Sirnilar specimen after removal of the ventral . part of the mantle. For further

explanation, see the Textfigure below:
a) Newly-hatched animal, 15 X natural size, drawn after the transparent, living animal, figure
completed after preserved specimen. b) Arm crown of an advanced embryo, shortly before

hatching, after removal of the outer yolk sac (at d). Above the scar (d)
lies the mouth (m). The suckers (s) are not yet numerous, they are still
lacking on the dorsal arm; the buccal lappets (1-4) are barely visible as
small, flattened papillae; I-IV: arms; T: tentacle. The main figure
shows: the small yolk sac remainder (Do) between the arms; the small,
stump-like pointed arms (A:,A+), between which the tentacles (Tt) pro-
ject; the web (Sh) between the 3rd and 4th arm, limiting the still shal-
low tentacle pouch; the eye balls (Au) in the closed orbital cavity (Ak,
hatched) and its pore (Po) next to the cornea (Co); the olfactory tuber-
cles (Ro) are low, oval elevations on the ventral side of the head; the
funnel adductors (Ad); the funnel complex with the barely visible fun-
nel attachments (Th, hatched) and the ventral parts of the funnel gland
(Td); the anal papilla (A0; the Vena cava (Vc), hindgut and ink sac
(Tb); the funnel retractors (Tr); the gills with alternating gill lamellae,
the branchial spleen (Km) forming a solid strand in the gill axis, the
branchial bands (Kb) which are still limited to the basal part of the
organ; the branchial hearts (Kh) with their appendages (Pd) and the
sac-like vein branches (Vs), which receive, from the posterior side, the
expanded Venae palliales posteriores (z); the Aorta posterior (x) and its
bifurcation into the Arteria pallialis medialis and posterior (y), respec-
tively; the rounded, laterally projecting fins (Fl), across which the lat-
eral branches of Hoyle's organ (Ho) are visible (dotted). Go: gonad
rudiment; Di: inner yolk sac; Bl: caecum; Ma: stomach; Co: coelomic
pouch containing the branchial heart; Vk: auricle; Hz: systemic heart;
Kv: branchial vein; Ns: kidney sac; Rd: posterior rim of funnel tube;
Me: ventral mantle rim corner; Mu: superficial, straight cephalic mus-
cle; Pd: stalk of the eye inside the orbita (Ak).
Fig. 5. Head of specimen shown in Figure 1. 36X natural size.
Fig. 6. Mantle sac at stage XVII illustrating the typical shape and
insertion of the gladius, which is less distinct in the mature embryo.
50 x natural size.

*Scientific Editor: The size indications on the plate correspond to the original plate size (l0O%), those given here in the translated explanations take account

of the size reduction by U6 (to 83.5%) of tlrc plates for the English language edition.
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Plate 8: Embryos from a floating egg mass of oegopsid x. 33x natural size.

These embryos probably belong to either Calliteuthis or Histioteuthls, other forms being virtu-
ally excluded for reasons of size and others.-The oegopsid features are clear from comparison
with Plates 9-11 and with Grenacher's embryo, although the latter shows some peculiar features
of its own. Note the reduction of the outer yolk sac.

Figs. I and 2.

Figs. 3 and 4.
Figs. 5 and 6.
Figs. 7 and 8.

Stage VIII-X (Cf. Plate 3 and consider the similarity that would appear with the
loliginid embryo if the yolk sac of the latter were contracted so as to pull the
anlage of the embryo proper across the yolk. Similar products can be generated
without mechanical intervention).
Stage X.
Stage XVI.
About stage XVIII (hatching stage).-striking heterochronies are visible in the
eye, which is reminiscent of the Loligo eye at stage XIV (Plate 5, Figure 5),
whereas the mantle and funnel are already functional. This is a highly interest-
ing oegopsid larva. The relation between the muscular shell and the mantle is
particularly remarkable; it is significant for the understanding of teuthoid shells,
indeed of dibranchiate shell insertion in general. The large, scoop-shaped cone
(co) suffounds the broad posterior end; it is easy to imagine a transition into an
initial chamber of a belemnoid (Volume 1, Textfigure 36). The position of the
fins, set far apart on the outside of the cone, also is typical. Anteriorly the cone
grades into a nalrowing proostracum and thus exhibits a metateuthoid character.
It is significant that the tip of the proostracum is flanked by the stellate ganglia
(Cf.Vol. 1, p. 146, Textfig. 62).
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(Species

Figs. 1-3.
Figs. 4-6.
Figs. I -9.

Plate 9: Embryos from
identification impossible)

Stage VIII.
Stage X.
Stage XII.

a floating egg mass of ommatostrephid y.
l0x natural size. See the general remarks in Plate8 .
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Figs. 1-3.

Figs. 4-6.

Plate 10: Embryos of ommatostrephid y. 70x natural size.

Stage XIV. Note the retardation of the ocular edges (Cf. Plate 6) and
of the mantle sac (P1. 8, Figs. J and 8), and the characteristic lack of
III (that would be situated at vb) and V (See Fig. 2), which is typical
Stage XVI. Here the tentacular shafts begin to fuse together (at nt in

the topography
arm rudiments
for oegopsids.
Fig. 5).
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Plate 11: Embryos of ommatostrephid y. 70x natural size.

Figs. 1-3. Stage XVIII. Tentacles fused together, primary lid fold complete (contrast: Plate 8!)
Figs. 4-6. Stage XX. After hatching (Cf. Vol. l, Pl. 19, Figs. 1 and 2). A typical ommatostrephid

"rhynchoteuthion larva" !
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Figs. 1-6.

Figs. 7 -9.

Figs.  10-11.

Plate l2z Embryos of ommatostrephid y. 70x natural srze.

The stages VIII, X, XII, XIV XVI, XVIII seen from the caudal end. Cf. Plat e 2 to
assess the development of the muscular part (light) and the shell part (dark) of the
mantle sac rudiment, the development of the fins (fl) in the area of the shell pore
(sp) and subsequent organ of Hoyle (ho). Only little is left of the cone, namely
the zone immediately adjacent to the fin rudiments.
The stages XVI, XVm and XX seen from the anterior end. Note the incomplete
primary lid folds in Figure 7 , the relation of the mouth to the yolk sac relic, the
four stump-like arms, each with one sucker rudiment (sn), the still separate
tentacles (tn) with four suckers each (all of which are typical, early larval
ommatostrephid features).
Post-embryonic development of the buccal area in ommatostrephids. Two rhyn-
choteuthion stages from the plankton of the Bay of Naples.42X natural size. The
arm crown, which suffounds the mouth (instead of a yolk sac), is completed by
the appearance of arm rudiments III, which subsequently grow normally (Cf. Vol.
1, Pls. 5 and 6).
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Plate 13: Cleavage and germinal layer formation in Sepia officinalis. 16X natural size.

Fig. 1. 28 cell stage (30 nuclei); x, y, z: micromeres.
Frg.2. 8 cell stage (16 nuclei) like Plate l, Figure 3.
Fig.3. 16 cell stage (30 nuclei); x: first cleavage furrow; y: fourth cleavage furrow,

differing from Loligo (P1. 1, Fig. 4).
Fig. 4. 29 cell stage (30 nuclei) (variant y: belated blastomere).
Fig. 5. More than 100 cells. Blastoderm
Fig. 6. More than 800 cells. Stage I-II at transition to endo-mesoderm formation. In the

sepioids (including Sepiola and Rossia!) the multiplying cells form a complete,
narrow ring around which the yolk cells (y) are situated, the central circular plate (x)
being the ectoderm.

Fig. 7 . Stage II. The ring of endo-mesoderm grows broader.
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Plate 1.4: Differentiation of the germinal disc in Sepra officinalis. l6X natural size.

Figs. 1 and 2. Stages II and II-il. The germinal disc is now retracting the yolk rays (Pl. I, Figs.
10 and 11).

Fig. 3. Stage III-II. This is achieved relatively earter than in Loligo. A light dot marks
the position of the anus (as in subsequent stages).

Fig. 4. Stage III (Plate 2, Figure 1). The somewhat more solid structure of the germinal
disc explains in part the differences from Loligo; these differences disappear in
subsequent stages.

Fig. 5. Stage IV.
Fig. 6. Stage V.
Fig.7. Stage VI.
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Plate 15: Folding up of the germinal disc in Sepra ofjlcinalis. l6X natural size.

Fig. 1. Stage VII. Still nearly flat. Due to the preparation (See Plate 1) the mesoderm
concentrations become visible.

Frg.Z. Stage VIII. The rudiments appear as folds and ridges, producing a picture very
similar to Loligo (Frgve 6). The arm rudiments appear bipartite as in all the
other sepioids (Cf. Pl. 23).

Fig. 3. Stage IX. Eye and shell folds contract. On the latter the material for the fins
becomes prominent; subsequently this material is arranged around the inverted-
T-shaped scar, which marks the prospective organ of Hoyle (Cf. Plates 2 and 12).

Fig. 4. Stage X. The germinal disc contracts.
Fig. 5. Stage XI. This contraction pulls the peripheral parts under the central ones.
Figs. 6 and 7. Inligo embryos (VIII and IX) for a comparison (See P1'. 2, Figs. 6 and 8).
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Plate 16:

Fig. 1.

Fig.2.
F i g . 3 .
Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.
Fig. 6.

Fig.7.

Figs. 8 and 9.

General structuring of the embryo in Sepia officinalis. 16x natural size.

Dorsal view of stage XI-X[. x = hb. This formation is very conspicuous at early
stages (Plate 23).
Dorsal view of stage XII (Cf. plare 4, Figure 9).
Dorsal view of stage XII-X[I. y = fr, x = wk (Cf. plate 2,Figure 12).
Ventral part of arm crown at stage XII. The sucker rudiments become differenti-
ated from the tip to the base of the arm. x: longitudinal ridge; y: transverse papil-
lae; w: rounded papillae rn zigzag arrangement; z: yolkmargin (Cf. plate 2I).
Dorsal view of stage XIII (Cf. plate 5, Figure 2).
Dorsal view of stage XIV. x: posterior limit of the "head cover" formed by the
arm pillars; y: depression between the eye balls and the rudiments of the white
body; z: position of the submerged mouth.
Dorsal view of stage XV. The dorsal ocular edge has reached the posterior con-
necting piece at d. x-y: limit of head cover.
Aspects of stage XVI. End of the most important organogenetic processes and
the general surface differentiation. The chromatophores, the muscular activity,
the heart beat, etc. give the animal a basically complete aspect.
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Plate 17: Development of the ventral aspect, and of the mantle cavity of the embryo in
Sepia officinalis. l6x natural size.

Fig. l. Stage IX (Cf. Pl. 3, Fig. 5).
Fig.2. Stage X (Cf. Pl. 3, Fig. 8).
Fig. 3. Stage XI (Cf. Pl. 4, Fig. 2). x: sucker rudiments.
Fig.4. Stage XI-XII (Cf. PI.4, Figs.4-6). x: cutting surface.
Fig. 5. Stage XII (Cf. PI.4, Fig. 8); y: coelomic pouches containing the branchial hearts.
Fig. 6. Stage XII.
Fig.7. Stage XIII.
Fig. 8. Stage XIIL The branchial band begins to form; x: posterior limit of head cover.
Fig. 9. Stage XIII-XIV. hb and v still lying far apart!
Fig. 10. Stage XV. hb and v united. x as in Figure 8.
Fig. ll. Stage XV. y: web between ventral and ventrolateral arm begins to form. Kidney

papillae are visible, gill lamellae pleated, branchial band Nautilus-Like.
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Plate 18: Advanced embryonic stages of Sepia officinalis. 16X natural size

Figs. 1-3. Stage XVII. Fig. l. Dorsal view with yolk sac in natural position (Cf. Plate 16). x:
posterior limit of head cover; y: primary head skin; z: posterior end of extended ven-
tral part of the mantle sac.

Fig.2. 1=y of Plate 17, Figure ll. Note the distribution of sucker rudiments.
Fig.3. Ventral mantle and funnel parts removed. x: coelomic pouch; ax: visceral complex,

especially head-foot retractor; ta: entry to tentacle pouch.
Fig. 4. Stage XVIII. The rotation of the ink sac begins. x: posterior limit of kidney sac.

The tentacular stalks grow longer in widening tentacle pouches (ta).
Fig. 5. Tentacular club at stage XVII-XVIII; suckers still iuranged in 8 rows; differentiation

of manus and stalk distinct, note the swimming membrane rudiment (at left). 48x
natural size.

Fig. 6. Tentacular club at stage XIX-XX. x: terminal tip; y: swimming membrane; z: protec-
tive membrane; 1-8: suckers of original eight longitudinal rows, lying in an oblique
transverse row. 48 x natural size.
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Plate 19: Maturing embryos of Sepia (l-6 S. officinali.s,7 S. orbignyana).

Figs. 1 and 2. Stage XIX. With small, fragile yolk sac. Viable when prematurely hatched.
x: position of posterior edge of cuttlebone. 8 X natural size.

Fig. 3. Mantle cavity at the same stage. Ink sac rotated !
Figs. 4 and 5. Lateral view of stage XVIII -XX. 10x natural size. Illustrating the eye lid

development. The secondary lid arises as a fold surrounding the primary
lid.

Fig. 6. Opening of the primary lid when contracted, in a similar embryo. The fold
of the prospective secondary lid is recognizable by the conspicuous
arrangement of the muscular fibres.

Fig. 7. Embryo of Sepia orbignyana. lOx natural size. The pupil (pu) is W-
shaped, the primary lid is closed, except at the ocular pore (po), and forms
a "comea". The secondary lid is crescent-shaped, open to the top. In these
embryos the fin is strikingly short, a primitive trait (among others).
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Plate 20: Figures I-3 Sepia officinalis, newly hatched, fully developed.
(In contrast to most hatchlings obtained in the aquarium, these are not prematurely hatched

Fig. 4.

animals!). 8 x natural size. Explanations in Plate 19.

Cuttlebone at stage XVIII (Pl. 18, Fig. 4). 16 x natural size. Three siphun-
cular openings are recognizable, each with a distinct, flat septal neck (fine-
ly dotted). The shell plate is uncalcified in the marginal zone (dark), calci-
fied in the remaining parts (light), structurally different in the posterior part
(See the text). In the last septum, the anterior ("bulge") part can already
be distinguished from the posterior ("fork") part (along the posterior inser-
tion). Of the second septum, the anterior insertion shines through the last
septum. The light dots (lines) mark the insertions of the pillars supporting
the septa.
Cuttlebone of stage XX (Figs. 1-3). In the dorsal view, the initial chamber
is clearly visible, with the excentric addition of subsequent chambers along
a curved surface.

Figs. 5 and 6.
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Plate 2l: Development of the buccal field and the inner arm surfaces in embryos of sepia
officinalis.

Fig .  l .
F ig .2 .

F i g . 3 .

Figs. 4-7.

Figs. 8 and 9.

Buccal field of stage XV. 25x natural size. x: section of yolk envelope.
Buccal field of stage XV-XVI.25 X natural size. y: section of removed ten-
tacle; z: section of latero-ventral arm.
Buccal field of stage XVI-XVII. 25X natural size. Slightly abnormal. The
dorsal buccal lappets (1 and la) are not fused (in contrast to Figure 2: bt);
thus an interesting case of inhibition appears,, similar to the normal condi-
tion occurring in the family Enoploteuthidae, which can be considered the
protodecapodan primary condition. (Volume 1, page 122).
Development of a single arm from stage XIII to stage XVI. 48 x naturai
size. In the gutter between the two parts of the arm (y) a ridge is formed
that becomes subdivided into naffow papillae (Cf. I{autilus). These papil-
lae grow larger and rounder and become arranged in a zigzag pattern; this
process is repeated so that the two rows are transformed into fourrows. The
differentiation at the arm end continues as in a growing plant tip.
Tentacular clubs at stages XV-XVU. 48 x natural size. The four rows of
suck-ers are changed into eight rows, which is the basis for further differ-
entiations of a Sepia club (Plate 18).
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Plate 22: Further development of the buccal field, of Sepia officinalis.

Fig. l. Stage XVIII-XIX. x: infrabuccal part of yolk sac (Cf. Plate 19, Figure l). 22x nattr-
al size.

Fig.2. Stage XIX. y: connecting band of a buccal pillar. 20X natural size.
Fig. 3. Young cuttlefish, postembryonic. 15 x natural size. Apart from the retracted tentacles

(7, 8), this figure offers the typical picture of a decapod. 1) 4: buccal pillars; I-III:
buccal pouches; 5: inner lip; 6: buccal membrane, hiding the outer lip; 7, 8: tentacu-
lar clubs; 9: protective membranes uniting at arm base; 10: outer edge of ventral arm;
11:  web.

Fig. 4. The part surrounded by the buccal funnel is opened up. Stage XIX. 22x natural size.
One recognizes the widening mouth (Cf. Figure l), in which the inner lip (il) and the
tip of a beak (uk) appear; na: umbilicus.

Fig. 5. The same. Buccal funnel (schematic) of stage XX-XX. 20x natural size.
Fig. 6. The same for stage XX-XX. 18X natural size. The infrabuccal part of the yolk sac

is rapidly reduced by the growing buccal mass.
Fig.7. The same for stage XX (typical aspect).
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Plate 23: Embryos of Sepiolinae.
(Different species of the so-called Sepiola rondeleti)

Fig. 1. Sepiola ligulata. Stage VIII-IX. l6x natural size (Cf. Plate 15, Figure 2); y: ques-
tionable rudiment (? blood vessel?); x: indication of a proostracal relic in the shell
sac; z: nuchal connection, already indistinct in comparison with Sepia and Rossia!

Fig.2. Sepiola ligulata. Stage X. 16x natural size (Cf. Plate 15, Figures 3 and 4).
Fig. 3. Sepietta oweniana. Stage XI-XII. 24x natval size.
Fig. 4. The same embryo, seen from below after removal of the yolk (Cf. Plate 17, Figure

4 ! ) .
Fig. 5. Sepietta oweniana. Stage XIII-XIV. 28x natural size (Cf. Plate 16, Figure 6).
Fig. 6. Sepiola ligulata. Stage XIV-XV. l6X natural size. Lid fold complete!
Fig. 7. Sepietta oweniana. Stage XV-XVL 24x nartral size.
Fig. 8. Sepietta oweniana. Stage XVII-XVlll.22x natural size.
Fig. 9. Sepiola ligulata. Stage XIX. l8x natural size.

Note the ffansveNely extended shape of the ink sac with the bean-shaped (light) luminous glands.
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Plate 24:. Maturation, cleavage and germinal layer formation in Octopus vulgaris.
45X natural size.

Interpretations as in Plate 1! Hitherto undescribed ontogenesis.

Fig. 1. 2 hours after egg laying. x: first polar body; y: position of the nucleus.
Fig.2. (3 hours). Three polar bodies formed.
Fig. 3. (5 hours). Spreading of formative plasm.
Fig. 4. (9 hours). First cleavage step.
Fig. 5. (13 hours). The third cleavage step is prepared (x).
Fig. 6. (15 hours). 8 cell stage, normal.
Fig.7. (15 hours).8 cell stage, decapodJike (Plate l, Figure l3).
Fig. 8. (16 hours). Transition to 16 cell stage.
Fig.9. (19 hours). 16 cell stage. The cells x, y can be separated entirely (Fig. 10) as true

micromeres, or they can remain in continuity with the yolk (as in x above).
Fig. 10. (19 hours). Variant of same stage.
Fig. 11. (22 hours). 23 cellstage; retarded at left.
Fig. 12. (24 hours). 32 cell stage
Fig. 13. (24 hours). 32 cell stage; another variant.
Fig. 14. (28 hours). 66 cell stage
Fig. 15. (36 hours). 360 cell stage
Fig. 16. (40 hours). 1200 cell stage; blastoderm complete. Stage. I.
Fig. lJ. (2 days). Endo-mesoderm formation starts. Stage I-IL
Fig. 18. (2'lrdays). Endo-mesoderm formation continues. Stage II.
Fig. 19. (3 days). Endo-mesoderm formation continues. Stage II-III.
Fig. 20. (31lz days). Endo-mesoderm formation continues. Stage III.
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Plate 25: Differentiation of the germinal disc, covering of the yolk, folding processes in
Octopus vulgaris. 45 x natural size.

Fig. 1. Stage IV (4 days), from behind. x: concentration of material for the mantle.
Fig.2. Stage V (5 days). Cf. Plates 14 and2.
Fig. 3. Stage VI (4 days). x: position of starocyst.
Fig. 4. Stage VII (7 days). Note the small rudiment of the shell sac and fins.
Fig.5. StageVIII (8 days).
Fig. 6. Stage IX (9 days).
Fig.7. Stage X (10 days).
Fig. 8. Stage XI (11 days;.
Fig. 9. Stage IV. From the ventral side, illustrating yolk covering.
Fig. 10. Stage V. From the ventral side, illustrating yolk covering.
Fig. I l. Stage VI. From the ventral side, illustrating yolk covering.
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Plale 26: Stages of folding processes in Octopus vulgaris.45 x natural size.

In lateral, ventral and dorsal view.

Fig. 1-3. Stage VII (7 days). x: position of statocyst.
Fig.4-6. StageVIII (8 days)
Fig.7-9. Stage IX (9 days). Cf. Plate 3 and note the late differentiation of the funnel tube rudi-

ment (tr) in connection with the arm crown, independently from the funnel pouches
(to.
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Figs. l-3. Stage X (10 days).
Figs. 4-6. Stage XI (11 days).
Figs. 7-9. stage XII (12 days). y: Musculus rect. abdominalis (cf. plate 23, Figures 4,9); z:

depression between inner and outer part of arm (cf. plate 23,Figt:r.e 3). Note the clo-
sure of the mouth by a transparent membrane through which it remains visible (Plate
28).
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Plate 28: Secondary structuring and rearrangement of the cephalic organs in embryos of
Octopus vulgaris. 45 x natural size.

Figs. l-3. Stage XIII (13 days). x: gill lamellae; y: dorsal mantle slit, medially (z) barely visi-
ble, penetrating from both sides.

Figs. 4-6. Stage XIV (15 days). x (in Figure 4): medial limit of head cover; y: posterior limit
of head cover.

Figs. 7-10. Buccal field after removal of the yolk. Figure 7: stage XIII (13 days); z: yolk enve-
lope; y: brachial ganglion at the bottom of the yolk depression; w: passage to inner
yolk sac.

Fig. 8. Stage XV (18 days).
Fig. 9. Stage XVI (21 days).
Fig. 10. Stage XIX (28 days). x: remainder of yolk sac; y: terminal flagellum of arm.
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Plate 292 Development of the head covers and Iid folds, and of the mantle cavity in
embryos of Octopus vulgaris, 45 X natural size.

Figs. l-3. Stage XV (18 days). Fig. l, x: seam between head cover and muscular mantle; y:
posterior dorsal part of mantle slit with remarkable opening; Fig. 2, x: prospective
(preformed) position of the mantle rim on the funnel; Fig. 3, x: remainder of prima-

ry integument.
Fig. 4. Mantle cavity of specimen in Fig. 2. x: mantle section; y: posterior end of visceral

sac; z: gill lamellae; w: posterior funnel edge.
Fig. 5. Mantle cavity of specimen in Fig. 7. x: swollen integument of funnel (muscular tube

in light color); m: kidney sac wall.
Figs. 6-8. Stage XVI (21 days). Fig. 6, x: terminal flagellum of dorsal arm; y: same as x in Fig.

2;Fig.7: same as before; Fig. 8, x: primary cephalic integument (Cf. pk in Fig. 3).
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Plate 30: Maturing embryos of Octopus vulgaris.45X natural size.

Figs. 1-3. Stage XVIII (24 days old). x: as inFig.2 of Plate 29; y: same as x in Fig. I of Plate
29.

Figs. 4-6. Stage XIX-XX (28 days old). Note the spines breaking out from the small glandular
sacs visible at the previous stage; they subsequently split up to form minute brushes
(vol.  1, Pl.9, Fig. 1).
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Plate 31: Embryos of Tremoctopus violaceus.45 X natural size.

From an egg mass conserved in the Zoological Collections of Munich; at first sight (1914) I ten-
tatively identified it as an Argonauta egg mass, given the great similarity of the embryos with
those of this genus. The material is probably due to A. Kdlliker; it exactly conesponds to his
description.

Figs. I and 2. Stage XI-XII. x: dorsal mantle furrow.
Figs. 3 and 4. Stage XVI. x: dorsal mantle furrow.
Fig. 5. Stage XX. Newly hatched.
Fig. 6. Stage XIX (Cf. Volume l, Plate 10, Figure 4). y: depression for the funnel cor-

ners (mantle attachment); x: posterior end.
Fig. 7. Buccal field (ofstage XVI), like Plate28, Figure 9. y: yolk; z: yolk envelope.
Fig.8. Buccal field of stage XIX, more strongly enlarged. x1, x2i n€w sucker rudi-

ments formed during embryonic development (Cf. Plate 28, Figure 10).
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Plate 32: Early embryos of Argonauta argo. 70x natural size.

The ontogenesis of this form, which is particularly interesting, is shown here in greater detail
(starting from egg laying) than was done for the preceding ones. Cleavage is achieved inside the
oviduct, according to the same pattem as in Octopus vulgaris (Plate 24); even more advanced
stages can be retained in the oviduct.

Figs. 1-4. Stages I-IV, from behind. x: gaps in the blastoderm.
Figs. 5-7. Covering of the yolk. Stages I, ry V-VI.
Figs. 8-10. Buccal field (of stage XVI).
Figs. ll-13. Stage VIII. x: furrow between arm crown and head anlage; y: furrow between

. head anlage and funnel pouches.
Figs. 14-16. Stage IX.
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Plate 33: Embryos of Argonauta argo,7Ox natural size.

Figs. 1-3. Stage X. x: dorsal mantle furrow, in octopods never getting deeper
in the medial point (Cf. PIate 27).

Figs. 6-8. Stage XI. x: closure of shell sac.
Figs. 4 and 5, 9 and 10. Mantle rudiments from behind, stages vII, VIII, IX, X. x: gap of

muscular mantle, closing progressively (Cf. Fig. 9 with Fig. 7 of
Plate 15).

Figs. I l-13. stage XII. x: same as in Fig. l; y: same as z in Fig. 9 of prate 2i.
Note the beginning shift of the arm pillars.
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Plate 34: Embryos of Argonauta argo. 7Ox natural size.

Figs. 1-3. Stage XIIL Fig. 1, x: dorsal, y: lateral mantle furrow. Fig.2, x same as plate 29,
Figure 2; y: same as Plate 27 , Fig. 8. Fig. 3, x: position of invaginated mouth; y, z:
parts of the cephalic anlage (white body); w: dorsal mantle slit.

Figs. 4-6. Stage XIV. x: posterior limit of head covers.
Figs' 7-9. stage XV. x: growing arm tip, corresponding to the prospective "shell-forming,, arm

in the female. The formation of the head covers from the arm pillars is particu-
larly evident here, as is the formation of the primarv lid.
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Plate 35: Embryos of Argonauta argo. 70x natural size.

Figs. 1-3. Stage XVI. Fig. 1, y: same as x in Plate 29,Fi9.2.Fig.3, y: dorsal mantle furrow.
Figs. 4-6. Stage XVII.
Figs. 7-9. Stage XVIII. x: same as in Plate 34,Fig.7.

The definitive octopodan body is complete in its general outline; the covering of the head is
finished.
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Plate 36: Embryos and hatchlings of Argonauta argo. 7Ox natural size.

Figs. l-3. Stage XIX.
Figs. 4-6. Stage XX. Fig. 4, x: protracted, bulging web; y: integumental spine. Fig. 5, x: same

as above; y: mantle attachment (knob, cf. Plate 31, Fig.6); z: funnel attachment; w:
posterior edge of funnel tube. Fig. 6, x: lateral mantle rim.
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Plate 37: Embryos of Argonauta argo. 70x natural size

(Figures 1-3) and Ocythod tuberculata 40x natural size
(Figures 4-9, from eggs sampled in the oviduct).
Fig. 1. Argonauta. Stage XX. From the buccal side, with spread arms. x: mantle rim

insertion on the head.
Fig.2. Argonauta. Stage XIX. Ventral mantle cavity opened up.
Fig.3. Argonauta. Stage XIX. Dorsal mantle cavity opened up. z: mantle section; y:

mantle nerve; x: dorsal side of visceral complex.
F igs .4and5.  Ocy thoE.StageIX.F ig .5 ,y :sameas inP la te23,Frg .3 ;x :ocu la rpore .
Figs. 6 and 7. Ocythod. Stage XII-XI[. x: part of cephalic anlage (white body).
Figs.8 and 9. ocythod. Mantle rudiments of stages IX and XL x: limit of the centripetally

advancing muscular mantle tissue. Note the progressively indistinct fin rudi-
ments (fl) in Argonauta (Plate 33), and the relatively large yolk mass (compare
Pl. 37, Fig. 4 and Pl. 33, Fig. 2); the yolk sac of Argonauta appears reduced, sim-
ilar to the yolk sac of oegopsids among the decapods (plates 8 and 9).
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